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PREFACE
TO THE ENGLISH EDITION

On 2 July 1965 Professor Albert Norden, member of the Political Bureau of the 
Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and member of the 
presidium of the National Council of the National Front of Democratic Germany, 
submitted to the world public the Brown Book War and Nazi Criminals in West 
Germany at an international press conference of the National Council of the 
National Front of Democratic Germany and the Committee of Anti-Fascist 
Resistance Fighters of the GDR.

Already once before, in 1933, German anti-fascists - with active international 
support - published a Brown Book at a time when many people in Germany and 
abroad did not yet perceive the dangers arising from Hitler's seizure of power. 
In Paris they published that famous Brown Book which revealed the first crimes 
of the Hitler fascists. Professor Norden explained at the international press 
conference: "It appeared alter the Reichstag had been set on fire and its flames 
were illuminating the terror already raging in Germany and condemned the nazi 
backers of the Reichstag conflagration and their war plans. Today we are publish
ing this Brown Book before the German imperialists realize their plans" in order 
to warn in time of the attempt once again entirely to destroy democracy and 
begin a new war.

This Brown Book appears on German soil, in the German Democratic Repub
lic, proving that this anti-fascist and anti-imperialist German state is aware of 
its national mission to do everything possible to assure that war shall never again 
start from German soil.

The acute danger to peace arising from the rule of such war and nazi criminals 
in the Bonn state increases from day to day because this state incessantly uses 
its economic, political and especially military potentials for the preparation of 
the third world war.

"Nor is it of any use to console oneself about the fact that the nazi murderers 
of yesterday again exercise power in the Bonn state by saying that they 'are but 
a few thousand people and 'that they will die out one day in any case'. Firstly, 
these few thousand dominate fifty million people and the strongest army in 
Western Europe, and secondly they have long since educated tens of thousands 
of successors as leading elite of their militarist state in the same evil spirit which 
made themselves become criminals", Professor Norden declared.
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The Brown Book proves with names and facts how the leading section of the 
Hitler Reich has again become the leading section of the Bonn state. It proves 
that the forces behind the aggressive, revanchist Bonn policy must not only be 
punished for their crimes of yesterday but must also be pushed away from the 
levers of power because they are preparing new crimes.

When twenty years ago, in July-August 1945, the heads of government of the 
leading powers of the anti-Hitler coalition met in Cecilienhof Palace in Postdam 
the instruction of the peoples who had suffered so much, and of the German 
people, too, was that once and for all the lessons must be learned from two world 
wars and those forces which are guilty of the mass murder of peoples and which 
made thousands of millions in profits from the blood and suffering of millions 
must be deprived of power forever and eliminated. The Potsdam Agreement 
which was signed on 2 August 1945 took account of this demand of the peoples.

This Brown Book on war and nazi criminals in West Germany therefore be
longs in the hands of every person to whom peace is dear and who loves justice. 
For this reason the editors join in expressing the hope which was formulated by 
Professor Norden, who is one of the authors of the historic first Brown Book of 
1933, with these words:

"May this Brown Book help to spread the truth about West German conditions 
everywhere, tor the light ot truth breaks through the obscure twilight in which 
the Bonn conspirators wrap themselves in order once again to bring night over 
Europe."

The Editors
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INTRODUCTION

In May 1965 was the 20th anniversary of the liberation of mankind from the 
horrors of war and fascist barbarism.

The self-sacrificing struggle of the peoples united in the anti-Hitler coalition, 
of whom the Soviet Union carried the main burden, ended with the utter defeat 
of the fascist aggressor, with the total collapse of a system which, through a chain 
of raids and military attacks, through a rule of terror and lawlessness, through 
mass murder and the perpetration of the worst war crimes, had become guilty 
of the death of 55 million people.

The term "war crimes and nazi crimes" had become synonymous with murder 
of the peoples, barbarism and sadism, and the governments of the anti-Hitler 
coalition expressed the feelings and demands of the whole peace-loving world 
when they stated in the Crimea Declaration:

"It is our unyielding resolve to destroy German militarism and national social
ism, and to see that Germany can never again disturb the peace of the world. 
We are determined to bring all war criminals to trial and make sure that they 
are punished forthwith .."

The GDR made the aims of the anti-fascist resistance movement and the anti- 
Hitler coalition as laid down in the Potsdam Agreement, the basic principle 
underlying its actions. Those forces which prepared the Second World War and 
plunged Europe into war and abject misery were removed from all sectors of 
public life. This was as much in the interests of peace and security for the peoples 
of the neighbouring countries as it was in the interests of the German people.

The GDR fulfilled its obligations to the German people and the peoples of the 
world and condemned and justly punished the perpetrators of all war and nazi 
crimes. In the period from May 1945 to December 1964 in the Soviet occupation 
zone and in the GDR a total of

16,572 persons were charged with participation in crimes 
against peace and humanity and for war crimes. 
Of these

12,807 were found guilty, and
1,578 were acquitted. The prosecution of
2,187 was suspended because of absence, death

or due to Amnesty Order No. 43/48 of 18 March 1948 by the Soviet Military 
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Administration because conviction was not likely to result in a sentence of more 
than one year in prison.

Of the 12,807 persons found guilty 118 were sentenced to death, 231 to life 
imprisonment and 5,088 to imprisonment of more than three years.

Twenty years after the liberation from fascism, 20 years after the beginning 
of the trials of the major war criminals by the Nuremberg Tribunal of the Peoples, 
the world is nevertheless confronted with the fact that today in West Germany 
many thousands who were responsible for nazi and war crimes, are not only 
unpunished, but are in fact now occupying leading positions in the economy, the 
government, the Bundeswehr and police forces, in the educational system, as 
well as in leading publishing houses and in the mass media. The West German 
government, completely ignoring the just demands of all peoples, treating the 
Potsdam Agreement and the Nuremberg administration of justice with contempt, 
almost entirely stopped the prosecution of war criminals shortly after the esta
blishment of the Federal Republic and promoted the main perpetrators of the 
worst nazi crimes and those who are behind them to government offices of deci
sive importance.

The illegal taking-over of laws of the Bonn state by West Berlin, which does 
not belong to the Federal Republic and is known to lie on the territory of the 
GDR, has led to the result that here, too, seriously incriminated fascists were 
re-employed in high positions in administration, justice and police. It is mainly 
these forces which, as supports of the Bonn rulers, strive for a constant aggrava
tion of the situation in collaboration with the espionage headquarters and subver
sive groups through provocations at the GDR state frontier, kidnapping and other 
terrorist acts and try to thwart all efforts for negotiations of the government of 
the GDR to normalize conditions in the special territory of West Berlin.

Although after 1945 by far the greater part of nazi and war criminals had fled 
to the western occupation zones, in the West German Federal Republic, which in 
respect of population is three times the size of the GDR, only 12,457 persons had 
been charged with committing war crimes up to January 1964. By March 1965 
the courts of the Federal Republic had legally convicted only 5,234 persons. In 
over 7,000 cases either a verdict of not guilty was returned, or the prosecution 
was withdrawn, or the trial was not even begun. In those cases, however, where 
a conviction resulted, the sentences as a general rule had no relation to the crimes 
committed. Of the 5,234 convicted nazi criminals and mass-murderers only 80 
received the maximum penalty (9 sentenced to death, 71 to life imprisonment).

If in the last years - after a long interval - a few trials of nazi mass-murderers 
are again taking place in the Federal Republic, then the following must be stated: 
Firstly, they take place only in cases where the revelations of the GDR and the 
pressure of international public opinion leave the West German judiciary no 
other choice. Secondly, they are almost exclusively directed against the lower 
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ranks of the SS and concentration camp murderers, whereas the high-ranking 
"desk" murderers and their supporters are spared. Thirdly and finally, the out
come of these trials are hair-raisingly light sentences; even Eichmann accom
plices such as SS Fuhrers Hunsche and Krumey, who participated in the 
deportation and slaughter of many hundreds of thousands of Hungarian Jews, 
were declared not guilty or given token sentences in Frankfurt-on-Main in 1964. 
These trials thus do not alter the fact that West Germany today is a veritable para
dise for nazi and war criminals.

This Brown Book contains - as a first and as still incomplete statement - the 
names of over 1,900 heavily incriminated former leading nazi officials and war 
criminals who today either hold key positions in the West German government 
or economic apparatus, or else receive high pensions for their "valuable services" 
in the "Third Reich".

The Brown Book proves that of the number of supporters of the Hitler dicta
torship, initiators and exploiters of the persecution of Jews, organizers and com
manders of the attacks against almost every country in Europe and proven mur
derers of anti-fascists and resistance fighters, who are again at work in West 
Germany today ...

21 are ministers and state secretaries of the Federal Republic;
100 are generals and admirals of the Bundeswehr;
828 are high judicial officials, public prosecutors and judges;
245 are leading officials of the Foreign Office, the Bonn embassies and con

sulates;
297 are high officers of the Police Force and the Office for the Protection of 

the Constitution.
And this is only the initial list.

Experts of the barbaric terror administration of the occupied eastern districts 
like Karl Friedrich Vialon are state secretaries. Murder generals like General 
Trettner command the Bundeswehr. Nazi hanging judges, who sentenced hun
dreds of people to death, control the judiciary. Even the highest representative 
of the Federal Republic, in the person of Heinrich Liibke, is a man who, in the 
realization of the most secret armament plans of the top nazi leadership and in 
the capacity of construction manager of the Goring-Himmler-Speer Jager staff 
became involved in and responsible for the murder of several hundred concen
tration camp prisoners.

This Brown Book contains exclusively the names of such persons who really 
are seriously incriminated through their leading role in the preparation and 
perpetration of nazi crimes and acts of aggression, and who either participated 
in the mass slaughter directly, or on whose orders it was carried out, or who were 
the intellectual originators. In this connection it deliberately refrains from listing 
even such far from innocent persons as the West German head of government.
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Ludwig Erhard, or the CSU chairman Franz Josef Strauss, although one acti
vely supported the nazi regime as an economic expert and adviser to the nazi- 
Gauleiter Biirckel in the Saar district; and the other as a national socialist 
training officer.

Naturally the Brown Book does not contain any names of nominal members 
of the NSDAP (nazi party). The GDR has always clearly distinguished between 
the millions of former rank and file members of the nazi organizations, who were 
themselves misled and duped, and the odious group of supporters, initiators and 
profiteers of the nazi crimes. We do not intend to blame anybody who once made 
a political mistake and has since recognized his error and embarked on a new 
road - particularly not 20 years afterwards.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the Bonn government appointed the above 
listed nazi criminals to their offices, not in any lack of information about their 
past, but, on the contrary, with full knowledge of it. The Brown Book contains 
precise evidence on the number of years the incriminating information has been 
known to Bonn about some of the relevant persons.

The GDR has always considered it to be its right and duty to inform public 
opinion about the dangerous developments in West Germany and to make its 
own contribution to overcoming the past in the whole of Germany. Since 1955 
the GDR, at numerous press conferences, named a total of 1,310 former jurists 
of the special nazi courts who have been restored to office and dignity in West 
Germany. Since 1959, after they had resisted and dodged acceptance for years, 
the West German justice officials were finally handed 1,580 files of death sen
tences which present active members of the West German judiciary had passed 
during their service in the nazi period. Further, 4,000 documents, personnel 
records, etc., pertaining to other nazi and war criminals were handed over or 
sent. At 113 trials of nazi and war criminals in West Germany, the GDR gave 
legal assistance with documents, witnesses and experts to aid in the establish
ment of all the facts and the uncovering of the truth.

Thus, the reason for the lack of prosecution and the reinstatement of nazi and 
war criminals is not that the Bonn authorities do not know of the incriminating 
documents or have no access to them. Neither is the lack of prosecution and the 
reinstatement of the nazi and war criminals an accident. Rather, it is a part of 
the policy of the Bonn government, which aspires to a revision of the outcome 
of the Second World War, and for a change in its frontiers. The last reason for 
the reinstatement of nazi and war criminals is that in the West German state the 
same fateful forces of the armaments industry control the government and the 
economy which raised Hitler to power, prepared the Second World War and 
today strain for revenge and retaliation for their defeat, and plan a renewed 
attack on the frontiers of neighbouring states. Because these forces today attempt 
to conduct the same disastrous policy as in the period of fascism they utilize the 
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services of the same fascist gangsters. Because the social roots of fascism, the 
concentration of power in the hands of the armament monopolies, were not eli
minated in West Germany, the nazi criminals were rehabilitated.

That is why the infamous 131st law has made it the duty of the West German 
authorities since 1951 to reinstate former nazi officials on all administrative 
levels.

That is why Bonn already on 8 May 1960 excluded the bulk of nazi and war 
criminals from prosecution on the grounds that all "manslaughter" crimes come 
under the statute of limitations.

That is why the federal government made the decision to apply the statute of 
limitations from 8 May 1965, to cease prosecution of even the worst nazi mass 
murderers, which was only forestalled by an international protest movement.

That is, finally, the reason for the decision of the Bonn Bundestag of 25 March 
1965, in spite of world protest, to merely postpone for four years the application 
of the statute of limitations and to prepare an amnesty law for "those who acted 
on orders".

The persons responsible for the fascist crimes are today the main springs of 
the Bonn revanchist policy.

The persons responsible for the fascist crimes are today preparing and prac
ticing the Emergency Laws, which for the purpose of aggression abroad are to 
destroy all democratic rights within the country.

The persons responsible for the nazi crimes today demand the right to be con
sulted and control over atomic weapons, to be able to drag other countries into 
new war adventures against the GDR and other socialist countries.

The persons responsible for the fascist war crimes are today unleashing a wave 
of nationalism and chauvinism in the Federal Republic, in order to condition the 
population for these plans.

The Brown Book proves that hundreds of nazi and war criminals, whose parti
cipation in the mean and bloody crimes is known and established through docu
mentary evidence, are not made answerable in the Federal Republic. Hundreds 
of war and nazi criminals occupy leading positions in the state administration 
and in the social life of West Germany. The rule of these forces in Bonn, which 
have not learned anything from the past, represents a danger to world peace. 
These forces of neo-nazism and revenge work today, with the support of Amer
ican imperialism, towards the realization of their aim to plunge the world into 
an atomic war which is in the interests of a small group of armament tycoons and 
militarists. The fight for the just punishment of all nazi and war criminals, for 
the removal of former leading fascists from leading positions in the West German 
state apparatus is therefore inseparable from the struggle for peace and the 
easing of world tension. Whoever is concerned with peace and security demands, 
along with all democratic and anti-fascist forces the world over:
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Recognition of the international principle that the statute of limitations is not 
applicable to nazi and war crimes and must not be applied by the Bonn govern
ment!

Just punishment for all nazi and war criminals according to the gravity of their 
crimes!

Exclusion of all the guilty forces of the past from leading positions in the 
political and economic life of the West German Federal Republic!

An end to the Bonn policy of demanding a revision of frontiers, emergency 
laws and atomic war preparations!

In West-Germany, too, the liberation from fascism and militarism, which was 
begun on 8 May 1945, but has been reversed there, must finally be completed.
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ARMAMENT MONOPOLIES AGAIN IN POWER

The Bosses and Beneficiaries of the Hitler Regime:
The German people were cheated of many decades of a happy life. Again and 
again they were driven into the vicious circle of boom - crisis - war. Two devastat
ing wars in which 65 million people met their death have started from German 
soil in the last 50 years.

Who brought such evil to the world? Who bears the main responsibility for 
these millionfold crimes?

This evil results from the conquest-mad German imperialism. The armament 
monopolies and the big banks - IG-Farben, Flick, Thyssen, AEG, Siemens, 
Krupp, Haniel, the Deutsche Bank, the Dresdner Bank, the Commerz-Bank and 
others decisively determined the policy of the Hitler regime and are primarily 
responsible for the war and nazi crimes.

HELPED HITLER TO POWER

The nazi movement received contributions from the rulers of the banks and 
trusts amounting to millions to finance their election campaigns and for the 
suppression of the working class movement and all democratic forces by fascist 
terrorist gangs. As repayment, the tycoons expected profitable armament con
tracts from Hitler.

Long before 1933 the armament monopolies were paving the way for the 
Hitler dictatorship. Emil Kirdorf, the founder and for many years head of the 
Rhine-Westphalia Coal Syndicate wrote on 31 January 1934 in the Preussische 
Zeitung:

"I met theFuhrer for the first time in 1927.. .recognizing that only the policy of 
Adolf Hitler could lead to our goal, I put myself completely at the service of his 
movement, beginning with that time. Shortly after the Munich talks, as a result 
of a pamphlet written by the Fuhrer which 1 distributed, several meetings took 
place between the Fuhrer and leading personalities from industry in which Adolf 
Hitler formulated his ideas in a brief and clear cut form."

The outcome of the agreement with Hitler was: The coal syndicate allocated to 
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the nazi party five pfennigs for every ton of coal sold. These payments gave the 
Hitler party, already before 1933, 6,150,000 RM (Reichsmarks) a year from the 
coal syndicate alone 1

The great interest that the trust rulers displayed in the establishment of the 
fascist dictatorship, also manifested itself at the meeting of Hitler and the Rhine 
and Ruhr industrialists which took place at the Industrialists' Club in Dusseldorf 
on 27 January 1932. Fritz Thyssen wrote about this meeting in his book ... Ich 
bezahlte Hitler (I Paid Hitler), which was published in 1941:

"... practically, I established the connection between Hitler and the important 
industrialists of Rhine-Westphalia. It is generally known that on 27 January 
1932 - a year before he came to power - Adolf Hitler made a 2-V2 hour speech 
in the Industrialists' Club in Dusseldorf. This speech made a deep impression on 
the assembled industrialists, and as a result, a number of substantial donations 
began to flow from the sources of the heavy industries into the funds of the 
NSDAP .. .In the last years before the seizure of power the large industrial asso
ciations provided funds continuously."

When the KPD (Communist Party of Germany) won a victory in the Reichstag 
elections on 6 November 1932 (about six million votes), and the NSDAP lost two 
million votes, Schacht wrote on 12 November 1932 to Hitler:

"1 am in no doubt that the present development can have but one end, and that 
is that you become Reich Chancellor. It seems that our efforts to get signatures 
for this from the country's economic circles have not been quite in vain ..." 
(Prozess gegen die Hauptkriegsverbrecher vor dem Internationalen Militarge- 
richtshof Numb erg - Trial of the Main War Criminals before the Nuremberg 
International Military Court, 42 volumes, Nuremberg, 1947-49, Vol. 1, page 196, 
referred to henceforth as IMT)

In similarly worded letters several big industrialists and bankers demanded in 
the same month that the then acting Reich President Hindenburg name Hitler 
as chancellor. (See Table 1, German Central Archives, Potsdam, under Office of 
the Reich President, File No. 47)

After the big monopolies had brought Hitler to power even more funds were 
made available to the nazi party and its organizations. Under the name “Adolf 
Hitler Donation of the German Economy" (see Table 2, Archive of the Nationally- 
Owned Film Factory in Wolfen) the capitalist enterprises, on the initiative of the 
big trusts - especially Krupp, IG-Farben, Flick and Thyssen, etc., - made avail
able to the nazi party from 1933 to 1945 over 60 million RM a year. The Dresdner 
Bank alone paid in 1934 over 120,000 RM to the nazi party. (See Table 2, Archive 
of the Deutsche Notenbank, Dresden, Statement: Dresdner Bank)

Besides the payments to the Hitler Donation Fund, the armament monopolies 
made large financial contributions to the SS and other organs of the nazi terror 
apparatus.
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Friedrich Flick was among the most ardent of the money donors and suppor
ters of the nazi party. Along with steady payments to the so-called Circle of 
Friends of Himmler - annually over 100,000 RM - Flick paid large sums to the 
“Adolf Hitler Donation Fund" and to all local organizations of the nazi party. 
The Steel Works in Riesa, which belonged to his trust, for example, transferred 
over 34,000 RM to the local SA and SS units from 24 February 1933 until the end 
of 1934. After the signing of the Munich Agreement on 30 September 1938 the 
chairman of the board of IG-Farben, Hermann Schmitz, secured further substan
tial financial aid for Hitler.

"Being so deeply impressed, my Fuhrer, by your achievement ot bringing the 
Sudetenland home to the Reich the IG-Farben Industry Joint-Stock Company 
puts at your disposal tor use in the Sudeten German area a sum oi halt a million 
Reichsmarks." (Nuremberg Trial, Case VI, Trial ot Carl Krauch and other Repre
sentatives of the IG-Farben Trust, Document NI 2795, henceforth referred to as 
NG, IG-Farben Trial, see Table 3)

Altogether the IG-Farben trust - (without subsidiary companies) put over 
84 million RM at the disposal of the Hitler clique in the years from 1933 to 1945.

The influence of the armament monopolies, however, was by no means limited 
to monetary donations to the nazi regime. It was crowned by the close personal 
connection of the monopoly and bank officials with the fascist state. Represen
tatives of the most powerful trusts could be found in all central government offi
ces. They occupied key positions.

Thus, Carl Krauch, the chairman of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG was simul
taneously the "general agent for special questions of chemical production" and 
head of the "Reich Office for Economic Development". In this function he was 
the practical state commander over the entire chemical industry of Hitler Ger
many. Leading IG directors also had functions in the fascist power apparatus. 
For example, in the German Labour Front (Christian Schneider), in the Foreign 
Office (von Maltzan), in the Ministry for the East (Felix Prentzel), in the OKW 
Inland Defence (Christian Schneider main defence representative of IG-Farben), 
in the Ministry for Armaments (Ambros, Biitefisch and Wurster), in the Reichs- 
Bank (Schmitz), in the Reich Group Industry (Schmitz), in the Ministry for Eco
nomic Affairs (E. R. Fischer), in the Committee for Africa and the Soviet Union 
(W. R. Mann as chairman), in the Special Committee for South-East Europe and 
Hungary (Ilgner and Reithinger as chairman), in the War Economy Headquar
ters Thomas (Kruger and von der Hey de.).

In addition there was a large number of medium and lower IG-Farben employ
ees who saw to the interests of the mammoth concern in the various government 
and party offices as well as in the occupied countries where they were attached 
to the military commanders and Reich commissars, (cf. NG, IG-Farben Trial, 
Document book of the prosecution. No. 62, pp. 253 ff.)
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ENRICHED THEMSELVES THROUGH THE
"AR YANIZATION"

The most influential trust enterprises committed jointly with the Hitler clique 
the terrible crime of the "Aryanization" of Germany. The so-called Aryanization 
of Jewish craft shops, businesses and enterprises, was utilized to usurp the per
sonal property of the Jewish population. Who could carry out the "Aryanization", 
and get rich in this manner, was decided by the monopoly bosses. They retained 
the lion's share for themselves. For the Jewish citizen this meant the withdrawal 
of all basis for existence, the theft of his last possessions, isolation from the 
whole of public life, being drawn into forced labour and later centralization in 
ghettos and complete annihilation.

The Mannesmann Trust, for instance, "Aryanized" the eight metalworking 
factories of the Wolf, Netter and Jacobi Firm and other enterprises. Krupp used 
the persecution of Jews in order to acquire shipping lines. Friedrich Flick stole 
the enterprises Rawack and Guenfeld AG, Berlin and the Lubeck AG, Blast Fur
nace Works.

The main initiators of the appropriation of Jewish property were the big banks, 
which regularly informed their regular customers from the circle of armament 
monopolies about property confiscations of the "Enemies of the State" and the 
so-called "Non-Aryans". (See Table 4, Deutsches Zentralarchiv, Potsdam, under 
Deutsche Landerbank No. 196) Long before the infamous crystal night of 9 No
vember 1938 - this pogrom was the preamble to the persecution on the largest 
possible scale - the Deutsche Bank had obtained precise knowledge of property 
values, in order to immediately participate in the major action against Jewish 
property. (See Table 5, Deutsches Zentralarchiv, Potsdam, under De-Di Bank 
No. 261)

The fascist state apparatus and the trusts worked hand in hand. The Nurem
berg Racial Laws, which Globke, who was later state secretary in the Bonn 
government, helped to draft and comment on, were further broadened by the 
decree on the utilization of Jewish property of 4 December 1938 (Reichsgesetz- 
blatt I, p. 1709) as the result of an intervention by Friedrich Flick. This enabled 
Flick to substantially enrich himself at the expense of the subsequently Aryanized 
Ignaz-Petschek-Trust brown coal mines.

THEWAR OFAGGRESSION IS PREPARED

In January 1944 Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach confirmed in a speech 
that the German armament monopolies had started, immediately after the lost 
First World War, to create the economic prerequisites for a new slaughter of the 
peoples. Krupp declared:
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"It is the great merit of the entire German military economy that in those bad 
years it did not remain inactive, even if, for understandable reasons, its activities 
were hidden from the public. In years of quiet work the scientific and practical 
prerequisites were created so that the German Wehrmacht could resume work 
without loss of time and experiences at the given hour ... Only due to this work 
of the German enterprises, which was shrouded in silence... was it possible 
immediately alter 1933 to find speedy solutions to the new tasks of rearming, 
could the many new problems be mastered ..(IMT, Vol. 1, pp. 203-204)

After Hitler had been brought to power the big industrialists began with the 
direct orientation towards aggressive war. From the monopolies experts were 
sent to the government armament bodies. Here, together with the military, they 
fashioned their aggressive plans in the interests of their companies.

"The War Economy Staff attached to the High Command of the Wehrmacht", 
for example, was headed by Colonel Thomas, a member of the board of the Rhein- 
metal-Borsig trust. This "Wehrwirtschaftsstab" was the government instrument 
for the preparation of "total war", as well as the looting and transportation to the 
Reich of industrial plants, raw materials and foodstuffs from the occupied coun
tries.

Carl Krauch, member of the board of IG-Farbenindustrie AG, became "general 
agent for special questions of chemical production" and head of the "Reich 
Office for Economic Development". Head of the special committee "Chemical 
War Materials" under the auspices of the "Appointee for the four-year-plan". 
Goring, was Otto Ambros, member of the board of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, 
who also held office as head of the "Main Committee for Powder and Explosives" 
in the Armaments Ministry. The representatives of the monopolies directly par
ticipated in the preparation and organization of the war of aggression in these 
positions.

The head of the War Economy Staff, Colonel Thomas, had already in 1940 
participated in the drafting of the "Barbarossa Plan". A file note on talks with 
his collaborators which he held on 28 February 1941 in preparation of the 
envisaged attack on the Soviet Union reports as follows:

"The main task of the organization will consist in the seizure of raw materials 
and in the taking over of all important enterprises. For the latter task it would 
be expedient to make use of reliable persons from the German concerns right 
from the start, as only with the aid of their experiences from the beginning can 
successful work be accomplished." (IMT. Vol. XXVII, Doc. 1317 - PS, pp. 170 ft.)

At the beginning of 1935 IG-Farben created its own "Intermediary Office W" 
(Wehrmacht), which had to prepare the economic side of the war and the mobili
zation plans jointly with the "War Economy Staff of the Supreme Wehrmacht 
Command". All IG directors were informed, as long ago as 1935, that this "Inter
mediary Office W" had to carry out the following tasks:
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. the central working out of the mobilization plans, plans for the change- 
over of production and the strategic moving of the production places, questions 
of raw materials, stockpiling, transport, securing or moving of labour power." 
(Archive of the Nationally-Owned Electrochemical Complex in Bitterfeld, Docu
ment of 28 August 1935)

Already on 23 October 1935 thelG "Intermediary Office W" informed the trust 
management about the war economy apparatus and its working in case of war.

The armament industrialists decisively influenced the aims of the predatory 
fascist war of extermination. For example, before Hitler Germany had concluded 
the (for France) ignominious cease-fire agreement with the French Vichy govern
ment at Compiegne, IG-Farben had already started to plan the taking over of the 
chemical industry of the whole of Europe. On 21 June 1940 von Schnitzler, the 
chairman of the commercial committee, invited a select circle to a conference in 
Frankfurt-on-Main. And even before the fascist war machine had occupied the 
whole of Europe "... the designated order of all European interests concerning 
the chemical sector which was to be incorporated in the future peace treaty" was 
discussed here and decisions adopted on the chemical industries not only of 
countries at war with Hitler Germany, but also of allied and neutral countries.

IG-Farben also provided fascism with appropriate war aims for the attack on 
Great Britain. Already in the plan "Operation Sea-lion" it was laid down which 
English industries would be taken over by IG-Farben after the completion of 
military operations.

On 8 August 1945 von Schnitzler was forced to admit that
"Through this course of action IG took on a great responsibility and gave, in 

the chemistry sector, substantial and even decisive aid for Hitler's foreign policy 
which led to war and the ruination of Germany. Therefore, I must come to the 
conclusion that the IG is largely responsible for the policies of Hitler." (NG, 
IG-Farben Trial, Doc. NI5196)

The demand of IG-Farben was clear: A Europe completely under Hitler Ger
many and, in the sector of chemical production, under IG-Farben.

Krupp, Flick, Thyssen, Siemens, AEG and other trusts demanded the leadership 
in coal, steel and the electrical industry of Europe.

PLUNDERED FOREIGN PEOPLES

The imperialist war and the opportunity it gave to push themselves into a good 
position at the expense of the European peoples freed the armaments industrial
ists from their last inhibitions. In the summer of 1942, when the Hitler fascists 
believed victory over the peoples to be within their grasp, Propaganda Minister 
Goebbels said triumphantly that Hitler Germany did not conduct war for fine 
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ideals but for material things. They were after the Ukrainian grain, coal and ore 
and Caucasian oil. Hitler Germany would push itself into a good position in the 
Ukraine, in the Kuban region and in the Caucasus.

Before, however, the fascist Wehrmacht had conquered the regions designated 
for robbery, the armaments industry was already presenting its special claims. 
In a letter from the economic policy department of IG-Farben of 15 July 1940 
to the manager of the trust, Otto, the IG defence-appointee of the "Office Berlin 
NW 7" asked the directors to name addresses of patenting offices, construction 
offices, research institutes, etc., which should be confiscated for the IG after the 
victory over Britain. Particularly far-reaching plans were developed by the 
armament monopolies with regard to the plundering of the Soviet Union. It is 
characteristic that already a few days after the attack on the Soviet Union, IG-Far
ben brought forward a complete list of all Soviet chemical plants that were to be 
incorporated into its sphere of power. And AEG was not far behind. For the 
robbery of the Soviet Union it established a special company, the "AEG Ost- 
landwerk, G.m.b.H.".

From a document classified as "trop-secret" from the economic policy depart
ment of IG-Farben of 17 January 1945 about the "Position of the German-Hun
garian Economic Relations", it transpires that the monopoly rulers, even in the 
face of total defeat, were still feverishly endeavouring to steal industrial plants 
and economically valuable goods for German imperialism. (See Table 6, German 
Central Archives, Potsdam, under IG-Farben, No. 1080)

DRAGGED OFF TO SERVE AS SLAVE LABOUR

Over 20 million people from almost all countries of Europe were dragged by the 
fascists into Hitler Germany as slave labour - hundreds of thousands of them 
were tortured, beaten to death, shot and gassed. The overwhelming evidence 
about the unlimited exploitation and oppression of foreign forced labourers by 
the German trusts forced the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg to 
the conclusion: "The dragging oft to slave-labour possibly was the greatest and 
most terrible slave enterprise in human history.” (IMT, Vol. 2, p. 164)

For the appalling crimes of the mass deportations of millions of people the 
Reichstatthalter Fritz Saukel, Gauleiter and general in the SS, "general agent for 
the employment of labour", was put on trial in Nuremberg as one of the main 
war criminals - where he was sentenced to death. The armament industrialists, 
however, who enriched themselves beyond measure through this "use" of forced 
labour, went scot free.

In many factories the greater part of the labour force was made up of forced 
labourers. For instance, the percentage of foreign workers, concentration camp 
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prisoners and prisoners of war in the Mitteldeutschen Stahlwerken (Flick trust) 
was 52 per cent of the entire staff. In the AEG-Hennigsdorf it was even 61 per 
cent. The Krupp "Family Enterprise" exploited a total of 97,952 foreign civilian 
workers, prisoners of war and concentration camp prisoners in its factories. In 
violation of Article 13 of the Geneva Convention many prisoners of war were 
forced into slave-labour in the armament industry.

In all large factories there were similar conditions in regard to the murderous 
exploitation methods and the impossible living conditions of deported persons 
and prisoners of war. In his statement under oath before the Nuremberg Tribu
nal, Dr. W. Jager described the condition of French prisoners of war in the fac
tories of war criminal Krupp:

"The French prisoner of war camp in the Noggerathstrasse was destroyed in 
an air raid and the inmates were kept for almost halt a year in dog kennels, lava
tories and baking ovens. The dog kennels were 1 metre high, 3 metres long and 
2 metres wide. Five men slept in each kennel. The prisoners had to crawl on all 
tours into these kennels. There were no tables, chairs or cupboards in this camp. 
Neither were there sufficient blankets. There was no water in the whole camp. 
Medical examinations which took place had to be undertaken in the open." (IMT, 
Vol. Ill, p. 497)

Of the foreign forced labour the Soviet and Polish people were exposed to the 
worst discrimination. Like all Jewish people, they too were forced to wear a dis
criminating badge.

The attitude of the armament industrialists, that the Slav peoples represented 
only an "inferior race", and that they could be exploited even far more than those 
from the West European countries, is especially expressed in the following order 
issued by IG-Farben:

"Russian women can be put, without hesitation, to performing men’s work, as 
in any case any considerations or safety regulations with regard to work times 
or conditions are out of place." (Archives of the Nationally-Owned Film Factory 
in Wolfen, under IG-Farben)

After the defeat of the Hitler troops before Moscow in December 1941 the cry 
of the trust rulers for manpower became ever louder. The German imperialists 
began to think of how better to exploit the labour power of the Soviet people, 
especially the prisoners of war.

A memorandum of 20 February 1942 of Ministerial Director Dr. Mansfield 
of the Ministry of Labour states:

"The present difficulties with regard to the employment of labour would not 
have risen if one had decided in good time to make extensive use of Russian pri
soners of war; 3.9 million Russians were available. There are now only 1.1 mil
lion left." (Evidence documents for the trial courts of the British Zone, 15 May 
1946, Doc. No. 84)
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About the effects of the cruel exploitation of Soviet people in the Krupp works 
Dr. W. Jager testified under oath in Nuremberg:

"The supply plan provided for a small quantity of meat per week. But only 
meat unfit for human consumption could be used for this purpose; this was 
either meat from tubercular horses or otherwise contaminated meat... Typhus 
was also widely spread among these workers. Lice, the carrier of this disease, 
along with innumerable fleas, bedbugs and other vermin plagued the inmates of 
these camps. As a result of the filthy conditions in these camps almost all the 
workers from the East had skin diseases. The inadequate nourishment caused 
cases of oedema, nephritis and Shighekruse." (IMT, Vol. Ill, p. 495)

With what bestial methods foreign forced labour was worked to death by the 
armament industrialists is expressed in the punitive systems that they practised. 
The Graetz trust developed and practised during the Second World War its own 
factory punitive system, which made it possible to exploit the forced labour and 
the Jews to the point of total physical exhaustion. The following punishments 
were provided by this trust, whose 'manager', Erich Graetz, was promoted to 
"military economic leader" by Hitler and on whose board of directors the 
Deutsche Bank was represented:

"Exercises after work, relegation to a punitive group after work, loss of lunch 
tor up to three days, confinement in darkness on bread and water without sleeping 
facilities. Refusal of medical care." (Archive of the Nationally-Owned Works for 
Signal and Safety Techniques, Berlin-Treptow; under Graetz trust)

The armament industrialists often used floggings to subdue their foreign forced 
labourers. In addition, these workers were subjected to the ",.. constant super
vision of the Gestapo and SS, and if they attempted to leave their job they were 
transferred to educational or concentration camps." (IMT. Vol. I. p. 276)

The Hescho concern in Hermsdorf/Thuringia, 53 per cent of whose labour 
force was foreign forced labour, constantly handed German and foreign workers 
to the Gestapo to keep "peace in the factory" and break all resistance. The arma
ment industrialists feared the solidarity of German workers with the foreign 
workers. In factory announcements they threatened German workers with heavy 
penalties, in many instances even with the death penalty. (See Table 7, Archive 
of the Nationally-Owned Galvanik, Leipzig, under Langbein Pfanhauser Werke 
AG, and archive of the Nationally-Owned Ceramic Works, Hermsdorf, under 
Hescho-Konzem)

Neither did the big industrialists hesitate to deport children to Hitler Germany 
to exploit them for armament production. Because the fascist regime excluded 
Polish and Russian children from all child protection laws, child labour became 
one of the most profitable businesses. Many trusts demanded to be supplied 
with children and had them on their labour lists with details of their work obliga
tions. The Hescho trust, for instance, which was very closely connected with the 
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AEG and Siemens, employed children eight years of age. They were given an 
hourly wage of eleven pfennigs. (See Table 8, Archive of the Nationally-Owned 
Ceramic Works, Hermsdorf, under Hescho-Konzem) In this way the net profit 
of the Hescho trust could be increased from 774,000 RM in 1938 to 10.4 mil
lion RM in 1942.

Many children, who were dragged to Germany with their mothers or even 
separately from their parents, became the victims of the German trust rulers. 
They died as a result of the inhuman exploitation and ill-treatment.

"BLESSED FRIENDSHIP" WITH THE SS

An especially close relationship existed between the German armament indus
trialists and the SS, which was pronounced by the Allied Military Tribunal in 
Nuremberg to be a "criminal organization". The "Circle of Friends of the Reichs
fuhrer SS", Himmler, which was created on their initiative, for instance, united 
representatives of the following trusts, among others: 
Siemens-Schuckert-Werke AG
IG-Farbenindustrie AG
Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke (Flick-Konzem)
Wintershall AG
Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG
Portland-Zement AG
Braunkohle-Benzin AG Berlin
Robert-Bosch-Konzem Stuttgart
Rheinmetall Borsig
Ilseder Hutte
Deutsch-amerikanische Petroleum-Gesellschaft
Hamburg-Amerika Linie
Norddeutscher Lloyd, Bremen
Deutsche-Continental-Gas-Gesellschaft, Dessau
Deutsche Bank
Dresdner Bank
Commerz- und Privatbank AG, Berlin
Bankhaus Stein

The trusts and banks joined together in the "Circle of Friends" provided the 
SS annually with one million RM for "special tasks". They supported this crimi
nal organization in the building of its extermination camps and in the exter
mination of the politically and racially persecuted people.

By means of this "Circle of Friends", which met once a month under the leader
ship of Himmler for "informal talks", the bank and trust rulers secured control 
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and a close insight into the most secret spheres of the Hitler dictatorship. The 
cooperation between the armament monopolies and the SS was characterized by 
former SS General Karl Wolff in his sworn evidence as follows:

"The relations between Himmler and the members of the 'Circle of Friends', 
as long as I participated in the meetings of the Circle of Friends, was so good that 
Himmler frequently took the gentlemen along to familiarize them with the work 
and problems of the SS and to show them what their donations were used for. 
I believe it was 1937 that Himmler took the members of the Circle of Friends to 
view his Allach porcelain factory and the Dachau concentration camp." (NG, 
IG-Farben Trial, Document Book of the Prosecution No. 91, pp. 23-24)

The trust rulers could not emphasize strongly enough that their "friendship 
with the SS is a blessing" (IG-Farben board member Otto Ambros in a letter), to 
which they added laudingly, that the wishes of the monopolies were fully satis
fied by the SS.

Large enterprises began to organize Gestapo jails for their own use. In a letter 
from the AEG Apparatewerke Treptow, of 14 September 1944 it is stated among 
other things:

'"With the agreement of Herr Commissar Refeldt we have set up two rooms in 
the Johannisthal camp to unburden the Secret State Police (Gestapo). One is for 
women, one for men - they are required for educational purposes for our foreign 
labour force." (Archive of the Nationally-Owned Electrical Apparatus Works, 
Berlin-Treptow, under AEG-Konzern)

The large enterprises even established their own works "education camps" 
during the war years, which were very much like the concentration camps. In the 
directors' meeting of the IG-Farben in Ludwigshafen on 5 June 1943, the follow
ing was stated about the organization of the firm's own "Education Camp":

"In agreement with the Gestapo, during this week a works education camp, 
so far only for working members of foreign nationalities, has been put into oper
ation. From this measure, judging from the experience of other factories, we 
hope to obtain an effective stoppage of breaches of works discipline." (Archive 
of the Nationally-Owned Film Factory, Walien, under IG-Farben)

The armaments monopolies were not even satisfied with the Gestapo terror 
against the forced labourers. Thus the IG-Farben Works in Auschwitz (!) com
plained about the too "slack" attitude of the Gestapo and demanded the imple
mentation of sharper measures.

EXTERMINATION THROUGH WORK

A memorandum of the IG-Farben about talks of the Gestapo with directors of the 
Berlin works on 9 February 1942 proves that the monopoly rulers were informed 
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of all details of the coming Gestapo measures already within a few days of the 
infamous Wannsee Conference. (At the conference of 20 January 1942 in Berlin- 
Wannsee, leading fascists - among them Eichmann who was executed in Jeru
salem in 1962 and Globke's superior. State Secretary Stuckart, who was convicted 
at Nuremberg - adopted the so-called final solution of the Jewish question, 
that is, the murder of eleven million Jews.)

The systematic extermination of children, women and old people began in 
Treblinka, Belcec and Auschwitz. The most powerful monopolies immediately 
participated in this criminal business. They invented and practised the method - 
'Extermination through Work'. In the immediate vicinity of the extermination 
camps they built huge factories. Here the Jews were driven to work, without 
pay, given the worst food possible and under completely inadequate sanitary 
conditions.

The Auschwitz concentration camp commandant Rudolf Hoss, in his sworn 
statement (NG, IG-Farben Trial, NI 034) named the monopolies - IG-Farben, 
Siemens and Halske, Krupp, Daimler-Benz and Henschel among others - which 
exploited concentration camp prisoners in the most inhuman way and on a large 
scale. IG-Farben played an especially shameful role in the exploitation of Jewish 
prisoners. It gave the SS money and building materials to enlarge the Auschwitz 
concentration camp, to make it the largest mass-extermination camp. The trust 
rulers wanted to accommodate masses of concentration camp prisoners in Ausch
witz, to be able to constantly replace those exterminated through work with 
a new labour force.

As a rule prisoners able to work were destroyed by IG-Farben within a period 
of three to six months. After which the victims were caused by the monopoly 
rulers to be pushed out, as unfit for work, into the gas chambers of the SS.

But the German monopolies, particularly IG-Farben, made a profit even from 
the dying. They were murdered with the poison gas "Zyklon B", which had been 
developed in the laboratories of IG-Farben.

The "final solution" brought the pharmaceutical monopolies further profitable 
possibilities. To avoid high costs and lengthy pharmacological research, they 
used little tried or untried medical preparations on the prisoners. For this purpose 
IG-Farben sent huge quantities of medicaments to the concentration camp doctors. 
These experiments led to the excruciating deaths of many prisoners.

WAR PROFITS-MILLIONS OF PROFIT

The armament program of the Hitler government and the imperialist predatory 
war brought the large monopolies enormous profits over the years from 1933 
to 1945. Thus, for instance, board report of the Elbtalwerk (EAG), Heidenau,
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and its branch works of 30 December 1943 (a subsidiary of the Mansfield trust) 
states:

"To begin with the turnover, looking back on the previous periods since the 
beginning of the war:

Total turnover 1939 5,246,000 RM Total staff 648
. . 1940 6,463,000 RM n M 747

1941 8,382,000 RM » it 1,000
1942 13,414,000 RM u n 1,434

„ „ 1943 some 27,000,000 RM tv :» 2,581

"With an average turnover of 3 million a month. which we hope to carry on
under any circumstances, at the present rate of orders, we shall be fully occupied 
for 2 to 2Ah years." (Archives of the Nationally-Owned Elbthalwerk, Heidenau, 
under Electrizitats AG)

IG-Farben showed the following profits from 1932 to 1943:
Development of profits of IG-Farben in million Reichsmarks: 
1932 1937 1939 1943

48 231 363 822

(Based on calculations of the Committee for the Study of Social Conditions and 
Their Changes in West Germany.)
Annual turnover of IG-Farben in million RM:
1933 1938 1939 1943
894.3 1,645.4 1,988.0 3,115.6

The share capital of IG-Farben increased from 720 million RM in 1938 to 
1,400 million RM by 1942. The reserves shown in the balance sheets rose from 
292.3 million to 440.2 million RM.

The Siemens trust, like most other large enterprises, held secret its turnover in 
the war years,- alone from 1933 to 1938 through its participation in the armament 
the turnover rose from 329 million to 964 million RM. The shown reserves rose 
from 204.7 million at the end of 1938 to 280.3 million RM at the end of 1942. The 
share capital in this period rose from 227.1 to 640 million RM.

The armament of Hitler Germany also secured enormous profits for the Krupp 
concern. According to the statement of the US chief prosecutor Jackson in the 
Nuremberg trials of the chief war criminals in the years from 1935 to 1941 the 
officially listed, but in reality much higher profits, after taxes, presents and reser
ves, almost doubled; they rose from 57 million to 111 million RM.

The Mannesmann trust increased its turnover from 88.7 million in 1933 to 
466 million RM in 1943. The profits, which can be calculated from the published 
balance sheets, after all deductions, increased in the same period from 11.3 mil
lion to 83.6 million RM.



The balance of the AEG trust rose in the war years from 598 million to 
1.2 thousand million RM.

A similar situation existed with regard to other enterprises.
The misfortune that was brought over Germany and the other countries by the 

Hitler regime of the armament monopolies and big banks is immeasurable. It 
was fortunate for mankind, fortunate particularly for the German people, that 
the armies of the anti-Hitler coalition - above all the troops of the Soviet army - 
liberated Germany from the fascist rule of terror. Unanimously the peoples 
demanded just punishment for all those guilty of crimes against peace and 
against humanity.

This determined demand forced the western allies also to extend the prosecu
tion to some of the armament tycoons, to whom the verdict of the International 
Military Tribunal primarily applies.

"The dictatorship, behind which these people tried to hide, was of their own 
making. Driven by the desire to create a position of power for themselves, they 
inaugurated this system, from which they received their orders. The continuance 
of this system was dependent on their constant support." (IMT, Vol. XIX, p. 515)

The Potsdam Agreement also contained the demand to eliminate the concen
tration of power of German monopoly capital. It was provided that:

"At the earliest practicable date, the German economy shall be decentralized 
for the purpose of eliminating the present excessive concentration of economic 
powers as exemplified in particular by monopolistic arrangements." (Das Pots- 
damer Abkommen und andere Dokumente - The Potsdam Agreement and Other 
Documents, Kongress-Verlag, Berlin, 1950, p. 18)

The verdict of the nations was unambiguous and clear:
The monopoly tycoons, who decisively determined the policy of the Hitler 

regime and are mainly responsible for the war and nazi crimes must be deprived 
of power and punished. That is the most important prerequisite for the develop
ment of Germany into a unified, peaceful and democratic state, the most impor
tant prerequisite that a war will never again start from German soil.

Again in Power
Since then 20 years have passed. What happened to the bosses and beneficiaries 
of the Hitler regime? Were they deprived of power and punished? And has there 
been an end put to the urge for the conquest of other countries, to domination 
over other peoples, to national hatred and aggression for all time in Germany, 
in the heart of Europe?

"In the German Democratic Republic, that is, where the working people have 
the say, we have consistently developed the principles of the anti-Hitler coalition 
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for the shaping of German post-war conditions. We have drawn the conclusions 
from the Second World War in all their implications. Prussian-German milita
rism, scourge of the Germans and scourge of other peoples, was torn up by the 
roots. The ground was cut from under any desires for conquests, for loot and 
robbery, for the territories of other peoples.

"We consider revanchism as a crime to be prosecuted by the courts. We have 
punished and deprived the war and nazi criminals of power. We have not a single 
factory, no enterprise, no offices, not a single piece of land which serves the inter
ests of war and the armament profiteers. Whoever tries to instigate here against 
other peoples or advocates war is considered to be an enemy of the people.

"The basic demands of the German working class movement are those most 
human ideas of the German humanists: peace, social and cultural progress, inter
national cooperation and understanding among peoples, are the foundation of 
the state doctrine of the German Democratic Republic." (From the Manifesto to 
the German People and to the Peoples and Governments of the World which was 
unanimously adopted by the Volkskammer, Neues Deutschland, Berlin, 6 May 
1965)

94 MEN CONTROL THE ECONOMY

In West Germany the judgment of the peoples to deprive the monopoly tycoons 
of power was not carried out. The decisions of the Potsdam agreement were bro
ken, particularly under the protective rule of the American occupation forces. 
The monopolies - the concerns, cartels, trusts - remained intact.

After the separate currency reform in West Germany in 1948 most trusts were 
able to exchange their Reichsmark shares (which were enormously increased 
through war profiteering) very favourably into new DM (German mark) shares. 
Thus, to give one example, the share-holders of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, parti
cularly the Thyssen family, obtained for an old share of a nominal value of 
1,000 RM a new share of a nominal value of over 3,000 DM. If one adds the 
reserves, then the total capital of this enterprise rose from 731.5 million RM in 
1938 to 3,655.3 million DM now; in spite of the "separating out" of its 18 succes
sor enterprises in the Bonn state it succeeded through its war profits to grow 
almost five-fold.

IG-Farben could also fully realize its war profits. The Badische Anilin- und 
Sodafabrik AG, Ludwigshafen (BASF) - one of the three successor companies of 
IG-Farben - paid out a dividend of 18 per cent in 1963 and had a disclosed profit 
of 144 million DM.

The Farbwerke Hoechst paid 139 million and the Farbenfabriken Bayer 
150 million marks to their shareholders.
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The profits which can be calculated from the balance sheets according to the 
information of the German Economic Institute only for the three big basic enter
prise groups of IG-Farben, came to 1,782 million marks in 1963. This shows that 
the same trust rulers who grabbed thousands of millions under Hitler today also 
put thousands of millions in profits into their pockets.

The influence and the power of these trust rulers has reached such a degree that 
the West German pro-government bourgeois weekly, Christ und Welt speaks of 
"The complete power of the hundred men", which, they say, is fraught with social 
explosive.

"Added together there are 94 men who in the combined iunctions of adminis
tration or board membership in essence control the West German economy. As a 
group they are responsible to nobody but themselves..." {Christ und Welt, Stutt
gart, 4 September 1964)

If one asks who these men are and what their names are one gets a frightening 
answer: for the greater part they are the same persons as before 1945, yes, they 
are the same war criminals, who, according to the judgment of the peoples, 
should have been removed from power and punished.

Only a few of the armament industrialists were convicted by the American 
military court and given mild sentences. They did not even have to serve their 
time in jail thanks to the intervention of the Bonn government. Today those 
chiefly responsible for the nazi and war crimes, the IG-Farben directors. Flick, 
Krupp and other armament industrialists are among the most powerful people in 
West Germany. From the employers' associations headed by them they determine 
decisively the revanchist and aggressive internal and external policies of the 
Bonn state. Without their consent no important decision is made by the West 
German government.

Thirty-eight top associations are united in the Federal Association of German 
Industries (BDI), the successor organization of the fascist Reich Association of 
German Industries. About 400 special organizations belong to them. The presi
dent of the BDI is Fritz Berg, an owner of a medium-sized enterprise in West
phalia, who lent his name in 1949 to camouflage the then already completed 
restoration of the armament monopolies. Among the vice-presidents are: Wil
helm Alexander Menne, member of the executive borad of the Farbwerke Hoechst 
AG (IG-Farben), Otto A. Friedrich, chairman of the executive board of the Phoe- 
nix-Gummiwerke AG and member of the board of directors of the Benzin Petro
leum GmbH and Hans-Gunther Sohl, chairman of the board of the August-Thys- 
sen-Hutte AG and director of the Deutsche Bank.

The Federal Association of German Employers (BDA) unites 55 'social-politi
cal' top specialist and national associations, to which belong over 850 employers' 
associations of industry, trade, the banks, insurance, transport and others.

Hitler's defence economy leader H. C. Paulsen, a former prominent member of
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the fascist armaments industry, representative of the Deutsche Bank and general 
director of the Aluminiumindustrie Singen AG, was the chairman from 1953 to 
1964. His successor is the IG-Farben representative and retired Atomic Minister 
Siegfried Balke. Of the 22 members of the presidium of the association alone 
14 represent enterprises which were declared criminal after the second world war.

The aims of these associations are accordingly the same as 50 years ago. The 
armament economy, in other words the preparation for war, has already been 
organized by them officially since 1955. The 1955-56 BDI business report states 
on page 178:

“In the conviction that it is necessary and according to present requirements 
to connect the bearers of the armament potential as early as possible with all 
defence economy problems so as not to lose the expert knowledge of the industry, 
it has put its defence economy apparatus at the disposal of the appropriate depart
ments and gives them valuable information on which to base their decisions."

AGAIN IN THE ARMAMENT BUSINESS

The enquiries of the German Economic Institute of Berlin (DWI Reports 
No. 9/1963 and No. 2/1964) showed that at the end of 1964 already 109 West 
German enterprises were participating directly in armaments production. This 
group of enterprises also includes the Rheinstahl-Konzem affiliated to the IG- 
Farben group, which today is one of the steel works most intensively engaged in 
armaments production.

The production of chemical warfare materials, explosives and special fuel (jet 
and rocket fuels) is the domain of the successor to the nazi war criminal IG-Far
ben (BASF, Bayer and Hoechst), the Flick-Konzem (Dynamit Nobel AG) and the 
Krupp-Konzem (Wasag-Chemie AG and Nitrochemie GmbH.)

The IG-Farben successor company Farbenfabriken Bayer AG, Leverkusen, 
closely cooperates with American firms and military authorities in research and 
production in the field of chemical warfare agents. In accordance with internation
al agreements, in particular with the Geneva Convention on chemical warfare 
agents. West Germany is not allowed to produce chemical warfare agents. The 
Bayer AG evades the obligations of international law by transferring the major 
part of its activities in this field to the territory of the USA, especially since the 
USA has not ratified the Geneva Convention on poison gases. For this purpose 
the Farbenfabriken Bayer AG founded in 1951 an American subsidiary company, 
the "Chemagro Corporation", in Kansas City, Missouri. This company has access 
to the great experience of its parent company in the course of two world wars, 
and is now supplying the US army with poison gases.

The "Chemagro Corporation" also employs, along with American specialists.
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German specialists and closely cooperates with the "US Army Chemical Corps", 
thus directly influencing the chemical strategy of the American army. In this way 
the West German Bayer AG directly contributes to the chemical warfare of the 
USA against the Vietnamese people. Apart from the financial advantages the 
Bayer AG has from the sale of patents and licences to the USA the practical 
application of poison gases gives it the advantage of testing its theoretical dis
coveries.

Under the guidance of specialists Dr. Schrader and Dr. Wirth Bayer is also 
engaged in research, testing and developing chemical warfare agents in West 
Germany under the cloak of plant protection and combating insects. In the Bayer 
AG laboratories in Wuppertal-Elberfeld and the Biological Institute in Lever
kusen phosphides are being tested under heavy secrecy. These phosphides pro
duce a strong poisonous effect on the nervous system of warm-blooded beings. 
At present the insecticide and herbicide plants of the Bayer AG are already in 
such a position as to produce chemical warfare agents that, with regard to their 
effectiveness, greatly surpass the ill-famed Zyklon B. The switching-over to poi
son gas production will take one day at the most. (See also France Nouvelle, 
Paris, 30 June 1965)

Within the sphere of the Flick trust, as of 31 December 1962, there are 15 joint 
stock companies, 89 companies with limited liability and six companies with 
other legal forms, which together represent a capital of 993.3 million marks and 
have a turnover of about 7,500 million marks a year.

Nine of the most important enterprises of the Flick trust are devoted almost 
solely to armament production. Among other things they supply motor vehicles, 
diesel engines and tank motors, tanks, infantry arms, munitions, explosives and 
rocket boosters to the Bundeswehr.

The Flick trust has state concessions for the most important uranium deposits 
in West Germany, which are being mined with increasing intensity for war pur
poses. These deposits are considered to be the raw material basis for the West 
German state's own planned atomic armament.

When in June 1965 the AEG armaments trust in Frankfurt-on-Main and Gene
ral Electric, one of the USA's largest atomic weapon producers, established the 
KRT Kemreaktorteile (atomic reactor parts) GmbH in Gross Welzheim, the arma
ments economy collaboration between the USA and Bonn was greatly streng
thened. The AEG war crime trust which already collaborates with General Elec
tric in the production of plutonium, a basic material for the making of atomic 
weapons, has a 55-per-cent participation in the new company.

According to the situation on 31 December 1962 24 joint stock companies, 
72 limited liability companies and seven companies with other legal forms with 
a capital of 632.8 million marks belong to the Krupp trust. Their annual turnover 
amounts to about 5,900 million marks.
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Four important enterprises of the trust are directly engaged in armament pro
duction. The trust supplies the mirror-antennae for the NATO radar system, 
rocket fuel and explosives and participates in the aircraft building program of 
the Star-Fighter and the Transall-C-160.

CHIEF INSTIGATORS OF REVANCHISM

The West German monopolies are not satisfied with their war profits and their 
current armament profits. For years they have continued to list their "eastern 
assets" in their business reports. In the annual reports, the executives of the IG 
successor companies say "That the liquidation will only become possible alter 
reunification."

The West German trusts are anxious to regain possession of some thousand 
enterprises in the GDR, the People's Republic of Poland, the Czechoslovak Social
ist Republic and the Soviet Union. That is why the armaments tycoons stand 
behind the revanchist associations, whose leaders are their catspaws. They also 
finance these revanchist organizations and have a decisive influence on the policy 
of the Kuratorium "Unteilbares Deutschland" (Committee for an Indivisible Ger
many), as well as on all ministries and other organizations which exclusively 
serve revanchism.

Revanchist leader and Federal Minister Seebohm, for instance, is an old friend 
of IG-Farben. His family was in charge of the incorporation of the Czechoslovak 
chemical industry into IG-Farben.

Siegfried Balke, a representative of IG-Farben, is also a member of the Kura
torium "Unteilbares Deutschland" in his capacity as president of the Federal 
Society of the Employer Associations. He there represents the interests of IG- 
Farben and of other armament trusts, whose aim it is to unleash an atomic war 
of revenge against the GDR and the socialist countries.

In the IG-Farben trial before the American court in Nuremberg, the charges 
against the leading employees of the IG-Farben trust were the planning, prepa
ration, starting and leading of aggressive wars against other countries; looting 
and robbery, enslavement and mass murder; membership in the SS, joint plan
ning and conspiracy. The crimes have not yet been atoned for, those chiefly res
ponsible of the IG-Farben, however, are today to be found in the most influential 
positions of the West German chemical industry.
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Ambros FRIEND AND PROMOTER OF THE SS
Otto

today: Influential member of many boards of directors of the big chemical and other 
trusts, for example, Scholven-Chemie AG, Gelsenkirchen Buer; Feldmuhle Papier 
und Zellstoffwerke AG, Dusseldorf, Telefunken GmbH, West Berlin.

Professor Otto Ambros was a member of the executive board of the technical 
and chemical committee of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG. He was one of the promi
nent war economy leaders of the fascist state. Along with his leading functions 
in the IG he also acted as special representative for research and development 
attached to the Goring "Appointees for the four-year plan". There he was the 
leader of the "Chemical Weapons" special committee and of the "Powder and 
Explosives" main committee at the Armaments Ministry.

As a Buna specialist Ambros was chiefly responsible for the building of the 
fourth Buna factory of the IG-Farben at Auschwitz. He selected the site which he 
thought most suitable for the barbaric exploitation of the concentration camp 
prisoners and foreign forced labourers. On the occasion of the inauguration ses
sion of the Auschwitz works, Ambros sealed the close cooperation of the factory 
management with the administration of the concentration camp. In a letter he 
referred to the "new friendship with the SS", which caused the death of at least 
370,000 victims in the Buna Auschwitz works and its auxiliary plants alone, as 
"a great blessing".

Ambros had several meetings with concentration camp commandant Hoss, co
ordinated the close collaboration with the SS and inspected the Auschwitz con
centration camp. He allocated extensive financial aid and building materials to 
the concentration camp administration, which made possible its expansion into 
the largest mass extermination camp.

As chief factory manager and member of the technical committee, Ambros con
firmed the credit requirements for the building of IG-Farben's own concentration 
camp in Monowitz and the construction of jail and Gestapo buildings on the 
grounds of the Buna Auschwitz works. He received all the correspondence of the 
Auschwitz works. Ambros was informed about the inhuman working and living 
conditions of the prisoners for whom IG-Farben was responsible. He knew of the 
use of prisoners in the IG auxiliary plants around Auschwitz, he knew of the 
trade with the private possessions of the Jews who were murdered in the gas 
chambers in the Buna works. He travelled to Himmler and arranged with him to 
make even greater use of prisoners. Ambros himself admitted in Nuremberg 
under oath (NG, IG-Farben Trial, NI 9542) that he knew as long ago as spring 
1942 about the burning of prisoners.

Ambros was also involved in the pillaging of foreign peoples. As member of 
the executive board and the technical committee he was jointly responsible for
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November 1932

Ew. Exzellenz,

Hochzuverehrender Herr Reichgprasident,

Gleich Surer Exzellenx durchdrungi-n von heisser Liebe rum deutschen Volk 

und Vaterland, haben die I nterxeii hneten die grundstulkhe Wandlung, die Eure F.xxellenx 

in der Fahrung der Slaalsgewliafle angeliahnt haben, nut Hoffnung begrOM. Mit 

Eurer Exzellenx bejahen wir di*  Notwendigkett einer ram parlamentarischen Parteiweaen 

unabhangigervn Regierung, wie mv in dem von Eurer Exzellenx formulierten Gedanken 

vines Prisidialkabinetts rum Ausdruck kommt.

Dvr Ausgang der Reichstagswahl vom 6. November d. J. hat gezeigt, daB das

twW

Umgwtaltung des Reichskabmetts in einer Weise erfolgen mOge, die die grtMmbgliche 

Volkskrafl fainter das Kabinelt bringt.

Wir bekennen iuk frei von jeder engen perteipolitischen Einstellung. Wir er- 

kennen in der nationalen Bewegung, die durcfa unser Volk geht, den verhenaungavollen 

Beginn einer Zeil, die dutch Oberwindung des Klaaaengegensatzea die uneriaBlk he Grund- 

lage filr einen Wiederaufstieg der deutschen Wirtarhaft erst schafft Wir wiaaen, daB 
•lieser Aufatieg nocfa viele Opfer erfordert. Wir glat4Li, data dieae Opfer nur dann willig 

gebracht werden kbnnen, wenn die grdsate Gruppe dieser nationalen Bewegung fUhrend 

an der Regierung beteiligt wild.

Die Uebertragung der venmtwortlichen laritung vines mit den beaten aachlichen 

und penOnlichen Kriiften ausgestattelen Priiaidialkabinetts an den Filhrer der grflasten 

nationalen Gruppe wird die Schlacken und Fehler, die jeder Massenbewegung notgedrungen 

anhafien, ausmerxen und Millionen Menachen, die heute abseita stehen, lu bejahender Kraft 

mitreissen.

In vollem Vertrauen zu Eurer ExzeBetiz Weiaheit und Eurer Exxellena GefOhl 

der \ olkwerbundenheit begriimen wir Euer Excellent

mit grtlaater Ehrerbietung —
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Um bit jablieirfjtn SuijelJamiuluugen ber n erJtbiebenften Steffen unb Berbantu bet TtSDQt'P 
abjuldfen, iff unter bem *Komen  „71bolf Sjitler-Spenbe btr beut|d)en BSirtidjafi" tine >entral» Sammlung 
oiler 3®t«e ter beutfcben TBirtJcbaft ins Vebeu gerufen. Die Seitung bet Spenbe liegt in ben fjonben tines 
Ruratoriums, bos Jirfe mis "Bertretern ber beteiligten <ZBirtj<baftS)ioeige pilommtniefjt. Den TJorJib bes 
Ruratoriums bat 5ert Dr. Rrupp non Bolden unb Sjalbaip <2tn|<f>rift: 'Berlin W 35, Rbnigin-Tlugufta- 
Strafce 28, ‘Beirbsoerbanb ber Deutfdjen Bnbuftrie) iiberuommen.

Die <®irt[rbafts;roeige baben fi<b oerpflirfjtet, inncrbalb tines 3at>res, unb jioar in ber Jeit oom 
I. 3uni 1933 bis jum 31. TTIai '934, eintn bejtimmten ‘Betrag in einer fiir fie jerocils jroeifcma&igen 3orm 
ouf;ubringen unb bie gcfammellen Seiber an bas Ruratorium abjufiibren.

Det 'Xeicbsoerbanb ber Dcutjtben Bnbuftrie unb bie ‘Bercinigung ber Deutfiben Arbeitgeberoerbdnbe 
forbem bie ibnen ongeftbfoffenen “Berbanbe nnb Sirmen auf, mit alien ibnen jirr ‘Berfugintg ftebenben TUHtein 
bieje Sammlung pi tnrterftrben. Wr erioarten bie tatkraftige Witarbeit offer tmjcrer Organifationen nnb 
offer Unternebmungen unb ben perfbnliiben Sinjob ibrer Jiibrcr. €s gilt, Jibnell unb grofjjiigig ;u bonbeln, 
bie Durtbfiibtung eiufatb unb JporJam )u geftaiten unb alle burokratifrben gemmungen >u oermeiben.

Bereits (aufenbe Sonberabmorbungen finb in bie allgemeine Sammlung cinjufiigcn.

Sftjfifljrung &er Snbultrielommlung ;u ritbten. 'Jlbbrurke 
biefes ‘Bunbfrbreibens Jfeben ouf Bnforberung in befiebigcr Wage ;ur ‘Berfiigung.

^iir Sen &eid?st>?rbanb her 
Deutfd?en Jnbuftrie

0»J. Rrupp oonBoblen unb&olbotb.

$iir bie Dereinigung her 
Deutfcfyen llrbeitgeberoerbdnbe 
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Wirfsdiaftsgruppe Privates Bankgewerbe
— Central verband des Detrfschen Bank- und Bankiergewerbes —

BERLIN NW 7, den 31. Augiut 1939

Fmnl 16 MM

Mmkript —r fifr die Mitgiieder!

Sfreng vertraulidil

Randxfcreibea Nr. 154
(Im Anacblnfl an 
Runikchr Nr. 151)

Betrifft: WkAtif EinxalmitU-iiaxgoa.

I. Vermdgensberchlagnahmen
a) unter Aberkennung der deutscben Staatsangebdrigkeit 
b) auf Grand von Steuersteckbriefrn.

2. Sonderdrucke und Vordrucke.
3. -4. Vedustmddungea.

An unsere Mitglieder!

1. VeraogenabeachUgnahmen (Nr. 154 v. 31. August 1939)
•) water Aberkeiinuog der de ut aches StaaUangehdrigkeit

Dar Reichsminister des innern hat un Einvernehmen mit dem Reichsminister des Aus- 
wirtigen durch Bekanntmachung votn 24. August 1939 (Deutscher Reichsanieiger Nr 198 vom 
28 August 1939) die nachstehcnd aulgefuhrten Personen gemifi | 2 des Gesetxes uber den 
Widerruf von Einburgeruogen und die Aberkennung der deutscben Staatsangehdrigkeit vom 
14. Juli 1933 (RGBI I S. 480) der deutschen StaaUangehdrigkeit fur verlustig erklart und die 
Reachlaganhme ihrea Vermdgens verftigt:

1.
2.

3.
4

5.

4

7.

8.

9.

10.

It.

12.

13.

Adler, Eugen, gob 2. 7 1092 in Speyer, 
Adler, Fanny Hora geb. Brandt, geb. 17. 8 
1894 m Odonbeim.
Adler. Alfred, geb. 20. 12 1922 >n K&nxdaau.
Adler. Ruth Dm*,  geb 13 8 1924 in 
Kftnzdsau.
Becker, Ludwig Eugen, geb. 7 12 1890 in 
Kaiserslautern.
Becker. Elisabeths Ediths Helene geb. 
Huber, gob. 5. 7. 1905 in HomburgSaar, 
Bonar io, Paula gob. Mannheimer. geb. 4 9. 
1901 in Bffltkard (BA. Ochsenfurt).
Benario, Walter Max. geb. 3. 8. 1924 in 
Stuttgart.
Beniamin-Rasmussen Helmut Detlef, 
gob 31. 1 1915 in Hamburg,
Berg. Ernst, geb. t4 5. 1886 in Obrigheim, 
Rbeinplala.
Berg, Aloiaia geb. Trigor, geb. 9. 9. 1885 is 
MOnchen, 
Ckri.«ow,ki. Paul Sally, |.b 16 1 IIM 
io Leeses fKr Gr a udons).
Cohn. Leopold Israel, gob. 10. 5 1878 in 
Duderstadt-Eicbsfeld.

14

15

16

17.

18
19.
20

21.

22.

23.

24

25.

M

Contwig (fr&her Cohn). Kort, geb 16 10. 
1890 in Culm.ee (Kr. Grswdeai), 
Contwig, Frieda Lina geb Eckardt. geb. 
14 1 1900 in Plauen i V, 
Dabl, Karl Israel, geb. 3. 5. 1890 in Biele
feld (RB. Minden), 
Dahl, Margarete geb. Weil, gob- 2. 2- 1897 in 
Krefeld (RB Dusaddorf).
Dabl, Elisabeth, geb. 12. 5. 1923 ia Krefeld, 
Dabl, Berta, geb 28. 7 1926 ba Krefeld, 
Berenberg. Martha Louise Sara geb. War
burg. geb. 12. 3. 1879 in Hamburg, 
~ .................... rl, gob. 24. 9 1900

umgart gob. 7. 10.

Dsuistr. Gerhard, gob 1. 1. 1927 in Ho- 
nngoa (Kr. Hersfdd).
E c k aa a na, Marcs*  gon. Max, gob. 16. I. 1866 
m $cbm a Hr al desu

Uesaauer. Hellmuth terai 
in Horingen (Kr. HersfeldL 
Desaauor, Pania geb. Ba 
1899 in V6lkershau»ea>Rb&n,

E c k aa a a *,  Agnes Gretchen geb. Rosenbaum. 
rb. 1. 4 1875 ta Hamburg.

ckmana, Walter Haas. geb. 11 3. 1900 in 
Hamburg.

- 1
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©SOT© ©KIS TOK
Vorstand

An die
Berlin, den 14. Januar 1938

Direktionen unserer Filialen (Kopfatellen)

Umwandlung nichtariacher Firmen

Wir haben uns in letzter Ze it wiederholt alt Ihnen iiber 
die Behandlung unserer nichtarischen Engagements unterhalten und 
Ihnen erst vor einigen Tagen mitgeteilt, wie wir die kiinftige Ent
wicklung dieser Pirmen beurteilen. Sir horten darauf von Ihnen, 
daas Sie in dauernder Fuhlungnahme ait diesen Unternehnen stehen 
und sich auf deren Wunsch bei der Ariaierung zur Verfugung gestellt 
bzw. die Absicht haben, dies zu tun.

Da win biaher nur einen Ueberblick iiber diejenigen nicht
arischen Firmen Ihres Filialbezirks erhielten, die zu Ihren debito- 
rischen Kunden zahlen, dagegen nur wenig iiber Ihrw nichtarische kre- 
ditorische Kundschaft unterrichtet sind, bitten win Sie, uns eine 
weitere Aufstellung Ihrer nichtarischen debitcrischen und kredito- 
rischen Kundschaft und zwar derjenigen, die fur die Ariaierung in 
Fr.-1.3e konrat, zu iibermitteln. Hierbei interessiert uns la einzelnen, 
wieweit der Arisierungaprozeaa des betreffenden Unternehmena gedie- 
hen 1st und wieweit Sie selbst hierbei mitwirken. Der Zweck dieser 
Aufstellung soil fur uns sein, hier la Hause zu iiberlegen, ob wir 
Sie in Anbetracht der taglich bei uns eingehenden zaljlreichen Anfra- 
gen und der hierbei entstehenden Uebersicht bei Ihren Beaiihungen un- 
teratiitzen kdnnen, wobei wir Selbstverstandlich Wert darauf legen, 
doss die unmittelbaren Verhandlungen auch in Zukunft von Ihnen ge- 
filhrt warden.

Die ganze Angelegenheit auaa voraichtlg und alt Ueberlo-
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the incorporation of the Polish, Czech and French chemical industry into the 
sphere of control of IG-Farben.

For these “services" the fascists decorated him with the "Knight's Cross to the 
War Service Cross".

Ambros,who was sentenced by the American Military Tribunal in Nuremberg 
as a war criminal, was soon released as a result of the intervention of the Bonn 
government, because he was indispensable as an armaments expert for the task 
of remilitarizing West Germany.

Biitefisch OF EQUAL RANK WITH THE AUSCHWITZ COMMANDANT 
Heinrich

today: As member of the board of the Federally-owned Ruhrchemie AG and of other 
large chemical enterprises, he is an important economy expert of the Bonn 
government. During the "Week of Brotherhood" in March 1964, which the Bonn 
government organizes every year, allegedly to especially commemorate the 
Jewish victims of nazi barbarism, Biitefisch was decorated by West German Fe
deral President Liibke. He received the "Great Service Cross of the Order of Merit 
of the Federal Republic of Germany". Only after Professor Jurgen Kuczynsky 
from the GDR, as expert witness in the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial proved the 
decisive guilt of Biitefisch in the slaughter of many thousands of Jewish people, 
and after massive protests at home and abroad, was the decoration withdrawn 
on 25 March 1964.

Engineer Heinrich Biitefisch belonged to IG-Farben's most influential represen
tatives in the fascist state. He was a member of the executive board and of the 
technical committee, vice-chairman of the Sparte 1 of the IG-Farben (Chemicals, 
Explosives and Synthetics). Biitefisch represented IG-Farben on numerous boards 
of foreign and German works in matters pertaining to the chemical and mining 
industries.

In the fascist state apparatus he acted as associate of the chief appointee for 
chemical production and as production organizer for oil in the fascist armament 
ministry.

As SS Obersturmbannfiihrer Biitefisch had the same rank as concentration 
camp commandant Hoss, and in this capacity he represented IG-Farben in the 
"Circle of Friends of the Reichsfuhrer SS". In this capacity also, he made all the 
fundamental arrangements with SS Obergruppenfiihrer Wolff about conditions 
for the use of Auschwitz prisoners at the plant, for which he was the chief 
responsible officer, namely in the synthesis part of the Auschwitz branch of 
IG-Farben. For instance, it was their decision to fix the price for skilled prisoners 
at 4 RM and for unskilled at 3 RM (see Table 9).
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As the responsible officer for the synthesis part of the IG-Works, Biitefisch 
visited Auschwitz several times. He was informed about all matters pertaining 
to the Auschwitz works. In his declaration under oath (NG, IG-Farben Trial, 
NI 4182) he confirmed that he had personally approved the program for the 
establishing of IG's own concentration camp in Monowitz and had then passed 
it on. He also was informed about the extensive financial and material support 
of the Auschwitz concentration camp administration by IG.

Hitler promoted him in 1939 to the rank of "War Economy Leader" and later 
decorated him with the Knight's Cross to the War Service Cross.

In the Nuremberg war crimes trial of the American Military Tribunal against 
IG-Farben he was only sentenced to 6 years imprisonment, of which he only 
served a part because of the recommendations of the Bonn government, which re
quired his services as an armament expert for the federally-owned Ruhrchemie AG.

Durrfeld DIRECTOR OF THE AUSCHWITZ MURDER ENTERPRISE 
Walther

today: Member of the executive board of the Scholven-Chemie AG (IG-Farben trust) 
and holder of many boards and advisory council mandates.

Engineer Walther Durrfeld was a director of IG-Farben before 1945. He was 
responsible for the Auschwitz building project. He was one of the negotiators of 
IG-Farben who participated in the main talks with SS Obergruppenfiihrer Wolff 
on the mass utilization of prisoners in the Auschwitz works in Berlin in spring 
1941.

All details on the employment of concentration camp prisoners and coope
ration with the SS in Auschwitz, were settled by Durrfeld with camp comman
dant Hoss (see Table 8). He met him frequently, visited him in the concentration 
camp and had friendly relations with his family. The first agreements with the 
concentration camp commandant he made as early as 27 March 1941 in 
Auschwitz.

IG's own concentration camp Monowitz was established on Diirrfeld's in
itiative. IG was responsible for the food, accommodation and working conditions 
of the prisoners. Through his constant insistence with the SS to be permitted to 
get rid of weak prisoners and only to employ strong and healthy ones, Durrfeld 
is largely responsible for the systematic selections in the Monowitz concentration 
camp. The prisoners who were separated out at these selections were imme
diately murdered in the gas chambers of Birkenau.

Durrfeld himself was present in the Monowitz camp, where according to the 
statements of former prisoners some 1,000 to 2,000 prisoners were selected for 
the gas chambers. Durrfeld is also partially responsible for the 3-4 weekly 
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selections in the Monowitz sickbay. He ordered SS Drs. Entress and Wirtz to 
keep the numbers in the sickbay down at a conference in the spring of 1943. In 
the appalling living conditions of the camp this demand could be met only through 
systematic "selections”.

Diirrfeld was responsible for the destruction of lives at Monowitz as director 
of IG-Farben. The reports of the fluctuation of the prisoners reached him daily. 
Prisoners employed in the concentration camp office confirmed that the card 
index of the dead prisoners in the Monowitz concentration camp and the outlying 
camp in 1945 contained about 370,000 cards. On orders of Diirrfeld IG-Farben 
in Auschwitz conducted an extensive trade with the articles of clothing and other 
items of the murdered prisoners.

In the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, the main defendant Diirrfeld was sentenced 
to only eight years' imprisonment. The federal government having intervened, 
he had to serve only a small part of his time.

Abs WORKED SOVIET CHILDREN TO DEATH
Hermann

today: General manager, chairman of the board of the Deutsche Bank, chairman of the 
board of directors of the IG-Farben successor trust Badische Anilin- und Soda- 
fabrik AG, vice-president of the Deutsche Bundesbahn, vice-chairman of the 
administrative council of Kreditbank for Reconstruction, chairman of over 
40 boards of various enterprises, experienced representative of many employer 
associations and other organizations in West Germany. Is considered to be 
"Bonns uncrowned Minister of Finance".

In the enterprises in which Dr. h. c. Hermann Abs was a member of the board of 
directors before 1945 - Abs was then director of the Deutsche Bank — foreign 
forced labour was exploited particularly mercilessly. To what extent the torture 
of human beings was taken in these enterprises is illustrated by the treatment of 
Soviet and Polish children who were killed there through forced labour condi
tions. Even the camp doctor. Dr. Romer of the Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabrik AG, 
Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Werk Elsterberg, protested resolutely against the further 
employment of a 10-year-old undernourished girl because, he wrote, her conti
nuous occupation would mean child murder. Hermann Abs, the chairman of the 
board of this enterprise, was not interested in how many children perished. His 
main concern was that the profits could be increased through child labour.

"Abs was the spiritual rector of the infamous Deutsche Bank, which combined 
an unusual concentration of economic power with active participation in the 
criminal policies of the nazi regime. The Deutsche Bank of Hermann Abs acted 
as a top institution of the German government and served the economic pene
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tration of the satellite countries and the occupied countries of Europe... Abs 
used all his energies to extend the rule of Germany over Europe.” (OMGUS- 
Office of Military Government of the USA. Report of November 1946, pp. 2, 5, 
51,171 and 172; in Einheit Berlin, 1951, No. 17, pp. 1235-36)

After the Second World War Hermann Abs was sentenced in absentia in Yugos
lavia to 15 years at hard labour. He has not served his sentence. As esteemed 
"financial adviser" under British-American protection, he was able already in 
1950 to carry out official government tasks, and as a member of the economic- 
technical commission of the Schumann Plan Commission, again carry out state 
tasks officially on an international level.

In the following years he dedicated himself, as head of the largest West Ger
man monopoly bank, to the task of restoring German finance capital and he is 
considered to be the uncrowned West German minister of finance. For example, 
when the West German delegation came to the London Debt Conference in 1951- 
52, it was not led by the West German finance minister but by Hermann Abs.

This war criminal was already in 1953 decorated in the Federal Republic and 
received the highest award of West Germany - The Great Federal Service Cross 
with star, for his activity in restoring and consolidating the power of German 
finance capital.

The Franco regime also decorated Hermann Abs with a high ranking deco
ration in 1960 for his "services" on behalf of fascist Spain.

Flick COMMISSIONED BY GORING
Friedrich

today: One of the most influential monopolists of German imperialism who was able to 
expand his power considerably after the fascist predatory war. Flick today again 
plays a leading part in the war production of West Germany. At the right time 
he managed to secure state licences for the most important uranium ore deposits 
in West Germany so as not to miss the business of a planned West German 
atomic armament.

Already decades ago Friedrich Flick had accumulated a huge fortune through 
unbridled speculation and at the expense of the German people. He always 
supported the most reactionary circles of German politicians with large mone
tary contributions. Already in November 1932 Flick transferred to the "Special 
Himmler Fund" an advance payment of 100,000 RM "for special purposes". At 
the same time he signed, along with the big German industrialists and bankers, 
a letter to Hindenburg demanding that Hitler be named chancellor.

As "Goring's commissioner", as Flick called himself, he enriched himself 
beyond measure in the fascists' "Aryanization" drive. During the Second World
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War he took over many enterprises into "trustee administration" in the occupied 
countries. In a letter to Goring of 1 November 1940 he requested a substantial 
part of the iron industry of Lorraine, which Goring readily handed over.

Flick also participated in the exploitation of the Ukrainian Steel Mills, as the 
Flick representative Hiittner named this robbery in the Soviet Union. In the 
enterprises of the Flick trust over 40,000 foreign forced labourers, concentration 
camp prisoners and prisoners of war were used.

The millions which he gained in the inflation after the First World War turned 
to thousands of millions in the second. As war economy leader and member of 
Himmler's "Circle of Friends" he conducted his dirty business in the blood of 
the peoples.

After the end of the war Flick was accused of having committed crimes against 
humanity and war crimes as an exploiter of slave labour. In 1947 he was sen
tenced to seven years in prison. During his imprisonment, however, he was per
mitted to conduct board meetings! Already on 3 February 1951 Flick was released 
on the intervention of the Bonn government.

Alfried SYMBOL OF THE WAR ECONOMY
Krupp
today: He belongs to the front rank of the powerful German trusts. With over 104 enter

prises which have an enormous production program he attains an annual turnover 
of almost six thousand million marks. A substantial portion of it comes from 
armament.

Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach has participated in the total mana
gement of the Krupp armament works since 1937. As chairman of the board, 
and later as sole proprietor of the giant trust he has a substantial part in the 
development and strengthening of the fascist war economy. His role was described 
by the chief prosecutor of the United States of America at the International Court 
as follows:

"Krupp von Bohlen - like Alfried - lent his name, his prestige and his finan
cial support to bring the nazi party, with its clearly recognizable program of 
unleashing a new war, to power in Germany... After the war had started, for 
which both Krupps, Gustav von Bohlen as well as Alfried, are directly respon
sible, they led German industry, violating international agreements and inter
national law. They employed forced labour, dragged and forced into Germany 
from almost all countries occupied by Germany ... There is more than sufficient 
evidence that these workers in Krupp's care and in Krupp's service were under
nourished and overworked, misused and inhumanly treated.” (IMT, Vol. I, pp. 
148-9)
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The American chief prosecutor got to the heart of the truth when he said that 
"the Krupp trust is the symbol and beneficiary of the infamous forces which 
threatened the peace of Europe".

Already in the first five years of the fascist armament drive Krupp could book 
a net profit of 500 million RM. In the fifth year of the war, 1944, his war criminal 
family had an accountable profit of over 110 million RM - gathered from the 
exploitation of 250,000 people who were put to work in the 81 Krupp factories, 
and of which tens of thousands perished as prisoners in the trust's own concen
tration camps.

Not only in Krupp's own concentration camps were thousands worked to 
death; Krupp also profited from the Auschwitz mass extermination camp. This 
can be seen from a letter of the Friedrich Krupp AG of 8 September 1942 to 
IG-Farben. The letter, which is addressed to war criminal Diirrfeld of the 
IG-Farben trust says, among other things:

"With the request to treat confidentially we inform you that our firm is prepar
ing to commence the production in Auschwitz of important parts for the armed 
forces on premises and with labour supplied by the SS ..." (Archive of the 
Nationally-Owned Buna Works, under IG-Farben-Konzern).

In the trial before the military Tribunal in Nuremberg in 1948 Krupp was 
sentenced to twelve years imprisonment and confiscation of his entire property. 
Already in 1951, at the request of the Adenauer government, however, he was 
released and the order for the confiscation of his property was rescinded. The 
Bonn government had already chosen the Krupp trust as the cornerstone of its 
rearmament.

Stooges of the Monopoly Rulers
The closest associates of the war crime trusts of the fascist state and economic 
apparatus took over high government functions in the Bonn state.

Lubke CONCENTRATION CAMP BUILDING MANAGER 
Heinrich

today: President of the Federal Republic.

For many years it was possible for Dr. Lubke to present himself to the West Ger
man people as a victim of the nazi regime, until in the year 1964 the GDR was 
able to prove on the basis of original documents of the former Gestapo office in 
Stettin that Heinrich Liibke was a trusted collaborator of the Gestapo at least 
since 1940 - which was made public at an international press conference. As 
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assistant manager of the "Schlempp Building Group" which at the beginning of 
the war was an armament building staff of the chief building inspector for the 
Reich capital, and later came under the national socialist Armaments Minister 
Speer, within the so-called "Jager Staff" - Lubke participated in the building of 
the "Special Gestapo camp in Peenemunde". He threatened to transfer unwilling 
workers to that place. The Gestapo office added "that in the further dealing with 
this occurrence ... special reference can be made to Lubke" (see Table 10).

In 1934 Lubke became, for the first time, a beneficiary of the Hitler regime 
due to a fascist law on the suspension of prosecution in certain circumstances. A 
criminal court in Berlin decided to suspend criminal proceedings against Lubke 
and his accomplices for "embezzlement, removal of documents and other frau
dulent actions". At the same time it was clearly stated that the "proceedings had 
neither shown their innocence nor had it demonstrated that there is not a well- 
founded suspicion against them". (See Table 11 Mecklenburg Provincial Archive 
under Mecklenburg State Ministry, Siedlungsgesellschaft Bauemland AG, p. 47)

Since that time Lubke was one of those who supported fascism up to the un
conditional surrender - unconditionally.

As organizer of top secret and most important war production, Liibke deci
sively participated in the mass use of concentration camp prisoners. As deputy 
manager of the Schlempp building group he worked to build the production sites 
of the ill-famed V-weapons. In the Peenemunde area he personally supervised 
40 building sites! In 1944 Lubke was assigned to build the Leau concentration 
camp, an annex to the Buchenwald concentration camp. It was an especially 
important and highly secret task. To counter the devastating losses of the nazi 
Luftwaffe in spring 1944 a so-called Jagerstab was formed. It was given the task 
by the war criminal Speer of shifting war production plants of the aircraft 
industry from the bombed-out or endangered premises into subterranean pro
duction premises and to get production to a peak level at all costs. The "Schlempp 
building group" with its deputy manager Liibke, was also assigned to this group.

For this purpose Lubke, in his capacity as top building manager of the 
Schlempp group, requisitioned 2,000 concentration camp prisoners from Buchen
wald. They had to carry out the heaviest cement and transport work underground 
in two shifts of twelve hours each in Peissen near Bemburg. The first prisoners 
were housed in tents at the end of August 1944. The dreadful conditions brought 
on an epidemic of dysentery. Many prisoners died. For the following prisoners a 
concentration camp 400 metres underground was prepared. Five hundred people 
vegetated there under the most dreadful conditions. At a conference on the 
grounds of the Leau concentration camp at the beginning of September 1944, 
which Liibke chaired, it was stated with satisfaction that "the work now shows 
visible progress on the whole front" (see Table 12, Archive of the Nationally- 
Owned Kaliwerk Bernburg, under Kali-Werk Friedenshall). In the minutes of 
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this conference the firm referred to - ATG Leipzig - belonged to war criminal 
Flick.

The many original documents on the activity of the Liibke staff in Leau clearly 
prove that Liibke was responsible for implementing the Jager program through 
using the slave labour of the concentration camp prisoners, war prisoners and the 
forced labourers of other countries. Liibke approved of the murderous conditions 
of work and existence which caused the death of hundreds of Poles, French, Ita
lians, Soviet citizens and Germans. Up to now the names of 267 persons, exclu
sively political prisoners, are known from the register of the dead of Buchen
wald concentration camp for whose death Liibke is largely responsible. They 
include 174 Poles, 58 French, 5 Soviet citizens and 18 Italians.

Westrick "TESTED" WAR ECONOMY LEADER
Ludger
today: Federal minister and leader of the Office of the Federal Chancellery, successor 

of the murderer of Jews Globke (who has been sentenced to hard labour for life 
in the GDR). Ludger Westrick surpasses most of the federal ministers in power 
not only because he works from the background of his key position as head of the 
Office of the Federal Chancellery but mainly because he has always been in the 
service of the industrial and bank magnates of imperialist Germany.

Shortly before fascism came to power Dr. Westrick was acting as sales manager 
for the Vereinigte Stahlwerke-Konzem in South East Europa. This made him one 
of Krupp's men, who was one of the most influential supporters of the fascists 
and later himself a war criminal.

After 1933 Westrick became general director of the Vereinigte Aluminium- 
werke AG Berlin (VAW), which belonged to the Vereinigte Industriewerke 
(VIAG), with which position he took over the management of the fascist arma
ment, above all, for the Luftwaffe a very important industry. In the following 
period Westrick was prominent in the at first secret, and later open, war prepara
tions. Particularly as he was a member of no less than 27 boards of directors or 
executive bodies, for example, in the Vereinigte Industriewerke AG, Berlin, 
Reichskreditgesellschaft AG Berlin and Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke AG, 
Frankfurt-on-Main (see Table 13, Deutsches Zentralarchiv Potsdam, under Reichs- 
wirtschaftsministerium. File No. 11 709). For these "services" Westrick was 
named by Hitler as a war economy leader and became a member of the 10-man 
industrial advisory council for the development of air force appliances under 
Goring.

In November 1941 Westrick wrote with feeling in the newspaper Der Deutsche 
Volkswirt: "As long as the fanfares of war are still resounding, the German 
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light metal industry has only one task and one aim, towards which all measures 
are and must be directed: Germany's final victory!"

Shortly after this Westrick participated at a conference called by Goring's 
deputy Field Marshal General Milch, to discuss the partition of the European 
spheres of interest between the various interested German aluminium industrial
ists. In negotiations with representatives of France and Hungary in 1941-42 he 
demanded that the raw material deposits be completely subjugated to the inter
ests of German imperialism.

The most brutal treatment was shown by Westrick to the foreign forced 
labourers and prisoners of war in the VAW trust which he led. During the war 
they constituted over 75 per cent of the entire labour force of the VAW works. 
As can be seen from a letter of the camp doctor of the Lauta works of the VAW 
of 28 August 1942 children of 13 years of age and foreign women from 60 to 
62 years of age were forced to work there. They suffered from chronic diseases 
and were exposed to the most inhuman living and working conditions.

Uncounted human lives were lost as a result of this terror. As can be seen 
from the death certificates in Lauta hundreds of deaths were registered there. 
As cause of death, along with the cynical formulations of "general debility", the 
following are listed: suicide by letting oneself be run over by the works railway, 
fractured skull, tuberculosis and other infectious and malnutritional diseases. 
The death certificate of a French forced labourer carries the following explana
tion under "cause of death": "shot by a gendarme official for resisting". People 
from almost all European nations are represented in the register of deaths (see 
Table 14, Death Register of the Registrar's Office of the town of Lauta). The 
Lauta works is only one of many aluminium works for which Westrick was 
responsible.

After 1945 war criminal Westrick was immediately reemployed as economic 
leader by the monopolies. Already in 1951 the armament trusts launched him 
into the office of state secretary in the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs. In 
1963 Westrick became Globke's successor in the Bonn Federal Chancellory.

Blessing HIMMLER'S FRIEND
Karl

today: President of the German Federal Bank.

Before 1945 Karl Blessing belonged to the infamous "Circle of Friends" of 
Himmler and was named war economy leader by Hitler. In 1933 he was working 
in the Deutsche Reichsbank from where he switched in 1934 as chief expert into 
the service of the fascist economic ministry. In 1937 he became a member of the 
directorium of the Reichsbank and later was a member of the even closer ad
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visory council of the Deutsche Reichsbank. In this confidential office Blessing 
participated decisively in the financing, preparation and completion of the arma
ment and war preparations.

With his aid Schacht established, as long ago as May 1933 in his capacity as 
president of the Reichsbank, with the participation of the Reichsbank and the 
armament firms of Krupp, Siemens, Rheinmetall and Deutsche Werke the Metall
urgical Research GmbH (Mefo) in Berlin. It was a cover firm to camouflage the 
then still secret armament.

Due to the high position Blessing at the time had close ties with IG-Farben. 
IG-Farben wrote about Blessing to a South African firm: "He is a leading per
sonality in the Economic Ministry and one of Schacht's closest collaborators" 
with which they pointed out what an important role Blessing played in the nazi 
state.

Blessing was counstantly called for consultations with leading fascist coun
selling groups, as in the talks with Goring about the "incorporation of Austria" 
on 11 March 1938. On the agenda of this conference, at which Blessing was 
present in his capacity as expert on Austrian affairs of the Reichsbank adminis
tration, was also the question of the Aryanization policy in Austria. At another 
meeting, which Goring considered to be most important in the framework of the 
four-year plan. Blessing reported on the question of mineral oil supplies in the 
"A-case". In December 1939, under the chairmanship of General Thomas, there 
was a consultation on armament with the Wehrmacht high command. Blessing 
participated in the discussion on questions of transport and about the securing 
of raw materials and bragged that he was personally involved in organizing a 
reliable system of supervision.

In January 1944 the manager of the planning office of the Chief Appointee 
for Armament Tasks charged the Dresdner Bank with "... the constant observa
tion and testing of the economic conditions in Sweden, research on specific trade 
policies and information about foreign personalities", etc. The Dresdner Bank 
was further instructed: "The constant contact with you and the cooperation in 
detailswill be effected through Herr Director Karl Blessing, Continentale Oel AG, 
who has on my orders undertaken the coordination and evaluation of the reports 
and suggestions of the individual officers." (NG, Case XI, File No. 422, Doc. 
NI 2031)

Blessing not only actively participated in the pillaging and enslaving of occu
pied countries, he also helped to prepare planned acts of aggression against 
neutral countries.

After the end of the war Blessing, who was interned for a short time only, was 
received by the West German monopolists with open arms and already in 1957 
they launched him into the office of president of the Federal Bank.
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Vialon THE BOOK-KEEPER OF THE SS MURDERERS 
Karl

Friedrich State secretary of the Bonn Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation which 
today: coordinates all problems arising from the Bonn neo-colonial policies. Prior to 

that: ministerial director in the Federal Chancellery and adviser to Adenauer on 
economic and financial matters.

Karl Friedrich Vialon began his career with the fascist administration of justice. 
He was a provincial court counsellor at the high court of Karlsruhe. Then he 
changed over to the Reichs Ministry of Finance. At the beginning of the Second 
World War he helped as senior government counsellor to rob the occupied 
regions of Alsace. After passing this "test" he became government director and 
head of the finance department of the Reich Commissariat for the Eastern 
Regions in Riga. Here he left an indelible mark, which convicts him of the worst 
crimes.

In his area of activities, in the Esthonian, Latvian, Lithuanian and White Rus
sian areas, the so-called final solution was carried out to perfection with the 
leading participation of Vialon. Hardly a single Jewish citizen escaped with his 
life. According to statements in the "Einsatz-Gruppen" (action group) trial in 
Nuremberg in 1947-48 in the Esthonian, Latvian and Lithuanian districts alone 
118,430 Jewish people were murdered. Added to this is almost half a million 
from the White Russian district. Vialon was concerned with robbing these 
victims. He collected the property and personal effects of the murdered Jews and 
made them available for the fascist regime so that they could be utilized in per
petration of further murders.

On 16 March 1943 Vialon instructed the general commissar of Minsk in a 
secret document on the "Delivery of Jewish property confiscated by the police" 
to see that "the pay offices of the commander of the security police and the SD" 
should deliver the confiscated valuables and moneys to the official treasuries of 
the general commissars. Already on 2 May 1943 Vialon was reprimanding 
the commanding officer of the Ostland security service and security police that 
"the announced delivery of confiscated properties valued at over one million 
Reichsmarks... had not been paid in yet". He demanded to know when the 
delivery "to his main pay office could be expected". (Central archives of the Lat
vian SSR, Riga, under Reich Commissariat for the Eastern Regions, see also 
Table 15)

Vialon not only organized the theft of Jewish property, he also participated 
in the "final solution of the Jewish question". On 31 July 1943 he ordered: "The 
management of the concentration camp to be erected is, in accordance with my 
wishes, to be carried out by the general commissar of Riga ... The financial gain 
must, as previously, be paid into my treasury." (See Table 16)
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In April 1942 he allowed no less than 25,000 RM to the commander of Ostland 
security police and security service to break the resistance of the Latvian, Estho- 
nian and White Russian population to the fascist rule of force and to drive to
gether new work slaves, or as he called it, in order to combat the gangs. The 
"commander" had applied to Vialon for this sum for the "additional catering 
for the auxiliary forces employed in fighting... gangs". These terror actions 
against the resistance fighters, who were fighting to free their country meant 
displacement, evacuation of the population as forced labour, the burning of 
villages and public executions. Vialon not only knew of the murder of Soviet 
resistance fighters, he organized it as manager of the finance department with his 
budgetary means.

In 1963, Vialon, against his better knowledge, committed perjury when he 
testified as a witness in the trial of the SS mass murderer Hausser: "I deny em
phatically that I had any knowledge about the extermination of Jews."

Despite new incriminating evidence and the documents published years ago 
Vialon continues to serve as state secretary.

Hettlage SS HAUPTSTURMFUHRER AND ARMAMENT EXPERT 
Karl-Maria

today: Member of the High Authority of the Montan Union, prior to that, state secretary 
in the Federal Finance Ministry.

Professor Dr. Karl-Maria Hettlage advanced in 1934 to city treasurer of Berlin. 
In the following years his sole ambition was to aid the fascist armament by 
means of a rigorous collection of taxes. In August 1935 he gave the instruction 
"that the tax laws must be interpreted according to the national socialist world 
outlook". Previously he had announced that "the security of the nation must be 
re-established on the might of its arms, which is the work of the Fuhrer and the 
purpose of all our endeavours". In this period Hettlage became SS Hauptsturm- 
fiihrer (SS No. 276 909) and close collaborator of Speer, who was convicted by 
the Nuremberg Military Tribunal as a war criminal. Speer later took Hettlage 
into his Ministry of Armament and War Production.

In a sworn statement before the Nuremberg Military Tribunal, the later 
executed SS Obergruppenfiihrer and head of the SS chief economic administra
tive office, Pohl, answering the question, with whom he was in personal contact 
during his period in office, also named Hettlage and said: "Dr. Hettlage from the 
Commerz Bank was Speer's finance man."

That was a fact; Hettlage became, on the suggestion of Speer, a member of 
the board of directors of the Montanindustrie GmbH. On 31 March 1942 this 
mammoth enterprise had a trusteeship over 52 firms with 122 enterprises and 
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3,000 million RM trustee administered investment capital, i.e., looted invest
ments; it had a staff of 178,970 workers, office employees, prisoners of war and 
forced labourers. Another member of the board was war criminal Flick.

In May 1943 a consultation on Swiss-German economic negotiations was held. 
In the course of this consultation, Hettlage declared "that the order transfer to 
Switzerland constitutes a too small percentage of the total German armament 
volume, to warrant forcing it by pressure, which could lead to difficulties with 
Italy ... Under these circumstances it seems appropriate to consider as pressure, 
in case of need, the use of an embargo on Swiss exports and following that the 
preventing of Swiss imports (through transport).” (Deutsches Zentralarchiv 
Potsdam)

In autumn 1943 there was a meeting of the inter-ministerial committee for 
Italian affairs. Hettlage participated along with the "desk murderer" Globke. In 
this consultation they both distinguished themselves with chauvinist speeches.

In April 1944 Hettlage issued, representing the war criminal Speer, a decree 
on the switching over of production in factories and workshops, in which he 
sayshave ordered the cessation of production which is not urgently re
quired for the continuation of the war, and the subsequent shifting of freed 
workers to more urgent war production." (ibid.)

To the last minute Hettlage exerted himself for the continuation and support 
of the total war and propagated the fascist "final victory". After he had "dis
appeared" for a short time in 1945 in West Germany, the monopoly represen
tatives let him advance again to ministerial director in 1956. A short time later 
Hettlage imparted his experiences from the nazi period as state secretary for the 
financing of the armament program.

Nazi Armament Experts-Rulers in BonnList of outstanding armament experts and war economy leaders of the Hitler regime who today have influential positions in the Bonn state.Abs, Dr. Hermannbefore 1945: member of the board of the Deutsche Bank, Berlin; Bbhmische Union-Bank, Prague; chairman of the board of directors of the Deutsche Oberseeische Bank, Berlin; Schlesische Bergwerks- und Hiitten Aktiengesellschaft (mining and metallurgical company), Beuthen; Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG (artificial silk factories), Elberfeld-Wuppertal, etc.; deputy chairman of the board of directors of Generalbank Luxemburg AG, Luxemburg; Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, Shanghai-Berlin, 

etc.; member of the board of directors of Deutsche Solvay-Werke AG, Bernburg; IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, and in many other companiesafter 1945: sentenced as war criminal, but employed as "financial adviser" by the British-American occupation authorities; chairman of the Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Deutsche Ober- seeische Bank, Hamburg-West Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of BASF Badische Anilin-Soda-Fabrik AG, Ludwigs
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hafen-on-Rhine; Daimler Benz Aktiengesell- schaft Stuttgart; Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fa- briken Aktiengesellschaft, Wuppertal-Elberfeld and further enterprises; chairman of the administrative council of the Kredit- anstalt fur Wiederaufbau (credit institute for reconstruction), Frankfurt-on-Main, Deutsche Bundesbahn (railway), etc.Achter, Wilhelmbefore 1945: war economy leaderafter 1945: general manager of the Glad- bacher-Wollindustrie AG, formerly L. Josten, Monchengladbach (Henkel trust), vice-president of the Union of Textile Industry EmployersAlbert, Dr.-Ing. Wernerbefore 1945: war economy leaderafter 1945: member of the executive board of the Kronprinz AG, Solingen (Mannesmann trust)Ambros, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board of IG-Far- benindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on Main; member of the technical committee; responsible for the entire Buna sector of IG-Farben; works manager of IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Auschwitz Works (until 1942); acting business-manager of the Buna-Werke GmbH, Schkopau; head of special commission C (chemical warfare); awarded the Knight's Cross to the War Service Crossafter 1945: sentenced as war criminal by the American Military Tribunal in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial; deputy chairman of the board of directors of the Siid- deutsche Kalkstickstoff-Werke AG (lime nitrogen works), Trostberg; member of the board of directors of the Telefunken-AG, West Berlin; Vereinigte Industrie-Unterneh- mungen AG (VIAG), Bonn and Brunswick; Bergwerksgesellschaft Hibernia AG (mining), Herne; Scholven-Chemie AG, Gelsenkirchen; administrative counsellor of the Berliner Handelsgesellschaft (BHG), West Berlin/Frankfurt-on-MainAndreae, Christophbefore 1945: war economy leader; leader of a special sub-group of the economic group for mechanical engineering and the Rhineland Chamber of Labourafterl945: owner of the August Hoenig fire-fighting equipment factory and filigree steel construction, Cologne-Nippes; chairman of the Committee of Industrial Protection of the BDI, the air-raid protection com

munity of the top associations of industrial economy; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyBergemann, Dr. Gunterbeforel945: ministerial director in the Reich Ministry of Economics, authoritative participation in the plundering of the occupied countries of France, Norway and Yugoslaviaafterl945:his name is on Yugoslav war criminal list No. 56/51, retired state secretary in the Federal Ministry of Transport, business manager of the Margatine-Union GmbH, Hamburg (Unilever trust), member of the business management of the West German Unilever GroupBerning, Alfredbefore 1945: war economy leader; head of special sub-group shoe and leather industriy machines of the engineering economic group; head of special sub-group iron and hardware industry of the materials refining economic groupafter 1945: proprietor of the firm Gustav Rafflenbeul, Schwelm/Westphalia and Frankenberg/Eder, and the Alfred Berning Motorenbau, Schwelm/WestphaliaBiedenkopf, Wilhelmbefore 1945: director of the IG-Farben- industrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, party to the millionfold crimes in Auschwitz (Oswie- cim)after 1945: member of the executive board of DECHEMA Deutsche Gesellschaft fur chemisches Apparatewesen (chemical apparatus), Frankfurt-on-Main, Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf (Flick trust), labour ring of the Employers' Association of the West German Chemical Industry e. V., WiesbadenBirrenbach, Dr. Kurtbefore 1945: representative abroad of Krupp, sent to Buenos Aires in 1939 with credentials from IG-Farben where he met and worked with the confidential people and the staff of the fascist "fifth column"; 1933 NSDAP and SAafter 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the August Thyssen-Hutte AG, Duisburg/Hamborn, Thyssen Gesellschaft fur Beteiligung GmbH (holding company), Dusseldorf; deputy chairman of the board of trustees of the Fritz-Thyssen-Stiftung, Cologne; central advisory council of theDresd- ner Bank; member of the Joint Session of the European Coal and Steel Community; 
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European Parliament; special ambassador of the Bonn government for the taking up of diplomatic relations with Israel; member of the Bundestag; CDU Bundestag candidate 1965Blessing, Karlbefore 1945: general associate in the Reich Ministry of Economcs; Reichsbank director; member of the "Circle of Friends of the Reichsfuhrer SS"; business-manager of the Margarine-Verkaufsunion GmbH, Berlin (Unilever trust); member of the executive board of the Aktiengesellschaft fur Fett- industrie, Vienna; Continentale Oel AG, Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of the "Nordsee" Deutsche Hochseefischerei AG, Wesermunde, and of other board of directors; member of the closer advisory council of the Reichsbankafter 1945: president of the Deutsche Bundesbank; German governor in the International Monetary Fund, Washington; member of the administrative council of the Bank for International Settlements, Basel; member of the executive board of the Margarine-Union AG, Hamburg (Unilever trust)Blohm, Rudolfbefore 1945: Personally liable partner of Blohm & Voss, Hamburg; leader of the main department for war-ships of the Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production afterl945:his name is on the American list of war criminals; chairman of the board of directors of the Blohm and Voss AG, HamburgBoden, Dr. Hans Constantinbefore 1945: war economy leader, executive board of AEG Berlin, member of the board of directors of the AEG-Union, Vienna and of further trustsafterl945: Boden was head of the AEG trust from 1956 to 1962; several times he took part in international negotiations on behalf of the Bonn government; honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft (AEG), West Berlin/Frankfurt-on-Main; chairman of the board of directors of the Kernreaktor Finanzierungsgesellschaft mbH, Frankfurt- on-Main; member of board of directors of other companies of the AEG trust and of the Mannesmann-AG, Dusseldorf, Dresdner Bank AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; chairman of the foreign trade committee of the Federal Association of German Industry; honorary president of the Internationa] Chamber of Commerce, Paris; member of the foreign trade advisory council of the Federal Minis

try of Economics and the advisory council for development aid; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of GermanyBoeder, Dr. Erichbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the board of directors of the Hafen-Dampfschiffahrt AG, Hamburg; member of the Hamburg citizenry 1957; until 1957 deputy chairman of the board of the Deutsche Shell AG, charged by the Bonn government with coordinating the power policy for the Federal Republic within the EEC, adviser of the West German mineral oil industry of the OEEC and the Federal Ministry of Economics in the oil committee of the OEEC, Paris, chairman of the provincial committee of the CDU on economic policy, decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyBiitefisch, Dr. Heinrichbefore 1945: member of the executive board of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frank- furt-on-Main; member of the technical committee; business manager of the Ammoniak- werkes (ammonia) Merseburg GmbH, Leuna- Werke; responsible for the Leuna part of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Auschwitz Works; member of the executive board of the Braunkohle-Benzin AG (lignite-petrol), Berlin, and other enterprises at home and abroad; member of the "Circle of Friends of the Reichsfuhrer SS"; decorated with the war service medal 1st and 2nd class and the Knight's Cross to the war service medal after 1945: accused in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, chairman of the board of directors of the Kohle-01-Chemie GmbH, Gelsenkirchen; board of directors of the Ruhrchemie AG, Oberhausen-Hol ten; leader of the technical expert committee of the International Convention of the nitrogen industryBurkart, Dr. jur.. Dr. rer. pol. Odilobefore 1945: general commissioner of the Friedrich Flick KG, Berlin afterl945:his name was on the American list of war criminals; chairman of the executive board of the Eisenwerk-Gesell- schaft Maximilianshiitte AG, Sulzbach-Rosen- berg (Flick trust)Claussen, Dr. Wilhelmbefore 1945: leader of the economic policy department of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; senior military ad



ministrative counsellor with the general representative for the economy in Serbia, directed the economic exploitation of the country and organized a system of slave labourafter 1945: state secretary in the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Order; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of GermanyDahlgriin, Dr. Hans-Georgbefore 1945: senior government counsellor with the head of civil administration in occupied Lorraine, worked directly with Globke, the expert of that time for Lorraine, Alsace and Luxemburg in the Reich Ministry of the Interiorafter 1945: vice-chairman and member of the central bank council of the Deutsche Bundesbank; president of the Provincial Central Bank in Rhineland- Palatinate; retired minister of finance of Rhineland/Pala- tinateDahlgriin, Rolfbefore 1945: justiciary of the Phoenix- Gummiwerke AG; member of various committees of the motor-car industry; participant in secret talks on the exploitation of occupied countries and the employment of forced labourers; appointed vice-district master of the hunt by Goring; 1933 NSDAP (No. 2957575), BNSDJ (No. 49050)after 1945: Federal Minister of Finance; member of the federal executive of the FDP; FDP Bundestag candidate in 1965Dichgans, Hansbeforel945: ministerial counsellor with the Reich Commissariat for the fixing of prices and leader of a labour staff with the Reich minister for armaments and war productionafter 1945: chief business-manager, later managing member of the board of the Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen- und Stahl- industrie, Dusseldorf; member of the Bundestag and member of the finance committee of the Bundestag; CDU Bundestag candidate in 1965Dinkelbach, Dr. h. c. Heinrichbefore 1945: member of the executive board of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG, Dusseldorfafterl945: his name was on the American list of war criminals, member of the board of directors of the Rheinische Stahlwerke, Essen; decorated with the star to the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany

Dorge, Friedrichbefore 1945: war economy leader, member of the provincial committee of the head office of the Dresdner Bank, Berlin, chairman of armament committee HI, Berlin after 1945: business manager of the Mauser-Messzeug GmbH, Oberndorf, member of the executive board of the Employers' Association of the Metal Industry (1963)Diirrfeld, Dr.-Ing. Waltherbefore 1945: chief engineer of the IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Leuna works; works manager of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Auschwitz Works (from 1943), district commissioner for Upper Silesia of the chemical industry economy groupafterl945: was accused as war criminal in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, member of the executive board of the Scholven-Che- mie AG, Gelsenkirchen-Buer, board of directors: Phenolchemie GmbH, Gladbeck i. W„ Friesecke & Hopfner GmbH, ErlangenEisfeld, Dr. Kurtbeforel945: responsible chemist of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Auschwitz Works; practised there clandestine trade with the valuables of the murdered personsafter 1945: member of the executive board of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf (Flick trust); chairman of the board of directors of the Chemische Werke GmbH, Witten- on-Ruhr (Flick trust)Eychmiiller, Karlbeforel945: war economy leader, vice- chairman of the economic group of the metal industry, Berlinafter 1945: managing director, chairman of the managing committee of the Wie- land-Werke AG, Ulm (Donau); honorary senator of the Technical College of Stuttgart and the University of Tubingen, decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyFahr, Dr.-Ing. Ottobefore 1945: war economy leader, special group leader in the engineering economic group, leading colloborator in the special branch of iron and metal of the Reich leadership of the German Labour Front (DAF)after 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Maschinenfabrik Fahr AG, Gottmadingen (big shareholder of the Fahr family and in the Klockner trust); deputy chairman of the advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Wurttemberg district; board 
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of directors: Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart (Flick trust); Wurttembergische Metall- warenfabrik, Geislingen (Roebling trust); member of the committee for international relations of the Federal Association of German Industry (BDI); decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyFaust, Maxbefore 1945: deputy works manager and superintendent of construction of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Auschwitz Works; jointly responsible for the extermination of 370,000 concentration camp prisoners through slave labourafterl945: employee of Keram-Chemie, Siershahn/WesterwaldFieseler, Gerhardbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: business manager of the Gerhard Fieseler Werke GmbH, Konigstein (Taunus)Fischer, Dr. Ernst Rudolfbefore 1945: war economy leader, director of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, vice business manager of the Ammoniak-Werk Merseburg GmbH, Leuna works; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Oberschlesische Hydrier- werke AG, Blechhammer/Upper Silesia; leader of the fuel industry economic group Berlin; head of the mineral oil department in the Reich Ministry of Economics, and in the Reich Ministry of Armaments and War Production; chairman of the administrative council of the Kontinentale 01 AG, Berlin; member of the administrative council of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Pressburg/Slovakia after 1945: chairman of the executive board of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf, for many years; chairman of the board of directors of the Dynamit Nobel Genschow GmbH, Cologne; Chemische Werke Witten GmbH; Mitteldeutsche Sprengstoffwerke GmbH (explosives), Langelsheim; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank for Cologne/ Aachen/SiegenFischer-Dieskau, Joachimbefore 1945: war economy leader, ministerial counsellor in the Reich Ministry of Labourafter 1945: vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Wohnungs-AG, Salzgitter, Salzgitter-Lebenstedt; functions in further enterprises and bodies of the building and housing industry; co-authoer of the com

ments to the 1st and 2nd housing law and the federal rent law; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyFlick, Dr.-Ing. h. c.. Dr. rer. pol. h. c.Friedrichbefore 1945: war economy leader, personally liable partner of the Friedrich Flick KG, Dusseldorf; chairman of the board of directors of the Anhaltische Kohlenwerke, Berlin, Eisenwerk-Gesellschaft Maximilian- hiitte, Sulzbach-Rosenberg-Hiitte, Essener Steinkohlenbergwerke AG, Essen, Harpener Bergbau AG, Dortmund, Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke AG, Riesa-on-Elbe, Sachsische Gusstahl-Werke Dohlen AG, Freital, etc.; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Linke-Hoffmann-Werke AG, Breslau, Waggon- und Maschinenfabrik AG, formerly Busch, Bautzen, etc.; member of the board of directors of the Allgemeine Elektrizitats- Gesellschaft, Berlin, Allianz Versicherungs AG, Berlin, ATG Allgemeine Transport- anlagen GmbH, Leipzig, Dresdner Bank, Berlin, Dynamit AG, formerly Alfred Nobel & Co., Hamburg, Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG, Dusseldorf, advisory council of the Reichs- bank, Berlinafter 1945: principal defendant in the Nuremburg Flick trial; sentenced for war crimes, crimes against humanity and exploitation of slave labourers; personally liable partner and general manager of the Friedrich Flick Kommanditgesellschaft, Dusseldorf; chairman of the board of directors of the Dynamit-Aktien-Gesellschaft, formerly Alfred Nobel & Co., Troisdorf; shareholder or member of managing boards of many other enterpriesesFrank-Fahle, Dr. Guentherbeforel945: director of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Agency W. (Wehrmacht); managing clerk of the Ammoniakwerke Merseburg GmbH, Leuna; liaison man of IG-Farben with American chemical companiesafter 1945: managing associate of the Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-on- Main, manager of the Continentale Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-on-Main; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank AGFrauendorfer, Dr. Maxbefore 1945: long-time member of the NSDAP and SS, member of the staff of Reichsfuhrer SS Himmler, head of the office for the regular building of the NSDAP, chief department head of the Reich legal office. 
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president of the main labour department of the Generalgouvernement; here chiefly responsible for the deportation of hundreds of thousands of Polish citizensafter 1945: director of the Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG, Stuttgart (life insurance); Allianz Versicherungs-AG, West Berlin/MunichFremerey, Gustavbefore 1945: government director in the Reich Ministry of Economics, was responsible for military economic planning and took an active part in armament and war preparationsafter 1945: president of the Federal Office for Trade and Industry which deals, among other things, with the registration and permission to be in possession of military weapons, and for development aid and the investigation of economic concentrationFreudenberg, Dr. h.c. Richardbefore 1945: war economy leader, member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Bank, Berlinafterl945: associate of the firm of Freudenberg & Co. KG, Weinheim; member of the board of directors of the Farbenfabriken Bayer AG, Leverkusen (IG-Farben group); Deutsche Bank AG; member of the board of the Union of German Industry and Trade (DIHT) in Bonn; president of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Mannheim; pre- sidial member of the Federal Union of German Industry; member of the Bundestag from 1949 to 1953; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyFrydag, Karlbeforel945: war economy leader, head of the central committee for aircraft construction of the Reich minister for armament and war productionafter 1945: for many years presiding business manager in the Federal Association of the German Air Navigation Industry e. v.. Bad Godesberg, member of the board of directors of the Henschel-Flugzeugwerke, KasselGajewski, Dr. Dr. h.c. Fritzbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board of the IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; director of section III of the IG-Farben (photographicial accessories, synthetic materials, artifical silk); vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Deutsche Celluloid- 

Fabrik AG, Eilenburg, Dynamit AG, Troisdorf; administrative council of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Pressburg/Slovakia; special group leader of the chemical industry economic group; took part in secret negotiations with the Wehrmacht on chemical war production; shares responsibility for the exploitation of concentration camp prisoners as slave labourersafter 1945: accused in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial; member of the board of directors of the Chemie-Verwaltungs-AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; Chemische Werke Hills AG, Marl, Recklinghausen region; honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf (Flick trust); IG-Farbenindustrie AG in liquidation, Frankfurt-on-Main; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyGattineau, Dr. Heinrichbeforel945: director of the IG-Farben- industrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; head of the national economic and economic-political departments of the IG; works manager of the Dynamit Nobel AG, Pressburg, and the Donau Chemie AG, Vienna; friend of Himmler and Goring; SS Standartenfuhrer after 1945: accused in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial; member of the managerial board of the Wasag-Chemie AG, Essen (Krupp trust), the Guano-Werke AG, Hamburg (Krupp and Quandt trust); member of the board of directors of the Mitteldeutsche Sprengstoffwerke GmbH, Langelsheim, and other enterprises; advisory council of the Dresdner Bank AG, DusseldorfGoetz, Carlbefore 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Dresdner Bank, Berlin afterl945: his name was on the American list of war criminals, honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Dresdner Bank AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; decorated with the Dinstinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit with star of the Federal Republic of GermanyGoldschmidt, Dr. Bernhardbefore 1945: war economy leader, chairman of the board of directors of the Th. Goldschmidt AG, Essenafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; honorary president of the board of directors of the Th. Goldschmidt AG, Essen; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany
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Grabner, Dr. Georgbefore 1945: war economy leader, head of the Reich office for woodafter 1945: business manager of the Association of Wood Dealers, Hanover, Association of Wood Dealers, Lower Saxony and Bremen e. V., HanoverGraetz, Erichbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the managing committee and works manager of the Ehrich and Graetz AG, Berlin; dominant participation in the exploitation of forced labourafter 1945: factory-owner, co-partner of the Graetz KG (limited partnership) Altona/ Westphalia; member of the managing committee of Graetz AG, Hamburg (1963)Haver, Kurtbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: chairman of the managing committee of the Sales Association for Tar Products AG; chairman of the management of the Ruhr Coal Consultation GmbH, Essen; chairman of the board of directors of the Westfalische Transport AG, Dortmund (Hoesch and Hoogovens trust); board of directors of the Essener Steinkohlenwerke AG, Essen (Mannesmann trust)Hettlage, Professor Dr. Karlbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer; treasurer of the town of Berlin; general expert in the Reich Ministry for Armament and War Production; managerial board of the Commerzbank AG, Hamburg/Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of the Hansa-Bank, Riga, the Verwertungsgesell- schaft fur Montanindustrie GmbH and other boards; member of the Academy of German Law; professor of jurisprudenceafter 1945: state secretary in the Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Vereinigte Elektrizitats- und Bergwerks AG, Hamburg/Bonn; member of the board of directors of the Vereinigte Industrie-Unter- nehmungen AG (VIAG), Bonn, Volkswagen- werk AG, Wolfsburg, Kernreaktor Bau- und Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, Karlsruhe, etc.; Professor of public law at Mainz UniversityHeyne, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board and commissioner-general of the AEG Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of AEG; leader of the main committee for aircraft equipment with the Reich minister of armament 

and war production; member of the industrial council for the development of aircraft devices; Heyne received for his "services" to the fascist Luftwaffe the Knight's Cross to the War Service Crossafter 1945: chairman of the board of directors of AEG (Allgemeine Elektricitats-Ge- sellschaft. West Berlin/Frankfurt-on-Main; Telefunken AG, West Berlin (AEG trust) (AEG and Telefunken are, because of their participation in the Starfighter program and the Hawk missile construction considerably involved in the armament of West Germany), Olympia-Werke AG, Wilhelmshaven (AEG trust), Osram GmbH, Munich/West Berlin (AEG, Siemens, General Electric Co); member of the board of directors of other AEG companies; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Bank AG; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyHinsel, Dr.-Ing. Paulbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the executive board in the Union of the Bavarian Metal- Working Industry, honorary senator of the University of Economics and the Social Sciences in Erlangen-NurembergHinz, Dr.-Ing. Fritzbefore 1945: war economy leader, works manager of Henschel und Sohn GmbH, Kassel, member of the board of directors of the Oberschlesische Lokomotiv- werke AG, Kattowitz (Katowice), Steana Motrica Bucharest, Wiener Locomotiv-Fab- riks-AG, Viennaafter 1945: personally liable partner of the Hessische Metallwerk Imfeld & Co., Kassel; honorary president of the Vereinigung Deutscher Lokomotivfabriken, Frankfurt-on- Main; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyHoltz, Wolfgangbefore 1945: ministerial director in the Reich Ministry of Economics, worked closely with the coal and steel companiesafter 1945: ministerial director and head of the defence economy department in the Bonn war ministry, board of directors of the Monopol-Bergwerks GmbH, Kamen (Flick trust)Hopf, Volkmarbefore 1945: district president in Pomerania, responsible there for the depor
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tation of anti-fascists to concentration camps, district prefect in Czechoslovakia, persecuted Czech patriotsafter 1945: retired state secretary of the Federal Ministry of Defence (forced to resign because of the Spiegel affair); president of the federal auditing office; chairman of the board of directors of the In- dustrieverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Bad Godesberg; Deutsche Revisions- und Treu- hand AG, West Berlin/Frankfurt-on-Main, AG fur Wirtschaftspriifung West Berlin/ DusseldorfHunke, Professor Dr. Heinrichbefore 1945: war economy leader, president of the publicity council of the German economy, ministerial director and head of the foreign department in the Reich Ministry of National Enlightenment and Propaganda, chief lecturer of the official party control commission in the Reich Ministry of National Enlightenment and Propaganda, etc.after 1945: ministerial director in the Lower Saxony Ministry of Finance, head of department II - property and financial aid -; chairman of the board of directors of Niedersachsische Zahlenlotto GmbH, Hanover; Fussball Toto GmbH, Hanover; deputy chairman of the board of directors of Niedersachsische Heimstatte GmbH, Hanover, etc.Jahne, Dr.-Ing. h.c. Friedrichbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board of the IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, member of its technical and finance committee; chairman of the technical commission of the IG; member of several IG boards of directors; member of the big advisory board of the Reich group industryafter 1945: defendant in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, condemned to a prison sentence of many years, honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Farbwerke Hoechst AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, Hoechst (IG-Farben group); chairman of the board of directors of the Adolf Messer GmbH, Frankfurt-on-Main; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyKaletsch, Konradbefore 1945: war economy leader; general agent of the Friedrich Flick KG, Dusseldorf; executive board of the Mit- teldeutsche Stahlwerke AG, Riesa; vice- chairman of the board of directors of the Eisenwerk-Gesellschaf  t Maximilianhutte; 

member of the board of directors of many concernsafter 1945: accused in the Nuremberg Flick trial; personally liable partner of the Friedrich Flick KG, Dusseldorf; businessmanager of the Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke GmbH, West Berlin, Verwaltungsgesellschaft fur Steinkohlenbergbau und Hiittenbetrieb mbH (hard coal mining and metallurgical works), Dusseldorf; member of the board of directors of Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart/ Untertiirkheim, Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf, and Siid-Chemie AG, Munich, Eisen- werk-Gesellschaft Maximilianshutte mbH, Sulzbach-Rosenberg; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyKeyserlingk, Wedig, Freiherr vonbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: business manager of the Deuta-Werke, formally Deutsche Tacho- meterwerke GmbH, Bergisch-GladbachKiehn, Fritzbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Effekten- und Wechselbank, Frankfurt-on-Main, Berlin; NSU-Werke AG, Nek- karsulm; advisory council of the Reich Chamber of Economics, Berlinafter 1945: associate and businessmanager of the Efka-Werke Fritz Kiehn GmbH, Trossingen/WiirttembergKnieriem, Dr. August vonbefore 1945: member of the executive board of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; head of its legal committee (head lawyer); member of the central and labour committee of IG-Farben; member of the board of directors of Anorgana GmbH, Frankfurt-on-Main (poison gas works of IG- Farben)after 1945: defendant in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, for many years chairman of the board of directors of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG in liquidation, Frankfurt-on-MainKnott, Dr. Carlbefore 1945: war economy leader, member of the executive board of the Sie- mens-Schuckert-Werke AG, Berlin-Siemens- stadtafter 1945: for many years chairman of the managing committee of the Siemens- Schuckert-Werke AG, West Berlin/Erlangen; as representative of the Siemens trust member of several bodies of atomic economy and research; presidial member of the Ger-
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man Atomic Commission, Bonn; member of the Bavarian Atomic Commission, Munich; advisory council for nuclear power of the Ministry of Economics of Baden-Wurttemberg; chairman of the managerial committee of the Rationalization Board of the German Economy (RKW), Frankfurt-on-Main; member of the administrative council of the Siemens Industrie Electrica S.A., Madrid; honorary doctor, honorary freeman and honorary senator of the University of Erlangen; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyKonecke, Dr. Dr.-Ing. h.c. Fritzbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the executive board of the Continental Gummi-Werke AG, Hanover; chairman of an armament committeeafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; chairman of the board of directors of Holzindustrie Bruchsal GmbH, Bruchsal; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyKreibich, Dr. Emilbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Bank, Berlin; president of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce of Rei- chenberg; head of the department of foreign trade for the Sudetenland, Reichenberg after 1945: proprietor of the firm Wegena Dr. Kreibich KG, West Berlin and HamburgKrupp von Bohlen und Halbach, Dr.-Ing. h.c.. Dr. rer. pol. h.c. Alfriedbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the armament council, executive board of the Friedrich Krupp AG, Essen (until 1943); proprietor of Friedrich Krupp, Essen (from 1943); member of the presidium of the Reichsvereinigung Kohle after 1945: main defendant in the Nuremberg Krupp trial; as war criminal sentenced to twelve years imprisonment and confiscation of his entire property in 1948 by the American Military Tribunal; since 1951 at the instigation of the Bonn government again owner of the Friedrich Krupp firm, Essen; chairman of the board of directors of the Weser Aktien-Gesellschaft, Bremen; Siepmann Werke AG, Belecke/Mohne; member of the board of directors of the Dresdner Bank AG, Frankfurt-on-Main

Kiippenbender, Dr.-Ing. h.c. Heinrich before 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board of Zeiss-Ikon AG, Dresden; works manager of the Zeiss- Werke, Jena; received the Knight's Cross to the War Service Cross with Swords for "special services" for the fascist war production; terrorized thousands of foreign forced labourers after 1945: executive board member of the Zeiss Konzern, Oberkachen, illegally formed by him misusing the name of Carl Zeiss; chairman of the board of directors of the Voigtlander AG, Brunswick, Zeiss-Ikon AG, Stuttgart, and others; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany
Kugler, Hansbefore 1945: director of the joint sales agency of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; member of the South- East Europe committee of IG-Farben; primary responsibility in the occupation and plundering of the French chemical industry; commissioner of the Reich Ministry of Economics for the Aussig-Falkenau Werke in Czechoslovakiaafter 1945: defendant in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial, sentenced to imprisonment; member of the managing board of the Casella-Farbwerke Mainkur AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, Riedel de Haen AG, Seelze near Hanover; member of the central committee of the Federation of the Chemical Industry e.V., Frankfurt-on-MainLautz, Julius vonbefore 1945: senior government counsellor in the Reich Ministry of Economics, military department, participated in the war preparation and warfare of the fascists in the field of economicsafter 1945: Minister of Justice of the Saarland, provincial chairman of the CDU (Christian Democratic Union) Saarland, member of the mediation committee of the Bundestag and the BundesratLoew, Gottfriedbefore 1945: war economy leader, assistant general manager and works manager of the Lemwerder works of the "Weser" Flugzeugbau GmbH, Bremenafter 1945: business-manager of the Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH, Bremen (Krupp, United Aircraft Corporation)
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Liibke, Dr. h.c. Heinrichbefore 1945: director of a settlement company, dismissed without notice for fraud; deputy leader of the Schlempp building staff; confidential agent of the Gestapo, directed the construction of the Leau concentration camp as branch of the Buchenwald concentration camp in 1944; responsible for the death of hundreds of Poles, Frenchmen, Italians, Soviet citizens and Germans through slave labourafter 1945: president of the Federal Republic of Germany; earlier federal minister of food, agriculture and forestry, minister of agriculture of North Rhine-WestphaliaLudinghausen-Wolff, Reinhold, Freiherr von before 1945: member of the executive board of the Bohmische Escompte-Bank, Prague; vice-chairman of the administrative council of the Skoda works in Pilsen; president of the Ungarische Blechemballagen- werke AG, Gybrafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; director of the Dresdner Bank AG, Hanover; chairman of the board of directors of the Sichel-Werke AG, Hanover-Limmer; member of other boards of directorsMahle, Hermannbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: limited partner of the Mahle KG, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstadt; associate of the Mahle-Werke GmbH, Fellbach near Stuttgart, and other family enterprises; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank AG; honorary senator of the Technical College of StuttgartMalaise, Dr. Gerhart vonbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the managing committee of the Hamburg Elektrizitats- werke AG, Hamburg; chairman of the board of directors of the Deutsche Porenbeton GmbH, Hamburg; member of the Hamburg provincial committee of the Commerzbank AGMartini, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: ministerial director and Reich commissar at the Berlin exchange, participation in the Aryanization of various banks, expert for war and armament financing in the Reich Ministry of Economics after 1945: deputy of the German adviser for the Marshal Plan; member of the executive board of the Kreditanstalt fur den Wiederaufbau, Frankfurt-on-Main; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche 

Effekten- und Wechselbank, Frankfurt-on- Main, Industriekreditbank AG, Dusseldorf, Hoesch-Aktiengesellschaft, Dortmund, Hugo Stinnes AG, Dusseldorf, etc., administrative council of the European Investment Bank, Brussels, etc.Mauterer, Dr.-Ing. h.c. Arthurbefore 1945: member of the executive board of the Dortmund Union Bruckenbau AG (bridge construction), Dortmund; leader of the main committee for steel and iron construction with the Reich minister for armament and war productionafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; member of the executive board of Rheinstahl-Union, Ma- schinen- und Stahlbau AG, Dusseldorfter Meer, Dr. Dr. Ing. h.c. Fritzbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board and one of the big shareholders of the IG-Farbenindu- strie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; member of its central committee; business-manager of the Buna-Werke GmbH, Schkopau; member of numerous supervisory bodies in IG-Farben enterprises, subsidiary companies and affiliations at home and abroad; commissioner for Italy of the Reich minister for armament and war production; chiefly responsible for IG-Farben crimes in Auschwitz; had a leading share in the incorporation of the chemical industry of the occupied countries after 1945: main incriminated defendant in the IG-Farben trial in Nuremberg, condemned to a prison sentence of many years; honorary chairman of the board of directors and the managing committee of the Farbenfabriken Bayer AG, LeverkusenMerck, Dr. Dr. rer. nat. h.c. Karlbefore 1945: war economy leader, copartner and works manager of the E. Merck Chemische Fabrik, Darmstadtafter 1945: associate of the Emanuel Merck private firm, Darmstadt, member of the board of directors of the Gothaer Le- bensversicherungs AG, Gottingen; honorary member of several employers' associations of the chemical industry; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyMerker, Dr.-Ing. Ottobefore 1945: war economy leader; vice-chairman of the executive board of the Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG, Cologne- Deutz; head of the central shipbuilding committee of the Reich Ministry of Armament and War Production 
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after 1945: member of boards of directors of various companies of the Rheinstahl trust at home and abroad; member of the executive board of the central union of the metal industrial employers' associations e.V., Cologne; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank AG; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyMesserschmitt, Prof. Dr.-Ing. h.c. Willy before 1945: war economy leader; bearer of the fascist title “Pioneer of Labour"; member of the executive board of the Messerschmitt AG, Augsburg; shares responsibility for the forced labour of prisoners of the Dachau concentration camp after 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; advisory council of the Bankhaus Aufhauser; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Messerschmitt AG, Augsburg, advisory council of the Bundesverband der Deutschen Luft- und Raumfahrtindustrie e.V. (aviation and space travel association), Dusseldorf; decorated with the Bavarian Service Medal, the Grand Cross of the Order of Merit of Spanish aviation (for his share in the development of a Spanish jet-fighter after the end of the war, awarded by the Franco regime in 1954)Michel, Dr. Elmarbefore 1945: ministerial director in the Reich Ministry of Economics, general expert for raw material questions; took an authoritative part in the economic preparation and carrying through of the fascist aggression, especially against the West European countries; military administrative chief with the military commander in France during the Second World War; co-initiator of measures for the plundering, exploitation, enslavement and deportation of the French populationafter 1945: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of Economics (retired), chairman of the executive board of the Salamander AG, Kornwestheim/Wiirttemberg; chairman of the board of directors of the Cornelius Heyl AG, Worms/Rhine; member of the board of directors of the Victoria- Versicherung, Lebensversicherungs AG, West Berlin, Satorius-Werke AG, Gottingen, and others; chairman of the working group for defence economic questions of the German Union of Industry and Commerce, BonnMittelstrass, Dr. Fritzbefore 1945: defence commissioner and confidential agent of the Gestapo in the Reich Ministry of Armament and War Pro

duction, previously active in the Reich Ministry of Economicsafter 1945: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of Economics, head of the department on basic political-economic questions of civil and military defence; had a part in working out the emergency legislation in the economic field which is planned and in part already sanctioned by the Bonn BundestagMbhlenbeck, Wilhelmbefore 1945: war economy leader, head of the special group of the leather producing industry, chairman of the central association of the German Leather Industry Berlinafter 1945: Proprietor of the Wilhelm Mbhlenbeck Firm KG, Wolfenhausen/Tau- nusNallinger, Prof. Dr.-Ing. h.c. Fritz before 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the executive board and chief engineer of the Daimler- Benz AG, Stuttgart/Untertiirkheim; vice- chairman of the board of directors of the Auto-Union, Dusseldorf; member of the German Atomic Commission and the advisory aviation council with the federal minister of transport; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyNeef, Fritzbefore 1945: political economist in the Reich Ministry of Economics sharing the responsibility for the economic measures of total warafter 1945: state secretary of the Federal Ministry of Economics, responsible for the Europe departmentOehme, Adolfbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: for many years member of the executive board of the firm Voigtlander AG, BrunswickPierburg, Dr.-Ing. h.c.. Dr. h.c. Alfred before 1945: war economy leader after 1945: general business-manager and limited partner of the Deutsche Ver- gaser GmbH & Co. KG. Neuss (Rhine), A. Pierburg, Auto und Luftfahrt-Geratebau KG, Neuss (Rhine), Deutsche Vergaser Gesellschaft (KG), West Berlin; limited partner of Bankhaus C.G. Trinkaus, Dusseldorf; member of the executive board of the Union of the Automobile Industry e.V., Frankfurt-on- Main
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Pohle, Dr. Wolfgangbefore 1945: director and commissioner-general of the Mannesmann AG, closest associate of general director Zangen after 1945: took over the defence of the accused trust rulers Krupp and Flick in the Nuremberg trial and pleaded for the rehabilitation of the big industrialists; business-manager and personally liable partner of the Friedrich Flick KG, Dusseldorf; chairman of the board of directors of the ICT International Computers and Tabulators GmbH, Dusseldorf; chairman of the standing committee for German-Spanish economic cooperation; chairman or member of various committees of the BDI and the DIHT and the steel and iron economic union; member of the Bundestag from 1953 to 1957; CDU parliamentary group; CDU Bundestag candidate in 1965Prentzel, Dr. Felix-Alexanderbefore 1945: head clerk of the IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, leading associate of the political economic department and branch leader of the direction department of IG-Farben; collaborator in the Reich Office for Economic Development after 1945: ministerial director in the » Federal Ministry of Economics, responsiblefor the splitting up of the IG-Farben group, chairman of the executive board of the Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt, formerly Roessler (Degussa), Frankfurt-on- Main; member of the board of directors of Metallgesellschaft, Frankfurt-on-Main, Farb- werke Hoechst, Frankfurt-on-Main, etc.; member of the directorial commission for the utilization of atomic energy at the OEEC, of the administrative council of the Institute for Developing Countries; vice-president of the Union of the Chemical IndustryReuleaux, Dr.-Ing., Dr.-Ing. h.c. Otto before 1945: war economy leader after 1945: for many years chairman of the managing board of the Kali Chemie Engelhard-Katalysatoren GmbH, Hanover; chairman of the money, credit and currency committee of the Federal Union of German Industry, Cologne; member of the board of directors in the Solvay trust; chairman of the advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Hanover; member of the board of directors of the Gerling-Konzern Lebensversicherungs- AG, Cologne; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyReuter, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the board of di

rectors of the Hiitten- und Bergwerke Rheinhausen AG, Rheinhausen (Krupp trust), Kronprinz AG, Solingen-Ohligs (Mannesmann trust); member of the advisory council of the federal ministry for the economic possessions of the federation, editor of the periodical Der Volkswirt (The Political Economist), the demagogic organ of the enterprisers; chairman of the economic committee of the FDPRienacker, Waldemarbefore 1945: war economy leader, regional office leader in the Office of Technology of Lower Silesia, Schlesische Electrizi- tats- und Gas AG, Gleiwitz, member of the Licensing Office for Securities on the Silesian Exchange in Breslauafter 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Rheingau-Elektrizitatswerk AG, Eltville, member of the board of directors of the Elektrizitats AG, formerly Lah- meyer & Co., Frankfurt-on-Main; advisory council of the Dresdner Bank, HesseRinn, Hansbefore 1945: director of the Dresdner Bank, Berlin; had an authoritative part in the so-called Aryanization especially of Dutch-Jewish propertyafter 1945: member of the executive board of the Dresdner Bank AG, West Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of the Prix-Werke AG, Hamburg, and six other stock companies; deputy chairman of the board of directors of the Bank fur Handel und Industrie AG, West Berlin, Deutsche Hypothekenbank, Bremen, and othersRohland, Dr.-Ing. Walterbefore 1945: war economy leader; head of the main committee for armoured vehicles with the Reich minister for armament and war production; business-manager of the industrial council of the supreme command of the army; member of the executive board of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG, Dusseldorfafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; co-owner of the Stahlwerk Mannheim AG, Mannheim-Rheinau, and member of the boards of directors of the Thyssen trust; advisory council of the Bergische Stahlindustrie, RemscheidRothe, Dr. Leo S.before 1945: chairman of the executive board of the Junkers Flugzeug- und Moto- renwerke AG, Dessauafter 1945: his name was on the Ameri
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can list of war criminals; for many years in the executive board of the Klockner-Hum- boldt-Deutz AG, Cologne-Deutz; member of many boards of directors; honorary president of the Federal Union of the German Aviation and Space Industry e.V., Bad Go- desberg; member of the managing board of the BDISander, Hermannbefore 1945; war economy leader; manager of the Carlshiitte-Maschinen- und Stahlbau GmbH, Waldenburg-Altwasser/Si- lesia; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the "Gliickauf" AG for brown coal utilization, Lichtenau, Liegnitz district after 1945: member of managing board of the Firma Ehrhardt und Sehmer Maschi- nenfabrik AG, Saarbriicken; presidial member of the Union of Iron and Metallurgical Industry of the SaarlandSaur, Karl-Ottobefore 1945: senior department head and office manager in the Reich Ministry for Armament and War Production; chief of staff of the "Jagerstab" and deputy head of the armament staff; in Hitler's testament he was designated successor to Speerafter 1945: head of a technical bureau in Munchen-Pullach, participated in West German rocket productionSchattenberg, Horst-Hennerbefore 1945: deputy police president of Koblenz, senior government counsellor in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, department head with the Reich governor in Posen after 1945: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of Economics, head of the welfare and emergency department, participated in the working out of the emergency legislation in the field of economicsSchirner, Karlbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the managing board of the Deutsche Erdbl AG, Berlin; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Bank, Berlin; Continentale Oel AG, Berlin, 1933- 1939 chairman of the managing board of the Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke Berlin and the Vereinigte Industrie-Unternehmungen AG, Berlinafter 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Vereinigte Aluminium-Werke AG, Bonn; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Deutsche Erdbl AG (DEA), Hamburg, Vereinigte Industrie-Unternehmungen AG (VIAG), Bonn, Ilseder Hiitte

AG, Peine, member of the board of directors of Braunschweigische Kohlen-Bergwerke, Helmstedt, Farbwerke Hoechst AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Federal Republic of GermanySchlosser, Hermannbefore 1945: chairman of the executive committee of the Deutsche Gold- und Silber- Scheideanstalt, formerly Roessler (Degussa), Frankfurt-on-Main; production commissioner for the chemical industry of the Reich minister for armament and war production after 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; honorary chairman of the board of directors of Degussa, Frankfurt-on-Main; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanySchmid-Lossberg, Heinzbefore 1945: war economy leader, business-manager of the armaments office in the Reich Ministry for Armament and War Productionafter 1945: chief representative of the Berliner Handels-Gesellschaft, West Berlin/ Frankfurt-on-Main, member of the executive committee of the Berliner Handelsbank AG, West Berlin; chairman of the board of directors of the Frankfurter Kredit-Bank GmbH, Frankfurt-on-Main, the Berliner AG fur Ver- mbgensverwaltung. West Berlin; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Kabel- werke Wilhelminenhof AG, West Berlin, Neckermann Versand KG, Frankfurt-on- Main, and othersSchneider, Dr. Christianbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the executive board of the IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; chief defence commissioner and general manager of IG-Farben; works manager of the Ammoniakwerke Merseburg GmbH, Leuna- Werkeafter 1945: accused in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial; member of the board of directors of the Sfiddeutsche Kalkstickstoff- Werke AG, Trostberg, Rheinauer Holzhydro- lyse GmbH, Mannheim (chief shareholder of the IG-Farben group and Vereinigte Indu- strie-Unternehmungen Aktiengesellschaft)Scholz, Dr.-Ing. h.c. Williambefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: member of the board of directors of Deutsche Werft AG, Hamburg (AEG and Haniel trust), Germanische Lloyd,
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Hamburg, Hamburgische Schiffbau-Ver- sicherungsanstalt; executive board of the Nuclear Energy Study Society, Hamburg; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein; special committee “nuclear power for ships" of the German Atomic Commission, Bonn; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanySchulze-Fielitz, Gunterbefore 1945: state secretary in the Reich Ministry for Armament and War Production, deputy to Speer, general inspector for water and energyafter 1945: retired government architect; member of the executive board of the Hochtief AG fur Hoch- und Tiefbauten, Essen; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Essen/Dortmund/DuisburgSchwede, Walterbefore 1945: member of the managing board of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG, Dusseldorfafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; honorary chairman of the board of directors of the Han- delsunion AG (Thyssen trust), Dusseldorf; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanySiemens, Hermann vonbefore 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Siemens & Halske AG, Berlinafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; board of directors of the Siemens & Halske AG, West Berlin/ Munich; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of GermanyTer-Nedden, Dr. Wilhelmbefore 1945: ministerial counsellor, "Eastern specialist" in the Reich Ministry of Economics, later active in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories as assistant head of the Economic Staff East, main group W, participated in the plundering of the occupied countriesafter 1945: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of Transport, head of the department for general transport policy and economic transport questionsThalau, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Karlbefore 1945: war economy leader after 1945: business manager of Ernst 

Heinkel Flugzeugbau (aircraft construction) GmbH, Speyer and Munich; deputy chairman of the board of directors of Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG, MunichThiedemann, Richardbefore 1945: war economy leader, director of Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG, Dessauafter 1945: for many years member of the managing board of the Henschel Flug- zeugwerke AG, Kassel, now member of the board of directorsTix, Dr.-Ing. h.c. Arthurbefore 1945: member of the executive committee of the Bochum Verein fur Guss- Stahlfabrikation AG, Bochum; head of the main weapons committee with the Reich minister for armament and war production; member of the industrial council of the supreme command of the army; decorated with the Knight's Cross to the War Service Cross after 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; managing board of the Bochum Verein fur Guss-Stahlfabrika- tion AG (Krupp trust), Bochum; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyTiingeler, Johannesbefore 1945: Reich bank counsellor in the Reich Ministry of Economics, counterintelligence agent, liaison man to the Gestapo and the Security Service (SD) after 1945: bank director and member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Bundesbank and the Zentralbank, Frankfurt- on-MainVialon, Prof. Dr. Karlbefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in the Superior Provincial Court in Karlsruhe; senior government counsellor in the Reich Ministry of Finance; participated in plundering occupied Alsace; government director and head of the finance department of the Reich commissariat for the eastern countries in Riga, participated in the "final solution of the Jewish question" not only through the theft of Jewish property and the belongings of murdered persons, but as head of the finance department also organized the setting up of concentration camps and the carrying through of terror actions against the Latvian, Esthonian and Byelorussian populationafter 1945: state secretary in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation; before ministerial director in the Office of the Federal Chancellor and Adenauer's adviser on economic and financial questions
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Vits, Dr. Dr. h.c. Ernst Hellmuthbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the board of managers and works manager of the Vereinigte Glanzstoff- Fabriken AG (synthetic fibres), Wuppertal/ Elberfeld, Osterreichische Glanzstoff-Fabri- ken AG, St. Polten, Glanzstoff-Fabrik Lobo- sitz AG (Sudetenland); member of the board of directors of the Algemeene Kunstzijde Unic, Arnhem/Hollandafter 1945: chairman of the managing board of the Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG, Wuppertal/Elberfeld (AKU trust), and others; member of the board of directors in various companies of the trust and of the Deutsche Erdol AG (DEA), Hamburg, Zell- stoffabrik Waldhof, Mannheim, Hamburg- Amerika-Linie, Hamburg, chairman of the Stifterverband fur die Deutsche Wissen- schaft. Presidium Deutsche Forschungs- gemeinschaft, advisory council of the Fritz- Thyssen-Stif tung; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Federal Republic of GermanyVoith, Dr.-Ing. h.c.. Dr. rer. pol. h.c. Hanns before 1945: war economy leader after 1945: business-manager of the firm J. M. Voith GmbH, Heidenheim (Brenz); decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyWagner, Alfonsbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the managing board of the Vereinigte Oberschlesische Hiittenwerke AG, Gleiwitz; chairman of the advisory council of the Schlesische Montan GmbH, Breslau; advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Berlinafter 1945: his name was on the Polish list of war criminals No. 10/185; chairman of the board of directors of the Warsteiner Eisenwerke AG, Warstein; member of the board of directors of the Eisenwerk-Gesell- schaft Maximilianshiitte mbH, Sulzbach- Rosenberg (Flick trust), Gerling Konzern Lebensversicherungs-AG, Cologne, and others; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyWaldschmidt, Herbertbefore 1945: war economy leaderafter 1945: business-manager of the Knorr-Bremse GmbH, Munich; member of the managing board of the Knorr-Bremse KG, Munich, Motoren-Werke Mannheim AG, Mannheim

Walz, Hansbefore 1945: war economy leader; SS Hauptsturmfuhrer; member of the "Circle of Friends of the Reichsfuhrer SS", businessmanager of the Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgartafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; honorary chairman of the Bosch house; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of GermanyWeiss, Bernhardbefore 1945: commissioner general of the Friedrich Flick KG, Berlinafter 1945: his name was on the American list of war criminals; business-manager of the Siemag Siegener Maschinenbau GmbH, Dahlbusch, vice-president of the Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie e. V., CologneWerner, Williambefore 1945: war economy leader; manager, director and business-manager of Auto-Union AG, Chemnitz; chairman of the technical committee of the Vehicle Building Industry Economic Group, Berlin; Reich Committee for Increased Outputafter 1945: for many years businessmanager and technological head of AutoUnion GmbH, Dusseldorf-Ingolstadt; member of the board of directors of Zweirad- Union AG, Nuremberg (1963)Westrick, Dr. Ludgerbefore 1945: war economy leader; chairman of the executive board of the Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke, Berlin; in its works prisoners of war and foreign forced labourers chiefly worked who were ground to death by the hundred under the most inhuman working and living conditions; member of the managing board of Innwerk AG, Munich; chairman of the board of directors of E. F. Ohle's Erben AG, Breslau, Rheinische Blattmetall AG, Grevenbroich, Vereinigte Wiener Metallwerke AG, Vienna, and others; member of the industrial council for the development of air weaponsafter 1945: federal minister and head of the Office of the Federal Chancellor; before state secretary in the Federal Ministry of Economics; chairman of the board of directors of Bergwerksgesellschaft Hibernia AG, Herne, Vereinigte Industrie-Unterneh- mungen AG, Bonn, Innwerk AG, Toging (Inn), Vereinigte Aluminium-Werke AG, Bonn, and others; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and 
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shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of GermanyWeydenhammer, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: war economy leader; general director and chairman of the managing board of Osterreichische Magnesit AG, Munich; vice-president of Forsikringsaktien- elskabet Nordeuropa, Copenhagen, Nippon Magnesium Metals Company Ltd., Konau/ Japan, Riunione Adriatica di security; managerial council, Vienna-Trieste; member of the board of directors; American Magnesium Metals Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.; representative of the Reich protector in Bohemia and Moraviaafter 1945: president and director of Oberrheinische Handels-AG, Zurich, honorary senator of the University of MunichWieland, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: war economy leader, on the advisory council of the Deutsche Bank, Berlinafter 1945: vice-chairman of the board of directors of Omnipetrol GmbH for oil refining, Hamburg, Deutsch-Uberseeische Petroleum AG, Hamburg; member of the board of directors of the Bayerische Rohr- handelsgesellschaft Munich, IG-Farbenindustrie in liquidation, Frankfurt-on-MainWinnacker, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Karlbefore 1945: director of IG-Farbenindustrie AG, Farbwerk Hoechst, Frankfurt- on-Main/Hoechstafter 1945: chairman of the managing board of Farbwerke Hoechst AG, Frankfurt- on-Main; member of the board of directors in various companies of the IG-Farben group; on the board of directors of Demag AG, Duisburg, Degussa, Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt, formerly Roessler, Frankfurt-on-Main; chairman of DECHEMA, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur chemisches Appa- ratewesen e. V., Frankfurt-on-Main; vice- president of the Union of the Chemical Industry; chairman of the board of directors of the Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung (nuclear research) mbH, Karlsruhe; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Dresdner Bank, vice-chairman of the German Atomic Commission; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of GermanyWisselmann, Heinrichbefore 1945: war economy leader; general director of the Preussische Berg- werks- und Hutten-AG, Berlin; head of the 

mining group, Berlin; advisory committee of the Deutsche Reichsbank Berlin and the Reich Industrial Group, Berlinafter 1945: chairman of the board of directors of the Eisenwerk Weserhiitte AG, Bad Oynhausen (Otto Wolff trust); vice- chairman of the board of directors of the Vereinigte Kaliwerke Salzdetfurth AG, Hanover (Salzdetfurth trust, Werhahn group); on the board of directors of the Mansfeld AG fur Bergbau und Hiittenbetrieb, Hanover (Salzdetfurth trust), Klockner-Werke AG, Duisburg, and others; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyWitzleben, Dr. Wolf-Dietrich vonbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the managing board of Siemens- und Halske AG, Berlin, chief of personnel of the Siemens trustafter 1945: for many years vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Sie- mens-Schuckert-Werke AG, West Berlin/ Erlangen; honorary president of the Society for the Promotion of Young Entrepreneurs, Cologne (1963)Wurster, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Carlbefore 1945: war economy leader; member of the managing board of the IG- Farbenindustrie AG, Frankfurt-on-Main; leader of the Betriebsgemeinschaft Ober- rhein of the IG-Farben; member of the administrative council of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Schadlingsbekampfung mbH (DEGESCH) (pest control), Frankfurt-on- Main (which produced Zyklon B gas with which millions of people were gassed); decorated with the Knight's Cross to the War Service Crossafter 1945: defendant in the Nuremberg IG-Farben trial; chairman of the managing board of the Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik AG, Ludwigshafen/Rhine; chairman of the board of directors of BASF Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik AG, Ludwigshafen; member of the board of directors of the Deutsche Gold- und Silberscheide- anstalt, Frankfurt-on-Main, Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt-on-Main, Buna-Werke Huis GmbH, Marl, Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG, Wuppertal-Elberfeld; member of the managing board of the Stifterverband fur die Deutsche Wissenschaft; presidium of the Union of the Chemical Industry; member of the Kuratorium der Stiftung Volkswagen- werk; decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon of the Federal Republic of Germany and other distinctions
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Zangen, Dr. h.c. Wilhelmbefore 1945: war economy leader; general director of the Mannesmann trust; member of the armament council and head of the main Wehrmacht committee at the Reich Ministry for Armament and War Production; head of the Reich Industrial Group; praised by Hitler and Goring as an "outstanding leader personality”; was especially responsible for the plundering of foreign industry; member of the SS and NSDAP, Aryanized various firms 

after 1945: on the American list of war criminals; chairman of the board of directors of the Mannesmann AG, Dusseldorf; vice-chairman of the board of directors of the Demag AG, Duisburg; member of the board of directors of Deutsche Bank, Salz- detfurth AG, Hanover, Wasag-Chemie AG, Essen (Krupp trust); decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross with star of the Federal Republic of Germany
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GESTAPO, SS AND SD IN STATE AND ECONOMIC LIFE

Millionfold Murderers
The Bonn decision to apply the statute of limitations to nazi criminals also in
cludes crimes committed by members of the Gestapo, SS and SD (security ser
vice). These organizations in themselves have become in all countries the sym
bol of nazi and war crimes. They were the main means by which German fascism 
tried to maintain its rule of terror and to realize its criminal aims.

If their initial tasks were to brutally subjugate the German people, to exter
minate the anti-fascist and democratic forces in Germany through concentration 
camps and the guillotine, then at a later stage their sphere of activities was ex
tended when the predatory fascist war was unleashed. Gestapo, SS and SD were 
the principal organizations which tried to inaugurate the "New Order in Europe" 
in temporarily occupied countries by dragging millions of human beings into 
the concentration camps, by carrying out mass-shootings, executions of prisoners 
of war and exterminating entire national groups.

Buchenwald, Sachsenhausen, Ravensbriick, Auschwitz, Maidanek, Treblinka, 
Sobibor, Bergen-Belsen, Amersfort, Oradour, Lidice, Marzabotto, Putten, Minsk, 
Kiev and other places of unimaginable sufferings are inseparably connected with 
the terms Gestapo, SS and SD.

Eleven million people were killed in the nazi concentration camps alone. The 
total number of women, men and children who were murdered by members of 
the Gestapo, SS and SD could not be established to this day. Even 20 years after 
the war new execution places are still being found and laid bare.

In the so-called action-group trial (case IX) the American Military Tribunal 
spoke of horrifying violations of international law, of crimes of unheard-of 
brutality and inconceivable cruelty. Neither the imagination nor human language 
suffice to comprehend these barbaric crimes.

Were these crimes against humanity then isolated acts and excesses committed 
by individual members or units of these organizations? The "Reichsfuhrer SS 
and the Chief of the German Police", Himmler, declared in his speech of 4 October 
1943 in Posen before the national socialist leader-corps:

"How the Russians fare, how the Czechs fare does not interest me in the least, 
what these peoples possess in the way of good blood of our kind we will take, 
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even if we have to take their children by force when necessary and bring them 
up in Germany. But whether the other peoples live in prosperity or perish from 
hunger, that interests me only in so far as we need them as slaves for our culture, 
otherwise I am not concerned with it. Whether 10,000 Russian women collapse 
from exhaustion when they build a tank trench interests me only to the extent 
that 1 want to have the tank trench made for Germany ... Most of you will know 
what it is like when 100 corpses are heaped together, when five hundred corpses 
are piled up or a thousand. To have gone through that - and with the exception 
of human weaknesses - to have remained decent, that made us hard. This is a 
page of the glory of our history that has never been written and that will never 
be written .. " (IMT, Vol. XXIX, p. 144)

THE NUREMBERG ACCUSATIONS

The overwhelming evidence available at the Nuremberg trials caused the Inter
national Military Tribunal to designate the Gestapo, SS and SD in their totality 
as criminal organizations. In justifying the decision the International Court cited 
the following as the main crimes committed by these organizations: 
Cruelty and murders in the concentration camps
Persecution and extermination of the Jews
Terror, arrests and massacres in the occupied areas
Shootings of hostages
Ill-treatment and murder of prisoners-of-war and war-crimes of all kinds
Mass deportations and implementation of the forced labour program

Article 10 of the statute of the International Military Tribunal states:
"If a group or an organization has been declared by the Court to be of a 

criminal character, then the competent national authorities of each signatory has 
the right to bring persons to trial before a national, military or occupation court 
for membership in such criminal organization. In this case the criminal character 
of the group or organization is considered proven and will not be questioned." 
(IMT, Vol. I, p. 13)

In violation of all obligations under international law the initiators and per
sons mainly responsible for the crimes of these terror organizations have been 
appointed to leading positions in state and economic life. "Specialists" of the 
Gestapo, SS and SD created the so-called "protection of the constitution" for the 
suppression of the democratic and progressive forces in West Germany. "Spe
cialists" of the Gestapo, SS and SD are in influential positions in the West Ger
man police force; they are continuing today to pursue their criminal activities 
in the Gehlen secret service and in the special units of the Bundeswehr.

The Gestapo commissars and SS Sturmbannfiihrers appear before court. 
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not as defendants but as witnesses for the defence. Retired State Secretary 
Dr. Globke, commentator of the Anti-Jewish Laws, was called to give expert 
testimony for the fascist race legislation in the Treblinka trial. The former "War 
administrator in France" and "Reich appointee" in nazi-occupied Denmark, 
Dr. Werner Best, today legal adviser of the Hugo Stinnes trust was called to 
Frankfurt-on-Main as an "expert" war criminal in the Auschwitz trial.

Further "witnesses of the defence" appearing in the witness-box in this or in 
other war criminal trials are:

Emil Finnberg, SS Sturmbannfiihrer
today: lawyer in Hamburg

Dr. Kurt Niesling, SS investigating magistrate and court officer in Krakow 
today: lawyer in Wiesbaden

Walter Entrich, gendarmerie captain in the Ukraine
today, police inspector in Neuhaus, Paderborn region

Dr. Kurt Uhlenbroock, SS Sturmbannfiihrer and doctor in the Auschwitz (Os- 
wiecim) concentration camp 
today: physician in Hamburg

Helmut Bartsch, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and member of an investigating commis
sion in Auschwitz (Oswiecim)
today: police inspector in Krefeld

Dr. Johannes Thiimmler, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and head of the Chemnitz 
and Kattowitz (Katowice) central Gestapo offices
today, leading employee of a precision mechanical-optical works in Oberkochen

Joseph Schreieder, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and criminal director in occupied 
Holland
today: senior government counsellor in Munich

Gunther Burmeister, SS Standartenfuhrer and office head of the central SS court 
today: senior provincial court counsellor in Schleswig

Dr. Hans Lauffs, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and SS judge
today: ministerial counsellor in Bonn

Hans Zentgraf, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and head of an SS and police court in 
Riga
today: lawyer in Aachen

Willy Osthues, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and judge at the SS and police court in 
Krakow
today: lawyer in Munich
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Gustav Adolf Nosske (Dusseldorf), SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and head of the 
Dusseldorf central Gestapo office

Albert Hartl (Braunschweig), SS Sturmbannfu.hrer, SS judge and group leader 
in the Reich Security Main Office

Friedrich Dern (Offenbach), SS Standartenfuhrer and leader of the "Reichs- 
fuhrerbegleitbataillon" (Reich leader accompanying battalion)

Dr. Richard Wendler (Munich), governor of Krakow

Dr. Horst Barth, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and head of the criminal investigation 
department in Krakow

Globke, Best, Streckenbach, concentration camp doctors, SS storm troop leaders 
and SS judges as well as other "dignitaries" of fascist Germany are called upon 
in unlimited number by the SS counsels for the defence to prove that the fascist 
legislation was correct and legal and that the carrying out of the orders of the 
Reich Security Main Office was therefore an obvious duty and that consequently 
the accused SS and Gestapo murderers must be acquitted of all charges.

And here is the official attitude of the West German government: In the Bun
destag debate on the application of the statute of limitations to nazi and war 
crimes the former Bonn minister of justice stated that one must gradually get 
used to the possibility of having to live under one roof with murderers. Minister 
of Justice Bucher was forced to resign by a world wide protest; but that this is 
not just his private opinion is shown in the following sections.

THE REICH SECURITY MAIN OFFICE

As a result of an order from Himmler on 27 September 1939 the central offices 
of the security police and the SD (security service), the main office of the security 
police, the main office of the Reichsfuhrer SS, the office of the secret state police 
(Gestapo) and the Reich criminal police office were united in the Reich Security 
Main Office-Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA).

This apparatus employed thousands of full-time and tens of thousands of part- 
time "freelance" operators. They decided on life and death in Hitler's and Himm
ler's sphere of power partly on instructions and partly on their own. With the 
RSHA a new institution of the "Fuhrer-Might" was formed, which had almost 
unlimited power in the fascist state which served the interests of the monopolies. 
The institution had governmental as well as party jurisdiction.

Among the main tasks of the RSHA was also the "final solution of the Jewish 
question". On orders of the RSHA through the "action groups" alone two million 
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and in the fascist concentration camps a further four million Jews were mur
dered. In addition, all executive measures within and outside Germany - from 
the sending to concentration camps, the dragging into forced labour from 
abroad, the organization of ghettoes, the torture and degradation of anti-fascists 
up to the euthanasia and other crimes - are part of the account of the RSHA, its 
leading officials and the greatest part of its employees.

THE CRIME IN THE VELODROME D'HIVER

They are responsible for the murder of 4,051 Jewish children who were arrested 
with their parents - altogether some 7,000 people in July 1942 in a wave of 
arrests in Paris. In the courtyard of the Velodrome d'Hiver, a big cycle racing 
track, they were imprisoned for five days without any food. Drinking water was 
available only from a water hydrant in the street. Women had to give birth to 
children under these conditions. Thirty people died immediately and many lost 
their reason.

On the 5th day the parents were dragged from their children and transported 
away. They perished in the gas chambers of the Auschwitz concentration camp. 
Although the French government tried to get permission for the placing of the 
remaining 4,051 children in children's homes, the RSHA decided to gas the 
children also. Without any care they were piled in bunches of 300 and 400 into 
waggons and transported to their death.

In spite of the verdict of Nuremberg that the criminals of the Reichssicher- 
heitshauptamt should be punished wherever they appeared, most of these crimi
nals, even the office heads, were not indicted. But precisely they were the direct 
organizers of the murders, out of their ranks came the leaders of the so-called 
action groups.

ACTION GROUPS IN OPERATION

These groups were formed on the basis of an agreement between the RSHA, the 
supreme command of the Wehrmacht (OKW) and the supreme army command 
(OKH). The agreement provided that the appropriate army groups or armies had 
to have a representative of the chief of the security police and the SD attached 
to it who had mobile units in the form of an "action group" at his disposal. The 
"action groups" were in turn organized into "action commandos" and "special 
commandos".

Under the pretext of the political security of the conquered areas in the occu
pied as well as in the rear areas of the Wehrmacht the "action groups' were 
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supposed to ruthlessly liquidate all resistance to national socialism, not only 
present resistance but resistance in the past and the future. Entire classes and 
groups of people were to be killed, without investigation, compassion or remorse. 
The women were to be murdered together with their menfolk, and the children 
were to be executed, because otherwise they would grow up to be enemies of 
national socialism and might even harbour the wish to revenge the deaths of their 
parents." (NG, Case IX, p. 32)

These tasks, which corresponded to an “order from the Fuhrer", the "action 
groups" carried out with the greatest possible precision. They went through the 
occupied territories, and hunted Jews, communists, partisans, political function
aries, mental defectives and "racially inferior" persons. The victims were shot, 
beaten to death, hanged where they were found. Hundreds and thousands of 
bodies filled the mass graves. Populations of entire villages and hamlets were 
herded together, murdered or dragged into Germany as forced labour. The farm
steads were burned down.

How these dreadful scenes were enacted is shown from the description of a 
German construction engineer who had the following experience on the Dubno 
airport on 5 October 1942, which he described under oath before the Nuremberg 
Court.

.. an old woman with snow-white hair held the one-year-old child in her 
arms and sung to it and tickled it. The child shrieked with delight. The married 
couple looked on with tears in their eyes. The father held a boy of about ten 
years of age by the hand and talked quietly to him. The boy fought back his 
tears. The father pointed to heaven, stroked his head and seemed to explain 
something. Then the SS man at the ditch called something to his comrade. He 
separated about 20 persons from the rest and ordered them to go behind the 
earth mound. The family, whom I just mentioned was among them. I remember 
exactly, how a slim, black-haired girl pointed to herself as she passed me closely 
and said: '23 years old'.

"I went around the earth mound and stood in front of a huge grave. Closely 
pushed together, the people were lying on top of each other in such a way that 
only their heads could be seen. From almost all heads blood was running over the 
shoulders. Some of those shot still moved. Some lifted their arms and their heads, 
to show that they were still alive. The grave was already three quarters filled. I 
estimated that there were already about a thousand people in it. 1 looked for the 
rifleman. He was an SS man who sat at the narrow end of the grave, with his feet 
dangling in the grave, on his knees was an automatic pistol and he was smoking 
a cigarette. The completely naked people went down steps which were dug into 
the clay soil of the side of the pit and slid over the heads of the ones who were 
lying in it up to the spot which the SS man indicated. They laid down in front of 
the dead and wounded people, some stroked the still living and spoke quietly 
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to them. Then 1 heard a series of shots. 1 turned back to the ditch and saw how the 
bodies convulsed or the heads already lay still on the bodies in front of them. 
Blood ran from their necks.

"1 was surprised that I was not sent away, but 1 saw that two or three postal 
officials in uniform were also standing nearby. The next group was already 
approaching, went down into the pit, lined up next to the previous victims and 
was shot. As I went back around the earth mound, 1 noticed a newly arrived 
transport of people. This time there were some sick and feeble ones among them. 
An old, emaciated woman, with dreadfully thin legs was being undressed by 
other already naked people, while two others supported her. The woman was 
seemingly paralysed. The naked people carried the woman around the earth 
mound. 1 went away with Moennikes (a building labourer) and drove back to 
Dubno in the car.

"The next morning when I was again at the building site, I saw about 30 naked 
people near the pit; they were lying about 30 to 50 metres away from it. Some 
were still alive and looked ahead with set eyes and did not seem to feel the 
morning frost nor did they pay any attention to the workers of my firm who were 
standing around. A girl of about 20 spoke to me and begged me for clothes and 
help in escaping. But we already heard the noise of a rapidly approaching car, 
and I saw that it was the SS commando. I withdrew to my building site. Ten 
minutes later we heard shots near the pit. The corpses had been placed by the 
still living Jews into the pit, they themselves had to lie on top, to be also shot in 
the neck." (Gerald Reitlinger, Die Endldsung - The Final Solution, Colloquium- 
Verlag, West Berlin, p. 231 ft.)

That is what the "political safeguarding" of the occupied areas meant. The 
actions of the action groups had nothing in common with military warfare. There 
were atrocious mass murders of innocent men, women and children.

Of the action groups the groups A to D must be especially mentioned. Each 
of them had a strength of from 800 to 1,200 men and consisted of members of the 
general SS, the Gestapo, the SD, the regular police and the armed SS. The armed 
SS and the regular police force were represented with some 47 per cent and thus 
formed the greater part of the detachments.

Of these several thousands of criminals in the "action group" trial of 1947-48 
only 24 leading representatives were accused:
6 SS Generals,
5 SS Standartenfuhrer,
6 SS Obersturmbannfiihrer,
4 SS Sturmbannfiihrer and
3 SS officers of lower rank.

Fourteen death sentences were passed on 24 accused of which only four were 
confirmed. All the others, who were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment. 
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were pardoned already in 1951 and for the most part released from imprison
ment. They include:
the leader of "Action commando" la, SS Standartenfuhrer Sandberger;
the leader of "Action commando" 7a, SS Sturmbannfuhrer Steimle;
the leader of "Action commando" 7b, SS Sturmbannfuhrer Ott;
the leader of "Action commando" 6, SS Sturmbannfiihrer Biberstein;
the leader of "Action group" D, SS Standartenfuhrer Seibert;
the leader of "Special commando" lib, SS Obersturmbannfiihrer Schubert;
the leader of "Action commando" 4b, SS Sturmbannfiihrer Haensch.

The greater part of these bestial murderers today live unmolested in West 
Germany or abroad. Only under the most extreme public pressure have proceed
ings been introduced in a few individual cases.

THE TERROR REGIME OF THE GESTAPO

A no less criminal role within the Reich Security Main Office was played by 
the Secret State Police (Gestapo) and the security service (SD). The Gestapo was 
formed from the Prussian Secret State Police Office and the political police of 
the provinces of the German Reich. When Himmler became chief of police in 
1936 he formed the security police from the Gestapo and the criminal police. 
Together with the SD he placed it under the command of the SS leader Heydrich. 
The order of Himmler on 27 September 1939 to join these forces in the Reichs- 
sicherheitshauptamt was by then only a formality.

Gestapo and SD participated directly in the preparation and the carrying on 
of the Second World War through their brutal operations against the revolution
ary working class and other democratic forces. It was also the Gestapo and the 
SD which created “fifth columns" in countries which were to be overrun by the 
fascist war machine and (especially in Czechoslovakia and Austria) paved the 
way for the later occupation.

Even the "external reasons" for starting the Second World War, the attack on 
the Gleiwitz radio station, was organized by the Gestapo. The faked attack was 
under the direct management of Gestapo chief Muller. SS Sturmbannfiihrer Nau- 
jocks, who was given the job of carrying out this assignment, still lives in Ham
burg. Although his crime is known to the West German judiciary, nothing has 
been done to apprehend him.

Inside Germany the Gestapo created a regime of terror of which there is no 
equal in the world. Tens of thousands of communists and social democrats, 
Christian workers, Jews and progressive intellectuals were arrested. Their tor
tures began in the Gestapo jails. One of the most infamous was the one in Ber
lin in the Prinz Albert Strasse 8. Here the Gestapo staged veritable blood baths 
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to force statements from its prisoners. Those who survived the tortures were 
dragged into concentration camps.

The Gestapo alone had the jurisdiction to send persons to concentration camps. 
Its members had got themselves into these murder holes of fascism and are 
responsible for the painful deaths of many hundreds of thousands of prisoners. 
The Gestapo was named a criminal organization by the Nuremberg Military Tri
bunal. The resulting obligation to sentence incriminated members of the Gestapo 
and SD, was, however, not carried out in West Germany despite the fact that 
these crimes were of a cruelty that cannot be surpassed and of an extent that 
cannot be fully assessed.

"The Gestapo and SD were used for purposes which, according to the statute, 
were criminal; they included the persecution and extermination of the Jews, cruel
ties and murders in the concentration camps, excesses in the administration of 
occupied areas, the carrying out of the forced labour program and the ill treat
ment and murder of prisoners-of-war... In the case of the Gestapo the Court 
includes in this definition all executive and administrative officers of Office IV of 
the RSHA or those who were concerned with Gestapo affairs in other depart
ments of the RSHA, as well as all local Gestapo officials who served in or outside 
Germany." (IMT, Vol. 1,1947, p. 300)

The circle of persons belonging to the SD was also precisely fixed in Nurem
berg:

"As to the SD, the Court includes offices HI, VI and VII of the RSHA and all 
other members of the SD, including the local representatives and agents irrespec
tive of whether they were working in an unpaid capacity or not, and irrespective 
of whether they were nominally members of the SS or not." (Ibid., p. 301)

THE DISCIPLINARY POLICE-A GANG OF SADISTS

The so-called disciplinary police was closely linked with the SS. This was shown 
by the fact that the Reichsfuhrer SS already in 1936 was also "Chief of the Ger
man Police".

Along with him other SS leaders, like Heydrich, Kaltenbrunner and Daluege 
took over leading positions in the police apparatus. At the same time high police 
officers like Otto Winkelmann were taken over into the SS.

With its military style police divisions, regiments and battalions the disciplinary 
police force was involved in numerous crimes like the SS. For example police 
battalion No. 11 from Kaunas (Lithuania) made the town of Sluzk "free of Jews" 
within two days on 27 and 28 October 1942. A report to the general commissar 
of Minsk states about this "action".

"Concerning the execution of this operation 1 must to my deep regret emphasize 
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that it bordered on sadism. The town itself during the operation presented a 
terrible picture. With indescribable brutality... the Jewish people, but also 
including White Ruthenians, were dragged out of their flats and driven together. 
Everywhere in town shots resounded, and in the streets were piles of corpses of 
the Jews ... Apart from the fact that the Jewish people, among them the artisans, 
were extremely brutally manhandled before the eyes of the White Ruthenian 
people, the Ruthenian people were also ill treated with rubber truncheons and 
rifle butts."

The following documents show the terror employed by the 15th Police regi
ment:

"O. U. 22 September 1942
Operation order for the extermination of settlements

1) . Battalion destroys on 23 September 1942 in the area north-east of Mokrany 
gang-infested settlements of Borki, Zablocie and Borysowka.
Company Nurnberg destroys Kortelisy.

2) . The following forces are deployed:
9th company - without the Frohn platoon - with attached gendarme troop 
(motorized) 16 for Borysowka,
10th company and V? of the headquarters guard and 3 drivers for Borki.
11th company with the Frohn platoon and 14 men Pzkw/10 for Zablocie

3) . The companies - without reinforcements - arrive on 22 September before 
18.00 hours in the settlements:
9th co. on foot to Dywin,
10th and 11th cos. with their own lorry to the western exit of Mokrany.

4) . Reinforcements to be brought up:
a) Gendarme platoon (motorized) 16 reports on 22 September before 18.00 

hours to the company leader of the 9th co. in Dywin before the building of 
the district farmers.

b) V7 headquarters guard, 3 drivers, Frohn platoon and 14 men Pzkw/10 report 
on 22 September before 18.00 hours to the 11th co. at Mokrany.

c) Battalion reserve: Remainder of the gendarme troop (motorized) 15 and 
4 signalmen.

5) . Commencement of the operation: 23 September 1942 5.30 hours. By 4.35 hours 
the settlements are encircled (outer sealing).

6) . Carrying out of the "action" in accordance with my orders at the officers' 
briefing on 21 September 1942.

7) . Securing of cattle, agricultural implements, harvest stores and other equip
ment according to my oral orders.



8) . For transport of the goods mentioned in 7) the companies will put together a 
convoy of horse-drawn wagons and bring them into the vicinity of the action, 
(verbally ahead) ...

signed Holling"
(SZAOR of the USSR, Fund 7,021, list 148, file 3, p. 20)

"O. U. Kobryn 22 September 1942
From the war diary of the 3rd battalion of police regiment 15.

"The operation 'triangle' is temporarily postponed. The battalion receives the 
order to move with its attached units and the added platoon of gendarmes 16 
(motorized) and to destroy the settlements to the north and north-east of 
Mokrany, Borki, Zablocie andBorysowka, which it has been established are gang
support-places. The 9th company with gendarme platoon 16 reaches Dywin in 
the evening; the 10th and 11th companies reach Mokrany. At each support point 
a group remains behind. The battalion fighting position is established in 
Mokrany."

"O. U. Kobryn 23 September 1942
"Battalion fighting position Mokrany. The action begins with the surrounding 

of the settlements, which is completed in the early hours of the morning. At dawn 
the inhabitants are collected and checked by the SD. After selection of absolutely 
reliable families according to orders in Borysowka 119 men, women and children 
are shot. After that the cattle, implements and grain are safeguarded." (op. cit.. 
File 4, p. 193)

This and similar examples can be given about all police formations which were 
let loose in the temporary fascist occupied areas.

CORDIALLY WELCOME IN THE BONN STATE

Thousands of these criminals, mostly known by name and heavily incriminated 
by irrefutable evidence (primarily by documents which the DGR submitted to 
world public opinion and made available to the competent West German autho
rities), live unmolested in West Germany. Moreover, the members of the SS 
and police force which are living in West Germany, were given the opportunity 
to organize in the so-called "traditional associations".

Already in 1951 the SS organizations, camouflaged as a "Social Aid Society" 
(HIAG = Hilfsgemeinschaft auf Gegenseitigkeit ehemaliger Angehoriger der 
Waffen SS = Mutual Aid Society of Former Members of the Armed SS) were 
established.

A year later there were already 75 local SS associations and the number grew 
in the following years to 80. Over 40 other "SS traditional associations" exist 
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besides the HIAG, camouflaged as "search service associations" of the Red Cross. 
The leaders of these organizations are without exception persons who partici
pated in crimes against humanity.

On 29 June 1961 the Bonn Bundestag decided that all members of the former 
SS Readiness Troop who had been in the service of Himmler and Hitler for longer 
than ten years on 8 May 1945 have a right to be provided for. This decision 
opened the road into the West German government service to many thousands of 
Jew murderers and concentration camp henchmen.

Himmler's Departmental Chiefs 
and Special Agents
According to an estimate of the former deputy chief prosecutor of the USA at 
the Nuremberg chief war criminal trial. Dr. Robert Kempner, about 10,000 SS 
and nazi criminals still live in West Germany undisturbed and unmolested. The 
Bonn government forces the West German population to live under one roof even 
with the professional hangmen of the Reich Security Main Office. The following 
are but a few examples.

Best MURDERED DANISH PATRIOTS
Werner
today. Leading position as economic legal adviser to the Hugo Stinnes trust (Millheim/ 

Ruhr) and expert in the West German Foreign Office

Dr. Best joined the NSDAP already on 1 November 1930 (No. 341 338). In 1931 
he was one of the co-authors of the infamous "Boxheim documents". This "gov
ernmental proclamation" which was written by the fascist leaders in the Box
heim Estate (Hesse) already indicated the murderous terror of the years 1933- 
1945. It provided that all anti-fascists who were against a nazi government 
should receive the death penalty.

His co-authorship of this document was of course the best recommendation for 
his criminal career, which Best continued in 1934 with his entry into the SD of 
the "Reichsfuhrer SS". Best was highly esteemed there as a "police legal expert" 
who created a considerable part of the "legal" bases for the brutal actions of the 
SD against the German people, especially against the working class, as well as 
against other peoples who were attacked by Hitler fascism. As chief of 
Department I of the RSHA (up to 1940) and as war-administration chief with the 
military commander in France and finally (1942) as "Reich commissioner in 
Denmark", he could apply his "theory" in practice. On his orders on 30 Decern- 
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ber 1943 the editor Christian Damm, on 4 January 1944, the well-known poet 
Kaj Munk and in August 1944 the engineer Snog Christensen were murdered.

For these and other crimes Best was sentenced to death in Denmark, but was 
shortly afterwards pardoned on the intervention of the Bonn government and 
finally released.

Streckenbach BESTS WORTHY SUCCESSOR
Bruno
today: Commercial employee in Hamburg

In the person of Bruno Streckenbach Best found a worthy successor for the chief 
of Department I of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt. Streckenbach, SS Gruppen- 
fiihrer and lieutenant general in the police force, was already before 1933 a mem
ber of the NSDAP (No. 489 972) and of the SS (No. 14 713). Best called him from 
Poland to Berlin. In Poland he was responsible for the "pacification" by the SS 
and the police force and had distinguished himself in his efforts on behalf of the 
"Germanization policy" and most of all in the extermination of the represen
tatives of the Polish intelligentsia.

In the RSHA he continued to rave against the "members of the eastern peop
les". On 5 November 1942 he sent an express letter to all Sipo (security police) 
and SD offices about the "criminal law procedures against Poles and members 
of the eastern peoples". In accordance with it the regular court procedures should 
be dropped and they should be handed directly to the hangmen.

For his crimes, above all as "commander of the 19th Latvian SS grenadier 
division" he was sentenced in the Soviet Union to hard labour for life and was 
later handed back to the Federal Republic as a criminal who had not come under 
any amnesty. In contradiction to the undertaking to keep him in jail the Bonn 
government freed him.

Six HEAD OF THE "MOSCOW ADVANCE COMMANDO"
Franz

today: Advertising manager of the Porsche-Diesel-Motorenbau GmbH, Friedrichshafen, 
a subsidiary of the Mannesmann AG, agent with "special experience" at the 
"Federal Intelligence Service" (along with 4,000 other SS officers and SD in
formers).

Dr. Six found his way into the NSDAP as long ago as 1930 (No. 245 670) and 
in 1935 he joined the SS (No. 107480). Already on 20 April 1935 he became 
head of Department II in the main security office of the Reichsfiihrung SS, later 
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head of Department II and Department VII of the Reich Security Main Office 
which developed out of it. With this he had all prerequisites for head of the 
"Moscow Advance Commando". This position he took over in 1941.

In the course of the Action Group trial (case IX), where he was one of the 
24 defendants, it was established, among other things, that Six and his accom
plices were guilty of crimes against humanity, war crimes and membership in 
criminal organizations. They are responsible for the deaths of over one million 
people. (Cf. NG, Case IX, p. 27)

As head of the "Moscow Advance Commando" Six arrived in Smolensk on 
25 July 1941. He stayed there till the end of August 1941 and returned to Berlin. 
This commando should - according to Six' statement before the allied tribunal - 
immediately on the arrival of German troops in Moscow, safeguard the archives 
and documents. It is, however, a fact that the "Moscow Advance Commando" 
during the time that it stood under the leadership oi Six was used for the liquida
tion of people and that moreover the safeguarding of documents in Russia was 
not undertaken for economic or cultural reasons, but with the intention of obtain
ing lists of communist functionaries, who would themselves have become can
didates for "liquidation". (Ibid., p. 161)

On 9 November 1941 Six was promoted to SS Oberfiihrer for special services 
in the eastern operations of the security police.

On 10 April 1948 Six was sentenced by an American military court in Nurem
berg to 20 years in prison but on 31 January 1951 his sentence was reduced to 
ten years by the high commissioner John McCloy and by the supreme com
mander of US forces in Europe, General Thomas Handy. A short time afterwards 
he was released before his time was up.

Jost DEMANDED A MOBILE GAS CHAMBER
Heinz
today: Represents West German concerns as an independent economic legal expert.

Jost is among the oldest members of the NSDAP. (Entry date: 1 February 1928, 
membership No. 75 946). In 1933 he joined the police service and in 1934 he was 
already leading the defence office in the security main office of the Reichsfuhrer 
SS. From 1938 to 1942 he was head of department VI of the Reich Security Main 
Office. Jost managed to get to the rank of SS brigade leader and major general 
in the police force. In 1939 he participated in the crimes against the Polish 
people. With wide experience as an executioner he commanded in 1942 Action 
Group A against the Soviet Union and was at the same time commander of the 
Sipo and the SD in Riga. It was proved that "Action Group A" had committed 
thousands of murders. Alone during his period in office over one thousand people 
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were killed. On 15 June 1942 Jost requested "a mobile gas chamber and hoses 
for three available gas cars for action in White Ruthenia". (NG, Case IX, p. 150)

Sentenced by an American military tribunal in 1948 to life imprisonment, his 
sentence was commuted to ten years in 1951, and a short time afterwards he was 
released.

Bilfinger SPECIALIST IN THE "FINAL SOLUTION
Rudolf OF THE JEWISH QUESTION"

today: Until recently superior administrative court counsellor in the administrative court 
of Baden-Wurttemberg in Mannheim. Owing to the pressure of public opinion 
he had to be suspended from duty in March 1965 and pensioned in June 1965.

i
I
i

i
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Dr. Bilfinger, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and deputy head of department II in the 
RSHA took part at all principal discussions about the "final solution of the 
Jewish question". In March 1942, at a follow-up meeting of the infamous "Wann- 
see conference" - which took place at Eichmann's office IV B 4 - the compulsory 
sterilization of the so-called half breeds of the 1st degree was discussed. "It was 
certainly not meant to let the half breeds live for a long period as a third little 
race" - it is reported in the minutes of this meeting. (Robert M.W. Kempner, 
Eichmann und Komplicen - Eichmann and Accomplices, Europa-Verlag, Zurich- 
Stuttgart-Vienna, 1961, p. 170)

On 27 October 1942 a further meeting took place in the same office, where 
the details of the sterilization of "half breeds of the 1st degree" were laid down. 
According to that children with one Jewish parent were given the "choice" of 
either being sterilized or going to a concentration camp.

Bilfinger also did outstanding work in the pillaging of Jewish property. He 
worked out a "legal basis" for this. On 14 May 1942 he sent a circular to various 
nazi ministries, the higher SS and police officers, the SD leading offices and 
others in which he decreed that: "Jews, who along with German citizenship also 
have a foreign citizenship lose the German citizenship . . . along with their 
property ... which falls to the Reich." (Ibid., p. 257)

The documents which convict Bilfinger of these and other serious crimes have 
been offerred to the West German government by the government authorities of 
the GDR over a period of years. But Bonn showed no interest in these documents.

Thus this blood-stained jurist was able to work up to March 1965 as a senior 
administrative court counsellor. The pressure of public opinion which was based 
on the GDR evidence material finally became so strong that Bilfinger was sus
pended. He is one of those "desk murderers" who up to this day have not had 
to account for their crimes.
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Hermann ORDERED "SPECIAL TREATMENT"
Krumey FOR THE CHILDREN OF LIDICE

today: After a scandalous verdict in Frankfurt-on-Main again proprietor of a chemist's 
shop established with government credit in Korbach/Hesse.

Hermann Krumey managed to advance to the rank of SS Obersturmbannfuhrer 
in the Reich Security Main Office. Directly after the attack of the Hitler fascists 
on Poland in November 1939 he was entrusted with the management of the "Re
settlement Centre, Lodz Branch". Krumey organized the forced displacement 
and annihilation of 12,000 Jewish people from this area alone. In summer 1942 
he caused 88 children who had been dragged to Lodz from Lidice to be sent to a 
concentration camp. Here they were murdered.

In March 1944 Eichmann gave him the task of deporting all Jews living 
in Hungary. In close collaboration with Eichmann's legal adviser in depart
ment IV of the RSHA, Otto Hunsche, Krumey organized the transportation of 
400,000 men, women and children to the extermination camps. At Auschwitz no 
less than 300,000 of these unfortunate people were murdered within a few 
months.

Krumey was the initiator of the exchange business "blood against goods"; he 
offered the intermediary Joel Brand the lives of one million Jews in exchange 
for the delivery of 10,000 lorries from abroad. Krumey pressed for the speedier 
conclusion of the negotiations with the argument: "Each day costs 12,000 human 
lives!"

These and other facts were known to the Frankfurt court when it gave its ver
dict in February 1965 after a trial that had lasted nine months. Krumey was sen
tenced to five years at hard labour which was nearly covered by his detention 
during trial, which lasted four years and nine months and therefore the sentence 
was almost equivalent to acquittal.

When Krumey was arrested he not only lived as an honourable businessman, 
but even belonged to the local legislative body in Korbach as a member of the 
BHE.

Hunsche EICHMANN'S "LEGAL ADVISER" 
Otto

today: Lawyer in Datteln/Westphalia.

In recognition of his services as the "legal adviser" to the deportation expert in 
Department IV B 4 of the RSHA, SS Hauptsturmfiihrer Dr. Otto Hunsche was 
awarded the title of government counsellor. Among the numerous crimes in 
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Thiimmler
Johannes 

today:

which Hunsche took part with a decisive influence, there is his participation 
in the murder of 1,200 Hungarian Jews from the Kistarosa concentration 
camp.

As member of the staff of Eichmann, Hunsche accompanied SS Obersturm- 
bannfiihrer Krumey at the beginning of 1944 to Hungary. Their task was to drive 
all the Jews together in the shortest possible time for transporting to the exter
mination camps. Up to the entry of Soviet troops in Budapest 400,000 Jewish 
people were dragged off, of which the greater part were painfully murdered in 
the Auschwitz concentration camp.

Only when survivors made charges and supplied evidence was Hunsche 
brought before the court and sentenced in April 1962 to five years at hard labour 
for "assisting in the murder of 600 people". Even this sentence was too high 
for Hunsche, however. As an "experienced lawyer" he was able to have the ver
dict rescinded and a new trial began.

In April 1964 the second trial began before the Frankfurt-on-Main Assizes; it 
resulted in his acquittal and gave him a chance to practice law again.

GESTAPO CHIEF IN CHEMNITZ AND KATTOWITZ

Leading employee oi an enterprise in Oberkochen ("Carl Zeiss Foundation").

SS Obersturmbannfiihrer and senior government counsellor in the RSHA, 
Dr. Thiimmler belonged already before 1933 to the NSDAP (No. 1425 547). In 
the SS he had membership No. 323 711. After the establishment of the Hitler 
dictatorship he at first acted in the police headquarters of Dresden and in the 
prefecture of Schwarzenberg. Here he was so successful in the ruthless pursuit 
and suppression of the opponents of the terror regime, that he was promoted 
to chief of the state police administration in Dresden and Chemnitz.

During the Second World War he decided as Gestapo chief at Kattowitz (Kato
wice) over the life and death of Polish people, who on his instructions were put 
into the Auschwitz concentration camp with the notation to give them "special 
treatment" because "in any case a death sentence" was to be expected.

For a lengthy period he was also leader of action commando 16 and of action 
group E which perpetrated mass crimes in southeastern Europe.

In November 1964 the former Gestapo chief was given the opportunity 
to appear at the Frankfurt-on-Main Auschwitz trial as a "witness for the 
defence".

The appearance of Thiimmler as witness for the defence caused the GDR legal 
authorities to hand over documents about the crimes he had committed to the 
West German judiciary. Prosecution, however, has not been commenced to this 
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day, although Thiimmler had to admit during his testimony that he was court 
martial president in several hundred cases. Thiimmler declared that during these 
trials some 60 per cent were sentenced to death, and the remaining 40 per cent 
to concentration camps.

Lammerding SS HANGMAN IN ORA DOUR AND TULLE
Heinz
today: Engineer and building contractor in Dusseldorf. Leading role in the SS organiza

tion Hl AG.

Lammerding, who early joined the NSDAP (No. 722 395) and the SS (No. 247 062), 
was promoted to the rank of SS Oberfiihrer and general of the armed SS by 
Himmler. Among others he commanded the infamous SS tank division "Das 
Reich".

The progress of this SS division through the areas occupied by the Hitler army 
is marked by gallows and mass graves. On 10 June 1944 the SS hordes attacked 
the French settlement of Oradour; 548 inhabitants were driven into the church 
and there, on orders from Lammerding, they were bestially murdered. The peace
ful settlement was then levelled to the ground.

In order to break the growing resistance of the French people against the fas
cist occupation using any means possible SS commander Lammerding ordered 
the public hanging of 120 French civilians in Tulle.

For these and other crimes committed in France Lammerding was sentenced 
by a court in Bordeaux to death in absentia. After he had first lived in Wiesbaden 
under the assumed name of Braune, he settled in Dusseldorf as building contrac
tor under his own name.

Requests for extradiction to France directed to the West German judiciary 
were not granted.

Wolff HIMMLER'S ADJUTANT 
Karl

today: Wolff was arrested in his villa on Starnberg lake 17 years after the end of the 
war and sentenced for the murder of 300,000 Jews to 15 years at hard labour - 
for each murder 30 minutes of imprisonment.

SS Obergruppenfiihrer and general of the Waffen-SS (armed SS) Karl Wolff was 
"chief of the personal staff of the Reichsfuhrer SS" and "Liaison officer of the 
Reichsfuhrer with the Fuhrer". Armed with all special powers Wolff had a lead
ing part in the so-called "final solution of the Jewish question". He bore the
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Deeck der Beeprechung1
Xaoh der aorbereltenden Beepreohung, die In Berlin aa Donneratag, den 

20, MMri, swioohon Dir. Dr. Biltofisoh und Obergruppanfilhrer lolf unter in- 
•eeenhelt der Oberftlhrer Cltloks - Oranienburg (inepekteur der Eonsontratione 
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r«) Uie Arbaitaza1t richtet eloh nach der Jahreszeit und Rann mit 
1--_- ILatund^p la uommer, la Winter alt mlndestens 9 Stunden angenommen 
warden. Lie tTiatupg wird auf 75 omee noppalen deutschfin ^rheltPre »P- 
gcqfrUt. Fur die H&ftllnwe soli pro. Hilfgarbeitgx Ufid pro
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6.) Eine glelchseltige Beschaftigung von Kriegsgefangenen 1st zuo 
aindesten io laufenden Jahr untunlich, Insbesondere deswegen, well die 
geforderte Zahl von Kraften durch das Lager restlos gedeckt werden kann.

Zusamaenf assung:

Die gesaote Verhandlung wurde in herzlichem Einvernehaen gefuhrt, 
wobet von beiden Eeiten der Wunsch herauagestel.lt wurde, sich gegenseitig 
Jede acgliche Hilfe angsdeihen zu lessen. So z.B. stellte der Lagerkonun- 
dant fur den Notfall alle la Lager vorhandenen Ir&fto, Lagerarzt, Kranken- 
auto, gegebenenfalia auch Transportmlttel, zur Verfugung, bls die Bauatell 
eingelaufen tat. Ea wurde verabredet, bei neuauftretendon ’’regen eine hhnl 
che Beepreohung zu wiederholen. Insbesondere wurde dec Vorkoaimando der hav 
lei tung, Herrn Murr, eopfohlen, sich Jewells an den Adjutanten das Lager- 
ko bub a nd ar. ten, HauptsturafUhrer Fronuohagen, zu wander..

Dir.Pr.labroa
Dlr.Dr.Eymann/OI.Santo

Dr

DI

Faust
Eiafeld 
Maoh 
Heidebroek

ILu
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L.TI. S 1 - Stetti n,inn

I-.) 
t.) 
>.)
4.1

I» IX
zur Wtrrtnia v. —•-lestV •

Kanzlel zur t-le.11 -un- de- Verftlgung auf Blatt 3 RH'ckoelte

mi bet II E 1 -

Abtlg. II B I - 5530/39 . 5958/40 Stet tin,den/ ^9.1940.

und 3961/40.
1 .) Vermerk; Auf Anordnung des Leiters in der Di<nstbesprechung 

der Dienstatellenleiter am 22.8.40 1st fUr die Zu« 
kunft fUr die Bearbeltung und Uberwachung dee

’Arbeitseinsatses in PeenemUnde und Carlahagen das 
GPK. in Swineniinde zusttadig.GPK. Swineifartinde wurde 
Uber alls gehabten Besprechungen und Unterreddngen 
mit den zust&ndlgen Behbrden unterrichtet,und in 
Kenntnle gesetzt, dass in der welteren Bearbeltung 
dee Torgangs beeonders auf die Herren M ah s und 
L Q b k e zurtlckgegrlffen warden kann.Beld*  haben slch 
ale vertrauenswUrdlg erwlesen.
Der Sachbearbelter d^^hleslgen Dienststelle fUr 
Peeneartinde - K.O.Ass. - hat Kenntnla.dass hier eln 
Torgang eorliegt.
Der Torgang selbst 1st fflr die welters Bearbeltung 
bedeutungslos und wird daher nicht mehr bendtigt.

// • n
2 .) Registratur sur Zuaanenslehung oblger Tgb.Nunmern.
3 .) Zu den Akten bei Registr. II weglegon. I 7
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3)eA ©eneralftaatsanroalt 
ph dem fianbgeriajt.

.. ul 53.54.

fur Landvirtechaft, LomUnen 
und For sten, Ab tig. Sied lungsac-t, 
Schwerin , i.H.

In der Strafsache gegen L ii b k e und Sen. wird 
its; unverstigliche t’tersendung der dort befindlichen Akten der 
Staatsanwaltschaft Schwerin J- 421/54 gegen Fritz Lubke wegen 
Uutreue ersuoht.

In den hiesigen Strafverfahrer. l.Ba.J.53.34 gegen 
der. Direktor der Siedlungsgeaellschait Bauernland , Heinrich 
LUbke, hat sioh der urir.ger.de Verdacht ergeben, dau Heinrich 
LUbke von. deu aus den InventarkUufen erzielten Erlda p.000 M
zux Bezahlung privater Vei-bindliohkeiten erhalten und ver - 
wks *■» £> 4r .

urir.ger.de
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rteiar txruMt ear aeaaaOea Umm 1* Mert. i
■wad >«M*»lu<er aa 4.9.1944
'JSSSJyMSLl. t“» -•«.-’* *»•  ’• Lear*  - 4441a,.

, »• *«i ««• .»t, 41* awaaehr eef brelteal** W4M OlaMber*
• t#cls.r1tt« awehen. In 4ar laihanfelra «a* etjrelwrwrtbrtwn *1*4

. fsi,f;»n4a ThMUtta f*«twhsitai»» ; . ' i.li,

’ • . ■?L*'LL"5C.*-r .•!“•.

av'na. 4*m 4*a >a<*r wn4ertei.il wire rar 

a ’ .- i t- natter.
b' 1 •■'«,' K4>**mmh, 
e) ■> tualawar.

.»• i iilaterwit ear bat-alba email*.
-■rel wait era werdau la laafa 4e» fcaahe eleltan, 
:i» as»rlf»<» »»r<uaMi varnten 1» aaMunHwk wu4 ao 4e*MlU.*4Ui.4<*.
«».*» 4Aa j»t*t la Kalt s»rt*fgebraahben Ja-Faftllafa aileraahaallebaBa
-.»«h ' «au MMaaa. 4« <•» Xalt fOr «ia kalta Jalkreaael* ewalgllW* la*.

<“> « ear jijMJMflllaga lalM* uatar alert■•» ’are*raU.

la t HirtemobubearkiMM wart an aaMaaaeeaa* wkaaraa 'oraelUa* aaaaertalb 
-jar »-«»&AiMtra«-A*a a»w*ault. I-law beAiaa't awertallahaa SalMUeawevl.

naehtaelMede werte WealeMlr*. *« wia* alien 4bmm iraeaaaa, teaa tlenea 
for 41* te*erbriw*«u<« awe «*««aa»aa J fa awraaeeeeMa lataOeaea «At Far»l«- 
rtellua< 4*r arataa r*rtl««in4mrtJ*aa baenena warden Umi.

t> baieaa aalaal***jna »n—an au Jaeakaeabert* nr la/atallwac.

ftiArtaju.AiftM.l,..
•<rr Wc*».la«» 1 m wMMa warwaKe* *•• MllAaWW, «M« Mn ** 4«WMai)

aaf eiaa Um< »•» <4 a la rmmil an* alia nite w» «■<*■•* M«k* 
aaea rarlifan* enlaaft.

Ua dla k.aa*en43ha alebt aaffOXlea aa oOeaaa, eehlc^i Bar* l><Wa *W, 
ata lalleraaaalMM* waler tea lea a* eeheffen* Oar ala OarOeaebaa «M 
< Hrti

ttrirl jjr>< w*t abJUk<#* wle iw ua«

I

4*UwH . 
lam*  
iNkll. Mania*,

• fellaer, .
i«. mi*

>r> * * t - •j»*rti<«  *etm«9»-*,
Oeela,

In*.  lahtkaa*.

wn4ertei.il
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4nt 
Kit 
tan 
kfh 
dla

Vnaar dusbauprogrann hat dan dnfordarungan, did von katoha- 
nitrtachaftintntatertuii, <t»n Cbark nnando fehrnacht und dan

ftlrdan ftarjahrasplan an un« gestallt aurdan, anttprochan. 
d&ckaicht auf dan grossan Stronvarbrauch der 4Juatnfua&i>*-  
- in Jahr 194o balduft itch dtasar auf Knapp 6 Hlllardon 
- varan dlaaar Auabauplanung gaalasa Iranian gatogan durch 
dautacha Stronva sorgungalaga beau. dureh dta baachrlnktan

KBgliehkattan dar raohtaa ttlgan Srrtchtung nauar iraftvarka.

In Intarasaa ainar durch dla ntlitSrtscha Bntalaklung arfor- 
darllchan s hnallan Srhb'hung dar klunintunprodukt ton aurdan 
ntrtachaftltcha sackitchtan ice ttgehand aurCokgaatallt. und dia 
nauan ferka unttr Seachtung dor wahrpol tt tachan ^saichtapunkta 

I dart arriohtat, uo Strum und Danpf rschtaulttg baaahafft mar

tin konntan. So tat die an ateh beduuerllcha Tataccha «u tr- 
hldren, data heuta 78"! unaerer Frodukttnn a f Ichlanetron ba- 
alert und nur ca. 2^ nit Ifasserhraft betrteban rnird, ndhrand 
tn dor ganaan Ubrtgen felt dia Aluntniuneraeugung fast gana 
auf btlltgan tasserkrSften baruht

Bn nun auah diaaa Anlagen alt au a rat Chandan kohetoff, auch f» 
«tn«n trtagafall, au varsorjan, haban tetr trot*  dar dantt oar 
bun da nan groaean JlnanatdBan talaatung aatt 29JJ Jdhrlleh aa 
at al nahr Bauxtt au.oh Sautachland gabraaht. daaa air bat 
triagabag tnn Ubar ainan Torrat bon nahaau 1 Ktllton t aar/iig~ 
tan, Muratchand far alna frcduktion pan 35o.ao» * 41«atM»»,



■ _-_ Vorncme Geburtstag ■VrtiaviUtlt Bern? Toiieotao Todesursache__
I Agapitova Slno-Ida A, 4, 1944 JdSSM Kind ,'>9. &• 1944 SiifjlIngsintoxlkation
1 Awerina. Bara ska Io. % Vol * Arbei terin IS, 9. 1344 Zertr'im"ieruno d, SchSdeIs, haider :

Heine und der Ar me
1 Agarkow . Mas ill 2o, <?• 292o * ■ 4*fee  iter ?» 1-U5 Schddelbruch
■ Art emow Vasili 15. 5. 192o * Ar be iter 15*  1345 Schddelbruch
1 Andrgjewa Sofa 7. 5. 1913 • Arbei ter in 15. 5. 1945 Hrs tie kun a
■ Ankin Fedor io, 5. 1913 * Arbeiter 15. ?. 1945 Zrstickung
1 K Bannif Piter 8. 2. 1924 « Hl If ear baiter 8. 4. 1944 LunpentiJjerkolose
I -f BOJSW MBld&mar 15. 7. 1)02 • Hilfsarbelter 2^, 6. 1944 | Seles tmord durah 9be rfohrenlasser.

1 d. d, Merks eiAsenba hn
I Ba I haw Mas i 11 9. 3. 18'J1 » Aroei ter 13, 9, 1944 Zert rlmmerung d, Sohadels u. d.

reehten Jnterscnenkels
| Boguatnoa Mor ia 19.3. 1872 * A rb el te r i n 12, 9. 1944 Zertr umma rung des Schddels
I , Belons Hadesohda 5. 3. 1)25 • Ar be iter in 12, 9, 1944 Zerquetsohung d, reahten Armes

>■4. d. 2inken Jnterschenke2s
I U 8aVlna Marla 9. 3. 1892 • Arcs iterin 12, 3. 1944 Tertrummerung des Sahddels und

beider Heine
I Basotoa Mastas if a "5. 3. 1922 » Arbel terin 12, .9, 1944 Zerifuetschung des Kopfee, des

Brustkorbes u, beider Jnterschenki
I Baikowa Braskowja 1b, Io. 1891 * Arbat terin- ,12, 9. 1944 Zertriimmerung beider Bnterschenki
I Ba sown Ma taiia 26. 6. 1)26 • Arbeiterin 12, 9, 1944 4uetschung d, Brustkorbes u,d.

1 inken Bei nes
I Burejko Lina 1, 6, 29P8 • Ar betterin 12, 9, 1944 Zertr-immerung d, Sahddels und

beider Jntersohsnkel
I Bodomenkoiva Anna to. 6.18 89 * Arbeiterin 6, 1, 1945 Lungentuberkalose
I Bilaschenko Sergei 18v * Arbaiter 15. 3, 1945 Schdde2basisbruah
I . 19 BrJ a now , St dor 10.3. 1897 » Arbeiter 23. 3. 1945 Sgrrlrldm

I
I iWLcur h Lpul-cL

1 ->•*?  -■

I ii
1 *■»  . ..... _ Fernamg Set-rrUtaa Batloneittdt Beruf Tcdesursaahe

, PfUl Q.U.lko Prr.^rslah Sonniea 3. ). 1344 I wagsu Aiders von
1 CsndamgrisL semten erschosssn

LcSWJM Louis 2i>.V.V16 • dicker 12. 3.1344 In-mre- »• name riot omt
k..?O»£po«n Constant 18. 11.1911 • Be trie bear be it er 3,3,1945 Br us trusts ahung, Srstiokung
piVouarUn Pierre 3. 12.1913 • Arbeiter 12. 9.1344 ZgrtrCmmerung d, link. Beings

I en Jean ' 23. io. 1'921 • Betriebsarbei tor 22. 3.1943 d, Sxplosion sings Ofsns 
Verbrennung d, ganxen KSrpers 
bis xur Tgrkohlung

Soger Il.lo.i9io • Kaufmann ■12. '9.1944 Schddelbasisbruoh
pCfJBssson Btrte 28. 12.1916 • Mechaniker 9. 4.1944 doppelseitige Lungenentxiindun^

Georges 17. 6.1917 « Autoschlosser 2. 4.1944 Lun^enentxtmdumf
us/Bonetti Onillo 16. 12.1923 Italian Betriebsarbei ter 5; 3o.l$45 Hrstlakung
j-t/tCurourutu Onofr i o 8. 11.1919 to Arbeiter 12. 9.1944 Zer trimmerung des Schdde2s 

Zermalmung d,Baaahes u,der
Seine

l^Bell'Arto Fl to 11. 11.1915 » Betrlmarbettsr 16. 1.1945 Verbrennung
PW.Tomas ini Oomanim Io. 1.1921 Betriobsar eitsr 3. 3.1945 Schddelbruch
p-(?tanc!Sso Maurice 15.10.1917 Belgian Arbeiter 26. 9.1943 LunpenentzCn-dung

Joass in Da reel 17. 2.1V3 to Arbeiter 19. 4.1943 Bopps 1 te LungenentzCindung
pR S i-mons Bene 6. 6.I90S 40 Zimmermann 15. 3.1945 Schiidel~u. Brus tguetschung
U^. J ark two Iwan 1. 5.19’o Ukralner Bauer 23. 6.1943 6ungent^berkuloae-aorMo1m-
i/^'LandJak Olmitrg 9. 7.1913 Arbeiter 3o. 12.1942 Lungentuberkuloae
pMJHaiaa Litunowskaja 25. 2.1925 <• Ullfsamitorin 4. 7»1944 Blutverglftung iSepslo)
Um Ser diuk , Iwan 1923 40 Arbeiter 22. 9.1942 schwerer Berzfeh2er
yMSlmorenko Sr eg arg 1925 • Arbeiter 3o. 12.1342 6ungenenteUruiungU^/Iwanowas . Stephan 2^.13.1923 Li taueh aauarooltsr . 3. 3.1945 Hrstiokung\fh.huksahyg
(Z-■ Morozas 
\fv.Maaiulef ictus

Henrik off
Madas

Jonas

Io. 5.1323
15. 9.1924

1. 6.1912

* Bauarbelter 

Ba uarbei ter 

Arbeiter

3. 3.1945

3. 3.1945

7. 4.1945

Srotlakung

SrstiKoung
Uuttentubork^lo*,

।. 121 . , WKK -2- 2.112- -i,'-:. '■ ?" •'211 j /// MIS
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Bar ^-mnataarlaaar f>;r Osa o.*1 mO 
law*,  rtn—»«m W IJJt - n -

U
>rrw> Omar*  war*
Hlg./K.u.n/ Hina* -9Elljlhu4..^ ImMulXaL

Kl(*ad«B Xb.Jallter ■aiohatoaaleaar 
fir da*  Oetlaad.

n n*  - i

i"’r. V.ru.llung Oar Jidlaahan Sha*  oa.
irlaga: .... WabanoMruoka Mr tie t.a«alllg*aa  Gablatakomlaeara.

In Big., Kauan, Wilno unO Mina*  ainO grOO.r. JOOia.h. 
Ghattoa .rrloht.t, an .Ir.lg.n aMaran Plutaan (Bitt nx Ca- 
Wlato*oamlaoaran)  klalnara. Ma V.rr.ltung tar Ob.ttM la*'  
nlaht .Inh.ltlleh <ara«alt. Urgakl.j*  1st In.b.ionO.r. ...h 
41a finanzl.il. Trt<.raeh»rt. ____ ___ _

2. Oacanalana tar Waratl<an*raraaltun*  la*  hianwab la oratar 
Unia <aa rorbontana Moblllarvarwncan. Hlarsu tri**  01. Z.wrat*n*  
l.r ..rbaltakraft o.r JuO.n, Ola lnww.lt al*  ang.r.llwt.a Varaagaa 
gilt. —------------------------------

Dia VamOganararrnltuna 1»*  Oorah Wan balohaalnlatar fttr Ola 
boaarttan Oatgeblota Oan rinantabtallungao ubartragan, Ola Olaaa 
Aufgab. unwlttalbar oOar abar Ola 8*a0t-  and Gabletakoar.laaara ar-

5. Bal Oar VarOeBarung ton GagaaatgnOan la*  Oar Goganuart un- 
varaagllah Oar auatOaOlgaa Awtakaaaa ausofahraa. Dia Elnnaha-n 
rilaBaa Oow Ziaaalplan Plnanavarualtuag Oa*  Mawahalta Oaa halaha- 
kaamaaara au. Dia ttrlahtung *6r.  SoaOaattactaa la*  unauloaalg.

«. Ma Mt tuag Oar .jb.ltakr.rt Oar Tolan gabt in gr.l.rl.i

For. aar alahr
a) Barak Vamlatwog an artaatliaba oOar prim**  ..rbaltgabur, 
b| Mrab Batrlab von W.rratttt.n (BogiabatrlabI.

I: ..uftra*  
gw*.  Dr. Unlaw;

Bagletibigt: TA
B
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A*  daa
■Mwrea M- «*d  teUseiTdaror Out.aad 
M-eirtaaheftor,
I I < I 
n*B*5*r*tr.  2

HtftfHt Abi laf •rung vob Vertova st ante*  «a*

Anlxeat 3*

Xa 4*r  Aol«4*  dtxrrwlch*  1ch die Abechrift elae*  
Schrelbeae dee Befehlahaber*  dar •Icheraeitapolleei und 
dee SD Oatland woa 50.*.<3  -Abt. IX 0 1 a - ftb.Rr. 87/AJ < 
uad die Abachrift elces Schreibena das Befenlah ibera dar 
SicherheUspollzei und de» SD Outl »nd voc lu.$.*5  - II C 1 i- 
fgb.lr. 11*2/43.

Die ger.annten 8<hreiben geneo d*voa  aua, d-iea 
lertgegtnatmde aus J .d ache*  Ter^dgen, inabeaondere aber 
Golds a Mtn ntcht aa des Belanakaaalsaar fur 4 a*  Oat lead*  
Abt. Flnanxen abtullefera aelea. Dar Brlisa de*  MMFlrt- 
achaita-ferwaitun;3-Hauptaates vo*  22.v.4> -Chef A/fr/B/8?/ 
85/82 Tt5b.Hr. 1G12/A5 g - den Ich in Abachrlft von Ab- 
achrift be Hege, vertritt deage.jenuber dio eiodeutige Bega- 
long, date adatliche -ertgegenjtdiUe *uu  judiachea Besita 
in den tiutandigen BelchaKoaainaar abtuliefern aI nd, ar 
nltirt die GoldaUnxen von d^r Ablieforungapflicht nlcht >ua. 
Ich bitte, Ihre Dienatatollen cntaprecr.ead au voraWaAigaa*  
Vie air dar Goner atomlaaar in level berlatitat, .urde 
each vo:. ID in level blatter die Anelcht vertroten, das*  
Gold*  laaea nicht a*  de*  lolehetoaaiaaar abaufihron aelea.

Xcn bitte air au beatAtlten, dee*  aaiBobr euf 
Oruad dor neuoo Anseisued tea tt-iirtochefta-Terweltunga- 
Mauptaatea voa 22.1wA) vorfanrea eartea wind.

Xa Aaftratfoe 
sea. Dr. Vialea*

finanzl.il
lnww.lt
Tt5b.Hr
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g.z.Dr Vision
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lublgt:

nerrn
s>ene r alkoranl ssar

Varwaftuna 
\*sh.im-T

Higa.

Der ReicOskommissar
fur das Oslland

D»t ItelohafUhr.r S3 hat untar dem 21

1 Anlag.

atallen der Slcharhaitspolizsl und des SD aofort ins Be-
nehmen su setsen und gagsbsnenfalls tthnllcne HaSnahmen

vorllegt

1943 zu berichten

Nkmrtuu.

fasten sind. Absehrlft der weisung des Reichsfuhrers S3
▼on 21. Juni 1943 lege ioh bel. In wlederholten Be-
eprechungen nit den Hbheren S3- und Policeiftihrer fiir
das Ostland wurde festgelegt, dafi solche Arbeiten, de-
ren Fertigung nicht in groBe Konzentrationslager verleg
bar 1st in kleinen Konsentratlonelagern zusannengefaBt
warden. So wird z.B. ein kleiner Tell des bisherigen
Rigaer Ghettos vorauseichtlloh zu einen Konzentratlons-
lager ungestaltet. in den VerkstMttenbetrlebe wehrwicfl-
tig e Auftrage erledigen. Dnneben warden die bisher fiir
die Dienststellen des Genera Ik omni soars und Reichs-

schneiderei. Anfertigung von Verdunkelungsrorriohtungen
fiir Diens t- und Wohnr&ume usw. in dieses KZ rer-usw.

legt. Die Deitung dieses zu errichtendeu KZ'a soli
naoh meinem Vunsoh vom Gene ralkonmi soar Riga Ube moa-
men warden, die sicherheitBpolizeilichen Aufgaben war
den selbstverstandlich von den Polizeidlenststellen
wehrgenommen, der finanziella Ertrag soli, wie bisher
nelnem Haushalt zuflieBen. EndgUltlge /ereinbarungen

liegen hierUber abar noch nicnt vor

Abtmllung ||

Bstr. ZusammnfsBBung der Judea 
la Kona.ntrstlonalag.rn

angeordnet, dab alls im Seblet Ostland noch 

▼orhandenen Juden in lonsentratlonslagem CTMn—nm 

kosnissars unterhrJtcnen Verkstatten, z.B. die Unifom- 

loh empfehle Ihnen, sl<?h ait den sustttndigen Disnst-

besohleunlgt durohsufUhrea, falls hlerfUr eln BedUrfnis

Ober die Neugestaltun^ bitte ioh mir zum 1. Oktober 
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main responsibility for the murder of 300,000 Polish Jews in the Treblinka exter
mination camp.

As "highest SS and police chief" in Italy he committed numerous crimes since 
September 1943. Wolff had 15,000 Italian men, women and children murdered. 
He is also guilty of the criminal experiments carried out on prisoners in the 
Dachau concentration camp.

Although Wolff lived under his real name and the West German press had 
repeatedly pointed out the position of power he had in the SS leadership he was 
arrested only after an Israeli journalist had made charges. The verdict said:

"Guilty oi jointly murdering 300,000 Jews, guilty of participation in the mur
der of 15,000 Italian Jews and responsible for the medical experiments in the 
Dachau concentration camp."

Winkelmann SS AND POLICE COMMANDANT IN HUNGARY
Otto

today: Member of the Council in Kiel, chairman of the Association of Former Police 
Officers.

During the fascist predatory war Winkelmann advanced from lieutenant colonel 
of the security police to lieutenant general of the police and SS Gruppenfiihrer. 
From 1939 he headed the "commando office of the headquarters of the disciplin
ary police", which among other things was responsible for the recruiting and 
arming of the police regiments and battalions (later called SS police) which 
mainly operated in the East.

In March 1944 with the entry of fascist troops into the allied Hungary of 
Horthy he was appointed by Himmler as higher SS and police chief in Hungary. 
According to statements of Winkelmann Himmler had said to him:

"In Hungary you are my attache exactly like the military and air force atta
ches. You are my liaison officer to the Hungarian administrative offices and if 
necessary also to the embassies. You have the task of assuring the coordination 
of all SS and police service units operating in Hungary. Further, you have the 
duties of an SS and police commandant." (IMT, Case LX, Vol. 217, p. 25653)

Along with Eichmann Winkelmann is chiefly responsible for the deportation 
and murder of 400,000 Hungarian Jews.

Noth withstanding his proven crimes Winkelmann receives a pension of a 
general.
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Skorzeny LIBERATOR OF MUSSOLINI
Otto DIRECTS FLIGHT OF MASS MURDERERS

today Owner of an "Engineering and Employment Agency" in Madrid; founder and 
chief of a nazi secret organization the "Spider", which has so far helped more 
than 500 war criminals to escape, and which operates from Spain.

Skorzeny, SS Obersturmbannfiihrer, was since April 1943 group leader of VI S 
of the Reich Security Main Office and thereby commander of the "special 
detachment Oranienburg". The tasks of this top secret special detachment con
sisted in building up as quickly as possible a totally effective secret service with 
global application, that is, for bombing attacks, diversions, kidnapping, sabotage 
and murder. The agents trained and equipped by Skorzeny were to halt the defeat 
of the fascists in Iran and India, in England and in the USA but above all in the 
Soviet Union.

On 12 September 1943 Skorzeny on the order of Hitler organized with his 
"SS special detachment" the kidnapping of the Italian fascist leader Mussolini, 
who by then had been arrested by the Badoglio government. From January 1945 
Skorzeny was carrying out diversions as the leader of a diversionist detachment 
on the "eastern front" which meanwhile had reached the Oder river. After the 
collapse Skorzeny remained what he was - a leading fascist and secret service 
head. He began a versatile activity to re-establish contacts between the former 
members of the Waffen (armed) SS. The founding of the nazi secret organization 
the "Spider" (Die Spinne) is his work, which not only had at its disposal sub
stantial resources from the pool of looted riches of the SS, but also enjoys the 
support of leading German trusts. The seat of the secret organization is Denia 
(Spain). Skorzeny moved there in 1953.

Supported by his friendship with Franco and the Spanish minister of infor
mation Skorzeny keeps up contacts from his feudal villa in Madrid in the borough 
of Velasques with influential West German circles as well as with his former pals 
in the SS who are in the Federal Republic and other countries.

Among the over 500 incriminated war and nazi criminals who were enabled 
by the SS underground organization "The Spider" to flee from West Germany 
are, for example, the SS and concentration camp murderers Eisele, Mengele and 
Zind.

Although the crimes committed by Skorzeny are known to the Bonn govern
ment it did not do anything to have him sentenced or at least prevent his neo- 
fascist activity. On the contrary. The Bonn government tolerates the activity of 
this war criminal and supports the "Spider" through its close cooperation with 
the Franco regime.
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SS Murderers and National Socialist Leaders 
from A (Ahihorn) to Z (Zirpins)List of other SS, SD and Gestapo murderers who penetrate the state, police and economic apparatus of West Germany and the special territory of West Berlin or who occupy respectable positions in public life.Ahihorn, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 421 625), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: interned in Norway on account of war crimes until 1956, chief inspector of police in HanoverAlbrecht, Bennobefore 1945: major in the military police in Litzmannstadt (Lodz), NSDAP after 1945: district chief of the country constabulary in KoblenzAltmeyer, Josefbefore 1945: SS Unterfuhrer in the "Adolf Hitler" Life Guards, No. 326 109 after 1945: ministerial counsellor and head of the police department in the Ministry of the Interior of Rhineland-PalatinateAmthor, Paulbefore 1945: district chief of the SS and police in occupied Stalinoafter 1945: district captain of the country constabulary in BavariaAppen, Hermann vonbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, adjutant to the chief of the SS and police in Kharkov, commander in the SS police regiment "Todt" and in the SS police battalion in Denmarkafter 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgAuerswald, Dr. Heinzbefore 1945: officer of the security police in action in Poland, in 1941 commissioner of the "Warsaw ghetto", and accessory in the extermination of more than 300,000 Jewsafter 1945: lawyer in Dusseldorf, K6- nigsallee 40Bach-Zelewski, Erich von dembefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 9 831) and general in the police, NSDAP (No. 489 101), until 1933 section leader of SS section XII, then chief section leader of SS main section Nordost in Konigsberg, 

later of SS main section Sfidost in Breslau, in 1941 high SS and police leader in Breslau, later in Russia Centre, in 1943 named by Himmler "chief of the units fighting partisans, October 1933 to August 1944 commanding general of the Warsaw area, assumed the task of razing Warsaw to the ground and carried out this order of complete destruction until the arrival of Soviet troops after 1945: in 1951 sentenced to ten years at hard labour; the sentence was annulled and Bach-Zelweski freed; in 1960 accused of murder in 1934 (Rohm affair) and in 1961 sentenced to four and one-half years in prisonBanneck, Maxbefore 1945: active member of the NSDAP, 1938 SD (security service), proposed for active service in the coloniesafter 1945: senior secretary of the criminal investigation department in KielBarthmann, Dr. Fritzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, No. 308192, Gestapo actions in Vienna and Frankfurt-on-Mainafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in KrefeldBarz, Heinzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, No. 45536, with action groupsafter 1945: superintendent of police, headquarters V, office of the security police, Hamburg 13Bauer, Lorenzbefore 1945: member of action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in AmbergBeck, Friedrichbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, commander of a "school for combating partisans"after 1945: superintendent of police in DarmstadtBenecke, Adolfbefore 1945: duty in the east in the SS police division, 2nd security police regiment 
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after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgBenkmann, Adolfbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer and expert in the central police office, assistant adjutant in the headquarters of the special commissioner in Minskafter 1945: head of the country-constabulary region of OberwesterwaldBerger, Gottlobbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer and general of the Waffen SS (armed SS), head of the SS central office, 1940 chief of the SS central office for inheritance questions of the armed SS in Berlin, 1932 NSDAP (No. 426875), 1936 SS (No. 275991)after 1945: sentenced to 25 years’ imprisonment by the Allied Military Tribunal, in 1951, however, released; in West Germany staff member of the monthly periodical Nation Europa published in CoburgBerger, Heinzbefore 1945: 1931 NSDAP, SA and SS after 1945: police secretary in DarmstadtBesekow, Arnobefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmbannfiih- rer in the SD (special unit Skorzeny) and the Gestapo in Magdeburgafter 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in Kiel and head of department I of the criminal office of Schleswig-HolsteinBest, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: SS Gruppenfuhrer (No. 23377), NSDAP (No. 341338), co-author of the notorious "Boxheimer documents", 1934 with the SD of the "Reichsfuhrer SS", head of office I of the Reich Security Main Office, war administration chief with the military commander in France, agent of the Reich in Denmarkafter 1945: sentenced to death in Denmark for many murders, pardoned at the request of the Bonn government and freed, leading activity as economic legal expert in the Hugo-Stinnes-Konzern in Miihlheim/ Ruhr, expert in the West German Foreign OfficeBiberstein, Ernstbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 272692), NSDAP (No. 40718), head of action commando 6. Originally his name was Scymanowsky and he was a clergyman 

in the Evangelical church in Kating/Schles- wig-Holstein. In 1935 he joined the Reich Ministry for Church Affairs and in 1936 was promoted to senior government counsellor in the state service and by 1940 to SS Sturm- bannfiihrer. He began his activity as head of the Gestapo in Oppeln in October 1940. From September 1942 to June 1943 he headed action commando 6 of action group C in the Soviet Union. In his statement under oath of 25 June 1947 he gave the number of persons killed on his orders as from "two to three thousand".after 1945: sentenced to death in 1948, released from prison in 1958 and today lives unmolested in West GermanyBilfinger, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 335627), NSDAP (No. 5892661) deputy head of office II in the Reich Security Main Office, legal expert, extensive participation in the "final solution of the Jewish question" after 1945: senior administrative court counsellor in the Administrative Court of Baden-Wurttemberg in Mannheim, suspended from service in March 1965, placed on retirement in June 1965Blankenbach, Johannbefore 1945: SS Unterfiihrer, Gestapo in Karlsruheafter 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in MunichBlings, Josefbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer and police commander in Lodz, first lieutenant of the security policeafter 1945: senior superintendent of the country constabulary in the Ministry of the Interior of Rhineland-Palatinate and responsible for the employment and instruction of the police in Rhineland-PalatinateBliimlein, Georgbefore 1945: NSDAP and SS, district head of the country constabulary in Radom after 1945: senior inspector in the country constabulary in Neustadt-on-the Wein- strasseBoeddecker, Wernerbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer (No. 421449)after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgBoldt, Bertholdbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, police battalion 104 in Lublin, in police regi
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ment "Todt" and in Schlauder’s volunteer police regimentafter 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgBorrmann, Ernstbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer and commander of the country constabulary in the volunteer police battalion VIII "Kroa- tien"after 1945: chief commissioner of police in StuttgartBoysen, Karlbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, battalion commander in the Und SS police regiment 16 in Latvia and Lithuania, chief of the general staff of the commanding officer of police in Parisafter 1945: chief commissioner of police in HamburgBraschwitz, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer (No. 458447), NSDAP (No. 2 633264), member of the Reich Security Main Office - Gestapo head office Berlinafter 1945: detective superintendent and assistant head of the criminal investigation department in DortmundBraunschmidt, Walterbefore 1945: 1933 NSDAP, 1938 SS (No. 358 741), with the supreme commander of the SS and police in Shitomir, Nikolayev and Kirovogradafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in AachenBrunke, Franzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer, officer in SS police regiment 3 in the Netherlands and with the commanding officer of the police in Krakowafter 1945: chief inspector of police, head of the police sector of the Brunswick regionBudenop, Franzbefore 1945: general of the police, chief of police in Essen, after the annexation of Austria chief of police in Viennaafter 1945: chief commissioner of police in KielBusch, Friedrichbefore 1945: member of SS action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in Dortmund-Marten

Cerff, Karlbefore 1945: SS Brigadefuhrer (No. 323782), NSDAP (No. 30 314), member of the "Personal Staff of the Reichsfuhrer SS", in 1942 leading employee of the NSDAP Reich propaganda directionafter 1945: second federal speaker of the HIAG SS organizationChrist, Oskarbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer, commander in SS police battalion 314 after 1945: senior superintendent of police in WiesbadenChristmann, Dr. Kurtbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 103057), NSDAP (No. 3203599), senior government counsellor, in 1934 already member of the SD of the Reichsfuhrer SS, after that in the Bavarian political police, in 1939 head of the state police office in Salzburg, leader of SS special commando 10a after 1945: owner of real estate in MunichConring, Dr. Hermannbefore 1945: field commandant in Gro- ningew, Holland, senior military administrative counsellor, special agent of nazi commissar Seyss-Inquart (Dutch historian Professor Presser shows in his documentary work Der Untergang (The Downfall) on page 402 that "This man was urging already in 1942 that the Jews should disappear from his region".)after 1945: CDU member of the Bundestag since 1953, Bundestag candidate in 1965, awarded the Federal Distinguished Service Cross of the Federal Republic of GermanyCornely, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, criminal investigation inspector, in 1944 head of a special commission in Sachsenhausen concentration campafter 1945: chief inspector in the criminal investigation department in CologneDebring, Johannesbefore 1945: general staff officer and battalion commander of the Hird SS police regiment 15 in Triest and in Norwayafter 1945: police commissioner, head of a police office and deputy commander of the security police in the headquarters of the administrative district of OldenburgDeppner, Erichbefore 1945: 30 January 1941 SS Sturmbannfiihrer (No. 177 571), NSDAP (No.
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1254 844), as head of the Gestapo in Holland he shares guilt for the murder of 65 Soviet prisoners of war in the Amersfort concentration camp (Netherlands) and the deportation of 11,000 Dutch Jewsafter 1945: employed as an industrial and economic consultant, at the beginning of 1964 acquitted for "lack of evidence" by court I in MunichDietrich, Josefbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer (No. 1177) and tank general of the armed SS, NSDAP (No. 89015), commanding general of the I. SS Tank Corps "Life Guard" and leader of SS main section Spree; under his leadership this unit committed crimes against humanity in the Soviet Union, Italy and France, shares responsibility for the murder of American prisoners of war near Malmedyafter 1945: sentenced to life imprisonment in the Malmedy trial, released in 1955, sentenced to 18 months in prison for participation in the murder of SA chief of staff Rohm, leading activity in the SS HIAG organizationDietz, Wilhelmbefore 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in Constance and Tilsit, participant in instruction for commanders of the security police and the SD after 1945: staff member of the Provincial Office for the Protection of the Constitution in StuttgartDippelhofer, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 77517), NSDAP (No. 2243882), major in the country constabulary, 1939 to 1941 leader of a military police unit on the "front" in Bohemia and Moravia, Poland, Holland, Belgium and France, 1942-43 head of subgroup 1 (Reich Ministry of the Interior) in the main police office (SS and police jurisdiction), from 1944 to end of the war battalion and regimental commander of police units which bestially murdered thousands of Slavs and Jews in Eastern Europeafter 1945: brigadier in the federal frontier defenceDrescher, Heinzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, detective superintendent and head of section in department V of the Reich Security Main Officeafter 1945: detective superintendent in the Federal Criminal Office in Wiesbaden

Dullien, Reinhardbefore 1945: 1 May 1933 NSDAP (No. 1 853 922), 1 April 1933 SS, head of main department III in the general commissariat in Wolhynien and Podolien of the Reich commissar for the Ukraine; the department headed by him was responsible for the economic plundering of the occupied areas; subordinate to national socialist regional leader and war criminal Kochafter 1945: head of the Federal Criminal Office in Wiesbaden until the beginning of 1965, was then relieved and concerned himself with insurance mattersDusenschon, Willibefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 10984), NSDAP (No. 75582), first commandant of the Fuhlsbiittel and Papenburg concentration camps, commanding officer of the 2nd SS skull and crossbones standard "Brandenburg", of the II. SS tank division "Das Reich" and in SS mountain infantry division Nafter 1945: in September-October 1962 he was acquitted for "lack of evidence" by the court in HamburgEder, Josefbefore 1945: SS Unterfuhrer and leader of the country constabularyafter 1945: chief inspector in the frontier police in MunichEggart, Karlbefore 1945: commander of the country constabulary and superintending officer to the commissioner of the Reichsfuhrer SS, and to the "special authorized representative of the German Reich" in Albaniaafter 1945: head of a police sector in CloppenburgEgle, Karlbefore 1945: commander of the SS and country constabulary in Yugoslaviaafter 1945: chief inspector in the criminal investigation department in FreiburgErdmann, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Hauptscharfuhrer and head of the so-called political department in Sachsenhausen concentration campafter 1945: senior sergeant in the criminal investigation department in StadeEspey, Oswaldbefore 1945: law officer in SS police court II in Dusseldorf, in 1941 in the Reich Security Main Office, commander of the 
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country constabulary in Riga and in 1944- 45 in the Danzig regionafter 1945: head of the provincial police school of Lower Saxony in HanoverEweler, Dr. Heinrichbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 308193) in the SD, 1933 NSDAP after 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in EssenFahnrich, Kurtbefore 1945: director of the criminal investigation department in the Reich Security Main Office, department Vafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in HamelinFavorke, Rolfbefore 1945: 1941 to 1944 quartermaster to the commanding officer of the police in Riga, after that in SS police regiment 4 (former murder battalion 316) after 1945: chief inspector of police in Baden-WurttembergFenner, Andreasbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo in Weimar, 1942 to 1943 on duty in the East with action group C of the SD, service in the Gestapo in The Hagueafter 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in DortmundFieler, Karlbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 91724), Reich leader of the NSDAP (No. 37), mayor of Munichafter 1945: lives unmolested in MunichFischer, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 337 725), major in the security police after 1945: at first went into hiding under the name of Karschner, then under his real name employee in department VI of the Federal Office for the Protection of the ConstitutionFleschiitz, Eugenbefore 1945: member of SS action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in AugsburgFlorian, Friedrich Karlbefore 1945: NSDAP regional leader of Niederrhein in Dusseldorf, SA Obergrup- 

penfuhrer and head of the Niederrhein SA groupafter 1945: six years in prison, leading member of the organization "German Cultural Work in the European Spirit" which is kown as a centre of anti-communists and anti-SemitesFrank, Johannesbefore 1945: 1934 Gestapo in Leipzig, finally with the SD in the Netherlands after 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation department in EssenFrees, Friedrichbefore 1945: 1938 member of the Gestapo in Stuttgart, from 1940 in the Gestapo in Litzmannstadt (Lodz)after 1945: police inspector in StuttgartFurck, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 337 727), major in the security police, commander of the Hird police regiment 16, Riga, and commander of the 1st SS police regiment 3, Netherlandsafter 1945: superintendent of police in KielGeigenmuller, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: government assessor and head of the Gestapo in Halle, later in Berlin after 1945: government counsellor, revenue office in Cologne regionGeissler, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer, superintendent in the criminal investigation department in department IV (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office, from 1933 staff member of the Gestapo, head of the Gestapo office in Berlinafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in CologneGemmeker, Albert Konradbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer and commander of the Westerbork reception campafter 1945: business-man in DusseldorfGerken, Richardbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer after 1945: government director in the Federal Ministry of the Interior, head of department IV in the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution
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Gerloff, Walterbefore 1945: major in the country constabulary, NSDAP, SS (No. 432435)after 1945: senior police superintendent, head of the security police school in Hamburg-AlsterdorfGille, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Gruppenfiihrer and lieutenant general in the armed SS (No. 39845), NSDAP (No. 537 337), commander of the 5th SS tank division "Wiking" after 1945: co-founder of the SS HIAG organization, proprietor of a book order business in Stemmen near Hanover which deals primarily in neo-fascist literatureGontard, Christophbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, staff member of the Reich Security Main Office, action in Prague, Paris and Innsbruck, NSDAP (No. 713377), SA, 1931 SS (No. 272 233)after 1945: leading position in an undertaking in MunichGortz, Dr.med. Heinrichbefore 1945: member of SS special commando 10a which in 1941 murdered several hundred inhabitants of the Soviet town of Mariupol (Zhdanov)after 1945: lives unmolestedly in West GermanyGrandke, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 323895), NSDAP (No. 5681746), commander of SS police regiment 1, later in the armed SSafter 1945: head of the stand-by police in Lower SaxonyGrobben, Jakobbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer (No. 327 406), NSDAP (No. 3566961), major in the security police, adjutant to the commanding officer of police in Poland, in 1944 SS police commander and district commander in Copenhagenafter 1945: senior regional superintendent and head of the regional police authorities in JulichGrote, Willibefore 1945: sub-group head (senior government counsellor) in the central police office in Himmler's Ministry of the Interior after 1945: head of the security and order department in the provincial police authorities

Giidler, Kurtbefore 1945: major in the police and special commissioner of the chief of the security police and the SD, NSDAP, SS leader for special duty, police adviser to Slovak Minister of the Interior Mach, who was condemned as a war criminalafter 1945: head of the police administration in KielGustke, Walterbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer (No. 421176), from 1941 to 1944 with the 1st SS police regiment 24 in the Minsk region after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgGiittinger, Wilhelmbefore 1945: from 1939 member of the Gestapo in Stuttgartafter 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in StuttgartHaasche, Erichbefore 1945: captain in the country constabulary, in 1944 district commander of the country constabulary in Luzk, special action for the suppression of the Warsaw uprisingafter 1945: head of the north police sector in Lower SaxonyHaensch, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: member of the SD, head of action commando 4b, deputy head of group I D of the Reich Security Main Office, in 1942 took over leadership of special commando 4b. In April 1942 in the Shitomir region this special commando seized 50 hostages from the community of Gayssin of whom half were immediately shot. Under Haensch's leadership the bloody terror in the area increased by leaps and bounds, as is shown by the group reportsafter 1945: in 1948 sentenced to death in the action group trial, pardoned in 1951, released a short time later and today lives unmolested in West GermanyHahn, Dr. Ludwigbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, 1 February 1930 NSDAP (No. 194463), head of Gestapo offices, early in 1940 commander of the security police and the SD in Krakow, end of 1940 special commissioner of the Reichsfuhrer SS and chief of the German police of the German ambassador in Pressburgafter 1945: commercial agent in Hamburg
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Halswick, Dr. Gustavbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 337 658), NSDAP (No. 5 850 390), detective inspector in the Reich Security Main Office, teacher in the Reich crime school, participated in war crimes in Poland and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: special representative of the president of the Federal Office for the Protection of the ConstitutionHamann, Heinrichbefore 1945: 1931 NSDAP, 1934 SD after 1945: senior police sergeant in WiesbadenHaneklau, Alfredbefore 1945: action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in RecklinghausenHanner, Augustbefore 1945: commander of the Hird SS police regiment "Todt", SS commander and supervising officer in security police battalion 105after 1945: police superintendent in Hamburg-WandsbekHarster, Dr. Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Brigadefiihrer (No. 225932), NSDAP (No. 3226 954), major general in the police, commander of the security police and SD in North and Central Italy (Verona) and later in Holland; took part in the murder of innocent people; shares responsibility for the deportation of 11,000 Dutch Jewsafter 1945: sentenced in Holland in 1947 to twelve years in prison; released in 1953 on the intervention of the Bonn government and immediately installed in the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior as a senior government counsellor; retired in 1963Haxler, Franzbefore 1945: SS Gruppenfiihrer in the Reich Security Main Office (No. 64697), NSDAP (No. 754133), state secretary in the Reich Ministry of Economics and assistant head of the military administration east after 1945: head of an export and import limited partnership in MunichHeissmeyer, Augustbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 4370), NSDAP (No. 21573), general of the armed SS and the police, chief of the central office of the SD in the Reichsfuhrung 

SS, inspector of the national-political educational establishmentsafter 1945: sentenced to 18 months' imprisonment for having lived under the fictitious name of "Stuckebrode", amnestied in 1949, director of a coca-cola plant in West GermanyHellersen, Heinrichbefore 1945: 1933 NSDAP and SS (No. 78005), proposed by the SD for active service in the coloniesafter 1945: senior secretary in the criminal investigation department in DarmstadtHellmuth, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: NSDAP regional leader, in 1927 in Unterfranken and later in Main- franken; government president; 1919 in the "Wurzburg" people's defence regiment against the Bavarian workei’s' government; took part in Hitler's march on Koberg in 1922after 1945: condemned to death by an American military court for having shot an American flyer; sentence commuted to 20 years and released from Landsberg prison in 1955; received an imprisonment indemnity of over 5,000 marks; practices as a dentist in ReutlingenHermann, Guntherbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office (No. 267 283), NSDAP (No. 2 475 252), head of Gestapo offices in Kiel and Brunn, staff member in the headquarters of the "chief of the security police and SD" in Austria, leader of SS action commando in Troppau and Prague and of action commandos 4b and 12 in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: lives unmolestedly in West Germany (see Table 17)Herrmann, Gustavbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 487 520)after 1945: chief inspector of police in LeerHersmann, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer (No. 9416), major in the security police, 1930 NSDAP (No. 298662), 1941 commander of security police in occupied Esthonia, 1942 officer in action group D, action commando libafter 1945: after having undergone a short term of imprisonment Hersmann lives as a mechanical engineer in West Germany
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Herz, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 211028), detective superintendent in the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 4340 641)after 1945: detective superintendent in StuttgartHierl, Josefbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and commander of the country constabulary in Croatiaafter 1945: police inspector in WiesbadenHochgrabe, Hans-Joachimbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and detective superintendent in the Reich Security Main Officeaffer 1945: acting head of the criminal investigation department in DuisburgHodel, Ludwigbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer, 1941 "combating partisans", captain in the 1st police regiment 3after 1945: bailiff of the police in Rosenheim, leader of the commando of the Bavarian frontier policeHolfling, Wilfriedbefore 1945: captain of the country constabulary and SS Sturmbannfuhrerafter 1945: chief inspector of police in WuppertalHorath, Siegfriedbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 419861) and captain in the security police, officer in an SS police divisionafter 1945: chief inspector of police in DusseldorfHofer, Franzbefore 1945: NSDAP regional leader in Tirol and Vorarlberg, Reich governor; participated in the murder of from 600 to 700 Austrian Jews and shares responsibility for the murder of 30,000 personsafter 1945: wanted in Austria since 1945 for murder; was arrested by the American occupation authorities; was able to flee in 1948; returned to Miilheim/Ruhr under a false name; lives there again under his own name as an independent businessman and declared in a UPI interview: "I was, am and shall remain a national socialist"

Hoffelder, Johannbefore 1945: district commander of the SS and policeafter 1945: bailiff of the country constabulary in KaiserslauternHoffmann, Dr. Maxbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer, (No. 340711), NSDAP (No. 1496604), government counsellor and expert in department II B/l of the Reich Security Main Office after 1945: senior police inspector in Wiesbaden (see Table 18)Holzbecher, Helmutbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, police battalion 215 in Norway and SS police regiment 26 in the USSR and Poland after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgHorn, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 353 366), government counsellor and detective superintendent in the Reich Security Main Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 462825) after 1945: head of the provincial office of the criminal investigation department in AurichHucko, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer, (No. 375 079) in the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 3512 041)after 1945: deputy head of the criminal investigation department in CologneHudy, Wilhelmbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo in Karlsbad (Karlovy Vary), SS leader after 1945: police inspector in police headquarters in HanoverHuttemann, Peterbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer to the commanding officer of the security police and the SD in Franceafter 1945: president of military administration district III in Dusseldorf (for the province of North Rhine-Westphalia)Hunsche, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office, office IV B 4 (Jewish questions - Eichmann); "legal adviser" to Eichmannafter 1945: lawyer in Datteln/West- phalia
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Huppenkothen, Walterbefore 1945: SS Standartenfuhrer (No. 126 785), group leader in office IV/E (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office, commander of the security police and SD in Krakow and Lublin, NSDAP (No. 1950150) after 1945: In 1951, 1952, 1955 and 1956 he underwent trial accused of having participated in the murder of Hitler's espionage chief, Canaris, and other participants of the conspiracy of 20 July 1944; after having been acquitted he lives unmolested in Mannheim as an insurance employeeJost, Heinzbefore 1945: SS Brigadefuhrer (No. 36243) and major general in the police, 1 February 1928 NSDAP (No. 75946), head of office VI of the Reich Security Main Office, head of action group A, commander of the security police and SD "Ostland" in Riga after 19 4 5: 1948 sentenced to life imprisonment by an American military court; 1951 sentence commuted to ten years, a short time later he was released, independent economic juristKammer, Heribertbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 205196), SS and police official in Danzig, chief of police, NSDAP (No. 501681) after 1945: head of the police station in HerfordKaufmann, Dr. Heinzbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 358719), NSDAP (No. 824859), staff member of the Gestapo office in Saxony, from 1938 Gestapo office in Dresdenafter 1945: In 1948 preliminary proceedings were instituted against him which ended with his being sentenced to 14 months' imprisonment, which was regarded as being fulfilled by his period of internment.Kaufmann, Karlbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer (No. 119495), 1921 NSDAP (No. 95), Reich commissioner for military district X and for sea-navigation, Gauleiter (district leader) of the NSDAP and Reich governor in Hamburg after 1945: he lives in Hamburg as a business-manKehrer, Walterbefore 1945: member of special commando 10a, SS leaderafter 1945: lives unmolested in West Germany

Keunecke, Dr.before 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Officeafter 1945: detective superintendent and acting head of the criminal investigation department in EssenKiehne, Helmutbefore 1945: first lieutenant in the security police and officer in police cavalry detachment II to the commanding officer of the disciplinary police in the Ukraine; engaged in "combating gangs"after 1945: 1956 delivered to the West German government as a war criminal, immediately re-engaged as a chief inspector of police in the Hamburg police service, head of the mounted police and police dog departmentKiehne, Karlbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 375136), detective inspector in the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 5528055) after 1945: senior police superintendent and head of the criminal investigation department in CologneKocks, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in the Und SS police regiment 24 and volunteer police regiment I in Croatiaafter 1945: superintendent of police, head of the police office in DelmenhorstKollner, Fritzbefore 1945: staff member of the Reich Security Main Office; took part in the deportation of Jews into the Theresienstadt concentration campafter 1945: senior government counsellor in the Ministry of the Interior in BavariaKonitzki, Gerhardbefore 1945: member of SS action commando 8after 1945: police official in EssenKoppe, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer (No. 25955) and general of the armed SS, NSDAP (No. 305584), state secretary and higher commander of the SS and police in occupied Poland, responsible for the extermination of 350,000 Polish Jews, 1,500 mental patients in East Prussia, 20,000 people in the Chelmno concentration camp suffering from tuberculosis, and 80 Polish resistance fighters in Dachau concentration camp 
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afterl945: with the knowledge of West German authorities he lived under the fictitious name of "Lohmann” in Bonn until I960, director of a branch office of the Sarotti firm for a long time.Kordts, Helmutbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgKosching, Maximilianbefore 1945: from 1938 in the Gestapo in Trier, 1931 SA, later SSafter 1945: head of the police station in Oberlahnstein-NiederlahnsteinKraiker, Hermannbefore 1945: member of SS action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in Watten- scheidKraiker, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 354185), NSDAP (No. 1545743), major in the security police, commander of battalions in the SS police regiment Gieseke and in the ill-famed battle group of SS Obergruppen- fiihrer Priitzmann (see Table 19)after 1945: in a managerial position in the police administration in BochumKruger, Bernhardbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 15249) in the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 528739); Kruger was chief of the central forgery office of section F in department VI of the Reich Security Main Office and provided for the equipment of agents of the SD with forged identity papers and counterfeit foreign bank-notes; he was responsible for the murder of prisoners of Sachsenhausen concentration camp who were forced to do this forgingafter 1945: Standard-Elektrik-Lorenz AG; only in March 1964 were preliminary proceedings instituted against him in the Provincial Court of GottingenKrumey, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 310441) in the Reich Security Main Office.co-worker of Eichmann in the department on Jewish questionsafter 1945: proprietor of a drug store in Korbach/HesseLammerding, Heinzbefore 1945: SS Oberfiihrer (No. 247062), general in the armed SS, comman

der of SS tank division "Das Reich", NSDAP (No. 722395)after 1945: building contractor in Dusseldorf, leading position in the HIAG SS organizationLauterbacher, Hartmannbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 382406), NSDAP (No. 86837), district leader of Hanover-Siid, Brunswick; took part in the deportation of Jews to mass extermination in the ghettos; sending antifascists to concentration camp, mass shooting of Soviet prisoners of war on the Seel- horster cemetery; sent children and aged people to the front with panzer fists and senselessly sacrificed themafter 1945: after having remained in hiding for years he again re-entered public life in Munich officially in 1956 and since then has conducted a lucrative business with the firm "Laboratory-Industrial Projecting - Foreign Trade Agent"Lindner, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 310260), instructor at the school for leadership training of the SDafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in DuisburgLischka, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 195590) Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 4583185); on orders of Himmler he was in charge of the "inquiry" against the Hitler opponents of 20 July 1944after 1945: managing clerk in a big establishment in CologneLorenz, Wernerbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 6636) and general in the police, NSDAP (No. 397994), head of the Folk German Liaison Office, authorized representative of the NSDAP commissioner for foreign policy questionsafter 1945: lives unmolested in West Germany; he has close relations with the head of the Springer press trust, in HamburgLudwig, Dr. Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer (No. 307478), officer of the 87th SS standard in Innsbruckafter 1945: government director, head of department V in the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution in Cologne
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Lingering, Hansbefore 1945: adjutant in police battalion 1/1 in Prague and in police regiment South of action group south of the SD after 1945: chief inspector of police, head of a police sector in LuneburgMarbach, Hubertbefore 1945: adjutant and company commander in action groups of the Reich Security Main Office, e. g., in SS police regiment 2after 1945: head of the provincial police school in BonnMeier, Paulusbefore 1945: battalion commander of the 9th police battalion, which was ill-famed as a result of its mass murders, and of the Hnd SS police regiment 14, major in the policeafter 1945: police superintendent in BonnMengele, Dr. Josefbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer, SS camp physician in Buchenwald and Auschwitz (Oswiecim); in these concentration camps he took an active part in selections and medical experimentsafter 1945: after having lived unmoles- tedly in West Germany for many years he was able to evade punishment by flight to a South American countryMenke, Dr. Josefbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer (No. 351096), government counsellor, staff member in the central office of the security police, later Reich Security Main Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 3152619)after 1945: senior detective superintendent and head of the criminal investigation department in DortmundMerveldt, Gisbert, Graf vonbefore 1945: major in the security police and officer with the commanding officer of disciplinary police in Ukraine in Luzk, supporter of the SA and SS after 1945: head of the provincial police school of Rhineland-PalatinateMesser, Hermannbefore 1945: district captain of the country constabulary, member of action commando Kharkov of the country constabulary, finally district commander of the SS and police in Geissin, 1 May 1933 NSDAP after 1945: chief inspector of police in the police administration of Stuttgart

Methfessel, Fritzbefore 1945: SS leader and Gestapo official, mistreated allied airmen during the warafter 1945: sentenced to two years' penal servitude by the American Military Court, nevertheless he is head of the criminal investigation department in GrewenMetschullat, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, Und SS police regiment 10after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgMiethe, Erhardbefore 1945: on duty in the east as a captain in the security policeafter 1945: head of the provincial police commissariat in ReutlingenMuller, Balduinbefore 1945: staff member to the SS district commander of police in Litzmann- stadt (Lodz), NSDAP, SS (No. 344999) after 1945: police sergeant in DusseldorfMuller, Eugenbefore 1945: district captain of the country constabulary, detachment commander of the country constabulary in the Ilkenau region, administrative district of Kattowitz (Katowice), 1943 appointed to the sphere of the “higher commander of the SS and police Russia-South and Ukraine" after 1945: head of the provincial police commissariat in Freudenstadt, chief inspector of policeNagele, Friedrichbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer, 1922-1923 NSDAP, re-joined on 1 May 1937 (No. 5021878), 1942 district commander of the SS and police in Caucasia (Piatigorsk), 1944 adjutant in the staff of the police commander of the foreland of the Alps zone of operationsafter 1945: leading official in the police headquarters of StuttgartNeher, Konstantinbefore 1945: captain in the country constabulary and head of an action commando in the east, 1944 member of the 30th infantry division of the armed SSafter 1945: chief inspector of police, head of the provincial police regional commissariat in Ehingen (Wurttemberg)
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Noack, Egonbefore 1945: engaged in the area of responsibility of the Reich Security Main Office, member of an action groupafter 1945: chief inspector of the criminal investigation department in KielObstfelder, Kurtbefore 1945: leader of a commando of the military policeafter 1945: sentenced to 15 years' penal servitude for war crimes committed among the civilian population of the USSR, chief of police in HanoverOchs, Dr. Josefbefore 1945: inspector of the criminal investigation department in the Reich Security Main Office, SS Obersturmfuhrer after 1945: detective superintendent in the Federal Criminal OfficeOdewald, Walterbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 323731), from 1937 in the operations staff of the SD in Paris and later in Prague after 1945: senior government counsellor in the Provincial Office for the Protection of the Constitution in Lower SaxonyOehl, Gerhardbefore 1945: SA Obersturmfuhrer, part- time officer to the commander of the country constabulary in Simferopol/Crimea and head of the country constabulary prefecture on the Adriatic coastafter 1945: senior police sergeant in StuttgartOlbrich, Erhardbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 337745), NSDAP (No. 579317), chief of staff to the commanding officer of disciplinary police, SS General Daluege, organizer of the fascist terror in occupied Hungary after 1945: major in the police headquarters of MannheimOpitz, Paulbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 332024), detective superintendent and senior government counsellor in department IV/E 1 (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office after 1945: staff member in the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution in CologneOttersbach, Dr. Arnoldbefore 1945: government director, expert on defence of the Reich and official 

of the Reich Defence Commissioner competent for military district VI in Munich, NSDAP (No. 5410609)after 1945: deputy head of the provincial police authorities in MunsterPapenkort, Willibefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 313915), NSDAP (No. 206471), major in the security police, shares guilt for the shooting of Jews in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: captain of police in Essen (see Table 19)Paulat, Bodobefore 1945: first lieutenant in the security police, service in the ill-famed police battalion 215, which among others was stationed in Norway in March 1941 after 1945: chief inspector of police and head of the police sector of Bad Ganders- heimPeiper, Joachimbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 132496), member of the armed SS with the same rank, responsible for the burning of Boves in Italy which he ordered as commander of a tank regiment of the SS tank division "Adolf Hitler Life Guards", and for the murder of 71 unarmed American prisoners of war south-east of Malmedy in December 1944after 1945: sentenced to death by an American military court, later commuted to 25 years' penal servitude and released in 1956; employed in the Porsche plants, last employed as advertising manager of a Volkswagen car dealer in ReutlingenPoethke, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and first lieutenant in the security police, 1941 with an action commando in the east after 1945: chief inspector of police in Monchen-GladbachPotke, Karlbefore 1945: captain in the security police and SS commander seconded for special duty, commander of the Und SS police regiment 16 and regimental commander in the group SS police eastafter 1945: police superintendent and head of commando la of the security police in HamburgPreckel, Erichbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 342786) in the Reich Security Main Of
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fice, department IV (Gestapo), NSDAP (No. 1947373)after 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in OpladenPriller, Franzbefore 1945: leader of a commando of the SD in the district of Radom, branch office Kielce, member of the NSDAP and SS, employed in the so-called SS relief work in Dachau concentration camp, commissioner of the SD in the annexation of Austria and staff member of the Gestapo in Oppeln after 1945: leader of a commando of the Bavarian frontier policePruss, Hansbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 450691), 1 May 1933 NSDAP (No. 2955038), major in the security police, orderly officer in an SS police divisionafter 1945: senior superintendent of police and representative of the commander of the security police with the government president in Hildesheim, head of the police station in HildesheimPuchta, Adolfbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 107193), NSDAP (No. 3469510), before 1933 leading position in the SA, 1931 Reich leadership school of the SA, Reich Security Main Office, Gestapo in Czechoslovakia, leader of an action commando in Norway, later in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: expert in the Provincial Office for the Protection of the Constitution in Bavaria, leading member of the revanchist "Witikobund"Rabe, Karl-Hermannbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 54628), NSDAP (No. 259544) leader of action commando 7b which murdered 4,000 men, women and childrenafter 1945: only now have preliminary proceedings been instituted against him (see Table 20)Radtke, Albertbefore 1945: employee of the SD espionage apparatusafter 1945: vice-president of the Federal Office for the Protection of the ConstitutionRapp, Dr. Albertbefore 1945: SS Standartenfuhrer (No. 280341), NSDAP (No. 774433), government counsellor and staff member of the SD, leader of action commando 7c of action 

group B which murdered 3,000 Jews in the Soviet Union, inspector of the security police and the SD in military district XI in Brunswick, 1944 Reich Security Main Office, department VI, head of group Cafter 1945: only in 1965 were proceedings instituted against RappReinefarth, Heinzbefore 1945: SS Brigadefuhrer (No. 56634) and major general in the police, NSDAP (No. 1268933), head of SS main section "Warthe" and higher SS and police official in military district XXI (Warthe), 1933 "legal adviser" of SS section XII, whose leader was von dem Bach-Zelewski; shares responsibility for the murders and destruction of Warsaw, especially in putting down the uprising in the Warsaw ghetto and "liquidating" the ghettoafter 1945: until 1964 mayor of Wester- land/Sylt, member of the Schleswig-Holstein provincial diet; Polish requests for his extradition have been repeatedly refused by the Bonn governmentReinhard, Hellmuthbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 121174) in the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 2382 157),- as a leading staff member in the Gestapo office in Oslo he was responsible for the deportation and death of 690 Norwegian Jewsafter 1945: under his former name of Patschke he was editor, chief editor and finally manager of a publishing house in Baden-Baden; arrested in December 1964Remold, Josefbefore 1945: regimental commander and district commander of the SS and police after 1945: chief of the Bavarian standby policeReuscher, Dr. Fedorbefore 1945: senior government counsellor, district president in Konigsberg, deputy to the general commissioner for White Ruthenia, Gauleiter (regional leader) Kube, representative of the district president of Litzmannstadt (Lodz)after 1945: Federal Ministry of the Interior, head of department IIIRheindorf, Konradbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, general staff officer in the headquarters of SS police regiment 26,1943 district commander of the SS and police in Krakow and Lublin after 1945: acting head of the provincial police administration in Swabia
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Riedel, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, commander of the military police in Latvia after 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in MunichRiese, Wernerbefore 1945: tactics officer in several SS action groups, major in the police after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgRippich, Dr. Fridrichbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 185093), NSDAP (No. 2586731), government counsellor in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, district president for Sieratz region in the government Litzmannstadt (Lodz); responsible for sending persons to concentration campafter 1945: in hiding in Argentina; 1954 employed in the Federal Ministry of the Interior on the grounds of a decree by the then Minister of the Interior Schroder on the employment of former SS people; today head of the special staff for "psychological defence" in the "civil population defence" departmentRohl, Friedrichbefore 1945: last captain in the country constabulary, commanding officer of the disciplinary police, from January 1943 in the Federation of the East (BdO) in Riga, NSDAPafter 1945: police official, deputy head of the provincial police school in Rhineland- PalatinateRbsch, Heinrichbefore 1945: district captain in the country constabulary, 1941 active as a regional commander of the country constabulary in Grodno, Bialystok district, 1943 with the commander of the disciplinary police in Marseille, 1944 in the constabulary action department in Thornafter 1945: head of the country constabulary in the region of Pirmasens, since August 1964 retiredRohlfs, Willibefore 1945: captain in the country constabulary, 1942 raged in the Soviet Union in police regiment 17after 1945: chief inspector of police, head of the Wesermiinde police sector in Bremerhaven

Rosendahl, Johannesbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, captain in the country constabularyafter 1945: chief inspector of police and head of the police sector of the rural region of Liichow-Dannenberg (see Table 20)Rottach, Josefbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 263095), SS troop drill grounds "Kurmark", NSDAP (No. 4458951)after 1945: senior police sergeant in SpeyerRutz, Horstbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in Ukrainian security police battalion 61 and in securitiy police regiment 57, SS district police leaderafter 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgSandberger, Dr. Martinbefore 1945: SS Standartenfuhrer (No. 272495), NSDAP (No. 774980), deputy head of a section in department I/E of the Reich Security Main Office, leader of action commando la of action group A, in December 1941 commander of the security police and SD in Esthoniaafter 19 4 5: 1948 sentenced to death, later pardoned and releasedSchafer, Eugenbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo in Meissen and of action groups of the SD after 1945: chief inspector in the criminal investigation department in CuxhavenSchafer, Johannes Robertbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office, head office of the criminal investigation department in Cologneafter 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in WiesbadenSchaefer, Dr. Oswaldbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 272 488), NSDAP (No. 1772081), detective inspector, head of the Gestapo head office in Munich and successor of Wiebens in the direction of action commando 9 which murdered 6,500 men, women and children after 1945: Schaefer has up to now not been punished for these crimesSchatteburg, Wolfgangbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 311 870), captain in the security police, part-time associate judge of SS and police 
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court III in Prague, district commander of the SS and police in the Ukraineafter 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgSchaub, Juliusbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer (No. 7), NSDAP (No. 81), Hitler's adjutant, member of the NSDAP from 1923 and of the SSafter 1945: druggist in West Germany, 1949 acquitted of the charge of complicity in murder for "lack of evidence"Scheffler, Herbertbefore 1945: intelligence officer in the Reich Security Main Office, 1941 with the commissioner of the Reichsfuhrer SS for the establishment of SS and police bases in the new areas in the eastafter 1945: police superintendent in HiltrupSchindhelm, Hans Gerhardbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 353427), NSDAP (No. 2452 706); after Bradfisch and Richter he took over the command of action commando 8 in Mogilev after 1945: In July 1961 the trial of Dr. Otto Bradfisch, head of action commando 8, took place. He was sentenced to 10 years' penal servitude for complicity in the murder of 15,000 people; Schindhelm remained unmolestedSchliefke, Waldemarbefore 1945: member of SS action commandosafter 1945: sentenced to death for war crimes, later commuted to 25 years' deprivation of liberty, 1953 released before the completion of the sentence, chief inspector of police in HofSchloemp, Georgbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer (No. 424 361), first lieutenant in the military policeafter 1945: chief inspector of police in police headquarters in HamburgSchloer, Hans Karlbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, adjutant of the sector commander "Reichs- werke Hermann Goring"after 1945: chief inspector and acting head of police headquarters in NeumunsterSchmidle, Adolfbefore 1945: major in the police, staff officer to the "higher commander of the SS and police" in Hanover, NSDAP 

after 1945: police superintendent in DusseldorfScholz, Herbertbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 308 265), NSDAP (No. 2 840674), major in the security police, district commander of the SS and police in Norway and The Hague after 1945: chief of police in AugsburgSchriibbers, Hubertbefore 1945: public prosecutor in the prosecutor general's office in Hamm/West- phalia; dealt primarily with charges of high treason against progressive forces and gave high prison sentencesafter 1945; president of the Federal Office for the Protection of the ConstitutionSchuler, Walterbefore 1945: officer in action commandos of the SD in Polandafter 1945: condemned by the Polish Military Court, 1953 released, inspector of police in AnsbachSchuler, Antonbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 87 344), NSDAP (No. 1232 958), major in the security police, 1935 graduated from the SS Junker school in Brunswickafter 1945: chief inspector of police, head of the provincial police regional commissariat in Wolfach in South BadenSchulz, Erwinbefore 1945: SS Brigadefiihrer (No. 107 484), NSDAP (No. 2 902 238), major general in the police, head of department I in the Reich Security Main Office, 1941 leader of SS action commando 5 of action group Cafter 1945: commercial employee in BremenSchulze, Albertbefore 1945: member of the SS standard "Adolf Hitler" Life Guards and of the guard force in Sachsenhausen concentration camp; active in the combating of partisans within an SS brigadeafter 1945: government official in the administrative office of the Hessian provincial police in WiesbadenSchwerdt, Ottobefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, from 1942 member of the "special formation Friedenthal"; in December 1943 he went to
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Copenhagen; organized the terror against the Danish resistance movement, carried out the murder of Danish patriots, among others of Kaj Munk, which was ordered by SS Obergruppenfiihrer Dr. Best (cf. Dr. Best, page 78)after 1945: after a trial in Copenhagen in 1948 he went into hiding in West GermanySeibert, Willibefore 1945: SS Standartenfuhrer (No. 272 375), NSDAP (No. 1886112), acting head of department III of the Reich Security Main Office, leader of action group D in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: sentenced to death, later amnestied and released in 1955Settels, Franzbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 353 365) in the central office of the SD, Gestapo, NSDAP (No. 4189 335)after 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in LeverkusenSiemens, Karl-Heinzbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer in the "Adolf Hitler Leibstandarte"; participated in this unit's notorious crimesafter 1945: first lived under the name of Dr. Kaiser in West Germany and is now under his own name senior government counsellor in department III of the Federal Office for the Protection of the ConstitutionSiemers, Ottobefore 1945: captain in the security police and adjutant to the chief of police in occupied Posen (Poznan)after 1945: police superintendent and leader of the central radio patrol car station in HamburgSinnhuber, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 393 357) in the central office of the disciplinary police in Berlin, SS legal officerafter 1945: deputy head of the police school in Schleswig-HolsteinSix, Professor Dr. Franzbefore 1945: SS Oberfiihrer (No. 107 480), NSDAP since 1930 (No. 245 670), 1935 head of department II in the security main office of the Reichsfuhrer SS, later department VII of the Reich Security Main Office, 1941 head of the front action commando Moscowafter 1945: 1948 sentenced to 20 years 

in prison by an American military court, 1951 commuted to 10 years, released soon afterwards; advertising manager of the Porsche-Diesel-Motorenbau-GmbH, Friedrichshafen; agent of the federal intelligence serviceSkorzeny, Ottobefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 295979), NSDAP (No. 1083671), Reich Security Main Office department VI, head of group S, commander of the "Oranienburg special unit", head of a diversionist group on the eastern frontafter 1945: proprietor of an engineering and real estate office in Madrid; founder and head of secret nazi organization "die Spinne" (the Spider)Smeets, Wilhelmbefore 1945: member of Gestapo offices in Cologne and Klagenfurt, participant in a course of instruction at the SS school for leadership training, 1926 NSDAP, 1931 SSafter 1945: senior regional director and head of the regional police authorities in KleveStaake, Hermannbefore 1945; SS Hauptsturmfuhrer after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgStadie, Paulbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, first lieutenant in the security police, active as a military policeman during the war after 1945: chief inspector of police in police headquarters in HamburgSteeger, Christianbefore 1945: group commander in police regiment 27 and in the Hird SS police regiment 15after 1945: senior police sergeant in LinzSteimle, Eugen Karlbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer (No. 272575), staff member in department IV/B (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office, NSDAP (No. 1075555), commander of the main sector of the SD in Stuttgart, 1941 leader of action commando 7a of action group B, 1942 leader of action commando 4a of action group Cafter 1945: sentenced to death, 1951 amnestied and released soon afterwards
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Steiner, Felix Martinbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfuhrer and general in the armed SS (No. 253351), NSDAP (No. 4264 295), commander of SS tank divisions and corps in the Soviet Union and the SAafter 1945: co-founder of the SS organization HIAGStieler, Adambefore 1945: member of the Gestapo in Liegnitz and an action commando of the disciplinary police in Lublinafter 1945: senior regional director and head of the regional police authorities in MonschauStratmann, Johannesbefore 1945: captain in the country constabulary and commander of a motorized military police detachment in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: chief inspector of police in the Norden region in Lower SaxonyStreckenbach, Brunobefore 1945: SS Gruppenfiihrer and lieutenant general in the police (No. 14 713), NSDAP (No. 489972), head of department I of the Reich Security Main Office, commander of the 19th Lettish SS grenadier division, commander of the 8th SS cavalry divisionafter 1945: sentenced to life imprisonment in the Soviet Union for his crimes, transferred to the Federal Republic as a nonamnestied war criminal, was immediately freed; commercial employee in HamburgStriibing, Johannbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in department IV (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office; took part in mistreating and torturing anti-fascist prisonersafter 1945: employee of the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution; employed as informer against upstanding West German trade unionistsTerree, Wernerbefore 1945: lieutenant in the security police, 1944 officer in the Und SS police regiment 2 in Bialystokafter 1945: chief inspector of police, head of sector in the Osnabruck regionTezlaff, Ottobefore 1945: candidate member of an SS squadron, 1939 received into the Gestapo in Stuttgart 

after 1945: sergeant in the criminal investigation department in the provincial criminal investigation authorities in Lower SaxonyThummler, Dr. Johannesbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 323711), NSDAP (No. 1425 547) senior government counsellor in the Reich Security Main Office, head of the Gestapo main offices in Dresden, Chemnitz and Kattowitz, head of action commando 16 of action group E in South-East Europeafter 1945: leading employee of an optical works in Oberkochen (Zeiss foundation), defence witness in the Auschwitz trialToyka, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: government counsellor to the Reich governor in Posen (Poznan), liaison man to the Gestapo and SD, later security commissioner with the generalgou- verneurafter 1945: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of the Interior and head of the sub-department for "public and administrative law", directed the action against the news magazine Der Spiegel; as a result had to be released from this function from 1 August 1964; entered the trial against the Association of Victims of Nazism (VVN) as representative of the Federal Ministry of the Interior; actively engaged in drafting the emergency legislationTrimborn, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer (No. 2558), NSDAP (No. 175815), as leader of a special commando in Krasnodar took part in the murder of 214 children in a Soviet children's homeafter 1945: lives unmolested in WuppertalTrossmann, Hansbefore 19 4 5: 1940 to 1945 with Reich commissioner for price fixing, 1942 ghetto administration of Litzmannstadt (Lodz) and promoted to senior government counsellor for his activity thereafter 1945: since 1947 leading activity in the CSU, since 1953 director of the West German BundestagUlrich, Fritzbefore 19 4 5: 1933 staff member of the Gestapo, 1939 in the SD in Linzafter 1945: administrative director in the provincial criminal investigation department in Lower Saxony
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Unger, Walterbefore 1945: training officer in police battalion Recklinghausen, the later murder battalion 316, 1943 in SS police regiment Grieseafter 1945: police superintendent in CologneVolkmann, Heinzbefore 1945: head of the Gestapo office in Elbingafter 1945: chief inspector in the criminal investigation department of the political police in StuttgartVoss, Ludwigbefore 1945: until 1939 SD in Magdeburg, later member of the secret field police after 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation department in LuneburgWachtendong, Walterbefore 1945: member of action commando 8after 1945: police officer in RecklinghausenWagner, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer, as a staff member of the Gestapo office in Oslo jointly responsible for the crimes committed against 690 Jewish citizensafter 1945: lives unmolested in BonnWaldbillig, Hermannbefore 1945: head of the department for Jewish questions in the Gestapo office in Dusseldorf, 1930 NSDAPafter 1945: chief inspector of police in CologneWeber, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfiihrer in the Reich Security Main Office, 1933 NSDAP after 1945: director of the criminal investigation department in the Ministry of the Interior of North Rhine-WestphaliaWehner, Dr. Bernhardbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer and detective inspector in department V of the Reich Security Main Office; participated in the killing of Soviet prisoners of war in Buchenwald concentration campafter 1945: head of the criminal investigation department in DusseldorfWeigold, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer to the district commander of the SS and police in the Netherlands 

after 1945: inspector of police in StuttgartWeinreich, Hermannbefore 19 4 5: 1932 SSafter 1945: inspector of police in HamburgWendt, Erichbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer and company commander in volunteer police regiment 2after 1945: chief inspector of police in EssenWenzel, Erichbefore 1945: as member of the SS participated in the shooting of Jews in Shitomir in 1942after 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation department in EssenWicke, Oswinbefore 1945: leader of SS action commandosafter 1945: police superintendent in the provincial police authorities in Hanover, condemned as a war criminal in the Soviet UnionWiebens, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer in the Reich Security Main Office (No. 16617), NSDAP (No. 546 524), leader of action commando 9 in Witebskafter 1945: lives unmolestedly in West GermanyWilhelm, Georgbefore 1945: SS and country constabulary Unterfiihrer, member of the SA and the NSDAP from 1929after 1945: senior police sergeant in KasselWinkelmann, Ottobefore 1945: SS Gruppenfuhrer (No. 308 238) and lieutenant general in the police, NSDAP (No. 1373131), head of the commando office of the headquarters of the disciplinary police, higher SS and police leader in Hungaryafter 1945: councillor in Kiel, president of the Association of Former Police Officers; receives a general's pension of more than 1,700 marksWittmann, Maxbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfiihrer (No. 309825), district commander of the SS and police in Litzmannstadt (Lodz) 

L
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after 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgWohlauf, Juliusbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and company commander in Krakow, 1943 Und SS police regiment 7, Osloafter 1945: chief inspector of police in HamburgWolff, Karlbefore 1945: SS Obergruppenfiihrer (No. 14235) and general in the armed SS, NSDAP (No. 695131), "chief of the personal staff of the Reichsfuhrer SS”, highest SS and police leader in Italy, liaison officer of the Reichsfuhrer SS with the "Fuhrer" after 1945: until 1962 living on a general's pension on Starnberger See; sentenced to 15 years in prison in 1964 for the murder of more than 300,000 JewsWollschina, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, captain in the security police, 1931 NSDAP (No. 793715), among other things active in Brunn and Taborafter 1945: chief inspector of police and chief of police in OffenbachWurbs, Alfredbefore 1945: SS officer in the SD, member of action commando of the security police in Kristiansand, Norway; involved in arranging the transport of Norwegian Jews to the annihilation campsafter 1945: until 1956 employed under "cover names" in the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution with the knowledge of the federal government; now works there under his real name as group leader in central department V

Zapf, Willibefore 1945: member of the SS guard unit in Sachsenhausen and Auschwitz (Os- wiecim) concentration campsafter 1945: official in the administrative office of the Hessian provincial police in WiesbadenZech-Nenntwich, Hans-Walterbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer after 1945: for complicity in the murder of Polish Jews sentenced to four years' in prison in April 1964Zietlow, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in department VI of the Reich Security Main Office, editor and government counsellor in the Ministry of Propaganda, NSDAP (No. 36519), SS (No. 6126)after 1945: editor and correspondent in Hamburg-VolksdorfZipfel, Fritzbefore 1945: SS leader, 1929 NSDAP, 1932 SSafter 1945: police inspector and head of a precinct in FreiburgZirpins, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 342009), head of the criminal investigation department in department IV (Gestapo) of the Reich Security Main Office, action in the "final solution of the Jewish question" in Warsaw and Litzmannstadt (Lodz)after 1945: senior government counsellor and head of the provincial criminal police in Lower Saxony
Members of the Gestapo, SD and SS in the West Berlin 
Police ForceAltmann, Johannesbefore 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation department in department IV A 3 of the Reich Security Main Office, 1 May 1933 NSDAP (No. 2 579 426)after 1945: carries on the same official function as secretary in the criminal investigation departmentAnton, Maxbefore 1945: 1933 Gestapo head office in Berlin

after 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentBirr, Franzbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, first lieutenant in the security police and company commander of the fascist disciplinary police in Graudenzafter 1945: chief inspector of policeBoosfeld, Walterbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer (No. 254223), adjutant to the commander of the 
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SS and police in Dnepropetrovsk, later in the police guard battalion in Denmark, leader in the SS "Oberbayern" death head standarte in the Dachau concentration camp after 1945: platoon leader in the action commando of the police inspectorate of West Berlin-Steglitz (see Table 21)Burkhardt, Martinbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo head office in Berlin, 1943 to 1945 in Norwayafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentDurek, Josefbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: police employeeEbel, Rudolfbefore 1945: member of the SS, senior assistant in the criminal investigation department in the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: police employeeFeussner, Konradbefore 1945: senior government inspector and chief police inspector in department IV/C 2 of the Reich Security Main Office, 1933 from police headquarters to the Gestapo (Gestapo head office in Berlin) after 1945: senior government inspector in the police serviceGabriel, Kurtbefore 1945: police assistant in the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: government inspectorGehrmann, Kurtbefore 1945: commander of the 1st SS police regiment 4, among other things participated in the persecution of Jewsafter 1945: sentenced to 25 years in prison by the Soviet Military Court, 1955 handed over to the West Berlin authorities for the purpose of the completion of his sentence; there, however, he was engaged as an inspector in the West Berlin policeGbtsche, Ernstbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer in an SS police divisionafter 1945: police inspectorGraurock, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer; committed war crimes in the Soviet Union, Croatia and Denmark 

after 1945: chief inspector in the headquarters of the West Berlin security policeGross, Gerhardbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer, commander in the 4th SS police panzer grenadier division, SS (No. 422185)after 1945: leader of squadron north of the traffic policeGunther, Johannesbefore 1945: senior assistant in the criminal investigation department of the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentHaak, Wilhelmbefore 1945: crime secretary in department IV/A 4 of the Reich Security Main Officeafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentHartmann, Willibefore 1945: company chief and battalion commander of SS police regiment 15, action against Jews in the Soviet Union, 1944 head of the Und battalion which was subordinate to the SS units of SS Brigadefuhrer Zimmermann in Italyafter 1945: chief inspector of police in the West Berlin security policeHayn, Wilhelm (former name Wojtecki)before 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation department and SS Untersturmfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office from 1937 to 1945after 1945: senior secretary in the criminal investigation departmentHelbing, Willibefore 1945: member of the Gestapo after 1945: police inspectorHerden, Augustbefore 1945: police secretary in department IV/E 2 of the Reich Security Main Officeafter 1945: official in the criminal investigation departmentHeublein, Adolfbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo after 1945: inspector in the criminal investigation departmentHild, Hermannbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer of the armed SS (No. 326677) 



after 1945: inspector of police in the police inspectorate of West Berlin-TempelhofHolzhauser, Walterbefore 1945: member of the Reich Security Main Office and assistant in the criminal investigation department of the Gestapoafter 1945: senior secretary in the criminal investigation departmentHuhn, Kurtbefore 1945: 1943 captain and company chief of SS police regiment 14, adjutant to the commanding officer of the disciplinary police in Croatia; participated in crimes against Poles, Jews and Yugoslavs after 1945: senior police superintendent, group commander for the US sector of West BerlinJaeger, Augustinusbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer and senior secretary of police in the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: senior police secretaryJohanningmeier, Wilhelmbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer (No. 313901), major in the security police, member of the military police, commander of the Hird police regiment 9 in the Soviet Union, NSDAP (No. 1169368)after 1945: inspector of police, precinct superintendent of the police inspectorate of West Berlin-TiergartenJungnickel, Helmutbefore 1945: senior police secretary in department IV/C2 of the Reich Security Main Office, temporarily engaged in the police of Litzmannstadt (Lodz)after 1945: police secretaryKamptz, Imanuel vonbefore 1945: volunteer in the armed SS, captain in the security policeafter 1945: inspector of police, confidential agent of the inspectorate of West Berlin-KreuzbergKania, Josefbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo after 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentKirsch, Georgbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and captain of the security police, member of 

the SS "Prinz Eugen" volunteer division which participated in crimes against Yugoslav citizensafter 1945: commander of the action commando of the inspectorate of WilmersdorfKleist-Bornstedt, Artur vonbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 340 713), major in the security police, staff of SS main sector in Fulda-Werraafter 1945: inspector of police, head of police precinct 122Kohlmorgen, Hans-Joachimbefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer, head of a country constabulary prefecture; participated in mass shootings of the civilian population in Mosyr and surroundings (USSR)after 1945: senior police superintendent in the inspectorate of West Berlin-CharlottenburgKramer, Ottobefore 1945: member of the SS, action commando III in Croatiaafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentKrumholz, Kurtbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer (No. 493 015), NSDAP (No. 4 313 349), staff leader to the higher commander of the SS and police in Hungaryafter 1945: leader of the action commando of the police inspectorate of West Berlin-CharlottenburgMehl, Gerhardbefore 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation department in the Gestapo, 1 May 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: senior secretary in the criminal investigation departmentMenzel, Hubertbefore 1945: member of action commando 8after 1945: police sergeant in West Berlin-SpandauNawrot, Hansbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo after 1945: official in the criminal investigation departmentNeumann, Kurtbefore 1945: member of the SD and Gestapo head offices in Berlin and Konigsberg
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after 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentPaetzold, Erichbefore 1945: member of SS police regiment 4, took part in the so-called "combating of gangs" (partisans), major in the security policeafter 1945: member of the West Berlin policePaulie, Reinholdbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo after 1945: senior assistant in the criminal investigation departmentRemer, Willibefore 1945: SS Obersturmfuhrer in department TV/C 4 of the Reich Security Main Office after 1945: chief police inspectorRossbach, Hermannbefore 1945: member of the 1st SS brigadeafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentSamuel, Hermannbefore 1945: police inspector and SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office, last in department IV/F 5, deputy section head after 1945: police inspectorSchild, Karlbefore 1945: member of the Gestapo head office in Berlin, secretary in the criminal investigation department after 1945: police secretarySchimkat, Hellmutbefore 1945: first lieutenant in the security police and SS Hauptsturmfuhrer (No. 46052) after 1945: police inspectorSchulz, Karlbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in the Fuhrer's escort detachmentafter 1945: leader of the action commando of the inspectorate of West Berlin- TiergartenSommer, Ferdinand before 1945: senior assistant in the criminal investigation department in depart

ment IV/A1 of the Reich Security Main Officeafter 1945: secretary in the criminal investigation departmentSperber, Paulbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer, member of the SDafter 1945: member of the West Berlin policeStubbe, Erwinbefore 1945: 1934 joined the Gestapo, finally chief police inspector in the Gestapo office in Berlinafter 1945: chief police inspectorTogotzes, Wernerbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, central office of the SDafter 1945: head of the section north of the criminal investigation departmentUhden, Johannesbefore 1945: SS Untersturmfuhrer, first lieutenant of the security police, member of an SS police divisionafter 1945: inspector of police, deputy head of the action commando of the security police in West Berlin-TiergartenWassenberg, Hansbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer in department IV/K1 of the Reich Security Main Office (No. 280100), NSDAP (No. 1772317)after 1945: police officialWerner, Hans-Ulrichbefore 1945: August 1944 first staff officer to the SS and police commander in Upper Italy centre, responsible for the planning of the actions of the country constabulary and the police commandos against the civilian populationafter 1945: senior police superintendent, deputy head of the Hiltrup police institute, now commander of the West Berlin security policeWittek, Josefbefore 1945: assistant in the criminal investigation department in the Gestapo head office in Berlinafter 1945: assistant in the criminal investigation department
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RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF JUSTICE BY TERROR

Bonn Justice Is Based on Nazi Injustice
The legal system was also one of the "Third Reich's" inhuman instruments of 
terror. It helped to prepare the way for the reactionary fascist suppression at 
home and its aggressive policy abroad. When the nazi dictatorship had been 
established the judiciary began by persecuting Hitler's opponents from all social 
classes and of all creeds. The decrees and laws issued in 1933-34 gave the nazi 
lawyers a welcome pretext for suppressing with much bloodshed all opposition 
to the tyranny. Let us recall such legislative hotchpotch as

the "Decree concerning treason against the German people and treasonable 
activities" of 28 February 1933,

the "Decree on the acceleration of proceedings concerned with high treason" 
of 18 March 1933,

the "Decree on defence against treacherous attacks on the government of the 
national uprising" (i. e. National Socialist seizure of power) of 21 March 1933,

the "Decree on the formation of special courts" of 21 March 1933,
the "Decree on the competence of the special courts" of 6 May 1933,
the "Law on the pronouncement and execution of the death sentence" of 

29 May 1933,
the "Law for defence against political atrocities" of 4 April 1933,
the "Law for the guarantee of judicial peace" of 13 October 1933,
the "Law on the amendment of regulations concerning penal law and criminal 

procedure" of 24 April 1934,
the "Law against malicious gossip" of 20 December 1934, and
the "Law against dangerous habitual criminals. Measures for security and 

improvement" of 24 November 1933.

THE AUTHOR IS A MINISTERIAL DIRECTOR IN BONN

The man who at that time contributed decisively to the creation of these murder 
laws. Government Counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice Dr. Josef Schaf- 
heutle, today makes use of his experience as ministerial director in the Federal 
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Ministry of Justice. He commented triumphantly in his concoction: "The most 
important change is the sharpening of penalties". (Die Strafgesetznovellen von 
1933 und 1934 - Amendments to the Penal Laws of 1933 and 1934, Berlin 1934, 
p. 137)

Schafheutle was to be proven right: thousands of German anti-fascists were 
imprisoned on the basis of these laws, carried off to concentration camps, deli
vered up to the hangman or tortured to death in the Gestapo cellars.

With the aid of the "Decree on the formation of special courts" and of the 
"Law on the amendment of regulations concerning penal law and criminal 
procedure" a complete network of special courts for terrorizing the population 
was set up in Germany in the form of the notorious people's courts and special 
courts.

Even before, or immediately after, fascist Germany's occupation of the 
neighbouring states, new laws of terror against the German population and the 
oppressed peoples were created which served, without exception, the nazi aims 
of destroying dissenters, other peoples and races. They were such laws as

the "Decree on wrong-doers against the people" of 5 September 1939,
the "Decree concerning special war-time penal laws" of 17 August 1938,
the "Decree on violent criminals" of 5 December 1939,
the "Decree of the Reich Protector in Bohemia and Moravia against acts of 

sabotage" of 26 August 1939,
the "Law on the change of instructions for general penal procedures, military 

penal procedures and the penal code" of 16 September 1939,
the "Decree on the administration of criminal law against Poles and Jews" of 

4 December 1941,
the "Decree of the military commander in Belgium and Northern France" of 

13 June 1940,
the "Edict on the exercise of the jurisdiction of the Wehrmacht in Denmark 

against persons of non-German nationality" of 1 August 1940,
the "Decree on the prohibition of political parties in Norway" of 25 September 

1940,
the "Decree on the prohibition of activity in favour of the Norwegian royal 

family" of 7 October 1940,
the "Decree of the Reich Commissar of the occupied Norwegian territories on 

the state of civil emergency" of 31 July 1941,
the "Undercover decree" of 7 December 1942, etc.
These coercive and terror laws were largely "legal" foundations for the acti

vities of the nazi emergency jurisdiction. This consisted of:
the special courts, which, after the "Decree on the formation of special 

courts" of 21 March 1933, were created in every superior provincial court district 
in Germany,
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the " P e o p 1 e's Court", which - as has already been mentioned - came 
into existence on the basis of Schafheutle's "Amendments to the penal laws",

the military courts which were re-introduced by the Hitler government's 
law of 12 May 1933,

the ReichMilitaryCourt, the highest court of the Wehrmacht, which 
began its activities on 26 June 1936 and the infamous "summary courts 
of justice" which were set up during the war by the "Decree of the Reich 
Minister of Justice" by "Order of the Fuhrer".

The special courts aimed firstly at silencing all opposition to Hitler, so that, 
by "grave-yard peace" at home, aggression abroad could be prepared. The 
accused were deprived of practically all their rights.

The Reich Court confirmed this characteristic of the special courts in a verdict 
of 9 November 1938 - reference number S T 537/38 - where it states that the 
special courts are "courts which exist beyond the public jurisdiction, not only in 
name but also in their nature". Wolfgang Idel, today provincial court director in 
Dusseldorf wrote in his dissertation Die Sondergerichte fur politische Straf- 
sachen (The Special Courts for Political Criminal Cases), Freiburg, 1935, on 
page 36, that the task of these courts consisted in,

"completely exterminating all opponents of the Third Reich, particularly com
munists and social democrats".

In their dissertations Robert Fuchs Die Sondergerichtsbarkeit in Deutschland 
(The Special Jurisdiction in Germany), Tubingen, 1937, and Adolf Schlesinger 
Die Entwicklung der deutschen Gerichtsorganisation seit 1879 (The Development 
of the German Judicial System since 1879), Jena, 1938, came to similar con
clusions.

From the duties of these courts of terror it can be seen that the judges and 
public prosecutors were the most trustworthy and ruthless fascists.

After Hitler Germany had invaded the neighbouring states, special courts 
were established in almost all occupied countries thus violating the Hague 
Agreement on Land Warfare. They carried out, by means of the "administration 
of juristice". Hitler's and Himmler's extermination orders. The most horrible 
balance is shown by the nazi special courts in Poland. On the basis of the 
infamous Decree on penal law in Poland, thousands of Polish citizens were sent 
to the scaffold, simply for recognizing Poland as their own nation, for opposing 
the policy of starvation or because they were branded as "worthless lives" on 
the directives laid down by Globke's register of the population.

The special courts, which were first created to pass judgement on political 
"offences", pronounced death sentences, under conditions of total war both in 
Germany and in the occupied states, for insignificant offences, for example, minor 
thefts of food, which would go unpunished in civilized countries and would be 
regarded as a case of pilfering.
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The People's Court was formed in 1934 and was at first responsible for cases 
of high treason. The structure of the people's courts clearly reveals that it was an 
important constituent of the system of special courts in the fascist state. It reveals 
quite clearly that the members of the People's Court were appointed by Hitler 
personally and the remaining employees of the People's Court by the Reich 
minister of justice. In addition to the professional judges, representatives of the 
nazi party and the fascist Wehrmacht were present at every session as "special 
judges".

The people's court was made particularly notorious under the presidency of 
the bloodthirsty lawyer, Freisler, and by proceedings against such upright Ger
mans as Lieselotte Hermann, Judith Auer, Werner Seelenbinder, Anton Saefkow, 
Franz Jacob, Hilde and Hans Coppi, Georg Schumann, Bernhard Bastlein, Adam 
Kuckhoff as well as the Czechoslovakian patriot and journalist Julius Fucik. The 
proceedings against those who took part in the officers' revolt of 20 July 1944 
before the People's Court also attracted the attention of the world to this supreme 
criminal court.

The martial jurisdiction of the nazi Wehrmacht was a special legal system 
similar to the fascist special courts and the People's Court. It was introduced at 
almost the same time as the special courts. From 26 June 1936 the Reich Military 
Court served as the supreme court of the Wehrmacht. The re-introduction of 
military courts in times of peace proves among other things that the nazis were 
preparing for a war against the European peoples from the very first day of their 
rule in 1933; for the military courts were created to safeguard the army of in
vasion against all "demoralizing" ideas of democracy and peace. This is empha
sized even more by the fact that the "Decree on military criminal procedure in 
war and during special operations" and the notorious 'Decree on the special 
penal law in war and during special operations" were issued as early as 
17 August 1938.

During the war Hitler's military courts also assumed the role of special courts 
for the civilian population in some occupied states like Holland, Belgium, France, 
Norway and Denmark. They vented their fury in Czechoslovakia and Poland too 
until the special courts for civilians were set up.

80,000 DEATH SENTENCES

The then state secretary in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dr. Roland Freisler, 
introduced this darkest chapter in the history of German legal administration on 
24 October 1939 at a conference of the presidents of the special courts and offi
cial experts in cases coming up before special courts, with these words:

"He (the legislator - author) moulds the procedure of administering the penal
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law into a sword, to be handled with superiority, in the hand of the judge... 
moreover he (the legislator - author), wherever it is at all required, makes it 
permissible to exceed the general framework of penalties, which was previously 
accepted as appropriate, often to the extent of pronouncing the death sentence ... 
The legislator does this and continues to do so.” In the same breath he came to 
the statement: "The decisive factor is, however, that the observance of the penal 
law does so! That it wants to, is obvious. That it does so, however, is decisive."

They did it. They fulfilled with the utmost precision their task as "summary 
courts of the home front” - as nazi Minister of Justice Thierack called the 
special courts in a letter of 5 July 1943 to the presidents of the superior provin
cial courts and public prosecutors. Their horrifying balance according to statis
tics, which are not complete: about 50,000 death sentences. In addition there are 
more than 25,000 other death sentences from the military courts. This does not 
include the sentences of the Reich Military Court. (Convictions according to the 
criminal statistics of the DKW (Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht) HR 6 
- Ill d and IV c for the period from 26 August 1939 to November - December 
1944 for the army and up to and including the second quarter 1944 for the air
force and navy).

Since the ruthlessness of the military courts and the summary courts reached 
its peak during the last months of the war, the number of death sentences 
pronounced by the military courts - without the Reich Military Court - can be 
safely estimated at at least 30,000. Thus the total number of death sentences 
amounts to at least 80,000.

The jurists who cooperated in the nazi emergency jurisdiction either directly 
by "creating laws" or indirectly by "administering justice" are implicated in the 
fact that

the Hitler dictatorship was able to become established and last for twelve years; 
aggression abroad could be prepared for by aggression at home;
Hitler's occupation regime could be built up and remained in existence until 

the very last;
the laws characterized as criminal in the Nuremberg lawyer trials came into 

being and were put into practice;
in many cases even the inhuman penalties of the nazi terror laws were 

exceeded;
tens of thousands of people fighting for their nation or for their lives were 

simply murdered.
They exclusively served injustice and inhumanity, whether they pronounced 

judgements in Germany against Germans or against those doing forced labour 
who, moreover, were exposed to the most dire distress or whether they were 
active at the front against German soldiers or in the occupied states against the 
population which was deprived of its rights, humiliated and pillaged.
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PURIFICATION OF JUSTICE 
- A BINDING DUTY

In the Nuremberg trial of jurists the American court came to this conclusion:
"The essence of the accusation in this case is that the laws. Hitler's decrees and 

the draconic, corrupt and depraved national socialist legal system, as such, 
represent in themselves war crimes and crimes against humanity and that parti
cipation in issuing and carrying out these laws implies criminal complicity ... 
The accusation, in short, is that of conscious participation in a system of cruelty 
and injustice, spread over the whole country and organized by the government, 
in violation of the laws of war and the laws of humanity, committed in the name 
of justice and of the authority of the Ministry of Justice and with the aid of the 
courts. The murderer's dagger was concealed beneath the robe of the jurist. (Das 
Niirnberger Juristenurteil - The Judgement in the Nuremberg Jurists' Trial - All- 
gemeiner Teil, Hamburg, 1948, p. 42)

Therefore the Allied Control Council decreed in article IV of its law no. 4 of 
30 October 1945 on the basis of the Potsdam Agreement:

"For the purpose of transforming the German legal system, all previous mem
bers of the nazi party who took an active part in its activities, and all other per
sons who were directly involved in the methods of punishment of the Hitler 
regime must be deprived of their office as judges and public prosecutors and may 
not be re-admitted to such offices."

On the basis of democratic international law the United Nations Economic 
and Social Council (ECOSOC) adopted the following resolution on 28 July 1965:

1. All states are called upon to continue their efforts to ensure that, in accor
dance with international law and national legislation, those criminals 
responsible for war crimes and crimes against humanity are to be traced, 
seized and punished appropriately by the competent courts. They should 
cooperate for this purpose, especially by making available all documents 
they have on such crimes.

2. All states concerned which have not yet joined the Convention on the pre
vention and punishment of crimes of genocide of 9 December 1948 are 
called upon to do so as soon as possible.

THE GDR ESTABLISHED ORDER

In the German Democratic Republic these obligations were fulfilled. Jurists who 
were active members of the NSDAP and participated in the legislation or juris
diction of the "Third Reich" were removed at once from the judicial system in 
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1945. Their place was taken by anti-fascist lawyers, members of the resistance, 
workers, peasants and office employees. There is not one judge or public prose
cutor in the GDR who belonged to the NSDAP.

Jurists who took part in the terror sentences were justly punished, as was, for 
example, the previous public prosecutor in the special court in Leipzig, Dr. Dr. 
Anger, who was proved to have been involved in a judicial murder in 1945. 
Having served a long term of imprisonment in the GDR he was welcomed in 
West Germany and employed as public prosecutor in Essen. Even a criminal 
lawyer like the previous assessor of the special court in Posen (Poznan), Johan
nes Breier, who had succeeded in disappearing as keeper of the archives in a 
factory did not escape his punishment. When documents concerning his parti
cipation in death sentences were discovered the district court at Schwerin senten
ced him to eight years' imprisonment.

His still more heavily incriminated superiors in the nazi special court in 
Posen (Poznan), Bommels and Hucklenbroich, on the other hand became duly 
installed jurists in West Germany, Bommels as senate president in Saarbriicken 
and Hucklenbroich as provincial court director in Wuppertal. Today they receive 
high pensions and they have avoided criminal procedures up till now. Their 
accomplice. Dr. Jungmann, formerly public prosecutor in the special court in 
Posen, is still in office as public prosecutor in Essen.

The legal administration of the GDR, which was completely rebuilt on the 
basis of humanist German legal traditions, punished and expiated all nazi and 
war crimes as a matter of course.

COMPREHENSIVE LEGAL AID

The GDR has always regarded it as its right and duty to point to the dangerous 
development in West Germany and to demand that the past be consistently over
come. It gave legal aid in 113 trials of nazi and war criminals in West Germany. 
It supplied West German judicial authorities with innumerable preliminary 
inquiries, e. g. the Bemburg region alone made available material against 78 per
sons in 1948. In the Auschwitz trial in Frankfurt-on-Main, the greatest West Ger
man post-war trial of nazi and war criminals, the GDR is represented by the 
representative of the co-plaintiffs, Professor Dr. Kaul.

A further 1,580 death sentences in which lawyers working in West Germany 
collaborated were handed over to the West German legal authorities and 4,000 
documents on other nazi or war crimes handed over or sent.

Finally the GDR has named, at numerous press conferences since 1955, a total 
of 1,310 former jurists previously belonging to the nazi emergency courts, who 
are again in office in West Germany.
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What happened to the guilty nazi jurists in West Germany?
Were they removed from office?
Were they justly punished?

BONN PROTECTS THE MURDERERS

Contrary to official announcements of the Federal Ministry of Justice, more than 
800 jurists of the nazi emergency courts are still practising in West Germany. 
Not one of the nazi lawyers, some charged with over 100 death sentences, were 
brought to trial. These "administrators of justice", who without exception served 
inhumanity, injustice and aggression have, up to now, again reached the highest 
positions in the West German state and judicial system.

Even nazi and war criminals legally sentenced by states of the anti-Hitler 
coalition were employed by Bonn in full knowledge of their past. Thus, for 
exemple. Dr. Leonhard Drach was promoted public prosecutor in Frankenthal in 
1956 and later senior public prosecutor although as a nazi public prosecutor in 
courts martial and special courts in occupied Luxemburg he had requested many 
death sentences which had been complied with. After 1945 Drach was sentenced 
in Luxemburg to 20 and 15 years in prison for his crimes.

Former public prosecutor Josef Wienecke at a special court in Luxemburg who 
after 1945 was sentenced to ten years imprisonment in absentia because he did 
not return from a leave on parole became public prosecutor in Koblenz in 1953. 
Later he was promoted first public prosecutor although his past was known.

The former employee of the nazi administration of justice Dr. Otto Bauknecht 
who was sentenced to four years in prison after the liberation of Luxemburg was 
also installed in office in West Germany in 1956, first as provincial court presi
dent in Kreuznach. Today young jurists have to prove their qualification for 
the West German juridical service in the first and second state examination 
before him who is now president of the juridical examination office.

Even the chairman of the special court in Luxemburg Adolf Raderschall 
- sentenced to death in absentia - as a provincial court director retired, serves in 
Rhineland-Palatinate as a lower court counsellor and is now an old-age pensioner 
with a pension exceeding many times those of his victims. Drach, Wienecke and 
Bauknecht have not yet been removed from their offices up to this day despite 
protests from Luxemburg. (Data from Der Spiegel, Hamburg, 5 May 1965 and 
3 February 1965 and Die Welt, Hamburg, 15 July 1965)

Dr. Kurt Bellmann, hanging judge in Prague who was sentenced to life impri
sonment in Czechoslovakia and delivered to the Federal Republic as a non-amnes- 
tied person became provincial court director in Hanover. Bellmann was respon
sible for 110 proved death sentences against Czechoslovak citizens. Today he 
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receives a monthly pension of more than 2,000 marks as remuneration for his 
murders.

The effects of the Bonn policy of protecting and promoting nazi and war crimi
nals and the identification of Bonn with the "Third Reich" are clearly reflected in 
the Schlegelberger family.

The father. Dr. Franz Schlegelberger, was acting minister of justice in the 
Hitler government in 1941-42. During his period in office and with his approval 
the organs of justice killed thousands of German and foreign opponents of the 
Hitler war. Jews who were sentenced to imprisonment by the courts were 
executed on the order of Schlegelberger. The notorious "undercover decree" 
which provided for the imprisonment of all Hitler opponents without an arrest 
warrant was worked out by him, too. During his period in office the "criminal 
law decree against Poles" was issued, which instructed all special courts to pass 
death sentences for the slightest offences. He himself proposed that half-Jews 
be sterilized or deported.

Schlegelberger was sentenced to life imprisonment for his crimes in the Nurem
berg jurists' trial. But today Bonn remunerates his blood guilt with a monthly 
pension of 1,450 marks.

His son Hartwig sentenced German soldiers to death as senior staff judge of 
the nazi navy and participated in their execution in the Brandenburg prison. (See 
Table 22)

Today Dr. Hartwig Schlegelberger as minister of the interior of Schleswig- 
Holstein sees to it that this province is a paradise for war criminals. His special 
care is devoted to the preparation of the emergency dictatorship. On the occasion 
of an official visit of Danish Prime Minister Krag Hartwig Schlegelberger tried 
in a fascist manner to force upon him the involvement of Denmark in his emer
gency plans. Prime Minister Krag reacted upon this encroachment on the so
vereignty of his country by "ignoring" Schlegelberger's statements. (Sild- 
deutsche Zeitung, Stuttgart, 26-27 June 1965)

The second son of the leading blood jurist of Hitler Germany, Gunther Schle
gelberger, earlier served in the Ribbentrop Foreign Office. He, of all persons, 
was named ambassador to Saigon by the Erhard government, where he is one 
of the wire-pullers for the support and extension of the barbaric war of invasion 
of the USA as official representative of the Federal Republic.

THE WAGES OF CRIME

All seriously incriminated nazi jurists who had to retire from their offices after 
revelations of the GDR, Czechoslovakia, the People's Republic of Poland, France, 
and the protests of democratic forces throughout the world received high pensions 
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from the day of their retirement, pensions which exceed by far the indemnifica
tions of their victims.

These wages of crime were legally fixed by paragraph 116 of the West German 
judges law of 8 September 1961. According to it those hanging judges who re
tired receive full pensions even before reaching the retirement age. All those who 
did not abandon their sphere of influence voluntarily by 30 June 1962 were to be 
retired from office without payment according to a Bundestag decision of 14 June 
1961. But up to the present day no case has become known in which one of the 
seriously incriminated nazi jurists was removed from his position without reward 
and by force. This means that Bonn even disregarded its own mild regulations in 
order to protect the murderers in judges' robes. The following seriously incrimi
nated jurists, among others, had to retire from office and receive pensions of 
from 1,300 up to 2,000 marks:

Name of jurist Pensioned in Number of death sentences proved by the GDR or Czechoslovakia1 2 3Dr. Bruchhausbefore 1945: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"after 1945: public prosecutor in Wuppertal
May 1961 33

Dr. Bommelsbefore 1945: provincial court director in the special court in Posen (Poznan)after 1945: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in Saarbriicken
September 1961 44

Dannegger, Dr. Johannesbefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Pragueafter 1945: senior judge in Wiedenbriick
May 1961 29

Frankel, Wolfgangbefore 1945: deputy Reich prosecutor in the Reich Court in Leipzig1962: federal prosecutor general
July 1962 50

Eisele, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: lower court counsellor and senate president in the special court, Prague, Czechoslovak war criminal list No. A-38/65after 1945: superior provincial court counsellor in Stuttgart
July 1962 32

Heinebefore 1945: lower court counsellor in the special court, Pragueafter 1945: lower court counsellor in Duisburg
May 1961 46

Dr. Hucklenbroichbefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in thespecial court, Posen (Poznan)after 1945: provincial court director in Wuppertal
March 1961 63
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Name of jurist Pensioned in Number of death sentences proved by the GDR or Czechoslovakia1 2 3Jaagerbefore 1945: public prosecutor in the special court, Vienna, and accuser in the "People's Court"after 1945: first public prosecutor in the SuperiorProvincial Court in Schleswig
August 1959 13

Dr. Lenhardtbefore 1945: provincial court director, accuser in the "People's Court"after 1945: senior public prosecutor in Neustadt on the Weinstrasse
June 1960 24

Ludwig, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: senior public prosecutor in the special court, Pragueafter 1945: public prosecutor in Dusseldorf
March 1961 77

Michalowskibefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bromberg (Bydgosccz) Polish war criminal list No. III/18after 1945: lower court counsellor in Monchen-Gladbach
March 1963 58

Dr. Mohsbefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hohensalza (Inowraclaw) after 1945: provincial court counsellor in Frankenthal
January 1961 81

Dr. Reimersbefore 1945: supreme court counsellor, judge in the special court, Berlin and in the "People's Court" after 1945: provincial court counsellor in Ravensburg
January 1963 124

Weiss, Klausbefore 1945: provincial court director in the special court, Zichenau (Ciechanov)after 1945: provincial court counsellor in Oldenburg
May 1962 127

von Zeschaubefore 1945: provincial court counsellor, accuser in the "People's Court"after 1945: provincial court counsellor in Nuremberg
December 1962 18

von Zeynek, Dr. Wolfgangbefore 1945: public prosecutor in the special court, Pragueafter 1945: provincial court counsellor in Nuremberg
December 1962 112

The preliminary inquiries which had to be introduced by reason of charges 
by the Association of Anti-fascist Resistance Fighters of Czechoslovakia or West 
German citizens were stopped by the West German courts. This happened, for 
example, in the case of the former deputy Reich prosecutor, Frankel. This nazi 
lawyer was prosecutor general in West Germany in 1962!
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The Superior Provincial Court in Karlsruhe said, on 3 September 1964, on 
discontinuing the preliminary proceedings, "the possibility of proof... that the 
accused ever doubted the validity of the regulations mentioned, let alone re
cognized their invalidity, during the war ... is lacking". Frankel who was char
ged by the GDR with 50 murders is granted "inconclusive evidence" in this 
decision "which excludes proof of intent".

This implies nothing less than sanctioning the crimes of the robed murderers 
and vindicating the nazi regime.

The reason for this ingenious argumentation becomes obvious when one 
knows the role which these servants of injustice were to play in West Germany. 
They stood in the first rank in the setting up of a special political justice, in the 
working out of new arbitrary laws and finally in the preparation of a military 
dictatorship.

HITLER'S SPECIAL COURTS AS EXAMPLE

Dr. Ernst Kanter, former judge in the Reich Court, chief judge in occupied Den
mark and general judge of the nazi Wehrmacht, had an authoritative share in the 
construction of the special justice of West Germany on the model of the nazi 
special courts. Kanter was shown to have committed the most serious crimes by 
the GDR and Danish citizens and authorities.

Bonn installed him as highest judge of political attitudes as senate president 
of the third penal senate of the Federal Supreme Court. Here he examined the 
nazi jurists active in his sphere. On 26 November 1957 he wrote to the Deutsche 
Volkszeitung in Dusseldorf that "it could be stated without more ado that re
proaches which could be the occasion for penal or disciplinary punishments can 
not be justified".

Under his supervision a whole network of political special courts came into 
existence. As the nazis had a special court in every superior provincial court 
district a special political court now exists in every superior provincial court 
district in West Germany. One of the most notorious jurists of these special 
political courts was Public Prosecutor Ottersbach in Luneburg who won his 
laurels as public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice). (See 
page 135 and Table 23) 

200,000 POLITICAL PROCEEDINGS

The juridical basis for the reintroduction of the political attitude justice is the 
first criminal change law (lightning law) of 30 August 1951. This law was 
worked out by the already mentioned former government counsellor in the nazi 
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Ministry of Justice and present ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of 
Justice, Dr. Josef Schafheutle. He took his "experiences" from his terror laws 
of 1933 on the basis of which the notorious People's Court and the nazi special 
courts came into existence; they delivered tens of thousands of citizens of almost 
all European countries to the hangman. Since the coming into force of Schaf- 
heutle's lightning law in 1951 until the end of 1961, 200,000 political proceed
ings were carried through according to information of the 11th working session 
of the West German amnesty committee and the defending counsels in political 
criminal proceedings which affected 500,000 West German citizens.

Prominent representatives of the CDU/CSU have for years been demanding 
the reintroduction of the death penalty for political acts. Bundestag Vice- 
President Jaeger (CSU) demanded this already in 1957 (Frau und Politik - 
Women and Politics, Bonn, 15 December 1957), and no less a person than the 
then minister of justice Schaffer (CSU) wanted to introduce the death penalty 
for "high treason" in 1958. (Neue Ruhr-Zeitung, Essen, 14 June 1958) At a press 
conference on 25 June 1965 in Berlin Max Reimann, secretary of the Communist 
Party of Germany, revealed the alarming fact that the endeavours of the West 
German emergency politicians in the legal committee of the Bundestag - which 
always closely cooperated with Schafheutle in the preparation of laws hostile to 
the people - have already reached the stage of the bill on the reintroduction of 
the death penalty.

THE NEW PENAL CODE - A NAZI LAW

At the same time Schafheutle is responsible to the Federal Ministry of Justice 
for working out the draft of the penal code, which contains a number of increased 
penalties, for example, for "high treason", these sometimes corresponding in con
tent or word for word with the definitions of 1933-34 which were formulated by 
him.

Besides Schafheutle, 23 well-known lawyers work or worked in the "Great 
Penal Law Commission". Sixteen of them had already held important judicial 
posts during the nazi dictatorship, among them
- the former president of the Senate of the Federal Supreme Court, Dr. Kanter, 
- the prosecutor general in 1962, Frankel, who was charged with 50 murders 

by the GDR and now draws a monthly pension of at least 2,500 marks, and
- the former official expert for political crimes in the nazi Ministry of Justice, 

Dr. Wilkerling, today ministerial director in the Ministry of Justice of Lower 
Saxony.
With the new draft of the penal code, the administration of justice with regard 

to political convictions, the proceedings against patriots, opponents of nuclear 
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war and emergency legislation are to be intensified even more. Moreover, it 
directly serves Bonn's aggressive aims. The official explanation on paragraph 3 
("The German penal law applies to crimes which are committed within the coun
try") states, for example:

"The country includes, concerning the present situation in international law, 
besides the regions which belong to the area where the penal code is in force (i.e., 
the Federal Republic) also those which lie beyond this area. This includes the 
Soviet occupation zone of Germany, the Soviet sector of Berlin and the remaining 
areas of the German Reich within the borders of 31 December 1937, which are 
at present under foreign administration."

The draft states further, that an introductory law must determine the penalties 
coming into force for crimes "which are committed on German territory but 
beyond the area where the penal law is in force (i.e.. Federal Republic)". How
ever, it explicitly emphasizes: "The draft, however, does not intend to determine 
these principles (for the transition period) in the penal code intended for long
term use."

Thus it is openly stated what areas are to be annexed. Thus the West German 
penal code fully serves the armament monopolies and the Hitler generals whose 
sole aim is to have their revenge for the defeat in the Second World War.

The effect that the penal code has had, even before its acceptance, was shown 
by the arrest of the chief editor of the Deutschlandsender broadcasting station, 
Dr. Grasnick at the end of July 1962. Even Public Prosecutor, Loesdau had to 
admit that Dr. Grasnick was guilty of no crime within West German territory. 
He was arrested only on account of his activities in the GDR, he said.

SPECIALISTS IN DICTATORSHIP
CREATED THE EMERGENCY LAWS

As in the case of the new penal code - intended as a part of a system based on 
emergency laws - Hitler's specialists in dictatorship were also authors of the 
emergency laws. Bonn's Minister of the Interior Hocherl is mainly responsible 
for the draft of the emergency laws, having served the Hitler dictatorship as 
public prosecutor in Regensburg on the basis of available testimony. In this posi
tion he demanded the death penalty for a Polish citizen, because of a love affair 
with a German girl shortly before the end of the war.

As the former chairman of the Bundestag's Commission on Justice - he is now 
defence delegate in the Bundestag - Matthias Hoogen (CDU/CSU) (Christian 
Democratic Union - Christian Social Union) pressed to get the dictatorship 
laws into force as quickly as possible. Hoogen was judge advocate with the nazi 
Luftwaffe and chief regimental judge with the "Kurlandarmee". (see p. 130 and 
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Table 24) Dr. Hans Globke, Adenauer's former state secretary, condemned to 
imprisonment for life in the GDR, also helped to draw up the drafts of the emer
gency laws. In addition to his ingenious murder directives against the Jewish 
population, Globke proved his "value” to the nazis by drafting the "law for re
moving the distress of the people and the country" of 1 June 1933 (Hitler's 
enabling act for Prussia).

The present ministerial director in the Bonn Ministry of the Interior and head 
of the "Constitution, Constitutional Law and Administration" department. 
Dr. Rudolf Toyka, is also one of the authors of the emergency laws. During the 
Second World War Toyka was a government counsellor with the "Reich gov
ernor" in Posen (Poznan), liaison man with the Gestapo and Himmler's Security 
Service.

Ministerial Counsellor Rippich is one of the emergency experts of the Min
istry of the Interior. He gathered his experiences for this activity as SS leader 
under Himmler; he therefore thought it to be desirable to go into hiding in Ar
gentina after 1945. In 1954 he was "assigned to the Federal Ministry of the 
Interior... on the basis of reliable recommendations" as the Hamburger Echo 
noted on 18 November 1958.

In the Bonn Ministry of the Interior he organized the struggle against the 
democratic referendum action against the atomic armament of the Bundeswehr 
as head of the "psychological defence" special staff.

Dr. Stothfang, who worked as the head director of administration in the 
Federal Office for Labour Supply and Unemployment Insurance of the Federal 
Ministry of Labour until 1962, worked out the Emergency Service Act. Under 
Hitler he gained his spurs as ministerial counsellor to the notorious "Deputy 
for Labour Supply", Sauckel. In the Nuremberg trial nazi Gauleiter and SS 
General Sauckel, who organized the enforced deportation of hundreds of 
thousands of citizens from occupied countries and their employment in Germany 
as slave labourers, was sentenced to death.

Whoever knows these facts can no longer be surprised that the emergency 
laws have the same purpose as Hitler's dictatorship and forced labour laws - 
namely to secure the peace of the grave-yard at home so as to be able to realize 
aggressive political aims abroad. Nothing else could be expected from the law
givers of fascist Germany, who serve the interests of the aggressive armament 
monopolies today, just as they did then.
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CONCENTRATION CAMP MURDERER
AND GESTAPO INFORMER GRANTS GENERAL AMNESTY

The fact that the West German judicial system is permeated with lawyers with 
blood on their hands and that they support Bonn's policy of aggression and its 
suppression of those holding other political beliefs is one of the reasons why 
there is no genuine prosecution of nazi and war criminals in West Germany.

Up to 1 January 1964 a total of 12,457 persons were charged with nazi crimes. 
But only 5,234 of them, i.e„ 42 per cent, were sentenced. 3,872 of the accused, i.e. 
almost 1 in 3, were acquitted. The proceedings against 2,539 persons were dis
continued. (Figures from Die Verfolgung nationalsozialistischer Straftaten im 
Gebiet der Bundesrepublik Deutschland seit 1945 - The Prosecution of National 
Socialist Crimes in the Territory of the Federal Republic of Germany since 1945, 
Bonn, 1964)

The protection given by Bonn to the nazi and war criminals is particularly 
evident if one considers the degree of punishment of those condemned. West 
German Public Prosecutor Dr. Barbara Just-Dahlmann established:

"One mark per murder" or "ten minutes of imprisonment per accused mur
der". {Der Spiegel, Hamburg, 1961, No. 51)

The so-called desk criminals, a stroke of whose pen wiped out the lives of 
hundreds of thousands of human beings, were excluded from any kind of pro
secution from the very beginning.

Bonn's attempts to grant a general amnesty to all nazi and war criminals are 
as old as the Federal Republic itself. Already three months after its formation an 
act of amnesty (''Law on the granting of impunity") was adopted on 1 December 
1949. These attempts reached their peak in the "Law on the calculation of the 
terms of limitation, which was announced on 13 April 1965 by the confidant of 
the Gestapo office at Stettin (Szczecin) and the murderer of the Leau concentra
tion camp, Federal President Liibke.

Thereby the limitation of the time within which nazi murder and mass mur
der must be prosecuted is arbitrarily fixed for 31 December 1969. This statute 
violates all the norms of international law, which recognizes no statute of limita
tions for crimes against peace and humanity, no statute of limitations for war 
criminals. It is aimed against the will of the peoples, which is expressed in world
wide opposition to fascism, a will demanding just punishment for all war and 
nazi criminals.

This statute, which is contrary to international law, was drawn up - according 
to an announcement of the American press agency UPI on 18 March 1965 - by 
Hitler's lawgiver. Dr. Josef Schafheutle, who has already been named several 
times.
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They Returned Bloody Verdicts
Berthold DEATH PENALTY FOR A LOVE AFFAIR

Wolfgang
today: financial court counsellor in Hanover

Paul Berkheim, born on 10 August 1911, had to fight his way through life for 
years as a casual labourer. It was very difficult for him as a "half-Jew" to get 
a steady job during the regime of Globke's race laws. Eventually, in 1941, he 
succeeded, having had to adopt the second first name of Israel in accordance 
with Globke's name law, in finding employment as porter and occasional waiter. 
But after a short time he was again tom out of this situation - this time for ever.

Paul Berkheim had an "Aryan" girl-friend. According to Globke's "Law on 
the protection of the race" this was a crime, for according to his paragraphs 2 
and 5, intercourse between Jews and "Aryans" was subject to penal servitude. 
In his commentary to paragraph 2 of the "Law for the protection of the race" 
Globke even wrote: "They (the Nuremberg Laws - editor) force the half-caste, 
the bastard, to die out".

According to the verdict Paul Berkheim had "committed three intentional 
crimes within a space of less than 5 years .. .The assessment of the crime as a 
whole reveals that he is a dangerous habitual criminal."

An original sentence of seven years imprisonment pronounced by the special 
court in Berlin was still not severe enough for the Reich Court. A plea of nullity 
was lodged. The case was taken to Berlin for a second trial.

At this second trial, which took place on 9 April 1943 before special court III 
in Berlin, the then public prosecutor. Dr. Berthold, acted as plaintiff. On his 
request Berkheim was "condemned... to death tor contaminating the race in 
three instances". (Reference number: Sond. Ill I DKLs 35/42 - 783/42). The ex
planation for the verdict shows how little the nazi lawyers valued the life of a 
Jewish citizen. It says on this point, among other things: "Bringing dishonour 
to the race is in itself a crime ... which is aimed against the stability of German 
nationhood... wherever the German nation finds itself struggling for its ... 
future, threatened by world-wide Jewry . . . The worthlessness of his per
sonality ... makes any further toleration ... appear insufferable."

This shameful verdict was already published four years ago by the Committee 
for German Unity in the document "Rewarded Murderers". Meanwhile a further 
five death sentences have been found on which Berthold worked. But to this day 
this murderer holds, completely unmolested, his high position as financial court 
counsellor in the Federal Republic. (See Table 25)
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Dally AN ATTEMPTED MURDER FRAME-UP
Karl

today: provincial court director in Duisburg

Former nazi Judge Dally, now living in Duisburg and having advanced to pro
vincial court director, condemned the Polish citizen Ignatz Lorenz to death for 
"attempted murder" on 5 November 1941 before the special court in Bromberg 
(Bydgoszcz). (Reference number: 6 SD Kis. 46/41)

A few days after the invasion of Poland by Hitler Germany, when some of the 
German minority, misused by the nazis as a 5th column, were committing whole
sale acts of sabotage behind the lines of the Polish troops, Lorenz was sup
posed to have shot at a "Volksdeutsche" (i.e. folk German - persons of German 
origin living abroad) who was under arrest and accompanied by an armed Polish 
railway policeman. On the other hand, according to his evidence, Lorenz, who 
had met both of the persons by chance, had fired into the air when the man 
under arrest escaped. Neither the court nor the witnesses, who contradicted one 
another, could prove the contrary. Nevertheless the then nazi Judge Dally 
constructed from this a charge of attempted murder. He regarded as ''proven" 
the charge that the accused had intended to kill with a base motive a "defenceless 
German", whose crimes are shamefully kept secret in the verdict. Two years 
after the alleged crime he condemned him to death by the retrospective applica
tion of the nazi laws.

Dally also rejected the appeal for mercy. In the report of the attorney-general 
of 26 November 1941 in which mercy was refused it had to be admitted: "That it 
could not be established whether Lorenz had shot at a fleeing German. However, 
the court has regarded as proven the charge that Lorenz fired at the man under 
arrest..

On 20 January 1942 the sentence was carried out by the executioner.
According to information which is as yet incomplete, Dally condemned 

23 Polish citizens to death. Because of these crimes against humanity Dally was 
added to the list of war criminals by the Polish government. The GDR has been 
publishing documents signed by Dally since 1959. The West German Socialist 
Students' Union made indictments against him several years ago. Despite the 
great amount of conclusive evidence the public prosecutor stopped the prelimin
ary proceedings begun against Dally in Duisburg on 16 August 1962 (Reference 
number: 14 Js 4 p 9/60). Dally still holds office today and can dispense "justice".
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Dreher MORE SEVERE THAN THE SPECIAL COURT 
Eduard.
today: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of Justice, Bonn

At the proceedings of the special court at Innsbruck on 15 April 1942, Public 
Prosecutor Dr. Dreher demanded the death penalty for the Austrian pedlar 
Karoline Hauser. Frau Hauser had bought clothing coupons from a second-hand 
dealer who should have given them up for pulping. This meant that she could 
trade freely with clothing articles and underclothing, which had been rationed 
by the government in Austria since the nazi occupation. The special court did 
not accept Dreher's request. It condemned Frau Hauser to 15 years' imprison
ment.

This did not satisfy Dreher. He wanted the death penalty at all events and 
moved a plea of nullity. The Reich Court then quashed the verdict and referred 
the matter once again to the special court at Innsbruck for a new decision. On 
14 August 1942 Dreher again demanded the death penalty. This time too the 
special court turned down his proposal and sentenced her for a second time to 
15 years' imprisonment. Dreher, however, succeeded in having her sent to a 
"work-house", i.e., a concentration camp, which in most cases meant the same 
as a death sentence. (Reference number: Kis. 37/42)

Another victim of Dreher's "legal conceptions" is the gardener Josef Knoflach 
against whom Dreher effected a death sentence from the Innsbruck special court 
because Knoflach had used a bicycle without authority and taken some food
stuffs, that is, the theft of food.

Dreher's name has already been mentioned in 1959 in the document Wir kla- 
gen an (We Accuse). This publication was sent to the Federal Ministry of Justice 
and to all important legal institutions. Yet not a hair of Dreher's head was hurt. 
On the contrary. After two representatives of the prosecutor general of the GDR 
in West Germany had handed over two death sentences in which Dreher had 
played a part, he was promoted - almost as a reward for his crimes - from 
ministerial counsellor to ministerial director.

As a coordination expert and reporter of the Great Penal Law Commission he 
had decisive influence on the draft of the Penal Code. Thus, for example, he 
wants to deprive the opponents of Bonn's policies of the right to vote:

"In my opinion, the statute proceeds irom the principle that the citizen can, 
on the one hand, vote as he wants to, but that, on the other hand, he should vote 
as he thinks best for the benefit of the state. If, however, a citizen stabs, so to 
speak, the state in the back and thus proves that he is opposed to the well-being 
of the state, it might be quite sensible to deprive him of his right to vote.” 
(Minutes of the Great Penal Law Commission, Vol. X, p. 253)

At the conference on "high treason" Dreher demanded that a crime endanger-
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ing the state suffice as basic evidence: "Actually I would have no scruples about 
letting a crime endangering the state suffice as basic evidence..(op.cit. p.210). 
Dreher regards strike action as a forbidden "means of coercing parliament" 
(op.cit. p. 261)

The distorter of the law and enemy of democracy Dr. Dreher is the type of 
experienced nazi lawyer that the Bonn government, in the interests of its policies 
which are inimical to the interests of the people, does not want to relinquish.

Felmy THE GESTAPO WAS TOO MILD FOR HIM
Dr.

today: public prosecutor in Oldenburg

As he did not want to leave his aged mother and had to support a sick sister as 
well, the miner, Franz Koslowski, bom 3 September 1912 and without any 
previous convictions, asked the competent nazi occupation authorities not to 
deport him to Germany. The labour office promised to take his request into con
sideration. He would have to produce a certificate stating that he was fully em
ployed in that district, within 24 hours. When he fulfilled this request he was 
described by one of the labour office officials as unwilling to work, seized by the 
collar and handed over to the police. According to statements made by the of
ficials, a scuffle between the two of them ensued.

The Polish citizen was held under arrest for a few weeks by the Gestapo, and 
then released, however, as they considered the case, according to the verdict, 
"not particularly serious".

Felmy, the public prosecutor at the special court at Graudenz (Grudziadz), 
held a different view. On 7 November 1941 he reported to the nazi Ministry of 
Justice: "I first became acquainted with the case on 16 June 1941 through a 
telephone call from the lower court judge in Neumark (Dr. Babendreyer, today 
lower court counsellor in Lippstadt - editor), who did not consider the local 
political police station s handling of the case sufficient... we must reckon with 
the death penalty."

At the main proceedings of the special court at Graudenz on 4 December 1941 
Felmy demanded the death penalty for the innocent Polish citizen. The court 
complied with his demand. Thereupon Franz Koslowski was executed on 28 Jan
uary 1942. (See Table 23)

Felmy's name is on the Polish government's list of war criminals under num
ber 80/192. Since February 1959 19 death sentences in which he was implicated 
have been published by the Committee of German Unity. Yet until now Bonn 
and the Ministry of Justice in Lower Saxony have not regarded this as a reason 
for removing Felmy from office and justly punishing him. Nor was any attention 
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paid by the provincial Ministry of Justice to the indictment of the 1st Chairman 
of the VVN (Association of Victims of Nazism) of Lower Saxony, Ludwig Land- 
wehr, on 2 May 1960.

Ganser SENTENCED TO DEATH FOR SHELTERING A CHILD
Jo set

today: senate president in the Federal Patent Court until April 1965

"I protest to the utmost... against the verdict of 30 July 1943!" Thus wrote the 
nazi lawyer Dr. Ganser on 4 January 1944, when he gave his reasons for opposing 
a verdict acquitting the Polish woman, Anna Zwarycz.

Anna Zwarycz had adopted an 18-month-old Jewish child in October 1942 to 
save it from certain death in the nazi gas chambers. In the lower court on 30 July 
1943 she was acquitted because she had "kept the child openly and made known 
to everyone that it was Jewish". For Ganser, the senior government counsellor in 
the nazi Ministry of Justice and head of department III of the main department 
for justice in the "Generalgouvemement", Anna Zwarycz' humane action was a 
crime deserving death:

. This regulation makes it quite clear that its intention is to bind the Jews 
to certain places and moreover to deprive them of the possibility of staying 
anywhere other than these places. Therefore, any attempt to facilitate such a stay 
by granting shelter and food must be regarded ... as giving refuge ... It would 
be most unjust if one who granted shelter openly and audaciously should go 
unpunished, while one who does the same thing secretly incurs the death penalty. 
Therefore in the case at hand there can be no doubt that the accused gave refuge
to a Jewish child."

Ganser achieved his inhuman aim. Anna Zwarycz was condemned to death on
3 March 1944. (See Table 26) As a result of Ganser's "protest to the utmost" a 
sentence of two years' imprisonment against the Polish physician Dr. Sigismund
Walczynski was quashed and changed to a sentence of death. Ganser wrote:

"The sentence of two years' imprisonment passed on the accused Walczynski 
is quite inadequate. An abortion carried out on a German women signifies a
weakening of the vitality of the German nation__ In this case a sentence is
required which completely exhausts the judicial framework of penalties ..." 

Thereupon Dr. Walczynski was condemned to death on 9 February 1943 by the
German superior court at Krakow as "harmful to the German people".

In an interview with the Munich newspaper Abendzeitung Ganser made a first
partial confession of his murder guilt. In April 1965 Ganser had to retired on 
pension because of the GDR's exposures. The reward for his crimes is a monthly
pension of 2,400 marks.
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Hoogen HOLD-OUT POLICY IN TOTAL WAR
Mathias

today: deience delegate of the Bundestag

Hoogen completed his "probation" for the post of defence delegate as a judge 
advocate in the fascist Luftwaffe and judge with the rank of colonel in the Kur- 
landarmee. In 1944 Hoogen was still giving murder orders in accordance with 
Hitler's policy of holding out to the very last. Thus on 24 April 1944 he demanded 
the death penalty for the German soldier Felix Stolz, the father of five children.

Stolz had succeeded for the time being in fleeing from one of the notorious 
convict fighting units. The doctor who carried out the medical inspection stated 
on 22 April 1944:

"As the exact circumstances of his desertion were still completely unknown a 
definite verdict on his mental condition at the time of committing the crime 
cannot be made with certainty .. ''

Nevertheless Hoogen demanded the death sentence for "desertion" only two 
days later.

The arguments of the counsel for the defence. Lieutenant Ostermann, also 
failed to have any effect on Hoogen. The former expressed his attitude to the 
verdict once more in writing on 28 April 1944. Here he says:

"One must also take into consideration the fact that Stolz was in a convict unit 
for some time before his crime, whereby he was presumably weakened physically 
even more, also as a result of the poor nourishment (50 per cent of normal 
rations) ... for the reasons stated it seems fitting to change the sentence of death 
into a sentence of penal servitude."

Yet Felix Stolz was killed on 18 July 1944 in accordance with the wishes of 
Hoogen and the present superior provincial court counsellor in Dusseldorf, 
Lefringhausen, who gave the firing orders. (See Table 24)

After the defeat of fascism Hoogen quickly came back into favour in West 
Germany. In 1949 he became a delegate of the CDU to the Bundestag. In 1956 
he had a leading part in suppressing the protest that the compulsory military ser
vice act was a violation of the constitution. Hoogen welcomed wholeheartedly 
the illegal prohibition of the KPD (Communist Party of Germany) and actively 
opposed the national referendum on equipping the Bundeswehr with nuclear 
weapons in 1958. As chairman of the judicial committee of the Bundestag Hoogen 
gained special "honours" by whitewashing Strauss, the former corrupt minister 
of war.

Hoogen, when he held this post, also prevented the judicial system from being 
purged of nazi hanging judges. He missed no opportunity of pressing to have the 
emergency laws passed. He wanted the dictatorship laws to go through the Bun
destag as early as 1964.
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In December 1964 the blood-guilty lawyer Hoogen was given the post of 
defence delegate in the Bundestag so he can completely build up the Bundeswehr 
and put the emergency laws, which he helped to work out, into practice against 
the population of West Germany.

Hupers DEATH PENALTY FOR DEFENCE AND SELF-DEFENCE 
Dr.

today: chief public prosecutor in Oldenburg

When it became known on 7 September 1939 - seven days after the fascist in
vasion of Poland - in what was then Monchsee and Dolenhain, that German 
paratroopers had been dropped in the area, several inhabitants tried to arm 
themselves in the emergency and defend their country. They searched the count
ryside for paratroopers and the farmsteads belonging to German settlers for 
weapons. In doing so they arrested two persons and took them to the station of 
the Polish national defence.

This was a case of a legal act of defence or self-defence against the aggressors 
and real violators of the peace and against the fifth column which was in league 
with them. Hupers, however, the first public prosecutor at the special court at 
Hohensalza (Inowraclaw) demanded that the death sentence be passed on Eduard 
Beger, Stanislaw Koslowski and Jan Roszak on 9 September 1941 for "severe 
breach of the peace". Three other Polish citizens were sentenced to five years' 
imprisonment for "simple breach of the peace".

They were convicted, contrary to all legal principles, according to a law which 
had no validity for the accused on the day of the "crime". Hupers expressed his 
attitude to a petition for mercy on 3 October 1941. In fascist jargon he said: 
"... I consider a reprieve impossible. In the case of the condemned men Beger, 
Koslowski and Roszak, we are dealing with dangerous criminals ..., tor whom, 
therefore, there can no longer be room in the community of the people."

According to information known up to now, Hupers had a part in 26 murder 
orders. Bonn has been informed of Huper's crimes by GDR publications since at 
least 1959. The 1st Chairman of the VVN of Lower Saxony, Ludwig Landwehr, 
presented an indictment in November 1961. Yet it was not Hupers who was 
punished but Ludwig Landwehr who was arrested in July 1962.
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Krebs DEATH PENALTY BECAUSE HE SOUGHT THE TRUTH 
Heinrich

today: judge in the Federal Social Court

As early as four years ago the Committee on German Unity proved that the 
former judge in Stuttgart, specialist in cases of high treason. Dr. Heinrich Krebs, 
was one of Hitler's bloodstained lawyers who pronounced the death sentence for 
trivialities. As an official of the public prosecutor's office Krebs demanded the 
death sentence for the workman Heinrich Fehrentz of Heidelberg at the superior 
provincial court in Stuttgart on 26 October 1943. Fehrentz had sought the truth 
which the nazis withheld from the German people and had listened to various 
foreign radio broadcasts. He discussed the news with acquaintances. For Krebs 
this was a crime deserving death.

The fascist special decree forbidding listening to foreign broadcasting sta
tions generally provided for sentences of imprisonment for such offences. But 
Krebs did not apply this decree during his prosecution. He demanded that he be 
condemned for "undermining the military potential" on the basis of the notorious 
"Decree on special war-time penal laws" and demanded the death penalty. He 
did not consider any possibilities of mitigating the sentence.

The death sentence against Heinrich Fehrentz was carried out. It had to be 
admitted in the verdict that he had said nothing but the truth: "He told of the 
alleged successes of the Russians on the Eastern Front, declared that Russia had 
been invaded by Germany and was fighting in defence of its freedom." (Reference 
number: OJs 115/43)

Krebs did not have to pronounce the death sentence even according to the 
unjust nazi laws - but he wanted to murder the nazi opponents who told the 
truth. (See Table 27)

Liebau DEATH PENALTY ON SUSPICION
Dr.

today: chief district judge in Seesen

The former expert on special courts in the nazi Ministry of Justice and district 
judge at the special court in Posen (Poznan) confirmed the emergency courts' 
terror sentences by his signature many times. One of Liebau's comments on ten 
Czechoslovakian resistance fighters, condemned to death on 27 November 1942, 
stems from 9 April 1943. They were charged with having maintained contacts 
with the allied powers - Great Britain and the Soviet Union - and with having 
informed them of conditions in their own country. Liebau wrote:
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Bewerbung um Verwendung in 
heitspolizel und im SD fUr

der Sioher-
die kolonien

(Eigenhandige Unterschrift)

Vornaaat
geboren aat 9.11.a? in: Braalau 
'/-Dienbtrang: H-SturabanafWurar

Pol.-Dianatstallung: Ragiarungsrat
Dlanatstellai laapaktaor dar SickarheitapoliMl und das SD
Bai Abordmmg auch Haimat- 
dianatstellai Baiehaaloharhaitahaoptant, Art IV.
;.ohnung (Ort, Strasaa): Barlia-Xehlaadorf,

* Flaaattaatr. 4.

JanllieMtand (lad., varh., gaaoh.,verw.): varhairatat 
Kinder (Zahl, Alter)t2 Ka» 9 Jabra uad 7 Jabra 
Schulbildung (Absahluaaprtlfung) 1

Abit nr,

Berufaau«bilduag(vor Eintrltt in loliiei oder GD)» 
Juriatiacbee Station, Garichtarafaraadar, 

Garlcbtaaaaaaaor, 
Raglerungaaaaaaaor,

Poliseilicha Prtlfungen: (auch Sonderausbildung) 
Kaine baaondaran Prtlfungen

Spraohkenntniaae (gelhufig od.schulmiissig): 
aohulaMaaig: franshaiech, 

engliach, 
ruaaiach,

Technische Kenatnisse (Fiihrerachein, Zeichnen, 
funktechn.Kenntnisse)s

FUhrerscheln III.Klasae, (friiher XII b)

m&Bs beantwortet habe.



Der .Chef der Ordnungepolisel Berlla, dea Cefr-.194A
Kdo II ? 2> (31 krai, .„/II _119

Chef Ido.I GenKazLFlade 1.7.
Ido. II i Oberst Abefier i.V.

' Gr.-L. i OberstIt. Huhn° irV. 
U.Gr.I*.  t Oberst It. HShne 
Sachb. i Hptrn. Jaster 1.7.

Petr, i Flaws ;flige Rrnennung 4d«?^stufs.-u.Mpt®s.d.SchF.
.Hermann K r a 1 k e r sub ?>-Stubaf.u.Uajor d.SehP.

Zu® jetaigen Dienstgrad ernannt Bit Wlrkong tob 1.8.1959'
RM.i 10.9.1959 HIL.-Ir.i 1008

I. P.r.on.lang.ab.ni 
a) lai, Vornaa, Kraiker.Heraann gebomp M 12.^.1912

Taalllenatand verb. tdnd.f 5
«3W ..it! 1.5.-1955 Glaub.tl.rtoat, ■ grt.
ftj.it> 1.6.19W

b). IgkUtrumt ttbar Taalll.natandi
Ll.rt: vor. (bl. Heft 51. 57),

o)

1st erbracht, bl.Raft Anh.Bl.15 und 1*.

d) >ront.ln«atz (auoh luftkrt.g.g.bl.t)i
Osteins.tz - 2 J, » Pon. - 
Unsram (««it 51.7.1944)

e) Vereendung 4a—ft^aaamw^ i
*.1S y, und dhltTi 1157/59 iSrfhrt.'Ar'.iu.. i.i.u.-Sachb.In lochua.
Ais Hptci 1 J,1 Mgn.Aagu.u.Pars.-3achb.1.bohhun u.Aussig, 10 Son.Komp.- 
/hr., Au«hilzcr,.-l5atl#3aekllnghaua«n, 1 J.5 .on, 19 53 KoapTTfifr'.’,fbl.Bat 
516 (9stei.-iBatz), 1 J.2 Boti.,iufs< -Batl.l4?-156C0ster

an.. Jatl.^Fhr .rk-Pol.- <ert. Sieanl*' Polltlaca.a (ggl. B.la.rtng uffir-ftmhmnt)। Ah 51.7.44, Satis.-PT 
T*T/tr*K  1M a U*"  ■ sm.

B) Zuatlanung der Bart.ikanzleli

*>) Krtegaauszelchnung.n (Weltkrleg und j.tzlg.r trl.gji 
'S.TI.kl. ( 1941 J.rK.l. KI. ( 1945 ) OHf-dalUr -IC.43 ; 
.■®''w'ri4et -h--n :> s‘h«arz C 1->4 ). )■:'. , .. .’.
in ! i.hnr ( 1944 ) , ‘-ipfArtr-i .»zrirhsiung Cr^v ■>'’ k»r

T.hl.i -i’’- ( '*44  )



^atiintalfojialiftifclTe BeutfdjeArbeiterpartei

002

Brr J»telltrertreta bra 3jnl[r»rs

«t.b

An den
Reichsfilhrer SS 
u.Chef der deutschen 
in Reichsai.nisteriua
Berlin NW 7,
Unter den Linden 74.

JHftndpn, ton 

Vraunta tin.

III D - Kr - 
2195/34’5/36

4. September 1936.

Polizei 
des Innem

Betrifft: Gesuch des Feldwebels Willi Papenkojt,3.Koa.
Rr.cf.Bat, 1, Til sit un RUckUterfiihrung in die 
Schutzpolizei und Zulasrung zu(er Ofiizierslaufbahn.

In der Anl&ge ttbereende ich Ibsen. ein Ge^ueh dec PeltUebels 
Willi Papenkort ua RiickilberfUhrung in die Schutzpolizei und 
Zulessung zu der Offiziersls.ufi.i-hn. Papenkort wr von 1. 
Marz ’9Jo bis zu seiner iberfuhrung in die Vehra&cht unter 
der' SitgliedGnuaaer lob 471 Mit;; I led der 1ISLAP. und het 
etch gerade ale PolSeTbeSter uuch in der Kfdsrfzeit jeder- 
zeit rncksithtslbs fur die levxf*ung  eingesctzt. Bas -Ge&uch 
wird von mir v.-hrm!tens befi’.rvortct. Idh bitte .Sie, nach Uber- 
prUfung der An’•.■lerenheit mir Lurz i< zu'1 •; rich ten.

Hei! hitler!TA
B

LE 
19



IU- ytw-------uit f uqttt

*

Pns-SubcntfdJ
Sadgtmctf 
Fwn’rtdwr 77U»

00014

2. August 194o

B * u r t ill u n K

Betr,t H-SturabanntUhrer Karl Soxasnn Baba, gab.
11.6.1905 Is Milhlhauaen/Th., H-Sr. 5*  628

H-StuxwbannfUhrer Rabe 1st salt don 16. August 1959 
bein SD-Leltabschnltt Frag tatlg. Er bearbeitot hiar 
In Pareonelunlon nit dor Dlanstatelia des Befehlahabers 
der Slcherheltspollsoi usd des SD In Bdhnen und Mahren 
dla goaaaton Personalsachon olnschllossllch dea BV- 
Vesans vaillg eelbstandlg.

Rabe let konproalsslooer Rational so sial 1st und 
alter H-Fuhrer. Er besitst n.E. harvorragende Elgnung 
fOr eins Verwendung la Kolonlaldlanst In leltender 
Stella. Mir 1st in cbarakterl Ichor, gesundheltlichar, 
aportlicher, ailitarlscher Oder fachllcher Hlnsicht 
nlchts baitsnnt,was gegen elna Verwondung des Bturnbann- 
fiihrer Rabe la Kolonlaldlenst gaitend gonacht warden 
kBnnto.

9. Jani 1945.
wU

<l)»f Ik StvtMta potH«t

*<*sa 1 (WW) »rrT« n/«

UrfisBBf, m.
UatertamOote*  M

MR®>4

lOW,' Mabenitw«n »w Eoldgead. dor Wallen-*.

Ml bitts, dea Mlta.dead. Johanna, Boaeadakl 
gaaM mad won 11.2.1942 - OJUi.1 »» 1 Rr.M/42 - sun
W.6.t949 «w MoKVer.o>.4w mror »in«s »el4*oad.trWRFe  
da> «a«w-M Mr KArattrabs^Emata-AbteUw la »elaer-baehen- 

wald atabaradaa an laaaaa,
Ohlt.k. 1st TOT seiner Abotallw Ober die B.bw.275 an be- 

labraa and dardber ru unterrlehteo, daS dieeo Voreol-rirt In eel lei 
aaab Hlr die snr Roldgond. der Watfen-*  abgeetollten 4, 

Aagoberigea der OrdluPol. aadgebead lot, inebeeondore awoh bla- 
elobtlleb der Ilnotutuogen der Vnlerfuhrwr der Orin.lol. In die 
•aftw^ entoFreehend Huron oollsoUiobaa dienetgrad.

ea Sena loglerw»»««sil*,BWn

da Aaftrago 
gee. » 1 a d e.

It.d.SohJ.d.les.

liaohriohtllebi
An dea Bbheren H- and Pol.-VUhrer Kibo 

- Jnepektow dor Ordn.Pol. -

k/0
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imf - ■
‘Gshaime Staatspolizei
'SraMHBfiftibltstella Kattowrtz
Br.-Nr.TBESMLc, 558/44,1, .. . r^.,.,.....
UH*  Im Mwtwort V4«Mh«nd*i  Gaachdhtxekheo 

und IMvm anrujjeteen.

An den
Hem Oberstaataanwalt

' l/ 1» Teechen

(9a) Kattowitz, denStratae der SA Nr. / Telefen Nr. 32923-
•6. Jani

5!U0t5UnU)dd|iW 
beim tanbueritht Tvldieu 
fins. 3 0. JUN 11944

___Boua ■ •■•• ?w finl.

Betrifft; Standgerichtssache gegen Stanislaus F 1 g w e r, gab.
5.4.1923 in Jaworzno.

Vorgangi Dort. Aktz.s VH». 502/43.

« Gegen den Strafgefangenen Stanislaus F 1 g w e r schwebt

I
hier ein Standgerichtaverfahren wegen Vorbereitung sum Hoehverrat. 
Er hat hler Todesstrafe zu erwarten.

. .. \ Ich bltte. Figwer dem standgerieht bei der Staatspolizeilelt- 
btelle Kattowitz a Uberstellen und ihn nach dem Konzentxationsla- 
ger Aueehwitz zogMlner Verfugung zu ttberfUhren. Den Tag der Vber- 

‘ ftiimtag bltte IcB-ftir mltzuteilen.

TABLE 21

Kdo. II
J 25 6

Berlin, den 20. Okt. 1944.

Bety.; Hptm. Boosfeld. \

y XligeMW. J'. ^^8
lie GenLt. Gdhrum heute in Gegenwart von Major Siegmund 

vortrug, bittet er darua, den Hpta. Boosfeld, der die N-Werbung 
in Berlin auf die Seine gebracht hat und gate Verbindungen be-

| sitzt, etwa nooh 8 Voohen in Berlin zu belassen, bevor er seine
neue Dlenetatelle 1m Fasten antrltt.

Bitts um Vorlage Erlassentwurf.
......

i '-i



Gsrlcht d.r VehraaehtkoaMsdutnr 
B • r 1 1 n

....U -----------------------
Jlv't 'V~. 'A (V'V'n \MAMAA 

a AO <l«n
A Voratand dee Zuohthauses
/ ’ Brandenburg- Garden

An Montag, dan 12. Juni 1944 un 13.oo Uh^re^an in dor dortigan 
Anatalt die Todesurteile gegen

1 .) den ehem. Gefreiten Alfred H a a e a, 
gab. 13.7.1923 in Borlin-Weieeenseo, ovangl.

2 .) den ehen. Kanonier Friedrich Mallaachitz, , 
gab. 6.3.1921 in Blweau, Kra. Wiener-Houstadt4*

3 .) den ehem. Obergefreiten Height Rose, 
gab. 25.3.1921 in Oberhausen ir*

4 .) den ehem. SohUtzen GUnther Baars,
gab. 27.11,1921 in Brieg/Broalau, evangl.

5 .) den ahem. Obortruppftthre^ Wilhelm Klapproth, 
geb. 24.6.191© in Soest/Weetfalen, evangl.

6 .) den ahem. ScharfUhrer Jgnatz Wallner.
geb. 18.7.1897 in Fisching/Steieraark, r.kath.

mit dem Fallbeil voilatreckt.
Der Scharfrichter R b t t g e r iat nit der Hinrichtung beanftragt.
Die Bekanntgabe an die Verurteilten erfolgt dort am gleiehen Tage
urn 11.00 Uhr, —
Mit der lei tung der Vollstreckung ist Oberleutnant Dr. Zellmann 
un^Zuziehung dea Feldjuatizinspaktors K i 1 h o f beauftragt.

Die Verurteilten befinden aich im Wehrmchtunterauchungegef&ngnis 
Berlin-Tegel, Seidelstr.39.
Das Belize iprdaidium Berlin - tJberfUhrungsstelle - iat ersucht, die 
Verurteilten an 12.Juni 1944 voraittags nach dort zu tiberftthren.
Um Annahme wird ersucht.
Ea wird gebeten, den dortigan Anataltaarzt zur Vollatreckung zur 
VerfUgung zu stellen

Oberkriogagoriontarat



Am 19. Juni 1944 UB.13.OO Uhr wird in der dortigen 
Anstaltdas Todesurteil gegen den Mttrosen IV Horst 
Henze, geboren am 22.8.1924 in Berlin, 
Religion gottglaubig, alt Fallbeil vollstreckt.

Der Scharfrichter 0 t t g e r aus Berlin 1st 
mit der Hinrichtung beauftragt worden. Die Bekanntgabe 
an den Verurteilten erfolgt dort am gleichen Tage urn 
11 Uhr.

Hit der Leitung der Vollstreckung ist Mar.Stabsrien
ter Dr. Schlegelbsrger unter Zuziahung 
des Urkundsbeamten Marinejustizinspektor Nothelfez 
beauftragt.

Der Verurteilte befindet sich Im Wehrmachtuntersuchunj; 
gefdngnis Berlin, Zweigstelle Tegel, Seidelstr. 39.

Das Polizeipriisidium Berlin .Cberfuhrungsstelle ist 
ersucht, den Verurteilten am 19. Juni 1944 vormittags 
nach dort. zu iiberfuhren. Um Annahme wird ersucht.

Es wird gebeten, den dortigeri Anstaltsarz^ 
streckun,, »ur /erfugung zu stellen. .



Xaa»r dea Deutsche,. Tolke. !

w«ten Irie; »»lrtsc .a rt avert re ci .en » naeh 21.f. <1 4ls*
3 der polen.trafre -iteverordnun^ vow 4.12.1941, 5 47 St;?,.

tsi Ctr t<*Oleelelcea eleher- ,-•»
|BK (»aht?iuncert a.lclwusrk) einjc-iogen.- 
Bhd*. Ttiiahrein* cle A4e.-la.fll

tereilsjiabtri* Ottilia I « J « i k i | « i c'l, 
islelc aua So.eovit., get. aa 6.2.1907 ekeatJa, vwhelrtr -t

g-jnle.-^erieht I In ft. *.owita hat in 

ar Ser tellt-norjn.n hatent
lan.',.4,eriohtedl •«&» r 3 u r k 

ala Tcrsitzer,
I-xl^crichts -at Dr. S e ii j 1

’ 1 ndetricht.rut Baron Slat

■t &<9t ”
frrta ftrovialrva CI»alf likl, (luzalek
Lta, Zellewrsg 19, get. an 5.8.199# she* >., vertielrati--

•• Ange latter, verier. weusn Sehadlguns das Wohlea ties
B>Voltes, l«.angan eureh I*i-a£a»ljis«hHtta»»rt.j-aet«B, tel 
kls^’WVeJciklewlcs .14. .Meth < urcl. ^rM.'.bere^ireltiihj, .• 
■prt. 1 Ata. 7 Ser telenet ra.’r.cht sve .rdrang run t «

ale telelteetee lUchter, 
St.at.snwclt' C t‘ t e r r t k c h

' ala Bem ter de? Staataat w^ltachaft, 
Juatlz r<■ stelltar D e t t h 1 e ■

ala rrkurdabeat'ter dar Seaelnitsatelle

er Obcrftaateanttralt als Leiter der 
klagebehorde bei dem Sondergericht.
i ?tr. 5 Sd KLa 68/41 .

den
m Reichsminister der Justiz

B e r 1 i n W 8 
helmstrafte 65 
ch den
rn Generalstaatsanwalt 
Danz 1 g 

garten ^0/34.' ■

rlfftt
afverfahren gegen den 
en Franz Koslowski aus 
eltowo, Krs.Neumark,wegen 
brechens gegen Art.II, § 
bs.I der Verordnung Uber
EinfUhruug des Deut- 

en Strafrechts in den 
gegliederten Ostgebie-

vom 6.6.40 (RGB1.I S. '

aS 5 7 der Mltteilungen.
ichteverfaeser: Staatsanwalt 

Dr. Felmy.
ages 1 Anklagesohrlft.

b«« 7. November 1941

taatsantvahfdiaft bettaOberlan&esgerulJtDanjig 
RmA1 43 N0< 1941

2

TA
BLE 23

Die anliegende Abschrift der An- 
klage zum Sondergericht wird uber- 
reicht.

Der Vorfall ist mir erst durcfo eine 
telefonische Mitteilung des Amtsrich- 
ters in Neumark am 16. Juni 1941 be- 
kannt geworden, der die Behandlung der 
Angelegenheit durch die hiesige Staats- 
polizeistelle nicht fur ausreichend 
hielt. Aus den Akten ergibt sich, dafi 
der Beschuldigte nach der Tat eine 
Woche in Neumark in Polizeigewahrsam 
safi, dann 5 Wochen im Internierungsla- 
ger der Gestapo in Graudenz zubrachte 
und sodann Wieder auf freien Fu0 ge- 
setzt wurde.



Xalh oha*fWO • IWi- JttNM S. Juntwr

TA
BLE 24 n -ftf -f-«

12

Oer Jou -uULp.K a n n , J.l.
ass .2.2.JJ0? x.. Seppot. , . ..... _J .........

W in UntaMuneataft |u ntbraea. Or tf Mineral pcx in Italian

in Juli 1943, in der Absicht , Bleb der Verpflichtung 
zu«j Jlcnste Ln der ^ehrssacht dauernd su j^txiehen. ir-v -

Irfjut

Oberleutnant
Ln.-Stella a (a) 101/1. Biga-Spilva

89

BU*.  a« 2». April 1944.

Aus den aulgofuhrton Grttadon, acheint ea angobr acht 
Todoaatrafe in eine Zuchthauaatrafo unsuwandeln. Falla St. 
die Mdglichkeit dasu gobeten words, lat er boreit, aeinen 
Fohltrltt dur ch Kinaats vor dan Foind wettsunachen, waa er 
•chon ver den Gericht betonto.

Erklarung des Soldaten Stole

■ Da ich su Hauae Familie und Kinder habe, bitte ich,air Gc

genheit sur Bewahrung vor dem Peihde su geben. ■ 

"ich beabsichtige, ein Gnadengeeuch einzureichen •

sr &



vh maims*
Fuldgerichta due Kosaandierenden 

.Hurals und Befohlshabars
is Peldluftgatt XIVI *m»:

O.U.. >|o 24. 4.

15» Mk 55 Ml

m4

WC4.L 514 ,'1>44

Thiel

t Haupts. Preacher 
Iw./Bau Batl 126/IV

i. Ogfr. Gbsseljohanns 
Plg.H.Konip. Eiga-Spilve

M
Lt. und Gerichtsoffizier

k _ Hoogen
4W Strtrrter kr SnOow

5i_ tt - 499t Ofie^tc

___  den Strafgefangenen Felix Stela
»m fee 4./Peld8trafgefangenenabtl. 14

J^eefrjh. 02 177 W»«»
,3. ta ifahrf^WWt In ta»iWHWfF B. nai 48<io»ax»fa Ri«a

ath 22. 2. 0^n Oliva

nx^en Jaluienfludht

tr^kenea noife Bafnif kr 6o^<;
1. fetr - Dorjefubri -

Offs. Siegnund 
4CQDBNMBHa <M UrfunW^cHtn x Obit. Oaternannt Ln.-Stelle Riga-Spllve 

au ‘Ikrttitw" f

3..4it.triohnCTLaG«fc

Feldgericht
s 1'oiniiwii VrnmH n Generals 
tcMstal'nr > im FeKGnlgau XXVI

I.Bt.I.. 514/44

O.n.,d«n 11.M1 1944

97 1

■ lederaohrift

Uber den Volleug der Todesetrafe an den
Kanonier Felix Stela, Feldatrafgefangenenabteilunc 14,

Anteesend warem
1) Hauptmann Behrendt, Xonp.PUhrer der Auab.u.lre.Xoap.t.b.T.1 

- ala leitender Offitter -
2) Eriegeceriohterat d.Le. Lefrlnghaueen,

- ala riehterlioher MilitMrJuatisbeanter

Der Terurteilte atarb aofort.
Der San.Offiaier atellte den Tod un 04-o5 Uhr feat.
Die Leiche wurde dea Boardigungakoaaando dor Auab.a.lra.-Koap. 
a.b.V.1 aweoka Beiaeteung Ubergeben.

Juotiainapektor d.Lw<Jtriegagerichtarot d.Dw.
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"The sentence appears faultless ... In view of the facts of this case it is of no 
decisive significance that objectively no state secret has been betrayed... Con
siderations for family and parents are not decisive in view of the extent of public 
interest involved."

Nine of the Czechoslovakian citizens were then executed on 3 May 1943. 
(Reference number: 12J 184/42g)

The death sentence against 35-year-old Franziska Angermeier - who was 
accused of arson - the special court could not establish any proof at all that she 
had committed the crime - also went through Liebau's hands. In his comment of 
16 April 1943 he says: "The factual and legal statements in the verdict are fault
less. The accused was seen coming from the direction of the scene of the crime." 
Liebau maintained that she was convicted for this reason and continues:

.. above all the security of the German people ... demands that the death 
sentence be carried out."

Thereupon Franziska Angermeier was handed over to the executioner on 
7 May 1943. (Reference number: 1 KLs SO 11/43)

This seriously incriminated nazi jurist was officially appointed by the Bonn 
state to continue his previous activity only with changed methods. Liebau became 
chief public prosecutor at the special court for political crimes in Luneburg. 
Sometimes his indictments resemble those of the fascist special courts almost to 
the very wording. In an indictment of 4 August 1954 (Reference number: 26 JS 
306/53) against two youths he says, for example: "There is sufficient reason to 
suspect that both the accused also ... belonged to the illegal FDJ (Free German 
Youth - editor) after it had been prohibited."

Liebau was removed from office only after the democratic element of the public 
brought this about by protest. But even then the West German judicial authori
ties did not want to be deprived of the guilty nazi lawyer. They quietly trans
ferred him to the post of chief district judge in Seesen.

Meusel DEATH PENALTY FOR PROCURING FOOD

today: provincial court director in Gottingen

The cousins Drahomir and Miroslaus Holdrzyk, 22 and 21 years old, Czecho
slovak citizens, were condemned to death for "crimes against the war economy'1 
by the special court at Bielitz (Bielsko) on 27 May 1944. In the hearing of this 
case nazi Judge Meusel, before 1945 provincial court director in the special 
courts in Breslau (Wroclaw) and Bielitz was in the chair.

In view of the starvation rations for Czechs the young men had acquired, via 
middlemen, ration cards for food supplies. Nazi Judge Meusel and his hanging
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judge colleagues were agreed from the start that the two should be condemned 
to death "in the name of the German people".

The mayor of the town of Dombrau addressed the counsel for the defence for 
both the accused in a letter:

"The attitude of the local population to the fact that both Moldrzyks have been 
condemned to death is completely incomprehensible ... A petition for reprieve 
is recommended by me as head of the local government in Dombrau as well as 
because of the sentiment which prevails here against the severe sentence."

On 16 July the chief Reich prosecutor took sides with Meusel and refused to 
allow a plea of nullity.

According to information received up to now Meusel has been implicated in 
22 death sentences.

Neidhard DEATH PENALTY BECAUSE OF PATRIOTIC CONDUCT 
Friedrich

today: government director in the Ministry of Justice of Baden-Wurttemberg

How "serious" the Bonn government is with its protestations of friendship 
towards the French people can be gathered from the Neidhard case. Although 
the appropriate government and judicial authorities in West Germany have 
known for years that Neidhard gave orders to have French citizens judicially 
murdered, he was even promoted - instead of being removed from office - in 
1959 from senior government counsellor to government director.

A special sensation was aroused by the exposure of the Strasbourg Humanite 
d'Alsace et de Lorraine which reported on 17 February 1963: Through the ver
dict of the hanging judge Neidhard on 17 February 1943 13 young Frenchmen 
who opposed military service were murdered by a fascist firing-squad in the vici
nity of the Struthof concentration camp.

On the questions put by the journalist Hellmut Rieber of Karlsruhe, Neidhard, 
the former district judge at the special court in Strasbourg still justified this 
butchery in February 1963: "It was a proper court. The case is reviewed here. It 
was a legal verdict and, as far as I can remember, for murder." In reality the 
young Frenchmen had tried to flee to Switzerland because they did not want to 
be misused for Hitler against their own people.

Yet this does not exhaust the blood on Neidhard's account by a long way. 
According to information discovered up to now five death sentences signed by 
him exist. On 26 November 1943 he condemned, among others, the two Alsatians 
Karl Ziller and Robert Eckert to death for alleged "treasonable activities, pre
parations for high treason, aiding the enemy, abusing the Reich and listening to 
non-German broadcasting stations". (Reference number: So KLs 193/43)
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Both the condemned had offered resistance to fascism. As an Alsatian Ziller 
had devoted himslef to several proclamations against the introduction of univer
sal military service in occupied Alsace which was in violation of international 
law. Eckert had likewise written a proclamation against nazi rule. Neidhard 
passed the sentence on them because of their conduct, which was patriotic, demo
cratic and in accordance with international law. The fascist wrote in the verdict: 
"Whoever dares to Utt his hand against the Reich has forfeited his life ... Even 
if the actual damage caused was insignificant in any case. This alters nothing ..." 
(see Table 28)

Ottersbach DELIVERED JEWS TO THE GESTAPO

Karl Heinz until early 1965 public prosecutor in Luneburg

Ottersbach belongs to those guilty nazi lawyers who were reinstalled in the 
political service of Adenauer's judicial system because of their "experience". As 
the former public prosecutor at the special court of Kattowitz (Katowice) he 
gained particular honour, in the nazi sense of the word, by his close cooperation 
with the Gestapo.

On 26 April 1942 Ottersbach drew up an indictment against the Polish citizen 
Jakob Horowitz, bom on 15 May 1896, from Chrzanow and the widow, Reisla 
Gutfreund, bom on 28 December 1908, likewise from Chrzanow. Both citizens had 
to bear the second given name of Sara or Israel in accordance with Globke's race 
laws.

After the fascist occupation they were robbed of their existence. In order to 
earn a livelihood they managed to continue their scanty trade in textiles in their 
flat. As Jews were allotted almost no food at all - in 1941 they received only 
184 calories a day, that is less than two rolls - they exchanged textiles for food.

Ottersbach, therefore, demanded that the remaining goods, which were hardly 
worth mentioning, should be confiscated and six and three years imprisonment 
in a concentration camp, which meant certain death for the Jews. Ottersbach's 
proposal with regards to Horowitz was confirmed by the verdict of the special 
court at Kattowitz on 10 September 1942. Yet the monster Ottersbach was not 
even satisfied with this. In his own handwriting he wrote a letter handing the 
Polish citizen Horowitz over to the "state police station" in Kattowitz. As for 
Frau Gutfreund there is only an entry in the reports to the effect that she was 
taken to Auschwitz concentration camp by the Gestapo on 15 April 1942. That 
this was also Ottersbach's work is revealed by an entry in a document of 
10 August 1942 in which he wrote:

"I shall not read out the charge against Gutfreund during the main hearing."
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Demanded the Death Penalty for Innocent Poles

On 9 July 1942 the shoemaker Vinzent Furmann, bom on 31 March 1903, went 
before the special court at Kattowitz (Katowice). He was charged with 
possessing weapons. During the interrogations Furmann asserted his innocence. 
Then, however, he was so beaten up that he even had to be supported to be photo
graphed. During such an "inquiry" a confession was wrung from him which 
lacked any foundation whatsoever. Even the verdict of the special court had to 
admit this:

"The accused could not be convicted on account of the testimony of witnesses 
during the main proceedings. The witness Polaczek, secretary of the criminal 
police, has confirmed that the accused was struck by the informer. Therefore, the 
admissions made by the accused at that time cannot be taken as a basis for the 
verdict."

However, Ottersbach still proposed the death penalty at the main hearing of 
the special court on 9 July 1942. He wanted the murder of an innocent person at 
all costs. When even the fascist special court had to acquit him, Ottersbach 
proposed handing Vinzent Furmann over to the Gestapo. As this arbitrary action 
of Ottersbach was too obvious, even the special court at Kattowitz, which other
wise passed a sentence of death without scruple, found itself forced to reject this 
proposal as well.

Devoid of All Human Feeling

"Herewith I, a thirteen-year-old child, apply, with a fervent entreaty, for the 
release of my only dear mother. We are seven very young children, my youngest 
brother is only three months old, I am helpless, as I have no money and I am too 
young to look after six brothers and sisters by myself... I am already ill 
myself.

"We are orphans without father or mother, as father has been away from us for 
months now and we have heard nothing of him."

These words were written by the daughter of Helene Michon, bom 22 June 
1907 and of Roman Michon on 16 June 1942 in an appeal for mercy which was 
handed on to the public prosecutor's office, i. e., Ottersbach. Both parents were 
in custody; the mother - until then unconvicted - because she had bought stolen 
poultry in order ro keep her family alive.

The Polish inhabitants for years received only one-third of the hunger rations 
of the population of Germany in 1945. The report reveals nothing else about the 
father.

Ottersbach demanded ten years' imprisonment in a concentration camp for 
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Helene Michon, which hardly any human being survived, during the main 
hearing on 29 May 1942. The special court pronounced a sentence of four years' 
imprisonment in a concentration camp. This victim of Ottersbach's was also taken 
to Auschwitz concentration camp on 16 December 1942. On 3 May 1943 the 
Gestapo informed the chief public prosecutor of the special court at Kattowitz 
(Katowice) that Frau Michon had "died" in Auschwitz concentration camp.

Ottersbach had the opportunity of saving the mother of the seven children. 
But he brought about the frightful tragedy of this Polish family.

In addition Ottersbach demanded the following sentences of death, according 
to information available up to now:

on 19 May 1942 for Eduard Rodak, bom 22 May 1916, for participating in the 
illegal slaughtering of a cow;

on 23 July 1942 for Bronslawa Ciecielska, bom on 5 August 1896 and for 
Ottilie Wojcikiewicz, bom on 8 February 1907 for selling bread, being the pro
prietors of a bakery, to the needy population and for trying to cover the sales 
with forged bread coupons. Both of the last-named were executed on 14 August 
1942 (See Table 23).

Despite this burden of guilt Ottersbach was reinstalled in the West German 
judicial system. What is more he was appointed to sit in judgement, in the special 
court for political crimes, against peace fighters and upright democrats.

The retired superior provincial court president. Dr. Richard Schmid of Stutt
gart said of Ottersbach:

"This case is the worst oi all and the one which allows least doubts and excuses. 
In my opinion the administration oi justice in Lower Saxony should have imme
diately cancelled or opposed the appointment oi Public Prosecutor Otters
bach ..." (Stern, Hamburg 7 June 1964)

Ottersbach immediately resumed his special court activity. He admitted this 
quite candidly in the illegal chief proceedings against Paid Butschek, a citizen 
of the GDR, on 13 May 1960, when he declared:

"You have learned nothing irom your period oi imprisonment between 1933 
and 1945."

Ottersbach also declared that they would have to make an example of Herr 
Butschek, whom he described as "an incorrigible communist functionary" and 
proposed eight months' imprisonment. Butschek had had discussions with col
leagues from the DGB (German Trade Union Federation) I

On 14 June 1961 Ottersbach demanded 51 months' imprisonment for West 
German citizens Richard Brennig, retired district president, and Heinz Hilke, 
journalist, for having contributed to the "Association for the Protection of Demo
cratic Rights". In a speech for the prosecution lasting seven hours the hanging 
judge propagated arming the Bundeswehr with nuclear weapons; he described 
a policy of negotiation as silly.
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The GDR and the democratic citizens of West Germany had to fight for more 
than four years to have Ottersbach removed from his post. The minister of 
justice of Lower Saxony, von Nottbeck, who himself belonged to Hitler's 
5th column in what was then Esthonia and after the invasion of Poland rushed 
through Hitler's economic policy in Poznan by force, kept protecting the blood
stained lawyer. Only in spring 1965 did he withdraw Ottersbach from the line 
of fire. But until now nothing has been done to bring him to judgement. On the 
contrary: He receives a high pension.

Ottersbach who had Polish citizens murdered can look back on a new burden 
of guilt. He helped to bring about, according to established evidence which is 
not yet complete, the condemnation of 21 patriots - mainly women, who worked 
in the labour community "Happy Holidays for All Children" - who received a 
total of 19 years imprisonment.

Rhode DEATH PENALTY AS "DETERRENT"
Werner
today: government director in the Ministry of Justice of Schleswig-Holstein

The Czech casual labourer Josef Tyburec had been trained as a switchman - so 
said the verdict of the special court at Prague (Praha) on 26 January 1945. On 
the demand of the public procecutor at the special court in Prague, Werner 
Rhode, the death sentence was passed because the accused had allegedly "caused 
a collision on purpose and thus attempted sabotage". In this accident nobody 
was injured. Nevertheless the court maintained that this collision could only be 
atoned for with the highest penalty. The court therefore admitted that it had the 
possibility, even according to the nazi laws, of passing a milder sentence. As 
justification for the death penalty the "need for a deterrent" was invented and it 
added cynically: -

"even if the personal circumstances of the accused and his slight feeble - mind- | 
edness are taken into account".

Five years ago the Association of Anti-fascist Resistance Fighters of Czecho
slovakia and the Socialist Student Union of West Germany made an indictment 
against Rhode. Rhode is on the Czech government's list of war criminals under 
the number A 38/88. At the beginning of August 1962 a spokesman of the 
Provincial Ministry of Justice of Schleswig-Holstein declared explicitly that 
they were informed of Rhode's arbitrary verdicts. The spokesman remarked 
cynically that his authorities had no intention, however, of calling Rhode to 
account.

One hundred ten death sentences for which Rhode applied have so far been 
discovered. Nevertheless the public prosecution at Kiel stopped the preliminary 
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proceedings begun against Rhode on 8 December 1960 (Reference number: 2 Js 
840/59). Rhode's "experience" as the lawyer of death are to be used in the service 
of the new penal code and the emergency dictatorship.

Schule SENTENCED WAR CRIMINAL BECAME BONN'S
Erwin NAZI "HUNTER"

today: director of the Central Office tor Clearing Up National Socialist Crimes of 
Violence

"In 1933 I joined the SA and have been a member of the party since 1935." Thus 
wrote Erwin Schule in his own handwriting in his personnel record on 3 Septem
ber 1943 "in the field".

The role he played there is revealed by the fact that he was condemned to 
25 years' forced labour in the Soviet Union as a war criminal. Schule had be
longed to the IC unit of the divisional staff of the 215th infantry division since 
March 1943, which had practised the scorched earth policy and that of starving 
the civilian population before Leningrad. Immediately before the end of the war 
he was still commanding one of the notorious special convict companies of the 
253rd infantry division.

Bonn turned the past of the present chief public prosecutor to its own ad
vantage by appointing him to the post of advocate responsible for the Central 
Office for Clearing Up Nazi Crimes, which was formed with a great deal of 
propaganda. From the very beginning the intention had been to give him the 
role of continning the policy pursued systematically by Bonn since the Federal 
Republic came into existence, of protecting nazi and war criminals under the 
cover of the central office. Indeed, since the central office came into being not 
one of the desk murderers, a stroke of whose pen sometimes meant the death of 
thousands and tens of thousands, has been tried in court.

When the Bonn government decided on 5 November 1964, contrary to the 
wishes of other peoples and to international law, to allow the nazi and war 
crimes to come under the statute of limitations in May 1965, Schule also de
clared his support for limitation.

The West Berlin Spandauer Volksblatt wrote on 16 February 1965 on the 
Schule case:

"Now there could be no objection if Herr Schule devoted his valuable services 
to the Federal Republic as official expert of a land registry, even in a prominent 
official position. Nor would anyone hinder his career as an adviser to the rail
ways or postal services. But the fact that the federal government is sending none 
other than the former SA man and NSDAP champion Schule to Warsaw to clear 
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up nazi crimes is more than just an intolerable disregard for the feelings of all 
the peoples barbarously enslaved by the nazis. Is no one in a responsible post 
capable any more of drawing a line between that which is bad taste and that 
which is intolerable? (See Table 29)

A Fine-spun Network
Certainly no more examples are required to prove that the Bonn state is con
tinuing the “Third Reich's" system of legal terror with slightly changed 
methods. Only one thing remains to be shown: How the network of nazi lawyers 
in West Germany was tightened up to insure its function and how well the roles 
were allotted in it.

THE SUPERIOR PROVINCIAL COURT DISTRICT OF HAMM

Hamm is one of the 18 superior provincial court districts of the Federal Repub
lic. According to the 1964 legal handbook on 'The representatives and organs 
of the judicial authorities in the Federal Republic of Germany", page 126, this 
superior provincial court district comprises the government districts of Arns
berg, Detmold and Munster and of the Dusseldorf government district the towns 
Essen and Kettwig. There are ten provincial courts in it which are located in 
Arnsberg, Bielefeld, Bochum, Detmold, Dortmund, Essen, Hagen, Munster, 
Paderborn, Siegen. The legal administration of this district is responsible for 
8,323,259 people.

TERRORIST JUDGES IN DORTMUND

In the criminal prosecution office in Dortmund there is Senior Public Prosecutor 
Pippert, formerly first public prosecutor in the special court, Vienna. As expert 
in the nazi Ministry of Justice he seconded the death sentence against the Greek 
citizens Nicolaus Mourtzeas and Johann Saridakis who had been forcibly 
brought to Germany. In his comment of 15 November 1944 he declared: "There 
are no objections to the judgment. The sentenced persons have unscrupulously 
misused the right of guests (!) which they enjoyed in Germany ..(AZ: 6 S KLs 
65/44, 802)

Along with Pippert there is Otto-Wolfgang Schultze, former accuser in the 
special court Essen, in office as first public prosecutor. In addition there are 
Provincial Court Director Dr. Rudolf Becker, former senior military court coun
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seller of the Berlin Wehrmacht commandantura, former Military Court Coun
sellor Walter Philippi and former Senior Judge Fahndrich of the special court, 
Kattowitz (Katowice). Fahndrich, for example, on 3 December 1942 sentenced 
five Polish citizens to death in a procedure based on the "Poland criminal law 
decree". On 27 October 1944 he passed the same sentence against Wilhelm and 
Johann Wieczorek for so-called preparation of high treason.

Also in office in this town are the Lower Court Counsellors Bruntsch - former 
lower court counsellor in the Freiberg special court and specialist for high 
treason in the nazi Ministry of Justice - and Dr. Claus Biingener, also formerly 
at the Freiberg special court.

...IN BIELEFELD...

In Bielefeld which has only one fourth as many inhabitants as Dortmund the 
picture of the "purified justice" is still worse. There Senior Public Prosecutor 
Depenbrock was accuser at the special court of the same town already under 
Hitler. First Public Prosecutor Bellwinkel even was public prosecutor in the 
"People's Court". Bellwinkel passed the death sentence against the Erfurt cham
ber musician Ernst Fink, among others. The reason: Fink had cut up two pictures 
of the "Fuhrer".

First Public Prosecutor Dr. Josef Glunz was public prosecutor at the Essen 
special court. His colleague of the same rank Hagmann and Public Prosecutor 
Hans Kbhne were accusers in "racial disgrace matters" in Dortmund. Provincial 
Court Director Huber gathered his experience as provincial court counsellor in 
the Dortmund special court. Provincial Court Director Dr. Keil as military court 
counsellor. Provincial Court Director Dr. Kuhlmann as senior military judge. 
Chief Judge Striimpler as superior provincial court counsellor in the Bielefeld 
special court. Lower Court Counsellor Oldenburg in the same position at the 
Prenzlau special court. On 26 November 1943 Oldenburg sentenced the agri
cultural labourer Friedrich Wilhelm Bartelt to death because after an air-raid 
he had taken a few things worth about 15 Reich marks.

Of the Bielefeld provincial court counsellors, senior lower court judges and 
lower court counsellors who served their "Fuhrer" in military and special courts 
only Provincial Court Counsellor Dr. Regis will be mentioned here. His name 
is on the international list of war criminals (No. 40/142). Even the notorious 
prisoners' camp at Oberems and the Bielefeld prison are directed by a former 
senior military judge. Government Director Dr. Bernd Holl.
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...IN BOCHUM...

Bochum also belongs to the Hamm superior provincial court district. This coal 
and iron town is half as big as Dortmund but there are even more former military 
and special judges here than in Dortmund. With Senior Government Counsellor 
Heinz Esser a man was appointed chief of the prison and the remand prison who 
as first public prosecutor for political offences was active for the fascist occu
pants in the Czech-Bohemian district town of Leitmeritz (Litomerice).

Senior Public Prosecutor Dr. Huntemann was also public prosecutor for 
political offences during the war in the Hamm Superior Provincial Court. His 
colleague Senior Public Prosecutor Schaper was accuser at the special court, 
Brunn (Brno). On 23 February 1944 alone he passed four death sentences for 
"favouring the enemy" - that means because of the favouring of Czechs by 
Czechs! Public Prosecutor Semau was public prosecutor at the Dortmund special 
court. Provincial Court Director Dr. Boes provincial court counsellor in the Essen 
special court, Provincial Court Directors Hanert and Dr. Witzig military court 
counsellors. According to a sentence by Hanert Gerhard Wagner was shot as 
late as 6 March 1945. Two days before Hanert had sentenced him to death for 
"cowardness". Lower Court Counsellor Schmiedeberg was public prosecutor in 
the special court in Stettin (Szczecin) and Lower Court Counsellor Wallis was 
senior staff judge of the 8th division in Oppeln (Opole).

...IN MUNSTER...

Let us have another look at another town of the Superior Provincial Court Dis
trict of Hamm, Munster. Provincial Court Director Bbdding who is in office 
there was provincial court counsellor at the Bielefeld special court in the Hitler 
state and Provincial Court Director Dr. Verspohl was senior staff judge of the 
12th air force field division. On Verspohl's account of guilt there are death sen
tences against the Czechoslovak citizen Albert Michek and the Alsatian Hein
rich Stenger who had been pressed into the fascist Wehrmacht in violation of 
international law. Senior Public Prosecutor Duhme was an accuser at the Biele
feld special court. Senior Administrative Court Counsellor Hbnneckes was milit
ary court counsellor. Social Court Counsellor Dr. Kieler was senior lower court 
judge at the special court in Oppeln (Opole) and Senior Public Prosecutor 
Dr. Knippenberg was accuser at the Dortmund special court.

First Public Prosecutor Niemer, Senior Administrative Court Counsellor 
Dr. Roesler and Senior Administrative Court Counsellor Dr. Wildt were spe
cialists on Polish criminal matters, Niemer as first public prosecutor in Hamm, 
the seat of the superior provincial court, Roesler as superior provincial court 
counsellor in Posen (Poznan), Wildt as public prosecutor in Kassel.
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Public Prosecutor Rosendahl has passed several death sentences as accuser at 
the special court in Thorn (Torun) and First Public Prosecutor Schwarze at the 
Halle special court. His personnel file shows, for example, that in the war he 
was "freed" from military service "to fulfil tasks of importance for the war". 
Schwarze became a member of the NSDAP on 1 May 1933, joined the SA, be
came a promoting member of the SS, legal adviser in the Sturmbann 1/174 (storm 
troop), manager of the regional court of the NSDAP, regional chief for pro
paganda and training, chamber president of the regional party court, etc.

Dr. Diderichs, also public prosecutor in Munster, sentenced the young Alsatian 
Peter Schroder to death in the last weeks of the war as senior staff judge of the 
8th tank division who had shot himself through the hand to withdraw from further 
senseless military service. Diderichs stated in the sentence of the court martial 
of the 8th tank division: "As an Alsatian he does not want to fight for the Ger
man concern .. " Private Werner Grieser who was only 20 years old had to die 
on 19 March 1945 on the order of Diderichs.

...AND IN HAMM...

The administration of justice of the superior provincial courts is directive and 
binding for the juridical practice of the provincial and lower courts. The superior 
provincial court competent for Dortmund, Bielefeld, Bochum and Munster is 
that in Hamm.

In Hamm there are four senior public prosecutors in office who came out of 
the fascist criminal judiciary. They all would have had to be dismissed accord
ing to the laws issued by the Control Council. Senior Public Prosecutor Dr. Goke 
was accuser at the Bielefeld special court during the war, the other three raged 
in special courts behind the "eastern front": Stabler in Danzig (Gdansk) Walz- 
holz and Leading Senior Public Prosecutor Dr. Gugler in Breslau (Wroclaw).

Up to now over 30 death sentences have been found which were passed on 
Stabler's request, among them a number against women. Even in the last year 
of the war he effected six death sentences on a single day "because of abetment 
to desertion". Among these sentenced persons there was also a woman. Many 
accused persons were declared to be "wrong-doers against the people" by him 
and delivered up to the hangman.

To the guiding accusers in Hamm there come such judges of the superior pro
vincial court as Senate President Laube, former public prosecutor for political 
death sentences in the nazi Ministry of Justice and Dr. Rein, senior public pro
secutor at the Dortmund special court already in the Hitler period. There are 
furthermore Superior Provincial Court President Dr. Rempe, former superior 
provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Senate President 
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Josef Schwarze, former provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of 
Justice, Superior Provincial Court Counsellors Boenicke - formerly active in the 
department for political offences in the nazi Ministry of Justice - Lindemann, 
former provincial court counsellor in the Dortmund special court, and Helmut 
John, former military court counsellor of the 20th tank division, etc.

It is understandable that these leading nazi jurists use every opportunity to 
bring their old accomplices into positions in which they can again exercise their 
influence as unhinderedly as possible. This occurred also in the case of former 
Senior Staff Judge Dr. Siegfried Wehdeking, judge of the 999th prisoners' penal 
brigade. His personnel file says that Wehdeking "made great efforts to capture 
the escapees". This military judge was given a post which enables him to work 
in the same spirit although in a somewhat different form as parson in the Werl 
prison. And Werl also belongs to the Hamm Superior Provincial Court District. 
Former Senior Public Prosecutor Dr. Theodor Grunau at the special court in 
Graudenz (Grudziadz) is today government director in the Hamm penal execu
tion office. In December 1941 Grunau refused to pardon the Polish underground 
construction worker Franz Koslowski who was sentenced to death. Koslowski 
had asked the fascist occupation authorities not to deport him to Germany for 
enforced labour because he had to provide for his aged mother and ill sister.

In the last year several other former special and military judges have been 
discovered in the Hamm Superior Provincial Court District. Their names were 
published in November 1964 in the documentation of the National Council of 
the National Front of Democratic Germany entitled "Bonn Sanctions War 
Crimes". Is any more proof necessary that conditions are similar in the other 
superior provincial court districts of West Germany?

A FATAL OFFENCE

The bourgeois English journalist Sefton Delmer assessed this dangerous de
velopment in the Daily Express on 17 September 1957 as follows:

"Of all the offences against the allied plans which Dr. Konrad Adenauer sanc
tioned in the eight years which he has already been in power 1 think this re
employment of Hitler's terror judges is most fatal. For the constant danger ex
ists that these men who once held the stirrups for a dictator will be ready to do 
so again!"

The International Federation of Resistance Fighters (FIR), Vienna, reached 
this conclusion in 1965:

"The fact that, almost twenty years after the capitulation of the 'Third Reich’ 
the problem of nazi crimes has still not been solved in a satisfactory way, that it 
poisons international relations and represents a threat to the future, arises from 
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the tact that the German Federal Republic refuses to adapt the principles of its 
penal law and its practical application to those principles which are generally 
acknowledged in international law as well as by the jurisdiction of all civilized 
countries."

It is undisputed that the Bonn state always and in every respect kept its hands 
protectingly over the murderers in judges' robes.

Nazi Jurists Shape Bonn JusticeList of incriminated nazi jurists in the service of the Bonn stateAbbott, Josef born 28. 7.1913formerly: public prosecutor in the special court in Danzig (Gdansk)today: first public prosecutor in KoblenzAhlborn, Alfred born 20.12.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: lower court counsellor in StuttgartAichinger, Rudolf born 13. 9.1904formerly: military court counsellor in 6th armoured army, senior field judge in the judicial office of the army command today: lawyer in WeissenburgAlbani, Theodor born 3.10.1906formerly: senior military judge today: lower court director in DetmoldAlbrecht, Paul born 12. 2.1905formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Duisburgtoday: lower court counsellor in Mon- chen-GladbachAlbrecht, Dr. Rudolf born 5. 2. 1903 formerly: military court counsellor rearward areas 540 command, senior field judge in the high command of the 17th army today: lawyer in MunichAlthanns, Dr. Moritz born 19.11.1907 formerly: public prosecutor in Leipa (Ceska Lipa)today: provincial court director in BambergAltherr, Anton born 26.1.1909formerly: public prosecutor in Zweibrucken; 1933 SS; SD, operational group D 

today: first public prosecutor in KaiserslauternAmedick, Dr. Ewald bom 3. 2.1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in Dortmund; took part in "racial disgrace" judgmentstoday: provincial court director in PaderbornAnger, Dr. Dr. Erich born 1. 7.1902formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Leipzig today: first public prosecutor in EssenAnkenbrand, Dr. Otto born 19. 2.1907 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Nuremberg-Furth today: lower court counsellor in ErlangenArland, Friedrich born 22. 8.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Prague (Praha)today: lower court counsellor in HamburgArndt, Professor Dr. Karl born 27. 2.1904 formerly: supreme court counsellor, deputy group leader of the "Reich Protector" in Prague, SS 1933today: superior provincial court president in Bremen, chief of the "reparation senate" in Bremen, chief of the international commission for reparation in KoblenzArndt, Hans-Dietrich born 22.10.1909 formerly: provincial court counsellor in Mainz, magistrate of "People's Court" today: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court, Koblenz
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Arnold, Dr. Heinrich born 1.11.1908 formerly: flying army judge, senior staff judge army A.O.K. 6 with the military commander in France and A.O.K. 14 today: lawyer in MemmingenAugat, Kurt born 11.8.1901formerly: military court counsellor in the 710th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in KielAumuller, Dr. Gustav born 27.10.1903 formerly: military court counsellor in 5th mountain divisiontoday: provincial court director in WurzburgAxt, Otto born 11. 2.1904formerly: military court counsellor in 182nd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in DarmstadtBabendreyer, Dr. born 6. 4.1910formerly: judge in Neumark, denounced Polish underground worker Franz Kos- lowski (see page 128)today: lower court counsellor in LippstadtBahr, Dr. Karl born 16. 9. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special courts in Celle and Hanover today: lower court counsellor in HanoverBaumler, Dr. Josef born 7.2.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Nuremburg today: lower court director in AmbergBaitinger, Gustav born 13. 9. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in Stuttgart, joined NSDAP on 3 November 1931, head of a regional legal office of the NSDAP today: lower court director in UlmBakenhus, Heinz born 10. 5.1904formerly: military court counsellor in Supreme Field Command 393today: provincial court director in OldenburgBandel, Dr. Robert born 18. 2.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court" today: senior judge in KehlBarbier, Erich born 17.12.1908formerly: army judge in 46th infantry division

today: provincial court director in FrankenthalBaring, Eberhard born 23.6.1911formerly: senior military judge today: senate president of the provincial social court in CelleBartz, Dr. Hans born 1. 7.1901formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Frankenthaltoday: senior public prosecutor in HamburgBauknecht, Dr. Otto born 29. 11. 1902 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court Luxemburg; sentenced to four years imprisonment in Luxemburg today: president of the Legal Examining Board in MainzBaumgartl, Anton born 30. 4.1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the Silberk court, in 1931 founding member of the Frontier Youth of the DNP, SS Sturmbannfuhrer, SS judge in Warsaw today: lower court counsellor in RegensburgBecker, Dr. Heinrich born 15. 9.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Cologne, in 1944 in The Haguetoday: provincial court president in BonnBecker, Dr. Rudolf born 28. 10. 1903 formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Wehrmacht Command, Berlin today: provincial court director in DortmundBeer, Dr. Herbert born 8. 12. 1909formerly: lower court counsellor in Pil- sen (Plzn), legal adviser to the NSDAP today: lower court counsellor in ArolsenBehne, Heinrich born 12. 11. 1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: senate president in the Provincial Social Court in EssenBehr, Dr. Bernhard born 7. 7.1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: provincial court director in Hamburg
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Behrendt, Dr. Herbert born 4.10.1907 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Magdeburgtoday: lower court counsellor in GuterslohBeinhorn, Hans-Joachim born 12. 5. 1910 formerly: senior military court counsellor Berlin Commandtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in BrunswickBeismann, Dr. Ernst born 7. 9. 1906formerly: military court counsellor in the 159th, 166th and 328th infantry divisions today: provincial court counsellor in PaderbornBellebaum, Dr. born 9. 11. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court Kattowitz (Katowice)today: senior public prosecutor in DuisburgBellwinkel born 1. 9. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"today: first public prosecutor in BielefeldBenker, Hans born 11. 4.1907formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Nurembergtoday: provincial court counsellor in SchweinfurtBerger, Dr. Hugo born 24. 9. 1897formerly: military court counsellor, field command, 238th and 408th divisions today: federal judge of 1st Senate of Federal Constitutional CourtBergmann, Leo born 22. 7. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: provincial court director in HamburgBerlin, Fritz born 31. 5. 1914formerly: military secret police today: lower court counsellor in Bad MergentheimBerner, Ludwig born 1. 10. 1912formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court I, Prague (Praha) today: senior public prosecutor in the Federal Court

Bernzen, Dr. Alphons born 24. 7. 1910 formerly: military court counsellor today: public prosecutor in Lubeck, seconded to the federal service in 1964Berthold, Dr. Wolfgang born 13. 6.1911 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: fiscal court director in HanoverBertram, Wilhelm born August 1907 formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministerial counsellor in Federal Ministry of JusticeBessler, Otto born 2. 7. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court in Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) today: lower court counsellor in HerfordBessler, Dr. Johann born 29. 6.1901 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bamberg today: superior provincial court counsellor in BambergBeyer, Dr. Gerhard born 17. 5. 1903 formerly: provincial court director in the special court III, Berlin today: superior provincial court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainBeyer, Dr. Paul bom 20.11. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in 178th infantry division, Liegnitz (Legnica) today: lower court director in NurembergBeyling, Gunter born 2. 6. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court in Linztoday: public prosecutor in HamburgBilfinger, Dr. Rudolf born 20. 5. 1903 formerly: SS Obersturmbannfiihrer, 1934 Gestapo main office, Stuttgart, 1937 government counsellor in the central office of Heydrich's security police (see Table 29) until July 1965: senior administrative counsellor in MannheimBlanck, Walter bom 17. 6. 1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 413th divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in TraunsteinBlohm, Friedrich born 26. 5. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hanover 
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today: senior public prosecutor in HanoverBlumenhagen born 27. 8.1907formerly: naval senior military court counsellor defence area Baltic Sea today: provincial court counsellor in OldenburgBock, Dr. Hans born 7. 2. 1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: federal judge in the Federal CourtBock, Werner born 10. 9. 1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Sankt Poltentoday: lower court counsellor in OldenburgBockhorn, Fritz born 6. 10. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: lower court in KielBockisch, Willi born 3. 8. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in 1st A.A. divison commandtoday: provincial court counsellor in KielBodding, Heinrich born 10.10.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: provincial court director in MunsterBohm, Dr. Edgar born 18. 1. 1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in Leitmeritz (Litomerice) today: lower court counsellorBoehr, Dr. Gunther born 5. 12. 1900 formerly: military court counsellor in 346th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in HanoverBollinghaus, Friedrich born 26. 3.1909 formerly: military court counsellor in Luftgau II, Warsaw (Warszawa) today: superior provincial court counsellor in DusseldorfBoenicke, Heinz bom 18. 8. 1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Department III, political casestoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Hamm

Borner born 24. 11.1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Maintoday: lower court counsellor in HochheimBoes, Dr. Walter bom 13. 2.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Essentoday: provincial court director in BochumBottger, Dr. Georg bom 7. 7.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Jenatoday: lower court counsellor in NieburgBogenrieder, Dr. Alfons born 3.10. 1900 formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: ministerial counsellor in Ministry of Justice, Baden-WurttembergBolley, Dr. born 27. 3. 1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special courts in Hagen and Dortmund today: public prosecutor in EssenBollmann, Alfred born 9. 9. 1905formerly: senior military court counsellor in the field court of the commander of naval air corps, westtoday: first public prosecutor in LuneburgBonnekamp, Dr. Carl bom 25. 9.1913 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dusseldorftoday: senior public prosecutor in DusseldorfBonnemann, Dr. Josef born 10. 3. 1900 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Koblenzuntil July 1965: administrative court director in the Federal Disciplinary Chamber in Frankfurt-on-MainBordfeld, Dr. Ferdinand born 3. 2.1908 formerly: military court counsellor in 306th infantry divisiontoday: senior judge in KonigswinterBorgmann, Eberhard bom 17. 3.1911 formerly: military court counsellor in the supreme field command 399 today: public prosecutor in Osnabruck
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Brandstetter, Dr. Elmar born 16. 4. 1908 formerly: senior military field judge army supreme commandtoday: federal prosecutor in the defence service senate of the Federal Disciplinary Court in MunichBrandt, Walter born 1. 7. 1908formerly: senior military court counsellortoday: lower court counsellor in HamelnBrem, Walter born 13. 12. 1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Nuremberg-Furthuntil August 1965: provincial court director in FurthBretzfeld, Heinzformerly: military court counsellor of the Luftwaffe in the execution department of the field courts of the commanding general and commander, Luftgau III, Berlin- Charlottenburgtoday: lawyer in Rotenburg/FuldaBrinz, Arnold born 19. 6. 1901formerly: military court counsellor in field command 1019today: lower court counsellor in MiesbachBrunsch born 29. 4. 1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court in Konitz (Chojnice) and Bromberg (Bydgoszcz)today: lower court counsellor in KrefeldBruntsch born 3. 3. 1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Freiberg, and expert on high- treason cases in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: lower court counsellor in DortmundBuchholz, Herbert bom 23. 11. 1905 formerly: military court counsellor in the 156th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in TrierBuck, Roland born 18. 6. 1903formerly: navy senior staff judge, defence area Baltic Seatoday: lower court counsellor in HamburgBucklein, Georg born 23. 2. 1907formerly: lower court counsellor in special court III, Munichtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Munich

Buhler, Hanns born 16. 5. 1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Stuttgartuntil August 1965: provincial court director in HeilbronnBulow, Professor Dr. Arthurborn 17. 11. 1901 formerly: ministerial counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice; participant in the "Reich Party Congress" already in 1933 today: state secretary in the Federal Ministry of JusticeBulow, Dr. Hennecke von born 23. 4. 1908 formerly: senior staff judge in 32nd and 72nd infantry divisionstoday: government counsellor in penitentiary, ZiegenhainBiingener, Dr. Claus born 19. 4. 1911 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Freibergtoday: lower court counsellor in DortmundBurger, Dr. Hans born 20. 9. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Linztoday: public prosecutor in WuppertalBuhl, Dr. Hans born 14. 1. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Danzig (Gdansk) today: lower court director in AnsbachBujnoch, Dr. Leo born 19. 5. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court in Troppau (Opava); on Czechoslovak war criminal list A - 6/206 today: lower court counsellor in KemptenBurchardt, Wolfgang born 9. 6. 1910 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dusseldorftoday: senior public prosecutor in DusseldorfBuri, Eugen born 4. 11. 1911formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill today: administrative court president in SigmaringenBusch, Dr. Herbert born 19. 6. 1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in Superior Provincial Court, Dresden, senate for high-treason cases 
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until July 1965: senate president in Neustadt an der Weinstrasse and member of the constitutional court of Rhineland/Pala- tinateBussert, Dr. Rudolf born 22. 9. 1905 formerly: military court counsellor in 462nd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in BielefeldButz, Hans born 6. 1. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court in Danzig (Gdansk), joined the NSDAP in 1933, expert on questions of race and genealogy in Kulmsee today: lower court counsellor in GoslarCarmine, Dr. Erich born 24. 8.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in Krumau (Cesky Krumow), magistrate in "People's Court"today: lower court counsellor in NurembergCarstensen, Dr. Otto born 11. 4. 1904 formerly: lower court counsellor in Ratzeburg, joined the NSDAP in 1931, chief district leader, head of Office for Legal Policy, deputy head, district law office and deputy district leader today: superior provincial court counsellor in SchleswigChaluppa, Johannes born 29. 10.1902 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice) today: labour court counsellor in CologneChrist, Dr. Wolfgang born 18. 7.1900 formerly: corps judge of the head of the military administration, France today: public prosecutor in BrunswickClauditz, Rudolf born 20. 1. 1899formerly: senior military court counsellor in 461st infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in HildesheimClaussen, Kai born 1. 4. 1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: senate president in superior provincial court, HamburgClemens, Dr. Hermann born 27. 1. 1913 formerly: senior staff judge of the 182nd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Ann- weiler

Coenen, Dr. Hans-Wolf born 5. 11.1907 formerly: senior military field judge in 16th and 31st infantry divisionstoday: senate president in the provincial social court, StuttgartCollani, Hans-Joachim von born 13. 3. 1909 formerly: navy military court counsellor in minesweeper formations, east today: provincial court counsellor in LuneburgCollet, Josef born 23. 7.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Saarbruckentoday: provincial court director in SaarbruckenCordier, Franz born 30. 7. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kasseltoday: senior public prosecutor, Frankfurt-on-Main, head of board of public prosecutorsCiinnen, Wilhelm born 12.11.1911formerly: court assessor in the special court, Colognetoday: public prosecutor in CologneCzesla, Richard born 1. 12. 1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: lower court counsellor in PinnebergDaubler, Helmut born 21.1.1904formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept VIItoday: senate president in StuttgartDally, Karl born 14. 9. 1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) today: provincial court director in DuisburgDallinger, Dr. Wilhelm born July 1908 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeDamman, Marcus born 8. 3. 1914formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Hamburg



Dassler, Dr. Gerhard born 8. 11.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor and counsel for the prosecution in special court, Dresdentoday: provincial court counsellor in KarlsruheDede, Christian born 26. 8.1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Weimartoday: provincial court director in HanoverDehns, Eduard born 8. 8. 1908formerly: military court counsellor in the Luftwaffetoday: lower court counsellor in AhrensburgDepenbrock, Heinrich born 17.12.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: senior public prosecutor in BielefeldDerks, Dr. Hermann born 25. 8. 1903 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Wurzburgtoday: provincial court director in Augsburg, appointed permanent representative of the provincial court presidentDettmer, Dr. Helmut born 9.11.1904 formerly: military court counsellor in 180th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in CuxhavenDewitz, Egmont von born 18.10. 1907 formerly: military court counsellor in "Luftgau" III, Berlintoday: lower court counsellor in CologneDiderichs, Dr. Alexander born 17. 3.1906 formerly: senior staff judge in 8th armoured divisiontoday: public prosecutor in MunsterDietrich, Dr. Hans born 31. 5. 1900formerly: military court counsellor in the Berlin commanduntil August 1965: lower court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainDinckelacker, Helmut born 30. 11. 1906 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: government director in the Ministry of Justice, Baden-Wurttemberg

Dittrich, Martin bom 2. 8. 1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: lower court counsellor in GiessenDobisch, Dr. Rudolf born 4. 8. 1904formerly: government counsellor in Koniginhof (Dvur Kralove), member of "SdP", from 1938 SA Hauptsturmfuhrer today: administrative court counsellor in MunsterDoge, Dr. Hans born 29. 3. 1913formerly: senior staff judge in 23rd army corpstoday: government director in the Federal Disciplinary CourtDollen, August von born 17. 8. 1899 formerly: senior staff judge in 180th division, Brementoday: provincial court director in OldenburgDolves, Heinrich born 28. 4. 1903formerly: military court counsellor today: senior judge in WuppertalDoerr, Dr. Karl born 3. 11. 1902formerly: senior judge in special court, Darmstadttoday: provincial court director in DarmstadtDoms, Dr. Wilhelm bom 4. 6.1911formerly: senior staff judge in 36th infantry divisiontoday: public prosecutor in Freiburg (Breisgau)Dorer, Karl born 1. 6. 1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: senior public prosecutor in StuttgartDossmann, Dr. Georg born 6. 12. 1906 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court. Strassburg (Strasbourg) today: provincial court counsellor in MannheimDrach, Leonhard born 9. 3.1903formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court in Luxemburg; sentenced to 35 years imprisonment there in 1949 today: senior public prosecutor in Frankenthal
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Dreher, Dr. Eduard born April 1907formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Innsbrucktoday: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeDrews, Dr. Richard born 29. 3.1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dresdentoday: provincial court counsellor in HagenDrinkuth, Dr. born 5.1.1897formerly: military court counsellor of the field court in the Berlin command today: lawyer in Bad PyrmontDiimler, Ludwig born 4. 3. 1909formerly: senior government counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: lower court counsellor in HassfurtDiirwanger, Karl born 23. 12. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Brunn (Brno) today: lower court counsellor in NurembergDuhme born 4. 3. 1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: senior public prosecutor in MunsterDyckmanns, Franz born 13. 6.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the Kaiserslautern commandtoday: lower court counsellor in KaiserslauternEbersberg, Heinrich born July 1911 formerly: first public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of JusticeEbmeyer, Gottfried born 29. 12. 1906 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bielefeld today: senior judge in BielefeldEckardt, Dr. Erich born 16. 7. 1900formerly: senior military court counsellor with the commandant of Greater Paris, NSDAP, SS today: superior provincial court counsellor in HamburgEckert, Dr. Herbert born 15. 10. 1905 formerly: military court counsellor in 432nd infantry division

today: first public prosecutor in OldenburgEder, Dr. Hugo born 18. 4.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichEhlers, Ernst born 16. 10.1909formerly: in 1938 head of main department 11/22 in the Reich Security Main Office, in 1940 chief of state police office in Liegnitz (Legnica), in 1941 agent of chief of security police for Belgium and Northern Francetoday: administrative court counsellor in the administrative court of Schleswig HolsteinEickhoff, Dr. Ernst-Wilhelmborn 14. 2. 1907 formerly: senior military court counsellor at the High Command of the Army today: ministerial counsellor in the North Rhine-Westphalian Ministry of JusticeEigenwillig, Georg born 18. 8. 1909 formerly: senior military field judge OKH (high command of the army) today: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of DefenceEisenberg, Paul born 28.12.1909formerly: military field judge in the 433rd and 463rd infantry divisions at Frank- furt-on-Odertoday: lower court counsellor in LippstadtEisenblatter, Helmut born 5. 2. 1905formerly: senior military court counsellor of the 9th AOK (Army High Com- man), 1st, 87th and 173rd divisions today: first public prosecutor in Frankfurt-on-MainElsenheimer, Georg born May 1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bamberg today: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of JusticeEnkhaus, Rudolf born 14. 6. 1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 168th infantry division today: provincial court counsellor in Buckeburg
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Erbel, Otto born 31. 5. 1908formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: federal judge of the Federal CourtEsser, Heinz born 20. 1. 1904formerly: first public prosecutor for political cases in Leitmeritz (Litomerice) today: senior government counsellor, head of the penitentiary and remand prison, BochumFahndrich, Hans-Karl born 23. 1. 1901 formerly: senior judge in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: lower court counsellor in Dort- mund-HordeFangmann, Dr. Arnold born 30. 3. 1901 formerly: senior military court counsellor of the 570th Supreme Field Headquarters and the High Command of the Army today: provincial court president in OldenburgFedder, Dr. Julius born 27. 2. 1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: provincial court director in HamburgFelmy, Dr. Heimfried born 16. 10. 1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court. Thorn (Torun) and Graudenz (Grudziadz), appears on the Polish list of war criminals No. 80/192today: public prosecutor in OldenburgFilter born 30. 9. 1909formerly: military court counsellor with the general of the Luftwaffe, North Norwaytoday: lower court counsellor in LubeckFink, Ludwig born 2. 9. 1904formerly: military court counsellor of the 407th infantry divisiontoday: first public prosecutor in KemptenFleischmann, Dr. Rudolf born 1903formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of JusticeFliessbach, Dr. Wilhelm born 4.12.1901 formerly: senior military court counsellor at the High Command of the Wehrmacht

today: federal judge in the Federal Fiscal CourtFoge, Dr. Wilhelm born 17. 8. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the legal department of the General Commissariat in Minsktoday: first public prosecutor in KaiserslauternFramheim, Dr. Otto born 12. 9.1901 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: provincial court director in HamburgFrancke, Fritz born 11. 8. 1911formerly: SS Unterscharfuhrer, legal adviser to SS-Sturm 11/36, lower court counsellor in Danzig (Gdansk) today: provincial court counsellor in Nuremberg-FurthFrankenberg, Johannes born 7.1.1906 formerly: provincial court counsellor in Berlin, took part in "racial disgrace" sentencestoday: lower court counsellor in MunnerstadtFranz, Dr. Eugen born 25.12.1905formerly: senior military court counsellor, senior military field judge of the 19th tank divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in LubeckFraustein, Dr. W. born 17. 7.1901formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Posen (Poznan)today: senior public prosecutor in KoblenzFreyberg, Dr. Walter von born 2. 5.1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dresdentoday: public prosecutor in Frankfurt-on- MainFricke, Dr. Andreas born 10.11.1903 formerly: lower court counsellor in Lobenstein, magistrate at the "People's Court"today: provincial court counsellor in BrunswickFriedrichs, Dr. Hans born 19.1.1910 formerly: public prosecutor at the Superior Provincial Court in Prague (Praha) today: senior public prosecutor in Cologne
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Frohlich, Dr. Hans born 18. 6. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: senior public prosecutor in MunichFriihbrodt, Hermann born 28. 8.1905 formerly: military court counsellor in the 401st infantry divisiontoday: public prosecutor in GottingenFiirsen, J. N. born 13. 5.1908formerly: lower court counsellor and prosecutor in the special court, Kiel today: provincial court director in KielFiirstenhagen, Dr. Heinz-Ottoborn 30. 4.1905 formerly: naval senior staff judge in the 9th security divisiontoday: provincial court director in HamburgFull, Werner born 6. 3.1914formerly: public prosecutor for political cases at the Munich Superior Provincial Courttoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichFuxius, Dr. Albert born 25. 7.1907formerly: military court counsellor of the 812th field headquarters today: senior judge in CologneGabrysch, Dr. Georg born 27. 9.1904 formerly: public prosecutor in Maribor, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, appears on the Yugoslav list of war criminals No. A 16-1066 today: provincial court director in Hanover, at the Ministry of Justice of Lower SaxonyGartner, Hermann born 7. 3.1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Essentoday: first public prosecutor in EssenGanser, Dr. Josef born 17. 8.1901formerly: senior government counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: senate president in the Federal Patent Court, retired April 1965Gatzschke, Alfred born 1.12.1905formerly: lower court counsellor in the the 465th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Hanau

Gauger, Dr. Wilhelm born 16. 9.1904 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: senior public prosecutor in TubingenGeiger, Professor Dr. Willi born 22. 5.1909 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bambergtoday: judge in the Federal Constitutional CourtGeis, Walter born 28. 3.1909formerly: military court counsellor, headquarters of reserve unit 2-XVII, Linz today: first public prosecutor in GiessenGeppert, Johann born 10. 7.1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Leitmeritz (Litomerice) today: lower court counsellor in AachenGerard, Dr. Martin born 11. 8.1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Mannheim today: superior provincial court counsellor in KarlsruheGerits, Dr. born 19.12.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Colognetoday: provincial court director in CologneGerlach, Dr. Bodo born 13. 2.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: first senior public prosecutor in OldenburgGeyer, Dr. Franz born 23. 3.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 15th and 260th infantry divisions today: senior social court counsellor in NurembergGichtel, Dr. Hermann born 12.1.1907 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichGiese, Kurt born 16.10.1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 13th field division of the Luftwaffe today: provincial court counsellor in Lubeck
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Giesecke, Dr. Hans-Werner born 3. 6.1907 formerly: senior military field judge, LXVIII Army Corps, Greecetoday: provincial court director in Frankfurt-on-MainGille, Dr. Wolfgang bom 8.11.1901 formerly: military field judge in the 154th and 444th infantry divisions today: federal judge in the Federal Disciplinary CourtGlasenapp, Gunther von born 11.10.1913 formerly: senior staff judge in the Berlin commandtoday: public prosecutor in DetmoldGleine, Wilhelm born 8. 9.1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Brunn (Brno)today: lower court counsellor in StuttgartGloge, Dr. Walter born 18. 8.1904formerly: military court counsellor in the Brescia I. 1016 commandtoday: lower court counsellor in BrunswickGlund, Bruno born 13. 5.1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: provincial court counsellor in KemptenGlunz, Dr. Josef born 4. 6.1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Essentoday: first public prosecutor in EssenGoke, Dr. Karl born 27. 6.1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: senior public prosecutor in HammGosser, Helmut born 14.10.1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Posen (Poznan)today: lower court counsellor in DusseldorfGonnermann, Dr. born 27. 9.1905formerly: public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court (high treason cases), Kasseltoday: first public prosecutor in Frank- furt-on-MainGonnermann, Dr. Otto born 15. 2.1908 formerly: 1935 member of the Gestapo, head of the government sub-department for 

police administration, Bromberg (Bydgoszcz), 1943 district president in Bydgoszcz today: administrative court director in DarmstadtGoose, Helmut born 19. 6.1908formerly: military court counsellor at the Danzig (Gdansk) commandtoday: lower court counsellor in GifhornGosewisch, Hans born 17. 5.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kalisch (Kalisz) today: provincial court director in BrunswickGraser, Dr. Hans born 10.10.1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: lower court director in HeidelbergGraf, Dr. Ludwig bom 17. 2.1903formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: senate president in the Supreme Provincial CourtGramm, Dr. Erich born 3. 5.1906formerly: ministerial counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice; promoting member of the SStoday: senate president in the superior provincial court in Hamburg, first chairman of the association of judges in HamburgGreger, Hubertus born 4. 9.1907formerly: military court counsellor in the 8th rifle divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in KasselGrendel, Dr. Wilhelm born 14.12.1902 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the "People's Court" today: superior provincial court counsellor in CelleGriffel, Dr. Anton born 20. 4.1903formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Bambergtoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichGroger, Karl born 20. 4.1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: first public prosecutor in Memmingen
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Grosch, Dr. Walter born 6. 3.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Mainz today: provincial court counsellor in FrankenthalGroskopff, Herbert born 29.12.1904 formerly: military court counsellor in the 190th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in OldenburgGrotewold, Heinrich born 28. 9.1900 formerly: senior staff judge in the 180th, 190th and 84th infantry divisions today: lower court director in SoltauGroth, Dr. Erich born 12. 3.1904formerly: public prosecutor for cases of high treason in the Superior Provincial Court in Hamburg today: public prosecutor in HamburgGrub, Dr. Josef born 18. 5.1902formerly: first public prosecutor for political cases in Nurembergtoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in MunichGruhl, Gerhard born 11.5. 1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: lower court counsellor in LubeckGrunau, Dr. Theodor born 22.12.1902 formerly: senior public prosecutor in the special court, Celletoday: government director in the penal executory office, HammGrunert, Friedrich born 12. 10. 1912 formerly: military court counsellor in the 4th armoured divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in KielGrussdorf, Joachim born 31. 5.1907formerly: military court counsellor in the 143rd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in GottingenGunther, Karl born 4. 3.1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: provincial court counsellor in HamburgGiintner, Dr. Hans born 23. 4.1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Eger (Cheb) 

today: provincial labour court director in TubingenGugler, Dr. Heinrich born 28. 8.1906 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: leading senior public prosecutor in HammGuntermann, Dr. Franz born 20.1.1908 formerly: public prosecutor in Munich and chief executory officer at executions today: provincial court counsellor in MunichHaase, Dr. Johannes born 1. 5.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Zichenau (Ciechanow)today: public prosecutor in HildesheimHabben, Herbert born 30. 3.1909formerly: senior military field judge in the 6th infantry division, Bielefeld today: public prosecutor in HanoverHachmeister, Dr. Karl born 8.1.1912 formerly: SS Fuhrer and SS judge today: lower court counsellor in WolfsburgHafele, Dr. Karl born 28.11.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Main today: provincial court director in Frankfurt-on-MainHaferkorn, Dr. Alfred born 28. 4.1903 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dresden today: senior judge in KorbachHagedorn, Richard born 1. 2.1906formerly: supreme military court counsellor in the 83rd infantry division today: senior public prosecutor in HamburgHagemann, Dr. Heinz born 9.10.1904 formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Celletoday: senior public prosecutor in VerdenHagemeister, Heinrich born 1. 2.1906 formerly: military court counsellor at an army high commandtoday: provincial court director in ItzehoeHagenbeck, Dr. Werner born 29. 3.1903 formerly: military field judge at the 606th field headquarters 
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today: lower court counsellor in DusseldorfHagens, Dr. Hans von born 10.12.1911 formerly: senior staff judge at the headquarters of the Wehrmacht, Berlin and in the 257th and 169th infantry divisions today: provincial court counsellor in Verden/ AllerHagmann, Heinz born 21. 6.1907formerly: assistant judge and prosecutor of the 1st Grand Criminal Court, Dortmund, took part in "racial disgrace" sentencestoday: public prosecutor in BielefeldHaidinger, Dr. Oskar born 29. 3.1908 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: senate president in the Federal Supreme CourtHaller, Dr. Walter born 5.1.1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: lower court director in WaiblingenHamaekers, Dr. Walter bom 28.11.1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice) today: public prosecutor in WuppertalHammer, Dr. Hermann born 28. 8.1906 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin) today: senior judge in StadthagenHanert, Berthold born 5. 8.1901formerly: military field judge in the 14th and 174th divisionstoday: provincial court director in BochumHarlin, Dr. Ernst born 5.1.1901formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 15th infantry division today: provincial court director in StuttgartHannemann, Erich bom 28. 2.1907formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 94th division and army high command 1today: public prosecutor in Hamburg- WandsbekHarder, Dr. Erwin born 8.11.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court in Hamburg 

today: provincial court director in HamburgHarder, Dr. Herbert bom 28. 1.1907 formerly: senior staff judge in the 11th division, Allensteintoday: lower court counsellor in HamburgHardrath, Dr. Gunter born 17.10.1909 formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: federal judge in the Federal Disciplinary CourtHarms, Adolf born 2. 3.1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: provincial court director in OldenburgHarms, Dr. Alfred born 4. 9.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 19th field division of the Luftwaffe today: senate president in CelleHartinger, Josef born 14. 9.1893formerly: military court counsellor, headquarters LXtoday: state secretary in the Bavarian Ministry of JusticeHartke, Ernst born 12. 7.1906formerly: military court counsellor at the headquarters of Greater Paristoday: senior judge in Wetter-on-RuhrHartmeyer, Dr. Wilhelm born 18. 5.1912 formerly: provincial court counsellor at the special court, Essentoday: provincial court director in EssenHeerhaber, Wilhelm born 23.1. 1903 formerly: military field judge at the Wehrmacht command, Berlin today: senior judge in TecklenburgHegener, Wilhelm born 31.12.1906formerly: lower court counsellor at the "People's Court" for cases of high treason today: lower court counsellor in SalzkottenHeinemann, Dr. Friedrich born 9. 6.1904 formerly: military court counsellor in the 371st infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in Kassel
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Heinke, Erhard born 13. 3.1913formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: provincial court director in Nuremberg-FurthHeinrichs, Fritz born 13. 5.1904formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Mainztoday: first public prosecutor in DarmstadtHenke, Alfred born 13.10.1909formerly: military court counsellor in the 190th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in OsnabruckHennecke, Kurt born 12. 7.1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Prague (Praha)today: senate president in the Provincial Social Court in CelleHennig, Dr. Martin bom 1. 8.1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Leipzigtoday: lower court counsellor in PlettenbergHensel, Ernst born 22.12.1911formerly: senior staff judge in the 9th armoured divisiontoday: public prosecutor in BrunswickHenseling, Dr. Jakob born 10.1.1913 formerly: lower court counsellor for political cases at the Superior Provincial Court, Kasseltoday: provincial court director in KasselHerbert, Karl born 28. 2.1904formerly: military court counsellor at the Aachen commandtoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in KoblenzHergt, Dr. Albert born 13.1.1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Main today: lower court counsellor in WiesbadenHerrnreiter, Dr. Ferdinand born 8. 3.1907 formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"today: provincial court director in Augsburg

Herting, Dr. Hans born 25. 7.1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dessautoday: public prosecutor in KoblenzHerzing, Wilhelm born 6.1.1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Wurzburgtoday: senior judge in Bad Neustadt-on- SaaleHerzog, Dr. Josef born April 1903formerly: first public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court in Prague (Praha) today: ministerial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of JusticeHerzog, Dr. Siegmund bom 24. 5.1910 formerly: military court counsellor in military district B/SW, France and field command Lissa (Leszno)today: lower court counsellor in OsnabruckHey, Hubert born 10. 6.1901formerly: miltary court counsellor at the Wehrmacht High Command today: leading ministerial counsellor in the North Rhine-Westphalian Ministry of JusticeHeyde, Waldemar born 12. 6.1908formerly: military field judge in the 404th division, Dresden and the 171st division, agent of the Gestapotoday: provincial court director in StuttgartHeyer, Dr. Kurt bom 7. 6.1908formerly: military court counsellor today: public prosecutor in BrunswickHeyne, Heinz born 7. 5.1903formerly: judge at the special court, Radomtoday: senate counsellor in the Federal Patent CourtHezel, Dr. Friedrich born 12. 2.1912 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: superior provincial court counsellor in StuttgartHildebrand, Heinz born 4. 7.1903formerly: first public prosecutor for political cases in Lubecktoday: senior public prosecutor in Lubeck
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Hildebrandt, Dr. Hans-Ulrich born 7.1.1909 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin) today: lower court counsellor in Castrop- RauxelHille, Fritz born 4. 3.1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hanovertoday: senior public prosecutor in DetmoldHillenkamp, Ulrich born 5. 4. 1912formerly: senior staff judge at the 17th Army High Command today- lawyer in ViersenHillmann, Dr. Arno born 29.11.1909 formerly: senior military field judge at the Army High Commandtoday: senior public prosecutor in StuttgartHillrichs bom 21. 5. 1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: provincial court counsellor in OsnabruckHirmer, Dr. Hans born 31. 1. 1909formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday; lower court counsellor in MunichHirschbrich, Georg born 18. 9.1902formerly: military field judge at the Army High Command/HR today: senior judge in FreisingHodes, Dr. Fritz born 6. 2. 1908formerly: military court counsellor in the 26th and 36th infantry divisions, employee of the nazi journal on military law today: superior provincial court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainHofer, Dr. Gerhard born 26. 8. 1901formerly: military field judge of the 17th engineering headquarters staff today: lower court counsellor in HanoverHoffler, Dr. Siegfried born 16. 2.1909 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: first public prosecutor in Bremen

Hoher, Dr. Konrad born 9. 5. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Aachen and in the "People's Court" today: public prosecutor in CologneHohn, Dr. Rudolf born 13. 10. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Wurzburg today: provincial court counsellor in WurzburgHonneckes, Dr. Heinrich born 31. 5. 1910 formerly: military court counsellor in the 20th division, Hamburgtoday: senior administrative court counsellor in MunsterHoffmann, Walter born 3. 6. 1909formerly: senior staff judge in the 34th division, Koblenztoday: public prosecutor in MainzHoffrichter, Otto born 1. 6.1906formerly: senior staff judge in the 246th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in Walds- hutHoll, Dr. Bernd born 20. 12. 1907formerly: senior military field judge today: government director of the Ober- ems prison camp and Bielefeld prisonHolstein, Heinz born 2. 4. 1913formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court in Jena today: provincial court counsellor in StuttgartHoltzheimer, Dr. born 8. 2. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: lower court director in Herzberg/ HarzHolz, Dr. Waldemar born 5.11.1904 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bielitz (Bielsko)today: lower court director in GeislingenHolzki, Alfred born 27. 11. 1911formerly: military court counsellor in the 11th and 12th divisions, Allenstein today: lower court counsellor in KronachHoof, Dr. Rudolf born 12. 4.1899formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice 



today: ministerial counsellor in the Hessian Ministry of JusticeHoogen, Matthias born 25. 6. 1904formerly: military court counsellor of the Luftwaffe and senior military judge of the Kurland armytoday: defence commissioner of the BundestagHornig, Erich born 29. 12. 1901formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, dept. VI today: ministerial director in the Ministry of Justice of Lower SaxonyHuber, Ulrich born 7. 5. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dortmundtoday: provincial court director in BielefeldHubernagel, Wilhelm born 8. 2. 1903 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Radom and Leitmeritz (Litome- rice)today: senior public prosecutor in DusseldorfHiibener, Ulrich born 15. 12. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Schwerin today: provincial court counsellor in HamburgHuckstadt, Dr. Hermann born 31. 1. 1902 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: provincial court director in KielHiille, Dr. Werner born 30. 4. 1903formerly: chief judge today: superior provincial court president in OldenburgHiintemann, Dr. born 3. 1. 1904formerly: public prosecutor for political cases at the Superior Provincial Court in Hammtoday: senior public prosecutor in BochumHupers, Dr. born 29.10. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special courts in Hohensalza (Inowraclaw) and Beuthen (Bytom)today: first public prosecutor in OldenburgHumbert, Dr. Jurgen born 7. 1. 1908 formerly: public prosecutor in the special courts in Frankfurt-on-Oder, Litzmann- stadt (Lodz) and Berlintoday: public prosecutor in Lubeck

Hunger, Horst born 4. 5.1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 463rd infantry divisiontoday: federal judge in the Federal Social CourtHusslein, Dr. Otto born 25. 10. 1905 formerly: judge of a field court in Denmarktoday: provincial court president in Deg- gendorfHuyke, Dr. Wilhelm born 5. 9.1900formerly: senior staff judge. Fester Platz Borissowtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in OldenburgIndra, Dr. Rudolf born 10. 3.1901formerly: lower court counsellor in Freiwaldau (Fryvaldov) magistrate at the "People's Court"today: provincial court counsellor in GiessenItzen, Alwin born 4. 5. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: lower court counsellor in WilhelmshavenJacobs, Dr. Werner born 19. 5. 1907 formerly: senior staff judge in the 52nd and 428th infantry divisionstoday: lower court director in KarlsruheJaeger, Helmut born 20. 6. 1901formerly: counsellor in the Public Prosecutor's Office at the "People's Court" today: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichJagow, Clemens von born 14. 2. 1903 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: provincial court president in LubeckJahn, Dr. Gunter born 7. 9. 1901formerly: military court counsellor at the 397th supreme field command, army high command 11today: lower court director in LuneburgJakob, Hermann born 4. 10. 1906formerly: 15 July 1932 SS Oberschar- fiihrer, legal adviser to an SS regiment today: provincial court counsellor in AugsburgJakubassa, Dr. Paul bom 15. 2. 1900 formerly: senior military field judge in the 5th armoured division and the 432nd division
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until July 1965: administrative court director in ArnsbergJancke, Helmut born 27. 6.1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Posen (Poznan)today: lower court counsellor in HerfordJanischowsky, Dr. Ewald born 13. 8.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Oppeln (Opole) today: lower court counsellor in HanoverJapes, Dr. born 10. 1. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Essentoday: senior public prosecutor in SiegenJarzina, Ludwig born 11. 2.1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court I, Berlintoday: lower court director in HechingenJenniches, August born 7. 9. 1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Nurembergtoday: provincial court director in NurembergJeremias, Dr. Hans-Georg born 13. 2.1902 formerly: military court counsellor 584th rear services commandtoday: senate president in Celle and member of the Lower Saxony State CourtJessenberger, Dr. born 13. 12. 1905formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Zichenau (Ciechanow) today: administrative court director in Neustadt-on-WeinstrasseJohn, Helmut bom 7. 5.1906formerly: military court counsellor at the 582nd supreme field command today: superior provincial court counsellor in HammJohnn, Felix von born 27. 6. 1903formerly: senior naval court counsellor today: provincial social court counsellor in SchleswigJurgens, Ulrich born 15. 7. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 174th division, Hanovertoday: lower court counsellor in Ludenscheid

Juncker, Heinz born 3. 2.1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Posen (Poznan) today: lower court counsellor in DiezJung, Hans born 11. 7. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Brunn (Brno) today: public prosecutor in SiegenJung, Dr. Herbert born 22. 5. 1903formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kassel today: superior provincial court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainJunghanns-Konopka, Dr. Herbertbom 20. 6. 1902 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court I, Posen (Poznan)today: lower court counsellor in BallingenJungmann, Dr. Franz born 21. 5. 1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Posen (Poznan) today: public prosecutor in EssenKammer, Dr. Erich born 9. 6. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court for Lorraine in Sulzbach today: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in SaarbriickenKannengiesser, Heinz born 9. 10. 1907 formerly: senior naval court counsellor today: lower court counsellor in BremerhavenKarow, Karl born 13. 8.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the Berlin commandtoday: first public prosecutor in HanauKarpen, Dr. Werner born 2. 10. 1905 (formerly Karpinski)formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Danzig (Gdansk) today: senior public prosecutorKarrasch, Gunter born 16. 11. 1911formerly: senior staff judge in the 8th and 14th divisionstoday: lower court counsellor in OberhausenKaulbach, Gunter born 26. 5. 1904formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: vice-president of the Superior Pro
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vincial Court in Karlsruhe and member of the 1st Senate of the Supreme Restitution Court in RastattKaune, Dr. Bernhard born 12. 10. 1906 formerly: senior military field judge in the 1st armoured division and the Greater Paris commandtoday: senate president in the Provincial Social Court in StuttgartKayser, Alexander born 16. 4.1903formerly: military court counsellor in the Wehrmacht-WR High Command today: senate president in CelleKeidel, Theodor born 9.12.1902formerly: senior public prosecutor for political cases at the Superior Provincial Court in Munich Itoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichKeil, Dr. Werner born 1. 7. 1900formerly: military court counsellor in the Berlin commanduntil August 1965: provincial court director in BielefeldKeisel, Heinrich born 24. 9. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: senior public prosecutor in MunichKeller, Otfried born 28. 4. 1911formerly: senior staff judge in the 26th division, Colognetoday: provincial court president in MarburgKemper, Dr. Heinz born 22. 9. 1913formerly: judge in the special court, Aachentoday: administrative court director in Koblenz, Chamber of TrierKeppel, Otto born 1. 12. 1908formerly: senior military field judge in the 12th, 32nd and 218th infantry divisions today: public prosecutor in DarmstadtKessel, Franz born 21. 8. 1908formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Cologne

Kettnacker, Hans born 17. 7.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 465th infantry division today: senior judge in StuttgartKeutgen, Dr. Hans born 12. 6.1912formerly: judge in the special court, Aachentoday: provincial court director in AachenKeyser, Dr. Werner born 26. 5. 1904 formerly: public prosecutor for political cases at the Superior Provincial Court in Dresdentoday: first public prosecutor in KasselKieckbusch, Gunther born 6. 11. 1909 formerly: Hauptsturmfuhrer in the armed SS, counsel for the prosecution and chairman of an SS and police court, official in charge of the execution of sentences and cases of reprieve in the central office of the SS Courttoday: counsellor of justice in PhilippsburgKieler, Dr. Herbert born 18. 1. 1905formerly: senior judge in the special court, Oppeln (Opole)today: social court counsellor in MunsterKinnen, Peter born 22. 5. 1902formerly: senior staff judge in the 102nd and 526th infantry divisions today: lower court counsellor in SolingenKlein, Karl born 27. 8. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 156th infantry divisiontoday: federal judge in the Federal Administrative CourtKleinknecht, Otto born 12. 6. 1901formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: senior judge in MarbachKleiss, Bruno born 8. 2. 1914formerly: military court counsellor today: senior public presecutor in OldenburgKlemp, Dr. Max born 7. 12. 1897formerly: senior military court counsellor, commanding officer of the Supply District Centre and of the 285th security divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in Stade
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Klenner, Willibald born 19. 6. 1908formerly: senior staff judge in Norway today: provincial court director in StuttgartKlier, Dr. Walter born 17. 7. 1908formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Leitmeritz (Litomerice) today: lower court counsellor in RegensburgKnackstedt, Karl born 11. 1. 1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 158th divisiontoday: provincial court director in BrunswickKnippenberg, Dr. born 13. 4. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dortmundtoday: senior public prosecutor in MunsterKnobloch, Gottfried born 17.10.1911 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: first public prosecutor in Frank- furt-on-MainKnop, Walter born 17. 8. 1906formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in Brunswick, member of the NSDAP from 1926, member of the Reichstag of the "Third Reich", Supreme Party Court today: lower court counsellor in SeesenKnossalla, Dr. Arnold born 5. 8. 1902 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: provincial court director in WiesbadenKobel, Otto born 13. 6.1912formerly: senior staff judge in the 156th infantry division and 158th reserve divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in HamburgKoch, Adalbert born 14.10.1910formerly: senior staff judge in the 61st and 141st infantry divisions and army high command 9today: lawyer in Bunde, WestphaliaKoebel, Dr. Ulrich born 19. 6. 1901formerly: lower court counsellor, senate for cases of high treason, Stuttgart today: senate president at the Superior Provincial Court in Stuttgart

Kohne, Hans born 18. 10. 1902formerly: public prosecutor in Dortmund, also responsible for arbitrary sentences against Jewstoday: public prosecutor in BielefeldKbnig, Fritz born 27. 8. 1905formerly: senior staff judge in the 173rd and 271st infantry divisions today: lower court counsellor in BrunswickKolb, Dr. Karl born 12. 1. 1903formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Kalisch (Kalisz)today: senior public prosecutor in WurzburgKori, Manfred born 24. 1. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor and prosecutor in the special court in Leoben today: provincial court counsellor in NurembergKornhuber, Dr. Helmut born 15.10.1900 formerly: provincial court director in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: superior provincial court counsellor in SchleswigKraemer, Dr. Leo born 18. 9. 1901formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"today: senior public prosecutor in CologneKrah, Bernhard born 9. 7. 1912formerly: court officer in the court martial of the artillery. Dept. 75 today: provincial court counsellor in BonnKrapp, Dr. Philipp born 7. 8. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Mahrisch Ostrau (Moravska Ostrava)today: superior provincial court counsellor in BambergKrautwig, Dr. Carl born 5. 11.1904formerly: senior military field judge in the 20th armoured division and LXXXI army commandtoday: state secretary in the Ministry for All-German AffairsKrebs, Dr. Heinrich bom 6. 1. 1910formerly: lower court counsellor in the senate for cases of high treason, Stuttgart today: federal judge in the Federal Social Court
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Krekel, Adolf formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: lawyer in Cologne-KlettenbergKress, Dr. Gustav born 17. 9.1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 413th infantry divisiontoday: senior judge in SchwabachKristi, Dr. Karl born 1. 7. 1910formerly: assistant judge in the chamber for political crimes of the Provincial Court in Eger (Cheb)today: provincial court director in Nuremberg-FurthKrohn, Hans-Martin born 18. 1. 1904 formerly: military court counsellor in the 190th division dftoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court of SchleswigKruger, Ulrich born 24.12. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Maintoday: senior public prosecutor in Frank- furt-on-Main, permanent deputy of the Prosecutor GeneralKruger, Walter born 23,11. 1905formerly: senior military field judge in the 1st infantry divisiontoday: lower court director in LubeckKruss, Dr. Jakob born 12. 8. 1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill for political casestoday: provincial court director in KrefeldKubasch, Theodor born 9. 7. 1902formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in Luxemburg, chief office administrator in the Moselland legal district officetoday: senior judge in RheinbachKuhn, Max born 10. 9. 1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Colognetoday: provincial court director in CologneKuhn, Dr. Fritz born 13. 3. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Nuremberg 

today: senior public prosecutor in Nuremberg-FurthKuhlmann, Dr. Fritz born 5. 11.1905 formerly: senior military field judge in the 6th division, Bielefeldtoday: provincial court director in BielefeldKuhn, Horst born 16. 1. 1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: first public prosecutor in Frank- furt-on-MainKummel, Fritz born 5. 6. 1908formerly: senior staff judge in the 227th infantry divisiontoday: public prosecutor in Monchen- GladbachKunnecke, Erich born 18. 2. 1906formerly: military field court counsellor in the 190th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in LuneburgKuster born 26.1. 1901formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: lower court counsellor in DurenKuhnert born 4. 5. 1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: senior public prosecutor in EssenKuhr, Erich born 8. 8. 1910formerly: senior staff judge in the Frontier Headquarters, Wedel today: public prosecutor in GiessenKulemann, Dr. Johannes born 7. 2. 1899 formerly: military court counsellor in the 560th field headquarterstoday: lower court counsellor in HamburgKummer, Georg born 4. 8. 1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Hagentoday: lower court counsellor in BielefeldKurze, Paul born 14. 11. 1901formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Werewolf, SA Sturmfuhrer
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today: social court counsellor in BrunswickKutschmann, Dr. Hans Wernerborn 10. 1.1908 formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill, for political cases today: superior provincial court counsellor in CelleLampen, Dr. Gregor born 22. 12. 1905 formerly: army judge in the 82nd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in LingenLandwehr, Wilhelm born 1. 7. 1903formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 5th tank division today: senior public prosecutor in HanoverLange, Hans-Ulrich born 27. 1. 1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Troppau (Opava)today: federal judge in the Federal Disciplinary CourtLast, Hans born 29. 4. 1909formerly: military court counsellor in the 670th supreme field headquarters today: lower court counsellor in AnsbachLaube born 5. 5. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. IV for political cases today: senate president in HammLaudes, Josef born 15. 4. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Wuppertaltoday: lower court counsellor in SolingenLay, Werner born 1. 2. 1906formerly: first public prosecutor in Mannheim; SS Obersturmfuhrer today: superior provincial court counsellor in KarlsruheLefringhausen, Paul born 8. 10. 1900 formerly: military court counsellor in Field Luftgau (air force district) XXVI today: superior provincial court counsellor in DusseldorfLehnhoff, Gunther born 31. 7. 1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Danzig (Gdansk) today: senior public prosecutor in Dusseldorf

Leick, Waldemar born 25. 1. 1900formerly: adviser to a corps headquarters in the Ukrainetoday: vice-president of the Superior Administrative Court in Schleswig-HolsteinLeiterer, Dr. Richard born 8. 2. 1902 formerly: head of the Gestapo headoffice in Magdeburg, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer in the security service of the NSDAP Reich leadership today: administrative court counsellor in the Schleswig-Holstein Administrative CourtLenski, Dr. Konrad born 13. 6. 1901formerly: military court counsellor in the Reich Military Court and the 6th Field Military Courttoday: provincial court director in LuneburgLerch, Dr. Christoph born 2. 3. 1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 464th infantry divisiontoday: senior judge in DuderstadtLeverenz, Dr. Bernhard born 15. 2. 1909 formerly: naval senior staff judge today: Minister of Justice in Schleswig- Holstein (also see section: The Intellectual Fathers of Genocide again Poison Public Opinion)Liebau, Dr. born 15. 11. 1905formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Posen (Poznan), official in charge of special courts in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: senior judge in SeesenLiebich, Johannes born 5. 8. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: public prosecutor in KaiserslauternLind, Dr. Helmut born 1. 12. 1913formerly: senior staff judge in army high command 14, 4th mountain division, SA today: social court counsellor in GiessenLindemann born 23. 6. 1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dortmund today: superior provincial court counsellor in HammLindscheid born 7. 12. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Dortmundtoday: lower court counsellor in Hagen
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Linsenhoff, Karl born 22. 9. 1901formerly: senior military court counsellor high command of the 4th Armoured Army today: provincial court counsellor in OldenburgLipps, Dr. Herbert born 30. 7. 1911formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Posen (Poznan) today: lower court counsellor in WeidenLittek, Richard born 5. 11. 1901formerly: senior staff judge in the 291st infantry division. High Command of the Army/HRtoday: lower court director in HamburgLode, Dr. Helmut born 14. 9. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dessau today: public prosecutor in HanoverLollke, Ernst born 19. 7. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Rostocktoday: public prosecutor in HamburgLortz, Johann born 23. 3. 1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 344th infantry division today: senate president in KarlsruheLosch, Dr. born 12. 2. 1905formerly: lower court counsellor and prosecutor in the special court, Weimar today: lower court counsellor in ZevenLosch, Alwin born 12. 2. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 339th infantry divisiontoday: lower court director in OffenbachLoscher, Dr. Otto born 15. 6. 1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill today: federal judge in the Federal CourtLohner, Dr. Otto bom 23. 7.1912formerly: senior staff judge, special tasks (Lorraine and Luxemburg, penal camp Papenburg, brigade 999, and others) today: lawyer in MayenLohrey, Heinrich born 13. 9. 1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Mannheimtoday: provincial court director in Mannheim

Looft, Walter born 14. 11. 1905formerly: worked with the "Reichskom- missar" in Vienna from 1938 to 1940, in 1941 with the Reich representative in Posen (Poznan) and in 1943 employed in Hitler's private chancellory today: administrative court director in the Schleswig-Holstein Administrative CourtLorenz, Dr. Hans-Helmut born 18. 4. 1913 formerly: military court counsellor in the Berlin commandtoday: lawyer in Hamburg-WandsbekLorenzen, Dr. born 14. 2.1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill today: superior provincial court counsellor in SchleswigLudolph, Dr. born 21. 4. 1904formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Danzig (Gdansk) today: public prosecutor in BrunswickLudwig, Heinz born 12. 11. 1905formerly: lower court counsellor in special court II, Hohensalza (Inowraclaw) today: lower court counsellor in Stuttgart-Bad CannstadtLiiders, Dr. Hans born 27. 3. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Brunswicktoday: superior provincial court counsellor in BrunswickLiming, Richard, born 18. 9. 1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Celletoday: superior provincial court counsellor in CelleLuther, Dr. born 26. 2. 1909formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Main today: provincial court counsellor in LimburgMath, Albert born 23. 5. 1911formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Zichenau (Ciechanow) today: lower court director in KielMahlke, Karl born 5. 4. 1899formerly: military field court counsellor in the 85th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Ratze- burg
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Maisenhalder, Dr. Alois born 18. 8. 1910 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Stuttgart today: superior provincial court counsellor in StuttgartMalessa, Johannes born 25. 5.1911formerly: senior staff judge in the 76th infantry divisiontoday: provincial social court counsellor in SchleswigManchot, Dr. Karl born 25. 3.1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: provincial court director in MunichMartens, Dr. Hans-Hermannborn 24. 2.1904 formerly: military court counsellor in the 411th special duty divisiontoday: senate president in the Provincial Social Court in CelleMartens, Jakob born 7. 5.1905formerly: 1932 NSDAP, chairman of an NSDAP regional court, local group leader of the NSDAP, 1938 assistant adviser in the nazi Ministry of the Interior, 1940 war administrative counsellor at the High Command of the Army (OKH) in Holland today: administrative court director in the Schleswig-Holstein Administrative CourtMartens, Kurt born 3. 4.1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kiel today: provincial court director in KielMartin born 6. 2.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Jena and Weimar today: lower court director in BitburgMarx, Dr. Gerhard born 16.12.1906 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Aachentoday: lower court director in Eschwei- lerMattern, Dr. Friedrich born 6.11.1908 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Brunn (Brno)today: federal judge in the Federal CourtMatthiessen, Heinrich bom 10.12.1906 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Posen (Poznan) today: public prosecutor in Kiel

Mayer, Dr. Josef born 25. 6.1905formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Nuremberg today: provincial court director in NurembergMayer, Karl Bernhard born 28. 5.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Darmstadttoday: public prosecutor in GiessenMeier-Branecke, Dr. Hans born 4. 7.1900 formerly: supreme military court counsellor, chief judge in the Army Supreme Commandtoday: senate president at the Brunswick Superior Provincial CourtMeinardus, Dr. born 28. 5.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Koblenztoday: first public prosecutor in TrierMeiser, Fritz born 1.1.1914formerly: naval assistant judge today: government director in the Bavarian Ministry of JusticeMellwitz, Artur born 19. 2.1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Naumburgtoday: federal judge in the Federal Social CourtMende, Gerhard born 20. 6. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: provincial court director in ArnsbergMenger, Dr. Georg born 12. 8.1903formerly: military court counsellor in the 413th infantry divisiontoday: senior judge in MellrichstadtMennecke born 1.1.1901formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Zweibruckentoday: provincial court counsellor in LandauMerz, Dr. Helmut born 10. 9.1911formerly: public prosecutor in Landau/ Palatinate, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer today: superior provincial court counsellor in Neustadt-on-WeinstrasseMetten, Dr. A. born 16. 4.1902formerly: Reich public prosecutor for political cases in the Reich Court today: senior public prosecutor in Essen
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Metz, Dr. born 22.12.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill, for political casestoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Neustadt-on-WeinstrasseMeusel, Johannes born 30. 7.1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: provincial court director in GottingenMeusel, Dr. Gotthold born 23. 4.1905 formerly: military court counsellor today: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in NurembergMewes, Dr. Gunther born 6.12.1908 formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 2nd and 29th armoured divisions today: provincial court counsellor in MarburgMey, Werner formerly: military court counsellor, senior staff judge in the High Command of the Army Southtoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in BremenMeyer, Friedrich born 17. 8.1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Erfurttoday: senior public prosecutor in MunsterMeyer, Hans born 25. 5.1904formerly: military field court counsellor in the 444th security division, NSDAP, political leadertoday: provincial court director in BrunswickMeyer-Hentschel, Dr. Gerhardborn 9. 9.1911 formerly: military court counsellor in the 409th divisiontoday: president of the Superior Administrative Court in Koblenz and member of the Constitutional Court of Rhineland-PalatinateMeynen, Hermann born 21. 8.1898formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kiel today: superior provincial court counsellor in SchleswigMezger, Hans-Robert born 22. 7.1904 formerly: military court counsellor in the 293rd infantry divisiontoday: federal judge in the Federal Court

Misera, Dr. Alfons born 6.12.1900formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: senior social court counsellor in AugsburgMittelbach, Dr. Jurgen born 19. 9.1903 formerly: public prosecutor at the special court in Berlintoday: superior provincial court counsellor in CologneMohl, Dr. Wolfgang born 23. 5.1905 formerly: provincial court director in the special court, Leslau (Wloclawek) today: senior public prosecutor at the Supreme Provincial Court in MunichMoeker, Dr. A. bom 30.10.1908formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Kattowitz (Katowice) today: public prosecutor in Monchen- GladbachMoller, Wilhelm born 19. 8.1904formerly: senior military field judge in the 1st Armoured Army High Command today: senior judge in OldenburgMohns, Gerhard born 7. 6.1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: senior public prosecutor in CelleMollenhauer, Werner bom 14. 9.1905 formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: provincial court counsellor in HanoverMorschbach, Dr. Josef born 3. 5.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Colognetoday: senior public prosecutor in MainzMiihlenfels, Willy von born 27. 9.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Mannheim and Karlsruhe today: provincial court president in Baden-BadenMuhlhaus, Dr. Hermann born 8. 3.1903 formerly: military court counsellor in the 264th infantry divisiontoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichMuller, Dr. Hanswerner born 7. 7.1899 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: federal judge in the Federal Administrative Court, Berlin



Muller, Dr. Helmut born 18. 12.1906 formerly: 1939-42 senior government counsellor, finally permanent representative of the chief of police in Gdansk, 1942 SS Sturmbannfuhrer, chief of police in Gdynia today: administrative court counsellor in the Schleswig-Holstein Administrative CourtMuller, Kurt born 19. 8. 1905formerly: senior military judge in the 6th, 196th, 70th, 463rd, and 172nd divisions, Berlin commandtoday: provincial court director in HagenMuller, Robert born 26. 5.1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Freiburgtoday: lower court director in FreiburgMuller, Dr. Walter born 21.10.1901formerly: supreme military court counsellor in Francetoday: provincial court director in StuttgartMunich, Dr. Alfred born 2. 9.1906formerly: military field court counsellor, member of NSDAP from 1933, in 1937 in the "People's Court", took part in many judgements against anti-fasciststoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in MunichMiinstermann, Dr. Wolfgang born 1898 formerly: chairman of the special court, Berlin, and judge in the "People's Court" today: lawyer in CelleMiintinga, Dr. Helmut born 4. 8.1907 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: senior judge in Bad SeegebergMugler, Dr. Hans born 3.11.1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 320th infantry division today: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichMunzinger, Dr. born 9. 8.1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Mannheimtoday: government president of Nord- badenNagel, Dr. Hellmuth born 28. 5.1906 formerly: senior military field judge in the 62nd infantry division today: superior provincial court counsellor in Munich

Nappe, Dr. Walter born 26.11.1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: lower court counsellor in KielNebel, Dr. born 20. 9.1904formerly: senior military field judge in the Mailland (Milano) commandtoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in DusseldorfNeidhard, Friedrich born 7. 9.1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court. Strassburg (Strasbourg) today: government director in the Ministry of Justice, Baden-WurttembergNellessen, Dr. bom 28.11.1900formerly: senior public prosecutor in the special court, Bielitz (Bielsko)today: senior public prosecutor in AachenNeuberger, Erich born 8. 2.1910formerly: lower court counsellor in Bromberg (Bydgoszcz), SS Sturmbannfuhrer, SS court main officetoday: public prosecutor in SaarbruckenNeumaier, Dr. Alois born 17. 6.1901 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munich today: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichNeuroth, Hans-Heinrich bom 19.11.1908 formerly: senior military field judge in the Berlin command, army judge in the tank army high command and Saarland today: lower court counsellor in SchluchternNickels, Dr. Peter born 17. 3.1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: lower court director in HamburgNiemer born 30.1.1902formerly: first public prosecutor for political cases, Hammtoday: first public prosecutor in MunsterNiese, Hans bom 18. 4.1911formerly: military judge in the 30th division, Lubecktoday: leading senior public prosecutor in KrefeldNieuhoff bom 5.10.1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hanovertoday: lower court counsellor in Hanover
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Nissen, Rudolf born 19. 6.1911formerly: military court counsellor today: provincial court director in HamburgNix, Josef born 30. 4.1904formerly: military court counsellor in division 409 today: senate president in MainzNoack born 12.10.1898formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: lower court counsellor in SchleswigNossler, Dr. Kuno born 27.10.1904formerly: senior staff judge in the Central Court of the Army, Berlin-Charlottenburg today: senior judge in AachenNormann, Hans-Henning vonborn 23. 2.1903 formerly: ministerial counsellor to the Reich Marshal, agent for the four-year plan. Goring, head of Section 2, including "Jewish Affairs"today: federal prosecutor in the Federal Administrative CourtNiirnberger, Dr. born 7. 7.1912formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Magdeburg today: administrative court director in ArnsbergNusslein, Dr. Andreas bom 5. 3.1909 formerly: public prosecutor in Brunn (Brno), on the list of war criminals No. A - 6/316 today: lower court director in CoburgNusslein, Dr. Franz born 12.10.1908 formerly: senior public prosecutor with the "Reich Protector" in Prague (Praha) today: consul-general in BarcelonaOberlander, Dr. Alexander born 17. 5.1906 formerly: senior military administrative counsellor; chief district leader in Thuringia today: administrative court counsellor in HanoverOcker, Hermann born 17. 7.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 71st infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in Hildesheim

Oellrich, Dr. Walter born 3. 3.1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: provincial court director in HamburgOeser, Dr. Richard born 15.10.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munich today: senior public prosecutor in MunichOesterreich, Hans bom 20.10.1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: first public prosecutor in KasselOhm, Dr. K. born 4. 5.1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Hanovertoday: superior provincial court counsellor in CelleOldenburg, Fritz born 4.1.1901formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Prenzlautoday: lower court counsellor in BielefeldOligmiiller born 15. 5.1912formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Essentoday: provincial court director in EssenOppe, Dr. born 2. 9.1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Oppeln (Opole)today: senior public prosecutor in DuisburgOppenhauser, Walter born 15. 12.1904 formerly: military field court counsellor today: provincial social court counsellor in the Saarland Provincial Social CourtOrtmann, Hans formerly: senior 526th infantry division today: lower court burg
born 10. 4. 1903 staff judge in the counsellor in Duis-Orzechowski, Dr. Wolfgang born 16. 6. 1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: senior public prosecutor in CologneOskierski, Wilhelm born 7. 8. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 428th special duty division 



today: provincial court counsellor in KrefeldOstermeier, Dr. Robert born 29. 5. 1903 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Nuremberg-Furth today: provincial court director in Nuremberg-FurthOtter, Dr. born 7. 1. 1903formerly: army judge in Garrison Command 192today: senior public prosecutor in CelleOttersbach, Karlheinz born 10. 6. 1912 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice) until spring 1965: public prosecutor in LuneburgPath, Dr. Gerd born 23. 8. 1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: lower court counsellor in HamburgPassauer, Hans born 25. 5. 1909formerly: senior staff judge in the 12th division, Schwerintoday: public prosecutor in ItzehoePecher, Dr. Otto born 29. 4. 1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Cottbustoday: federal judge in the Federal Labour CourtPetersen, Dr. Harro born 22. 4. 1912 formerly: public prosecutor for political cases, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: provincial court director in FlensburgPetzke, Dr. Hans born 30. 7.1901formerly: senior military court counsellortoday: senior public prosecutor in NurembergPfenningsdorf born 27. 4. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, special court cases. Eastern Regions today: provincial court counsellor in BonnPfleiderer born 2. 2. 1912formerly: public prosecutor in the special courts Prague (Praha) and Brunn (Brno) 

today: first public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court in CellePhilippi, Walter born 8. 12.1902formerly: military court counsellor, senior staff judge in the 176th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in DortmundPichon, Lothar born 5. 2. 1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Odertoday: provincial court counsellor in OsnabriickPiesker born 24 .5. 1904formerly: first public prosecutor in the special courts Celle and Hanovertoday: superior provincial court counsellor in CellePingel born 18. 5. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kieltoday: public prosecutor in KielPippert born 24. 5. 1904formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Viennatoday: senior public prosecutor in DortmundPlock, Dr. Gerhard born 17. 2. 1913formerly: senior staff judge in the 52nd and 166th infantry divisions and the 20th armoured division Pz. AOK 3 today: lawyer and notary in DillenburgPlonnies, Dr. Rudolf born 8. 9. 1908 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Brunn (Brno)today: lower court counsellor in ItzehoePlonner, Hermann born 1. 3. 1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bielitz (Bielsko)today: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichPoddey, Traugott born 5.10.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Halletoday: senate president in the Provincial Social Court in StuttgartPohlmann, Heinrich born 31. 8. 1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Saarbriickentoday: provincial court director in Bayreuth
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Poersch, Dr. Lothar born 14. 10. 1906 formerly: senior military field judge in the 24th infantry division today: lower court director in SelbPoschla, Dr. born 25. 3.1900formerly: military court counsellor in the Luftwaffetoday: first public prosecutor in WuppertalPohlmann, Gert born 3. 10. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in Berlin, 14 May 1923 NSDAP (No. 9664), golden badge of honour of the NSDAP, regional instructor today: administrative court director in StuttgartPoos, Dr. born 13. 1. 1904formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Celletoday: lower court counsellor in HanoverPoppelbaum, Helmut born 22. 10.1903 formerly: military court counsellor in the supreme command of the army and the 6th division, Bielefeldtoday: provincial court director in LuneburgPreiser, Dr. born 23. 8. 1898formerly: provincial court director in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept IV, section leader for political cases today: superior provincial court counsel- sor in BrunswickPriedigkeit, Georg born 29. 3. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Schneidemiihl (Pila) today: labour court counsellor in HagenProhl born 14. 10. 1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Magdeburg today: provincial court counsellor in Frankfort-on-MainPrufer, Hans born 5. 11. 1903formerly: lower court counsellor and counsel for the prosecution in the special court, Freiburg today: senior legal counsellor in MillheimQuack, Rudolf born 7. 7.1910formerly: senior staff judge in the 17th, 18th, and 213th infantry divisions today: provincial court director in Giessen

Raab, Dr. born 5. 1. 1910formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Prague (Praha) today: provincial court counsellor in KleveRaabe born 19. 6. 1898formerly: military court counsellor in the 209th infantry divisionuntil August 1965: senior judge in UslarRabenau, Reinhard von born 12. 3. 1913 formerly: senior staff judge in the 3rd and 17th armoured divisions today: provincial court counsellor in DusseldorfRaeder, Rudolf born 18. 8. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dusseldorf today: leading senior public prosecutor in CologneRahn, Dr. Dietrich born 14. 4. 1914formerly: military field court counsel- sor in the 463rd infantry divisiontoday: senior public prosecutor in Frankfurt-on-MainRai, Dr. Franz born 3. 8. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munich today: administrative court director in MunichRandebrock born 22. 1. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the Provincial Court, Essen ("racial disgrace cases") today: provincial court director in KoblenzRaschik, Dr. Friedrich born 30. 3. 1906 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Mahrisch-Schonberg (Sum- perk) today: superior provincial court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainRathmayer, Otto born 15. 12.1905formerly: lower court counsellor, counsel for the prosecution in the "People's Court" today: provincial court counsellor in LandshutRathske born 16. 9. 1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dusseldorf today: public prosecutor in Koblenz
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Rausch, Dr. born 14. 9. 1909formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Magdeburgtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in CelleRebmann, Dr. Gustav born 13. 5. 1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Berlintoday: senior public prosecutor in DusseldorfReckmann, Dr. Hans born 21. 6. 1902 formerly: military court counsellor in the 526th infantry divisiontoday: senior legal counsellor in GochRegis, Dr. Reinhold born 6. 1. 1904formerly: superior provincial court counsellor, Jena, judge of summary jurisdictiontoday: provincial court counsellor in BielefeldRehbock, Dr. born 2. 9. 1898formerly: supreme court counsellor in the special court, Berlintoday: provincial court director in KielReichelt, Dr. born 20. 1. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"today: first public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court in KoblenzReil, Theodor born 20. 6. 1909formerly: military court counsellor in the 404th infantry divisiontoday: provincial social court counsellor in StuttgartRein, Dr. Arthur born 6. 8. 1901formerly: senior public prosecutor in the special court, Dortmundtoday: senate president in HammReiners, Dr. Friedrich born 25. 3. 1904 formerly: army judge in the Central Army Court, Berlin-Charlottenburg today: superior provincial court counsellor in HamburgRempe, Dr. Heinrich born 24. 4. 1902 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept HItoday: superior provincial court president in Hamm

Renatus, Heinrich born 21. 10. 1902formerly: military court counsellor and senior staff judge in the 464th infantry divisiontoday: provincial social court counsellor in MunichRetsch, Georg born 2. 2. 1901formerly: senior staff judge in the 1st armored divisiontoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichReubold, Dr. Hans born 29. 9. 1900formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: provincial court president in Nuremberg-FurthReusch, Dr. Werner born 23. 10. 1902 formerly: chief judge in the Army Supreme Commandtoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in Frankfurt-on-MainReuter, Dr. Rudolf born 12. 6. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Prague (Praha), on Czechoslovak list of war criminals, No. A 38-87 today: leading senior public prosecutor in WuppertalRheinen, Dr. Fritz born 14. 6. 1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 176th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in DuisburgRhode, Werner born 1. 2. 1913formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Prague (Praha), Czechoslovak war criminal list No. A 38-88today: government director in the Ministry of Justice, Schleswig-HolsteinRichert born 18.12. 1898formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Elbing (Elblag)today: lower court counsellor in FlensburgRieder born 11. 3. 1903formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Wehrmacht Command, Berlin today: provincial court president in Zweibrucken (see Table 30)Riemann, Kurt born 17. 7. 1913formerly: military court counsellor today: provincial court director in Hanover
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Riepenhausen, Ernst born 23. 8. 1903 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Leslau (Wloclawek), on Polish list of war criminals today: superior provincial court counsellor in BambergRietmeyer, Dr. Otto born 10. 1.1909 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Colognetoday: senior judge in LindlarRimelin, Dr. Renatus born 12. 4. 1909 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stuttgarttoday: superior provincial court counsellor in StuttgartRittinger, Dr. Josef born 10. 3.1906formerly: military court counsellor in the 17th army, Passautoday: senior judge in EichstadtRochlitz, Dr. Viktor bom 16. 3.1914formerly: associate judge, counsel for the prosecution in the special court. Strassburg (Strasbourg) today: provincial court counsellor in HeidelbergRodominski, Herbert born 15. 11. 1912 formerly : judge in the special court, Hamburgtoday: lower court counsellor in Hamburg-HarburgRoemer bom August 1902formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeRomer, Josef born 29. 3. 1914formerly: counsel for the prosecution in the special court, Wuppertaltoday: ministerial counsellor in the Ministry of Justice, North Rhine-WestphaliaRoesler, Dr. Karl born 18. 6. 1903formerly: superior provincial court counsellor for political cases in Posen (Poznan) today: superior administrative court counsellor in MunsterRossiger bom 9. 10. 1911formerly: divisional judge today: senior judge in Vlotho

Rogalla, Hans born 24. 2.1901formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin)today: first public prosecutor in VerdenRogge born 15. 8. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: provincial court director in FlensburgRoggenkamp, Dr. Kurt born 31. 10.1906 formerly: military court counsellor in the 384th infantry divisiontoday: lower court director in Hamburg- BlankeneseRomatzek, Wilhelm born 18. 12. 1905 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: lower court counsellor in Konigs- hofen im GrabfeldRonke, Professor Dr. Maximilianborn 27. 11. 1904 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the special court, Prague (Praha)today: provincial court director in WurzburgRosendahl born 7. 4. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court. Thorn (Torun)today: public prosecutor in MunsterRoss born 31. 5. 1908formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: lower court counsellor in DusseldorfRostock, Heinrich born 22. 7. 1904formerly: military court counsellor in the 409th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Esch- wegeRothe, Dr. Gerhard born 29. 8.1906formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Naumburgtoday: federal judge in the Federal CourtRuepprecht, Dr. Hans-Ulrich, Freiherr von born 9. 7. 1911formerly: provincial court counsellor in Ravensburg, magistrate of the "People's Court"today: superior provincial court counsellor in Stuttgart
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Ruff, Wilhelm born 11. 9. 1912formerly: senior staff judge in the 9th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in StuttgartSaage, Dr. born July 1907formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeSand, Hermann born 1. 7. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichSandrock, Dr. Heinz born 18. 2. 1902 formerly: provincial court counsellor and public prosecutor for political cases in the Reich Courttoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Frankfurt-on-MainSauer, Valentin born 27.12. 1901formerly: military court counsellor in the 409th infantry division today: provincial court counsellor in MarburgSauter, Philipp born 6. 7. 1903formerly: military court counsellor in the 362nd infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Eber- bach/KarlsruheSchade, Dr. Dr. Hans born 10. 9. 1901 formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: senate president in the Federal Patent CourtSchafer, Dr. Karl born 11. 12. 1899formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Illtoday: senate president in Frankfurt-on- MainSchaper, Theodor born 6. 11. 1901formerly: first public secutor in the special court Brunn (Brno)today: senior public prosecutor in BochumSchafheutle, Dr. Josef born March 1904 formerly: provincial court director in the nazi Ministry of Justice 

today: ministerial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeSchattenberg, Dr. Ulrich born 11.2. 1906 formerly: chief naval court counsellor, according to his own statements took part in missions of the fascist navy in Spain to supply the fascists with arms, ammunition and foodstuffstoday: first public prosecutor in LubeckSchauergans born 15. 12.1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: lower court counsellor in AachenScheer, Willy born 29. 11. 1904formerly: military court counsellor with the 213th security division today: lower court counsellor in CelleScherer, Dr. Wernerformerly: military court counsellor at the High Command of the Wehrmacht today: senate president at the Federal Disciplinary CourtSchicht, Dr. Wolfgang born 10.10.1908 formerly: military court counsellor today: first public prosecutor in StuttgartSchiedt, Dr. Robert born 1. 9.1911formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Munichtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichSchiffner born 23. 7.1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Elbing (Elblag)today :public prosecutor in LuneburgSchikowsky, Dr. born 16. 9.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: lower court counsellor in PeineSchilgen, Dr. Walter born 28. 6.1900formerly: superior provincial court counsellor for political cases in Kattowitz (Katowice)today: federal judge in the Federal Labour CourtSchlaefke, Wilhelm born 2. 3.1902formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 12th infantry division today: public prosecutor in Hamburg
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Schlegelberger, Dr. Hartwig born 9.11.1913 formerly: naval senior staff judge today: minister of the interior in Schleswig-Holstein (see Table 30)Schlichting, Dr. Erich born 12. 5.1897 formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Reich Military Court and the Sofia commanduntil August 1965: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in SchleswigSchlinke, Kurt born 19.12.1899formerly: lower court counsellor in Zorbig, court officer of the Wehrmacht prison at Torgautoday: lower court counsellor in HildesheimSchluter, Dr. Erich born 29. 5.1903formerly: senior military court counsellor in the High Command of the Army/HR today: provincial court president in AnsbachSchmidt, Kurt born 23. 9.1904formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Hohensalza (Inowraclaw) today: lower court counsellor in HoyaSchmiedeberg, Heinz born 9.10.1908 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin)today: lower court counsellor in BochumSchmitt, Dr. Josef born 22. 8.1905formerly: military court counsellor in field headquarters 672today: lower court counsellor in DachauSchmitt, Walter born 13. 7.1905formerly: army judge of the 1st mountain division, Munich, the 7th and the 467th divisions, Munich, the army command Lanz of the Berlin command Army Group E XXII AKtoday: lawyer in LandauSchmitt-Winter, Albert born 23. 2.1903 formerly: military court counsellor today: senior public prosecutor in Saar- briickenSchmitz, Dr. Erich born 25. 7.1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 467th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in MunichSchmole, Dr. born 29. 6.1900formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dresdentoday: provincial court counsellor in Hanover

Schollgen, Dr. born 10. 8.1901formerly: senior judge in the special court, Wuppertaltoday: provincial court director in Mon- chen-GladbachSchoene, Josef born 9.1.1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Essentoday: provincial court director in EssenSchoengarth, Dr. Hans-Otto born 29.8.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: lower court counsellor in HagenScholz, Heinrich born 22. 9.1904formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) command XXVIAKtoday: leading senior public prosecutor in HamburgSchoppmann, Dr. born 17.10.1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Elbing (Elblag)today: provincial court director in BremenSchorn, Joachim born 9. 8.1903formerly: military court counsellor in the 201st security divisiontoday: lower court director in OsnabruckSchrader, Karl-Heinz born 27.10.1909 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Essentoday: senior judge in PlettenburgSchreiber, Georg born 19. 3.1898formerly: provincial court director in Berlin, 1 December 1932 NSDAP, president of the party regional court, naval court counsellortoday: lower court counsellor in KielSchreiber, Theodor born 22.12.1905 formerly: military court counsellor in the 173rd infantry divisiontoday: provincial court counsellor in PassauSchreitmuller, Dr. Adolf born 8.11.1902 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Stuttgart, and in the "People's Court"today: provincial court director in StuttgartSchroiff born 10. 8.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) 
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today: first senior public prosecutor in StadeSchubert, Dr. Franz born 4.10.1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Troppau (Opava) today: provincial court counsellor in TraunsteinSchubert, Dr. Johannes bom 18. 8.1905 formerly: military court counsellor in the 408th divisiontoday: lower court director in GifhornSchubert, Johannes born 13. 8.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Oppeln (Opole)today: senior public prosecutor in KarlsruheSchubert, Wolfgang born 1.8.1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice)today: lower court counsellor in FriesoytheSchiile, Erwin bom 2. 7.1913formerly: assistant adjutant IC of ID 215, leader of the special penal company ID 253; sentenced to 25 years forced labour in the Soviet Uniontoday: senior public prosecutor, head of the central office for the clearing up of national socialist crimesSchurmann, Wolfgang born 18. 8.1913 formerly: senior staff judge in the 153rd division, Potsdam and the 75th infantry division today: public prosecutor in HildesheimSchultz, Johannes born 24.11.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in Berlin; ministerial counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Finance; SA Oberscharfiihrer, Sturm 31/9today: ministerial director in the Lower Saxony Ministry of JusticeSchultze, Otto-Wolfgang born 10.1.1905 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Essentoday: first public prosecutor in DortmundSchulze, Friedrich born 11. 2.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Halle-on-Saaletoday: lower court counsellor in Gronau 

Schumacher, Dr. Franz born 28. 6.1907 formerly: senior military field judge in the 34th division, Koblenz today: senior public prosecutor in LimburgSchutte, Dr. Eberhard born 22. 6.1900 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz)until August 1965: lower court counsellor in WuppertalSchwaller, Dr. Karl von born 5.10.1903 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Brunn (Bmo)today: lower court counsellor in AugsburgSchwarze, Johannes born 25.10.1902 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Halle-on-Saaletoday: first public prosecutor in MunsterSchwarze, Josef born 20.11.1910formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in HammSchwedes, Dr. Franz born 4. 6.1904formerly: military court counsellor in the field headquarters 520today: lower court counsellor in KasselSchweichel, Dr. born 23. 8.1906formerly: military court counsellor in the 95th infantry divisiontoday: senior public prosecutor in CologneSchweling, Otto born 4. 3.1904formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Luftwaffe Court and judge in Italy today: senior public prosecutor in the Federal CourtSeibert, Dr. Claus born 4. 6.1902formerly: military court counsellor in the 463rd infantry divisiontoday: federal judge in the Federal CourtSeiffert, Dr. Werner born 8.10 1902formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: lower court director in StuttgartSeither, Dr. Karl born 29.1.1901formerly: first public prosecutor in Regensburg and member of a court-martial today: supreme provincial court counsellor in Munich
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Semmler, Jakob born 10.1.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Frankenthaltoday: senior public prosecutor in ZweibruckenSernau born 2.1.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dortmundtoday: public prosecutor in BochumSeydewitz, von born 20. 6.1908formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Petrikau today: provincial court counsellor in HanoverSiebers, Werner born 21.11.1907formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 5th armoured division Oppeln (Opole) and the 177th division Brunn (Brno) today: public prosecutor in BrunswickSiedenburg, Walter born 2. 9.1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: provincial court counsellor in OldenburgSielaff, Dr. born 10. 6.1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Mainztoday: lower court counsellor in LudwigshafenSinn, Dr. Heinrich born 18.12.1903formerly: senior staff judge in the 329th infantry divisiontoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in StuttgartSkok, Dr. Herbert born 18.11.1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: senior public prosecutor in HamburgSommer, Karl born 12.11.1904formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: first public prosecutor in DusseldorfSosna, Viktor born 2.11.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Graztoday: public prosecutor in OldenburgSpehr born 28. 2.1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dusseldorf 

today: provincial court counsellor in DusseldorfSpies, Gebhardt born 2. 6. 1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Brunswick today: provincial court counsellor in BrunswickSpillner, Dr. Herbert born 7.9.1909formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Dresdentoday: social court director in LubeckSplett, Bruno born 18. 8.1909formerly: military court counsellor of the Luftwaffe, Norwaytoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in CologneSplettstosser, Dr. Erich born 10. 3.1908 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Prague (Praha)today: public prosecutor in HanoverSpreckelsen, Dr. von born December 1905 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: ministrial director in the Federal Ministry of JusticeSpringorum born 5.11.1915formerly: assistant judge in the special court. Thorn (Torun)today: lower court counsellor in KuselSusemihl born 19.10.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hanovertoday: first public prosecutor in AurichStaat, Dr. born 10. 9.1907formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in the Superior Provincial Court in Hammtoday: leading senior public prosecutor in ArnsbergStabler, Fritz born 6.1.1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Danzig (Gdansk)today: senior public prosecutor in HammStamp, Wolfgang born 21.12.1910formerly: member of a court martial today: superior provincial court counsellor in HamburgStangl, Dr. Walter born 21. 5.1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Eger (Cheb)today: public prosecutor in Bamberg
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Stanglmair, Dr. Herrmann born 29. 5.1910 formerly: military court counsellor in the 169th infantry divisiontoday: supreme provincial court counsellor in MunichStanke, Georg born 6. 8.1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice) today: lower court counsellor in Baden- BadenStarck, von born 12.10.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: provincial court director in KielStaud, Dr. Hans born 19. 5. 1900formerly: senior military court counsellor in the High Command of the Army/HR until August 1965: senate president in Frankfurt-on-MainSteckel, Kurt born 17. 7.1901formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) until July 1965: provincial court director in HamburgSteffen, Dr. Erich born 20. 5.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dusseldorftoday: provincial court director in DusseldorfSteffen, Hermann born 23.10.1902formerly: military court counsellor, XII AKtoday: lower court director in BundeStein, vom born 9. 5.1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dusseldorftoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in DusseldorfSteiner, Dr. Hans born 20.10.1900formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Berlintoday: lower court counsellor in DusseldorfSteinke, Max born 7.10.1910formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court"today: senior judge in Singen

Steinle, Dr. Kurt born 1. 3.1914formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichSteinmayr, Dr. Hans born 16.1.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bamberg today: provincial court counsellor in SchweinfurtStephan, Heinz born 3. 6.1913formerly: senior staff judge in the 408th and the 28th divisions Breslau today: provincial court counsellor in MunichStohr, Karl born 22. 2.1905formerly: government counsellor in Butzbach, 1933 up to 1937 SA Oberschar- fiihrer Sturm 4/29, thereafter SStoday: government director in the Nuremberg penitentiaryStolzel, Ulrich born 2.12.1905formerly: provincial court counsellor at the special court, Kasseltoday: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in Frankfurt-on-MainStolting II, Herman born March 1911 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) today: lawyer in Frankfurt-on-MainStoppel, Dr. Adolf-Friedrichborn 30.10.1901 formerly: military court counsellor in Luftgau II Warschau (Warszawa)today: lower court counsellor in WittenStransky, Dr. Maximilian born 15. 9.1910 formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Troppau (Opava), No. A-6/365 on the list of war criminals of Czechoslovakia today: provincial court counsellor in KemptenStreller, Karl born 28.10. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Brunn (Brno)today: provincial court counsellor in RottweilStrodter, Dr. born 27. 5.1909formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Linztoday: lower court director in Wetzlar
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Strohbach, Dr. Rudolf born 6.1.1913 formerly: army judge in the 391st infantry divisiontoday: lawyer in BremerhavenStromsky born 21.12.1909formerly: military court counsellor in the 210th infantry divisiontoday: senior judge in OeldeStriimpler born 2.10.1901formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the special court, Bielefeld today: senior judge in BielefeldStuhldreer, Kunibert born 14. 7.1904 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw) today: lower court counsellor in LandshutStumpf, Dr. Hermann born 9.10.1912 formerly: assessor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Illtoday: senate president in the Federal Labour CourtStumpf, Richard born 4. 2.1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz)today: first public prosecutor in NurembergSuckow, Harald born 16. 5. 1903formerly: military field court counsellor in High Command 4 of the Tank Army today: lower court counsellor in Dillingen- on-DanubeSzogs, Gerhard born 8. 7.1908formerly: senior staff judge in the 3rd division Frankfurt-on-Oder, field command 530today: public prosecutor in HanoverTacke born 27. 5.1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Maintoday: first public prosecutor in Frank- furt-on-MainTalpa, Dr. Erich born 14.1.1904formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Troppau (Opava)today: senior public prosecutor in UlmTank, Ernst born 17. 4.1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Eger (Cheb) today: senior government counsellor in Kiel, penitentiary

Tennigkeit born 27. 6. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) today: public prosecutor in EssenTeufI, Dr. Max born 10. 2.1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Zweibruckentoday: provincial court president in KoblenzThamm, Ernst born 25. 3. 1904formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Kieltoday: senior public prosecutor in KielThierbach, Ernst born 19. 1. 1902formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Berlintoday: senate president in DusseldorfThomashoff born 7. 2. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dusseldorftoday : provincial court director in DusseldorfThomsen, Willy born 20. 9. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Kieltoday: senate president in SchleswigThurmayr, Dr. Alois born 22. 1. 1909 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: lower court counsellor in StarnbergTiedtke, Dr. born 3. 6. 1908formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Berlin today: provincial court counsellor in ArnsbergTillmann born 16. 4. 1905formerly: public prosecutor and chief executory officer in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin)today: public prosecutor in KleveTimmermann, Wennemar born 6. 7. 1906 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Celletoday: provincial court director in HanoverTopfer, Dr. Karl born 13. 8. 1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Schneidemiihl (Pila) today: lower court counsellor in Gladbeck
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Vertraulich!
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la Baeen dee Deutsoben Yolkee I

In der otratsacne
8 • 8 • a

den Grubenletututoer iiex lyse aua Sleiaita III, 31- 
aohofetrasje 53, geboren an 20. gars 1695 m ^akoschau, Kra. 
Kattcwlte, katholiech, leichadeuteener, verheiratet, sorbe- 
atrait, 
a.Zt. in der Haltanrtalt in Bentten OS.
wegen Zereetsung der 'ebrirart,
het der 1. Stratsenat dee Cber’andesgeriehts KatV-w.tz in 
Beutnen 03. rut Grur. ' der Henptverbandlung act 15. August 
1944, 
an rter teilgenommen laben

Oberlpndeagericbteprdaide&t Brendel 
els Voreitzender,
Oberlandesgerlehtsrat Er. Z d r a 1 e k, 
Oberlandeageriehtsrat Baralait 
s9b beisltzende Bichver, 
Staatcanwalt Dr. Zienicke 
els Beaster ger Stnaxsarmaitschait, 
Gerxchtareierendar Janus 
als Urkundsbeaater der QesciiiXtsstfeile, 

for Becht erkanntj
Der Angeklafte hat Irr Kreiae von Arbe^xs*  

kameradeu ifaiusr wieder duroh 3chaahungen der 
deutschen FUhrang und deatsoher Soldaten sowie 
durch zersetzenJe Be^rittelung ailittirischer 
Handlungen and KriegsseQnahmen wlederholten 
fctthrnngen rad ‘<arnun^en zaa Trotz den Tillen 
des Deatscnen VoIkes zur wehrhaften Selbstbe- 
hauntung zu IMhmer. gesuoht.

■’Sr ■ iT<’ deshalb ©it de© Tode bestreft. 
Die Ehrt.ireciAe warden ih© aberKennx.
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Regierung des Generalgouverneaenta Hauptebteilung Juatiz Krakau,den 4.Jarwmr 1944

An das

^r.S.^6/43

in H B L? XA

Botrifftl Strafeache gegen Anna Z
- 4 KLe 46/45 -

Gegen das Urteil voa 30.Juli 1943 erhebe ich gemSC { 32 

der VO*  Uber die deutsche Gerichtsbarkeit la Generalgouver*  
none nt voa 19.Februar 1940 (VB1GG.I S.57)

wigtrtWfnmaMa ElMPnafc.
Ala Gerichtf dae in der Sache von neuea zu enteoheiden hat*  
beatIrane ich genfiS J 8 der VO. zur Vereinfachung der Straf- 
gerichtebarkeit la Generalgouvemeaent van 24.0ktober 1942 
(VB1GG.S.667) daa Deutsche Obergericht in Krakau.

her, rungang;
Nach der Feetetellung des Sondergerichte hat die Ange- 

klagte im Oktober 1942 daa daaals 18 Nonate alte Kind dee 
Juden Hirach-Manut eue Brody bei slch aufgenoanen und ea bio 
Anfang April 1945 bei alch behalten und verpflegt, obwohl 
sich das jUdiaohe Kind ep&teetene ab 1.Dezember 1942 in dem 
seit Jener Zeit in Brody errichteten JUdiechen Wohnbezlrk 
hhtte aufhalten musaen. Dae Sondergerioht hat dazu welter 
festgeatellt, da fl die Angeklagte dae Kind often und fiir Jeder- 
raann ale judlechee Kind erkenntlich bei elch gehabt und dies 
sogar noth kurz vor ihrer Feetnahme einer bekannten Frau er- 
zfthlt habe. In dieeem Verhalten hat dae Sondergericht kein

Voraua<
- --------- u«B unn

fiafcssa fttbaitend.. 
Dior-'- -*

die
__ ____ ——. des Juden genUgt.

Vorauaeetsung let in vorliegenden Faile gegeben, denn es 
Welt elch bei dea von der Angeklagten beherbergten Kinde ua 

nen Juden*  der einea geeetzllchen Verbote zuwider und ohne 
iifc^llche AuenahMSgenehaigung, aleo (objektiv) nnbefugt auSer-

---------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------

gez
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Abso.hr if t_.

Obcrlendcsgvrioht Stuttjrrt.

GJ8 13 5/43. I.Strafsvnnt.
Halil

Hochvurrt'tasncbu.l.

In Nnnun due IKutcobea Volkva!

In dor 3tr-.ra obe gegun

1 .) dun a. 23.Sv pt unbar 1923 in Niader-OjvUtz 
(Lotbr.) gvborvnon. In iiuldulberg, ft bn- 
bofatr.9 voluib. Il n, l.digun Koen

I___ .“XXXXXJf »

2 .) dun r.n 2t>.Junl 1900 in Spleaaet^S:'rge- 
blut gvborunvn, in J'eidulburg, Drelkbnlg- 
atr.15 wobnbrlten, ▼urhulr'-tvivn Kr rt- 
t brut

Hulnrlob Her * nn f u h r <■ n t z»,

3 .) dun :n 21.Juli 1920 In Strngburg i.h. ju- 
borunun, in Huldelburg, Houptatr- Bv 120 
wobnbnftvn, ludigvu Uotagurgueullun

Edut-.rd Artbn» 0 1 n u a a ,

4 .) dun rn l.Jnnunr 1920 in StmSburg l.L. g«- 
boranun, in Hvldulburg, Huaptstr^Bu 120 
nohnhaftvn, ludigcn Svtagur

P; ul Robert K o u h 1 ,

5 .) den .•» 6.November ^897 in Heidelberg gu- 
borenun, d-:3elbst, Zicgclbduserlrndstr, 
23 wchnh ften, vurbeirntetun Hlirs-rbel- 
ter

Joh- nn 0 r n z

6 .) deeaen Shufrcn, die cm 11.April 1901 in
Zle-gtlhnusen Kra.Heidelberg gubortnc, in 

• Heidelberg, Zlugulbiua.rlandstr.23 wobn- 
hefte H'usrrcu

Marin S n n z geb.Werlu
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7 .) den cm 4.H-1 1921 in Str: Sburg 1.4. gvbo- 
renen, in Heidelberg, Hruptstr.-Be 105 
wohnb-.f ten, ledigvn Konditor

Andre-b Artz ,

s..nt Hebe blsber In Uutersuobungsboit Im 
teriobtsgefHngnls Heidelberg,

Wegen VorbeTeltung sum Hoohwrz-t u.a.,

bi t der I.Str->1hk t des Oberl-ndesgerloi-to Stuttgr rt in d r 
Sitraag voo 26.0rtob.r 1943 in Heidelberg, ,n w.loher tell,; noaj».n 
b' ben:

ria MohteX:
Senetuprasldent nr.Kiefer,
Obvrlendeogeriobtsrrt Or. Slot,
Oburl ndeageXlohtsr-1 In.Stuber,

rim JK-mteX dex Str i ts nr-Itcdb ft:
XAmtag.riobtar-1 Br.Krvos,

aou nttadlioheX Verb-ndlung fUx iuoht . rk-u.t.

I. m Wwxdvn verurtellt:
div Angeklrgtvn fcmburgor, »<.arvnts, Clrw.3, KOehl und dottenn tens 
Ju wvgvu fortgeBvtstvn vc.rboter.e-n Abhar.M ual^ndlbob. r Sender In 
Kr.tuinlM.lt rnlt fortgeSvtsteX Vvrbrultun,; von sr-r-tsf-lndllohen .'con 
Xiobtcstt solobvX LvUdcJX, die Anguklrgteb .V.mburgvr, *z,  dl. usa
vnd Fouhl BUgleiou uot> regen Vorbereltung sum Hoohverrat und ehx- 
iszaitseravtsung,
dvr Anguklcgte Arts wvgun tells versuobten, tells veil-nd te.. r. rbo 
teaea AbbdreM rusluidlsobvr Sender,'

die Angoklegte Mnrla/Gans wagen versuohten AbbSrens -'usldndicoier 
Sender und verauebten Verbreitens von Kcohrlohten solou.r Sender, 
und zwer 
gvtaeais

sum ! ode, 
at atssss ssus as «saet==s=s■= •sub s

Jolinim Gena zu dur
Zuohthrusatrr fu von vivr J .-tar m,

re in burger und Clruaa ju zu dur
Zuoht truss ire fo von ervi Jrhru.n,

goaa su dur
Zuchthrusstrrfu von z-isl J-fjen und st-chs

Kr.tuinlM.lt


ABSCHRIFT
>0

10.Xis.193/43 Is Baaen das deutsohen Talkas!

0 r t e 1 1

Stralsaohe cogan
1. den aa 10. Pebruxr 1900 in Buohswoiler goboronen, in 

Sufflenholn wohnhaftta, Tertairatoten Angeetellten bain 
Ba is helot tso'itits bond

tel Biller und
2. den an 18. loveaber 1905 in Strasburg goboronen, la 

Blaeteeiler wohnisaftea, rorholrateten Injeatellten

Sate*.
vegon hoobTerrdterlacbur Uatrlebe, Varboruituag sun doohvorrat 
yeladbagilnstigung, Heschlqpturg dee Helens und AbisBronr nloht- 
deuteobor Sender.

Baa Sondargerlcirs bain Landgaricht 3tra£burg (BlnaB) hat in der 
Sitsong von 26. Scvanbor 1943, an volchar tellgenoacisn habeas

Iandgar:.cht»oreoidant Dr. Huber, 
ole Terol tesndur, 

Inncgeriahtarat Zander, 
Landgarlcltcrat Beldhard,*  

ale beialtzendo Richter, 
Ober star to aswait Luger, .

ale Bea tor dor Staateanr.altsohaft, 
Juatizaooistcnt Oiloh,

ale Orkundebeanter dor GoachHft*atelle , 
t»r Becht orkannti

Karl Ziller hat in den Jahren 1942 and 1943 in groflen Waage 
ononyue Hataschrlften verbreltot, In denOn er die Einffihrnng der 
lehrpflloht In Blsafl bektlapfta und die eleMssieche Bavtlltoriuig aut- 
Torderte, slot go en die doutsche FUhrung in ElaaS Bueaanensa- 
aohliaaon, Ihr lideretand so leistca und ftlr die Barrelong dutch 
trankrolch zu arbeltan. Zur Untersttttsang seiner Beetrebaagen hat er 
slob auch an die enjliachen Koneulatebohdrden in der Schools gowandt 
Hebert Eckert hat in Tabre 1942 elnen AuTrur gegen die Elnftaurang 
dor .ahrpfllcht in Elea# varfaSt and dlesea an Ziller weltorgegeben.

21e Angeiclagtcn serden hl er wo gen sun Toda and suss dauornden 
Variant der Ehraareohte vorurteilt.

Die Mjetslagten haben die Easton des Terfabreno on tragon.

a

Iberataatsanwalt 
m Landgericht 
ssburg (Elsass)

Strassburg, den Zo.Januar 1944
so Kis. 193/43

len Hems BelchMslnlster dor Juatls
ln Berlin W 8

Tilholaetraeae 16

"<FU

;en Karl 
I Tohrkn

jj, wagon landesverrSterlechor PelsMboeUnatlgung 
'ootsung.

selnea Gnadonborleht von 3. Decent er 1943

J,, Ate.4^0 D,r j!lrr cbtt zivllverwaltung la Elenes hat alt Erlase 
J-na Scanner 1944 elnen Onadenorwoi’e abgolehnt.

'• Mo von Sondergericht StreMburg »ii t Vriofi. voa Zt.Sovenber
■sfdWf ^43 gegen ZII12H auageaprochene Todeeatrale wurde an 15-Januar

1944 nn 5 Chr lo Kln.Jo Sok. ohne Zwlachenfall rollatreckt.
Me Lelohe wurde dor Ai^atoale Freiburg i.Br. in rorsehungo- 

sweckep Uberlaeeen
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Friis l«w MMMn

Chef - Sac he

7 Anlagen.

11.) Gefcchustand LL. — Korps (zugl. Fl.Div. 7) zunachst Fiugphtz 
Waalhaven

Berlin. 23.2.1940LL. Korps 
la Nr 38/40 g.Kdos. Chefsache 
Nur fur Kommandeure!
Dieser Befehl ist leirn F.insatz

A K T I| D S C H R 1 F T V O O R PE LUCHTMACHT

stempel 
Generalstab der Luftwaffe

1.) Abskht.
Festung Holland soli handstreichartig - unter Umgebung der 
Grebbe-Linie - aus der ROckfront genommen werden.

' 2.) Auftrag.
Korps (Fl.Div. 7 u. 22. Div.) wird hierzu zunachst im Raum 

Moerdijk - Dordrecht - Rotterdam - Haag eingesetzt, mit dem

RsAscta^Mlrw: Frimu MariAslam S'. ZsiM. tsMm S4M

gez. Student 
F.d.R.»)
Trettner.
Major d.G.

T *»  Viruses
.ONZE LUCHTMACHT" a»4«r raaMs m F. I. M l-------

Opgericht I’ September 1948

53 Ausfertigungen
52. Ausfertigung

als „geheim” zu behandeln!
Befehl fur den Einsatz des LL. Korps im Fall

, .Festung

1. Abt. Nr. 5683/40 g.K. 
Chef ■  Sache v. 5.4.1940*

b) die

Auftrag:
a) die Brocken bei Moerdiik (hier Schwerpunkt), u. Rotterdam 

fur nachfolgende schnelle Truppen des Hceres, die uber Tib 
- Breda vorgefthrt werden. often zu halten (Fl. Div. 7). 

Haag zu besetzen und die dort befindliche 
Krone, Regierung und Wehrmachtleitung sofort auszuschal-
ten (22. Div.).

3.) Feindlage.

4.) Beurt
fuhrung.
s. Anlage 2.

meine Abskhten fur die Kampf-

TABLE 31



zu 1 a Nr. 38/40 g. Kdes.
53 Ausfertigungen
52. Ausfertigung.

EinzeUuftr3ge fiir Fl. Div. 7.

1 .) Gruppe Sod (verst. Fallsch. Jag. Regt. 1) - Fuhrer Oberst Brauer
l ./Fallsch. Jag. 1
II ./Fallsch.

14. /Fallsch.
Fallsch Nachr. Zug 7 (Teile)
l./Pi. 22
Div. Geschutzbatt. 7
1. Zug Div. Flakbatt. 7 u. FS.-San. Halbkomp.
setzt sich - nach vorherigem Bontbenangriff - handstreichartig 
in den Besitz der beiden Brucken bei Moerdijk, beseitigt sofort 
alle vorhandenen Sprengvorbereitungen u. nimmt diese Brucken 
fest in die Hand. Brucken miissen unbedingt gehalten worden, 
bis vorderste Teile des Heeres eintreffetL^flflM 

Glciclizcirig .

Anlagc 4.

zu la Nr 38/40 g. Kdos.
53 Ausfertigungen

52. Ausfertigung.

Sperrzone fiir eigenen Bombenwurf.
Zum Schutze der eigenen Erdtruppen werden folgende Gebiete fiir 

eigenen Bomlienwurf gesperrt:

1 .) Ab x + 45 Min. bis x + 150 Min. (Einsatz der Fallsch. Truppen) 
Landeplatze Katwijk, Ypenburg, Kijkduin, Waalhaven u. Brikken- 
stellen bei Rotterdam u. Dordrecht in einem Umkreis von 3 km 
(ab Platzmitte bezw. Brikkenmitte).
Brucken bei Moerdijk bis zu einer Entfemung von 5 km von beiden 
Bhkkenenden.

2 .) Ab x + 150 Min. (Einsatz u. Marschbewegung tier Div.'n). Raum 
Katwijk aan Zee (einschl.) - Oegstgeest (einschl.) - Leiden (aus
schl.) - Benthuizen (einschl.) - MoerkapeUe (ausschl.) - Nieuwer- 
kerk (ausschl.) - Kinderdijk (ausschl.) - Noord Maas (einschl.) - 
Merwede bis Eisenbahnbrikke (einschl.) - Hooge Zwaluwe (ein
schl.) - Zevenbergschenboek (einschl.) - Klundert (ausschl.) - 
in gerader Linie nach Nordwesten bis Maassluis (ausschl.) - Mon-
ster (ausschl.).

T~~ Angriffe gegen Feindkrafte innerhalb dieser Sperrzone werden 
nur auf besondere Anforderung u. unter Verantwortung des
LL.-Korps durchgefuhrt.

gez. Scudent. 
F.d.R.
Trettner
Major d. G.

behalter zu bergen u. sicherzustellen, um eine baldige erneute 
Einsatzbereitschaft gewahrleisten zu konnen.

gez. Student
F.d.R.
Trettner
Major d.G.
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Trabert, Dr. Rudolf born 21 1. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: senior public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court in MunichTramm, Dr. Willy born 19. 2. 1901formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: lower court president in DusseldorfTraub, Kurt born 26. 6. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: senior public prosecutor in StuttgartTreichel, Werner born 15. 8. 1908formerly: military field judge today: senior judge in SchwarzenbeckTrepte, Dr. Martin born 30. 7. 1912formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Leipzigtoday: provincial court counsellor in KoblenzTroost, Dr. Sigismund born 23. 9. 1911 formerly: military court counsellor today: social court counsellor in DuisburgTschofen, Franz born 22. 10. 1910formerly: military court counsellor, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) headquarters today: lower court counsellor in TraunsteinUhlig born 26. 2. 1909formerly : public prosecutor in the special courts in Freiberg and Konigsberg (Kaliningrad)today: public prosecutor in DusseldorfUhse, Dirk born 24. 6. 1907formerly: senior staff judge in the 3rd division, Frankfurt-on-Odertoday: lower court counsellor in KasselUllrich, Dr. Hans bom 17. 9. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Weimar today: provincial court counsellor in MosbachVerres, Paul born 26. 4. 1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Main 

today: first public prosecutor in WiesbadenVerspohl, Dr. born 22. 7. 1908formerly: senior staff judge in the 12th air force field divisiontoday: provincial court director in MunsterViergutz, Hans-Werner born 18. 7.1908 formerly: senior staff judge in the 28th division, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: first public prosecutor in RavensburgViertel, Lothar bom 28. 5.1910formerly: military court counsellor in the 409th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in FuldaVogel, Hans born 23. 6. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: senior public prosecutor in HamburgVogel, Dr. Hermann born 2. 2. 1904 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Hamburgtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in HamburgVoigt, Dr. Erich born 12. 11. 1902formerly: senior military court counsellor in the Berlin headquarters and in the High Command of the Army today: lower court counsellor in HanoverVoithenberg, Dr. Voith von born 29. 8. 1904 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bamberg today: administrative court director in BayreuthVollmar, Franz born 8. 3. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the nazi Ministry of Justice, Dept. Ill today: senior judge in SinsheimVollrath, Dr. born 10. 9. 1907formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Dresdentoday: lower court director in Bad Salz- uflenVornbaumen, Dr. H. A. born 23. 6. 1903 formerly: public prosecutor in the Superior Provincial Court in Kassel (political cases)
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today: senior public prosecutor in Frankfurt-on-MainVornweg born 5. 11. 1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: senior judge in MeschedeWalzholz, Ulrich born 27. 10. 1903formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: senior public prosecutor in HammWagner, Dr. Hans-Hein born 31. 3.1909 formerly: military court counsellor in the 4th and 413th armoured divisions today: provincial court director in AachenWagner, Dr. Walter born 31. 7.1901 formerly: senior public prosecutor to the Prosecutor General of Posen (Poznan) today: federal prosecutor in the Federal CourtWahl, Ernst born 29. 11. 1903formerly: judge in the special court II, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: lawyer and notary in Frankfurt- on-MainWallis, Gerhard born 25. 2. 1906formerly: senior staff judge in the 8th division, Oppeln (Opole)today: lower court counsellor in BochumWalter born 3. 3.1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kalisch (Kalisz) today: provincial court counsellor in MainzWalther, Wolfgang born 7. 5.1908formerly: public prosecutor in Erfurt, SS Court Central Department, SS Sturmbannfuhrertoday: government director in the Ministry of Justice in Baden-WurttembergWeber, Dr. Erich born 9. 4. 1901formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Dusseldorf today: provincial court counsellor in DuisburgWeber, Kurt bom 29. 10. 1907formerly: judge in France, took part in executions in Alsacetoday: federal judge in the Federal Court in Karlsruhe

Weber, Dr. Walter born 31.10.1902 formerly: military court counsellor in the 409th infantry divisiontoday: lower court counsellor in Pars- bergWebermeier, Herbert born 4.1.1906 formerly: public prosecutor in Wuppertal, SS Untersturmfuhrer in staff 11/20 today: public prosecutor in DortmundWehdeking, Dr. Siegfried born 18. 8. 1913 formerly: senior staff judge in penal brigade 999today: parson in a prison in WerlWegert, Dr. Kurt born 15. 9. 1907formerly: military court counsellor in the 4th tank armytoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichWehner, Martin born 10.11. 1906formerly: senior staff judge in the 17th division, Nurembergtoday: lower court counsellor in MunichWehrmeister born 15.10.1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Stettin (Szczecin) today: lower court counsellor in MoersWeiden, Dr. von der bom 21.11.1905 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Aachentoday: lower court counsellor in AachenWeinelt, Dr. Wilhelm born 2. 6.1904 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Prague (Praha)today: lower court counsellor in NurembergWeinerth, Dr. Dr. Kurt born 19. 2.1902 formerly: senior military court counsellortoday: administrative court president in Neustadt-on-WeinstrasseWeise born 15. 2. 1905formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in the Superior Provincial Court in Dresdentoday: public prosecutor in DuisburgWeissenberger, Heribert born 10. 2.1905 formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Bayreuthtoday: lower court counsellor in Forchheim



Weitnauer, Dr. born July 1910formerly: lower court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justicetoday: ministrial counsellor in the Federal Ministry of JusticeWeitzel, Philipp bom 26. 8. 1908formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Kasseltoday: senior public prosecutor in MarburgWendel, Wilhelm born 26. 3. 1904formerly: military court counsellor today: senate president in the Superior Provincial Court in MunichWendik born 9. 3. 1904formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Zichenau (Ciechanow) today: lower court counsellor in EschershausenWenzel, Dr. Friedrich-Karl born 4. 2. 1912 formerly: public prosecutor in the special courts in Hanover and Celletoday: public prosecutor in GottingenWenzel, Kurt born 24. 10. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Oder today: lower court counsellor in WesterlandWerber, Karl born 18. 10. 1913formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Magdeburgtoday: lower court counsellor in GifhornWerner, Dr. Berthold born 20. 8.1898 formerly: military court counsellor in the 71st, 182nd, 28th, and 433rd divisions and provincial court director in the special court, Vienna today: lower court director in SiegenWerther, Dr. Friedrich born 13. 8. 1903 formerly: military court counsellor in the 174th division, senior staff judge, supreme field command today: provincial court counsellor in DusseldorfWesterburg, Dr. born 7. 4. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bielefeldtoday: first public prosecutor in Arnsberg

Wettengel, Dr. Alfred born 22. 3. 1903 formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Eger (Cheb)until June 1965: lower court counsellor in HeilbronnWickmann born 12. 12. 1901formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Aachentoday: senior public prosecutor in AachenWidera born 16. 2. 1905formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw)today: public prosecutor in BrunswickWiedemann, Dr. Viktor born 16. 10. 1905 formerly: military court counsellor in Supreme Field Command 379today: senior public prosecutor in MunichWienecke, Josef born 8. 8. 1906formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Luxemburg, 1949 sentenced to ten years forced labour theretoday: first public prosecutor in KoblenzWildt, Dr. Hans born 14. 7. 1908formerly: public prosecutor for political cases in Kassel today: superior administrative court counsellor in MunsterWilkerling, Dr. Joachim born 5. 9.1900 formerly: superior provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: ministerial director in the Ministry of Justice of Lower SaxonyWill, Dr. Hermann bom 23. 9. 1905formerly: military court counsellor today: provincial court director in LandshutWillecke born 10. 6. 1910formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Viennatoday: public prosecutor in KasselWilier, Herbert born 10. 11. 1904formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Frankfurt-on-Maintoday: lower court director in Frankfurt- on-MainWimmer, Dr. Eberhard born 27. 6. 1903 formerly: senior judge in Pulsnitz, SS Oberscharfiihrer, political officer of Sturmbann 1/84
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today: lower court counsellor in the lower court in WuppertalWinckhler, Dr. Hugo born 28. 8. 1913 formerly: lower court counsellor in Munich, SS Scharfiihrertoday: superior provincial court counsellor in MunichWintermannformerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Oldenburgtoday: lower court in DelmenhorstWitt, Dr. Heinz born 1.1.1910formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Rostocktoday: lower court counsellor in RheinbergWitzig, Dr. Konrad born 24. 4.1901formerly: military court counsellor in the 106th infantry divisiontoday: provincial court director in BochumWodtke born 22. 12. 1908formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 30th infantry division and in the Reich Military Court in Berlin today: lower court director in SiegenWostmann, Dr. born 26. 12. 1896formerly: senior military court counsellor in the 191st divisiontoday: provincial court director in HildesheimWohnsdorf, Hans born 28. 2. 1905formerly: military court counsellor in the 214th and 408th infantry divisions today: provincial court counsellor in HechingenWoldt, Dr. Heinz born 3. 11. 1909formerly: senior staff judge in the 20th infantry division today: superior provincial court counsellor in HamburgWolff, Paul born 9. 12. 1905formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court Oppeln (Opole) today: lower court counsellor in PaderbornWolfrum, Dr. born 20. 9.1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Kattowitz (Katowice) 

today: provincial court director in AachenWoll, Albert born 16. 8. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Mannheimtoday: prosecutor general in the Superior Provincial Court in KarlsruheWollschlager born 8. 8. 1909formerly: assessor in the special court, Schwerintoday: lower court counsellor in SiegenWonhas, Dr. Paul born 6. 9. 1906formerly: military field judge, FP.-No. 16688today: provincial court director in MunichWroblewski, Dr. born 28. 3. 1908formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: superior administrative court counsellor in LuneburgWiinschmann, Dr. Walter born 7. 1. 1912 formerly: senior staff judge in the 2nd tank divisiontoday: senior government counsellor in the Federal Disciplinary CourtWulkow born 1. 7. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Reichenberg (Liberec)today: senior public prosecutor in Neu- stadt-on-WeinstrasseZain, Dr. born 21. 2. 1904formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Koblenztoday: provincial court director in CologneZaske, Dr. born 12.1.1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Elbing (Elblag)today: lower court counsellor in NortheimZaum, Dr. Hermann born 9. 8.1903formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court, Weimartoday: lower court director in DinslakenZbikowski, Dr. born 21. 3. 1902formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Koblenztoday: public prosecutor in Bad Kreuznach
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Zellmann, Dr. Walter born 19. 4. 1905 formerly: court officer in the Wehrmacht, Berlin commandtoday: superior administrative court counsellor in Munster (see Table 30)Zienicke, Dr. Hans-Albrecht born 21. 2. 1906 formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Bielitz (Bielsko)today: administrative court director in DusseldorfZimmer, Johannes born 2.12. 1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court I, Dresden 

today: lower court counsellor in TubingenZimmerath bom 16. 8. 1908formerly: public prosecutor in the special court, Aachentoday: first public prosecutor in Bonn
Zoller, Max born 21. 2. 1903formerly: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Munichtoday: superior provincial court counsellor in Munich

Nazi Jurists in West BerlinList of incriminated nazi jurists in the justice apparatus of the special territory of West Berlin:Creifelds, Dr. Carl born 3. 4.1907formerly: supreme court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justiceuntil July 1965: senate counsellor of justiceFader, Bernhard born 3. 4. 1902formerly: lower court counsellor in the special court in Litzmannstadt (Lodz) today: senior judge in Tempelhof-KreuzbergHofer, Gerhard born 6. 2. 1911formerly: military court counsellor 388th A.A. divisiontoday: provincial court counsellorHubner, Fritz born 21. 5. 1900formerly: senior military court counsellor at the Berlin Wehrmacht command until July 1965: provincial court directorImme, Arnold born 18. 1. 1907formerly: public prosecutor in the special court in Berlintoday: senior public prosecutor in the supreme courtKolb, Erich born 25. 12. 1902formerly: first public prosecutor in the special court in Kalisch (Kalisz) 

today: government director, head of the Tegel penitentiaryKurtze, Helmut born 7. 7. 1907formerly: provincial court counsellor in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: provincial court directorLell, Dr. Heinz Gunter born 1. 8.1904 formerly: public prosecutor in the "People's Court" today: senior public prosecutorManske, Erich born 31. 8. 1906formerly: lower court counsellor for political cases in the nazi Ministry of Justice today: provincial court directorRosga, Ernst bom 21. 3. 1901formerly: military court counsellor, supreme field command 548today: supreme court counsellor in West BerlinSchuppenies, Dr. Gunter born 9. 6. 1908 formerly: senior staff judge in the army command, substitute troop IX today: lower court counsellor in West Berlin-Charlottenburg



HITLER’S GENERAL STAFF COMMANDS 
THE BONN ARMY

The General Staff - Instrument of Aggression 
of German Imperialism
The Prussian-German General Staff has long played a disastrous role in plan
ning and unleashing German imperialism's wars of aggression. It was, there
fore, only logical that the reactionary officer corps offered the Hitler clique its 
sympathy even before 1933, undermined the republic and to a certain extent 
openly supported the nazi movement. The general officers agreed with the esta
blishment of the fascist dictatorship to a large extent, because Hitler's aims were 
in accordance with their own aims of rearmament and preparation for a new war 
of aggression to gain revenge for defeat in the First World War.

Only four days after the assumption of power by the fascists at the beginning 
of February 1933, the leaders of the army and navy obtained Hitler's assurance 
that his government was prepared to realize the aggressive plans of the General 
Staff and his armament industrialists. In gratitude for this assurance the General 
Staff gave Hitler its unqualified support after the so-called Rbhm-affair in 1934.

Reichswehr Minister Colonel General von Blomberg declared: "If the govern
ment of the Reich should prove incapable of completely pacifying the tense situa
tion alone, the president (Hindenburg - editor) would proclaim a state of mar
tial law and transfer the control of state affairs to the army. (J.W. Wheeler-Ben
net: Die Nemesis der Macht — Die deutsche Armee in der Politik 1918-45 - 
(The Nemesis of Power, The German Army in Politics 1918-45, Drosle-Verlag, 
Dusseldorf, 1954)

The General Staff also supported the fascists' aggressive foreign policy. When 
Germany withdrew from the League of Nations in 1933 and left the Conference 
on Disarmament in protest, the General Staff took measures to safeguard this 
step. Thus one of Blomberg's orders of 25 October 1933 says:

"The further development of the political situation abroad, which was created 
by Germany's declaration concerning its withdrawal from the League of Nations 
and its withdrawal from the Conference on Disarmament, may result in sanctions 
being applied against Germany ... The government of the Reich intends to offer 
local armed resistance to any hostile actions without regard to the prospects of 
military success." (IMT, vol. XXXIV, p. 488)
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SECRET ARMAMENT UNDER PROTE STATION S OF PEACE

In their aims and methods the armament monopolies, the Hitler clique and the 
General Staff were therefore in agreement. Accordingly the General Staff under
took the task of building up the Reichswehr into a massive army with modern 
equipment for the planned acts of aggression. As early as 4 April 1933 the Reich 
Cabinet had decided, on the initiative of the General Staff, to form a “Reich 
Defence Council". On 22 May 1933 the first session took place. It was organized 
by the General Staff and presided over by its representatives, headed by the chief 
of the General Staff Lieutenant General Adam and the head of the section con
cerned with army organization. Colonel Keitel, as he then was. The fact that 
this so-called Reich Defence Council promoted the direct preparation for a new 
war of aggression is revealed by the reasons which Keitel gave on behalf of the 
General Staff. He declared:

“The war (1914-18 - editor) showed sufficiently well that the cooperation 
with the individual departments oi the Reich before the war was not close 
enough. The consequences did not fail to appear... The disadvantages of the 
previous system lie in the separate departments of the Reich working side by 
side in the sphere of RV (Reich defence). To avoid this mistake a central office 
has been created which is already dealing with the problems of defence, in the 
broadest sense, already during peace time." (IMT, vol. XXXVI, doc. 177-EC, 
p. 22)

The conclusion arrived at by Hitler Germany's General Staff from defeat in 
the First World War was that it was necessary to rearm even more intensively 
and to put the whole of the state machinery at the disposal of the preparations 
for the war of revenge in a more purposeful way.

Whereas the Hitler government and its diplomats talked on every opportunity 
of peace, equality, self-determination and disarmament, the General Staff in
creased rearmament according to plan. The whole of the German economy was 
adapted to the requirements of the future conduct of war although there was 
still peace. In this way the General Staff succeeded in putting an army, which 
was the strongest in numbers and the best equipped in the capitalist world, at 
the disposal of the bellicose German imperialists, and in rapidly increasing 
profits in the armament industry.

THE "BLITZKRIEG (LIGHTNING WAR) STRATEGY"

The General Staff's conception of military strategy was adapted to "Blitzkrieg" 
(lightning warfare). The foundation for this was the order given by Minister 
of War Blomberg on 2 May 1935:
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"The enterprise must be carried out as a surprise attack at a moment's notice 
on receipt of the key-word "carry out training". The time for the mobilization 
of the forces involved is not available, they must be employed in peace-time 
formation and with peace-time equipment..(IMT, vol. XXXIV, doc. 139-C, 
p. 485)

This "Blitzkrieg strategy" was put into practice in the Second World War.
The strategic ideas and the detailed plans for the occupation of Poland 

(Operation White), of Norway and Denmark (Operation - Weser Exercise), of 
France, Holland and Belgium (Operation Yellow), for the military occupation 
of Greece and Yugoslavia (Operation Marita) and for the invasion of the Soviet 
Union (Operation Barbarossa) all originated in the General Staff.

Among others the former first staff officer and future chief of army operations, 
Adolf Heusinger, participated extensively in working out these plans.

PAVED THE WAY FOR THE SS TO AUSCHWITZ, 
LIDICE AND ORADOUR

The German General Staff, however, did not just passively receive Hitler's orders 
and make plans for him but also fought for German imperialism and carried 
out its plans for gaining world dominion and for subjugating and exterminating 
other peoples and countries by colonialism.

The General Staff participated without scruples in organizing and staging 
those provocations and intrigues contrary to international law, with which the 
fascists prepared and began their invasions.

The German General Staff took an active part when the invasions had begun, 
in crimes against humanity and trod underfoot international law and the law 
of warfare. With its assistance and frequently under its direct control, numer
ous peoples were robbed of their national sovereignty and their physical ex
termination was begun.

The German General Staff adopted the fascist racial theory completely and 
participated in the extermination of the Jews.

With all its orders and decrees, which violated international law and the law 
of war, the General Staff organized the wholesale murder of hundreds of thous
ands of Soviet prisoners of war. But numerous Belgian, Dutch, Yugoslavian, 
Greek, Norwegian, French, British and American prisoners of war were also 
brutally maltreated and murdered.

Had the German General Staff not planned, organized and carried out the 
fascist invasions on the European peoples and without its close cooperation with 
the criminal SS, there would have been no million murders at Auschwitz, no 
bestial crimes at Oradour and Lidice.
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ACCUSED IN NUREMBERG - TODAY AGAIN ACTIVE

After the defeat of Germany under Hitler, the leading politicians of the coalition 
against Hitler confirmed their agreement, which had already been made during 
the war, to wipe out German militarism and to destroy the foundations of its 
power for ever. The Postdam Agreement contains clear and unequivocal state
ments to this effect.

In the Nuremberg Trials the crimes of the General Staff and the Supreme 
Command of the Wehrmacht (OKW) were proved without doubt. In particular 
these are:

the preparation for, and realization of, the Second World War and numerous 
acts of aggression and attacks on other peoples;

the brutal violation of all the rules of international law and humanity in the 
course of the war;

the active role played by the OKW and the fascist Wehrmacht in the barbaric 
oppression of the peoples in the occupied areas;

the gross violation of all international agreements on the treatment of pri
soners of war;

the active cooperation in plundering the temporarily occupied areas and in 
the forced deportation of millions of slave workers;

the close cooperation with the SS, SD, Gestapo and other criminal organizations.
In the territory of the GDR - faithful to the aims of the anti-Hitler coalition 

and of the Postdam Agreement - German imperialism and militarism, the 
scourge of the German and other peoples, were uprooted and eliminated. Thus 
the foundations for any urge for conquests, for the territory of other nations 
were destroyed. The desire for revenge is considered criminal.

War and nazi criminals were deprived of their power and punished. In the 
GDR there is no factory, no works, no office and no piece of land which serves 
the interests of war and armaments profiteers.

Peace, social and cultural progress, international cooperation and understand
ing among the peoples are the foundations of the state doctrine of the GDR.

The other German state, the so-called Federal Republic of Germany - created 
and developed with the aid of the imperialists of the western powers - is ruled 
by armament monopolies, militarists and chauvinists. This state is the continua
tion of the Hitler state.

The successor to the fascist General Staff, the leading staff of the Bundeswehr, 
has cold-bloodedly reckoned with an atomic war in its "forward strategy". The 
Hitler generals and the officers permeated by their spirit who command the West 
German army are grasping for nuclear means of mass destruction and have 
devised the criminal plan of laying a belt of atomic mines right through Ger
many.
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West German imperialism has built up one o£ the most powerful armies in 
the capitalist camp. The spirit of this army is the revenge-seeking spirit of the 
big trusts, of Hitler's former war economy leaders, the Hitler generals and Hitler 
officers, who train and direct the Bundeswehr and poison the minds of West 
German youth.

In West Germany the past was not overcome, but the Potsdam Agreement 
systematically broken.

"EASTERN EXPERIENCES" ARE EXPLOITED

Immediately after the capitulation of the Hitler Wehrmacht the American oc
cupation authorities took the former chief of the General Staff of the nazi Wehr
macht, Colonel General Franz Halder, into their pay. At the head of 120 former 
generals under Hitler, including Guderian, Manteuffel, Schwerin and others, 
he evaluated the military experiences of Hitler's predatory attacks and was even 
then working out the plans for remilitarizing the future Federal Republic.

Hitler General von Choltitz reported on the camp at Allendorf, in which he 
worked until 1947: "Here there was a group of generals and staff officers who 
were writing military history on the instructions of the historical division ... We 
had our own maps at our disposal, which were supplemented by those of the 
American staffs ... In all 300 officers were in the camp.” (Dietrich von Choltitz, 
Soldat unter Soldaten - A Soldier among Soldiers, Europa-Verlag, Constance, 
Zurich, Vienna, 1951, p. 283 f)

The members of the fascist General Staff used their activity for the USA to 
work out their own plans undisturbed. After the creation of the separatist West 
German state the experts of this clique of members of the General Staff became 
the official advisers of the Bonn government.

THE CAMOUFLAGED WAR MINISTRY

The "Amt Blank" (Blank Office) was formed as the central office for carrying 
out the plans for remilitarization. In this camouflaged ministry of war the ex
perts of the fascist General Staff occupied the key-positions from the very first 
day. Besides General Speidel, the head of army operations, General Heusinger, 
belonged, above all, to the most intimate and influential of Adenauer's staff of
ficers. They gathered a group of military men about them who possessed all- 
round experience of illegal rearmament. This group included

General of the Tank Corps Hans Roltiger,
General of the Air-Force Josef Kammhuber,
Vice Admiral Friedrich Ruge,
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Lieutenant General Max Pemsel
and also Hitler Generals Harlinghausen, Freiherr von Liittwitz, Reinhardt, 

Rogge, Schimpf and others.
These military men took part, without exception, in that decisive meeting of 

the General Staff at which the fundamental document for the future rearmament 
of West Germany was drawn up in all its details. The present commanding officer 
of the NATO ground striking forces in Central Europe, Lieutenant General Graf 
von Kielmansegg reported on this in a lecture to the Officers' Training College 
at Sonthofen, a former nazi training school for political leaders:

"As the possibility of a genuine German military contribution became more 
and more apparent it became necessary to find an individual German conception 
of this in good time and before beginning any sort of negotiations. It is not a 
case, as one can read over and over again even today, of the Federal Republic 
having become involved in things without a conception.”

As early as 1950 remilitarization, according to the plans of seriously incrimi
nated Hitler generals, was pushed ahead on Adenauer's initiative. With the accept
ance of West Germany in the aggressive NATO in 1955 the old war criminals 
and generals began to realize their plans, which had been worked out in all their 
details, for rebuilding a million-strong army of aggression.

As early as 16 June 1951 the British newspaper Daily Express wrote: "The 
German General Staff, the ruthless machine which planned European Wars for 
one hundred years, is here again. The master-plan of the German General Staff 
is known to only a few allied circles. The French, remembering three German 
invasions in 70 years, are alarmed."

LEADING POSITION IN NATO

The process of building up the Bonn Wehrmacht, which has now been more or 
less completed, was pushed ahead in all its decisive aspects by those who were 
formerly Hitler's staff officers. This applies both to the top leadership of the 
Bonn army and to the commanding posts in the lower units and in the sphere of 
authority of the "territorial defence".

Hitler's and Adenauer's staff officers created the personnel required for build
ing up a new army by drawing the fascist staff officers back to the conference 
table. They organized and armed this army. And not only that. Under cover of 
integration they knew how, not to incorporate the Bundeswehr into NATO, but 
to incorporate NATO into the Bundeswehr. They used their economic and mili
tary strength to exert pressure on their NATO partners, established numerous 
military bases in other countries and occupied important positions of command 
in NATO.
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The West German Federal Republic has developed into the strongest military 
power in NATO next to the USA. More and more openly Bonn demands hence
forth that it should have nuclear weapons at its disposal, so that it can involve 
its NATO partners in its military adventure of carrying out it plans for revenge. 
The "forward strategy" which Bonn's staff officers put through at the NATO 
Council Conference in Ottawa in 1963 served this purpose as did the plan which 
resulted from it of laying a belt of atomic mines along the borders of the GDR 
and Czechoslovakia, which was presented by Hitler General Trettner at the 
NATO Council Conference in Paris on 15 December 1964.

The "forward strategy" is, to the greatest extent, in accordance with the aims 
of the militarists in Bonn: its principal points are the aggressive concentration of 
Bundeswehr and NATO troops right on the borders of the GDR and Czecho
slovakia and the propagation of, and preparation for the "screened war". Con
trary to stipulations made by NATO the leaders of the Bundeswehr demand the 
supply of nuclear warheads to commanders down to brigade level and the 
early - as early as possible - employment of tactical nuclear weapons and high- 
explosive nuclear mines in the event of war.

In order to chain their allies to themselves even more closely the militarists 
at Bonn are reaching out for further command positions in NATO. In doing so 
they are not least pursuing the aim of gaining considerable influence on NATO 
strategy and on the right to make decisions on the employment of nuclear wea
pons. The whole military potential of NATO is to be used to the advantage of 
the adventurist plans of the extreme circles in West Germany.

With the increase in the military importance of the Bundeswehr in NATO, the 
number of West German generals and officers in the NATO leadership and in 
positions of command has also increased. At the beginning of 1964 21 generals, 
53 colonels and 242 staff officers and captains were working in NATO head
quarters. Today more than a thousand West German military men, including 
30 generals, are fighting for Bonn's conception of nuclear war in NATO.

Hitler Generals Went - Hitler Officers Came
The leadership of the Bundeswehr, i. e., the General Staff of the West German 
army, was "rejuvenated" in recent years. When worldwide protests forced a num
ber of the "old" generals to resign, they went into "retirement" and are drawing 
good pensions from the state. This, however, does not at all mean that they have 
given up influencing the policy of revenge. On the contrary! They are working, 
now as before, as advisers to the federal government or to the provinces (Lander) 
and also as presidents of the largest associations of militarists, e. g., Speidel, 
Ruge, Kammhuber, Matzky.
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The military men who were pensioned off were replaced by the "new leader
ship" of the Bundeswehr, trained and drilled by them. They were likewise Hitler's 
staff officers and commanders throughout, who received their training at the 
fascist General Staff or at officers' training colleges and distinguished themselves 
particularly during the fascist wars of aggression and for this reason were 
quickly promoted.

Of the present 189 generals and admirals in the Bundeswehr more than half 
are former officers of the General Staff of Hitler's Wehrmacht; the rest were 
officers in the fascist Wehrmacht without exception. All the generals in the Bun
deswehr had a part, directly or indirectly, in preparing and carrying out acts of 
aggression. Among the present generals and admirals in the Bundeswehr there 
is not a single one who fought against the fascist state. On the contrary. For their 
oaths of loyalty a great number were appointed to high positions in the general 
staff or positions of command as late as 1944-45. Six of these military men were 
condemned to long terms of imprisonment for war crimes, including Maeder, 
Herzog, Rosenthal and Karpinski.

The past of the officers in the Bundeswehr, right down to the captains, is simi
lar. And finally, the majority of the lieutenants and second lieutenants received 
their training after 1955 at the officers' training colleges directed by Hitler 
officers.

All the West German generals were Hitler officers - but not one of the generals 
of the National People's Army of the GDR were Hitler officers. The majority of 
them were active fighters against Hitler fascism and proved their fidelity to the 
working class in the struggle in defence of the Spanish Republic, in fascist con
centration camps and prisons.

Trettner A WAR CRIMINAL AT THE HEAD OF THE BUNDESWEHR 
Heinz

After Generals Heusinger and Foertsch a convicted war criminal stands once 
more at the head of the Bonn Bundeswehr - former Hitler General Heinz 
Trettner.

Trettner is one of those ruthless officers, who held out to the end, and were favou
rites of Hitler who shrank from no crime and were highly decorated for not 
doing so. His career - Trettner rose in the course of only seven years from cap
tain to lieutenant general - can only be compared to that of a few of Himmler's 
favourites in the SS.
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The Murderer of Guernica

Trettner was one of the first volunteers for the fascist "Condor Legion" which 
Hitler sent, in violation of international law, to support General Franco's mili
tary coup d'etat against the young Spanish Republic. At first he entered the staff 
of the commander of the "Condor Legion", Major General Sperrle, as an adjutant. 
From March 1937 he was squadron leader of fighter squadron 88 which bombed 
the peaceful Basque country towns of Durango and Guernica on 31 March and 
26 April 1937 respectively. These barbaric attacks were the beginning of the 
fascist terror raids against the civilian population, which were later continued 
against Warsaw, Rotterdam and Coventry. The result of these terror raids was 
smoking ruins and murdered civilians - in Durango 248, including 14 nuns and 
a priest, in Guernica 1,654 dead and 889 wounded.

Mathieu Corman gave an account of the destruction of the famous place of 
pilgrimage, Guernica in his book Salud Camerada - cing mois sur la iront 
d'Espagne (Edition Tribord, Paris, 1937). Corman visited this town with corres
pondents Steer (Times) and Holmes (Reuter) and at the end of his account he 
accused: '"The low-lying clouds have taken on the colour ot all the blood which 
will torever bear witness against Mola, Franco, Goring and all the others. 
Against those who ordered this horrible massacre, against those who carried it 
out and against those who approved it from alar!"

The Destroyer of Rotterdam

At the beginning of 1938 Trettner continued his training for the General Staff at 
the Air Force Academy in Gatow and became senior staff officer (la) of the 7th 
Air (paratroop) Division. This was that crack division of Goring which was 
destined to carry out special tasks within the Blitzkrieg strategy of the fascists. 
Trettner worked out the plans for this.

The first major assignment came on 10 May 1940 with the invasion, contrary 
to international law, of the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg under the com
mand of General Student and his chief of staff. Major Trettner. (See Table 31)

On the afternoon of 13 May the staff of the air landing corps demanded an 
attack on Rotterdam by strong bomber formations for the next day. The liaison 
officer of the 54th fighter squadron received a map with the targets which were 
to be "destroyed by a carpet ot bombs". (See Table 32)

After the bombardement of Rotterdam had been announced, the city comman
dant decided in the interests of the helpless population and the old city's historic 
buildings, to open negotiations on capitulation. They began on 14 May 1940 at 
10.30 a. m. A cease-five had been agreed upon for the duration of the negotiations.
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Trettner was fully informed about these events as his commanding officer. Gen
eral Student took part in the negotiations on capitulation. Despite this the bomb
ing of Rotterdam began at 3.0 p.m. "according to plan", as agreed and discussed 
with Trettner. "In the middle of this cease-fire the German bombing raid struck 
like a huge, destructive thunder storm." (R. Bbhmler, Fallschirmjager - Para
trooper, Verlag Hans-Hennig Podzun, Bad Nauheim, 1961)

874 people weres killed, more than 2,000 wounded and over 78,000 made 
homeless; 24,978 dwellings, 1,329 workshops, 2,320 shops, 31 factories, 10 hos
pitals, 24 churches, 62 schools and hundreds of other public and private build
ings lay in ruins.

In this way Trettner had put into practice for the first time on a large scale 
what he himself had practised as a member of the "Condor Legion" in Spain. 
He proved his worth and was awarded the Knight's Cross by Hitler, on Goring's 
proposal, as he had "prepared the deployment of troops in an exemplary way 
and, taking part in the operation himself, had taken command of the troops 
dropped and maintained communications".

Now Trettner planned and organized further operations for the paratroops - 
the attacks against Great Britain, Crete, Malta, the Soviet Union and, after the 
fall of the Mussolini government, against Rome, Monte Rotondo and Gran Sasso.

The Grave-digger of Florence

On 22 January 1944 the allies landed near Anzio-Nettuno to the South of Rome. 
The 4th paratroop division, set up in November 1943 and commanded by Trett
ner, was thrown into this area. When they were defeated the fascist troops left 
behind, on Trettner's orders, a dead zone of destroyed villages and towns, includ
ing Frosinone, Itri, Fondi, Velletri, Gaeta, Tivoli, Capua and Littoria. Horst 
Zabel from Dessau, who formerly belonged to the 4th paratroop division, dec
lared on this:

“We retreated from Ardea via Albano, Rome, Bracchiano, Orvieta, Montepul- 
ciano, Perugia, Florence, Futa-Pass, Bologna and Castel St. Pietro ... In the 
retreat through Rome the city was open to plundering because of partisan acti
vities ... As the retreat continued all strategically important targets and objects 
important for the supply of the population, such as waterworks, power plants, 
etc. were blown up to a depth of 20 kilometres behind the main battle line. The 
civilian population in the first 5 kilometres also had to leave the area without 
much food and retreat to the larger towns... Many crimes were committed in 
carrying out these orders in the command area of the 4th paratroop division, 
which was commanded by Major General Trettner.

In mid-July 1944 the 4th paratroop division took over the Florence sector.
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The conservative Florentine lawyer Gastano Casoni described this time in his 
diary:

“Saturday 22 July: The German forces in Florence now consist of line troops, 
i.e., paratroops and sappers. The paratroops have an even worse reputation than 
the SS. They really do behave like men who are just about to clear out and want 
to take as much booty with them as possible, leaving a broad track of destruction 
and grief behind them.'’

Although Florence had been declared an "open city" by Hitler himself, exten
sive preparations for dynamiting and measures for destroying the town were 
begun at the end of July by Trettner's supreme command. Residential areas with 
a population of 50,000 had to be cleared within 24 hours.

In the night of 3 to 4 August 1944 five bridges and many of the finest architec
tural monuments, including the Machiavelli House, the Towers of Givolaeni - 
Gheradini and Parte Guelfa, the Accianiuoli Palace and world-famous churches 
were blown up. The work of destruction continued when the city had been 
evacuated. A former member of the 4th paratroop division, Leutelt from Wernige
rode, stated "that artillery units of the 4th paratroop division had taken up posi
tion on the hills to the north of Florence and fired continuously on Florence".

Characteristic of the mad frenzy of Trettner's troops in the surroundings of 
Florence are the massacres which took place in the small town of Fiesole. Trett- 
ner had about 500 of its 2,000 inhabitants herded together and deported to dig 
trenches on the "Gothic Line". Many inhabitants were murdered. Pasquale Pucci, 
for example, was shot only for possessing an English dictionary. A similar crime 
was committed against three carabinieri who had left their quarters so as not to 
be forced to take part in reprisals against their own people. Although they were 
responsible to the Italian authorities, they were shot in the night of 12 August 
1944 on the orders of Trettner's divisional staff.

The crimes in and around Florence were continued in Autumn 1944 in the 
Bologna region together with SS and police units in "mopping up" campaigns 
against partisans.

Trettner had meanwhile been awarded the laurel wreath and promoted to 
lieutenant general. On 1 May 1945 the supreme command of the German army 
in Italy offered to capitulate. But Trettner, the fascist general who believed in 
holding out to the end, continued the senseless struggle on his own. Many Ger
man soldiers, Italian civilians and members of the allied forces died for another 
four days.
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He Grasps for Nuclear Weapons

This war criminal stands today at the head of the West German Bundeswehr, 
whose basic conception is that of the "forward strategy". To achieve this, Trett- 
ner is grasping for nuclear weapons, either in the form of a NATO nuclear force 
or of a belt of atomic mines. Trettner presented this criminal plan in the middle 
of December 1964 at the NATO Council Conference in Paris. UPI reported on 
18 December 1964:

"From military circles it became known that the atomic mines are supposed 
to ... give an early atomic warning. In this way they would fit into the concep
tion of the forward strategy approved by NATO."

The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung wrote on 22 December 1964:
"The plan was not made by the Inspector General of the Bundeswehr alone. 

Nevertheless one can still refer to a Trettner Plan since the Inspector General 
showed his responsibility by his signature."

And the Vorwarts declared on 23 December 1964:
"Apparently this proposal was made in the attempt to develop a new version 

of the aim of the leaders of the Bundeswehr to gain control of nuclear weapons." 
Nuclear weapons in the hands of such an unscrupulous and warmongering 

nazi general, whose military career has proved that international law and the 
law of humanity mean nothing to him, is not only a danger to peace in Germany 
and in Europe, but to the world.

Kielmansegg A NAZI AGGRESSION
Johann Adolf OFFICER COMMANDS NATO UNITS

von
After the war criminal Speidel, an officer is now at the head of NATO's land 
forces in Europe-Centre, who had a leading part in the Hitler invasions - Gen
eral Johann Adolf von Kielmansegg.

Kielmansegg went through the school of the fascist General Staff. As 3rd staff 
officer (Ic) - defence - of the 1st tank division he took part in the invasion of 
Poland and as 2nd staff officer (lb) — relief - of the same division in that of 
France. Later he became 1st staff officer (la) — operations — of the 6th and 1st 
tank divisions, entered the operations section of the General Staff of the army 
under war criminal Heusinger and finally took over the 111th armoured regiment 
as colonel.

Kielmansegg wrote several articles on the first part of his career, his book Pan
zer zwischen Warschau und Atlantik (Tanks between Warsaw and the Atlantic) 
which was published in 1941 by Die Wehrmacht being a comprehensive descrip
tion of his fascist convictions. (See Table 33)
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Fanatical "Blitzkrieg" Fighter

On the first pages of his concoction he revealed that he "had done nothing else 
lot thirteen years but learn the art of war and study theoretically the different 
types of war”. Now he could hardly wait for the war to begin at last: "We held 
our breath when we heard the Fuhter's last ultimatum to Poland... And we 
would not have been German soldiers if we had not hoped that Poland would 
reject it."

Then the time had come:
"I light a cigarette - if it goes out, there will be a war. Two minutes later and 

the war begins. It is a strange and exciting feeling to experience, so consciously 
and so immediately, a historic moment the significance of which cannot be 
foreseen! 4.45 a.tn.l... The war has begun!... But this war was going to be 
different from the world war. Not only the result would be different, there was 
no doubt about that, but in other ways too."

After the occupation of Poland Kielmansegg regretted that there was a pause 
in the fighting before further acts of aggression: "We would have preferred to 
have carried on winning straight away ..."

When nine months later the fascist war machine was set in motion in the West, 
he rejoiced: "German military ability and organization had actually reached the 
point where it was only necessary to press the famous button to set things in 
motion."

When the fascist armies of aggression arrivied at the North Cape, the Channel 
and the Bay of Biscay he was eager to be present at "the final victory" without 
fail.

"We are able to report that we have carried out the task which history, Ger
many and the Fuhrer set us, to the end and we are able to report that we are 
prepared to carry out the task of conquering England, which alone stands bet
ween us and freedom, in exactly the same way."

"Forward over GravesI"

Death and destruction, burning towns and villages marked the path of the in
vading armies in Poland. The work of destruction was so thorough "that you 
thought you were being burned even when driving through quickly.” Together 
with this the terror activities of the fascist occupation troops began against the 
civilian population. "In this village of Polichno we also introduced, for the first 
time, a method of insuring an immediate curfew, which later became a regulation 
and stood the test very well. All the inhabitants of the village, who were late, 
were herded together in a big yard and locked up for the night..
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Kielmansegg lolled about in the official chair of the former president of Poland 
and said triumphantly:

"I sat in the seat of the head of a state which we had not only conquered by 
arms but which our victory completely erased from history, after it had tried to 
exist for twenty years contrary to the sense of history, having been brought to 
life artificially ..

When things "got underway at last" against Luxemburg, Belgium, the Nether
lands and France, he rejoiced at the bombing of Sedan:

"This tremendous, overwhelming scene lasted for four hours ... A wonderful 
picture unfolded before our very eyes. Behind burning Avancon which is still 
under fire from German artillery, the tanks crush all resistance in their path ..

Kielmansegg's motto was: "‘Advance over graves!' In this moment we can 
tell ourselves with justified pride and deep joy that we are on the point of making 
these words come true in a most wonderful way."

Kielmansegg exulted in the intoxication of the fascist aggressor's victory after 
the capitulation of "France, the hereditary enemy": "Not ten years ago the trico
lour was still fluttering on the Ehrenbreitstein. That it would be only ten years 
less ten days from the day it was lowered there to the day when France, smashed 
and conquered, would sign the armistice in 1940 in the Bois de Compiegne, was 
certainly unforeseen by any of us on that 11 May."

Driven by Racial Madness

Like a red thread the racial madness and the master race theory extend through
out Count Kielmansegg's concoction. Thus on page 61 in the jargon of Der 
Sturmer he wrote about a Polish village: "The houses were caked with filth, the 
air could hardly be breathed. That was accounted for when one saw the inhabi
tants who were almost all Jews."

He thought that in France "an atmosphere of degeneration and depravity" 
prevailed. He said it made "the impression of a stagnating country" and was 
"a barren country". Therefore: "'Space without a people' - France .. .'a people 
without space' - Germany."

Kielmansegg provided the formula for changing this situation on pages 246- 
47, where he described the occupation of the French town of Belfort: "In the 
afternoon the Hotel de Ballon itself .. .is at last in our hands and so after 22 years 
becomes once more, and this time for good, the German ’Belchen."
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In the General Staff as "Tank Specialist 
with Experience on the Eastern Front"

As 1st staff officer (la) of the 6th tank division of army group north, Kielmansegg 
invaded the Soviet Union. His aim was to capture Leningrad quickly. When this 
plan failed he gave order No. 50 to the division on 18 September 1941 which 
says in a demogogic way: "The fate of Petersburg is sealed and only a question 
of time." The watchword was: "To do the utmost for Fuhrer and fatherland until 
the final decision has been won and Germany's future made secure."

At the beginning of 1944 Kielmansegg was appointed as 2nd staff officer in 
the operations division of the general staff of the army, his chief being the war 
criminal Heusinger, because of his "experience on the eastern front". There he 
assessed "reports on the situation", made them up into general reports and 
passed these on to the army groups as "a guide to actions".

Some of the "secret command matters" signed by Kielmansegg (see also 
Table 34) say:

"Position 3. 4. 44,12.00 hours

I. France

... 80 inhabitants shot, 20 arrested ... several depots and houses destroyed, 
24 terrorists shot, 107 arrested." (IMT, Doc. No. NOKW - 1557 CONT’D, 
p.17)

"Position 4. 4. 44,12.00 hours

I. France
Continuation of mopping up operations in the Dordogne Department, several 
depots and houses destroyed, 19 terrorists shot, captured material - motor 
vehicles and weapons." (IMT, Doc. No. NOKW - 1557 CONT'D, p. 19)

"Position 12. 7. 44, 06.00 hours ...

b) Serbia

In Banat 40 communists shot in retaliation.” (IMT, Doc. No. NOKW - 
1557 CONT'D, p. 34)

"I. France, Position 13. 7.44, 06.00 hours ...
AOK 1:18 terrorists shot, great amount captured material...
AOK 19:... 15 terrorists shot...
Mil. Com. F.: 156 terrorists shot.” (IMT, Doc. No. NOKW - 1557 CONT'D, 
pp. 37-38)
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His First Commandment - "Forward Strategy"

Under Heusinger and Speidel, Kielmansegg was one of Adenauer's chief military 
advisers and had a decisive part in the formation of Bonn's army of aggression. 
For him the first commandment is the "forward strategy" as is striving for con
trol of nuclear weapons. As early as 6 January 1955 he wrote in a leading article 
in the Welt: "Whoever accepts that the Federal Republic must be detended must 
demand that this defence begins on the border of the Zone, and, what's more, 
that it is operationally effective."

Today this fascist officer who is guilty of acts of aggression commands all the 
NATO military forces between Hamburg and the Alps. This includes, beside 
West German, Dutch, Belgian, British, American and Canadian soldiers, those 
that belong to the great French nation, which was insulted and humiliated in a 
most base way by the chauvinist and race-fanatic, Kielmansegg, 25 years ago.

Heusinger FROM HITLER'S CHIEF PLANNER TO ADENAUER'S 
Adolf CHIEF PLANNER

Heusinger enlisted in the imperial army in 1915 as an ensign and took part in 
the war against France. After the First World War he was transferred to the 
Reichswehr and gained the special knowledge for his later activities in the Gen
eral Staff as a lieutenant in the courses for leader assistants at the illegal mili
tary academy. In 1929 he entered the Ministry of Defence. In the "staff of the 
army command" the name used to camouflage the forbidden General Staff, he 
assisted in supplying the German imperialists with an army of great striking 
force.

Heusinger's career began with Hitler's seizure of power. From 1935 to 1937 
he gathered "experience in troop leadership" as chief staff officer of the 
11th division and was afterwards appointed 1st staff officer of the operations 
division of the supreme command of the army. Henceforth he helped to plan 
and decide all the military operations of the fascist Wehrmacht and gained the 
special confidence of Hitler. In 1940 he became chief of operations of the General 
Staff of the supreme command of the army and in 1943 acting chief of the 
General Staff of the army.

During his activity in the General Staff of the army and with Heusinger's ac
tive assistance and that of others, the plans for aggression against Czechoslo
vakia, Poland, Norway and Denmark, against Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg and 
France, against Greece and Yugoslavia, Africa, the Soviet Union, Egypt, Italy, 
Hungary, Rumania, England, Switzerland, Portugal and Spain were worked 
out - for the most part during peace-time.
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On the basis of these invasion plans the various offensive operations of the 
fascist army were worked out in detail in many "secret command matters" under 
Heusinger's direction.

Thus, for example, in the "secret command matter" No. 4402/39 of the opera
tions department of the general staff of the army of 7 October 1939, prepara
tions were made for the invasion of Holland and Belgium. This document, signed 
by Heusinger, says:

"At the same time army group B has to make all the preparations, in accord
ance with special instructions, to move immediately into Dutch and Belgian ter
ritory, it the political situation should demand this. The order to March will be 
given by OKW (supreme command). Until then any violation of the borders of 
Dutch or Belgian territory is to be strictly avoided."

Heusinger also assisted the practical men in the conduct of the fascist war in 
the preparations for the invasion of Yugoslavia, which had the code-word 
"Marita". In a "secret command matter" to Yugoslavia of 27 March 1941 on a 
conference on the situation, in which Heusinger took part, it says:

"The Fuhrer is determined, without the possible declarations of loyalty ... to 
make all the preparations to destroy Yugoslavia's army and the organization of 
the state... it is a question of acting as quickly as possible ... Politically it is 
particularly important that the blow is directed with ruthless force and that the 
destruction of the military forces is carried out in a lightning operation... In 
this connection the beginning of the Barbarossa operation must be postponed for 
four weeks." (H. A. Jacobsen, 1939-1945, Der zweite Weltkrieg in Chronik und 
Dokumenten - 1939-1945, The Second World War in Chronicle and Documents, 
Wehr und Wissen, Verlagsgesellschaft, Darmstadt, p. 202)

Heusinger, however, did not only plan the fascist invasions but also directed 
the use of the fascist Wehrmacht against innocent women, children and old 
people in the invaded countries in the form of "combating gangs" and with the 
application of "scorched earth tactics".

Thus the operations department of the army, whose chief was Heusinger, had 
more than 100 hostages, including women, old people, children and young 
people, murdered in "retaliation" for an attack carried out on 28 August 1942 by 
Soviet partisans on the railway station at Slavnoye and the garrison of the fascist 
police and Gestapo stationed there. Telegram No. 11 027/42 ss from the opera
tions department of the army to the supreme command of the army group says:

"The Fuhrer demands measures of retaliation with the use of the most severe 
deterrent measures for the partisan attack on Slavnoye. Report on the measures 
taken."

Heusinger, an accessory to the attempt to blow up Hitler, was by no means 
shot or handed over to the hangman like all the others, even those remotely in
volved, but was personally received by Hitler and rehabilitated after his short 
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term of imprisonment. Hitler declared, with reference to a "statement", written 
by Heusinger during his imprisonment:

"2 have studied your statement written in prison. I am grateful to you tor it." 
(A. Heusinger, Befehl im Widerstreit - Command in Conflict, Tubingen, p. 236)

In this memorandum on the "final victory" Heusinger recommended drafting 
15 and 16-year-olds and all the older people up to the age of 60 as new cannon 
fodder. At the end of September 1944 Heusinger was "rehabilitated" - in the 
middle of October 1944 Hitler ordered the formation of the "Volkssturm" (home 
guard).

During his "captivity" Heusinger was the constant adviser of the Historical 
Division for War of the US Army, evaluated his "experience" and prepared him
self, in this way, for future tasks.

After his release Hitler's favourite became Adenauer's favourite. Together 
with Speidel Heusinger became his adviser in military matters. Just as Heusin
ger was once indispensable to Hitler, he became so henceforth for Adenauer, too.

In 1950 he became official adviser to the federal government on "security 
questions" and an "employee" of the "Blank Department", the illegal ministry of 
war. Here he planned the formation of the new Wehrmacht and took part in all 
important conferences. In 1952 Heusinger became head of the military depart
ment in the "Blank Office".

"The hard years in the 'Blank Office’ - years of selfless, controversial, uncer
tain waiting and preparatory work - which made great demands on all those 
concerned - were finally rewarded in 1955, when Germany’s alliances made a 
new form of defence policy on a national basis within NATO possible, by the 
reconstruction of German military forces, in which Heusinger and Speidel had 
a leading part." (Das neue Journal, 26 February 1958)

In November 1953 Heusinger took on the permanent chairmanship in the 
Military Command Council of the Bundeswehr and became its first inspector 
general on 1 March 1957. From 1 April 1961 to 29 March 1964 this former act
ing chief of the General Staff of Hitler's army was chairman of the "Permanent 
Military Commission of NATO" in Washington and therefore practically its 
chief of staff. In this way the West German imperialists had occupied one of the 
most important posts in NATO for three years during which Heusinger exerted 
decisive influence on the strategic conception of NATO, prepared the attempt 
of Bonn's Hitler generals to gain control of nuclear weapons and helped to an 
increasing extent to launch West German generals into influential posts in 
NATO.

Like war criminal Speidel, his accomplice Heusinger did not retire after being 
pensioned. The leading party of the West German monopolies, the CDU/CSU 
(Christian Democratic Union/Christian Social Union), appointed him as their 
military adviser. In this position Heusinger today is once more working out the 
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plans for total remilitarization under Adenauer, Erhard and Barzel as he did 
even during his “term of imprisonment" for Hitler. The realization of the nuclear 
"forward strategy", the pressing for nuclear weapons, the mobilization of masses 
and emergency laws are inextricably bound up with his work. The war criminal 
Heusinger was, and is, the military exponent and main advocate of the aggres
sive, unpatriotic policy of the Bonn state.

Speidel WAR CRIMINAL AND MILITARY ADVISER 
Hans TO THE BONN GOVERNMENT

Dr. Speidel has been in the service of German militarism since 1914. After the 
First World War he transferred to the Reichswehr, was trained as a leader's as
sistant (staff officer) and transferred in 1930 to the section France of the 3rd de
partment of the illegal general staff. With Hitler's seizure of power in 1933 Spei
del went to the German embassy in Paris as assistant to the military attache and 
organized espionage against France there. Next he became head of the "Foreign 
Armies West" department in the General Staff of the army, in which he procured 
and evaluated the military data for the invasion of the West European countries 
and helped to work out the appropriate plans.

Speidel participated directly in preparing and carrying out the invasion of 
France as 1st staff officer of the IX Army Corps and of Army Group B. On 
14 June 1940 he became chief of the General Staff, with the military command 
in Paris and on 1 August 1940 chief of the General Staff with the military com
mand in France. As such he shares the guilt for the establishment of the cruel 
regime of terror in France and for numerous crimes against the French civilian 
population. Speidel summarized the results of these criminal activities in his 
reports on "mood and internal security" in which he gave information on the 
barbaric "measures of retaliation" against the French civilian population under 
his supervision. Thus in his report on the situation, written on 28 February 1942 
to the war criminal Keitel, he says:

"The iollowing measures of retaliation were ordered at the time oi reporting: 
100 communists and Jews were transierred to Compiegne to be deported to the 
East.

"In Rouen extensive raids were carried out on communists and Jews, leading 
to numerous arrests. In connection with these measures... an order was given 
tor the whole of the occupied area to arrest 1,000 communists and Jews. These 
have been made ready for deportation to the East."

In March 1942 Speidel went, first as chief of the general staff of the V Army 
Corps and later as chief of the general staff of the 8th Army, to the Soviet Union. 
There he continued his crimes on a wide scale. He was chiefly concerned with 
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planning and putting into effect the "scorched earth tactics" which were carried 
out in his area in the most ruthless fashion. Whole landscapes were turned into 
dead zones.

In April 1944 Speidel, who had in the meanwhile been promoted to lieutenant 
general and awarded the Knight's Cross for his crimes in the Soviet Union, 
emerged once more in France - this time as head of the general staff of army 
group B, led by Rommel. Here he wanted to put into practice once more his 
"experience", gathered during the retreat of Hitler's defeated armies in the So
viet Union. So in August 1944 he passed on without scruples, and explicitly ap
proved the order, according to which Paris was to be turned into a field of rubble.

Field Marshal Rommel was driven to commit suicide by the nazis in connec
tion with 20 July 1944. His chief of staff and confidant Speidel remained un
molested because he was one of those who denounced Rommel to the Gestapo 
to save his own neck.

After 1945 Speidel settled in southern Germany as a "historian", until 
Adenauer appointed him and his accomplice Heusinger as his military advisers 
in 1950.

Speidel became the West German expert at the negotiations on "West Ger
many's contribution to defence" and chief delegate at the EEC negotiations. 
When this project failed because of the French National Assembly's veto Speidel 
was one of the main advocates of West Germany's acceptance in the aggressive 
NATO and one of the military leaders at the negotiations.

When West Germany had become a member of NATO and the Ministry of 
War was officially formed, Speidel became head of the "Military Forces Depart
ment". Even then, and immediately afterwards, as commander of NATO Land 
Forces Central Europe Speidel did his utmost to get the conception of the resur
rected fascist general staff and its possibilities of influencing NATO accepted 
and to increase them.

On the occasion of Speidel's being given a pension on 31 March 1964 the 
militarist organ Wehrkunde, Munich, confirmed, in No. 4/1964:

"It was due to him that SHAPE'S conceptions of defence changed decisively 
in the course of years, eventually leading to the formation of the "forward stra
tegy" which draws the whole territory of the Federal Republic into the concep
tion of a lasting defence."

Being pensioned, however, did not mean retirement for Speidel. Having put 
over the nuclear "forward strategy'" in NATO, he is henceforth the "special ad
viser of the Federal Republic on questions concerning NATO" and one of the 
main wirepullers in the attempt of the Bonn militarists to gain control of nuclear 
weapons, to carry out the preparations for total war and to establish a dictator
ship built on emergency laws. His influence has not decreased but increased.
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Rogge PIRATE CAPTAIN AND MURDERER OF SOLDIERS 
Bernhard

today: military adviser in Schleswig-Holstein

After Rogge had served in the imperial navy in the First World War from 1915 
to 1917, he joined the Reich navy in 1920 and became a specialist for the training 
of naval officers. Thus he was training leader on the sailing ship "Niobe" and 
in 1930 took over the command as cadet training officer on the cruiser "Emden". 
Afterwards he became military specialist in the inspection of the training service 
in Kiel and commander of the sailing school ships "Gorch Fock" and "Albert 
Leo Schlageter".

At the beginning of the fascist predatory war he was with the rank of captain 
commander of the armed merchant cruiser "Atlantis" with which he carried 
through pirate raids on all seas for nearly two years without any consideration 
for the rules of naval warfare. Under various camouflages and even under for
eign colours Rogge captured and sank a total of 22 mechant ships with his armed 
merchant cruiser. Hitler awarded him the Knight's Cross and oak-leaves for it.

From 1942 to 1944 Rogge was chief of staff or inspector of the naval training 
service. When the fascist troops which were defeated in the Baltic Soviet repub
lics swept back Rogge as vice admiral was appointed commander of the training 
unit of the navy which operated in the Baltic Sea as the "Rogge combat group". 
With his flagship, the heavy cruiser "Prinz Eugen", he mercilessly fired on Baltic 
and East Prussian towns. These operations extended and prolonged the senseless 
shedding of the blood of German soldiers and the sufferings of the tormented 
population in these areas.

When the rest of the Rogge warship units had arrived in Schleswig-Holstein, 
the demobilization of the Wehrmacht increased and the fascist leadership had 
already capitulated unconditionally, Rogge as "court president" confirmed at 
least four murder sentences against German members of the navy on 6 and 
10 May 1945. Thus leading seamen Willi Albrecht, Karl-Heinz Freudenthal and 
Gunther Kallander were sentenced to death and executed on 6 May 1945. On 
11 May 1945, that is, three days after the capitulation, seaman Christian Liiss 
was shot in the headquarters of the Hitler successor and war criminal Dbnitz 
in Flensburg-Miirwik because had made "rebellious statements".

Although the relatives of the murdered men made constant efforts to clear up 
the fate of the seamen Rogge kept silent for twenty years and pretended to be 
an honourable man.

After being released from war imprisonment he became provisional district 
president of the rural district of Schleswig-Holstein. The appointment was made 
by the then senior president of Schleswig-Holstein, CDU politician and Aden
auer friend Theodor Steltzer with the approval of the British military govern
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ment. But soon he thought it better to disappear from public life for some time 
and submerge in West German industry until in 1957 he joined the Bundeswehr 
as rear admiral.

Up to his retirement on pension in March 1962 Rogge was commander in the 
1st defence district for Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg. Since then he has acted 
as adviser on "civil defence questions" of the Schleswig-Holstein provincial gov
ernment.

Gericke TRETTNER ACCOMPLICE FORMED
Walter THE BONN PARACHUTIST TROOPS 

until
31 March commander of the 1st air-borne division of the Bundeswehr

1965:
Gericke's military career began in 1929 at the arch reactionary Prussian police 
school in Brandenburg. As a member of the "General Goring Regiment" which 
came into existence out of the fascist Wecke police department the former First 
Lieutenant Gericke became an air force officer in 1935 and one of the first drillers 
and commanders of Goring's paratroopers. His main concern until the outbreak 
of the Second World War was: "If only at last it would really become serious!" 
(W. Gericke, F allschirmjager hier und da - Parachuists here and there, Schutzen- 
Verlag, West Berlin, 1941, page 46)

After his participation in the attack of the fascist troops on Poland his first 
action as paratrooper took place during the occupation of Denmark for which 
Hitler's loyal staff officer Trettner worked out the plans. With Trettner he in
vaded Holland and landed as battalion commander in a paratroop storm regi
ment on Crete. No document could better show the criminal and anti-human 
attitude of this arch fascist than his own description of the attack on the 
Mediterranean island:

"Wait, you swine! And at the vineyard they get him. A concentric charge is 
thrown. Smoke and iron fragments whirl up. Finished. How the paratroopers 
hate the faces under the flat helmets! And they fire into them with a ven
geance ... I also have a mattress, 'without vermin, but no sheet; so the blue-white 
Greek flag which is found on a shelf must do ..." (W. Gericke: Von Malemes 
bis Chania - From Malemes to Chania, Verlag Die Wehrmacht, Berlin, 1943, 
pp. 52 ff.)

After quite a longe operation in the Soviet Union he came to Italy and carried 
out "special tasks" in the extermination of Italian freedom fighters in close co
operation with war criminal Trettner. As commander of a special fighting group 
he tried in vain to capture the Italian general staff that had fallen away from 
fascist Germany.
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Gericke was several times ordered on special training tasks; thus as leading 
instructor at the Stendal paratrooper school, course instructor for company and 
battalion leaders at the ground fighting school of the air force in Mourmelon 
and La Courtine (France) and as head of the leadership school of the first para
chute corps in Verona.

Gericke unscrupulously carried out every order of the fascist leadership. He 
finally drove soldiers and civilians into death on the Lower Rhine for his own 
glory as colonel and commander of the 11th parachute division. For this he re
ceived the highest fascist orders from Hitler.

The total defeat of German fascism and militarism was no reason for Gericke 
to give up his fascist way of thinking. In 1955 he continued his book series which 
he had begun in the nazi period to glorify the fascist paratroops under the title 
Da gibt es kein Zuriick - There Is No Return.

As a "textile merchant" he devoted himself quite as eagerly especially to the 
gathering together of former parachutists. As editor of the information organ of 
the paratroop association called Der deutsche Fallschirmjager he saw to the 
spreading of militarist ideas until he joined the Bundeswehr as one of the first 
paratroop officers of the former Hitler Wehrmacht.

In recognition of his merciless fighting method and fascist drilling methods 
Gericke was named commander of the parachute school of the Bundeswehr and 
trained paratroopers as he had under Hitler. As major general and commander 
of the 1st air-borne division he was placed on provisional retirement on 31 March 
1965.

de Maiziere CONFIDANT IN THE FUHRER'S BUNKER 
Ulrich
today: inspector ot the Bonn army, lieutenant general

Ulrich de Maiziere is an officer who went through the school of the fascist general 
staff. Having taken part in the invasion of Poland as regimental adjutant he 
went to the military school in Dresden to be trained for the general staff. After
wards he became 1st orderly officer in the staff of Army Group C and during 
the invasion of the Soviet Union 2nd staff officer (lb) of the 18th motorized 
infantry division.

De Maiziere evaluated his first "experiences on the Eastern Front" as expert 
adviser in the organization department of the general staff of the army in 
1942-43 under the direction of the future Bundeswehr General Muller-Hille- 
brand. From 1 May 1943 he began, as 1st staff officer (la) of the 10th armoured 
division, helping to put an end to the collapse, which was becoming evident, of 
the Army Group South in the Ukraine and in Rumania.
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De Maiziere enjoyed Hitler's special confidence and that of the leaders of the 
fascist Wehrmacht. As late as February 1945 he was called to the "Fuhrer's 
bunker". There as lieutenant colonel and 1st staff officer (la) of the operations 
department of the general staff of the army he reported regularly to Hitler on 
the situation and was concerned with the efficiency of Hitler's, Bormann's and 
Goebbels' isolated "command post".

Thus on the evening of 23 March 1945 he reported:
"Now extensive sections are already operating below, in so far as the installa

tions above have not yet been repaired. For example. General Krebs, head of 
the operations department, works below. The equipment, therefore, which is here 
now, will function, even if the buildings above ground level are destroyed." 
(H. Heiber, Lagebesprechungen im Fiihrerhauptquartier - Discussions on the 
Situation in the Fuhrer's Headquarters, Deutscher Taschenbuchverlag GmbH, 
Munich, 1964)

As the final destruction of the last pockets of resistance in Berlin by the Soviet 
army approached, de Maiziere was sent to Hitler's successor, Donitz, who was 
in Schleswig-Holstein. There he was to keep the operations department of the 
general staff functioning and to support the war criminal Donitz in his intrigues 
concerning separate negotiations with the allies, as 1st staff officer (la) of the 
operations department.

After the total defeat of fascism and its war machine de Maiziere was among 
those Hitler officers who were the first to recall the war criminals Heusinger 
and Speidel to the "Blank Office", the illegal ministry of war, to form a new 
army of aggression. From the start de Maiziere has been one of the keenest advo
cates of Bonn's "forward strategy", nuclear armament and the emergency laws.

In W ehrwissenschaftliche Rundschau, West Berlin and Frankfurt-on-Main, 
No. 3/1964 he wrote "that the 'forward defence' which is now being realized, 
was mainly due to constant German efforts ... The demand for influence on the 
planning and distribution of nuclear weapons is another important step in this 
direction (i.e., the realization of the forward strategy - editor)..

Panitzki THE AIR WAR EXPERT
Werner
today: chief of Bonn's Luftwaffe, lieutenant general

Panitzki belonged to the nazi Luftwaffe's specialists on operations and was one 
of war criminal Goring's confidants. Having attended the air force academy he 
became 1st staff officer of air fleet 1 under war criminal Kesselring. As squadron 
captain in the "Edelweiss Squadron" Panitzki took part in the raids on Norway 
and France and in the terror attacks on England.
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In 1942-43 Panitzki, as 1st staff officer, planned the operations of air fleet 3 
and thus shares responsibility for the barbaric bombings of British towns. From 
autumn 1944 Goring appointed Panitzki as 1st staff officer of the operations 
department in his general staff.

In American captivity, in a "special camp for high-ranking officers" he con
cerned himself with the evaluation of "war historical experiences" and worked 
on the plans to remilitarize West Germany.

In 1952 he was appointed to the "Blank Office" by the Adenauer government. 
As head of the planning group of the Luftwaffe and member of Bonn's military 
command he reconstructed the new West German air force staff. In 1957 Panitzki 
was chief of staff in the command of the Bundeswehr under war criminal General 
Heusinger. Today he is, as inspector of Bonn's Luftwaffe, one of the most dan
gerous agitators among the leaders of the Bundeswehr, who have tried for years 
to get hold of nuclear weapons.

In September 1964 Panitzki again demanded long-range nuclear missiles for 
the Bundeswehr, for "without missiles in sufficient quantity and with sufficient 
range the (West) German air force would not be able, in the long run, to fulfil 
the tasks which it has been set by NATO". (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
19 September 1964)

Zenker WITH HITLER AGAINST NORWAY, DENMARK 
Karl-Adolf AND HOLLAND

today: inspector of the Bonn Navy, vice admiral

Karl-Adolf Zenker is the third generation of Zenkers who served German im
perialism as admirals, planned its predatory military attacks and had a decisive 
part in carrying them out. His grandfather was an imperial admiral and flag 
officer; his father was chief of the naval command of the Reichswehr and thus 
the predecessor of war criminal Raeder.

From 1939 to 1941 Karl-Adolf Zenker was 3rd naval staff officer in the staff 
of the naval group command west or north and worked there on the plans for 
the invasions of Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands and, in particular, on 
those for the conduct of mine warfare in the North Sea. After holding various 
commands at sea, Zenker was transferred to the operations department of the 
navy's supreme command as expert in January 1944 and was there one of the 
most faithful followers of Hitler, Raeder and Donitz.

In July 1951 Zenker became naval expert and provisional head of the navy 
department in the "Blank Office" and in this position worked out and put into 
practice the plans for building up the Bonn navy. This planning is being carried
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out with the direct aim of committing aggression in the Baltic Sea area. As early 
as 1954 Zenker wrote: "Even though the Baltic Sea is a sea oi secondary import
ance it does nevertheless lead into the territory oi a possible enemy and thus 
forms for him an open flank, on which he remains vulnerable." (Bulletin der 
Bundesregierung, Bonn, 11 February 1954)

Not only in his aims but also in spirit, Zenker has remained the old aggressive 
fascist officer. He proved this at the first swearing in of recruits in the navy in 
Wilhelmshaven on 16 January 1956, when he characterized war criminals Donitz 
and Raeder as models for the Bonn navy. Zenker said:

"Each of us old navy men, who served under the command of both admirals 
of the fleet, know that... there is no blemish on the person of our former com
mander s-in-chief. The first and exclusive question which arose for me and all my 
colleagues in Bonn was whether we should take up our work as long as our 
former commanders were kept under arrest. Only from the German viewpoint 
of the vitally necessary task of defending our common liberty is our disregard 
for the fates of our old comrades defensible. With the knowledge of the char
acters of our old commanders who always put responsibility and duty before 
self, I was sure that they would also approve of this conduct. I had the satisfac
tion of knowing that Admiral of the Fleet Raeder endorsed my attitude when he 
was released." (Leinen los, Bremen, No. 2, February 1956, p. 228)

Zenker not only extols war criminals Raeder and Donitz in this speech but 
asks his ideal Raeder, after the event, for actual permission to join the Bundes
wehr - permission from that Raeder who declared on the occasion of a comme
moration of Hindenburg and Ludendorff in the first years of the "Third Reich":

"The German nation has adopted national socialism, born of the spirit of Ger
man soldiers at the front, as its philosophy and follows the symbols of it renais
sance with both warm affection and fanatic passion. It experienced national so
cialism and did not suffer it as so many helpless critics abroad believe. This is 
the reason for the pure and relentless declaration of war against bolshevism and 
international Jewry, having had enough experience oi their activities which have 
a destructive effect on nations, as we have felt in the case of our own nation." 
(Blatter fur deutsche und internationale Politik, Cologne, No. 6, 20 June 1958)

And on 12 May 1944 Donitz agitated in the same direction:
"What would have become of our homeland today if the Fuhrer had not united 

us in national socialism! Split into parties, saturated with the decomposing 
poison of Jewry and vulnerable to this, since we lacked the defence of our present 
uncompromising philosophy, we would have long succumbed to the burden of 
this war and have been exposed to the ruthless extermination of our enemies." 
(op. cit.)
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Maeder SENTENCED WAR CRIMINAL
Hellmuth

today, head of the Troop Office of the Army, major general

Hellmuth Maeder, one of Hitler's generals and commander of the elite division 
“Greater Germany" was sentenced as a war criminal. As orderly officer of the 
34th infantry division he took part in the invasion of Poland and, as battalion, 
regimental and division commander, on the attack on the Soviet Union. Under 
his command were for a time Lithuanian SS volunteer units. As the "commandant 
of Schaulen" he was awarded the Oak Leaves to his Knight's Cross by Hitler 
and promoted to major general. Then he attempted as commander of the ar
moured division "Grossdeutschland" (Greater Germany) to prolong the days 
of fascism.

Maeder is responsible for innumerable crimes committed by units under his 
charge and was sentenced to 25 years' imprisonment for them. As battalion com
mander in the 297th infantry division he took part in atrocities against Soviet 
citizens in 1941 and 1942. Against all the laws of war, international law and 
human rights the battalion commanded by Maeder raged especially in the areas 
temporarily occupied by the fascist troops in the first months after the invasion. 
A few examples prove with what brutality and cruelty this happened. Thus the 
soldiers of the Maeder battalion stole the property of the inhabitants of the 
village of Vvedenko, Chuguev region, at the end of October 1941. Later soldiers 
belonging to Maeder's battalion deported 20 Soviet citizens to Germany. In 
November 1941 a woman by the name of Tarussina was brutally beaten and 
finally murdered for resisting an attempt to rape her. The citizen Mishner was 
maltreated because he had tried to resist the plundering.

Maeder's soldiers also arrested Pastuchov, an inhabitant of the village of 
Vvedenko. He was suspected of belonging to the Communist Party. For 13 days 
he was kept in a cold cell and maltreated. On the 14th day he was placed on 
a red-hot stove. Then the fascists led him, with his hands bound together, through 
the village. In the village of Gavrilovka, in the Chuguev region, the inhabitants 
were also plundered by the soldiers belonging to Maeder's battalion.

This war criminal was given a post in the Bundeswehr, having been prema
turely handed over to the West German authorities, and since 1960 has been 
head of one of the most important command posts in the Bonn army.



Ubelhack SCORCHED EARTH POLICY IN NORWAY
Friedrich

today: commander of the "territorial army" which is exclusively under West German 
command, lieutenant general

As staff officer of the fascist mountain troops Friedrich Ubelhack had a leading 
part in almost all of the Wehrmacht's acts of aggression, beginning with the 
invasion of Poland and extending to the invasion of the Soviet Union.

On 10 December 1941 he went to Northern Finland as 1st staff officer (la) of 
the XXXV (mountain) Army Corps and later became la of the 20th (mountain) 
Army and with the "Wehrmacht Command in Norway". There, when Finland 
had left the fascist bloc, he planned in particular the paratroop dropping opera
tions "Birch Tree" and "Northern Lights". That was the long-prepared retreat 
from Northern Finland and Northern Norway and resulted in barbarous destruc
tion in these areas.

On 21 October 1944 the nickel works and settlement at Kolosjoki and the 
town of Rovaniemi were completely destroyed and in Petsamo too "the required 
work oi destruction was carried out". The former commander of the 20th army, 
the condemned war criminal Rendulic, reported that his soldiers and officers 
were evacuating the population (about 40,000) from the area north of the Lyn- 
genfjord to the south, where they were being handed over to the organs of the 
fascist "Reichskommissar", Terboven. In the "area set free" all dwellings and 
communications, the streets, bridges, ships and docks as well as whole towns, 
among others, Hammerfest, were completely destroyed.

After these acts of destruction Ubelhack was promoted, on 1 January 1945, 
to colonel and appointed 1st staff officer of the Wehrmacht command in Norway. 
His tasks also included the suppression of the Norwegian resistance movement.

Since 1 May 1956 Ubelhack has been in the Bundeswehr and has occupied 
a key position in the total remilitarization of West Germany since 1 April 1964.

Like war criminal Trettner he belongs to the clique of former general staff 
members who already in the Second World War were planners of death and the 
"scorched earth".

Gerlach PRAISES THE FASCIST DICTATORSHIP
Heinrich

today: commander ot the Bonn fleet, vice admiral

Before the fascist predatory war Heinrich Gerlach worked in the headquarters 
of the high command of the Navy under the direction of war criminal Raeder. 
As 2nd naval staff officer in the headquarters of the chief of torpedo-boats or
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destroyers Gerlach later took part in the invasions of Poland, Denmark, Norway 
and France. During the operation "Weser manoevre", the invasion of the northern 
states, he distinguished himself particularly during the fascist occupation of 
Narvik.

After this Gerlach became 1st navy staff officer of the operations department 
of the naval command and there he worked out, from June 1941 until December 
1943, in an influential position, the plans for the future conduct of the fascists' 
war at sea. Having held various naval commands Gerlach was made a naval 
captain under war criminal Donitz and appointed chief of staff with the Navy 
High Command as late as May 1945.

In May 1951 Gerlach published an article with the title "On the ethical foun
dations of a new Wehrmacht" in which he extols the fascist authoritarian prin
ciple and openly proclaims his fascist convictions. He wrote: "All power pro
ceeds irom the people - in practice this does not mean that individual citizens 
exert an immediate influence on public matters. The mass of little people is 
absolutely incapable of making its own decisions and of acting independently. 
It wants to be governed."

And these are Gerlach's "teachings":
"Now what is this new Germany, for which it is worth staking one's life, to 

look like'? Naturally this new structure must and should be built on the founda
tions of the past, a principle which must be emphasized in the reconstruction of 
a Wehrmacht more than in any other connection... If we wish to make use of 
these experiences it is first of all necessary to recognize national socialism and 
all the events of the Third Reich as a part of our German history. I make no secret 
of the fact that 1 do not consider everything that originated in the period of the 
Third Reich as an error which ought to be rejected simply for this reason".

And these are his "conclusions":
"Among all the mistakes that were made, much was nevertheless so ex

emplary, so appropriate to the conditions of the time and the character of the 
nation that it can be accepted as good for the future. In my opinion all these 
flaws were caused in a decisive way by the fact that Adolf Hitler unfortunately 
did not depend on the old leading class of our nation ... Just imagine: the first 
thousand supporters of a party leader, of the same mould as Hitler, mainly from 
the circles of the good old bourgeoisie, the church, the officers! I am convinced 
that with such a 'party' and these 'old party members’ our history would have 
taken a completely different course."

This fascist today commands the Bonn fleet.
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Thilo RAGED IN THE BALKANS
Karl-Wilh.

today: commander of the 1st Mountain Division, major general

One of Hitler's colonels and the former head of the operations department of the 
Command South, Karl-Wilhelm Thilo - vented his fury on the Balkans in a par
ticularly cruel way. The path of his unit was marked by brutality and terror 
and by the shooting of completely innocent native civilians in masses.

In April 1943 the 1st Mountain Division coming from Bulgaria arrived in 
Yugoslavia. As early as 8 April the order was given to all units of the division 
concerning measures of retaliation against rebels. This order is signed by the 
division commander. Lieutenant General Stettner, and the 1st staff officer Thilo.

The order says:
"1 Whoever is caught

a) fighting with weapons in his possession
b) assisting rebels
c) carrying out acts of sabotage
is, on principle, to be shot or hanged on the spot.
Leaders, political commissars and couriers are to be handed over to Div./lc 
and to be shot after interrogation ...

5 b) quotas for retaliation:
50 prisoners to be shot for one German or Bulgarian killed,
25 prisoners to be shot for one German or Bulgarian wounded,
10 prisoners to be shot for one person otherwise under protection killed,
5 prisoners to be shot for one person otherwise under protection wounded, 
up to 1,000 prisoners to be shot for any attack on objects under protection 

depending on the seriousness of the case.. !' (Niirnberger Prozesse - NG, 
Case VII, Vol. 4, Doc. NOKW - 978)
The reports of the "Salminger Marching group" signed by Thilo give par- I 

ticulars on the shooting of hostages and on whole villages razed to the ground 
(see Table 31, NG, Case VII, Vol. 4, Doc. NOKW - 1032).

In addition Thilo also signed himself as responsible for the execution of Italian 
officers, as is clearly revealed in one of his reports to the XXII Army Corps of 
9 October 1943. (see Table 34, NG, Case VII, Vol. 6, p. 1901)

Even today Thilo knows no scruples and boasts of his crimes:
"The intensification of partisan fighting makes it urgently necessary that we ; 

penetrate the hornet's nest, Montenegro, and destroy the crack units of the grow- • 
ing communist national army down to the roots. The regiments of the Edelweiss 
Division are passing through the Kopaonik Mountains to the west of the Niv, so fl 
as to reach the initial positions for Operation 'Black', - the Ibar Valley near 
Novi Pazar and Mitrovica. Where there are individual engagements with rebels, 
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the resistance is broken by a quick assault after the fashion of riflemen." (H. Lanz, 
Gebirgsjager - Die I. Gebirgsjager-Division 1935/45 - Mountain Riflemen - The 
1st Mountain Rifle Division 1935-45, Bad Nauheim, 1945, p. 245)

Trautloft THE MURDERER OF THE CHILDREN OF GETAFE
Johannes

today: commanding general of the Luftwaffe Group South, lieutenant general

Johannes Trautloft was one of the first six fighter pilots that Hitler sent to Spain 
in July 1936 to support Franco's fascists and to try out his new murder weapons. 
As "volunteer" for the "Condor Legion" he fired machine-gun salvos like hail 
stones on defenceless Spanish children, women and old men or flew as fighter 
escort for fascist bomber squadrons. At that time the machines which turned the 
town of Badajoz into rubble with their bombs, used to take off from the aero
dromes at Tablada and Seville. Trautloft described in the jargon of a trooper 
one of these operations on which he flew over the front at Talavera on 15 Sep
tember 1936 on page 91 of his book Ais Jagdflieger in Spanien (As a Fighter 
Pilot in Spain):

"We are allowed to fight and that suffices, that satisfies us completely. Here 
it would seem there are primeval instincts which have long been covered up, 
the instincts of the hunter suddenly breaking through again. We have found the 
way back to the beginnings of mankind, a promise that the age of our white race 
will last a long time yet. How philistine is the outcry that we have reverted to 
barbarism."

He extols the barbaric attack on the little village of Olalla in Toledo Province 
with the words:

"Flying low we fire our machine-gun bursts into the enemy, see how lorries, 
suddenly deprived of a driver, rush sideways and turn over. Human beings creep 
forth, many stagger, fall, lie still... Certainly nothing can give the soldier more 
satisfaction than the sight of the enemy in a confused, panic-stricken flight... 
Before flying back to Caceres we drink several glasses of light ale and then fly 
home with considerable dash." (op. cit. 75 f)

Trautloft also took part in the attack on Getafe on 30 October 1936 in which 
a hundred Spaniards were killed. Two-thirds of the village were completely 
destroyed, including the hospital and the school. Among the defenceless victims 
of this bombing there were 63 children. They were crushed by the rubble of their 
school which was hit, or blown to bits on the playground. This crime has been 
stigmatized throughout the world as the "massacre of the children of Getafe".

Infanticide Trautloft, however, wrote full of enthusiasm in his diary: "The 
work accomplished today is tremendous."
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Further evidence that Trautloft is an arch-fascist is supplied on page 215 of 
his concoction:

"20 January - the commemoration of the foundation of the Reich. At 10.00 a.m. 
we begin. The commander gives a fairly long speech, sketches clearly the events 
since the seizure of power and reminds us that we also have our duty to fulfil. 
Next we listen to the Fuhrer's speech in the great hall of the castle, hear the 
shouts of 'heil’ which it produces and join in vigorously: 'Germany, Germany 
above all..

When his term in Spain came to an end he observed with regret:
"T find it hard to part from the war. 1 murmur to myself. How strange! I'm 

supposed to fly home as though the war wasn't going on, as if it had ended. The 
soldier in me rebels, a bitter feeling mounts up within me. I manage to control 
it only with difficulty." (op. cit., p. 243)

As a reward for these inhuman crimes Trautloft received the Cross of Spain 
in Gold from Goring and became a lecturer and gave courses at the fascist school 
for fighter pilots in Bad Aibling. As a squadron-captain he took part in the in
vasion of Poland and as wing-commander of fighter squadron 51 in the aggres
sion against France. From 1940 until 1943 he was squadron-leader and com
manding officer of fighter squadron 54. As early as 27 July 1941 he received the 
Knight's Cross from Hitler for his operations during the invasion of the Soviet 
Union. Other stages in the further career of Trautloft, who had in the meantime 
been promoted to colonel, were inspector (East) of fighter planes, inspector of 
day-fighting units and commander of the 4th flying (training) division.

After 1945 this murderer devoted himself to the building of new militarist 
organizations. As one of the organizers of the first internal meeting of the tradi
tional association of the "Condor Legion" he declared at Klopp castle in Bingen 
in 1956: The effectiveness of the "Condor Legion" in Spain must be an example 
to young people in Federal Germany.

Wichmann TESTED IN THE "REICH COMMISSARIAT FOR THE EAST" 
Heinz
today: chief of the Personnel Department of the Bundeswehr, ministerial director

Heinz Wichmann was for a long time not only the chief of the Bundeswehr ad
ministration in Schleswig-Holstein, the Eldorado of nazi and war criminals, but 
also, as an active fascist, a close confidant of the present minister of war in Bonn, 
von Hassel. The Taschenbuch fiir Wehrfragen 1960/1961 (Pocket-book of 
Defence Questions 1960-61) purposely conceals important facts and only con
tains the following information on his career up to 1945:

"1931 to 1934 judge and public prosecutor. From 1939 in branch of the Reich
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Ministry of Economics (Defence Economy) in Hamburg and Kiel. In 1942 deputy 
head of the Agricultural Office of Schleswig-Holstein as senior government 
counsellor. From 1942 to end of war, served in Wehrmacht, wounded, final rank 
lieutenant and acting battery commander."

The fact is, however, as is revealed by the proposal that he be appointed senior 
government counsellor on 21 April 1942, that Wichmann joined the NSDAP 
(membership No. 2 726400) on 2 November 1933 and belonged to the NSRB as 
cell leader. On 1 August 1940 he went to the "Reich Commissariat for the East" 
to Riga as personal assistant to the Reich commissioner.

The tasks of the "Reich Commissariat for the East" included among other 
things making reprisals on the population and working out secret "directives on 
the treatment of Jews in the area of the Reich Commissariat of the East" in close 
cooperation with the security police.

On 20 November 1941 the "General Commissioner in Riga", Dept. Ila reported 
to the "Reich Commissioner for the East": "The plain in the whole of the general 
commissariat of Latvia is free of Jews." (see Table 35, Latvian Central Archive 
in Riga, under Reichskommissar Ostland)

The then personal assistant Heinz Wichmann not only had exact knowledge 
of the crimes committed in this area but also had a direct part, as a close col
league of the "Reich Commissioner", Lohse, in preparing and carrying out the 
extermination of the Jews and other crimes. What Dr. Globke put down as the 
bureaucrat of death, in laws, decrees and commentaries, Wichmann put into 
practice during his stay in the "Reich Commissariat for the East", (see Table 35, 
Latvian Central Archive, Riga, under Reichskommissar Ostland)

Hitler General Staff Officers in Leading Posts
off the BundeswehrMost of the Bundeswehr generals named in the following list held influential positions in the fascist general staff or had a leading part in the aggressions of German imperialism as commanders of "elite" units. In Bonn they are preparing new aggressions in decisive positions.Aldinger, Hermannbefore 1945: first lieutenant and cam- mander of the first heavy anti-aircraft battery of the fascist "Condor Legion"; took part in defeating the liberation struggle of the Spanish people and in murdering defenceless women and children; at the last colonel and commander of an anti-aircraft regimentafter 1945: major general; general of the fighting units and superintendent of flying units in the Air Force Office

Baer, Bern vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the Hermann Goring Armoured Airborne Corps, decorated with the Knight's Cross in January 1944 and the Oak-Leaves in February 1945after 1945: major general; deputy commanding general of the 3rd CorpsBaudissin, Wolf Graf vonbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., third general staff officer (Ic) of the "German Africa Corps"
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after 1945: lieutenant general, deputy chief of staff and head of the planning and leading section of NATO headquarters in Europe (SHAPE), active in the "Blank Office" after 1951Bennecke, Jurgenbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of staff to the commander-in-chief of the "Adriatic Coast" zone of operations, took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, commander of the General Staff College of the BundeswehrBerger, Oskar Alfredbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 24th Tank Corps, took part in the predatory war against the Soviet Union, sentenced war criminal after 1945: brigadier, chief of staff and deputy chief of the Troop Office of the ArmyBiesterfeld, Horstbefore 1945: commander, department head of the Technical Intelligence Department of the Navy High Command, took part in the invasion of Norwayafter 1945: commodore, head of a subdepartment of the Bundeswehr leading staffBirnbacher, Carl-Heinzbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, commander of the 1st speedboat flotilla and destroyer commander, received the Knight's Cross from Hitler on 17 June 1940after 1945: commodore, commander of the east navy sector commandBurchardt, Heinzbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, adjutant to the chief of the Technical Intelligence Service of the Army High Command, took part in the attacks on Denmark, France and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: brigadierButler, Peter vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., group leader in the operations department of the Army General Staff, took part especially in the aggressions against Poland and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, commander of the 12th tank divisionCanstein, Rabahn Freiherr vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O.after 1945: brigadier. West German 

military representative at the US Army Headquarters in EuropeCarganico, Walterbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., general staff officer (la) of the 86th Army Corps after 1945: brigadier, superintendent of armoured forces in the Troop Office of the ArmyDrews, Wernerbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., chief of staff of a tank corpsafter 1945: major general, commander of the 2nd armoured grenadier divisionEbeling, Wernerbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, commander of the 154th grenadier regiment, received the Knight's Cross and Oak-leaves after 1945: brigadier, commander of the 16th armoured grenadier brigadeEckert, Dietmarbefore 1945: counter intelligence officer of an infantry division of the Army Group North (Kurland), sentenced war criminalafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 2nd Army Officers' CollegeEnneccerus, Walterbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, as commanding officer of a squadron of the 2nd dive-bomber wing he received the Knight's Cross already on 21 July 1940 after 1945: brigadier, chief of staff of the Air Force OfficeErdmann, Heinrichbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, chief of staff of the speedboat commander after 1945: commodore, commander of the North Sea Naval ForcesErhardt, Wolfgangbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, second-in-command of the "Michel" auxiliary cruiser, head of the naval bases in Malaya and the Singapore baseafter 1945: commodore, commander of training shipsFerber, Ernstbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., head of a sub-section (chief-group) in the organizational department of the Army High Command after 1945: major general, director of the planning group of the NATO Standing Group and chief of staff, became a member of the "Blank Office" already in 1951
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Fischer, Kurtbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., general staff officer of the anti-aircraft artillery after 1945: brigadier, superintendent of anti-aircraft troops in the Air Force OfficeFoertsch, Friedrichbefore 1945: lieutenant general, chief of the general staff of the Kurland Army Group; took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Union; decorated with the Knight's Cross; sentenced war criminal after 1945: general, until the end of 1963 general inspector and chief of the leading staff of the BundeswehrFreiwald, Kurtbefore 1945: captain in the navy, adjutant to the commander-in-chief of the navy, war criminal Raeder, commander of submarine No. 181after 1945: commodore, commander of naval basesFreyer, Joachimbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., member of the staff of the inspector general of Armoured Forces (Guderian) as chief of the general staff of the 11th Army Corps, decorated with the Knight's Cross by Hitler in 1944after 1945: major general, superintendent of the technical forces in the Troop Office of the Army, in the "Blank Office" since 1951Freytag, Bernd Baron von Loringhovenbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., adjutant to the last chief of the general staff of the army. General Krebsafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 19th armoured infantry brigadeGaedcke, Heinrichbefore 1945: major general, chief of the general staff of a tank corps, army corps and army high command, took part in the attacks on France and the Soviet Union, Knight's Crossafter 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the 3rd Corps until 31 March 1965Gartmayr, Georgbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O. (la) of the 6th mountain troops division and subsequent service in the Army High Command; 

took part in all aggressions of the fascist Wehrmachtafter 1945: major general, deputy head of the air and special operations department of NATO headquarters in Europe (SHAPE)Gaudecker, Gerlach vonbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 33rd armoured infantry regiment, received the Knight's Cross on 15 August 1944 after 1945: brigadier, commander of the Territorial Defence Staff in KoblenzGerber, Kurtbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer (la) of the 58th Army Corps, previously served in the Army High Commandafter 1945: major general, commander of the 10th armoured infantry division, member of the "Blank Office" since 1951Gericke, Walterbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 11th parachute division, received the Oak-leaves on 20 September 1944after 1945: major general, until 31 March 1965 commander of the 1st airborne division, meanwhile retiredGerlach, Heinrichbefore 1945: captain in the navy, as admiralty staff officer he took part in the preparation and carrying through of the invasions of the Nordic countries; in May 1945 chief of staff of war criminal Donitz, com- mander-in chief of the German navy after 1945: vice admiral, commander of the fleetGieser, Kurtbefore 1945: colonel, commander of rocket-launching unit 17, German Cross in Gold, took part in the predatory campaigns against Poland, France, Italy and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: brigadier, until 31 March 1965 deputy commander of the 1st airborne divisionGreiner, Hansbefore 1945: colonel, chief of the general staff of the Biinau general command, took part in aggressions against Poland, France and the Soviet Union, German Cross in Goldafter 1945: brigadier, deputy commander of the 1st mountain troops division
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Groeben, Peter von derbefore 1945: major general, general staff officer (la) of the Centre Army Group, took part in the predatory campaigns on Poland, France and the Soviet Union after 1945: lieutenant general, until 31 March 1964 deputy commander of the Baltic Sea Outlets NATO CommandGuderian, Heinzbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., general staff officer of the 116th tank division, received the Knight's Cross on 25 October 1944after 1945: brigadier, commander of the 14th tank brigadeHaag, Wernerbefore 1945: colonel, adjutant of the 8th armyafter 1945: major general, head of the personnel department in the Bonn war ministryHartel, Johannesbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., staff officer of the chief of transport in the Army High Commandafter 1945: major general, commander of the 4th armoured infantry divisionHarlinghausen, Martinbefore 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the 2nd Air Corps; decorated with highest fascist distinctions for his ruthless air warfare against France and Britainafter 1945: lieutenant general, until 31 December 1961 commanding general of the North Air Force Group in MunsterHeck, Walterbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, member of the navy press department of the Navy High Command, teacher in the Mur- wik Naval Collegeafter 1945: commodore, deputy chief of the logistics department in the NATO headquarters in Europe (SHAPE)Hempel, Dr. Adolfbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., quartermaster of an anti-aircraft artillery corps, decorated with the Knight's Cross on 18 January 1943after 1945: major general, commander of the 3rd air force divisionHenning, Wernerbefore 1945: department head in the Air Force High Command; took part in ter

ror raids against Britain as squadron captainafter 1945: brigadier, chief of the supply department of the BundeswehrHepp, Leobefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of staff to the chief of the military intelligence service of the Army High Command after 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the 2nd CorpsHerrmann, Paulbefore 1945: major general, chief of the general staff of the 16th Army, took part in the attack on France and the Soviet Union after 1945: major general, until 20 September 1961 commander in the 4th defence area, now military adviser to the Hessian provincial governmentHerzog, Karlbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the field engineering brigade, sentenced as war criminal for participation in the murder of Polish citizens in Warsaw, Knight's Crossafter 1945: major general, second-in- command of the 2nd CorpsHess, Wilhelmbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., senior quartermaster of the 20th mountain troops army in Finland and Scandinaviaafter 1945: major general, commander in the 6th military districtHetz, Karlbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, 2nd admiralty staff officer with the commander of destroyer formationsafter 1945: rear admiral, chief of staff and deputy inspector of the navyHeusinger, Adolfbefore 1945: lieutenant general, chief of the operations department of the Army General Staff, war criminalafter 1945: general, until 29 March 1964 chairman of the Standing Military Committee of NATO in Washington, now military adviser of the CDUHinkelbein, Clausbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, chief of the general staff of the Feldluftgaukom- mando (district air command) XIV, took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Union, received the Knight's Cross on 19 June 1940 



after 1945: brigadier, commander of the Internal Command School of the BundeswehrHobe, Cord vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., commander of the 79th people's grenadier division and of the 212th division of the SS Army Corps Simon, as hold-out officer decorated with the Knight's Cross shortly before the capitulationafter 1945: lieutenant general, commander of NATO armed forces in Jutland and Schleswig-Holstein (COMLANDJUT)Hoffmann, Werner-Eugenbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., senior quartermaster of the Air Force Command in Italy, later of the Reich Air Force Commandafter 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the Air Force Command NorthHozzel, Paul Wernerbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, commander of the 1st dive-bomber squadron, first general staff officer (la) of the 1st Air Force Command, received the Oak-leaves on 14 April 1943, sentenced war criminal after 1945: brigadier, chief of staff of the Air Force Command SouthHrabak, Dietrich-Adolfbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 54th fighter squadron, one of the first German aerial fighters who was decorated with the Knight's Cross by Hitler on 21 October 1940, received the Oak-leaves on 25 November 1943after 1945: brigadier, head of the operations department of the 2nd Allied Tactical Air CommandJeschonnek, Gertbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, admiralty staff officer in the operations department of the High Naval Warfare Commandafter 1945: rear admiral, second-in- command of the NATO Balfic Sea CommandJordan, Paulbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 5th Army Corps, took part in the attacks on Poland and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, general of the combat troops in the Troop Office of the Army

Kammhuber, Josefbefore 1945: air force general, took part in the preparation and carrying through of the attacks of nazi Germany, closest intimate of Hitler and Goring. He ordered the bombardment of the German town of Frei- burg-in-Breisgau in 1940 which served as a pretext to begin the total air warafter 1945: general, until 30 September 1962 inspector and chief of the leading staff of the air forceKarpinski, Peterbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., in various general staff positions, sentenced as a war criminalafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 24th tank brigade, previously personal adviser and adjutant of war criminals Heusinger and Foertsch, former general inspectors of the Bundesweh’-Keilig, Friedrich Wolfgangbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., general staff officer (Id) of the F Army Group (South-east), first general staff officer (la) of the 6th tank divisionafter 1945: brigadier, head of sub-section VIII (military planning) of the Bundeswehr leading staff, 1951 to 1955 member of the central office of the Association of German Soldiers, now chairman of the German Federal Defence UnionKemnade, Friedrichbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, member of the Naval Warfare Command of the Navy High Command, received the Oak leaves on 27 May 1943after 1945: commodore, head of the Navy department of the Bundeswehr General Staff CollegeKielmansegg, Johann-Adolf vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., dogged militarist and Hitler adherentafter 1945: general, commander of the Central Europe NATO armed forcesKlemm, Helmutbefore 1945: commander, head of a sub-division of the Navy High Command after 1945: commodore, commander of the Bundeswehr Logistics CollegeKleyser, Paulbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., general staff officer of the army operations department of the Wehrmacht Supreme Command.
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He was promoted colonel as late as 20 April 1945.after 1945: brigadier, head of the Army department in the Bundeswehr General Staff CollegeKostlin, Wolfgangbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., general staff officer of the operations department of the Army General Staff, co-worker of Heusinger and Kielmanseggafter 1945: brigadier, head of the subdepartment "Internal Command" of the leading staff of the BundeswehrKrantz, Hans-Ulrichbefore 1945: colonel, G. S. O., chief of the staff of the inspectorate for education and training of the Army General Staff, took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, second-in- command of the 1st CorpsKretschmer, Ottobefore 1945: commander, notorious submarine commander of the fascist navy, decorated with the highest nazi distinctions after 1945: commodore, chief of staff of the NATO Baltic Sea naval forcesKuhlmey, Kurtbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 3rd combat group, received the Knight's Cross on 15 July 1942after 1945: major general, commander of the 5th air force divisionKuhnke, Guntherbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, commander of the 33rd U-boat flotilla, received the Knight's Cross on 19 September 1940after 1945: commodore, until May 1965 deputy commander-in-chief of the fleetKuntzen, Gustav-Adolfbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., general staff officer of an army group after 1945: lieutenant general, deputy general inspector of the BundeswehrLaegeler, Hellmuthbefore 1945: major general, under Himmler chief of the staff of the supplementary army, took part in the attacks on Poland and the predatory war against the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, until 31

March 1962 commander of the General Staff College of the Bundeswehr, now adviser of the provincial government of Baden-WurttembergLechler, Ottobefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., served in various general staff positions and took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: major general, commander in the 5th military districtLemm, Heinz-Georgbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, commander of the 27th fusilier regiment, awarded highest fascist decorations and the Golden Badge of Honour of the HJ (Hitler Youth), took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 3rd Army Officers' SchoolLooschen, Hansbefore 1945: commander, engineer in the staff of the commander-in-chief of U-boat trainingafter 1945: commodore, commander of the naval engineering commandLorch, Antonbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 144th regiment of mountain troops, took part in the attacks on Poland and the Soviet Union, received the Knight's Cross on 15 June 1944after 1945: brigadier, commander of 1st Combat Forces CollegeLueder, Hans-Georgbefore 1945: colonel, head of a subdivision and liaison officer of the inspector of tank forces in the Army High Command, adjutant of the 6th Armyafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 1st Army Officers' CollegeLiittwitz, Smilo Freiherr vonbefore 1945: general of tank troops, chief of the 9th Army; Hitler awarded him the highest war distinctions for his participation in the fascist war of aggression after 1945: lieutenant general, until January 1961 commanding general of the 3rd CorpsMaeder, Hellmuthbefore 1945: major general, decorated with the highest fascist orders by Hitler, sentenced war criminal 
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after 1945: major general, head of the Troop Office of the ArmyMahlke, Helmuthbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., commander of a dive-bomber wing, received the Knight's Cross on 16 July 1941after 1945: commodore, commander of the naval air forcede Maiziere, Ulrichbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., as Heusinger's co-worker he had an authoritative share in the working out of Hitler's war plans in the operations department of the Army General Staffafter 1945: lieutenant general, inspector and chief of the army leading staffMarkert, Arthurbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., general staff officer of the staff of the German general staff chief of the 1st Italian Army, took part in war crimes in the Balkans after 1945: major general, until 1 October 1964 deputy commanding general of the 3rd CorpsMatzky, Gerhardbefore 1945: general of infantry, commander of the 16th Army Corps, decorated with the Knight's Cross for ruthless warfare in the Soviet Unionafter 1945: lieutenant general, until 29 February 1960 commanding general of the 1st Corps, now president of the Association of German SoldiersMeier-Weicker, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 31st Army Corps, German Cross in goldafter 1945: brigadier, until 30 September 1964 chief of the military history research office of the BundeswehrMeyer-Detring, Wilhelmbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer (la) of the operations department of the army in the General Staff of the Wehrmacht Supreme Command after 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the 1st CorpsMoller-Doling, Joachimbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 72nd Army Corps, senior quartermaster of Army Group A after 1945: brigadier in the Army Troop Office

Molinari, Karl-Theodorbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, commander of the 1st unit of the 36th tank regiment, decorated with the Knight's Cross on 15 November 1944after 1945: brigadier, head of subgroup I (personnel, internal command) in the army leading staff, until June 1963 chairman of the German Bundeswehr AssociationMoll, Josefbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer of Army Group Cafter 1945: major general, deputy inspector of the armyMuller, Christianbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 4th tank army, took part in the invasion of the Soviet Union after 1945: major general, until 30 September 1964 commander in the 2nd military area, now adviser for "defence questions" of the Lower Saxony provincial governmentMiiller-Hillebrand, Burkhardtbefore 1945: major general, took part in the planning of the aggressions of the Hitler Wehrmacht as chief of the organizational department of the army general staff and in their implementation as general chief of staff of tank corps and tank armies after 1945: lieutenant general, until 31 March 1965 deputy chief of staff for planning and basic questions in the NATO headquarters in Europe (SHAPE)Neuss, Helmutbefore 1945: commander, admiralty staff officer of the operations department of the Naval Warfare Commandafter 1945: commodore. West German representative in the NATO Northern Europe sector (AFNORTH)Obermaier, Albrechtbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, admiralty staff officer in the naval operations department of the Wehrmacht Supreme Commandafter 1945: commodore, commander of the central naval commandPanitzki, Wernerbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., took part in the attacks on Poland and terror attacks against British, French and Norwegian towns as staff officer of war criminal Kesselring 
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after 1945: lieutenant general, inspector and chief of the leading staff of the air forcePape, Guntherbefore 1945: major general, commander of the Feldherrnhalle tank division, decorated with the Oak-leaves by Hitler for his ruthless actions in the Soviet Union after 1945: major general, commander of the 3rd Military DistrictPemsel, Max-Josefbefore 1945: lieutenant general, chief of the general staff of the 18th mountain army corps, took part in war crimes in Yugoslaviaafter 1945: lieutenant general, until 19 September 1961 commanding general of the 2nd CorpsPhilipp, Ernstbefore 1945: colonel, tank officer in staff of the 8th Army and of Army Group South, received the Oak leaves on 30 September 1944after 1945: brigadier, commander of the 2nd Combat Forces CollegePlato, Anton-Detlef vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 4th tank corps, received the Knight's Cross on 19 August 1944 after 1945: brigadier, commander of the 1st armoured infantry divisionPoschl, Franzbefore 1945: major, commander of the 143rd mountain-infantry regiment, decorated with the Knight's Cross on 6 March 1944, took part in the attacks on Greece, Italy and the Soviet Unionafter 1945: brigadier, deputy commander of the 1st airborne divisionPoser, Gunterbefore 1945: lieutenant (navy), commander of U-boat 202after 194 5': commodore, head of a subdepartment of the Leading Staff of the BundeswehrPrilipp, Wilhelmbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, group- leader lb with the general of artillery in the Army High Commandafter 1945: brigadier, artillery commander of the 3rd Corps

Reidel, Herbertbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., deputy group-leader for the command instructions of the tank troops in the staff instructions and training section of the Army General Staffafter 1945: major general, commander of the 7th armoured infantry divisionReinhardt, Hellmuthbefore 1945: major general, shares responsibility for the brutal suppression of the Danish population as chief of the general staff of the Wehrmacht commander-in- chief in Denmarkafter 1945: major general, until 30 September 1962 commander in the 5th Military District, now study-leader of the Evangelical Academy in Bad Boll and from 18 June 1965 chairman of the Military Science SocietyReischauer, Peterbefore 1945: lieutenant commander, expert on naval warfare in the Navy High Commandafter 1945: commodore, deputy head of the logistics department of Allied Forces Northern EuropeRosing, Hans-Rudolfbefore 1945: captain in the navy, commanding officer of U-boat Forces West, received the Knight's Cross on 29 August 1940 after 1945: rear admiral, commanderin-chief of the 1st Military DistrictRogge, Bernhardbefore 1945: vice admiral, inspector of the naval educational system, ill-famed pirate captain and murderer of soldiers, was decorated with the Oak-leaves on 12 March 1942afterl945: rear admiral, until 31 March 1962 commander-in-chief of the 1st Military District, now adviser on "civil defence" to the provincial government of Schleswig- Holstein and the Senate of HamburgRosenthal, Wilfried vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., chief of the general staff of the 10th Army Corps assigned to the 18th Army under the command of war criminal Foertsch in Latvia and Kurland, sentenced war criminal after 1945: brigadier, deputy chief of staff for operations in Centag (Central Europe NATO Army Group)
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Ruge, Friedrichbefore 1945: vice admiral, chief of the office for warship construction, one of the co-workers of war criminal Kesselring in Italy, took part in the attacks on Poland, Holland, Belgium, France and Denmark, decorated with the Knight's Cross as "commander-in-chief for security in the west" after 1945: vice admiral, until August 1961 inspector and chief of the Naval High Command, now chairman of the "Association of Bundeswehr Reservists", until 17 June 1965 chairman of the Military Science SocietySchafer, Heinrichbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer (la) of Army Group South, German Cross in goldafter 1945: brigadier, inspector for education and training in the Army Troop OfficeSchimpf, Dipl.-Ing. Richardbefore 1945: lieutenant general, commander of the 3rd parachute division, took a leading part in almost all raids of the fascist Wehrmacht, decorated with the Knight's Crossafter 1945: major general, until 26 June 1962 commander of the 3rd Military DistrictSchlichting, Friedrich Carlbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., volunteer in the "Condor Legion", commanding officer of a squadron of the 27th bomber wing, shot down in a terror raid on England in 1940after 1945: major general, deputy inspector of the air forceSchnez, Albertbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., general of the transport system of the Army Group South (Italy)after 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the 3rd CorpsSchultze, Hellmutbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O, chief of the general staff of the 11th Army Corps after 1945: major general, deputy chief of staff for intelligence of the AFCENT (Central Europe Allied Armed Forces of NATO)Schwatlo-Gersterding, Joachimbefore 1945: major general, chief of the general staff of the 17th Army, took part in attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Union, sentenced war criminalafter 1945: lieutenant general, until 31

March 1964 commander-in-chief of the "Territorial Defence Command"Selmayr, Josefbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer of Army Group F (South- East Europe), took part in war crimes after 1945: brigadier, until 31 March 1964 head of the "Security Office of the Bundeswehr" (MAD)Sieber, Peter Wilhelmbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., head of a sub-department of the Air Force High Commandafter 1945: brigadier, second-in-command of the "Territorial Defence Command"Sonnek, Hubertbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer of the 49th mountain corpsafter 1945: brigadier, commander of the 1st airborne divisionSpeidel, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: lieutenant general, chief of the general staff of Army Group B, war criminalafter 1945: general, until 31 March 1964 commander-in-chief of the Central Europe Armed Forces of NATO, now military adviser to the Bonn governmentSteinhoff, Johannesbefore 1945: colonel, commander of the 77th pursuit group, decorated by Hitler with the highest fascist orders for his participation in the criminal air warfare after 1945: major general, chief of staff and second-in-command of the NATO Central Europe Air Forces (AIRCENT)Streib, Wernerbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, commander of a night pursuit squadron, received the highest fascist decorationsafter 1945: brigadier, superintendent for training in the Air Force OfficeTempelhoff, Hans-Georg vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., general staff officer of Army Group B, commander of the 28th rifle division, took part in the attacks on Poland, France and the Soviet Union, German Cross in goldafter 1945: major general, commander of the 3rd tank division
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Thilo, Karl-Wilhelmbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., took part in crimes against patriots in Yugoslavia, Albania and Greeceafter 1945: major general, commander of the 1st mountain infantry divisionTrautloft, Johannesbefore 1945: colonel, shares responsibility for the murder of Spanish women and children as a member of the "Condor Legion" in 1936, decorated with the Knight's Cross on 27 June 1942after 1945: lieutenant general, commanding general of the Air Force Group SouthTrettner, Heinzbefore 1945: lieutenant general, decorated with the highest war distinctions for his participation in the fascist attacks on Holland and Belgium, war criminal after 1945: general, general inspector and chief of the Leading Staff of the BundeswehrObelhack, Friedrichbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., took part in almost all fascist invasions and especially in the suppression of the Norwegian people as first general staff officer (la)after 1945: major general, commander- in-chief of the "Territorial Defence Command"Vangerow, Kurt vonbefore 1945: major, G.S.O., head of a section in the staff of the artillery general in the Army High Command, after 1945: brigadier, artillery commander of the 2nd CorpsVarnbiiler, Ulrich Freiherr von und zu Hemmingenbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer (la) of the 2nd tank army after 1945: brigadierWatjen, Rudolfbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, head of a section of the inspection of the tank troops in the Army High Command, received the Knight's Cross on 18 April 1943 after 1945: brigadier, commander of tank brigade 21Wagenknecht, Willibefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, head of a department of Reich Air Ministry personnel office 

after 1945: brigadier, commander of the Air Force Officers' CollegeWegener, Edwardbefore 1945: captain in the navy, first leading general staff officer in the Fleet Command, specialist for naval warfare operationsafter 1945: vice admiral, until 31 March 1965 commander-in-chief of the NATO Baltic Sea Naval Forces, CDU Bundestag candidate in 1965Wessel, Gerhardbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., head of section 1 of the "Foreign Armies East" department of the general staff of the Army High Command, leading counter-intelligence officer of the fascist Wehrmacht after 1945: lieutenant general. West German representative in the NATO Military Committee in Washington, confidential agent of nazi General Gehlen, head of the federal intelligence serviceWichmann, Heinzbefore 1945: personal adviser of war criminal Lohse, former Reich commissioner in the Reich Commissariat for the East in Riga, had a direct part in the preparation and carrying through of the extermination of Jewsafter 1945: ministerial director, head of the personnel department of the Bonn war ministryWilcke, Hennigbefore 1945: lieutenant colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer (la) of the Air Force Command Atlantic, lecturer in the College of Air Warfare, German Cross in gold after 1945: major general, commander- in-chief of the 2nd Military DistrictZawadzki, Wolf vonbefore 1945: colonel, G.S.O., first general staff officer of the chief of the military mission in Bulgaria, shares responsibility for the suppression of the Bulgarian people, played a leading part in the persecution of all progressive forces thereafter 1945: brigadier, chief of staff of the NATO Land Forces Jutland/Schleswig- HolsteinZenker, Karl-Adolfbefore 1945: commander, commander of destroyers, took part in the planning of attacks on Denmark, Norway and Holland after 1945: vice admiral, inspector and chief of the Naval High Command
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jEines aber fallt mir vor allem auf. Dieses bluhende Frank
reich ist ein leeres Land. Ist die Besiedlung sdion nidn sehr 
didit, so bemerkt audi der landwirtsduftlidie Laie die vielen 
braddiegenden Felder, und zwar nidit bradiliegend im 
Sinne einer Dreifelderwirtsdiaft. Nein, das, was man hier 
isomer wieder sieht, sind Acker, die seit vielen Jahren keinen

G R. A ' K1ELMANSEGG
Major iwt ifeo’aJibe «ia<t f as£cr-£»t*U»os

1941

haben. Dicse Beobaditung, die ich hier zum erstenmal mache, 
bestatigte sich mir dann eigentlidh iiberall in Frankreich, im 
Grade ihres AusmaBes nur wenig abgestuft. In dieser Ge- 
gend sind sehr viele Weiden, und der nicht beadcerte Boden 
ist wenigstens auf diesc Weise ausgenutzt, trotzdem aber 
spring! auch hier schon die allerdings durch den Menschen- 
mangel erzwungene „GroBzugigkeit“ in der Ausnutzung der 
Erde deutlich in die Augen. In anderen Teilen des Landes ist 

I diet nodi mehr der Fall. Diesc Tatsadie ist mir an sich nidus
Neues, man hat davon gehort und dariiber gelesen. Aber 
dies ist wirkungsvollster Anwhauungsunterricht und leben- 
digste Verdeutlichung der Begriffe: „Raum ohne Volk" — 
Frankreich — und „Vo!k ohne Raum" — beuudihnd«||

VERLAG .DIE WE H R M ACHJ,- ■

HRH f-s war “ns alien klar, Deutschland machte sich 
ffiereit, den polnischen Cbermut zu brechen, der bereits liber 
[die Crenze griff. Wir hielten den A rem an, all wir des Fuh
rers letztcs Angebot an Polen barren, eine Strafie und eine 

f Ein wunderbares Bild entwidcelt sidi vor unszren Augen. 

An dem brennenden Avancon vorbei, aul dem nodi das 
Feuer der deutschcn Artillcrie liegt, walzen die Panzer jeden 

Widerstand vor sich nieder; uber zweihundert sind es, auf 
cngem Raum, dort, wo tie auf den Wegen fahren, den 
Kreideboden der Champagne zu dichten Staubwolken auf- 
wirbelnd.lHBHHMH|^m|HM|MMHM|HB|IHM|
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Absohrifti

Dur ch Deg.Rat Echuaburg
AUSBaT.TIGSS ACT
83-26 19/1 Berl lx;, den 25. Januar 1939

J^Usy-Kab*?.
DU Judenfrage, .13 F .ktor der 
AuBenopl Itik W ~JaHre" '1936. 
1«. IHe 'Scu t s oKe 3aden pc-l' i t Ik a Is

Voraussetzung und Konsequenz 
der axuenpcliti sober. Ent sc hills- 
se des Jahrea 1938

2. Ziel der deuUchen Judenpolitikt 
Auswanderung 

r> 3. Kittel, tege und Ziel der Ju
di sohen Auswuuderung

4. Der ausgewanderte Jude als 
beste Propaganda fur die deut- 
sche JudenpolitIk.

Ea 1st wohl kein Zufall, dafl das Schicksalsjahr 
1938 zugleich Mt der Verwirkllchung des groSdeutschen 
Gedankens die Judenfrage ihrer Dhsung nahegebracht hat. 

Denn die ^udenpolitik war sowohl Voraussetzung wie Kon- 
sequenz der Ereignisse des Jahres 1938. IZehr vielleicht 

als die maohtpolitische Gegnerschaft der ehemaligen Felnd- 

bundmMchts des ^eltkriegs hat das Vordringen JUdlschen 
Einflusses und der zersetzenden judischen Geisteshaltung 

in iolitik, «irtschaft und Kultur die Kraft und den Wil- 

len dejj deutschen Volkes zu® Siederaufstieg gelShmt. Die 

neilung dieser Krankheit des Volkskbrpers war daher wohl 
eine der wichtigsten Voraussetzungen fUr die Kraftanstren- 
gung. die i® Jahre 1938 gegen den Willen einer Welt den 
ZuswunenschluS des groBdeutschen Reiches erzwang.

Die Notwendigkeit fUr eine rndikale Idisung der 
Judenfrage ergub sich aber auch al's Konsequenz der auden- 
politlschen Entwicklung, die zu den i® Altreich lebenden 

An

alle diplomtischen und berufs- 
KOnsularisehen Vertretungen xm 
Ausland
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Betr.t "file Judeaf;
Jahr a 1958"

ge sis F:Mar„

l3.Uarz’,339

6. I, >' •*-•  •> 
^"huu •' ’ If*' i

tglitlk im

Vorg.: Ohne

Anliogend ’./ird eln zusaaracnfassender 3ericht des 
AuswCirtigon Antes uber die 3edeutung der Juder.frage fUr die 
AuJanpolitik des J;.bros 1958 zur Xcnntnianahae iibersandt,

Es wird darauf hingewiesen, daB der Bericht
zwur r-c.itig lie I ■ Icr J .d’nfrage durch die
Auswondorung - uie sic bier schcn sc it Juhren verfolgt 
wird - vertrltt, dad es jcdcch la Augenbllek. no-ch nloht 
sweckaaSlg sein kann, in alien europaischen und auT.ereuro- 
pdiachcn Gtaator. die Judenfrage zu provozicren, da

dice die Auswandcrung der jetzt noch in Deutschland wohn- 
haften Jaden stark bohindern konnte. Unter Kinweis auf 

dicscn l&ungal in der Darstollung des Problem 1st daa 
Reichsiainiateriur.? dca Inncrn auch boreits auf schriftlichem 
’.«cgc an das Auswirtigo Ant herangetreten.

1 Anlage
. Der Chef dos Sicherheitahauptasd.es

l.A.
Ccr Loiter dor Zcntralabteilung II 1

..i.V. gez. Shri Inger 
DS-Oberstui’abannfUh^er,

cherheitahauptasd.es
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K agegeben haben.

Betr.i "Attention II" (hieri Jinan*-inepektor

JernHUndliobe Unterredung swieohen Geaandtachaft'srat 
Dr.Goaeaaan und JM^tubaf.Hagan,tob 19.8.1945.

Anlgt> Ohno.

Seitans der Deuta chon Botachaft wurde ua eine aohrlftlioh*  
atellwngnahae Uber die Orttnde gabetan, die zu der faatnahae dee 
Jinan*-Inapaktore  Wilfrid Baumgartner veranlaseung

Grandest*!  1 ch darf ioh dazu fsatatellan, dafi die Li ate 
"Attention II" unter Mitwirkung der deutaohan bo techaft (Geaandt< 
Behleler und Geeandter Dr.r.Bohde) suaannengeatallt worden let. 
Bel der Ab at laming wurde jade der fttr eine jeetnahae in Betraoht 
komenden feraonen durahgeaprochan and in jades Jelle all*  for 
und gegan eine Inhaftierung apreohenden Monente erdrtert^

/ Z.<_.

DER MKITaRBEFEHLSHABER IN FRANKREICH KOMMANDOSTAB ABT. 1c PARIS, ocn 11.1JB43

Dm V.rWn4«<Hj»o«UMM 
tw D«uhCbM» tot,choft 

?Fr. ?/43

«) a.r

a) der Disaobefat»rbeiter 
t) dar Ylsentahnerbeitor 
u) der tlsenbahnarbHter 
v) der ^leent&hnsrbeiter

■letrnw BOTSC’MFT PARIS
-J J31U0 •

sarrn '-..Anh Akz.
Lege*ticbssekret£r  van X c s t 1 t z

Durst Urteil des reldkriesagcrichts der rel^kon^ndantur 745 
roe 22.12.42 wurden wegen FriiectUrleret, Peifidbeglnettgnng u.e. 
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In der an 4.M.'Mts. ttkf flrund feiner FJnrerweisung 
Internationale i:onite«*w<» Rotan Kreuz gerichteten

An

Z '■ 

an das 
Mote hat die Rdichsregierurig sum Schutz der in franzdsisca 
Rhode gefallehen Deutsehen und der franzdsischen Kollabora' 
tlonisten InFrankreleh Reoressallen angedront. Der dort- 
laut unserer in der Presse weraffentliohten Note ist. bei- 
gefflgt.

Da alt den Fall au rechnen ist, daB ait den ange- 
kilndigten Represealien Ernst gemacht warden muss, erschein 
ea angezeigt, schon jetzt folgende Fragen zu klaren:

1 .) BeatKnde eine Mdgllenkeit.auf Grund des worlie 
genden Belastungeaaterials gegen die in unaeren hhnden be- 
findliohen gaullietlsohen Hkftlinge Strafworfahren, die 
dhnlieh wie die jetzigen Prozesse gegen die Kollaboratio- 
nieten in Frankreich ait schweren Strafen enden aussten, 
einzuleitea, Oder, wean aolohe Verfanren auf Grund der 
Fuhrerweisung won Fruhjanr ds.Js. einsestellt worden Bind, 
sie wieder aufzunehmen 1 KBnnte eine Liste won solchen Per 
sonen angefertigt werden 1

aae,a.elchgJjieU4»lRi3i.?rlU»- 
das Oberkomaando der hehrmacht 
lenraachtsreohtswesen, 
Heeresstandortwerwaltung oereioh U 

Juterbog
aas Keichssicnerneitshauptamt Abt.XV 

- Je besonders -

2 .) KBnntan die Faile, in denen franzoslaahe 
Scnutzhaftlinge in Deutschland zum Toda werurteilt wor
den sind, und das Urteil rolletreckt worden iat, ohne dass 
bisher eine Bekanntgabe erfolate, angegoben werden t Ke 
konnte daran gedaehj werden, sie ewentuell in aoloher 
Form zu rardffentllchou, aaB in Frankreich der Bindruck 
entateht, ale ob sie oereita daa Ergebnia der unter 
Zlffer 1.) genannten Vergeltungsprozesse seien.

5 .) Kdunte mine.Liate. dor franzosischen bchutz- 
uaftliage, die wegen Teilnahno an der nideratandsbewegung 
Oder wegan aoastiger {aindaeliger Botatigung gegen Deutsch
land dared deutgcho .Geriehte sum Todo werurteilt, uann 
goer won una begaadigt, warden sj.i?d, aufgeotellt werden ? 
burden dedenken dagogen boatehen, angeelchta des Word- 
terrors gegen die deutsch-freundlichfn Franzosen in Frank- 
relcb die won one.auagosprocheaon JIegnadigungen zu wider- 
rufon ? . i. r

let oatf nlaeuf -igen, daB ee. orwunscht ware, wenn 
die Listen in Stlcawerten. karse Aogaben ilber die Persona- 
lion der betroffeadoa Fraaaoaea enthaiten warden, damit 
etch ersehea idast, inwiewelt es aich.aa..fersonen won 
einer gewissen politiachen odor oaaialon Bedeutung handelt.

Um oeachleuaigte StelluagnahM wird gebeten.
, In Vpriretung
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vom 14 Pebruer 1944

Sr.7
Anise aendr

Auswhrxlges Ast

'Be ichs fine naminiaterLua

heichsverkehrsminiaterium

VierJahresplan

Blxektor Mishler

3elahamlaistcriua fUr Er 
cdhrueg u.Lnr.dwirtschaft

Seiche*Ir tsohaf tsroiniatew 
tiue

Ministerialdirigent Litter 
Miniateriolrat Jchorer 
Hinisteriairet Breyhen

Oberst von Mauch 
Oberstleutnant Radtke
Major Both

Oberkommaodo der Wehrmacht
-Sonder‘tab HWK-
-•« W1 «tab-

Im oAndllchen und scbrlftlichen Verkehr 
mlt Privcten soil der HsndelBpolltische 
AuaschuB nlcht erwShnt und suf seine Bat- 
acheidungen nlcht Bebug genomoen warden.

Mlnlsterlaldlrektor Baur 
Oberregierungerat Billing
Miniaterieldirektor Gramsch

Dr.von Zabero 
Belchabonkdiraktor Belnel 
Miniate rialrot Wrebeo 
Dr.voa Hagenoo 
Herr Bendiok

Reicheainisteriun fttr 
Siistung u.Kriegsproduktloa
BelchebenMirektor lum 
Baicheforstamt 
heichokaaaieser fur die 
Breisbildung

itachtonleltetelle Olldost

Miniaterieldirektor Wiehl
Slnisterialdlrektor Clodius
Stv.MinlsteripIdirIgent VLR.Blpken
Gesandter Benzler (vorllbergehend)
Geaandter Kartlus •
Geaendtechofterat Eberl "
Legetlonsrut 3ohlltter
Legatlonasekretar Pamperrien'1

Hauptebteilungaloiter Kirchfeld 
Min.Birigent Schult«0-3chlutiue 
Beichabankrat Tiingeler
Minister Lal dlrektor Welter 
Ministerialdirigent Schefold

8 1 t s u n g 
des Handelspolltischen Ausaohueoes
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Mr. 1092.

Aktz, 6415/8290/34.

5 Durchschlgge.

Auwdrtlge tat,

Berlin

Dem Auswhrtigen tat beehre ieh Blch cu Bel

den, daB die folgenden Uitglieder der Cesandtacha/t 

els "politlsche Leiter" In der Ortsgruppe Peplng 

der N.S.D.A.P. tatig und ale solche von den Landea- 

gruppenleiter fiir China best&tlgt worden Bind :

Cesandtschaftsrat Dr.Lautenschlager 
(Stellvertretender Ortsgruppenlelter),

Legationssekrethr Er.Junker
(Leiter der Hlrtschaftsstelle),

Attache Er.Mohr
(Loiter der Pressestelle), 

Konsulatssokrot&r Janssen
(Kassenwart),

Konsulatssekrethr Hurter 
(Zellenobnann)

Konsulatssekrethr Jobser ist MitgliOd dee 
Uschla.

Inhalt: Bethtlgung der Mltglieder der Oesandt- 

echaft in der Ortsgruppe Peplng der 

H.S.D.A.P.



(Selle 2 des Originals}

Berlin, fem 86*Februar 1$41,

sloffen bvaprltxt wcrdcn Svl

84/43

In der Anlage beehre ieh Fotokopie eine*

Agenten der Abwehr ana dem

Mitglieds der hiesigen Arne ri haul eehen Geaandtschaft

beachafften Memorandums, betr* die legelang der Doneu- 

raumfragn, vorsalegen*

itaow'^

Durchschleege 
MU.je

Geaundtschaf tarat ^oor .'Hbf heubt in/4bs<.8wr- 
htll dee Cheandten Bvnw aus d«a Haag an ond tellU 
la Hr.scx.luaa an deaavb gvatrlge Mitttllung difber 
die i»igf in den »itdtrlanivr. folgvBdva oitt

Dvr Anlj.8 8 zur abaohivbung der 400 Jdden aua 
anatfctdaa naoh Dvutscnland atl nioht nur die |»ls 
dvrscnl.igung Unea nlvderlaendiacshen 
aondern auofc die I'ataaobe, dues tine dwiucbe n- 
trouill>, im /viettrdxatr Jad«-nviertfcl nit ~
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RIBBENTROP DIPLOMATS IN THE 
BONN FOREIGN SERVICE

The Fascist Foreign Office - An Instrument off the 
Imperialist Policy of Conquest
The diplomats of the Foreign Office headed by nazi Foreign Minister Joachim 
von Ribbentrop were part of the leading clique of fascist Germany that is to the 
highest possible degree guilty of crimes against peace, international law and 
humanity.

Ribbentrop was sentenced to death by the Nuremberg International Military 
Tribunal and executed. Eight more prominent Ribbentrop diplomats - mainly 
state secretaries and undersecretaries like Weizsacker, Woermann, Ritter, Kepp
ler, and others - were tried and sentenced by an American Military Court in the 
so-called Wilhelmstrasse trial in 1948-49 (i.e., one of the 12 trials following the 
Nuremberg trial). The other leading members of the Ribbentrop staff, most of 
whom had in 1945 sought refuge in theparts of Germany occupied by the western 
powers not only remained unmolested in the West German state but were again 
given key positions in the Bonn Foreign Office.

The Wilhelmstrasse trial revealed the criminal role of the Foreign Office and 
provided evidence that members of its diplomatic staff had substantially par
ticipated in crimes of various kinds. Along with the Reich Security Main Office 
and the Wehrmacht under the command of the OKW, its supreme command, the 
Foreign Office served to plan and prepare the major aggressions and crimes of 
fascist Germany. It was a decisive instrument of imperialist power politics. Its 
members served as key figures in drawing up and implementing aggressive 
plans. There is no case known of the Foreign Office or even a group of its mem
bers having prevented any crime.

The Nuremberg International Military Tribunal defined as criminal aggres
sions the attacks on Austria on 12 March 1938, on Czechoslovakia on 1 October 
1938 and 15 March 1939, on Poland on 1 September 1939, on Great Britain and 
France on 3 September 1939, on Denmark and Norway on 9 April 1940, on 
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxemburg on 10 May 1940, on Yugosla
via and Greece on 6 April 1941, on the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, and 
the United States of America on 11 December 1941. (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXLI, 
p. 27,624)
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Arriving at its verdict in the Wilhelmstrasse trial the court stated:
"We regard everybody who plans, prepares for, starts and carries out aggres

sive wars and interventions, and everybody who knowingly, deliberately and 
guiltily takes part in such actions as a criminal offence against international law 
who must be brought to court, sentenced and punished for his action." (NG, 
Case XI, Vol. CCXLI, p. 27,622)

This characterization applies to almost all diplomats employed in the Ribben
trop Foreign Office, since almost every member participated in preparing and 
carrying out the plans of aggression. It was the activity of nazi diplomats in 
bringing about the Second World War that was particularly fraught with con
sequences. The Ribbentrop Office was the main centre of inventing the black
mail and falsification manoeuvres leading to the fascist attack on Poland. It was 
an essential feature of their rule of conduct to voice slogans proclaiming 
the "right of self-determination" and a "national community", while actually 
engaging in preparations for the attack on Poland after the aggression against 
Czechoslovakia thus starting the Second World War. The procedure was quite 
similar to that followed in all other attacks and acts of aggression, which would 
have been unthinkable without the criminal activity of the offenders against 
international law in the Wilhelmstrasse (location of the Foreign Office).

The Foreign Office, its embassies and departments, moreover, engaged in 
special activity to extend the Second World War. Attempts were made to in
crease the number of states already participating in the war and to involve the 
few remaining neutral states. The Hitler diplomats interfered with the neutral 
status of these states and attempted to misuse them in favour of Hitler Germany's 
war.

THEY EXTEND THE WAR...

Plans and direct preparations for conquering the Near East provide a charac
teristic example of this type of activity. Plans for a military invasion of this 
region were forced by the Foreign Office at the end of 1941 and in the early 
months of 1942. At that time the fascist armed forces had occupied almost the 
whole of Europe. The nazi leadership still indulged in the illusion of being able 
to defeat the Soviet Union. At that time two special staffs were set up. The OKW 
formed "special staff F" headed by General Felmy, who was in Greece engaged 
in preparing military cadres for desert war in the Near East, and the Foreign 
Office formed the "special staff von Grobba" which was in charge of political 
and organizational preparations for the occupation of these territories. It selected 
the "rulers" they intended to place in charge of these states, it established con
tacts with "suitable circles" and organized a fifth column.
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The tasks which this "staff" under Ambassador von Grobba had been charged 
with are defined in a secret note of the Ribbentrop Office, dated 6 November 
1941:

"Its task is the political preparation of the German advance into the Arab re
gion, and after the invasion it will be in charge of carrying out German policy on 
the spot according to the directions issued by the Foreign Office." (Document 
Centre, State Archives Administration of the GDR, No. 368,142)

Woermann, at that time under-secretary of state, was still more outspoken 
when he wrote on 6 November 1941:

"Permanent expulsion of Britain from the Near East and permanent establish
ment of German influence on Arab oil resources must be our dominant aims." 
And in another place he said: "The question of selecting the rulers and other 
leading personalities will be of particular significance."

The "special staff von Grobba" was thus an instrument of the Foreign Office 
to be used in replacing the Anglo-French colonial regime in the Arab states by 
an undoubtedly still more brutal fascist regime.

There exists a document listing, among other items, the "political members" 
of this staff:

"The staff of the envoy plenipotentiary of the Foreign Office to Arab coun
tries (Ambassador Dr. Grobba).
(a) Political members:
Counsellor of Legation Dr. Granow, at present delegated to the Felmy staff in 
Athens (was with me in Bagdad, speaks Arabic); Legation Secretary Mirow, at 
present stationed with Task Force 280 in Laurion (Greece), (was in Jerusalem); 
Vice-consul Dr. Seydel, at present at the consulate in Tetuan (was with me in 
Bagdad, speaks Arabic)..." And in another place we find the name of Kurt 
Munzel.

All the persons mentioned here were and are employed in responsible posi
tions in the diplomatic service of the Federal Republic: Until he retired from the 
Service in 1963 Dr. Granow was a special envoy for Foreign Ministers Brentano 
and Schroder. The former Legation Secretary Mirow was employed as a coun
sellor of legation, first class at the West German embassy in Bagdad until diplo
matic relations between Bonn and the Arab states were broken off, and Dr. Sey
del was counsellor of legation, first class in the West Department (North Africa) 
of the Foreign Office. Dr. Munzel had been ambassador of the Federal Republic 
in Congo (Leopoldville) and then in Lebanon (also until diplomatic relations 
were broken off).
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...AND DIVIDE THE WORLD

Similar plans to those for the occupation of the Arab countries were drawn up 
by the fascist Foreign Office together with the Reich Colonial Federation whose 
chairman was Ritter von Epp, and, in part together with the OKW, for a colonial 
redivision of Africa and Asia. There was a plan in existence proposing a new 
German colonial empire including not only the former German colonies but the 
French and Belgian Congo, Uganda, Nigeria, Kenya and Zanzibar as well. (cf. 
Von Ribbentrop bis Adenauer - From Ribbentrop to Adenauer, Berlin, 1961)

In cooperation with officials of the Foreign Office the "Gauleiter z.b.V. (for 
special disposal)" (!) Korswand stated in a memorandum in June 1940 that two 
principal German colonial territories would have to be established: in Central 
Africa and the Far East. The memorandum says on this subject:

"Morocco will be Spanish, thus Spain will then - with the exception of Fer
nando Po, the Rio Muni region, etc. - come into possession of a larger connected 
colonial territory, extending from Gibraltar - having become Spanish - to the 
Rio de Oro region. Algiers with a part of the Sahara region remains (in addition 
to the French colonies in India, the South Sea, West India and South America) in 
French hands. In compensation, however, France will have to cede (besides Cor
sica and Savoy in Europe) Tunis and Djibouti to Italy, she will also cede Sene- 
gambia, the French Congo and all French colonies of the Guinea Coast as well 
as the Mascarenes to Germany and its protected states.

"Britain will lose, apart from Gibraltar (to Spain), the islands of Cyprus, 
Malta, Crete and Perim (to Italy), all of its African colonial possessions.
Thus it will cede

(a) the northern part of the formerly British Sudan, British Somaliland and, 
possibly, Aden to Italy;

(b) the territory of the former South African Union to a future Boer state ab
solutely independent of Britain;

(c) all the rest - this would include Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast, 
Nigeria, the southern part of the Sudan, and, of course, the former German 
colonies stolen from Germany, Kenya, Uganda with the off-shore islands ot 
Zanzibar and Pemba, the Seychelles and Admiralty islands - to Germany and 
its protected states;
"Egypt with the Suez Canal Zone will, as a nominally independent state, be 
placed under Italian protection as it has up to now been under British pro
tection ...
"A part of the former Belgian Congo, i.e., the eastern part bordering on Ger
man East Africa and Northern Rhodesia together with the Katanga copper 
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region would, apart from economic reasons to be discussed later, have to be 
added to the German main colony in view of various other considerations ... 
"In view of the fact that the Netherlands will probably also be one of the 
states that will in future be placed under German protection in one way or 
another we can conclude that in the region of those islands off the shores of 
Asia and Australia which formerly belonged either to Germany or to the Nether
lands another new and very valuable principal colonial empire is going to 
become available that might perhaps be classified together as the 'colonial 
island possessions'." (Document Centre, State Archives Administration of 
the GDR, No. 368,510)

Several departments of the Foreign Office participated actively in the creation 
of a so-called Colonial Office. The Foreign Office and its staff members ob
viously showed remarkable initiative to extend the Second World War, to draw 
more peoples into the war and to develop programs on how to divide the world 
under the leadership of German imperialism.

COOPERATED IN THE "FINAL SOLUTION OF THE 
JEWISH QUESTION"

The Wilhelmstrasse diplomats participated substantially in the murder of mil
lions of Jewish people. Summing up their joint responsibility in these crimes the 
judgment passed in the Wilhelmstrasse trial states:

"There exists no excuse or justification whatsoever for any person who deliber
ately and approvingly participated in any single act that went to make up these 
repulsive and horrible crimes, and it does not matter whether he caused or exe
cuted them or only rendered assistance or justified them to the world or aided 
and abetted the delinquents." (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXL1I, p. 27,827)

The Foreign Office under Ribbentrop played an ominous role in organizing, 
planning and concealing these crimes. In the beginning period of the persecution 
of the Jewish people, from about 1938 to 1940, when mainly the Jews living in 
Germany were being expropriated, expelled and eliminated, the Foreign Office 
was engaged in investigating, together with the Gestapo and the SD (Security 
Service), the question at what suitable time the Jews of foreign nationality living 
in Germany might be included in the persecutions. The Foreign Office was also 
placed in charge of promoting anti-Semitism abroad and covering up the atroci
ties of the fascists. In this way the truth about the terror wielded over the Jewish 
people was to be kept secret, and the growing hatred of fascism was to be 
restrained.

Two documents can be considered typical of the activity of the Foreign Office 
at that time. One of them is a memorandum of 25 January 1939 drawn up by
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Wiehls, at that time head of the Foreign Office Economic Policy Department. It 
is concerned with the steps for expropriating the Jews and was distributed to all 
embassies and consulates. The second document is also a memorandum of 
25 January 1939; its author is Legation Counsellor Schumburg of the "Special 
Branch Germany". It is called "The Jewish Question as a factor of foreign policy 
in 1938" and was also sent to all diplomatic representatives of fascist Germany. 
In the Schumburg memorandum the Foreign Office advocated such a "radical 
solution of the Jewish question" that even the Reich Security Main Office consi
dered it to be "premature". (See Table 35)

THE PREPARATION OF THE WANNSEE CONFERENCE

In addition to the Reich Security Main Office the Foreign Office had a decisive 
part in planning and realizing the "final solution of the Jewish question", and it 
played an essential role when the Wannsee conference of 20 January 1942 was 
being prepared.

At the end of 1941 the Germany Department drafted the "views of the Foreign 
Office on the total solution of the Jewish question" for a conference with Heyd
rich. On 4 December 1941 the head of the "Special Branch Germany", Luther, 
drew up the notorious eight-point program which figured prominently at the 
Wannsee conference. This program contained, among other demands, a call to 
expel the Jews of various nationalities from Germany and various European 
countries and destroy them. Point 8 of this program says: "These measures to be 
carried out in full accord with the Gestapo." (Document Centre, State Archives 
Administration of the GDR, No. 42,550)

Only a short time later, on 23 December 1941, the legal department of the For
eign Office - also for the preparations for the Wannsee conference - provided an 
expert opinion. Among other measures it suggested the procedure of concluding 
bilateral agreements with the states from which the Jews were to be deported. 
This was the course actually followed. Heydrich, who as the head of the Sipo 
(security police) and the SD (security service) explained the program of the "final 
solution", pointed out the new tasks of the Wilhelmstrasse diplomats:

"In the course of this final solution of the European Jewish question there were 
about 11 million Jews to be considered, of whom only 131,800 lived in the origi
nal territory of the German Reich, 43,700 in Austria and 74,200 in the Protecto
rate of Bohemia and Moravia.

"In the course of the final solution the Jews were to be sent to work in the East 
under proper supervision and in a suitable way, i.e., in large labour columns with 
the sexes being separated. Without any doubt a large part of them would be elimi
nated by natural processes; the survivors would have to be treated accordingly 
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since they were to be regarded as the germ cells of a Jewish regeneration if they 
were freed.

"It was also intended to have the Foreign Office contact the competent repre
sentatives of the security police and the security service with regard to handling 
the final solution in the European territories occupied by Germany or subjected 
to its influence. Heydrich went on to say that the problem no longer presents any 
great difficulties in Slovakia and Croatia; Rumania had also appointed a special 
commissioner for Jewish questions, and in order to settle the question in Hungary 
it would be required in a very short time to force an adviser for Jewish questions 
upon the Hungarian government. Then Heydrich discussed the problem of the 
Jewish question in Italy and France." (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXL1I, p. 27,842)

It follows, therefore, that the diplomats of the Foreign Office were commis
sioned with forcing agreement by the "allied" or vassal states, e.g., Hungary, 
Rumania, Slovakia, so that Eichmann's SS commandos could deport and liquidate 
the Jewish people living in these countries. The Foreign Office was to follow a 
similar line in the occupied territories. The Ribbentrop diplomats were to create 
the prerequisites for the Gestapo to proceed with the "final solution of the Jewish 
question" in the various European countries. Without the activity of the Ribben
trop diplomats the criminal ferocity of the SS commandos engaged in deporta
tions and extermination would not have been possible to this extent.

If the participation of nazi diplomats in the "final solution" was often not 
as conspicuous to the outside world as were the Eichmann commandos this is not 
because they bore less responsibility but simply because they were assigned differ
ent tasks in a division of labour with the Gestapo.

HAND IN HAND WITH EICHMANN

In practice the collaboration between the Gestapo and diplomats often took the 
form of Eichmann and the Gestapo asking for the "agreement" of the Foreign 
Office before deportations took place. Thus Eichmann informed the Foreign 
Office on 9 March 1942 of an impending plan to transport to Auschwitz 1,000 
French and stateless Jews who had been arrested in France in 1941. He asked if 
there were any objections to be considered. On 11 March the Reich Security 
Main Office again informed the Ribbentrop Office that another 5,000 French 
Jews were intended to be sent to Auschwitz with this transport. Neither the 
embassy in Paris nor the Foreign Office, as the reply of 20 March shows, "raised 
the slightest objection".

Many staff members of the Foreign Office were given precisely outlined tasks 
in the "final solution". Dr. Ernst-Gunther Mohr, for example, as one of the clo
sest assistants of Ambassador Bene participated in the extermination operations 
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against the Jewish people living in the Netherlands. (Mohr is today the ambassa
dor of the Federal Republic in Argentina.)

In Hungary the government had up to 1944 managed to prevent the deporta
tion of Jews. On the instruction of the Foreign Office Ambassador Veesenmayr 
- who in a special report had submitted appropriate suggestions - thereupon 
installed a new Hungarian government in March 1944. This government then 
yielded to German requests. The following collaboration between the Foreign 
Office and the Reich Security Main Office was particularly close. Group leader 
Winkelmann, whom Himmler had charged with liquidating the Hungarian Jews, 
was placed under Veesenmayr. And Eichmann, who was partly directing the 
forced deportations from Budapest himself, used his influence to prevent Hezin- 
ger, then consular secretary first class, who for a time was employed at the Ger
man embassy in Budapest, from being transferred to some other post. Hezinger, 
he stated, was "indispensable" for matters concerning deportations. Of the some 
400,000 Hungarian Jews about 200,000 were murdered within a few months. At 
this point it should be noted that Hezinger, too, entered the Bonn diplomatic 
service. In 1957, for example, he was employed in the Foreign Office as a con
sular secretary.

In many cases the Ribbentrop diplomats prevented Jews from saving them
selves from the terror. At the end of 1943 Hitler's Wehrmacht occupied the French 
territory that until then had been placed under Italian rule. Eichmann learned 
that 15,000 Jews were hiding in the mountains of the Principality of Monaco. The 
Foreign Office thereupon ordered its consul on 23 September 1943 to find out the 
hiding places of these Jewish people and secure admittance to this region for the 
German security police.

When in September 1943 a large group of Greek Jews from Salonika succeeded 
in crossing the Italian demarcation line the Foreign Office in this case, too, did 
everything in its power to have them handed over to the SS.

It is a gross falsification of historical truth when some diplomats of the Ger
man Foreign Office claimed after the war that the persecution of the Jews had 
been exclusively in the hands of the "Special Branch Germany" headed by Luther, 
later by Rademacher, and the so-called "SA ambassadors" - as Ambassadors 
Killinger (Bucharest), Ludin (Bratislava), Kasche (Croatia) and Beckerle (Sofia), 
who had entered the diplomatic service as members of the SA leadership, were 
called. Almost all departments and diplomats of the Ribbentrop Office had been 
entrusted with the "final solution of the Jewish question":

in the Foreign Office it was the "Germany" Department headed by Luther, 
later by Rademacher (the department grew out of the "Special Branch Germany" 
after the Wannsee conference);

the Inland II Group headed by Wagner and von Thadden;
the information centre XIV ("Anti-Jewish Action") headed by Schleier, with 
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of the commercial, cultural, radio-political and press departments delegated to it;

the national experts in the Ribbentrop Bureau, e.g., Dr. Strack with Dr. 
Schwarzmann as his predecessor, for France and the country divisions of the Polit
ical Department, e.g.. Dr. Heinburg, later Dr. Werkmeister, for South-East 
Europe, Dr. Grundherr for Scandinavia, etc. All these persons named here placed 
their experience at the service of the Bonn Foreign Office after 1945: Dr. Strack 
is still employed as reporting legation counsellor first class. Dr. Schwarzmann 
heads the "Berlin office". Heinburg, Grundherr and Werkmeister have for years 
been employed in leading positions of the Bonn Foreign Office - until a short 
time ago Werkmeister was ambassador in Sweden - although the GDR has for 
years been publishing documentary evidence against them. After retiring they 
enjoy high pensions.

Attention must also be drawn to the ambassadors, their deputies, the senior 
staff of the embassies, the officials in charge of nationality or Jewish affairs who 
were subordinated to Inland II Group, the police attaches, some of whom, as in 
Bucharest, were also in charge of Jewish affairs, and there were also the officials 
in charge of cultural affairs, who worked closely together with those in charge of 
Jewish affairs and often acted as their deputies in their absence.

Moreover, the separate departments and staff members were given various 
jobs in the "final solution". Inland II Group, information centre XIV and the 
department in charge of cultural-political affairs prepared, for example, the 
notorious Krummhiibel conference which was held on 3 and 4 April 1944 by the 
Reich Security Main Office and the Foreign Office together with all embassy offi
cials in charge of Jewish affairs. Legation Counsellor von Thadden (Inland II 
Group) and SS Hauptsturmfuhrer Dr. Ballensiefen of the Reich Security Main 
Office submitted reports on the "state of anti-Jewish executive measures". The 
third main report was given by the head of the department for cultural-political 
affairs, ambassador and SS Brigadefuhrer Dr. Six. Among those who took 
part in the conference were also the representatives of the departments for 
commercial policy, radio policy and cultural policy affairs and of the press depart
ment.

The legal department of the Foreign Office not only drew up an expert opinion 
on the "best" possibilities for the "final solution" but also acted in other cases. 
After, for example, the routine notifications on the death of Dutch Jews in Ger
man concentration camps had been sent out to the Netherlands in conspicuous 
numbers and Sweden as the protective power acting for the Netherlands pro
tested and insisted on an investigation, the legal department took up this "case" 
and searched for ways out. Following a suggestion of the legal department it was 
finally decided to stop sending any notifications at all. The result was that Swe
dish protests, too, came to an end.
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The same applies to the Foreign Office department in charge of commercial or 
economic policy affairs. There was constant activity concerned with settling ques
tions connected with the property of the deported and executed Jewish people of 
foreign nationality.

INTRIGUE WITH 7,000 JEWISH CHILDREN

There were finally important problems that were at least known to the depart
ments involved or were solved in collaboration. This applies to an abominable 
play of intrigue with the lives of 7,000 Rumanian Jewish children.

In response to a British offer - and with the consent of the Rumanians - the 
children were to be given permission to emigrate. In order to defeat this offer 
but utilize it nevertheless for propaganda purposes Inland II Group, the depart
ments in charge of political, cultural policy and radio policy affairs and the 
press and legal departments cooperated closely in a combined effort for many 
weeks with the aim of finding a suitable provocative reply. In collaboration with 
von Thadden, Wagner, Killinger and Eichmann the following persons partici
pated in this action: Heinburg as the nationality expert of the political depart
ment, Henke and von Erdmannsdorf as responsible representatives of the polit
ical department, Albrecht from the legal department, von Mirbach as the personal 
assistant of State Secretary von Steengracht, Riihle from the radio policy de
partment and Sonnleithner from the Ribbentrop Bureau. (Von Mirbach has for 
years been employed as a special envoy of Federal Foreign Minister Schroder 
and is to be appointed ambassador in India in the near future!) These proceedings 
were especially mentioned when judgment was passed in the Wilhelmstrasse 
trial:

.. the Foreign Office and its state secretary were at least offered one oppor
tunity of employing their advice for good and not tor evil; here they might have 
pointed out that it would contribute to improving Germany's foreign relations 
and reestablishing its prestige in the world if they allowed at least the children 
to be saved from extermination. But all the steps taken by the Foreign Office, all 
the advice given were aimed at defeating the efforts of respected neutral and 
hostile countries to have the children handed over to them; the work of the good 
Samaritans was to be frustrated, their offer was to be twisted into nazi propa
ganda." (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXL1II, p. 27,893)

DREW UP DEATH LISTS

There is a whole chain of further crimes the Ribbentrop diplomats committed in 
exercising their rule of terror over the various European peoples, particularly in 
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the temporarily occupied territories. In the system of terror the Foreign Office, 
its departments and staff members had been assigned clearly defined jobs. They 
were responsible, above all, for suppressing every patriotic, democratic stir, 
every resistance to the fascist rule of terror. In this respect, too, the so-called 
Plenipotentiaries of the Reich, the Foreign Office Representatives (VAA) at the 
various authorities, for example at the "government of the generalgouvem- 
ment" collaborated closely with the commanders of the security police and the 
security service, the commandos of the Gestapo and with the military comman
ders.

A clearly defined circle of Foreign Office members was regularly informed on 
the mass murders committed by the notorious special SD commandos. The lists 
containing the names of thousands who had been arrested, sent to the concentra
tion camps or murdered were usually drawn up in cooperation between the Ge
stapo, SD and fascist diplomats. The diplomats were also kept informed on the 
results of such actions. Dozens of murder lists went through their hands and were 
passed on to the Ribbentrop Bureau and the competent country departments. 
(See Table 36)

GESTAPO TERROR WAS TOO MILD FOR THEM

Very often the members of the Foreign Office are found to have acted as instiga
tors. Thus at the end of 1942 Auer, at that time consul in Algeria (West German 
ambassador in Ceylon until 1964), sent his "personal opinion" to the Foreign 
Office:

“The military victory over France must still be completed by the moral defeat 
of the French in the occupied territory. It is only by such coercive measures that 
the anti-German attitude ... would be associated with fear; the French authori
ties would be mentally forced to accept and acknowledge defeat, and only thus 
the necessary respect for demands and directions of the German authorities ... 
would be obtained." (German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Ausw dr tig es Amt, 
No. 61, 134)

At a time when the collapse of Hitler Germany was obvious to everybody and 
the peoples in the liberated territories were bringing traitors to trial in regular 
courts, the legel department of the Foreign Office, under the direction of Albrecht, 
and the political department (including the country departments) were trying to 
have patriots from occupied countries who were still in German custody exe
cuted. These reprisals were intended to prevent pro-fascist collaborators and war 
criminals from being brought to justice.

On 22 December 1944 department Pol II in an express letter signed by Steen- 
gracht and sent to the Reich Security Main Office and other fascist authorities
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asked to start proceedings "which would have to end with severe sentences”, 
against Gaullist prisoners and to revoke the reprieves granted to some French 
patriots who had been sentenced to death. (See Table 37)

"PURPOSEFUL" AND "TRUSTFUL"

We can only mention some of the more significant of the other forms and methods 
that developed in - as a record of the "Germany" department dated from 
8 August 1940 phrases it - "purposeful, close and trustful collaboration" bet
ween the Ribbentrop diplomats, the Gestapo and the SD:

Entire companies of SS officers with "special assignments" were temporarily 
built into the Foreign Service - usually for espionage and sabotage activities and 
for setting up fifth columns. In a top secret communication the Foreign Office is 
informed by the Reich Security Main Office, Department VL on 6 August 1943 
that "developments" require the "increased employment of members" of the 
Reich Security Main Office in the diplomatic representations, particularly in the 
"still neutral countries". The communication contains detailed instructions in 
what diplomatic disguise the SD members were to work at the various represen
tations abroad - e.g., in Bem, Geneva, Milan. SS Sturmbannfuhrer Eiling, for 
example, had been chosen for the German embassy at the Vatican, and SS Sturm
bannfuhrer Dr. Haas for the Quirinal.

SS officers were taken into the diplomatic service as scientific assistants 
(WHA). A large number of them were given permanent jobs after their special 
tasks had been fulfilled and usually they received the diplomatic rank connected 
with them. In most cases the SS officers, according to their "merits", were made 
legation secretaries or legation counsellors.

Many Ribbentrop diplomats sent direct reports to the SD or Gestapo. At the 
Foreign Office postal bureau in the Wilhelmstrasse there was a daily flow of 
letters from various diplomats for the "Head of the Sipo and SD", e.g., from 
Lanwer, at that time consul in Aabenraa (Denmark). (SeeTable 38) Today Lanwer 
is head of the Bonn Foreign Office department in charge of development policy.

The staff of a large number of diplomatic representations was increased by so- 
called police attaches. These people were particularly "reliable" agents of the 
Reich Security Main Office who were subordinated to Himmler as well as the 
chef de mission or the Foreign Office. Whole lists are still in existence of SS 
officers who were employed as police attaches, and they were presented as 
"diplomats" including the names of, among others, such notorious murderers of 
the Jewish people as SS Sturmbannfuhrer Adolf Hoffmann and SS Hauptsturm
fuhrer Dannecker, Wisliceny and Richter.

There were many actions leading to an institutional, organizational interdepen
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dence exceeding the framework of mere close collaboration. Thus SS Brigade
fuhrer Dr. Six, head of Department VI of the Reich Security Main Office was in 
1943 put in charge of the cultural policy department of the Foreign Office, with 
the rank of ambassador. This department was - as has been stated above - one 
of the co-organizers of the Krummhiibel conference in 1944.

UNSCRUPULOUS PLUNDERERS

The Ribbentrop diplomats played a decisive part in the robberies of the oppressed 
peoples and in the exploitation of forced labourers. They created the prerequisi
tes for the crimes, initiated corresponding steps or at least countenanced them.

The "Commercial Policy Committee" (HPA), that central and interministerial 
directing body established by the nazis as an instrument of the systematic plun
dering of foreign peoples - for the last two years even "allied" Italy - was 
directed by nazi diplomats, i.e., by the head of the Foreign Office department in 
charge of commercial policy affairs, Wiehl, and his deputy Clodius. For some 
time the meetings of this HPA were attended by such Ribbentrop diplomats as 
Eberl (today Bonn's ambassador in Uruguay), Schlitter (today Bonn's ambassa
dor in Greece, until then in charge of contract negotiations in the West German 
Foreign Office, Commercial Policy Department), Junker (today Bonn's ambassa
dor in South Africa), and Schwarzmann (today head of the "West Berlin office" 
of the Bonn Foreign Office. (See Table 39)

The delegation in charge of economic questions which was attached to the 
German armistice commission and which played a special role in plundering 
France, was headed by a representative of the Foreign Office, Hans-Richard 
Hemmen and other nazi diplomats. A large number of nazi diplomats was, more
over, engaged in executing direct orders of German monopolies to secure for 
them as large a part of the booty as possible. There was, for example, a prolonged 
attempt by Legation Secretary Liiders of the commercial policy department to 
have the Shell plants in the Netherlands made the property of IG-Farben. Today 
Liiders is a counsellor of the embassy at the West German embassy in India.

An abundance of documentary material clearly proves that the Wilhelmstrasse 
diplomats had a sinister part in planning, preparing and carrying out imperialist 
aggressive power politics. The attempt to justify themselves by declaring that 
only the diplomats of the Foreign Office Germany Department, who had been 
delegated by the SS and SA, together with the "SA ambassadors", had done the 
"dirty work" simply does not stand up to reality in any case. Almost all diplo
mats, departments and representations abroad are responsible either directly 
as originators or at least as abettors of the crimes committed by the Hitler 
regime.
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It is an aggravating fact that the Ribbentrop diplomats - in drastic contrast to 
their well-arranged and adapted statements before the Nuremberg Tribunal - 
were among the best-informed civil servants of the fascist system. They were 
fully able to grasp the full consequences of their criminal activity, as shown in 
the Wilhelmstrasse trial. They are "experienced in evaluating political events 
and in ascertaining the motives governing the actions oi parties, civil servants 
and entire nations; they are masters in the art of reading between the lines of 
papers apparently written in innocent, moderate language and to find out their 
real significance concealed by their phrases." (NG, Vol. CCXLII, p. 27,829)

Thus the Ribbentrop diplomats met all wishes with regard to the role they 
were expected to play. They made the Wilhelmstrasse Office an instrument of 
fascist leadership that was ready at all times to plan and carry out criminal pro
grams and actions, and which even went beyond these requirements and searched 
for and found improved ways of attempting to realize the aims of German imper
ialism to dominate the world.

The Supporters of the Aggressive Bonn Foreign Policy
In contrast to the unanimous demand of the peoples and the judgment passed in 
Nuremberg the nazi and war criminals, including the Wilhelmstrasse diplomats, 
have not been brought to justice in West Germany. On the contrary - to the 
extent that imperialism and militarism regained their power and directed their 
policy at reversing the results of the Second World War and preparing a new 
aggressive war the former nazi diplomats have again been employed in the For
eign Service of the Federal Republic. Step by step they took over the key foreign 
policy positions. Thus the dangerous and at the same time grotesque state of 
affairs has been reached in which former nazi diplomats act as representatives of 
the Federal Republic in those countries whose conquest, oppression and pillage 
they once helped to plan and bring about.

In the German Democratic Republic not a single nazi diplomat has been in
stalled in the service of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the GDR. This institu
tion is under the direction of consistent anti-fascists and democrats. The GDR 
has repeatedly warned against the re-employment of Ribbentrop diplomats in 
the Foreign Service of the Bonn government. In March 1959 the Committee for 
German Unity submitted factual material concerning the fascist past of more 
than 80 leading West German diplomats. In September 1961 the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the GDR in a collection of documents "Von Ribbentrop bis 
Adenauer" proved the re-employment of more than 180 nazi diplomats in the 
Bonn Foreign Service and verified this monstrous fact with an abundance of 
documentary material.
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520 NAZI DIPLOMATS IN THE FOREIGN OFFICE

Instead of dismissing from the civil service those who are accomplices in the nazi 
crimes and punishing them justly, the experts of war criminal Ribbentrop were 
more and more purposely moved into the key positions of the Bonn foreign policy 
institutions. The archive material that has been studied so far provides records 
of the activity of more than 520 former nazi diplomats who have again been 
appointed to leading positions in the Bonn Foreign Office, including faithful offi
cials of the fascist state apparatus. More than 30 former Ribbentrop diplomats 
or other leading nazis occupy top positions as heads of departments or sections 
or as their deputies.

One of the most influential people in the Bonn Foreign Office is the former SA 
Rottenfiihrer Rolf Lahr, at present state secretary. Lahr, a member of the nazi 
party since April 1933, was a government counsellor in the fascist Reich Ministry 
of Economic Affairs from 1934 up to the end of the war and played an ignoble 
role in the exploitation of such so-called allied states as Hungary and Italy in 
favour of fascist war production. In cooperation with the economic policy depart
ment of the Ribbentrop Office he forced, for example, the Hungarian government 
in 1941-42 to supply bauxite needed for the fascist war effort to the nazi Reich 
at a price comparable only to robbery. (German Central Archive, Potsdam, 
under Auswartiges Amt, No. 67, 916). Later he was one of the body of nazi experts 
who prepared the economic pillage of Iraq in case the planned subjugation and 
colonization of the Arab states could be carried out. Thus Lahr acquired the 
“experience" that today makes him the exponent of the neo-colonalist Bonn 
“development policy". Among these nazi diplomats is also the former state secre
tary in the Federal Presidential Office, Dr. Hans Herwarth von Bittenfeld, who 
is now ambassador in Rome. After serving Ribbentrop as a diplomat until 1941 
he became a training and supervising officer in the notorious Vlassov army and 
took part in predatory campaigns in the Soviet Union and in atrocities against 
members of the Soviet army. He was employed as a government director in the 
Bavarian State Chancellery after 1945; having been appointed a ministerial direc
tor in the Bonn Foreign Office in 1950 he was one of the key persons who organ
ized the nomination of nazi diplomats for the leading positions of this office.

One of the top diplomats of the Bonn Foreign Office is, for example, von Mir- 
bach, special envoy of Federal Foreign Minister Schroder. He was the personal 
assistant of State Secretary von Steengracht, who was sentenced in the Wilhelm- 
strasse trial, and is an accomplice to countless crimes. His predecessor - as spe
cial envoy at the disposal of the federal minister - was Granow, under Ribben
trop the right-hand man of Ambassador von Grobba in preparing the aggression 
against the Arab states and for some time also general secretary of information 
centre XIV ("Anti-Jewish Action"). He retired in 1964.
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GESTAPO AGENTS HEAD THE EASTERN DEPARTMENT

Franz Krapf, head of the Eastern Department of the Bonn Foreign Office, was 
one of the Ribbentrop diplomats who established particularly close collaboration 
with the SD. He was an SS Untersturmfuhrer. In the files there is a note of an SD 
agent concerning the expansion of the so-called Railway Publicity Centre and its 
“branch" in Japan - a camouflage name for the centre which the SD had set up to 
carry out espionage and "special functions" in Japan - which says about Krapf:

"On 24 March 1941 the undersigned was invited to talks between SS Sturm
bannfuhrer Finke, SS Obersturmfuhrer Winter, head of the Railway Publicity 
Centre and Dr. J dm Leo, head of the Tokyo branch of the Railway Publicity 
Centre... It is intended to place Dr. Leo in charge of coordinating the intelli
gence network in Japan ... Dr. Leo will get into contact with the following per
sons: SS Untersturmfuhrer Franz Krapf, attache at the German embassy in Japan. 
As an unpaid associate of former central department III/l K. had at one time 
been introduced to SS Sturmbannfuhrer von Vietinghoff-Scheel but has not yet 
been asked to cooperate. As his personal record is not kept in our local files it 
was only now that he attracted the attention of the Referent VI C 3. Krapf will 
receive a written notification by courier post."

One of the diplomats who initiated the "transfer" of Krapf to Tokyo was Hil- 
mar Bassler, at that time legation secretary and in the Foreign Office Press 
Department (P VIII) in charge of fascist propaganda in East Asia. On 27 April 
1940, he wrote to Krapf: "Dear Mr. Krapf, A couple of lines to tell you that our 
plan to send you to Tokyo seems to be successful. Kempe phoned me yesterday 
and informed me - though still privately - of the intention of the personnel de
partment. My most hearty congratulations! Let's keep this matter between our
selves, however! Ambassador Ott has been informed by me. Heil Hitler! Yours, 
(signed) Bassler."

Today Bassler is also one of the key figures in the Bonn Foreign Office East 
Department, and as the deputy head of the East Asia section he is one of Krapf's 
closest assistants. Before 1945 he was one of the confidential agents of the SD 
and of Department IV (Gestapo) in the Reich Security Main Office. The Gestapo 
turned to him with numerous inquiries and orders. This was also the case in 
December 1940 when the Reich Security Main Office, Department IV, B 4a, 
asked for his opinion on enterprises in China. In other cases Bassler acted as 
"mediator" to establish contact with the Reich Security Main Office:

"Ref. P VIII Berlin, 3 August 1943
Bassler
Notice!
In the case of Fraulein Lee there is no chance of a reply at present as general 

air raid precautions have resulted in the records and files being moved to some 
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unknown place. The competent person is Police Captain Kettenhofer in the Reich 
Security Main Office, Wrangelstrasse 6/7, Berlin-Steglitz. You are recommended 
to contact him directly under the catchword 'Schutzhaftsache Lee' ('Protective 
custody Lee'). This to inform Herr von Studnitz."

Bassler was one of those fanatics who enthusiastically cheered the attack on 
the Soviet Union. Even when the military defeat of Hitler Germany had already 
become discernible he was still drivelling about "resoluteness", about "seeing 
it through", etc. On 9 October 1941 he wrote in a letter to Count von Mirbach, 
at that time press attache at the German embassy in Japan:

"At the end of this week I shall go to the Russian front and I am especially 
happy about it. Here in the homeland our enormous military successes have 
had a particularly lasting effect, and I can only say that never before have 
the coherence and unity in our conception on the further course of the war 
and confidence in the final victory been as distinct and clear as they are just 
now."

To his former close assistant Breuer, who is at present embassy counsellor in 
the Bonn embassy in Madrid and had meanwhile - also on the initiative of Bass
ler - been transferred to Tokyo to work under Mirbach he wrote on 25 Novem
ber 1942:

"We are in an absolutely determined mood. Everybody knows that the final 
struggle will be hard but that there is no other way for us than seeing it through 
whatever the cost. The internal situation in Germany is being completely mis
judged by the allies, particularly the Americans. An internal collapse is wholly 
unthinkable." (German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt, 
No. 58,320)

In another place Bassler confirms in this letter that he knew the real objective 
of the so-called Railway Publicity Centre: "I have not seen the films myself but 
I hope you will enjoy them. Some of them are from the Railway Publicity 
Centre." (op.cit.)

Another key position in the Bonn Foreign Office East Department is occupied 
by one of those diplomats who once entered the service in Wilhelmstrasse on 
behalf of the Reich Security Main Office: Hans Schirmer, today head of the 
"Near East" section, reporting legation counsellor first class, former SS Ober
sturmfuhrer. Schirmer started work in the Foreign Office in 1939, that is he be
gan, like almost all SS officers who joined on special orders, as a scientific assist
ant. As a "diplomat" and SS Obersturmfuhrer he was then, on orders of the 
Reich Security Main Office, employed in Croatia and was decorated with the 
Knight's Cross for his "services". (See Table 39)

As was usual with SS "diplomats" Schirmer was then permanently admitted 
into the Ribbentrop Office staff with the rank of legation counsellor. In the radio 
policy department (Ru VII - Near East) he was one of the circle of persons 
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who had to prepare the "Arab region" politically and ideologically for the 
forcible colonization by the Hitler regime.

Dr. Bock, legation counsellor first class, and Krafft von Dellmensingen, report
ing legation counsellor first class, (section "Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, 
Hungary", etc.) are other former active nazi diplomats who belong to the leading 
cadres that decide West Germany's "East Policy" and are among the confidants 
of Krapf.

The example of this department makes it sufficiently clear that the former nazi 
diplomats constitute the decisive force in the Bonn Foreign Office. Even the 
former relations between the individual members, above all the SS and SD agents 
in the Ribbentrop Office, remained in part unchanged.

They Represent Bonn Abroad
The decisive influence of the Ribbentrop diplomats can be seen even more clearly 
when the appointments for the representations of the Federal Republic abroad 
are examined. No less than 60 ambassadors extraordinary and plenipotentiary 
(and heads of diplomatic missions in international institutions with the rank of 
ambassador) are former nazi diplomats.

Fifteen out of the 25 foreign representations of the Federal Republic in Asia 
are headed by ambassadors extraordinary and plenipotentiary who proved their 
reliability in the service of the Hitler regime, among them Dr. Luitpold Werz, 
today ambassador in Indonesia, Ferring, today ambassador in South Korea, 
Dr. Bbhling, today ambassador in Malaysia, Dr. Munzel, until now ambassador 
in Lebanon, and the former SS Untersturmfuhrer Dr. Schmidt-Horix, until now 
ambassador in Iraq. At the West German embassy in India not only Counsellor 
of the Embassy Liiders but also the heads of the most important consulates- 
general - Dr. Heinrich Kohler in Bombay and Elgar von Randow in Calcutta - 
are former Ribbentrop diplomats.

Sixteen out of the 21 foreign representations in Latin America are headed by 
former nazi diplomats as ambassadors extraordinary and plenipotentiary. Among 
them are such an inveterate anti-Semite as the ambassador in Argentina, 
Dr. Ernst-Gunther Mohr, and the ambassador in Peru, Dr. Northe. In 1940 
Northe denounced the daughter-in-law of a German diplomat in a written state
ment to the local nazi party leader Wobser, who today is also employed in the 
Bonn diplomatic service, because she had made "anti-nazi" remarks. The present 
ambassador of Bonn in Brazil, Dr. Seelos, was in 1939 consul in Lemberg and 
engaged in espionage to prepare the Second World War, working in close col
laboration with Heyden-Rynsch, at that time head of the Foreign Office Secret 
Service Branch. The present Bonn ambassador in Chile, Dr. von Nostiz, was for 
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some time employed as the representative of Heyden-Rynsch in the Ribbentrop 
Office. Former SS Obersturmfuhrer Dr. Georg Vogel is ambassador in Venezuela. 
Dr. Gunter Motz, a man in whose opinion only those "devoted to national social
ism may be officials and who was himself employed in the fascist Reich Ministry 
of the Interior, is today ambassador in Bolivia.

There are - according to the results of investigations up to now - ten former 
nazi diplomats serving in Africa. Bonn even chooses its representatives at inter
national or supra-national organizations from the group of former Ribbentrop' 
diplomats, for example, Sigismund von Braun at the UN, Dr. Rupprecht von Kel
ler at the UN European Bureau, Dr. Grewe (who before 1945 was actively en
gaged in "East Research") and Dr. Sahm at the NATO.

If, in addition to the ambassadors the top embassy personnel are also taken 
into consideration - i.e., the deputy heads of embassies, the most important 
attaches and the first secretaries - the result is that more than 40 further re
presentations abroad of the West German Federal Republic have former nazi 
diplomats in leading positions. Of about 120 West German representations 
abroad there remains scarcely a dozen which are not under the decisive influence 
of nazi diplomats.

Mohr.E. NAZI PROPAGANDIST AND SPY
Gunther

today: Ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary in Argentina.

During his service as a legation secretary in the Peking embassy Dr. Mohr was 
one of the "political leaders" of the Peping local nazi party group. Here he was 
extraordinarily active as a nazi propagandist and in distributing anti-Jewish con
coctions. Some years later, as a legation counsellor in The Hague (Netherlands), 
he participated, together with Ambassodor Bene, his superior, in the deportation 
of Jews. On one action 600 Jews were sent to the concentration camps. Only a 
few of them survived. (See Table 40)

Mohr was actively engaged in espionage, particularly at the time (1943) when 
he was stationed at the Tangier consulate. This concerns the "neutral" Tangier 
Zone occupied by Spain, which became the centre of fascist espionage and 
sabotage activity in the western Mediterranean region after the fascists had been 
driven out of North Africa. (See Table 40)

On the basis of this evidence it is small wonder that Mohr was one of those 
"hold out" propagandists who still went on drivelling of "successful defence", 
intended "large-scale counterattacks, etc., even only a few weeks before the final 
defeat of fascism. At that time Mohr had advanced to the position of head of 
special branch Pol. I M in the Foreign Office, was in cooperation with the attache
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department of the OKW (Supreme Command) responsible for the appointment 
of military attaches, and prescribed the "language regulations" they were to use 
in describing the military situation.

Schwarzmann RIBBENTROP'S CONFIDANT
Hans

today: Head of the West Berlin Bureau of the Bonn Foreign Office.

Dr. Schwarzmann was employed as legation secretary in the Ribbentrop Bureau 
until 1942. He was in charge of contacts between Ribbentrop and the notorious 
nazi ambassador in Paris, Abetz. In this capacity he participated in reprisals and 
the execution of hostages, which the fascists carried out in France at that time.

Schwarzmann, who closely collaborated with the Reich Security Main Office, 
was also involved in the preparation of measures to deport and liquidate Jews 
living in France. A memorandum concerning procedure of which Dr. Schwarz
mann, Bureau RAM (Reich Foreign Minister Ribbentrop) was in charge:

"3. On the question of establishing a central Jewish Office for France Darlan 
has indicated that he is prepared to place such an institution under the authority 
of the French government; he pointed out, however, that there is a great vacilla
tion in the attitude of Marshal Petain with regard to the Jewish question... In 
spite of this attitude of Petain, which does not justify any expectations of a high 
degree of activity of a Jewish Office that has been established by the French gov
ernment it is recommended to have it instituted by the French authorities. The 
central Jewish Office is thus given a legally valid basis, and it can be activated 
by German influence in the occupied territory in a way that forces the unoccu
pied territory to follow suit in the steps taken." (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXXI1I, 
p. 139)

As an "expert on French problems" Schwarzmann had an active part in the 
commercial policy department of the Foreign Office in plundering France. This 
is proved, among other evidence by the minutes kept at a meeting of 29 July 
1941:
"WHA 806 Strictly confidential!

In oral and written communication with private people the commercial policy 
committee is not to be mentioned and its decisions are not to be referred to.

Commercial Policy Committee, meeting of 29 July 1941:
No. 26
Present:
Foreign Office:

Ministerial Director Wiehl
Reporting Legation Counsellor Dumont
Reporting Legation Counsellor Sabath
Legation Secretary Schwarzmann
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Commissioner lor the
Four-year Plan: Ministerial Director Gramsch
Supreme Command of the
Wehrmacht, Wehrmacht budget: Ministerial Director Tischbein 

Chief Commissary Teichert
Supreme Command of the Wehr
macht, Armament Economy Office: Major General Becker
Supreme Command of the Wehr
macht, Wehrmacht Administration: Government Counsellor Grams
Reich Ministry of Economic 
Affairs: Ministerial Counsellor Schultze-Schlutius 

Government Counsellor Dr. Joerges"

One of the subjects of this meeting, which was also attended by represen
tatives of the Reichsbank and the Ministry of Finance, was the theft of Poland's 
gold deposited in France.

Niisslein FAVOURITE OF BORMANN AND HEYDRICH 
Franz
today: consul-general in Barcelona.

Dr. Niisslein was one of those nazi hanging judges who because of their brutality 
in sentencing Czechoslovak patriots enjoyed the special favour of SD chief 
Heydrich and nazi Reichsleiter Bormann. When Czechoslovakia was occupied 
he was a public prosecutor first in Brno, then in Prague, and exerted himself to 
pass a large number of death sentences against Czechoslovak citizens. He very 
quickly advanced into the circle of hanging judges who possessed the particular 
confidence of Heydrich, deputy of the Reich protector. Heydrich praised his 
"capacity of understanding the necessity of determined action" against upright 
Czechoslovak citizens. Using this reference Bormann, acting from the Fuhrer's 
Headquarters, took personal care to have Niisslein promoted to senior public 
prosecutor as a special favour. (Von Ribbentrop bis Adenauer, Berlin, 1961)

Altogether he is guilty of the murder of more than 900 Czechoslovak patriots.
Sentenced to 20 years in jail in Czechoslovakia he was handed over to the 

Federal Republic in 1955 as a non-amnestied war criminal. His "old friends", who 
meanwhile had been put in charge of selecting the Bonn Foreign Office staff, 
provided a spectular career for the Bormann-Heydrich favourite: He was treated 
as a "Spatheimkehrer" (a term generally used for war criminals handed over to 
the Federal Republic in the mid-nineteen-fifties) and before being appointed to 
a post in Spain he was head of a branch of the Bonn Foreign Office personnel 
department!
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Melchers SPECIALIST ON FIFTH COLUMNS
Wilhelm
until end Ambassador in Greece, since then adviser and pensioner.
of 1964:

Melchers was one of those Ribbentrop diplomats who were mainly engaged in 
"deposing and installing" governments in the states of the Near and Middle East. 
As head of department Pol VII ("Middle East") he developed plans to overthrow 
the neutral government of Afghanistan - where a German embassy existed - and 
bring a pro-fascist government to power:

"Copy Geheime Reichssache!
Record: (Top secret!)

1. Operation Afghanistan

It is planned to overthrow the present British-dependent government ot 
Mohamed Hashim Khan and reinstate Amanullah.
Object:
Gaining a base for operations of every kind against India. Binding British 
armed forces. Support for the insurrection movement in Waziristan.
Execution:
Ghulam Siddi Khan, former foreign minister and closest confidant of Ama
nullah, draws up the following plan in agreement with the king ...

2. Operation Tibet

It is planned to send SS Hauptsturmfuhrer Dr. Schafer, who has already been 
to Tibet three times and has only in July come back from his last research ex
cursion, to Tibet with a small group of about 30 men and with arms sufficient 
to equip from 1,000 up to 2,000 men. Using his connections he is to ..." (Ger
man Central Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt, No. 61,179)

As a confidant of the Reich Security Main Office Melchers participated in the 
creation of fifth columns and assisted in preparing the military occupation and 
political colonization of the Arab states. A document of 16 September 1943 says: 
'"Yesterday SS Hauptsturmfuhrer Schuback from Department VI of the Reich 
Security Main Office and Lieutenant Commander Schuler from counter-intel
ligence I called on me one after another. The two gentlemen had discussions with 
me on the situation in Iran. It resulted from the discussions that three German 
centres of action have been formed in Iran ..." (op.cit. No. 61,138)
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In another letter Melchers notifies the consulate general in Istanbul of three 
fascist agents:
"Copy as draft Berlin, 2 June 1943

schrift lb (KZ) Geheitne Reichssache!
: LR. Melchers (Top secret!)

Pol VII1033 gRE
Copy sent to the German consulate general in Istanbul by courier!
for information

The men concerned are three Iranian nationalists living in Berlin who work 
for OKW (Supreme Command), Counter-intelligence II. The Ghaschgai brothers 
are, as Captain Leverkuehn informs us, already known to the consulate general.

by direction (signed) Ref. Melchers" (op.cit.)
Melchers was also, together with the "von Grobba special staff" and "special 

staff F", one of the initiators of setting up the "German Orient Corps", the 
special unit that was prepared by General Felmy for conquering the "Arab re
gion". (See Table 41)

What Melchers thought of the Arabs can be seen in his note for Woermann, 
in which Melchers on 16 November 1942 states his opinion of the situation in 
the Arab states:

"A feature not sufficiently pointed out is the lack of the powers of political 
judgment that is characteristic of the primitive Arab masses, who, with a very 
poor desert homeland, have developed, like almost no other people, besides many 
good qualities some characteristics that repel us, their cunning, greed, their pas
sion for wealth and treasures (Arabian Nights) and the seeking for personal gain, 
because here wealth means power more than anywhere else. In these masses 
there is not much room for prospering love devoted to their country. The terms 
patriotism and nationalism have been imported from Europe. It would, there
fore, be quite misleading to claim that the Arab tribes were inspired by their 
vision of uniting all Arab territories." (German Central Archive, Potsdam, under 
Auswartiges Amt, No. 61,124)

Melchers was succeeded as West German ambassador in Greece by another 
Ribbentrop diplomat - Dr. Oskar Schlitter.

Schlitter JOINT ORGANIZER OF THE AGGRESSION
Oskar AGAINST DENMARK

today: Ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary in Greece.

A few days before the malicious attack of the fascists on Denmark State Sec
retary v. Weizsacker had a highly secret meeting with seven especially selected 
and particularly reliable officers and diplomats. The meeting took place on 
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6 April 1940 and was concerned with the final preparations for the aggression 
against neutral Denmark that had been decided for 9 April 1940. And in addi
tion to State Secretary Gaus, Major General Himer, Lieutenant Colonel (general 
staff) Pohlmann, Lieutenant Colonel Boehme (from the OKW) and two other 
officials from the Wilhelmstrasse Office there was also Dr. Schlitter, at that time 
legation secretary, who belonged to this narrowly restricted and carefully 
checked circle. Travelling to Copenhagen a short time later he not only had the 
uniform of General Himer in his courier's luggage - Himer had already gone 
to Copenhagen as a "senior government counsellor" - but, above all, the secret 
orders of the nazi leadership for the preparation of the aggression.

Schlitter, since 1934 also a member of the nazi party, did not abuse the con
fidence his fascist superiors had in him. General Himer expressed his opinion 
that "the operation had in every respect been exemplarily prepared. Secrecy as 
the prerequisite of success had been completely guaranteed. Knowledge of the 
operation had been limited to a group of persons which positively had to be in
formed." (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCCLXX1X, pp. 225-36)

Just as he proved his "reliability" in this crime against international law 
Schlitter, who had been rapidly promoted to legation counsellor, continued his 
career. As a member of department Pol II he worked closely with Schwarzmann 
and Abetz, above all in intensifying the fascist terror in France, in the execution 
of hostages, etc. (German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt, 
No. 61113,147)

It was Schlitter again who with Beckerle, the nazi ambassador in Sofia, took 
care to have Blondel, at that time French ambassador in Bulgaria, "who was 
married to a Jewess", removed from his post and replaced "by a reliable, pro
German person", (op.cit.. No. 61133,115)

Later, as a member of the commercial policy department (for Italy) of the Rib
bentrop Office he engaged - particularly within the scope of the commercial 
policy committee mentioned before - in the active economic pillage of "allied" 
Italy.

Obviously this was a sufficient motivation for the Bonn government to employ 
him for years, before he was appointed to go to Greece, as a ministerial director 
in the Bonn Foreign Office Commercial Policy Department in charge of contract 
negotiations.

Ferring GOEBBELS BRAGGART OF THE WORST KIND
Franz
today: Ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary in South Korea.

The members of the radio policy department of the Ribbentrop Office were 
among the most docile disciples of the war criminal and nazi propaganda min
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ister. One of the worst swaggerers among them was Dr. Ferring, at that time 
legation secretary. Since 1941 he had been employed in the radio policy de
partment as the expert for East Asia. He tried in the most primitive way to sur
pass his master and teacher in attempting to incite the East Asian peoples against 
the allied powers and glorify the fascist murder regime. Ferring's mentality is 
clearly shown in some excerpts from radio commentaries which he wrote himself 
and which have to a large extent been preserved in the files of the fascist Foreign 
Office.

t In a speech on 8 January 1941 he declared:
"It seems that the plutocrats and imperialists of Britain have been afflicted by 

a failure of their memory caused by the constant pounding the German air force 
and navy are giving them, otherwise they would not have the impudence to claim 
they wanted to liberate the workers at a moment when on the one side the Indian 
workers' are carrying out the most strikes to free themselves from British im
perialism and on the other side social ideas and the respect for the worker are 
in full flourish particularly in Germany and Italy, and when the workers here 
have been set free from imperialist oppression in the truest sense of the word."

And on 6 February 1941 Ferring announced, among other things:
"The Scottish mountains as the last refuge for the English. The last hour has 

struck for the British plutocracy and its world empire.
"Everybody who has listened to the speech of the Fuhrer on the occasion of the 

eighth anniversary of the national socialist rise to power will see quite clearly 
what the year 1941 is going to bring to the British. May the Britons say whatever 
they like in their boastful propaganda speeches, which are at one time made for 
the Indians, another time for the American people, the last hour has struck for 
Britain."

In a speech on 1 February 1941 Ferring pronounced Hitler to be the "most 
4 popular and most powerful man in the world" I

And among other things Ferring declared on 10 February 1941:
। "In reply to the epoch-making speech of the great Fuhrer of the German people,

Adolf Hitler, the main trespasser of the regime of the British, which is covered 
with war crimes, Churchill, also felt moved to make a counter speech. When one 
compares the great statesman-like tasks Hitler set himself with the frightened 
stammer of Churchill one cannot help thinking, for example, of a wrestling bout 
in the streets of Bombay, after which the beaten contestant tries to make the best 
of the lost fight by means of a terrible salvo of invectives. Churchill is frightened. 
He is quite obviously afraid, as the course of the war has shown with convincing 
clarity that neither propagandistic rhetoric nor insolent lies can stop Britain’s 
fall.

"The new time with its revolutionary impulse overpowers the satiated plutoc
racies that have grown old but keep on believing that they can stop the advance.
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The new ideas prevelant in economy and technique are expressed in the rise of 
the German Reich under Adolf Hitler." (German Central Archive, Potsdam, 
under Auswartiges Amt, No. 48,007)

Grewe "EASTERN RESEARCHER" AND "NEW O R D E R TH EO RI ST" 
Wilhelm

today: Ambassador of the Federal Republic at NATO, Paris.

Among the people who have had a substantial part in deciding the characteristic 
features of the Bonn Foreign Office and still continue making their mark on it is 
Professor Dr. Wilhelm Grewe. Before 1945 Grewe was one of the most important 
intellectual originators and representatives of the fascist policy of aggression 
and power. As a continuous contributor to a large number of prominent nazi 
periodicals he unrestrainedly glorified the violations of international law and the 
war crimes committed by the nazis.

Thus he wrote in the Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte Staatswissenschaft (Vol. 103): 
"There is only one issue to be decided by the struggle, i.e., whether we are 

about to enter an 'American Century', with the United States taking charge of the 
world - or whether the resettlement of the world represented by the powers of 
the three-power pact will prevail."

And in 1940 Grewe issued the following call in the Zeitschrift fiir Politik 
(p.233):

"Destruction of all Paris churches, palaces, theatres, hospitals, academies, con
servatories, law court buildings, halls, triumphal arches, colonnades, the stock
exchange, the bank, the town hall and the bridges as a consequence of 'realistic 
thinking’."

The systematic and ruthless violation of all rules of international law was 
"justified" by Grewe in the Monatsschriften fiir Auswartige Politik in September 
1941:

"This war can no longer be considered to come in the categories of traditional 
law governing war and neutrality and suited to the national state war."

He extolled the criminal attack on the Soviet Union in the same journal (issue 
1941, p. 749) with the following words:

"Nobody will want to assert that the decision of 22 June has not grown out of 
very real considerations. According to all historical experience the great missions 
of universal historic significance that develop beyond the stage of Utopian dreams 
and uncommitted planning have usually commenced in this way."

Although Grewe's intellectual authorship of both the war and nazi crimes of 
the Hitler Reich has repeatedly been revealed by the GDR (most recently in 1959 
and 1961) he is still one of the most distinguished representatives of the Bonn
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Foreign Office: In the foreign service since 1951 he directed the legal department 
from 1953 to 1955, then the political department of the Bonn Foreign Office. 
After that term of office he was in 1958 appointed West German ambassador in 
the USA, and in 1964 he finally became Bonn's representative at NATO in Paris. 
Can the aims and personnel policy of an office be more clearly revealed than by 
the employment of such a man in such key positions?

Etzdorf ACCOMPLICE OF THE ARMED SS
Hasso von

today: Until a short time ago ambassador in Great Britain, now retired.

Hasso von Etzdorf was from the time the war started (September 1939) until 1945 
representative of the Foreign Office (VAA) at the Oberkommando des Heeres 
(Army Supreme Command). These liaison men were characterized by the court 
in the Wilhelmstrasse Trial:

"The work of a liaison man linking two important government branches like 
the Foreign Office and the General Staff is generally well known. One of these 
tasks is the obligation for the liaison man to keep himself informed on the objec
tives, plans and work of the office he has been assigned to, to advise and inform 
his superior on all relevant questions, negotiate on his behalf with the official 
authorities he has been assigned to, settle all difficulties eventually arising, and 
act on all points according to the directives given by his chief. These are not the 
duties of an errand-boy or a messenger, they require a high degree of penetra
tion, diligence, intelligence ... and adroitness.” (NG, Case XI, Vol. CCXL1V, 
p. 28,038)

As a major, SA Obersturmbannfuhrer and reporting legation counsellor von 
Etzdorf was informed about and participated in all aggressive plans. Von Etz
dorf had, for example, knowledge of "Operation Barbarossa", the plan for the 
attack on the Soviet Union, and of "Operation Marita", the plan for attacking 
Yugoslavia, earlier than von Weizsacker, at that time state secretary in the For
eign Office.

In marked contrast to his statements made before the Nuremberg Court that 
he had never had any influence on the orders and directives issued (NG, Case XI, 
Vol. XCV, pp. 677-681) he effected in numerous cases decrees of the Foreign 
Office or orders of the OKH - for example, an order to have representatives of 
the Foreign Office installed in the armies that took part in the aggression against 
Yugoslavia and the occupation of the country.

Von Etzdorf also shares responsibility for the activity of the special commando 
of the armed SS under the command of SS Sturmbannfiihrer von Kiinsberg. Acting 
on the directives of the Foreign Office von Kiinsberg robbed the temporarily 
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occupied territories in both Western and Eastern Europe of archival material and 
art treasures. In a secret military communication of 7 July 1941 he wrote:

"That is why I, immediately alter learning of the difficulties encountered by 
the separate representatives of the Foreign Office (VAA) as a consequence of the 
OKH order mentioned, asked the VAA at the OKH, Rittmeister (cavalry captain) 
von Etzdorf, to effect an order making it clear to the army commands (AOK) that 
both the scope and the competence of the army commands and the "Kiinsberg 
Group" are independent of each other, and that the activity of the representatives 
(VAA) is not limited by the OKH order mentioned, which regulates the activity 
of the "Kiinsberg Group". Beyond that it is necessary, however, in the interest of 
the work carried out for the Foreign Office by the representatives (VAA) in co
operation with the "Kiinberg Group", to establish closer collaboration in order 
to make sure that all the available enemy material that is of interest to the Office 
is seized ..."

A note of 26 August 1940 sealed and signed by von Etzdorf as the representa
tive (VAA) with the army commander-in-chief says:
"Handsch. (Written by hand) Art treasures

"Abetz has received directions from the RAM. (Foreign Minister) to continue, 
i.e„ to go on seizing Jewish and public art possessions. (Transport only after 
preceding contact with OKH). Lammers decree does not apply to France, for 
which Abetz has received specific order of the Fuhrer." (German Central Archive, 
Potsdam, under Niirnberger Gericht, No. 090)

Another document says:
"For minutes of von Kiinsberg (special reception Kiinsberg Group) 'Art Treas

ures in Palace Chambon secured. Extent 410 cases, 139 other paintings, 67 bales 
of tapestry, 216 pieces of furniture. Transport of objects to Berlin possible only 
on the basis of a written order of the Military Administration in France. A cor
responding request has been submitted. It will be given special priority. Our 
lorries are not suited for the transport. Please consider employing expert enter
prise tor the execution. Nitsch" (German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Niirn- 
berger Gericht, No. 3662)

The nazi diplomat von Etzdorf retired in May 1964 but only to make room for 
another Ribbentrop assistant. Nazi diplomat Blankenhom, member of the nazi 
party since 1 December 1936, until 1943 employed at foreign representations of 
the fascist Foreign Office in Athens, Washington and Bern, then as a legation 
counsellor in the political department of Ribbentrop, became Bonn's ambassador 
in Great Britain. Another example showing that Bonn cannot manage without 
nazi diplomats.
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Ribbentrop Diplomats in the Foreign ServiceThe following list names further Ribbentrop diplomats who hold decisive functions in the Bonn Foreign Office and its foreign representations today.Albers, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: attache to the notorious nazi murderer Frank, the then "generalgou- verneur" for Poland in Krakow, 1943 employed in the Ribbentrop Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 1764477)after 1945: ambassador in Nicaragua (1964)Allardt, Dr. Helmutbefore 1945: employed as a nazi diplomat in Ankara until 1943, later in the Foreign Officeafter 1945: ambassador in Spain (1964)Almsick, Dr. Wilhelm Helmuth vonbefore 1945: expert in the "Office of the Reich Governor in the Sudeten district”, 1943 member of a supply and transport staff in Warsawafter 1945: ambassador in the Dominican Republic (1964)Altenburg, Dr. Gunterbefore 1945: ministerial director and head of the information department of the fascist Foreign Office (1941), afterwards until 1944 minister and "Reich plenipotentiary" in Greece, 1935 NSDAPafter 1945: general secretary of the "German Group of the International Chamber of Commerce"Altendorf, Johannbefore 1945: legation secretary in the nazi embassy in Tokyo, 1935 NSDAP (No. 3604855)after 1945: legation counsellor first class and economic expert in the embassy in South AfricaAndres, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the Foreign Office, 1940 NSDAP (No. 7 555 940) after 1945: legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign OfficeArnim, Bernd vonbefore 1945: representative of IG-Far- ben in Athens and Bucharestafter 1945: economic expert in the Bonn embassy in Vienna

Auer, Dr. Theodorbefore 1945: to the outbreak of the war legation counsellor in the fascist embassy in Paris, afterwards in North Africa, collaborated closely with the fascist espionage apparatus, 1934 NSDAP (No. 3 398113) after 1945: until 1964 ambassador in Ceylon, then retired on account of ageAurichbefore 1945: worked in the cultural policy department in the Foreign Office after 1945: chancellor in Aabenraa, consul in Genoa, Italy (since 1958)Bargen, Dr. Werner vonbefore 1945: during the fascist occupation representative of the Foreign Office with the military commander in Belgium, 1944 leader of subdepartment Pol II in the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 2579492) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Baghdad, 1963 retired on account of ageBassler, Hilmarbefore 1945: legation secretary in the Ribbentrop Ministry, responsible for nazi propaganda in East Asia (department P VIII), confidential agent of the Gestapo and SD after 1945: deputy head of the East Asia section in the east department of the Bonn Foreign OfficeBenzing, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: government counsellor in the personnel department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: cultural expert in the consulate-general in Istanbul (1963), 1964 transferred to the provincial service of Rhineland - PalatinateBetz, Eugenbefore 1945: until 1945 vice-consul in Shanghai, 1938 NSDAPafter 1945: consul-general in Chicago (1964)Beye, Dr. Ludwigbefore 1945: section chief in the commercial policy department of the Foreign 
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Office (1942), 1944 fulfilling "special orders" for the head of the commercial policy department, 1935 NSDAP (No. 2 531 036) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Libya (1964)Bidder, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: until 1945 various positions in the nazi embassy in China, 1941 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Bangkok, now retired on account of ageBismarck, Otto, Furst vonbefore 1945: minister of the "Third Reich" in Rome (1940), afterwards ministerial director in the information department of the Foreign Office until 1944 after 1945: 1963 member of the Consulting Congress of the European Council of the West European Union, member of the council of the "German Foundation for Developing Countries"Blankenhagen, vonbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the personnel department of the Foreign Office after 1945: chancellor of the Bonn trade representation in Helsinki (1963)Blankenhorn, Herbertbefore 1945: head of the economics department of the fascist embassy in Bern (1943), afterwards section chief in the political department of the Foreign Office, 1936 NSDAP (No. 6977147)after 1945: ambassador in Rome, since 1965 in Great BritainBock, Dr. Guntherbefore 1945: embassy counsellor in the office of the "Reich Plenipotentiary" in Italy (1944), 1937 NSDAPafter 1945: legation counsellor first class and deputy sub-section chief of the East department of the Bonn Foreign OfficeBohling, Dr. Horstbefore 1945: 1939-1945 in the fascist embassy in Chinaafter 1945: now ambassador in MalaysiaBohme, Kurtbefore 1945: until the outbreak of the war in the fascist consulate in Boston after 1945: vice-consul in Canada

Boll, Emilbefore 1945: 1943 to 1944 consul in Russe/Bulgaria, 1934 NSDAPafter 1945: legation counsellor in the commercial policy department of the Bonn Foreign OfficeBoitze, Dr. Erichbefore 19 4 5: 1943-1945 minister first class in Japan, 1937 NSDAP (No. 6017 842) after 1945: ambassador in Cambodia, now retired on account of ageBormann, Dr. Hans-Heinrichbefore 1945: scientific assistant and legation counsellor in the press department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: consul first class in Bergen, Norway (1964)Bottler, Dr. Richardbefore 19 4 5: 1942-1945 legation counsellor in the commercial policy department of the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: ambassador in Rangoon (1964)Braun, Ottobefore 1945: 1935-1939 head of the Bucharest branch office of the so-called "Reich Railway Publicity Centre" (a camouflage for special offices of the security service abroad)after 1945: consul, head of the selection consulat in Livorno, ItalyBraun, Sigismund, Freiherr vonbefore 1945: vice-consul in Addis Ababa, afterwards nazi diplomat at the Vatican (until 1945)after 1945: now Bonn government observer at the United Nations in New YorkBreer, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: until the fascist attack on the USSR legation secretary in the fascist embassy in Moscowafter 1945: consul-general in San Francisco (1963); was then transferred to the embassy of the Federal Republic in London as ambassador first classBriest, Eckardtbefore 1945: until 1944 legation secretary in information bureau III of the Foreign Office
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after 1945: now Bonn ambassador in ParaguayBroich-Oppert, Dr. Georg vonbefore 1945: during the annexation of Austria legation secretary in the fascist embassy, afterwards leading position in IG- Farben until 1945after 1945: ambassador in Ankara, retired on account of ageBrunhoff, Kurtbefore 1945: until 1944 legation counsellor in Budapest, 1934 NSDAP (No. 2870296)after 1945: Bonn consul-general in SydneyBiinger, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: employed in the fascist embassy in Shanghai with private contract "for special tasks in the field of propaganda", 1943 decorated with the War Service Crossafter 1945: consul-general in Hongkong (1964)Clausenbefore 1945: consulate secretary in Kovno (1939), afterwards in the Foreign Office in the bureau of Ambassador Ritter (liaison with the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht)after 1945: chancellor to the Bonn embassy in the South African Republic (1962)Curtius, Klausbefore 1945: in the economic policy department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: now Bonn consul-general in New YorkDellmensingen, Dr. Leopold Krafft von before 1945: legation secretary in the protocol department in the Foreign Office, competent for the affairs of the "representation of foreign countries in the occupied territories"after 1945: section chief in the East department of the Bonn Foreign Office, reporting legation counsellor first classDeter, Heinzbefore 1945: until the end of the war in the fascist consulate-general in Tientsin after 1945: chancellor to the Bonn embassy in Colombo (1962)

Deubner, Dr. Otfriedbefore 1945: scientific assistant in the Foreign Office (1943)after 1945: second secretary of the Bonn embassy in Karachi (1964)
Dietmar, Dr. Helmuthbefore 1945: until the end of the war legation counsellor first class in Lisbon, 1939 NSDAP (No. 7 054 879)after 1945: consul-general in Bombay, retired on account of ageDohring, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: member of the "Hohen- fier" Altherrenschaft (an alumni association), SS Obersturmfuhrer, participated in the attacks on Greece and the USSRafter 1945: now ambassador in CameroonDuchow, Willibefore 1945: until 1939 in the fascist embassy in Poland, legation in Copenhagen after 1945: chancellor to the Bonn embassy in the SudanDumke, Horstbefore 1945: 1933 SS, participated in the attacks on Poland, France, Yugoslavia and the USSR, 1937 NSDAPafter 1945: legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign Office, now head of department II in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
Eberl, Dr. Ottobefore 1945: head of section IV c of the commercial policy department in the fascist Foreign Office (1943-44)after 1945: now Bonn ambassador in UruguayEngelen, Gerhardbefore 1945: until 1945 chancellor at the consulate in Bergenafter 1945: again in the consulate in BergenErlewein, Josefbefore 1945: until 1941 vice-consul in Vladivostok, afterwards to the end of the war at the fascist embassy in Nanking after 1945: consul first class in Lille, France (1964)
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Etzdorf, Hasso vonbefore 1945: representative of the Foreign Office with the supreme command of the army, major and SA Sturmbannfuhrer after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Great Britain, since May 1965 retiredFabian, Georgbefore 1945: until the attack on the USSR consulate secretary in Kovnoafter 1945: embassy secretary in Beirut (1964)Federer, Dr. Georgbefore 1945: until the outbreak of the war legation secretary in the fascist embassy in London, afterwards legation counsellor at the legation in Bernafter 1945: most recently Bonn ambassador in CairoFelchner, Friedrichbefore 1945: employed at the embassy in Sofia (1944), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: 1948 in Bulgaria sentenced to 25 years of hard labour for participation in fascist crimes, employed in the personnel and administrative department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1961)Ferring, Franzbefore 1945: in the radio policy department of the Foreign Office, responsible head of the section for propaganda in East Asiaafter 1945: now Bonn ambassador in Seoul, KoreaFischer, Martinbefore 1945: 1943 consul-general in Shanghai, 1935 NSDAP (No. 2552 786) after 1945: ambassador in the Bonn Foreign OfficeFrank, Eugenbefore 1945: consul of the Foreign Office (1940)after 1945: deputy of the West German observer at the United Nations in New York, reporting legation counsellor first class in the Foreign Office 1963)Frank, Gottlobbefore 1945: at the fascist consulate in Bozen (1940)after 1945: Bonn embassy chancellor in Ankara (1962)Friedensburg, Dr. Ferdinandbefore 19 4 5: 1944 applied for admission to the judicial service, referring to his 

positive attitude towards the Hitler state, NSKK (national socialist motorist group) Scharfuhrerafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Madagascar (1962), then in CaracasGaerte, Dr. Felixbefore 1945: member of SS Sturm 1/80, during the war SS Untersturmfuhrer in the Reich Security Main Office, 1937 NSDAP (No. 4910278)after 1945: consul first class in Bombay (1962)Galinsky, Wolfgangbefore 19 4 5: 1943-1944 legation secretary in Tokyoafter 1945: consul-general in Osaka, Japan (1964)Gawlikbefore 1945: chief inspector in the "Office of the Reich Protector of Bohemia and Moravia", participated in suppressing Czechoslovakia (1943)after 1945: legation counsellor first class and section head in the legal department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Gehner, Heinzbefore 1945: assistant in the consulate in Krakow, participated in preparing the attack on Polandafter 1945: consulate secretary first class in Linz (1962)Geier, Hans-Joachimbefore 1945: until the outbreak of the war against the USA consulate secretary in New Yorkafter 1945: embassy chancellor in Montevideo (1962)Gellbach, Dr. Horst-Heinrichbefore 1945: government counsellorin the fascist state apparatus, 1942 NSDAP (No. 8 284777)after 1945: embassy counsellor in Stockholm (1964)Geuther, Fritzbefore 1945: 1939 consulate secretary in Bratislavaafter 1945: in the legal department ofthe Bonn Foreign Office (1960)Giffels, Hubertbefore 19 4 5: 1939-1940 consulate secretary first class at the consulate in Bergen, participated in the preparation of the fascist attack on Norway 
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after 1945: chancellor to the Bonn consulate in Lyon (1962)Gnodtke, Dr. Guntherbefore 1945: 1937 in the fascist state apparatus in carrying through the racial laws, 1933 SAafter 1945: now ambassador in NigeriaGrade, Hansbefore 1945: 1939 in the fascist embassy in Rome, 1937 SS (No. 310 959)after 1945: vice-consul in Canada (1964)Graeff, Dr. Friedrichbefore 1945: economic leader of the "Country Group Italy" of the NSDAP, consul-general in Toulouse (1944), 1933 NSDAP (No. 3391 375)after 1945: from 1959 to his retirement for old age consul-general in GenoaGraevenitz, Dr. Kurt Fritz vonbefore 1945: in the office of the "Special Plenipotentiary" of the Foreign Office "for the South East" in Athens (1941), afterwards consul-general in Iskenderum, Turkey, 1942 NSDAP (No. 8 735191)after 1945: ambassador in Mexico (1963), retired (1964)Gregor, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: consul-general in Toulouse (1943), 1936 NSDAP (No. 3726551) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Tunisia (1961), retired on account of ageGroeppner, Horstbefore 1945: at the embassy in Moscow (1941), until the end of the war head of group II in the protocol department of the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: now ambassador in MoscowHaeften, Gerrit vonbefore 1945: consul-general in Basel (1943), 1937 NSDAP (No. 3918543)after 1945: ministerial director and head of the legal department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963); now ministerial director (retired), chairman of the European Conference for Telecommunication through SatellitesHallstein, Professor Dr. Walterbefore 1945: university teacher and active nazi at the Universities of Rostock and Frankfurt-on-Main, participant in the 

legal negotiations between Hitler Germany and fascist Italyafter 1945: president of the European Economic CommissionHannig, Dr. Th.before 1945: local group leader of the NSDAP in Shanghai (1935)after 1945: press chief in the Bonn consulate-general in Istanbul (1962)Hardenberg, Bernhard Heinrich Ernst Giin- ther Graf vonbefore 19 4 5: 1939 legation secretary in Kovno, afterwards at the legation in Bucharest, until the end of the war in the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 2587 251) after 1945: now ambassador in Costa RicaHardenberg, Dr. Hans Karl Graf vonbefore 1945: government counsellor in the Reich Ministry of Economic Affairs (1941), 1937 NSDAP (No. 4377 465), SA Rot- tenfiihrerafter 1945: Consul in Geneva (1962), then named ministerial director in the Bonn Foreign Office (1964)Hauthal, Dr. Horst vonbefore 1945: from 1940 in the Foreign Service, 1937 NSDAP (No. 5 062 619)after 1945: first secretary of the Bonn embassy in Cairo (1964)Hecker, Dr. Gottfried vonbefore 19 4 5: 1943 personnel department, later legal department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: legation counsellor first class in the legal department of the Bonn Foreign OfficeHellenthal, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: representative of the Foreign Office in army headquarters 6 (1941), legation counsellor first class and consul-general in Monaco (1943), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Lebanon, now retired because of old ageHenschel, Reinhardbefore 1945: 1943-1944 at the fascist legation in Ankara, 1937 NSDAPafter 1945: legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Hensel, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: 1943 consul-general in Aarhus, 1933 NSDAP (No. 3286190)after 1945: legation counsellor first 
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class and deputy head of section in the West department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1962)Herwarth von Bittenfeld, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: until 1941 legation counsellor in the embassy in Moscow, afterwards in the occupied Eastern territories and helped in the formation of the notorious Vlassow armyafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in London, 1963 state secretary in the Federal Presidential Office, now ambassador in RomeHess, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: legation counsellor and head of the economic department of the fascist legation in Sofia (1943-1944)after 1945: now ambassador in MoroccoHeyde, Wilhelm Gunther Hermann Detlef vonbefore 1945: legation secretary in the fascist embassy in Washington (1941), 1934 NSDAPafter 1945: reporting legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign OfficeHezinger, Adolfbefore 1945: 1942 after his expulsion from Iran employed in the bureau of Minister Ettel (preparation of aggression against the Arab countries), decorated with the War Service Cross Second Class with Swords, 1944 in the information department of the Foreign Office (Inf. XIV - "Anti-Jewish Action"), participant in the notorious Krumm- hiibel Conferenceafter 19 4 5: 1957 transferred to the Bonn Foreign Office as consulate secretaryHilger, Gustavbefore 1945: head of section 13 ("Russia Group") in the political department of the Foreign Office, 1944 in Ribbentrop Bureau, liaison man with the notorious General Vlassovafter 1945: from 1953 until his retirement "Consultant on Problems of the East" in the Bonn Foreign OfficeHirsch, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: 1943 employed with the Reich governor in Vienna, department 2 after 1945: consul in Izmir, TurkeyHirschberg, Erichbefore 1945: until the attack on Denmark consulate secretary at the fascist legation in Copenhagen 

after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate-general in San Francisco (1962)Hirschfeld, Hans Richardbefore 1945: since 1941 legation counsellor in the Deutschland department of the Foreign Office (liaison with the leading organs of the nazi party and its subdivisions), 1936 NSDAP (No. 3715 319)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Iceland (1964), retired (1965)Hochmuthbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the fascist embassy in Rome (1933)after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn embassy at the Vatican (1962)Hoffmann, Christophbefore 1945: employed in the office of Ambassador Prufer "Arab Intelligence Bureau" (1945)after 1945: chancellor first class in the Bonn consulate-general in Wellington (1958)Holleben, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: expert in the cultural policy department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: embassy counsellor in Luxemburg (1964), then head of the consulate in Cleveland, USAHolten, Carl vonbefore 1945: vice-consul in the fascist consulate-general in Kattowitz (Katowice) after 1945: ambassador in Oslo, 1965 retiredHoops, Dr. Walter Dietrichbefore 1945: legation counsellor in Peking (1943), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: consul in Vancouver, CanadaJerichobefore 1945: nazi consulate in Mozambiqueafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Porto-Alegre, Brazil (1962)John, Herbertbefore 1945: consulate secretary in Poland and Belgiumafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate-general in Valparaiso, Chile (1962)Junker, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: press head of the NSDAP organization in China, later employed in 
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Belgrade with the "Special Plenipotentiary for the South-East" of the Foreign Office (1944-45), 1935 NSDAPafter 1945: now Bonn ambassador in the Republic of South AfricaKarstien, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: scientific worker and government counsellor in the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 1 596620)after 1945: reporting legation counsellor in the Bonn Foreign Office, head of the code and telecommunications sectionKassler, Dr. Rolfbefore 1945: legation counsellor in Copenhagen (1944)after 1945: embassy counsellor first class in the Bonn diplomatic serviceKeller, Dr. Rupprecht vonbefore 1945: associate in the Foreign Office of Under-Secretary of State Woer- mann, one of Ribbentrop's confidants, 1933 SA functionary, NSDAP (No. 8012 248) after 1945: West German observer in the European Office of the United Nations in Geneva, named ambassador in 1964Kempff, Guntherbefore 1945: protocol department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: Bonn consul-general in Helsinki (1964)Klaiber, Dr. Manfredbefore 1945: worked in Belgrade and Vienna on behalf of the Foreign Office from 1943 to 1945after 1945: now Bonn ambassador in ParisKnoop, Theodor vonbefore 1945: commercial policy department of the Foreign Office (1944) after 1945: head of the economic department of the Bonn consulate-general in San Francisco, now retired because of ageKohler, Dr. Heinrichbefore 1945: head of a section of the cultural policy department of the Foreign Office (1945)after 1945: Bonn consul-general in Bombay (1964)Krajewicz, Helmutbefore 1945: consulate secretary to the fascist representations in London and The Hague

after 1945: chancellor to the Bonn embassy in Paris (1963)Krapf, Franzbefore 1945: 1940 to the end of the war legation secretary and member of the branch office of the "Railway Publicity Centre" (office of the Security Service abroad) at the fascist embassy in Tokyo, member of department HI of the Reich Security Main Office, 1936 NSDAP, SS Untersturmfuhrerafter 1945: ministerial director and head of the East department of the Bonn Foreign OfficeKrause-Wichmann, Dr. Georgbefore 1945: in the fascist legation in Sofia (1944), 1933 NSDAP (No. 1547946) after 1945: consul-general in Genoa (1964)Krebs, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: until the outbreak of the war at the consulate in Brazilafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn embassy in Australia (1963)Krebs, Dr. Kurtbefore 1945: collaborator of the fascist "Special Deputy for Economic Problems" in Rumania, participated in the economic plundering of the countryafter 1945: section head for agricultural problems at the Bonn embassy in Paris (1963)Krumdiek, Oskarbefore 1945: consul in the fascist consulate in Peruafter 1945: consul in the West German consulate in PeruKuhle, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: scientific assistant in the legal department of the Foreign Office (1943-44)after 1945: Bonn consul in Kansas City, USA (1964)Kutscher, Dr. Ernstbefore 19 4 5: 1944 in the Foreign Office, information department XIV ("Anti- Jewish Action"), participant in the Krurnm- hiibel Conference, 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: embassy counsellor in the Bonn embassy in Paris (1962), since 1964 in the Bonn Foreign Office as reporting legation secretary first class
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Lane, Dr. Alexanderbefore 1945: collaborator of Goebbels in the nazi Propaganda Ministry, radio attache in Sofia until the end of the war after 1945: legation counsellor first class, section head in the personnel department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1962), 1964 named reporting legation counsellor first classLanwer, Dr. Ewaldbefore 1945: until 1945 consul in Aabenraa, Denmark, responsible for recruiting "German Volunteers" for the armed SS, and for informing on Danish patriots, 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: section head in the development aid policy department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Lehr, Brunobefore 1945: collaborator of Goring in the fascist Reich Air Ministry SS, 1941 NSDAP (No. 8739967)after 1945: second secretary of the Bonn embassy in Tokyo (1963)Lerchenfeld, Dr. Johannes Graf vonbefore 1945: confidant of IG-Farben in Berlin, Paris and Sofiaafter 1945: head of the economic section in the Bonn embassy in Rome (1962)Linneborn, Kunobefore 1945: legation in Helsinki, afterwards at the consulate in Aabenraa after 1945: government agent in the Bonn Foreign Office (1957)Luedde-Neurath, Kurtbefore 1945: legation secretary in the embassy in Tokyo, SA Sturmfuhrer, 1938 NSDAP (No. 4745122)after 1945: reporting legation counsellor in the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Liiders, Karl-Heinzbefore 1945: member of the Security Service, 1942-1944 scientific assistant in the commercial policy department of the Foreign Office, 1943 the Security Service installed him in Ankara and Istanbulafter 1945: embassy counsellor in India (1964)Mackeben, Wilhelmbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the political department of the Foreign Office, for a time assigned to special tasks in Ambassador Ritter's officeafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Lima until his retirement for old age

Maenss, Hans Ivarbefore 1945: employed in the Foreign Office (1944)after 1945: deputy section head in the Bonn Foreign Office (1964)Mair, Kurt Alexbefore 1945: head of the Seehaus interception service in the cultural policy department of the Foreign Office (1941) after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Conception, Chile (1962)Maltzan, Dr. Vollrath Freiherr vonbefore 1945: in the commercial policy department of the Foreign Office, concerned with "economic and financial problems of the occupied western territories" (1940), afterwards in Shanghai on a "special mission"after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Paris, retired for health reasonsMangold, Dr. Hans Joachim before 1945: war administrative officer of the occupation regime in Paris, 1933 NSDAP (No. 2307799) afterl945: Bonn ambassador in Damascus (1964)Marchtaler, Dr. Hans Ulrichbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the fascist embassy in Tokyo (1944)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Stockholm (1961), now retired for reasons of ageMelchers, Wilhelmbefore 1945: head of political department VII ("Near East"), where he worked closely with the Gestapo and SD and especially organized and directed the activity of the "fifth column"after 1945: until the end of 1964 Bonn ambassador in Greece, since then "adviser" and recipient of a pensionMerfels, Josefbefore 1945: consul with the "Reich Plenipotentiary" in Denmark (1945), NSDAP regional group leader in Albania, 1934 NSDAP (No. 3398422)after 1945: consul first class in Bordeaux (1963), now retired for reasons of ageMetzger, Wernerbefore 1945: consulate secretary in Madrid (1944)after 1945: counsellor in the Bonn embassy in Ecuador (1957)
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Mirbach, Dietrich Freiherr vonbefore 1945: 1943-1944 personal assistant to State Secretary Steengracht in the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 2731405) after 1945: ambassador for special missions in the Bonn Foreign Office, since June 1965 ambassador in IndiaMirow, Eduardbefore 1945: liaison officer of the "Staff of the Plenipotentiary for the Arab Countries” (Grobba Staff), special staff of General Felmy (1942), 1945 vice-consul of the Foreign Office in Zurich, 1931 NSDAP (No. 549764)after 1945: most recently legation counsellor first class in the Bonn embassy in BaghdadMohr, Dr. Ernst Giintherbefore 1945: legation counsellor in The Hague, responsible for preparing deportations of Jews 1939-1941, afterwards consul in Tangier, collaborator of the fascist espionage service, in the fascist Foreign Office section head for liaison with the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht (1945), press man of the NSDAP local group of Pep- ing; 1935 NSDAP (No. 3500174)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Buenos Aires (1965)Mohrmann, Dr. Antonbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the fascist legation in Sofia (1944)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Colombia (1962), now retired on grounds of ageMoltmann, Dr. Gerhardbefore 19 4 5: 1943-1944 at the fascist legation in Bern, NSDAP (No. 7005175) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Afghanistan (1964)Motz, Dr. Guntherbefore 1945: since 1941 in the fascist Reich Ministry of the Interiorafter 1945: now ambassador in BoliviaMoulin-Eckart, Karl Max Graf vonbefore 1945: head of section Pol III in the political department of the Foreign Office (1938), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn consul in Montpellier, FranceMunun von Schwarzenstein, Dr. Bernd Eugenbefore 1945: legation secretary in the Foreign Office 

after 1945: head of the Bonn trade representation in Warsaw (1965)Muschke, Kurtbefore 1945: chancellor in the fascist embassy in Sofia (1942)after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in NaplesNostiz-Drczewicki, Gottfried vonbefore 19 4 5: 1938-1940 deputy head of department Pol IM in the Foreign Office (liaison with the espionage service of the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht), afterwards legation counsellor in the consulate in Genevaafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in ChileNostitz, Siegfried vonbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the fascist embassy in Sofia (1944), 1933 NSDAP after 1945: consul-general in San Francisco (1964)Niisslein, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: as senior public prosecutor in Prague he participated in passing terrorist sentences (1942), 1937 NSDAP (No. 4628997)after 1945: consul-general in Barcelona (1964)Obermayer, Dr. Adolf Maxbefore 1945: press attache in Sofia (1940)after 1945: now embassy counsellor in The HagueOehlandt, Herwarthbefore 1945: consulate secretary in Maastricht, Holland (1939)after 19 4 5: 1960 government agent in the Bonn Foreign OfficeOverbeck, Karl Kunobefore 1945: legation counsellor in Budapest, SAafter 1945: ministerial director in the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Pamperrien, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: 1942 head of a section in the commercial policy department of the Foreign Officea f t er 1 9 45 : ambassador in Ecuador (1957), now retired for reasons of agePappenheim, Georg Graf vonbefore 19 4 5: 1944 in the political department of the Foreign Office, section Pol 
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IM (liaison with the espionage service of the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht) after 1945: ambassador in Ecuador (1964)Panhorst, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: secretary of the committee for the "Ibero and Central American Action", confidant of IG-Farben (1939) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Guatemala (1962), retiredPaulig, Richardbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the political department of the Foreign Office, shares responsibility for the plundering of Croatia (1944)after 1945: reporting legation counsellor in the Bonn Foreign Office (1961)Pfeiffer, Arnoldbefore 1945: consulate secretary in Kovno (1939), afterwards in Budapest after 1945: chancellor first class in Bombay, afterwards in the Bonn Foreign OfficePfeiffer, Dr. Peterbefore 1945: consul-general first class in Tirana (1943), 1940 NSDAP (No. 8128180) after 1945: employed as an inspector of the foreign representations of the Bonn Foreign Office (1958), retired ambassador and president of the Goethe InstitutePfisterer, Dr. Friedrichbefore 1945: in the economic policy department of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: first secretary of the Bonn embassy in Brussels 1964Pirch, Dr. Georg vonbefore 1945: from 1939 employed in the Foreign Office, 1932 Stahlhelm, 1934 candidate of the SSafter 1945: section head in the Bonn Foreign Office (1964)Przybill, Willi before 1945: from 1936 consulate secretary in Bratislavaafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Graz (1957)Puttkamer, Dr. Ellinor vonbefore 1945: co-worker of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: reporting legation counsellor first class in department 3 of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)

Quiring, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: legation counsellor to the fascist consulate-general in Geneva (1939), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn minister in Kabul (1954)Rabes, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: until 1939 legation secretary in the fascist embassy in Rio de Janeiro after 1945: consul first class in Curitiba, Brazil (1964)Ramelow, Thomasbefore 1945: vice-consul in the Foreign Office (1942)after 1945: consul first class in Concepcion, Chile (1964)Randow, Elgar vonbefore 1945: until 1945 legation counsellor in China, was charged with the central direction of fascist propaganda, intelligence and espionage activity; for this activity he received the War Service Cross Second Class with Swords; 1925 NSDAP (No. 5189) after 1945: Bonn consul-general in CalcuttaReichert, Hans-Joachim Ritter vonbefore 1945: legation counsellor to the fascist "Reich Plenipotentiary" for Italyafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Honduras (1964)Reichhold, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: scientific assistant in the personnel department of the Foreign Office (language service), which was particularly concerned with espionage (1943); 1944 at the embassy in Madrid with the task of building up a branch office of the "language service"after 1945: ambassador in Ghana (1964), then transferred to the embassy in OttawaRensinghoff, Wilhelmbefore 19 4 5: 1939 taken over as a member of the fascist legation, agent of the fascist secret service, local group leader of the NSDAP in Port Saidafter 1945: head of the West German consulate in Puerto Mont, ChileRichter, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: until 1945 fascist consul- general in Tetuanafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Algeria (1964)
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Richthofen, Oswald Freiherr vonbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the nazi legation in Budapest 1944,1932 NSDAP (No. 1440443)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Khartoum, Sudan (1964)Ringelmann, Dr. Maxbefore 1945: during the fascist occupation of Yugoslavia representative of the Foreign Office with the military commander in Belgrade (1943), 1934 NSDAPafter 1945: consul-general in Salisbury (1964)Rohreke, Dr. Heinrichbefore 19 4 5: 1944 head of the nazi consulate in Hankow, China. In July 1945 he advocated the secret maintenance of the NSDAP within the "Deutsches Amt in China", 1937 NSDAP, SAafter 1945: legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign Office, 1963 named reporting legation counsellorRom, Dr. Horst vonbefore 1945: employed in the fascist Reich justice serviceafter 1945: Bonn consul in Atlanta, USA (1964), 1965 ambassador in Bamako, MaliRuoff, Herbertbefore 1945: scientific assistant in the Foreign Office, among others concerned with the exchange of German civil internees in foreign countries in cooperation with the Security Serviceafter 1945: deputy West German ambassador in Australia (1962), since then legation counsellor first class in the Foreign OfficeRutkowski, Arthurbefore 1945: before the war in the fascist legation in Belgradeafter 1945: economic expert in Vienna (1961)Sachs, Dr. Hans Georgbefore 1945: legation secretary in the Foreign Office (1941)after 1945: ministerial director in the Bonn Foreign Office, head of department 8, since June 1965 ambassador to the EEC and EuratomSautter, Dr. Theodorbefore 1945: government counsellor in the fascist Reich Labour Ministry (1939), 1937 NSDAP (No. 5373580), 1933 SS 

after 1945: legation counsellor in the Bonn embassy in Italy (1957), since 1963 legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign OfficeSchaffarczyk, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: member of the Foreign Office (1939)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Lisbon (1964)Schatton, Willibefore 1945: helped prepare in the fascist embassy in Warsaw the attack on Polandafter 1945: government senior secretary in the Bonn Foreign Office (1956), later in the embassy in Moscow (1960)Scherpenberg, Dr. Albert Hilger von before 1945: 1935-1945 in the Foreign Office, head of section 6 of the commercial policy department, responsible for the plundering of Denmark and Norway after 1945: Bonn ambassador in the Vatican (1964), retired 1965Scheske, Dr. Ulrichbefore 1945: junior government official in the fascist state apparatus (1942), 1933 SS (No. 216977)after 1945: 1963 reporting legation counsellor first class in department West II of the Bonn Foreign OfficeSchilling, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: government counsellor in the Foreign Office, 1937 SAafter 1945: second embassy secretary in Tokyo (1963)Schirmer, Dr. Hansbefore 19 4 5: 1939 SS Obersturmfuhrer in the Security Service in the Foreign Office; 1940 to 1942 deputy head of the radio policy department of the Foreign Office, shares main responsibility for building up a network of secret stations controlled by the espionage serviceafter 1945: reporting legation counsellor first class in the East department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1962)Schlitter, Oskarbefore 19 4 5: 1944 section head in the commercial policy department of the fascist Foreign Office, active participant in the plundering of Northern Italy, 1934 NSDAP (No. 3591227)after 1945: ambassador in Athens (1965)
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Schmidt, Rolfbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the fascist consulate-general in Antwerp (1940)after 1945: chancellor in the consulategeneral in Salisbury (1962)Schott, Wilhelmbefore 1945: legation secretary in the nazi consulate-general in Zurich (1941), 1933 NSDAP (No. 1890109), SAafter 1945: legation counsellor in the Bonn Foreign Office (1960)Schubert, Konrad vonbefore 1945: legation counsellor first class in the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 3281493)after 1945: West German ambassador in Ethiopia (1964)Schutt, Nikolausbefore 1945: nazi consul in Potosi, Bolivia (1939)after 1945: Bonn consul in Sucre, Bolivia (1964)Schuttbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the fascist legation in Osloafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn embassy in Bangkok (1962)Schwarzmann, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: liaison man between Ribbentrop and Abetz, nazi ambassador in Paris; from 1942 in the political department of the Foreign Ministry as specialist on France after 1945: head of the West Berlin office of the Bonn Foreign OfficeSchweinitz, Dr. Hans Ulrich vonbefore 1945: nazi vice-consul in Isken- derum, Turkey (1943), 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Thailand (1964)Schworbel, Dr. Herbertbefore 19 4 5: 1942 to 1945 press attache to the “Reich Plenipotentiary" in Greeceafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Ceylon (1964)Seelos, Dr. Gebhardtbefore 1945: participated in preparing the attack on Poland as consul in Lemberg and supplied espionage reports to the Foreign Office; afterwards transferred to Copenhagen as legation counsellorafter 1945: ambassador in Brazil (1964)

Seydel, Dr. Hans before 1945: vice-consul in Tetuan (1942), participated in preparing the military occupation of the Arab countries as a member of the "Grobba Staff" after 1945: in department West H of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Siegfried, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: reporting legation counsellor and consul-general in Geneva (1944), 1937 NSDAP (No. 4009260)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Brussels (1964)Simonis, Dr. Susannebefore 1945: until 1945 NSDAP functionary in the fascist embassies in Tokyo and Nankingafter 1945: legation counsellor in the cultural department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1963)Solms-Braunfels, Prinz Alexander zu before 1945: 1941 legation secretary in the fascist embassy in Bucharest, 1937 NSDAP (No. 4255672)after 1945: ambassador in Salvador (1964)Sonnenhol, Dr. Gustav-Adolfbefore 1945: 1944 vice-consul in Geneva, 1931 NSDAP (No. 545961), 1930 SA, SS U ntersturmfiihrerafter 1945: deputy head of the Bonn representation at the OECD in Paris (1962), embassy counsellor first class, since 1964 ministerial director in the Federal Ministry for Development AidSpaeth, Josephbefore 1945: participated in preparing the fascist attack on Poland as member of the consulate-general in Kattowitz (Katowice)after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Zagreb (1962)Stahlberg, Dr. Gerhardbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the fascist Foreign Office (1942), in the legal department he had a considerable share in carrying through the fascist racial laws and in justifying the fascist policy of robbery and terrorafter 1945: consul-general in Montreal (1964)Starke, Dr. Gotthold before 1945: head of section P 5 (USSR and Poland) in the press department 
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I

of the Foreign Office (1945), chief editor of the fascist occupation newspaper Deutsche Rundschau in Polenafter 1945: reporting legation counsellor first class, 1962 resigned, since then together with war criminal Kohnert active in the revanchist West Prussia Landsmann- schaftStechow, Johann Karl vonbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the political department of the Foreign Office (1944)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Manila, Philippines (1964)Steinbach, Hans-Joachimbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the fascist consulate-general in Bem (1944)afterl945: Bonn ambassador in Rwanda (1964)Stelzer, Dr. Gerhardbefore 1945: legation counsellor first class in Bucharest (1941), 1936 NSDAP after 1945: head of the consulate-general in Antwerp (1961), retired because of old ageSteuer, Theobefore 1945: collaborator of war criminal Abetz in the fascist embassy in Paris 1940after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Cordoba, Argentina (1962)Stolzmann, Paulus vonbefore 1945: head of the liaison office of the representative for information belonging to Ribbentrop's personal staff (1944), 1933 NSDAP (No. 3286389)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Luxemburg (1964)Strachwitz, Rudolf Grafbefore 1945: since 1939 legation counsellor first class in the fascist embassies in Paris, Budapest, and Barcelona, 1936 NSDAP (No. 3771577)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in the Vatican (1961), retired because of old ageStrack, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: head of section Pol H in the political department (1943); with others responsible for nazi and war crimes in France (deportations of Jews, executions of hostages); 1943 consul in Klausenburg, Hungary, 1936 NSDAP (No. 3752096), NSKK

(national socialist motorist group) Sturmfuhrerafter 1945: ambassador in Santiago de Chile (1964), retired because of old ageStrecker, Hermannbefore 1945: consulate secretary and member of Ribbentrop's "Russia Committee" (1941), NSDAPafter 1945: government agent in the commercial policy department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1960)Struch, Friedrichbefore 1945: employed in the fascist embassy in Rome (1939)after 1945: consul first class in Wind- huk. South West Africa (1964)Tancre, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: SS Scharfuhrer, 1939 nazi consulate secretary in Sofiaafter 1945: consul for re-appointment (1961)Tannstein, Dr. Kurtbefore 1945: legation secretary in the fascist embassy in the Vatican (1941), 1933 NSDAP (No. 2948420)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Tunisia (1964)Templin, Paul Heinzbefore 1945: as a member of the fascist consulate-general in Kattowitz (Katowice) he participated in preparing the attack on Polandafter 1945: government agent in the cultural department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1959)Theusner, Dr. Hans-Joachimbefore 1945: patronizing member of the SSafter 1945: consul first class in Edinburgh, Great BritainThomsen, Dr. Henningbefore 1945: nazi legation counsellor in Dublin (1943), SS Rottenfiihrer and candidate of the NSDAP (1938)after 1945: reporting legation counsellor first class in the Bonn Foreign Office, head of the section for the development of foreign trade (1962), since 1965 ambassador to IcelandTichy, Dr. Aloisbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the Foreign Office (1945), 1937 NSDAPafter 1945: employed in the political department of the Bonn Foreign Office
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Triitzschler, Dr. Heinz, Freiherr von Falkensteinbefore 19 4 5: 1944 deputy head of section Pol. XII in the Foreign Office, afterwards consul in Geneva, NSDAP (No. 8183952)after 1945: ambassador in Ireland (1964)Ungern-Sternberg, Dr. Reinhold Freiherr von before 1945: legation counsellor in Helsinki (1944), 1933 NSDAP (No. 2594983), SA Sturm 33after 1945: until 1964 Bonn ambassador in Iran, then transferred to the embassy in LondonVenediger, Dr. Guntherbefore 1945: 1937 active in the Gestapo (Berlin office), 1933 SA, NSDAPafter 1945: member of the Bonn Foreign OfficeVetter, Wilhelmbefore 1945: nazi consulate secretary in Russe, Bulgaria (1944)after 1945: second secretary in the Bonn embassy in Baghdad (1963)Vogel, Dr. Georgbefore 1945: legation counsellor in the legal department of the Foreign Office (1944), 1937 NSDAP, SS Obersturmfuhrer after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Venezuela (1964)Waldheim, Gottfried vonbefore 1945: nazi legation counsellor in Spain (1945)after 1945: consul-general in Valparaiso (1964)Walther, Dr. Gebhard vonbefore 1945: embassy counsellor in the fascist embassy in Ankara (1943), 1939 candidate of the NSDAPafter 1945: ambassador in Ankara (1964)Weber, Dr. Waltherbefore 19 4 5: 1943-1944 head of section Pol I in the political department of the Foreign Office, 1937 NSDAPafter 1945: before Federer Bonn ambassador in the United Arab Republic (1964)Wehrstedt, Dr. Friedrich-Wilhelmbefore 1945: government counsellor in the fascist state apparatus, 1938, 1933 NSDAP (No. 2151075) 

after 1945: inspector of the Bonn Foreign Office for diplomatic and consular representations abroad (1964)Weiz, Dr. Gerhardbefore 1945: legation counsellor in Buenos Aires (1944); applied for admission to the SS and in 1934 for service in the Gestapo, 1933 SAafter 1945: consul-general in Sao-Paolo, Brazil (1964)Welck, Wolfgang Freiherr vonbefore 19 4 5: 1943 legation counsellor first class in the office of Ambassador Ritter (liaison with the Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht), 1935 NSDAP (No. 2549805) after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Switzerland (1964)Wendland, Jork Alexander Freiherr vonbefore 1945: nazi legation secretary in Batavia (1941), 1933 NSDAP (No. 2948710)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Mauretania and Senegal (1964)Werkmeister, Dr. Karlbefore 19 4 5: 1940-1944 legation counsellor first class in Hungaryafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Sweden (1963), retired for old ageWerthern, Charlotte Margot vonbefore 1945: employed in the information bureau of the Foreign Office (1944) after 1945: head of the press section of the Bonn embassy in Dakar, Senegal (1962)Wickert, Dr. Erwinbefore 19 4 5: 1940-1941 head of the radio department of the fascist embassy in China, afterwards in Japanafter 1945: head of section in the East department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1964)Wobser, Herbertbefore 19 4 5: 1938-1941 NSDAP local group leader in Peking, 1941 to 1945 consulate secretary in Shanghai, 1934 NSDAP (No. 2873664)after 1945: counsellor in the commercial policy department of the Bonn Foreign Office (1961)Wollenweber, Dr. Karl-Gustavbefore 1945: during the war member of the personnel department and legal de
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partment of the Foreign Office, 1933 NSDAP (No. 3020707)after 1945: Bonn ambassador in MaltaWolschke, Waldemarbefore 1945: before his entrance into the Foreign Office police inspector, 1945 consulate secretary in Lisbonafter 1945: chancellor in the Bonn consulate in Liverpool (1962)Wiistenberg, Dr. Paulbefore 1945: senior government counsellor in the fascist state apparatus 1941, 1937 NSDAP (No. 5723204)after 1945: In the Bonn foreign service in Santiago de Chile (1957)Wussow, Fritzbefore 1945: head of the fascist consulate in Orsova, Rumania 1940, 1934 NSDAPafter 1945: consul first class in Melbourne (1963)Zapp, Dr. Karl-Augustbefore 19 4 5: 1940 as legation counsellor to the "Reich Commissar for the Occupied Districts of the Netherlands" he had a share in carrying out the fascist occupation policy; legation counsellor in Ankara (1944); 1933 NSDAP (No. 2717559) 

after 1945: Bonn ambassador in Algeria (1964)Zimmermann, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the Foreign Office (1940)after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn embassy in Lisbon (1962)Zimmermann, Dr. Walter before 1945: after 1942 in the radio policy department of the Foreign Office, 1934 NSDAPafter 1945: Bonn ambassador in Peru (1961), retired for reasons of ageZinser, Dr. Christianbefore 1945: nazi embassy counsellor in Manchuria 1942, 1944 in the fascist embassy in Nanking, 1937 NSDAP (No. 66421), 1928 SA, Sturmbannfuhrerafter 1945: consul first class in Porto, Portugal (1964)Zintel, Ludwigbefore 1945: consulate secretary in the fascist consulate in Szeged, Hungary (1939)after 1945: chancellor in the Bonn embassy in Tripolis (1963)
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HITLER’S FIFTH COLUMH IH BONH’S SERVICE

Revanchism - Official West German State Policy
After the First World War German imperialism did not become reconciled with the 
fact that Germany had been made smaller through its fault. It aimed at re-estab
lishing the frontiers of 1914 and - starting from this position - making a bid to 
conquer world domination. Its claim for a revision of existing frontiers and its 
cry for revenge for the defeat suffered were essential components of the prepa
rations for the Second World War.

In order to condition the German people and the German minorities in other 
countries for revenge and have them participate in stirring up trouble with 
neighbouring peoples they set up a system of state, cultural and scientific insti
tutions. Institutions of this type were, among others, the "Verein fur das Deutsch- 
tum im Ausland" (VDA), Association for Germandom in Foreign Countries, the 
"Deutsches Auslandsinstitut", German Foreign Institute, Stuttgart, the "Deut
sche Akademie" Munchen and many dozens of associations engaged in keeping 
alive the attachment to the native country, like the "Baltische Arbeitsgemein- 
schaft", the "Sudetendeutscher Heimatbund", the "Vereinigung der Heimat- 
treuen Ost- und Westpreussen" etc. Their aims were strictly limited to keeping 
alive the idea of a "mission" Germany had - according to their pretensions - in 
the "East" and to carry on a vigorous propaganda on the necessity of revising the 
frontiers, in order to make millions of Germans ready for a new war. Neigh
bouring peoples were systematically defamed as being inferior.

LEADERS OF GERMAN MINORITIES-
SUPPRESSORS AND TORTURERS OF THE HOST PEOPLES

After the establishment of the fascist dictatorship these associations and societies 
entered a period of prosperity. Their activities were centrally coordinated and 
uniformly directed at preparing an aggressive war. At the same time state-sup- 
ported new organizations came into being, like the extremely fascist "Bund deut- 
scher Osten" (Federation of the German East), whose then leader, Theodor Ober- 
lander, became minister for refugees in West Germany after 1945. As active 
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functionaries of the nazi party the leaders of these organizations were in charge 
of subversive actions against Germany's neighbouring peoples that were part of 
the preparations for the war of aggression. After the attack they acted as the 
initiators and reliable tools of the fascist policy of extermination.

Many members of the German minorities living in Germany's neighbouring 
states were misused by these organizations for subversive activity against their 
host peoples. They were given the jobs of engaging in espionage, undermining 
the defensive capacity of these peoples and provoking incidents leading to a 
military attack by Hitler Germany. They drew up lists of "anti-German" minded 
persons, divided the population into the "racially valuable" and the "racially 
inferior" and thus created a prerequisite for the systematic decimation and exter
mination of the population after the attack by the fascist Wehrmacht.

Documents of the fascist Foreign Office and the SS show how the members of 
the "German Association", a fascist organization of the German minority in the 
Polish Warthe region, were used to commit terrorist actions serving as a pretext 
for the military aggression against Poland. (See Table 42, German Central 
Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt No. 61,150). Those engaged in 
revenge politics did not shrink from destroying churches, schools and nurses' 
homes. The leader of the "German Association" mentioned in the documents was 
Hans Kohnert, SS Oberfuhrer and hangman of thousands of citizens of Bromberg 
(Bydgoszcz). Today he is the spokesman of the "Landsmannschaft Westpreussen" 
(Association of Fellow-countrymen of West Prussia) and a leading functionary in 
the revanchist organizations in West Germany.

During the occupation of the European countries by the Hitler regime those 
parts of the German minorities that had succumbed to fascist agitation engaged 
in oppressing, exploiting and murdering the host peoples.

IN THE GDR NO BASIS FOR REVANCHISM

New frontiers were fixed in the Potsdam Agreement and resettlement measures 
were taken. It was the aim to end once and for all the imperialist subversive 
activity in the neighbouring countries of Germany, to compensate these countries 
for the immense losses they had suffered in the war and to create stable frontiers 
that can never again be used as a pair of pincers by German imperialism against 
other countries.

Large parts of the German minorities were resettled in Germany in the four 
occupation zones of the great powers.

In the Soviet occupation zone of Germany no effort was spared to provide 
relief for the resettlers, who had so ignominiously been betrayed by Hitler, to 
give them a new existence and a secure perspective. Resettled farmers, for 
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example, were given land of the Junkers and with public assistance they establish
ed new farmsteads. Frank and patient explanations showed them who is to 
blame for the loss of their homeland, that the German imperialists have forever 
forfeited the former eastern territories by their policy of war and destruction. 
The resettlers found a new home in the GDR and became equal citizens of the 
peaceful German state. Here there are no organizations or newspapers advo
cating revenge. On the contrary the government of the GDR has recognized the 
existing frontiers in official treaties. For the first time in German history friendly 
and peaceful relations were established with the neighbouring peoples in the east 
and south-east of Europe.

IN WEST GERMANY NEW NAMES - OLD AIMS

German imperialism, however, resurrected in West Germany, presses for a revi
sion of frontiers for the third time in this century. The Federal Republic is the 
only state in Europe which raises claims to foreign territory, to the "frontiers of 
1937". The resettlers living in West Germany are misused to propagate this 
policy of revenge and assist in carrying it out.

For years the West German government has deliberately omitted to incor
porate the resettlers steadily and systematically into social life and give them an 
established status and secure perspective. For years the resettlers have lived in 
barrack camps and emergency dwellings. Even today, at a time when most of the 
resettlers in West Germany have settled down, the illusion they might one day 
be able to return to their former abodes that are now foreign territory is inces
santly nourished in them.

After 1945 the old revenge-seeking associations were reestablished and enjoy 
the active encouragement of the West German government. They did not lose 
any time to begin with their pernicious activity, but as the old fascist revenge
seeking organizations had compromised themselves too much their names were 
changed. Thus the "Deutsche Akademie" was renamed "Goethe-Institut", Mun
chen, the "Deutsches Auslandsinstitut" turned into the "Institut fur Auslands- 
beziehungen" (Institute of Foreign Relations), Stuttgart, the "Heimatbiinde" 
(homeland federations) changed into "Landsmannschaften" (associations of 
fellow-countrymen), and the "Bund der Vertriebenen" (Federation of Expelled 
Persons) replaced the fascist "Bund deutscher Osten". Two documents dated 
from 1938 and 1959 provide evidence that the aims have remained unchanged. 
(See Table 43) "Das Deutschtum im Sudetenraum" (Germandom in the Sudeten 
Area), the map issued in 1938 by the regional Silesian group (Landesgruppe 
Schlesien) of the "Bund deutscher Osten", and "Sudetendeutscher Tumerbrief")
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127 CENTRAL REVANCHIST ORGANIZATIONS

The resettler organizations existing in West Germany today are part of that 
system of state and non-state institutions which has been established for the pur
pose of realizing the policy of revenge. It is intended to win all former resettlers 
and beyond that the whole West German population, if possible, for the policy of 
revising the frontiers, the "reconquest" of lost territories and the preparation of 
a new aggression. This system has been devised essentially according to the fol
lowing aspects:

(1) Organization of revanchism by the federal government and the provincial 
(Lander) governments. The most important state authorities are, above all, the 
"Federal Ministry for Expelled Persons, Refugees and War Injured Persons" 
(BMVt) with the "Federal Equalization Office", the "Advisory Council" serving 
the minister, the so-called refugee camps as well as the "Federal Ministry for 
All-German Questions" (BMG) with its countless, often camouflaged organiza
tions ("Kuratorium unteilbares Deutschland" (Committee for an Indivisible Ger
many), "Forschungsbeirat" Research Advisory Council, etc.).

Department I in the BMG is especially responsible for implementing and en
couraging revanchism. According to official explanations it is concerned with 
"matters involving the Soviet occupation zone of Germany and the German 
eastern territories, encouragement for the all-German idea, measures promoting 
the re-establishment of German unity (which means unification within the 1937 
frontiers - editor).” (Die Bundesrepublik, Teilausgabe Bund, Carl Heymanns 
Verlag KG, 1962-63, p. 266)

In the BMVt sections 1/3, II/2 and II/3 are in charge of the following activi
ties: "Department 1/3: Advisory councils, associations, organizations. Depart
ment II/2:... Questions of reunification and integration. Department II/3: Cul
tural affairs (§ 96 BVFG), information concerning the East." (ibid., p. 264)

There exist "refugee ministries" or official authorities performing the same 
functions in the Bonn representations of the federal provinces and in the federal 
governments themselves.

(2) Organization in more than 30 "Landsmannschaften", based on former resi
dential regions, with their branches and interest groups.

(3) Organization on the basis of vocation, trade and profession, e.g., "Bauern- 
verband der Vertriebenen e.V." (Expelled Farmers' Association).

(4) Organization in societies engaged in working out the theoretical founda
tions for revanchist propaganda, e.g., "Nordostdeutscher Kulturrat e.V." (North- 
East German Cultural Council).

(5) Organization according to religious aspects and charitable work, e.g., 
"Katholische Arbeitsstelle fur Heimatvertriebene" (Catholic Charitable Society 
for Expelled Persons).
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Angaaichta dor Sodoutnng dos Folios Himen Wirth f1lr don 
Bationalaosialisau gastatto ioh air, Omen ala Mationalso- 
sialiat einigo Ihaan viollaidht nooh unbakaanto md noiaoa 
Dafiirhaltsns antaeheidando Unterlagea tlbor die Banrtoilmg 
von Harm ProFoooor Hanan Wirth an Uhorroiohan.

Mit Soil Hitler 
gaas ergobanat

Harm
Minister B n g a 1 1,
Schwerin i. Mecklenburg,



•BerafSyereinlgung deutscher KSnlgsberg Pr.,den 16.1,195*.
Vorgeschichtsforscher. Theaterplatz 5b.

Abechrift!

Sehr verehrter Herr Ministerlalrat!

Im AnschluB an unsere Baeprechung Uber den Pall Wirth mdohte 
loh zur Unterrlchtung des Herrn Ministers und der Ihrigen Ihnen nooh 
folgendee mittellen:

Herr Prof.Wirth hat inzwieohen in den Hamburger Waohrlchten woo 
12.1.1954 einen Aufsatz erschelnen lessen, der u.a. acharfe unseohll- 
ohe Ausfhlle gegen Pg.Prof.Neokel enthhlt. Herr Wirth prelat sioh dort 
ale alter Marburger Nationalsozlallat von 1924. Soweit air bekannt 
1st gehdrt Prof.H.Wirth nooh jetzt wohl der nationalsozialletisehen 
Fertal nloht an. DaB ar am Beglnn dee vorlgen Jahree nooh Wein Mit- 
gllsd war, glaube loh mit voller Bestimmthelt zu wiessn. Im Jahrs 
1929 erelgneten aich dia Vorghnge, von denen loh Ihnen schon neullch 
mundllch Kenntnls gab. Herr Wirth wurde damals von Herrn Sohlndler- 
Hamburg unterstutzt, den er inzwieohen selbst (wohl 1m Hostooker An- 
zelgor) ala "JUdlsoher Olmagnat" bezeiohnete. Herr Wirth wandte sioh 
demals mit Hilfe von Herrn Schindler an den Vartreter der judischen 
Hoehflnanz, Herrn Warburg, urn welters Unterstutzung und erauchte 
Herrn Schindler, Herrn Warburg auf die ■aohdna und wertvolle" Beepre- 
ohung hlnzuweisen, die Wirths Preund MUhleetein in der Frankfurter 
Zeltung gerade in diesen Tagan hatte erschelnen la seen. Ba let das 
die Baeprechung, die den Wert der Wirth'sohen Arbelten Im Kempf ge
gen die vBlkieohe Bewegung und Jugenderslehung beeondere unteretreloht. 
DaB Herr Wirth slch nach diesen VorgBngen ale alter Hatlonaleozialist 
von 1924 eapflehlt, enteprioht der gesamten Eigenart seiner Pershn- 
lichkelt. Bin Auezug aus der MUhleat ein'aehen Beeprechung enthUlt 
eln von mir diesen Zeilen in Abeohrift beigefugter gutar Zeltungs- 
aufsatz von H.Urbanek. NSheres hat auoh in der Zeitachrlft 'Dar Ham
mer" 1952, Pg.B.Witte beriohtet. Bine Abeohrift der demals von Pg. 
A.Rosenberg an Prof.Wirth gesandten Zeilen lege loh ebenfalla diesen 
Brlefe bel. Ioh habe sie s.Z. in melner Elgensohaft ale Bozant an 
der damallgen natlonalaozlalistlschen Volkahoohschule vom Leiter der 
Paohgruppe fur deutaoha Torgeechichte Im Kampfbund fUr deuteohe Kul- 
tur zur Kenntnls und Verwertung bel der Arbeit gegen Prof. Wirth er- 
halten.

Ober die Beziehungen von Herrn Prof.Wirth zu PrelmaurerkreiBen 
Im Jahre 1952 kdnnte Pg. S.A.-Truppfuhrer Prof.Wiegers Berlin-Char
lottenburg, Spbelatr.lO, einige Angaben zur VerfUgung atellen.

Sehr begrUBt habe loh, daB nsob unaerer Beeprechung am 11. auoh 
Im vaiklsohen Beobachter eln auefUhrlicher Berloht von Pg.Steohe gegen 
Prof.Wirth'a Auawertung der eogensnnten Ura-Llnda-Chronik areohien. 
Auch dort let unteratrichen daB Wirth krltlklos doutsohfeindUohe 
Selten der aogenannten Ura-tinda-Chronlk ala wahr anaieht und dement- 
aprechend verwertet. Herr Wirth atellt es in seinem Hamburger oben er- 
whhnten Aufaetz wleder elnmal so dar.als ob sr sioh Im Kempf gegen die 
liberallaten der Wlseenschaft bsflndet.Das 1st erneut sine bewuBte Vn- 
wahrhelt. Herr Wirth welB genau daB ihm fuhrend beeondere kkapferlaohe 

4 Hationalaozlalisten gegenUbsretehen.
a Mit Hell Hitler und deutsohem CruB
- Herm Ihr ergsbenater
" Miniaterialrat Sunk.l gsz.B.Prhr.v.Riohthofsn.
> Berlin.
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(6) Youth organizations, e.g., "Deutsche Jugend des Ostens" (DJO), "Aktion 
Katholischer Landsmannschaftlicher Jugend" im "Bund der Katholischen Ju
gend".

(7) Organization in groups and sections of the West German political parties, 
e.g., "Union der Vertriebenen" within the CDU/CSU, the "Exile CDU".

(8) Organization in extre nely right-wing radical associations of a semi-fascist 
character, e.g., "Aktion Oder-Neisse" (AKON) engaged in building up a coordi
nated front of all ultra-right forces in the various "refugee organizations"; and 
the "Rat der Ostdeutschen Landesvertretungen", concentrating its subversive 
activity primarily on Polish and Soviet territory.

(9) There are various committees in the West German parliaments engaged in 
promoting and encouraging revanchism. The Bundestag alone has five commit
tees, e.g., the "Bundestag Committee for All-German and Berlin Questions".

(10) Three top organizations were set up to coordinate the activity of the 
various revenge-seeking organizations:
(a) "Bund der Vertriebenen - Vereinigte Landsmannschaften und Landesver- 

bande" (BdV);
(b) "Gesamtverband der Sowjetzonenfluchtlinge" (Association of Soviet Zone 

Refugees) with the "Vereinigte Landsmannschaften Mitteldeutschlands" 
(VLM);

(c) "Arbeitsgemeinschaft der West- und Uberseevertriebenen" (Working Group 
of West and Overseas Refugees).

The BdV is in charge of drawing up and coordinating revanchist actions against 
Germany's eastern and south-eastern neighbours. There are 20 "Landsmann
schaften" affiliated to it, and there are a total of eleven regional branches situated 
in all federal provinces and, contrary to international law, even in the special 
territory of West Berlin. The "Gesamtverband der Sowjetzonenfluchtlinge" and 
the VLM with the five "Landsmannschaften" affiliated to them concentrate on 
subversive activity and instigation against the GDR.

At present there are at least 127 central revenge-seeking organizations in West 
Germany. They are supported and encouraged by the federal government and 
represent in various forms the territorial claims of the West German imperialists. 
This number does not include the militarist, terrorist and anti-Semitic organiza
tions and the neo-fascist political parties.

FINANCED BY THE STATE

The revanchist organizations not only receive every possible intellectual and 
moral support but also generous financial assistance from the Bonn government. 
The complete budget of the "Vertriebenenministerium" (Refugee Ministry) rose 
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from 30 million marks in 1955 to 244 million marks in 1963. In the 1964 budget 
year the contributions for an "intensification of large-scale cultural efforts" of 
the revanchist organizations alone rose by 250,000 marks compared with 1963.

The organizations also receive large financial contributions from the provin
cial governments as shown by the example of Hesse, a federal province governed 
by a social democratic majority. In 1964 alone 2.8 million marks were made 
available for "Heimatpolitik", (homeland policy), a sum made up of the follow
ing:

"There are now the iollowing sums available from provincial sources tor the 
promotion of activity among refugees:
1,150,000 marks for additional social work,

275,000 marks to promote and support meetings arranged by groups of the 
"Landsmannschaften", and to strenghten all-German conscious
ness,

370,000 marks for East German questions connected with adult education
460,000 marks for lectures in "Ostkunde"
550,000 marks to promote and support sponsorships concerning East and Cen

tral Germany."
(Ostpreusseriblatt, Hamburg, 27 June 1964)

In 1945 War Criminals - in 1965 Revanchist Leaders
At the head of the West German revenge-seeking associations and ministries are 
persons who are guilty of having committed serious crimes against peace and 
humanity.

As high-ranking SS officers and leaders of fifth columns they participated in 
preparing and triggering off the Second World War and in criminal offences 
against prisoners of war and the civil population of the countries assaulted by 
the fascists. Ulitz, spokesman and thus top-ranking functionary of the present 
"Landsmannschaft Oberschlesien" (Upper Silesia) in West Germany was the 
leader of the "Deutscher Volksbund fur polnisch Oberschlesien", a fascist organ
ization of the German minority in Poland. Ulitz and his "Volksbund" took part 
in the assault on the Gleiwitz (Gliwice) radio station. The fascists used this pro
vocation as a pretext for the military attack on Poland and thus unleashed the 
Second World War. Kohnert, at present spokesman of the "Landsmannschaft 
Westpreussen" (West Prussia), who has already been mentioned, was the leader 
of the fascist "Deutsche Vereinigung" and in this capacity responsible for the 
murder of thousands of Polish citizens in Bromberg (Bydgoszcz).

As civil servants working in the fascist occupation authorities leaders of the 
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revenge-seeking organizations participated in plundering, oppressing and exter
minating the subjected peoples. This is true, for example, of Dr. Werner Essen, 
at present ministerial counsellor and official in the "Refugee Ministry". As head 
of a department in the fascist "Reich Commissariat for the East" he decided who 
was to be considered "racially inferior" in the fascist occupied Baltic Soviet 
Republics and the Belorussian SSR. For the people involved this usually meant 
deportation to a concentration camp and death.

As officials of the fascist authorities in Germany they participated in the per
secutions of anti-fascist and Jewish citizens. Thus the former nazi mayor of Rib- 
nitz. Dr. Walter Wegener, today state secretary in the Refugee Ministry of Lower 
Saxony, exerted all his power to instigate a pogrom against the Jewish citizens 
living in the town. The citizen Michelsen was, among other people, handed over 
to the Gestapo by him.

The ranks of the leaders of revenge-seeking organizations in West Germany 
range from the nazi agent and the fascist general to the fanatical nazi ideologist, 
from the district chairman to the Gestapo hangman. They have not changed their 
minds in any way. Their struggle, which again represents the armament mono
polies' aims of war, aggression and conquest, is directed against all understand
ing, against all tendencies towards a realistic policy in relation to the East 
European countries, and against all relaxation of tension.

Seebohm, spokesman of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" (SL) and a 
minister in the Erhard government, declared: “Standing in the foremost front
line we are the pioneers for shaking off the Bolshevist colonialism over East 
Europe." (Der Spiegel, Hamburg, 17 May 1961) He could have said exactly the 
same thing under Hitler.

Rumbaur, chairman of the provincial branch of the "Schlesische Landsmann
schaft" in Bavaria, called for wider activity to be directed against any attempt to 
arrive at an international relaxation of tension. "Let us not fail to come to ade
quate conclusions regarding the international development that is beginning to 
take shape. These conclusions can only be... no yielding, no weakness, no sub
missiveness." (Der Schlesier, Recklinghausen, 7 November 1963)

And the Sudetendeutscher Turnerbrief, Vol. 8, of 1 August 1957 said: "The 
way in which certain newspapers nowadays cultivate tendencies that aim at 
suppressing the truth is shown by publications in the Frankfurter Rundschau or 
the Stuttgarter Zeitung that of all days choose Sudeten German Day to remind 
us of Lidice. This self-impeachment is disgusting... Do they not know at least 
that only the accomplices of paid hirelings were punished in Lidice, who helped 
to hide murderers?" (See also Table 43, Sudetendeutscher Turnerbrief, 1 April 
1956, "Zwischen Vemiggerung und Bolschewisierung") This paper is the central 
organ of the "Work Community of the Sudeten German Gymnasts", whose chair
man is the former SA Fuhrer Welwarski.
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Lemmer NAZI INFORMER AND GOEBBELS JOURNALIST
Ernst

today: Minister tor "Expelled Persons, Refugees and War Injured Persons"

Like his predecessors in his office Ernst Lemmer had already proved his relia
bility as a trustworthy servant of German imperialism and revanchism at the 
time of fascism. (See also Ernst Lemmer - Goebbels Journalist, Nazi Informer, 
Revenge Minister, National Council of the National Front, Berlin, 1964)

On 24 March 1944 Lemmer as a Reichstag deputy representing the "German 
Democratic Party" (later "German State Party") voted for Hitler's Enabling Act. 
He supported the fascist dictatorship in his capacity as general secretary of the 
"Gewerkschaftsring" (trade union ring). He coordinated this union with the 
fascist German Labour Front. Stating the position of the "Gewerkschaftsring" 
Lemmer gave a declaration of loyalty on 14 March 1933:

"The liberal-national trade unions are also willing to place their cooperation 
at the disposal of the present government which, together with the responsible 
state power, must shape the destiny of the entire German people." (German Cen
tral Archive, Potsdam, under Reichsarbeitsministerium)

The process of coordinating the trade unions culminated when Lemmer in
structed all members of the "Gewerkschaftsring" to turn out in full numbers and 
take part in the May Day demonstration which the fascists were going to misuse 
for a chauvinist demonstration of power. While thousands of anti-fascists were 
already being tortured in jails and concentration camps Lemmer wrote in a 
statement handed to the press: "The executive board of the Gewerkschaftsring 
asks its organizations and branches throughout the country to ensure partici
pation of all members of the liberal-national organizations of workers and cleri
cal staff in the May Day events in order to express their appreciation of the social 
and national state!"

Consequently Lemmer, who supported Hitler, rose to become a confidant of 
the nazis. Camouflaged as a journalist working for foreign newspapers he 
denounced democratic fellow journalists like Schwerdtfeger, staff member of the 
Berliner Bdrsenzeitung. On 3 March 1964 Professor Herbert Melzig made a 
statement concerning this case in the Berlin weekly Wochenpost. Professor Mel
zig had been temporarily employed as an interpreter for oriental languages by 
the press department of the German government or by department IV of the 
Ministry of Propaganda, until he emigrated in 1938. In his statement he says:

"Looking back to that time I remember that Lemmer acted as an informer for 
the nazis. Lemmer was one of the informers who denounced the Berlin journalist 
Schwerdtfeger. Schwerdtfeger had told a foreign news agency of confidential 
directives which concerned future barbarian actions of the nazis against the Jews 
and which had been announced to the press by Goebbels at one of the so-called 
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Reich press conferences. Schwerdtfeger wanted to warn the world. Lemmer did 
not denounce Schwerdtfeger directly to the Gestapo but to the head of the gov
ernment press department who then caused Schwerdtfeger to be arrested. He 
received a life sentence ..."

These denunciations served as the best recommendations for Lemmer when he 
started his espionage activities in department VI of the Reich Security Main 
Office under the direction of SS Brigadefuhrer Walter Schellenberg, who was 
sentenced in Nuremberg.

Since 1934 Lemmer worked as a foreign correspondent for several foreign 
newspapers, among them Neue Ziircher Zeitung, Pester Lloyd, the Bern Bund, 
and TIndependance Beige.

On direct behalf of the Goebbels ministry Lemmer wrote articles that were 
intended to minimize, justify and propagandistically prepare the persecutions of 
Jews abroad.

A lawsuit proceeding in 1936 in Switzerland against a Jewish citizen gave 
publicity to the barbarous treatment of Jews in Germany. The facts caused 
enraged indignation in foreign countries against the anti-Jewish policy of the 
nazis.

The Goebbels ministry attempted to intercept this movement and commis
sioned Lemmer to write a suitable article. On 4 November 1936 the Bern Bund 
published an article written by Lemmer blaming the Jews themselves for their 
inhuman treatment and extermination in Germany. On 2 November 1936 Lem
mer sent the article to Government Counsellor Diewerge, who was in department 
VII of the Goebbels ministry in charge of "Jewish affairs" for France, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Palestine and Egypt. In this letter he said:

"I assume that the final formulation meets our requirements but is at the same 
time formulated in such a way that it will actually be printed by the liberal Swiss 
newspaper which 1 serve ...

Heil Hitler!
Yours obediently. E. Lemmer"

(German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Propaganda-Ministerium) 
In a letter dated 5 November 1936 Diewerge reported to Goebbels that Lem

mer had carried out his commission. At the same time Diewerge had this article, 
which was intended to serve as evidence that the fascist racial policy was being 
approved, reprinted in the nazi press. The article also met with the full approval 
of the German embassy in Bern, which wrote to Diewerge on 13 November 1936: 

"The article you managed to launch in the Bern Bund has had extraordinarily 
positive results." (op. cit.)

When the fascists had occupied Belgium the nazis stole the influential Brussels 
newspaper Le Soir and subordinated it to the orders of the German Military 
Administration. On the initiative of the Foreign Office and in full agreement 
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with the Goebbels ministry Lemmer was appointed "Berlin correspondent" of 
Le Soir and employed as an officious disseminator of nazi propaganda for this 
paper, too. The character this paper acquired during the fascist occupation is in
dicated by the following report:

. one of the most infamous of Goebbels' propaganda sheets, put together 
by bought subjects, fabricated by traitors to their own country. The tone of the 
sheet was slavishly pro-Hitler, unscrupulously anti-English and anti-American 
and, in the field of anti-Semitism, fully adjusted to the jargon of the ignoble 
Streicher ..." (Telegraf, West Berlin, 4 January 1947)

Desire Denuit, sub-editor of the Brussels Le Soir stated in an interview with 
ADN:

''Not even Goebbels would have been as capable as Lemmer of carrying out 
nazi propaganda in Belgium under the conditions prevailing at that time!... 
With the smart Lemmer they (the nazis -editor) had a man at their disposal who 
was able to write in a suitably agreeable form, whose correspondence, however, 
was exactly for that reason the more dangerous in its poisonous effect. Lemmer 
played Hitler's game.” Allgemeiner Deutscher Nachrichtendienst, Berlin, 
7 March 1964)

In more than 2,000 articles and reports for foreign newspapers Lemmer glori
fied Hitler as a man of "genius" and praised fascist justice, the attacks on 
Czechoslovakia and Poland and the policy of extermination and war pursued by 
German imperialism.

Some articles in the Pester Lloyd written by Lemmer may sufficiently illustrate 
our point. There he said of the fascist predatory war:

"It is with almost breathless excitement that one follows the description of the 
individual phases of this war, which after Poland had been subjected and the 
Scandinavian region threatened by French and British plans for expanding the 
war had been occupied in an operation that was declared to be unique in German 
war history by Hitler, finally led on the battlefields of West Europe to a triumph 
of German arms that had been quite unimaginable and whose dimensions and 
speed had certainly not been expected by the world.” (Pester Lloyd, Budapest, 
19 July 1940)

"In the last days the German offensive operations have made significant pro
gress from all sides west of the Volga so that the situation of the Soviet defensive 
forces grows increasingly difficult and has perhaps already become hopeless. 
With the capture of important chains of hills south and north of Stalingrad the 
issue has probably already been settled ..." (op. cit. 4 September 1942)

About the notorious president of the "People's Court" and the terrorist senten
ces, particularly those passed on people who participated in the attempt on Hit
ler's life, Lemmer wrote:

"Both of them (Thierack and Freisler - editor) represent the modern national 
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socialist conception oi law ... The personalities appointed to the leading posi
tions enjoy the reputation oi being men oi wide legal experience who are ener
getic and well able to take care oi the extended juridical duties oi the Reich.” (op. 
cit., 25 August 1942)

"The assassination attempt oi 20 July has been speedily avenged with the sen
tence handed down by the judges oi the People s Court... That the court decided 
to inflict this drastic measure is clearly because the crimes oi the accused must be 
regarded as especially iniamous ..." (op. cit., 10 August 1944)

On the occasion of Hitler's fiftieth birthday Lemmer wrote in his article: 
"Adoli Hitler - On the occasion oi his 50th birthday on 20 April

Berlin, April 1939
"(E.L.) Adoli Hitler has become a historic figure within a bare decade in the 

view oi the world ... Instinct and intelligence determine the path oi the poli
tician. Hitler is creating the Greater German Reich, is assuring its total unity 
internally and strengthening its power externally in an unprecedented man
ner ..." (op. cit., 20 April 1939)

Closely connected with the denunciation of democratic fellow journalists was 
Lemmer's activity in the "Verein der Auslandspresse" (foreign press club) in 
Berlin directed at coordinating the work of the foreign journalists. Relevant in
formation is provided by a secret communication of the fascist Foreign Office, 
(Ref. P. Z.). (See Table 45, German Central Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges 
Amt, No. 60,526)

How much the fascist authorities appreciated Lemmer’s activity is indicated 
by the following facts:

While listening to foreign radio stations had been generally prohibited by the 
fascist rulers and hundreds of death sentences had been passed for no other 
reason Lemmer was given a permit by the Goebbels ministry.

Acting as a confidant of fascist Foreign Minister Ribbentrop Lemmer accom
panied the Japanese ambassador in Berlin, Oshima, when he toured South-East 
Europe in 1942. The journey was directed at bringing about a greater partici
pation by Germany's satellite states in the heavily battered fascist war policy. 
Lemmer was charged with supervising the trip and sending confidential reports 
to nazi authorities. Making an entry in his diary Goebbels wrote:

"23 April 1942 (Thursday): The iormer democratic Reichstag member Lem
mer, now a ioreign correspondent in Berlin, has leit tor the South-East with 
Oshima. He gives a detailed report iniorming us that Oshima was particularly 
active in supporting and promoting the axis policy." (Goebbels-Tagebiicher, 
Atlantis-Verlag, Zurich, 1948, p. 170)

The "Ostministerium" (ministry in charge of occupied territories in the East), 
the Foreign Office and the Propaganda Ministry sent Lemmer to those occupied 
countries where the occupants engaged in particularly cruel terror. Contrary to 
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his claims that he "had fallen into disgrace" the nazi leadership regarded him 
even in 1944 as the suitable man to go to Riga on special orders in an attempt 
to silence the indignation rising in foreign countries on account of the fascist 
crimes, and to glorify the policy of extermination. (See Table 45, German Central 
Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt, No. 26,106; Latvian Central Archive, 
Riga, under Reichskommissariat Ostland.)

Kruger ONE OF HITLER'S HANGING JUDGES
Hans

today: CDU member of the Bundestag, lawyer, predecessor of Lemmer in office as 
"refugee minister"

Dr. Hans Kruger was Lemmer's predecessor as minister for "expelled persons, 
refugees and war injured persons". BdV president for a long time he had carried 
out CDU orders by engaging in asserting revanchism. Pointing out the influence 
this man wielded the Rheinische Post (CDU) wrote :

"There was scarcely any occasion for a government statement being conceived 
in Bonn during the last years that had not been taken by the first and up to now 
only BdV President Kruger as an opportunity for calling at the chancellor's office, 
usually completely unnoticed by the public, and submitting requests, which were 
then - more or less distinctly - given expression." (Rheinische Post, Dusseldorf, 
18 November 1963)

After a term of office of no more than three months Erhard was forced to sack 
his "refugee minister" because of the disclosures on Kruger's past as a nazi and 
his work as a judge in a special court in Konitz (Chojnice, Poland), which the 
GDR had published. (See Bonner Revanchistenallianz gegen Entspannung und 
Abriistung - Bonn Revanchist Alliance against Relaxation and Disarmament, 
National Council of the National Front, Berlin, 1963)

Kruger had declared his allegiance to Hitler as early as 1923 and had, as he 
stated himself in his personal record, taken part in Hitler's insurrection against 
the Weimar Republic on 9 November 1923. When the fascists had taken power 
he immediately became a member of the NSDAP and its organizations, e.g. 
"NS-Rechtswahrerbund" (Lawyers' Association), "NS-Studentenbund" (Student 
Union), "Reichskolonialbund" (Reich Colonial Federation) and the VDA. Kruger 
was particularly active in the extremely fascist organization "Bund deutscher 
Osten" led by Oberlander.

Immediately after the fascist attack on Poland Kruger was made local nazi 
party leader and a judge in occupied Konitz (Chojnice). On 5 November 1940 
Kruger was appointed senior judge in the lower court in Konitz. In an official 
interrogation the Polish citizen Pabich said that already in the first weeks of 
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Kruger's official activity "about 2,000 Polish people from Chojnice were killed, 
people who had been jailed in Kruger's local prison up to the time they were 
murdered." As those who survived in Chojnice stated Kruger was "the terror of 
the prison". The witnesses went on to declare: "After each visit that Kruger paid 
to the prison the arrested persons were sorted out and part of them were taken 
to the place of execution in the 'Valley of Death', where they were murdered.” 
(op. cit.)

In 1942 he was appointed a "first deputy" at the newly established special 
court in Konitz. There he developed into a specialist in implementing the fascist 
policy of extermination that resulted in six million Polish citizens being killed. 
Even in case of minor offences the special court passed sentences of death or 
long terms in jail. Only such "absolutely reliable" judges as Kruger were desig
nated special judges.(

Giving evidence the Polish citizen Marian Bakowski told the Polish regional 

public prosecutor:
"Hans Kruger was one of the people who passed sentences at the special 

court. From the time 1 was employed as an interpreter 1 remember very distinctly 
five death sentences against Polish citizens, among them one against the Polish 
cadet Jeka."

This information about Kruger's activity at the special court was supplemented 
by witness Michel Znajdek:

"Hans Kruger did not enjoy a good reputation. He was said to be particularly 
severe in passing sentences. Even German judiciary officials, like the office clerk 
Pliinner, Chief Inspector Lange, Chief Judicial Inspector Pfeiffer and Judicial 
Inspector Lehmann said that Kruger had been particularly hostile in his attitude 
towards the Polish people. They were also afraid of him."

Kruger, hanging special judge, was dismissed as a minister only on account of 
the storm of protest that swept the world after the exact revelations published 
by the GDR and the People's Republic of Poland. His political career as a nazi 
occupation judge was already known in Bonn when he was appointed. As early 
as 25 November 1963, the Prosecutor General of the GDR offered West German 
Federal Chancellor Erhard an opportunity to have the original records that 
revealed one of his ministers as an incriminated nazi inspected.

Now as before, however, Kruger is still a member of the CDU parliamentary 
group (since 1957!), acts as an adviser to revenge-seeking organizations and car
ries on his busines as a lawyer, undisturbed.
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Oberlander THE HANGMAN OF LVOV
Theodor

today: CDU member of the Bundestag, one ot the most influential revanchist politicians, 
from 1953 until 1960 - as a predecessor of Kruger and Lemmer - "refugee 
minister", until 1965 chairman of the "Oder-Neisse" - association in the CDU.

Theodor Oberlander was "refugee minister" from 1953 to 1960. He remained in 
office although the federal government had known at least since the summer of 
1959 that Oberlander was guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity.

In a public trial before the Supreme Court of the GDR in 1960 Oberlander was 
sentenced to life imprisonment because of war crimes and crimes against huma
nity. In spite of the strong resistance put up by the federal government and the 
revenge-seeking organizations Oberlander had to be dismissed from his post as 
minister four days after the verdict had been passed. (See Die Wahrheit uber 
Oberlander - The Truth about Oberlander, Committe for German Unity, Berlin, 
1960)

On 9 November 1923 Oberlander - like Kruger, the hanging judge and his 
successor in the "Refugee Ministry" - took part in Hitler's insurrection against 
the Weimar Republic. The great hour came for Oberlander when the fascists rose 
to power. In rapid succession he climbed up to the highest party offices. On 
1 March 1933 he was made director of the Institute for East European Economy 
in Konigsberg and in 1934, at the age of 29, he was appointed professor. He was 
head of department in the nazi party district office in East Prussia, at first the 
regional group leader and finally, on the personal request of war criminal Hess, 
head of the notorious "Bund Deutscher Osten" (BDO), he was also an SA Haupt
sturmfuhrer and regional leader of the VDA in East Prussia.

In his capacity as Reich director of the BDO Oberlander participated in a 
leading position in preparing in theory and practice the aggression against Ger
many's eastern neighbours. He devoted his attention particularly to the German 
minorities abroad, who were given the following assignment by him:

"The German was racially superior ... Every German national group can be 
a Third Reich in miniature and . .. fight the Jews." (Kampfblatt fur Erzieher, 
1939)

This "struggle between the peoples" was to result in the extermination of the 
Slav people:

"Under the cloak of peace the struggle between the peoples is nothing but the 
continuation of the war with different means... A fight protracted over gener
ations with one single aim: Extermination!" (Der neue Weg, 1936)

When the war preparations reached their decisive stage Oberlander joined 
department II of "counter-intelligence" at the Wehrmacht Supreme Command 
as an intelligence officer. This department was an espionage and diversionist
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centre of German fascism. It recruited its agents chiefly among the German 
minorities in foreign countries.

From May 1939 Oberlander put his experience at the service of the counter
intelligence branch attached to military district VII in Breslau (Wroclaw). With 
some interruptions he remained there until 18 August 1939. Oberlander was one 
of the group that initiated and organized the faked attack on the Gleiwitz 
(Gliwice) radio station, which served the fascists as a pretext for the military 
attack on Poland.

When the fascists had occupied Poland Oberlander placed himself at the head 
of the extermination fanatics and called for the complete ejection and exter
mination of the Polish people:

"In any case we must achieve complete Germanization in the eastern terri
tories. Measures effecting complete ejection and resettlement may seem to be 
hard to those involved ... but severity employed once is better than small-scale 
warfare carried on for generations ... For this reason, along with many others, 
an assimilation of the Polish people must be rejected." (Neues Bauerntum, April- 
May 1940)

Before the attack on the Soviet Union Oberlander began to set up and train a 
special sabotage and diversionist unit for specific operations directed by depart
ment "counter-intelligence II" under his political leadership.

This task force was the "Nachtigall" (nightingale) battalion. It consisted of 
Ukrainian nationalists and fascists together with anti-social and criminal ele
ments. The unit was intended for "special operations" - such as sabotage, diver
sion, murder and mass executions in the Ukraine. It was the first unit to enter the 
Soviet Union.

Thus started the most frightful period in Oberlander's career as an "East 
expert" and "counter-intelligence" officer. The "Nachtigall" battalion reached 
the Soviet town of Lvov as the first unit of the fascist Wehrmacht on 30 June 1941 
and remained there until 7 July 1941. The number of women, children and old 
people murdered there by the "Nachtigall" battalion during the first six days of 
the fascist occupation is estimated at 3,000 to 5,000. In Lvov Oberlander began 
to realize his old plan of exterminating the Polish and Soviet intelligentsia. 
Among the 3,000 or 5,000 people murdered there were 34 outstanding represen
tatives of intellectual life. Before the aggression against the Soviet Union started 
their names had already been placed on the death list by the "Institute for Ger
man East Activity" in Krakow in cooperation with Oberlander.

But it was not only in Lvov that the "Nachtigall" unit committed massacres 
among the Soviet population. The battalion, led by Oberlander, perpetrated 
terrible slaughters among the civil population in the towns of Solochev, Tamopol, 
Prokurov, Zhitomir and Vinnitsa.

After a short time as head of the "counter-intelligence II" department with
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the commander-in-chief of Army Group South Oberlander in the autumn of 
1941 accepted the job of setting up a special unit to suppress the Soviet popu
lation and fight the partisan movement in the occupied territory. Oberlander 
pressed members of the Caucasian peoples who had fallen into the hands of the 
fascists as prisoners of war into this unit.

The “Bergmann" special troop under Oberlander's command was intended to 
be employed for diversionist actions in the interior of the Soviet Union by the 
Wehrmacht command. In 1942-43, however, it was mainly engaged in exter
minating actions against the civil population and the partisan movement. All 
these actions were carried out "with the utmost severity". Operation orders were 
signed by Oberlander. Members of this regiment who refused to take part in the 
crimes were executed. This was also the case when a part of the regiment began 
to offer resistance. Oberlander had seven members of the unit court-martialled 
and executed. After a short operation in the Balkans the regiment, organized and 
politically formed by Oberlander, distinguished itself in 1944 in the cruel sup
pression of the "Warsaw insurrection".

At the end of the war he was promoted to the rank of major and placed in 
charge of training camp "Ostprop.-Abt.z.b.V." (East propaganda, special unit) 
in Dabendorf near Berlin. This camp served the ideological indoctrination of 
traitor General Vlassov's army. Faced with the advance of the Soviet army Ober
lander fled to Czechoslovakia where he joined a unit of SS war correspondents. 
On 23 April 1945 he went to the American troops to become a prisoner of war.

Oberlander not only lives in West Germany today without being molested but 
he continues to represent the CDU in the Bundestag and he exercises great in
fluence on the policy of the West German revanchist organizations, though even 
the Bonn judiciary, in a vain attempt to clear him of the charges, had to confirm 
the murderous actions of the "Nachtigall" battalion, led by him, in Lvov.

The appointment of the heavily incriminated nazi and war criminals Ober
lander, Kruger and Lemmer as ministers of the federal government is significant 
of the spirit and the tasks of the Bonn "Refugee Ministry”.

Seebohm ARYANIZATION PROFITEER 
Hans Chr.

today: spokesman of the " Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft” and federal minister of 
transport

Hans Christoph Seebohm does not miss any opportunity to call for the separation 
of the Sudeten region from Czechoslovakia. He himself has never been a Sudeten 
German let alone a Czechoslovak citizen. He was neither bom in Czechoslovakia 
nor did he live and work there for any appreciable period.
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When Seebohm speaks of the "right to the Sudeten German homeland" he 
means coal and profit - means the former monopoly possessions of his family 
expropriated by the Czechoslovak people, i.e., the former "Britannia-Kohlen- 
werke AG" in Kralovske-Porice and the "Vereinigten Kohlenwerke AG" in 
Ervenice.

But Seebohm did not by any means limit himself to exploiting Czechoslovak 
citizens and mineral wealth, he served his own interest in participating in the 
fascist policy of Aryanization, i.e., the forcible expropriation of Jewish people, 
in Czechoslovakia. In 1940 - one year after the fascist annexation of Czecho
slovakia - Seebohm was made director of the "Hohenlohe Werke AG". What is 
behind this career? For decades three members of the Petschek family, a Jewish 
family of industrialists, had held seats on the board of directors of the Hohen
lohe trust. They fell victims to the Aryanization profiteer Seebohm. On his inter
vention the whole enterprise, in which the Petschek family held a large number 
of shares, was placed under so-called compulsory management in June 1939. 
Part of the enterprise was immediately transferred to the "Reichswerke Hermann 
Goring". Choosing the director of the new company listed again as "Hohenlohe 
Werke" in the Handbook of German Joint Stock Companies from 1941 on, the 
nazis appointed their man. Dr. Hans Christoph Seebohm.

At the same time Seebohm rid the above-mentioned companies of his family 
property of Jewish connections simply by having the Jewish capital shares con
tained in these enterprises expropriated. Three of the leading employees removed 
by Seebohm were later murdered by the fascists.

Aryanization profiteer Seebohm amalgamated on 28 February 1941 all the 
enterprises stolen in Czechoslovakia in the "Egerlander Bergbau-Aktiengesell- 
schaft" and appointed himself deputy chairman.

The following excerpt from the Handbook of German Joint Stock Companies 
proves that in the course of the Aryanization process Seebohm not only increased 
the family property but also, after removing the Petschek family, managed to 
place himself and his family in the decisive positions of the trust that had been 
"rid of Jews":
"Egerlander Bergbau-AG - company seat: Konigswerth near Falkenau (Eger- 
tal)
Founded: 28 February 1941...
Founder: Director Dr. Fritz Rittstieg in Berlin, acting as the alienation trustee 
of the "Britannia-Kohlenwerke AG" in Konigswerth and the "Vereinigte Britan- 
nia-Kohlenwerke AG", Seestadt; general manager Kurt Seebohm, Konigswerth; 
Dr. Ing. Hans-Christoph Seebohm, Graupen; Admiral (ret.) Hans Seebohm, Ber
lin; manager Siegmund Schauberger, Karlsbad.
Chairman: Director General Kurt Seebohm, Konigswerth.
Board of Directors: Heinrich Ansmann, lawyer, Berlin, chairman;
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Dr. Ing. Hans Christoph Seebohm, mining assessor, Dortmund, deputy chair
man; ..
(Handbuch der deutschen Aktiengesellschaften, Verlag Hoppenstedt und Co., 
Berlin, 1942)
The revenge-seeking agitation that Seebohm carries on in West German today 

is intended to create the conditions for bringing his "Aryanization" profits which 
he obtained at a time when Czechoslovakia had been occupied by the fascists 
into his possession again. Yet Seebohm's aims are still higher. When the “Greater 
German Reich" has been re-established within the frontiers of 1939 he wants to 
make the rich deposits of fissionable material existing in Czechoslovakia avail
able for the atomic armament potential of West Germany.

"One of the most important - it not actually the most important - deposits of 
fissionable raw materials for obtaining atomic energy that have so far been 
opened up on the European continent is in the Sudeten region, i.e., in that part of 
the provinces of Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia which until 1945-46 had been in
habited by Germans. This fact alone might already justify the call going out to 
the German public to engage in studying the problems of the region, its people 
and its relations with its neighbours." (Mitteleuropaische Quellen und Doku- 
mente - Central European Sources and Documents, Munich, Vol. 2, p. 4)

On 9 October 1960 Seebohm announced the plans of the West German revan
chists at a meeting of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" in Aschaffenburg:

"... Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Soviet Union must not entertain the hope 
that we have written off the land behind the Oder and Neisse. It is a question of 
the liberation of all peoples in Central and Eastern Europe and the extension of 
the Christian West throughout Europe. This, however, will have to happen 
soon ..." (Strauss und seine Ultras, Materialien des Ausschusses fur Deutsche 
Einheit - Materials of the Committee for German Unity, Berlin, 1961)

Seebohm, federal minister and spokesman of the "Sudetendeutsche Lands
mannschaft" wants to resume the march to the Urals relying on the West Ger
man imperialists' atomic potential increased by the annexation of Czechoslovak 
territory.

Wegener GESTAPO TOUT
Walter
today: state secretary in the "Fluchtlingsministerium" (refugee ministry) of Lower 

Saxony, chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Mecklenburg", chairman of the "Ver
einigte Landsmannschaften Mitteldeutschlands", member of the juridical and 
constitutional committee of the "Conference of German Towns and Municipali
ties", and member of the mixed personnel committee of the Niedersdchsische 
Spitzenverbande.
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In the nazi party Dr. Wegener was at first "Blockleiter" and "Zellenleiter" (local 
leader) and from March 1934 until January 1943 he was regional economic 
adviser. When the fascists rose to power Wegener became mayor of Stavenhagen, 
and on 12 December 1934 he was appointed mayor of Ribnitz. Wegener initiated 
the terror against anti-fascists and Jewish citizens in Ribnitz. Documents like 
those on the “Michelsen" case mark Wegener as a fanatical adherent of Hitler 
and as a procurer for the Gestapo. (See Table 46, Landeshauptarchiv, Schwerin, 
under Mdl No. 829)

After his "successful" activity in Ribnitz Wegener was in 1944 appointed lower 
court counsellor by the nazis in the district court of Rostock-Land.

Kohnert HANGMAN OF BYDGOSZCZ
Hans

today: spokesman of the " Landsmannschaft Westpreussen" (West Prussia) and manag
ing director of the "Verband Deutscher Fleischivarenfabriken" (Association of 
German Meat-processing Factories)

In 1935 Dr. Kohnert became chairman of the "Deutsche Vereinigung", the fascist 
organization of the German minority in the Polish Warthe region. His main 
methods employed in undermining the Polish state were, besides intensive espio
nage, the fascist education and military training of young people and the inclu
sion of as many members of the German minority as possible in the network of 
the fifth column. Kohnert had close connections with Oberlander and the SS 
leadership, which provided him with money for his subversive activity.

In 1938 Kohnert began to build up the SS in these regions of Poland. The organ
ization existed under the name of "Selbstschutz" (self-protection) and was 
employed against the Polish army and population when Poland was attacked. 
The "Selbstschutz" under the command of Kohnert is responsible for the murder 
of thousands of citizens of Bromberg (Bydgoszcz). This is what happened in this 
town, seat of the underground organization under Kohnert's command, on that 
ill-fated 3 September 1939:

In the morning Kohnert's SS gangs supposing that their hour had arrived 
opened a strong fire from houses and roof tops on the Polish troops retreating 
into the interior of the country. The Polish town commandant thereupon gave 
orders to rid the town of the SS gangs. About 260 assassins of the fascist fifth 
column were rounded up and executed by the Polish army. These events, which 
had been provoked by the fascist Kohnert, were taken as a pretext by SS and 
Gestapo for murdering 10,500 people - among them whole school and high 
school classes - in Bromberg alone when Poland had been occupied. A further 
13,000 people lost their live in deportations.
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For these "services" Kohnert was promoted to SS Oberfiihrer in 1939 and 
became "Landesbauemfuhrer" (regional farmers' leader) in that region of Polish 
territory known as Netze-Wartheland. Hitler decorated him with the "golden 
badge of honour of the NSDAP".

Ulitz ORGANIZED THE CRIME OF GLEIWITZ
Otto

today: spokesman of the "Landsmannschait Oberschlesien" (Upper Silesia)

Ulitz was the leader of the "Deutscher Volksbund fur polnisch Oberschlesien" 
since 1921. The great hour of this "Volksbund" struck when Hitler rose to power. 
Under Ulitz' extremely fascist orientation the hooligan gangs of the "Volksbund" 
began more and more frequently to provoke violent clashes particularly in 1939. 
A wave of fascist provocations passed through the Polish land. Their aim was to 
inject as much tension as possible into the political situation in order to create a 
suitable pretext for a military attack on Poland.

Ulitz, with his fifth column disguised as "Volksbund" (people's federation), 
was employed in preparing and carrying out the feigned attack on the Gleiwitz 
(Gliwice) radio station. In several conferences with the SS leadership Ulitz was 
entrusted with the following assignments for the plot: he was to act as an adviser 
to the people who had been selected by the fascist security service (SD) and came 
to Gleiwitz under the command of the SD man Naujocks, and to acquaint them 
with the locality. He assisted also in selecting a reliable German of Polish nation
ality who spoke fluent Polish, who was placed at the disposal of Naujocks. After 
the feigned "raid" this criminal made an inciting speech in the Polish language, 
which was transmitted over the Gleiwitz radio station.

The action against the Gleiwitz radio station was carried out on 31 August 
1939. The military attack on Poland and the Second World War started the very 
next day.

In compensation for his various services in preparing the aggression Ulitz was 
made a ministerial counsellor and head of a department of the government in 
Kattowitz (Katowice), and on 18 October 1939 he was awarded the "golden badge 
of honour of the NSDAP".

Richthofen A DISHONOURABLE DENOUNCER
Boiko von

today: "federal scientific adviser" and a member of the executive committee of the 
"Landsmannschaft Schlesien" (Silesia)

Richthofen was one of the anti-Semitic and revenge-seeking professors serving 
Hitler. In his pseudo-scientific writings he tried to justify the anti-Semitic bar-
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barism of the nazis and the predominance German imperialism sought to esta
blish, particularly over East Europe. Some titles selected from his bibliography 
may provide ample evidence: Rasse und Volkstum in der bolschewistischen Wis- 
senschait (Race and National Characteristics in Bolshevist Science), Ursprung 
der Ostjuden und Chasaren (Origin of Eastern Jews and Chazars), Judentum und 
bolschewistische Kulturpolitik (The Jews and Bolshevist Cultural Policy).

Richthofen began his political career in the reactionary volunteer forces and 
the "Schwarze Reichswehr" (i.e., army units continuing to exist contrary to inter
national treaties after the First World War). Later his profoundly reactionary 
attitude led him into the fascist "Bund Deutscher Osten".

Acting as chairman of the "Berufsvereinigung deutscher Vorgeschichtsfor- 
scher" (Professional Association of German Prehistory Research Workers) he 
denounced Professor Wirth, a scientist who had made statements deviating from 
fascist racial theories and continued to make friends with Jewish people. There 
is a large number of documents which cast a significant light on this fanatical 
representative and defender of the barbarian fascist racial theory and practice. 
In a letter dated 24 January 1934 he writes to Professor Gunther in Jena:

" I do not understand why Wirth should be spared for human and tactical con
siderations ... 'Your suggestion to ask the entire body, if possible, of national 
university teachers to make a statement directed against Wirth appears to me of 
extraordinary value; it should, however, not be phrased in conciliatory terms but, 
in my opinion, in penetratingly sharp words.” (Also see Table 47, Landeshaupt- 
archiv, Schwerin, under Ministerium fur Unterricht, No. 1267)

Professor Wirth was not the only victim of denouncer Richthofen. The scient
ists Gesemann and Winkler, too, were denounced to the nazi authorities as being 
"favourably disposed towards Jews and Bolsheviks" by him.

During the Second World War Richthofen worked as expert and "special com
missioner" at the Army Supreme Command, "Foreign Armies, East" department, 
in the espionage system of Reinhard Gehlen, then a lieutenant general and now 
president of the Federal Intelligence Service. In a letter to Leipzig University 
Richthofen wrote on 16 October 1944:

"I have mainly made my labour power available to the Wehrmacht and the 
party, giving lectures on Bolshevism in order to strengthen the will to see this 
war through." (Archive of the University of Leipzig)

Richthofen also boasted of being a hold-out fanatic in an article in the Leip- 
ziger Neueste Nachrichten. Among other things, he said there:

"Knowing Europeans, conscious of their responsibility, do not know anything 
else but to go on fighting to the last against the hell of Bolshevism and its pluto
cratic associates. Only in this way can our people, Europe and the world be 
saved." (Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten, 15 November 1944)

Today Richthofen is the leading ideologist of the "Schlesische Landsmann-
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schaft". He is, moreover, one of the organizers and promoters of the right-wing 
radical and semi-fascist "Aktion Oder-Neisse" (AKON).

He was decorated in 1964 with the Federal Distinguished Service Cross first 
class by Lubke.

Illing SS TERRORIST
Paul

today, federal manager of the " Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" (SL), secretary of 
the "Bundesversammlung" of the SL, member of the "advisory board" attached 
to the Lemmer ministry

Illing joined the NSDAP as early as 1 March 1923 in Vienna, where he became 
"block leader". He joined the SA at the same time. On behalf of the nazi party 
he went to Czechoslovakia to take part in spreading fascism among the German 
minority and in subversive actions against the Czechoslovak state. Illing organ
ized the "Volkssport" there, a fascist terrorist organization set up on SS prin
ciples and employed against the Czechoslovak population. As a deputy national 
leader of this organization, which was under the leadership of Hans Krebs, the 
nazi "Gauleiter" and war criminal, Illing was responsible for the provocations 
staged by his organization. In bourgeois Czechoslovakia he was therefore sen
tenced to two years and seven months in prison for activities hostile to the state.

In 1938 Himmler asked him to come to Germany. He was to assist here in pre
paring the occupation of Czechoslovakia. As an SS Sturmbannfuhrer he was 
employed as head of two departments in the staff of "SS main sector Elbe". Only 
one year later he was promoted to SS Obersturmbannfuhrer. Describing his fur
ther jobs in the SS Illing wrote in his personal record:

"On 15 March 1939 I was ordered to accompany the Reichsfuhrer SS as a 
guide and interpreter on the march into Prague. As the leader of the SS recruiting 
office of the main sector Elbe and as local leader in Prague I was subsequently 
engaged in building up SS units in the northern protectorate. In December 1939 1 
was appointed honorary leader ot the 103rd SS Standard in Aussig, and since June 
19401 have been honorary district organization leader in Liberec." (Central State 
Archive of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Prague, under Reichsstatthalter 
Sudetenland)

Illing was then appointed to the district council in Leitmeritz (Litomerice), one 
of the largest districts of the Sudeten region. The nazi party, however, was not 
going to give him up. By order of the "Deputy to the Fuhrer" he joined the 
NSDAP district leadership in Reichenberg, where he worked as a staff leader. 
For his active participation in preparing and carrying out the annexation of 
Czechoslovakia and in organizing the SS terror against the Czech population
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Tiling was given various decorations, such as the "Totenkopfring" (i.e. a ring 
enchased with a skull) and the "Ehrendegen des Reichsfuhrers SS" (a sword), 
the "golden badge of honour of the NSDAP" and the War Service Cross.

Neuwirth ARYANIZATION SPECIALIST
Hans

today: member of the "Sudeten German Council", member of the Adenauer CDU execu
tive, chairman of the legal committee and member of the press committee and 
the "federal assembly" of the" Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", manager of the 
"Union der Vertriebenen" (Union of Exiled Persons) within the CDU, and secre
tary of the "Collegium Carolinum", which is a centre of imperialist East research; 
he is employed in the Bonn government's Foreign Office.

Dr. Neuwirth was a deputy of the Sudeten German nazi party from 1935, he 
became a member of the central leadership and a member of the legal office in 
1936. War criminal Henlein called Neuwirth the "political lawyer" of his party. 
The "Gauleitung" (regional party office) of the NSDAP in Reichenberg charac
terized him as follows: "As he had contracted to handle political processes he 
was paid a fixed salary of RM 1,000 by the VDA. In Nikolsburg he took a strong 
stand against the influence of the Jewish element apparent in that particular dis
trict." (Central State Archive of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Prague, 
under Gauleitung Reichenberg)

After the annexation of the Sudeten region by the Hitler fascists Neuwirth con
cerned himself with plans to exterminate the Czech people. He submitted his 
suggestions for implementing the fascist policy of extermination to the Ribben
trop Foreign Office in a memorandum of 15 October 1938, under the title "Re
marks on the Czechoslovakian question". There he wrote:

"The principal question of what is to be done with the rest of the state is to be 
urgently decided. There appear to be two possibilities: (A) The Czechs are left to 
themselves, the remaining state is economically blockaded, the phenomena of 
economic and social shrinkage are increased to an excessive extent and speed, the 
aspirations of the Slovaks and Ukrainians to achieve autonomy will thus be en
couraged up to the point of political separation, and finally the unavoidable un
rest connected with social and economic difficulties serves as the pretext to use 
the obligation of restoring order, a duty that cannot be shirked, for taking over 
power in the historical countries and placing them under the direct sovereignty 
of the Reich. When the regions of the historical countries have been annexed as 
far as sovereign power is concerned a strictly authoritative administration will 
have to be set up, which would not be able to do without the sharpest use of police 
pressure aiming at persecutional displacement. This policy is feasible in principle 
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but will have to be consistently pursued, however, with all consequences and, if 
the situation arises, mercilessly..." (Central State Archive of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic, Prague, under Auswartiges Amt, No. D 497,783ff.)

When the fascists had occupied the remaining regions of Czechoslovakia, too, 
Neuwirth was commissioned by the notorious war criminal Heydrich with liqui
dating the Jewish Petschek concern. The Aryanization of the company, which 
was carried out bytheSD in cooperation with Neuwirth, resulted in 12 employees 
being murdered. The "Aryanized" Petschek undertaking was partly incorporated 
in the fascist "Hermann-Gbring-Konzem". Neuwirth had here proved himself as 
an expert particularly suited for the theft of Jewish property and was commis
sioned with "reorganizing” another branch of the Petschek concern, the "Mon
tan- und Industrialwerke AG" in the Falkenau region. After Neuwirth had dis
placed all Jewish shareholders and handed them over to the Gestapo he joined 
the managing committee of the "Aryanized" enterprise.

Zoglmann PLEDGED TO THE "FUHRER"
Siegfried

today: leading functionary of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" and parliamen
tary secretary of the FDP parliamentary group in the Bonn Bundestag

Zoglmann joined the fascist youth movement in 1928, and in 1931 he started to 
work as a sub-editor and editor of fascist youth papers, such as Jungdeutsches 
Volk, Die Fanfare and Deutscher Ostraum. In 1935 he became Bannfuhrer. War 
criminal Schirach made him head of the coordination centre in the press and pro
paganda office of the Reich Youth leader. After the occupation of Czechoslova
kia Zoglmann, as a Hauptbannfuhrer and later a Gebietsfiihrer, was appointed 
head of command centre Bohemia and Moravia of the HJ (Hitler Youth) and 
head of a department attached to war criminal K. H. Frank, the "Reich protector" 
in fascist-occupied Prague.

In this capacity he took part in all internal and "militarily supervised" meet
ings. This circle was accessible for, among others: "Reich protector" K. H. Frank, 
Oberbannfuhrer Zoglmann, SS Oberfiihrer Stahlecker, leading members of the 
regional nazi office, among them Konstantin Hoss, today a member of the execu
tive committee of the "Witikobund” and formerly regional leader of the NSDAP 
in Prague (Praha).

The pamphlets for the "political education" of the HJ, published by Zoglmann 
himself or together with other leading nazis, show him to be a fanatical adherent 
of the fascist system. In his book Jugend erlebt Deutschland (Young People Ex
perience Germany) he wrote, for example: "Germany lives in the marching co
lumns of the SA and in the steps of the young Wehrmacht". And in another place: 
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"One belief unites them. One will lives in their souls. One flag behind which 
they march. One "Fuhrer" to whom they have pledged themselves."

In a letter of 20 January 1940 to war criminal Frank Zoglmann asked to be 
accepted into the SS with a rank corresponding to his position. He referred to a 
conversation he had with Himmler on 12 January 1940 in Berlin. As a deco
ration for his part in the occupation of Czechoslovakia Zoglmann received the 
"golden badge of honour of the HJ". He joined the armed SS in 1943.

Karmasin HANGMAN OF THE SLOVAK PEOPLE
Franz
today, manager of the "Witikobund", the fascist propaganda centre of the "Sudeten

deutsche Landsmannschaft", member of the "Sudetendeutscher Rat" and member 
of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", which is 
led by Minister Seebohm.

Among the heavily incriminated nazi and war criminals that penetrate the "Su
detendeutsche Landsmannschaft" Karmasin stands out particularly with his atro
cious crimes against the Slovak people. In 1962 he went to Slovakia as a func
tionary of the extremely nationalist "Deutscher Kulturbund" in order to exercise 
a nationalist influence on the German minorities living there and include them 
in his subversive activities against Czechoslovakia. It is from this time also that 
his friendship with war criminal Henlein dates, who on 15 October 1937 ap
pointed him his deputy in the Sudeten-German nazi party and made him his 
commissioner for Slovakia.

When the German fascists occupied Czechoslovakia they conceded formal in
dependence to Slovakia under the rule of the fascist Tiso, in order to split the 
will of the Czechoslovak people to resist. In reality this formally independent 
Slovak state was nothing but a nazi protectorate. Employed in the Tiso govern
ment as nazi People's Group leader and state secretary Karmasin was in charge 
of controlling the Slovak fascists and supervising their obedience to Hitler's 
orders.

When Slovakia had been separated from Czech territory Karmasin organized 
the SS, SA and police terror. Among the first victims were 700 members of the 
German minority who, stamped as anti-social elements, were transported to the 
extermination camps of the SS. In his letter of 28 July 1942 Karmasin wrote to 
Himmler:
"Reichsfuhrer!

"I am again moved to thank you, Reichsfuhrer, most heartily for the generous 
assistance which you have again granted to us by making it possible to expel anti
social elements. The action, which was carried out by Pg. (party member) Lack- 
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tnann of the "Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle" and by Dr. Toth of my office, was com
pletely successful... Heil Hitler! Yours, Karmasin." (Archive of the Czecho
slovak Ministry of Justice)

To carry out such actions and exterminate the Slovak people Karmasin created 
the notorious "Freiwillige Schutzstaffel" (FS), a terrorist organization which did 
not differ in structure, objectives, spirit and leadership from Himmler's SS. In 
order to prepare the extermination policy and to be able to divide the population 
into those "racially inferior" and those "racially valuable" Karmasin asked 
Himmler to send him SS Gruppenfiihrer Pancke, head of the SS Central Racial 
and Resettlement Office. The SS Gruppenfiihrer described the result of this 
operation in Slovakia in a report dated 18 June 1940:

"The Jews in Slovakia still enjoy unlimited freedom today ... Only the actions 
of the People’s Group particularly of the FS (Freiwillige Schutzstaffel) in the 
towns where there is a greater number of Germans, have resulted in Jews being 
expelled or forced to emigrate by terrorist measures. When the Jews and Gipsies 
have been removed and the Magyars and Magyarones have been resettled - in
volving approximately 500,000 people - this land can, in my opinion, be regained 
in full for Germandom ..." (Ibid.)

After the visit of SS Gruppenfiihrer Pancke Karmasin decided that the time 
had come to fulfil the promise which he and the Slovak fascists Durcansky and 
Mach had given Goring at a meeting in winter 1938-39, namely, to solve the 
Jewish proplem in the same way as in Germany. (IMT, Vol. Ill, p. 171) Karma- 
sin's "Freiwillige Schutzstaffel" had already proved fully reliable in anti-Semitic 
excesses. It could now be employed on a large scale to deport the Jewish popula
tion to the extermination camps:
"Freiwillige Schutzstaffel
FS.-Sturmbann 1 Pressburg, 28 May 1942

To the Home Office, Dept. XIV
c/o Dr. Vasko

Our ref. A/St Pressburg
Dept. IV-AZ.12a

"Enclosed you will find a list containing the names of FS members who were 
employed in the auxiliary police service in the safeguarding of Jewish property 
during the period 7 to 23 May. 1 request that you take suitable steps to have them 
compensated for the loss of wages.

Heil Hitler - Nastraz
The adjutant of Sturmbann Asvany" 

(Central State Archive of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Prague, under 
Deutsche Partei)

Sixty thousand of the Slovak Jews deported on Karmasin's order were mur
dered. In order to make sure that all Jews were really deported to the extermina
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tion camps Karmasin insisted even in the summer of 1944 on having all Jews 
carefully registered:
"Der Fuhrer of the German People s Group in Slovakia

Urgent!!
Pressburg, 2 June 1944 

Herrn Minister Alexander Mach
Pressburg

Sir,
"I take the liberty of informing you of the following: Registration forms are 

being prepared to facilitate carrying out the decree concerning the proper regis
tration and issuing of citizens' legitimation documents. These registration forms 
lack a column in which to state one's religion so that all Jews thereby have the 
possibility of concealing themselves. I consider it urgently necessary not only to 
add such a column but also to inquire about the religion they confessed before 
1938 so there can be no doubt.

Heil Hitler! Nastrazl
Karmasin"

(Archive of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Justice)
The reward given to Karmasin for oppressing and exterminating the Czecho

slovak people consisted, among other things, in his promotion to SA Brigade
fuhrer and SS Hauptsturmfuhrer.

Himmler, Frank and Henlein evaded the tribunal of the peoples by committing 
suicide. Karmasin, who carried out their policy in Slovakia, hid after 1945 at first 
in Austria under the name of Dibak and then he went to West Germany. Although 
his name is in the list of war criminals issued by Czechoslovakia Karmasin can 
again bear his proper name in West Germany without risking being arrested and 
tried for his crimes. And what is more Karmasin is today one of the most influen
tial men in the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" around Seebohm andjaksch.

Hitler's Fifth Column - Bonn Revanchist LeadersAmmerling, Rudolfbefore 1945: SS leader to the commander of the security police in Pragueafter 1945: district manager of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" (SL) in Upper Franconia, regional chairman of the SL in Bayreuth and member of the "Witiko- bund"Asbach, Hans Adolfbefore 1945: 1933 NSDAP, NSDAP Gauwalter of the German Labour front in Stettin (Szczecin), regional prefect in occupied Poland 

after 1945: until 1957 social Minister in Schleswig-Holstein, functionary of the BHE in Schleswig-Holstein, member of the party presidium GB/BHE, has long been chairman of the "Pommersche Landsmannschaft"Aschenbrenner, Dr. Viktorbefore 1945: member of the Henlein party, secretary of the "Deutscher Kultur- verband" (German Cultural Association) and in 1937 head of the "Sudetendeutsche Stelle", which were both espionage cover organizations. In the Hitler war regional 
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head of the fascist organization "Kraft durch Freude" (strength through joy)after 1945: government counsellor in the Hessian provincial government, member of the federal assembly of the "Sudeten- deutsche Landsmannschaft", chairman of the "Cultural Committee"Babenzien, Friedrichbefore 1945: 1932 NSDAP, editor of the NSDAP newspaper Westhavellandische Tageszeitung, national socialist regional press officialafter 1945: Functionary of the "Landsmannschaft Berlin-Mark-Brandenburg"Bartl, Ernstbefore 1945: functionary of the NSDAP regional headquarters in Eger, second national socialist mayor of Egerafter 1945: editor of Der Egerlander, in the leading staff of the "Arbeitsgemein- schaft sudetendeutscher Turner"Becher, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: SA leader, journalist of the national socialist regional organ Die Zeit (Reichenberg), had a share in the persecution of the Jews in the Sudeten area, PK war correspondentafter 1945: For many years chairman of the "Witikobund", editor of the revanchist Ost- und West-Informationen und Kom- mentare fur Deutschland, general secretary of the "Sudeten German Council", expert on work with the public in the federal executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Bierschenk, Theodorbefore 1945: co-author of a list of Polish journalists from Litzmannstadt (Lodz), who were murdered by the Gestapo at the beginning of November 1939after 1945: leader of the "Homeland Information Office Poland II" in Lower Saxony and press officer of the "Landsmannschaft Weichsel-Warthe"Bohm, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: secretary of Henlein, chairman of the regional court of the NSDAP Reichenberg regional leadership after 1945: chairman of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", member of the presidium of the Federation of Expelled PersonsBohmert, Kurtbefore 1945: national socialist lower court counsellor, chairman of the NSDAP regional court Juterbog-Luckenwalde 

after 1945: chairman of the working group of the "homeland regional agents" of the "Landsmannschaft Berlin-Mark-Brandenburg"Bose, Ossibefore 1945: leader of the "Sudeten German Youth", follower of Henlein after 1945: federal youth leader of the "German Youth from the East"Bornemann, Felixbefore 1945: regional leader of the NSDAP in Znaim, member of the fascist Reichstag since 1938after 1945: "homeland regional agent" for all former resettlers from the region of Znaim living in West GermanyBrand, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: head of the office and foreign policy expert of Henlein, member of the executive committee of the fascist "Ka- meradschaftsbund", general expert on Go- ring's Four Year Plan in the occupied Sude- tenland, SA Sturmfuhrerafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund", expert on basic legal problems in the federal executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", member of the "Sudetendeutscher Rat" (council)Brehm, Fritzbefore 1945: SS Obersturmbannfuhrer and SS leader with the "Reichskommissar fur die Festigung des deutschen Volkstums" (Reich commissioner for the strengthening of German nationality), holder of the "To- tenkopfring" (death-head ring) and the "Gold Medal of the NSDAP"after 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund" of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Breuer, Emilbefore 1945: NSDAP group leader in Reichenberg, had a share in the organization of the "Sudetendeutsche Freikorps" of the Henlein SS, 1941 in the management of the savings-bank in Lvov, War Service Cross after 1945: Sentenced by a Czechoslovak court, economic expert in the federal executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Christ, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: Bannfuhrer of the Hitler Youth in Hungaryafter 1945: deputy federal leader and
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ideologist of the "German Youth from the East", leader of the federal group "Hungar- ian-Germans"David, Dr. Herbertbefore 1945: collaborator of Henlein, head of the legal office of the NSDAP regional leadership in Reichenberg, since 1938 member of the fascist Reichstag, national socialist superior provincial court president in Leitmeritz (Litomerice), responsible for the special court there, SS Oberfuhrer after 1945: member in the provincial executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Lands- mannschaft" in Lower SaxonyDelphendahl, Heinrichbefore 1945: editor of the nazi press, national socialist mayor of Gotha and Rudolstadt, chairman of the NSDAP regional court in Gotha, head of the NSDAP regional leadership in Thuringia, NSDAP (No. 195 270)after 1945: chairman of the "Bundes- landsmannschaft Thiiringen"Domabyl, Josefbefore 1945: member of the NSDAP leadership in occupied Prague, leading function in the protectorate administration after 1945: government director in the provincial government of Schleswig-Holstein, expert on finance in the federal executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmann- schaft"Eggert, Dr. Oskarbefore 1945: author of "blood and soil pamphlets" on Mecklenburg and Pomerania, army study counsellor in the fascist Wehrmachtafter 1945: co-founder and chairman of the "Pommersche Landsmannschaft”, member of the advisory counci in the "Refugee" MinistryEssen, Dr. Wernerbefore 1945: member of the fascist Reich Ministry of the Interior, together with Globke participated in drafting and implementing the racial laws, 1941 in the fascist Reich Commissariat for the "East", department head and authoritative "specialist on Germanization"after 1945: ministerial counsellor and section head in section 1/5 of the "Refugee" Ministry and member in the J.G. Herder Research Council", a centre of imperialist research on the East

Foder, Kurtbefore 1945: senior administrative inspector in Klingenthal, chief of the local police, sent anti-fascists into concentration camps, after the attack on Poland district governor, 1932 NSDAPafter 1945: chief government inspector in section III/4 of the "Refugee" MinistryFoltinek, Lotharbefore 1945: editor of the nazi regional organ Die Zeit (Reichenberg), employee of the Gestapoafter 1945: chief editor of the Sudetendeutsche Zeitung, member of the federal committee on press and information of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Frank, Ernstbefore 1945: main regional office head of the NSDAP in Karlsbad, editor of fascist papers and pamphlets in Czechoslovakia, brother of war criminal K.H. Frank after 1945: editor of the newspaper Wegweiser fur Heimatvertriebene and the Sudetendeutscher Turnerbrief, member of the "Witikobund"Franke, Gotthardbefore 1945: district president and political leader of the NSDAP in Gross- Kunetitz and Frywaldafter 1945: minister of economic affairs and transport in Hesse, deputy head of the federal executive of the GB/BHE, member of the presidium of the "Witikobund"Gaksch, Franzbefore 1945: NSDAP administrative head in the resettlers' headquarters in Graz of the SS organization "Volksdeutsche Mit- telstelle"after 1945: CSU provincial deputy and administrative head of the Bavarian Provincial Diet, chairman of the "Union der Vertriebenen" (Union of Expelled Persons) in the CSUGille, Dr. Alfredbefore 1945: national socialist mayor of Lotzen, member of the NSDAP regional leadership in East Prussiaafter 1945: chairman of the federal executive of the "Landsmannschaft Ostpreus- sen", provincial chairman of the "Bund der Vertriebenen" in Schleswig-Holstein, deputy head of the neo-nazi "Gesamtdeutsche Par- tei"
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Godel, Dr. Johannesbefore 1945: 1933 SS, 1941 SS Untersturmfuhrer in the security serviceafter 1945: government director in the "Refugee" Ministry of Lower Saxony, leader of the central group, chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien", Hanover groupGotz, Dr. Hermannbefore 1945: employee of the fascist secret service in Czechoslovakia; for this activity he was decorated with the "1. October 1938 Memorial Medal”after 1945: CDU member of the Bundestag, member in the "Sudetendeutscher Rat"Goldschmidt, Dr. Georgbefore 1945: leader of the fascist fifth column in Hungary and chief editor of several nazi newspapers, anti-Semite and racist after 1945: deputy head of section II/5 of the "Refugee" MinistryGraebe, Horstbefore 1945: active in the fascist fifth column in Poland, the "Deutsche Vereini- gung", nazi lower court counsellor in occupied Wrzesniaafter 1945: ministerial counsellor and head of section 1/1 of the "Refugee" MinistryGroeben, Karl von derbefore 19 4 5: 1932 NSDAP, political leader, 1936-1943 district president in In- sterburg, 1943 transferred to the fascist administration in Lomschaafter 1945: chairman of the Landes- gruppe Rhineland-Palatinate of the "Landsmannschaft Westpreussen", until 31 March 1964 senior government counsellor and head of department V (refugee administration and war damage aid) in the Social Ministry of Rhineland-PalatinateGuthsmuths, Dr. Willibefore 1945: SA Hauptsturmfuhrer, SS Sturmbannfuhrer, managing director of the Sudetendeutsche Bergbau AG in Brux after 1945: member of the executive comittee of the "Witikobund", state secretary in the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs and Transport, awarded the grand Federal Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit with shoulder ribbonHacker, Gustavbefore 1945: founder of the "Bund der deutscher Landjungen" (Association of Ger

man Boys) in Czechoslovakia, as a top functionary of the SDP (Sudeten German Party) he led the "Bund der Landwirte” (farmers' association) towards the Henlein Party, employee in the Ministry of Agriculture in occupied Prague (Praha)after 1945: Hessian minister of agriculture, member of the executive committee of the "Bauernverband der Vertriebenen" Expelled Farmers' Association, member of the presidium of the "Witikobund"Hartig, Ernstbefore 1945: active NSDAP functionary (No. 858977), block leader in Gera-Ost already in 1932after 1945: business manager of the "Vereinigten Landsmannschaften Mittel- deutschlands", chairman of the Lower Saxon provincial group of the "Landsmannschaft Thiiringen"Hamm, Franzbefore 1945: was one of the leaders of the fifth column in Yugoslavia, political deputy of the nazi national group leadership for the South Slavic state, head of the NSDAP parliamentary party in the Hungarian Parliamentafter 1945: head of section II/3 in the "Refugee" MinistryHanely, Ernst vonbefore 1945: editor of the nazi regional organ Die Zeit (Reichenberg)after 1945: chief publisher of the Sudetendeutsche ZeitungHergl, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer in the security police in Prague (Praha) after 1945: government director, head of the ministerial bureau and the press office in the Bavarian Ministry of Labour (this Ministry is responsible for the promotion of revanchism in Bavaria)Holler, Franzbefore 1945: regional propaganda chief of the NSDAP in the Sudetenland, 1933 SS, head of the Reich propaganda office in the Sudetenland and the provincial chamber of cultureafter 1945: chief editor of the Hessian BdV organ (refugee association) Wegweiser fur HeimatvertriebeneHoss, Konstantinbefore 1945: NSDAP regional leader in occupied Prague (Praha), leader of the fascist "Karpatendeutsche Partei", leader in 
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the "Sudetendeutsches Freikorps" of the Henlein SSafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund", business manager of the "Verband der heimatvertrie- benen Verleger e.V." (Association of Exile Publishers), central organization for 350 revanchist newspapers with a total edition of some two millionTiling, Paulbefore 1945: 1923 NSDAP, SA, leading official of the fascist fifth column in Czechoslovakia, organized the formation of the SS in the occupied Sudeten regions, district president in Leitmeritz (Litomerice), staff leader of the NSDAP regional leadership in Reichenberg, SS Obersturmbannfuhrer, decorated with the "golden medal of the NSDAP", "death-head ring" and "sword of honour of the Reichsfuhrer SS"after 1945: federal business manager of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" and secretary of the "Federal Assembly", member of the advisory council to the "Refugee" MinistryJahn, Dr. Hans-Edgarbefore 1945: leader of the Hitler Youth and NSDAP, national socialist leading officerafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Pommersche Landsmannschaft", editor of militarist pamphlets, president of the "Arbeitsgemeinschaft demo- kratischer Kreise" (working community of democratic centres), an anti-communist demagogic organization, CDU candidate for the 1965 Bundestag electionsJahn, Dr. Rudolfbefore 1945: national socialist regional leader in the Sudetenlandafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund", editor of the Blatter deutscher GildenschaftenJaschek, Dr. Felixbefore 1945: propagandist of the Henlein party, from 1938 agent of the fascist intelligence service in Czechoslovakia, took part in preparing and carrying through the occupation of Czechoslovakiaafter 1945: lawyer in Bremen, member of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Jungschaffer, Karl before 1945: leading official of the Henlein party, editor of the nazi regional organ Die Zeit, Reichenberg

after 1945: publishing director of the Vertriebene Anzeigers and the periodical Wehr und HeimatKarmasin, Franzbefore 1945: from 1926 leading official of the fifth column in Slovakia, 1937 deputy to Henlein, state secretary in the fascist Tiso government in Slovakia and nazi national group leader, SA Brigadefuhrer, SS Hauptsturmfuhrerafter 1945: business manager of the "Witikobund", member of the "Sudeten German Council", member of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Keil, Theobefore 1945: SA Sturmbannfiihrer, leader of the national socialist regional office for education of the regional leadership in Reichenberg, member of the central direction of the "Deutscher Kulturverband" (German Cultural Association), a fifth column in Czechoslovakia, member of the central direction of the fascist "Bund der Deut- schen"after 1945: editor of the Sudetendeutscher Erzieherbrief, leading position in Eastern researchKiesewetter, Antonbefore 1945: treasurer and financial expert of the Henlein party, director of the "Kreditanstalten der Deutschen" in Reichenberg, had a big share in the plundering of Czechoslovakia, official of the "Reich Bank Group" in the Sudetenlandafter 1945: economic expert and member of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", pensioner according to the 131-law concerning pensions for nazi activists and national socialist criminalsKollner, Dr. Fritzbefore 1945: close collaborator of Henlein, organization leader of the Sudeten German Nazi Party, 1938 leader of the "Silesia" Group of the "Sudetendeutsches Freikorps" 
of the Henlein SS, deputy regional leader of the NSDAP in the Sudetenland, SA Brigadefuhrer, Reich labour trustee for the occupied Sudeten territory, responsible for the deportation of Czechoslovak citizens as slave workers to the fascist armament industry, holder of the "Gold Medal of the NSDAP" after 1945: senior government counsellor and head of section V/35 in the Bavarian Ministry of Labour
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Kohnert, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: since 1935 chairman of the "Deutsche Vereinigung", a fascist organization of the German minority in Poland, responsible for provocations on 3 September 1939 (Bromberg bloody Sunday), SS Oberfuhrer, farmers' leader in the Warteland Reich region, bearer of the "golden medal of the NSDAP"after 1945: spokesman of the Lands- mannschaft WestpreussenKraft, Waldemarbefore 1945: leading functionary in the fascist fifth column in Poland, president of the Agricultural Chamber of Posen (Poznan), employee of the Reich Security Main Office and in the trusteeship administration East, SS honorary Hauptsturmfuhrer after 19 4 5: 1953-1956 federal minister, since 1953 member of the Bundestag, CDU Eastern expertKraus, Silveriusbefore 1945: nazi lower court counsellor in the Superior Provincial Court of Kattowitz (Katowice), NSDAP block leader, chief instructor, and head of the main educational officeafter 1945: senior government counsellor and head of section II/l of the "Refugee" MinistryKrautwig, Karl-Ludwigbefore 1945: senior military court counsellor, flying army judge, active member of the SAafter 1945: state secretary in the "Federal Ministry for All German Questions, since 1965 representative of the Erhard government in West Berlin, member of the research advisory council of the "All-German" MinistryKruger, Hansbefore 1945: took part in the Hitler putsch against the Weimar Republic in 1923, active official of the nazi party and various nazi organizations, "deputy in the first line" in the special court in occupied Konitz (Chojnice), sentenced several Polish citizens to death; in the first weeks of his activity 2,000 Poles imprisoned in Kruger's court jail in Konitz were murderedafter 1945: 1958-1963 president of the Association of Expelled Persons, in 1963 named "refugee" minister in the cabinet by Erhard; as a result of GDR disclosures about his nazi past he had to be dismissed after only three months, CDU Bundestag member

Lange, Dr. Heinzbefore 1945: Hitler Youth district leader and active NSDAP leader in the Sudeten- landafter 1945: chairman of the "Witiko- bund", member of the "Sudeten German Council" FDP deputy in the North-Rhine Westfalia provincial dietLemmer, Ernstbefore 1945: voted for Hitler's Enabling Act as a member of the Reichstag; as general secretary of the "Trade Union Ring" he coordinated the policies of this trade union with the German Labour Front; as foreign correspondent he denounced democratic colleagues; close cooperation with the Reich Security Main Office, the Goebbels Ministry and the Foreign Office; glorified fascism's policy of conquest and extermination in more than 2,000 articles; was given special missions by the Goebbels Ministry and the Foreign Officeafter 1945: minister in the Adenauer and Erhard governments, since 1963 "refugee" ministerLeukert, Edmundbefore 1945: active member of the Henlein party, department head in the regional economic chamber of the Sudeten- landafter 1945: chairman of the "Main Committee for Refugees and Exiles" in BavariaMaier, Erichbefore 1945: editorial head of the nazi organ Die Zeit (Reichenberg)after 1945: chief editor of the Vertrie- benenanzeiger and the Deutscher Anzeiger, editor of the militarist monthly Wehr und HeimatMaurach, Dr. Brunobefore 1945: 1931 NSDAP, 1933 SS, senior government counsellor and head of the press group in the Goebbels Ministry after 1945: senior government counsellor and deputy head of section III/5 of the "Refugee" MinistryMenzel, Wilhelmbefore 1945: nazi teacher in the teachers' college in Breslau (Wroclaw), NSDAP regional speakerafter 1945: cultural expert of the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien", member of the "Silesian Provincial Assembly"
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Metzner, Rudolfbefore 1945: regional leader of the NSDAP in Dux (Duchov), head of fascist espionage against Czechoslovakia, regional plenipotentiary for instruction in the German Labour Frontafter 1945: member of the presidium of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Miihlen, Dr. Heinrich von zurbefore 1945: government counsellor in the Foreign Office, close collaborator of the notorious geopolitician and VDA president Karl Haushofer, given special tasks and therefore released from military serviceafter 1945: employed in section II/3 of the "Refugee" MinistryMuller-Wurll, Heinzbefore 1945: SS officer in the security service of the SS main sector northafter 1945: provincial group chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Berlin-Mark-Brandenburg"Nehring, Walterbefore 1945: fascist tank general; during the attack on the Soviet Union he ordered that no prisoners should be taken; high decorations from Hitler for conducting barbaric warfareafter 1945: deputy chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Westpreussen", chairman of the "Rhein-Ruhr-Club"Neuwirth, Hansbefore 1945: leading official of the Sudeten German nazi party, defended fascist provocateurs as a lawyer, drafted plans for the complete extermination of the Czech people, Aryanized Jewish undertakings and thereby enriched himselfafter 1 945: member of the Sudeten German Council, chairman of the legal committee and member of the press committee of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", business manager of the "Union of Expelled Persons" in the CSU and secretary of the "Collegium Carolinum", a centre of imperialist eastern researchNiffka, Georgbefore 1945: section head in the government of the fascist generalgouvernment in Polandafter 1945: active member of the "Landsmannschaft Oberschlesien" (Upper Silesia), the "Kuratorium unteilbares Deutschland" (Committee for an Indivisible Germany), the propaganda instrument of 

the Bonn government for the annexation of the GDR and the neo-nazi "Gesamtdeutsche Partei"Nippe, Eugenbefore 1945: major in the Gestapo in Litzmannstadt (Lodz)after 1945: business manager of the "Landsmannschaft Weichsel-Warthe"Oberlander, Theodorbefore 1945: took part in the Hitler putsch against the Weimar Republic, after 1933 a rapid career as fascist eastern expert; "federal leader" of the BDO, leading ideologist of the fascist fifth column, eastern expansion and the extermination policy against the East European peoples; leader of special mass murder units in Lvov and other Soviet townsafter 1945: 1953-1960 "refugee" minister, convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity by the Supreme Court of the GDR and sentenced to life imprisonment; forced to resign as a result, he lives unmolestedly in West Germany; member of the CDU group in the BundestagOhmann, Dr. Franzbefore 1945: member of the Sudeten German Party and the "Freiwilliger Schutz- dienst" (voluntary protective service), a Henlein SS organization, employee of the Gestapo head office in Prague; he was there engaged in persecuting anti-fascists and Jewish citizensafter 1945: deputy chairman of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", member of the Sudeten German Council and of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Otto, Egbertbefore 1945: nazi provincial farmers' leader, member of fascist Reichstag, member of the "Reich Farmers' Council", head of main department II in the administration office of the Reich Agricultural Board, close collaborator of war criminal Darreafter 1945: executive member of the board of the "Landsmannschaft Ostpreus- sen" (East Prussia)Otto, Dr. Hans-Wernerbefore 19 4 5: 1932 NSDAP, regional office leader, fascist district president in Austria and the occupied eastern territories after 1945: ministerial director and office head in the "Ministry for Labour, Social Affairs and Expelled Persons" in Schleswig-Holstein
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Pfluger, Dr. Karlbefore 1945: member of Sudeten German Party, NSDAP, SS, on the staff of the fascist secret service, had a share in the preparation and implementation of the occupation of Czechoslovakiaafterl945: municipal lawyer in Regensburg, member of the Federal Assembly and the presidium of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Plette, Dr. Hansbefore 1945: SA, NSDAP, as captain of the Todt Organization on active service in the occupied "eastern territories"after 1945: chairman of the "Bundes- landsmannschaft Thiiringen"Pozorny, Reinhardbefore 1945: leading member of the anti-Czech "German Cultural Association", cultural expert in the NSDAP regional leadership in Reichenberg, municipal director in Pilsen, regional NSDAP speaker, Gestapo informerafter 1945: editor of the Sudetendeutsche Zeitung, leading member of the Cultural Committee of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Preissler, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: NSDAP legal adviser to the "German Labour Front"after 1945: state secretary in the Ministry of the Interior of Hesse, member of the GB/BHE (Association of Expelled Persons and Those Deprived of Their Rights) and the "Witikobund", presidential member of the "Association of Refugees and Expelled PersonsRichthofen, Boiko vonbefore 1945: fascist pre-historian, anti-Semite, denounced several scientists to the nazi authorities, special agent in the "Foreign Armies East" espionage service, holdout fanaticafter 1945: "federal scientific adviser" to the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien"Samulski, Dr. Robertbefore 1945: nazi racial and genealogical worker in Silesiaafter 1945: leading functionary of the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien" (Silesia) in North Rhineland-WestphaliaSander, Rudolfbefore 1945: SA Standartenfuhrer, member of the chief executive of the Hen

lein party, regional press chief member of the NSDAP regional leadership in Reichenbergafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund", federal organizational leader of the "Association of Expelled Persons and Those Deprived of Their Rights"Schellhaus, Erichbefore 1945: national socialist mayor of Salzbrunnafter 1945: member of the presidium of the Association of Expelled Persons and Refugees, spokesman of the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien", minister in Lower SaxonySchliinder, Dr. Ernstbefore 1945: chief regional leader of the Hitler Youth, head of the central office in the Reich leadership of German youth after 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Witikobund”, senior government counsellor and personal adviser of Hessian Minister of State FrankeSchubert, Leobefore 1945: one of the first members of the nazi party (No. 87), member of the fascist Reichstag and SS Standartenfuhrer; his services in the preparation of the annexation of the Sudetenland were rewarded by, among other things, the "Sword of Honour of the Reichsfuhrer SS" and the "Golden Medal of the NSDAP"after 1945: provincial chairman of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" in North Rhine-WestphaliaSchulpig, Hansbefore 1945: 1929 NSDAP, 1931 SS, last function SS Standartenfuhrer in the main personnel office of the SS, bearer of the "death-head ring" and the "Sword of Honour of the Reichsfuhrer SS"after 1945: editorial writer of the central organ of the "Landsmannschaft Schlesien", Der Schlesier (The Silesian)Schwarz, Seppbefore 1945: nazi regional commissioner for literature in the Sudetenlandafter 1945: state secretary in Baden- WurttembergSebekovsky, Wilhelmbefore 1945: co-founder of the Henlein party, SA Brigadefuhrer, district president in Karlsbad, associate judge in the "People's Court" 
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after 1945: co-founder and functionary of the "Witikobund", member of the editorial staff of the Blatter deutscher Gilden- schaftenSeebohm, Hans-Christophbefore 1945: took part in the "organization" of Jewish mining enterprises after the occupation of Czechoslovakia, had leading posts in the executives of several "de- Semitized" undertakingsafter 1945: oldest federal minister in seniority, spokesman of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannnschaft", as former president of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Brunswick involved in the embezzlement of 70,000 marksSeiboth, Frank (formerly Franz)before 1945: SS Hauptsturmfuhrer, head of regional administration, head of regional indoctrination system, leader of the regional Hitler Youth organization in the Sudetenland, member of the Reichenberg NSDAP regional leadershipafter 1945: member of the executive committee of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", chairman of the neo-nazi "Gesamtdeutsche Partei"Senteck, Rudolfbefore 1945: senior government counsellor, SS Unterscharfiihrer, from 1939 in the staff of the SS Central Office for Racial and Settlement Questionsafter 1945: ministerial director, head of department IV in the Bonn "Refugee" Ministry, member of the research advisory council of the "All-German" MinistrySmagon, Albertbefore 1945: regional leader of the NSDAP in Czech Teschen, legation counsellor in Bratislava, SS Obersturmbannfuh- rerafter 1945: publishing manager of the Ost-West-Kurier, member of the presidium of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft" and the "Witikobund"Springorum, Walterbefore 1945: district president in Kattowitz (Katowice), close collaborator of Hoss, the commander of the Auschwitz extermination campafter 1945: active member of the "Landsmannschaft Pommern" (Pomerania) and member of the board of directors of the Hoesch trust

Staffen, Rudolfbefore 1945: agent of the Gestapo in Prague, close collaborator of Henlein, member of the NSDAP regional leadership in Reichenberg, regional director for war victimsafter 1945: department head in the federal executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Stain, Walterbefore 1945: leader of the Hitler Youth in the Sudetenland, member of the "Sudeten German Volunteer Corps" of the Henlein SSafter 1945: for many years minister of labour in Bavaria, member of the executive of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", top official of the "Witikobund"Steinbichl, Dr. Wolfgangbefore 1945: deputy press chief in the fascist Foreign Officeafter 1945: editor of the Wegweiser fur Vertriebene, member of the presidium of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Sting, Heinzbefore 1945: 1927 district and local group leader of the NSDAP, 1933 leading official in the Prussian Ministry of Justice, as mayor of Nordhausen responsible for anti-Semitic outrages, from 1939 on government director in the Brunswick state ministryafter 1945: head of sub-department I/c of the office of the district president in Hanover, government director, chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Provinz Sachsen und Anhalt", member of the executive of the "Vereinigten Landsmannschaften Mittel- deutschlands" (United Associations of Compatriots from Central Germany-VLM), chairman of the VLM provincial group of Lower SaxonyStudentkowski, Dr. Konradbefore 1945: NSDAP regional head of the propaganda centre for Thuringia, received the highest award of the regional leadership of the NSDAPafter 1945: member of the executive and consultant for cultural affairs of the "Landsmannschaft Thuringen" (Thuringia)Thedieck, Franzbefore 1945: senior government counsellor in Cologne, had several Cologne antifascists arrested in June 1933, Reich defence expert, fascist commissioner, was awarded the honorary pin of the VDA (Association 
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for Germandom in Foreign Countries), medal for special services in the invasion of Austria, adviser to Hitler's military administration in Brusselsafter 1945: 1946 sentenced to one year imprisonment for false replies to a questionnaire, 1949 to 1963 state secretary in the "Federal Ministry for All-German Questions"Tins, Dr. Bennobefore 1945: NSDAP regional leader in Asch, had a decisive share in the persecution of Jews in the Sudetenlandafter 1945: publisher of the Sudetendeutscher Turnerbrief, editor of the Ascher Rundbrief, member of the Federal Assembly of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", regional homeland adviser for AschTrischler, Dr. Josefbefore 1945: leader of the 5th column in Yugoslavia and Hungary, leader of a special commando for terrorizing and exterminating the populationafter 1945: spokesman for the "Landsmannschaft der deutschen aus Jugoslawien", member of the presidium of the Association of Expelled PersonsUlitz, Ottobefore 1945: from 1921 head of the "Deutsche Volksbund" in Polish Upper Silesia, a fascist 5th column; together with the SS took part in the feigned attack on the Gleiwitz radio station, receiving therefore the "golden medal of honour of the NSDAP" and appointment as ministerial counsellor in Kattowitz (Katowice)after 1945: spokesman for the "Landsmannschaft Oberschlesien" (Upper Silesia)Ventzki, Wernerbefore 1945: regional head of the NSV (national socialist people's welfare), mayor of Litzmannstadt (Lodz), bearer of the "golden badge of the NSDAP", responsible for the deportation of 55,000 Jewish citizens after 1945: representative of the "Refugee" Ministry in West Berlin, senior government counsellorWegener, Walterbefore 1945: nazi party functionary, fascist mayor of Ribnitz, Gestapo agent after 1945: state secretary in the Lower Saxony "Refugee Ministry"Welwarski, Dr. Wilhelmbefore 1945: high SA leader and staff leader under Henlein, leader of the nazi 

regional gymnastics league in the Sudetenlandafter 1945: chairman of the "Sudeten German Gymnastics Group"Wenzel, Rudolfbefore 1945: personal adviser of war criminal Henlein, from 1935 head of the fascist Sudeten German Party, 1938 SS Sturmbannfuhrer and member of fascist Reichstag; for services in the suppression of the Czechoslovak people appointed district president in occupied Teplitz-Schonau; he was awarded the "death-head ring" and the "sword of honour of the Reichsfuhrer SS" after 1945: co-worker in the federal press committee of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"Wietersheim, Dr. Hans-Joachim vonbefore 1945: 1932-1935 full-time personal adviser of Ernst, the notorious chief of the Berlin SA; finally, SA Sturmbannfuhrer, after 1935 employee of the IG-Farben concernafter 1945: senior government counsellor and head of section 1/4 in the "Refugee" MinistryWillinger, Karlbefore 1945: regional NSDAP leader and district president in Waldenburgafter 1945: member of the "Silesian Provincial Diet"Wohak, Dr. Heinzbefore 1945: SS Sturmbannfuhrer, decorated by Himmler with the "death-head ring"after 1945: active member of the "Witikobund", editor of the HandelsblattWolfrum, Dr. Gerhardbefore 1945: 1930 Hauptsturmfuhrer, in the Second World War SS Obersturmfuhrer in special commando R of the SS organization "Ethnic-German Centre", publicist in the Schulungsbriefe (indoctrination courses) of the BDO (League of the German East) after 1945: senior government counsellor and head of section II/5 in the "Refugee" MinistryWollf, Ludwigbefore 1945: regional NSDAP leader in Litzmannstadt (Lodz), member of the fascist Reichstag, colonel in the country-constabulary, SS Standartenfuhrer in the main office of the "Reich commissioner for the strengthening of German nationality"; for 
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the suppression and extermination of Polish people awarded the "golden badge of honour of the NSDAP" and the "death-head ring"after 1945: deputy chairman of the "Landsmannschaft Weichsel-Warthe"Zawadil, Dr. Walterbefore 1945: organizer of the 5th column in Czechoslovakia, regional business manager of the espionage organization "Association of Germans Abroad", chief department head in the regional frontier office, counter-espionage agent of the NSDAP after 1945: co-founder of the "Witikobund", plays a leading role in the legal committee of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", deputy district president in Bayreuth

Zippelius, Dr. Friedrichbefore 1945: district president and SS Standartenfuhrer, member of the regional administration of Reichenberg, close ties with Henleinafter 1945: functionary in the "Witikobund", district president seconded for special duty, DusseldorfZoglmann, Siegfriedbefore 1945: from 1928 leading role in the fascist youth movement, district leader of the Hitler Youth, department head with war criminal K. H. Frank in occupied Prague (Praha), 1943 armed SSafter 1945: leading functionary of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft", parliamentary secretary of the FDP parliamentary group in the Bundestag
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THE IHTELLECTUAL FATHERS OF GEHOCIDE 
AGAIH POISOH PUBLIC OPINION

"Theoreticians” of Nazi Mass Murder - the Intellectual 
Elite of the Bonn State
The crimes of fascism were possible not least because a part of the German scien
tists and teachers lowered themselves to the level of assistants and servants of 
the monopoly masters and their Hitler regime. These representatives of a shame
fully raped and abused science in the universities and laboratories, in institutes 
and class-rooms created the theoretical foundations for the fascist terror, for the 
racial doctrine, for the extermination of entire national groups, for the wars of 
conquest and the unconditional subordination to the "Fiihrerstaat" (leader state). 
Moreover, they participated substantially in carrying out their own murderous 
theories. Above all they deceived and betrayed - in cooperation with nazi jour
nalists and the authors of books and films - German young people and educated 
them to be submissive tools of fascism.

The intellectual supporters of fascism, therefore, bear a great part of the res
ponsibility for the murderous war that cost the lives of more than 50 million 
people.

THE ADORATION OF THE "FUHRER" PRINCIPLE

Even before Hitler rose to power, but particularly after that time, the fascists 
and those behind them had to create theories justifying the Hitler regime. A 
whole staff of pseudo-scientists was busily engaged in recasting injustice, terror, 
arbitrariness and, finally, murder and genocide into "justice", "legality", "order", 
"leadership" and conceptions of "valuable and non-valuable nationalities", etc. 
This "legal conception" gave rise to the murder directives for the fascist blood
stained law courts, which sentenced 80,000 people to death, and for the SS, SD 
and Gestapo. This "legal conception" also supplied the fascist "right" for the 
industrialized mass extermination of whole national groups.

The fascist scholars unscrupulously disregarded the most elementary rights of 
the people. They glorified the "Fuhrer principle" the principle of arbitrariness, 
of dictatorship. In 1937 Professor Ernst Huber wrote: "National unity and whole
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ness require, however, that all political power be combined in the hand of one 
leader. The supreme will of the leader is manifest in the law. The will of the 
leader is also manifested in every single decree of the authorities and in all deci
sions adopted by the courts. The whole political life of the people is determined 
by the coherent and comprehensive will of the leader.” (Professor E. Huber, Ver- 
fassung - Constitution, Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt, Hamburg, 1937)

The principle of "unconditional adherence" induced German youth to subordi
nate themselves, almost without any will of their own, to every commanding 
power, no matter what its content was or what form it took. It was one of the 
gravest crimes of the intellectual progenitors of fascism when they "scientifi
cally" justified the elimination of independent thought and personal responsi
bility.

TERROR IS "THEORETICALLY JUSTIFIED"

The nazi professors of public law justified police and Gestapo terror:
"The limitation to the averting of danger will be gradually broken by extend

ing the scope of police duties to include all actions required for incorporating 
the individual by force into a community." (Professor Th. Maunz, Deutsches 
Recht - German Law, 1935, p. 397)

They called for death sentences against anti-fascists:
"There is a need for forceful leader personalities who do not follow mass 

instincts and do not succumb to mass suggestions, but pronounce justice out of 
their original peculiarity, reflecting the national characteristics, and out of their 
conscience that the right man can only be the expression of the people s con
science." (Professor E. Wolf, Archiv fur Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie - Archive 
for Legal and Social Philosophy, No. 3,1935)

They justified inhumanity and twisted public law to provide the foundations 
for the occupation regimes in the oppressed countries:

"Radical measures are expected here, some are already in force: Forcible steri
lization, the castration of compulsive offenders with hereditary diseases, depriva
tion of citizenship, protective custody (concentration camp - editor)." (op.cit.)

Another "scholar" wrote:
"In the territories involved we must carry out a policy of conscious depopula

tion ... The establishment of institutes to produce abortions should actually be 
encouraged. Voluntary sterilization is also to be propagated. Infant mortality 
must not be fought. Mothers must not be instructed on infant hygiene and dis
eases." (Professor K. Meyer, cited from New Times, Moscow, No. 4/1960)
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THEY DEMAND THE EXTERMINATION OF 
"INFERIOR RACES"

Six million Jewish people from almost all European countries were killed by 
fascism. The Polish people lost six million citizens through the fascist extermina
tion policy. Further millions were shot, beaten to death and hanged in the Soviet 
Union. In 1939 there were some 233,000 Jews still living in Germany. In 1945 
almost all of them had been murdered in the nazi extermination camps.

Barbarians in the garb of science founded the fascist racial doctrine. They 
knocked a theory together, which taught the "superiority of the Aryan race", and 
which presented the extermination of "inferior races" like the "Jews and Slavs", 
as "right and necessary". Theycalledfor the physical destruction of entire nation
al groups and trained German young people in this mentality for mass murder:

"The outstanding leadership role of Nordic peoples, tribes and individual per
sons throughout history is uncontested .. .It is only from this point of view that 
we see the full greatness of the time that pushes open the gates leading to a Reich 
with wide duties and possibilities of leadership." This is what Professor Karl- 
Valentin Muller wrote (Das junge Deutschland - The Young Germany, 1941)

ANTI-COMMUNISM AS A "HISTORIC TASK"

This barbaric policy and the whole aggressive program of the Hitler regime 
were declared the "historic mission of the German people":

"National socialism, with its philosophy based on the racial principle, has in 
the Jewish-Marxist doctrine recognized Bolshevism as its principal adversary, 
which tries to push forward the world revolution in the military or ideological 
sphere, having Russia as its base, and which must be regarded as the fiercest 
enemy of all German and European culture." (Professor H. Ludat, Polens Stel- 
lung in Ost-Europa, in Geschichte und Gegenwart - Poland's Place in Eastern 
Europe, in History and in the Present, 1939)

Another concoction says:
"In the world-wide struggle carried on by the German people, united with the 

congenial fascist Italy, in order to establish a new just settlement of the European 
territory ..., in this struggle the huge power structure of the Greater German 
Reich forms the solidly forged core. In the future community of peoples set up 
on our continent the Reich, however, will have to be conceded a leading position 
just as it has already accepted responsibility in wide regions.” (Professor 
U. Scheuner, Deutsches Recht - German Law, 22 and 29 August 1942)

There is a direct road leading from these hate tirades to the concentration 
camps in Auschwitz, Maidanek and Theresienstadt, to the mass graves in the 
Ukraine and the other countries attacked by fascism.
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Conscienceless professors and physicians like Kurt Biome, NSDAP Reich 
office leader Werner Heyde-Sawade, Werner Catel, Siegfried Ruff, Herta Ober- 
hauser, all members of the medical profession, and others also bear full respon
sibility for the euthanasia murders and the criminal experiments made on the 
inmates of concentration camps. More than 100,000 helpless people were dec
lared "not worth living" by them and murdered. The barbarians did not even 
spare children. Remarks like "Mongoloid wrinkle" in the corner of the eye or 
"badly-formed ears" were sufficient reason to kill them as "racially valueless 
creatures".

WAR IS TO THEM THE "FATHER OF ALL THINGS"

The main task set fascist science and its representatives was to work out the 
theoretical and practical basis for preparing the Second World War and assist in 
carrying out the policy of suppressing and exterminating the peoples attacked. 
The nazi ideologists taught:

"War is the best instrument tor creating objective historical tacts ..." (Profes
sor P. Jordan, Physikalisches Denken in der neuen Zeit - Thinking Physically in 
the New Age, 1935)

In another place: "We are not disposed to regard the combination of scientific 
and military power as an abuse after military power has proved its compelling, 
constructive torce in creating a new Europe.” (Professor P. Jordan, Die Physik 
und das Geheimnis des organischen Lebens - Physics and the Secret of Organic 
Life, Brunswick, 1941)

"War as the father of all things' - this was the program of these champions 
of the Hitler dictatorship. With their false doctrines they assisted in militarizing 
public life in fascist Germany, finding "theoretical" reasons and justifications for 
the aggressive mania of German imperialism and conditioning youth for the cam
paigns of conquest planned and carried out by fascism:

"The leading role in the (national) socialist education ot the German people 
must, however, be conceded to the SA and the labour service ... The school is 
still burdened with liberal educational aims. In contrast to it the SA and labour 
service have directly grown out ot the struggle of German youth and that genera
tion which fought for national unity.” (Professor Th. Wilhelm, Soziale Erziehung 
in Deutschland - Social Education in Germany, in Internationale Zeitschrift fur 
Erziehung, 1935)

THEY ACT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR THEORIES

It was primarily after the military attack on Germany's neighbouring peoples 
that a part of these scientists put their criminal theories into action as civil ser
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vants and advisers of fascist authorities. In special units and special staffs of the 
Wehrmacht, the SS, the espionage services, the fascist occupation authorities or 
the nazi ministries they participated actively in oppressing, plundering and exter
minating foreign peoples.

The economist Professor Otto Schiller drew up the "New Agrarian Order", 
the plan of the Rosenberg ministry for destroying socialist agriculture in the 
Soviet Union;
Professor Hermann Raschhofer, expert in international law, acted as a juridical 
adviser on the extermination policy of war criminal K. H. Frank;
Professor Boiko von Richthofen, expert in research on the East, was responsible 
as a special leader and espionage officer for fascist crimes committed' in Nov
gorod and Staraya Russa in the Soviet Union.

This enumeration could be continued at will. These pseudo-scientists must not 
only be considered guilty of intellectual war preparations, they are also respon
sible for crimes committed during the fascist war.

THE BROWN POISON OF THE GOEBBELS PRESS

While the nazi scientists were engaged in creating the theoretical basis of fascism 
and justifying the terror, the newspapers, books and films were spreading the 
nazi poison among the population. Hundreds of thousands of articles, thousands 
of books and dozens of films served to propagate slavish obedience, race hatred, 
anti-communism, glorification of war and the policy of seeing the war through in 
terms "intelligible to the people".

Helmut Siindermann, the journalist and former SS Obersturmbannfuhrer, even 
wrote as late as 22 December 1944 in the Volkischer Beobachter: "Only a world
wide solution of the Jewish question can bring internal peace back to man
kind ... Ban the Jews from the family of nations, and there will be peace." (Today 
Siindermann is the manager of the militarist Druffel Publishing House and a 
shareholder in the neo-fascist publishing house "Nation Europa".)

Writers like Hans Grimm with his book Volk ohne Raum (People without 
Space), like Erich Dwinger, Werner Beumelburg, Kurt Ziesel, Rudolf Kramer- 
Badoni, and authors like Felix von Eckardt, who, among other things, wrote the 
script for the nazi films "Weisse Skiaven" (White Slaves), "Kopf hoch, Johannes" 
(Head up, Johannes), and "Menschen im Sturm" (Men in the Storm) (all Eckardt 
films were prohibited by the allied authorities), poisoned the minds of the Ger
man people, above all of youth. They made the German people a submissive tool 
of fascism.
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WHERE INTELLECTUAL LIFE HAS BEEN RENEWED

When Hitler fascism had been smashed one of the most important tasks con
sisted in purifying intellectual life, removing the theoretical pioneers and intel
lectual assistants of the Hitler regime from their positions, and educating the 
German people in the spirit of humanism, democracy and peace. The Potsdam 
Agreement therefore prescribed in its "Political Principles", section 7:

"The educational system in Germany must be so supervised that fascist and 
militarist doctrines are completely eliminated and a successful development of 
democratic ideas is made possible."

These prerequisites for a renewal of intellectual life have been created on the 
territory of the GDR, and especially the entire educational system has been dena
zified and democratized with all consistency. In 1945-46 out of 37,000 teachers 
22,600 former members of the NSDAP were dismissed from the educational ser
vice. Their places were taken by scholars and teachers devoting themselves to 
serving man and distinguished by the courage they had shown in defending the 
name and honour of German science in the night of fascism. Scientists like the 
chemist Professor Correns, today president of the National Council of the Nation
al Front of Democratic Germany or Professor Brugsch, a medical scientist, have 
been and are taken as examples by the academic generation growing up in the 
GDR.

THE OLD IDEOLOGISTS IN BONN'S SERVICE

In contradiction to the decisions of the anti-Hitler coalition the same people who 
were among the theoretical supporters of fascism mould the intellectual face of 
the Bonn state. They are all back as dignitaries in high offices, and they rule over 
the education and training of youth and dominate the mass media for influencing 
people.

All the nazi professors, journalists and authors mentioned and cited above are 
again allowed to educate German youth in this spirit, are permitted to fill the 
newspapers and books with the same ideas. They have not changed. There was 
no need for them to change, because the Bonn state of the armament monopolies 
pursues a policy that once again has revanchism, anti-communism, national arro
gance and war preparation as its content.

The guilt-laden professors of Hitler and the rising generation of scientists 
trained by them dominate the scientific advisory boards of the federal govern
ment which also draw up the revenge-seeking plans of the Bonn state for the re
establishment of the fascist Reich within the frontiers of 1937 and 1939, and 
justify them ideologically. One of these boards, for example, is the "Research
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Advisory Council for Questions of Reunification in the Federal Ministry for All- 
German Questions". It is charged with solving all the problems arising in the 
economic sphere in the case of the planned annexation of the GDR by West Ger
man imperialism. Among its leading members are Professors Stadtmiiller and 
Thalheim.

Professor Stadtmiiller, during the period of fascism director of the "Sudost- 
Europa-Institut" in Leipzig and a member of the "Institut fiir deutsche Ostarbeit" 
in Krakow under the direction of war criminal H. Frank, was one of the nazi 
experts for South-East Europe. Thalheim, today professor in West Berlin and 
therefore a member of the West German advisory board only in open contradic
tion to international law, was, during the period of fascism, a member of the SD 
and had been the representative for the "Reich Working Group on Space Re
search" at the Handels-Hochschule in Leipzig, an organization engaged in pro
viding "scientific" foundations for the "living space and big space" theories of 
fascism.

Professor Erich Kordt is the head of the "Working Circle for East-West Ques
tions" attached to the Bonn Foreign Office. This group is employed with drawing 
up the features of the revenge-seeking policy pursued by the federal government 
against the peoples in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, 
and with producing a pseudo-scientific disguise. Circle leader Kordt was an SS 
Obersturmbannfuhrer and the confidant of Himmler in the Foreign Office during 
the nazi period. From 1938 to 1940 he was head of the ministerial office of war 
criminal Ribbentrop. He played an essential part in the annexation of Czecho
slovakia.

The neo-nazi and militarist publishing houses in West Germany, of which 
there are today well over 100, are almost exclusively under the direction of old 
incriminated fascists. They flood the West German newspaper and book market 
with fascist and militarist literature, the basic theme of which is the justification 
of the Hitler war and the glorification of the nazi regime. Twenty million cheap 
booklets, describing Hitler's battles in the Second World War in glowing colours, 
are sold to West German youth every year. Most of the authors are SS generals, 
Wehrmacht officers and generals who especially distinguished themselves 
through their barbaric methods of waging war and members of Goebbels' propa
ganda team.

By re-employing the incriminated fascist scientists, teachers, journalists and 
authors the West German universities, the educational system, the press, radio 
and television and sections of literature have again become the centres of danger
ous neo-nazism. The West German government bears sole responsibility for this.
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They Mould the Intellectual Face of the Bonn State
Gerstenmaier NAZI PROPAGANDIST ON A SECRET MISSION

Eugen
today: President of the West German Bundestag, member ot the synod of the Evange

lical Church of Germany, member of the CDU presidency, president of the Ger
man-Africa Society, member of the Council of Europe.

Long before the fascist dictatorship had been established Dr. Gerstenmaier was 
siding with the nazi movement. Gerstenmaier joined the SA when Hitler made 
his abortive insurrection against the Weimar Republic in 1923. Since 1931 he 
had been “office head" in the Reich leadership of the "German Student Body" 
within the "National Socialist German Student Federation". Gerstenmaier was 
one of the outstanding advocates of the "leader idea" and of nazism within the 
Evangelical church.

After the establishment of the fascist dictatorship there were more and more 
powerful voices of protest rising abroad, not the least among the Christian popu
lation, against the policy of extermination and oppression pursued by the nazi 
leadership. Gerstenmaier, the theologian, became a valuable propagandist of the 
Hitler regime at that time. He travelled, often in disguise, to the Scandinavian 
and, above all, to the South-East European countries. Documents from that time 
prove beyond any doubt that he had been commissioned by the Foreign Office 
and that his trips served the propaganda of the nazis. (See Table 48, German Cen
tral Archive, Potsdam, under Auswartiges Amt No. 48,050/1)

When after the attack on the Soviet Union the resistance of the Balkan peoples 
grew stronger and stronger, Gerstenmaier went to these regions on behalf of the 
fascist Foreign Office commissioned with splitting and smashing the people's 
movement by making use of the Orthodox church. Giving a report on this jour
ney lasting from 2 to 22 September 1941 Gerstenmaier wrote:

"In agreement with Ambassador Benzler 1 propose re-establishing a suitable 
church leadership as soon as possible. Since Metropolitan Jossif, who is at pre
sent administering patriarchal affairs without a mandate, has been described to 
me as being absolutely anti-German... I think it... advisable to make an attempt 
with Bishop Nikolai of Zica ... and employ him for anti-bolshevist propaganda 
and the support of the Naditsch government." (op.cit. No. 31)

At the end of his report he said: "Examining the whole situation I think that 
bigger propaganda actions appear to be necessary again in Bulgaria. Anti-bolshe
vist propaganda must be intensified there again, through the apparatus of the 
Orthodox church which reaches into the last village. As far as it has been possible 
for me in the short time I have created the initial conditions and made prepara
tions." (ibid.)
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Writing fascist propaganda pamphlets chiefly directed against France was 
another aspect of Gerstenmaier's activity. Thus he participated in the series 
"Frankreich gegen die Zivilisation" (France against Civilization) writing under 
a pseudonym. Gerstenmaier wrote booklet No. 12 of this series, under the title 
"Frankreichs Protestantismus im Kriege" (Protestantism in France in the War). 
Bishop Heckel, head of the foreign department of the Evangelical church, wrote 
about this booklet:

"For official considerations the booklet has been published under a pseudo
nym ... This essay is, like his other work, an example of his faculty of clear 
judgment and the principled resolute engagement of Gerstenmaier for the Reich.” 
(Spandauer Volksblatt, West Berlin, 20 November 1964)

Gerstenmaier's activity for the nazi leadership also included the denunciation 
of anti-fascist clergymen, like Professor Siegmund Schultze, known as the pioneer 
of the ecumenical movement.

Reporting on his Scandinavian trip in 1939 to the Foreign Office Gerstenmaier 
wrote: "The contemplated activity of Professor Siegmund Schultze in Zurich, 
planned to last about three months, must be regarded as an interference with this 
work that has without any doubt been designed with a pro-German tendency. For 
the coming year Professor S. Schultze is in possession of the Olaus-Petri-Founda- 
tion stipendium and will be engaged in Upsala for a period of about three 
months... In view of the negative attitude of the present stipendiary of the 
Olaus-Petri-Foundation an impediment to every significant German activity is to 
be expected. I think, therefore, ... that I should submit the confidential request 
for the Reich to do what can be done to prevent the entry of Professor S. Schultze 
into Sweden, without it being obvious ..(Ibid.)

The Foreign Office reacted promptly. On 30 November it directed the German 
representations in Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Bem and Zurich as well as in 
Geneva to refuse any exit or transit certificate to Professor S. Schultze in Zurich.

On 10 August 1942, Dr. habil. Eugen Gerstenmaier was accepted into eccle
siastical service as a consistorial counsellor for life. During the war he was freed 
from active service.

Globke 
Hans-Maria 

today:

INTELLECTUAL MURDERER OF JEWS

Until July 1963 state secretary in the Office of the Federal Chancellor. Globke 
had to be relieved of this function because of the documents and other materials 
of the 1962 trial of Globke before the Supreme Court of the GDR, which were 
published by the GDR. Nevertheless he receives a high public pension and 
appears as an expert and witness for the defence in proceedings against of war 
and nazi criminals.
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From the first to the last day of nazi rule Dr. Globke was employed as a civil ser
vant in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. In this capacity he drew up a large 
number of laws and decrees that led to the establishment of the fascist dictator
ship, resulted in the proscription and separation of the Jewish citizens or were 
directed at "Germanizing" or exterminating the subjugated population.

On 24 March 1933 the Reichstag passed the Enabling Act, a law delegating 
unlimited dictatorial power to the Hitler government. In addition the Prussian 
Ministry of the Interior prepared the "Law to Relieve the Distress of People and 
Country". This dictatorial law was drafted by Government Counsellor Globke. 
From his pen also came the law enforcing the dissolution of the Prussian State 
Council of 10 July 1933 and the Prussian Provincial Council Law of 17 June 1933, 
which coordinated all parliamentary bodies in Prussia.

As the competent expert of the Reich Ministry of the Interior Globke was the 
co-author of almost the whole set of laws and decrees directed at persecuting the 
Jewish people.

He is one of the authors of the Nuremberg Racial Laws, which in the Eichmann 
trial were characterized as the "basic laws for the final solution of the Jewish 
question".

He is the man who thought out and introduced the compulsory discrimination 
against Jewish people by means of the first names "Sara" and Israel" to be added 
to the original name.

In July 1940 Frick charged his expert Dr. Globke, at that time competent for 
the occupied western territories, with drafting the conditions for a dictatorial 
peace treaty with France. In the draft he demanded, among other things, the theft 
of further French regions, and the deportation of all Jews and Gipsies to the 
extermination camps.

Globke participated in drafting the 11th decree on the Reich Citizenship Law of 
25 November 1941. This decree created the legal basis for the merciless perse
cution and extermination of all Jewish people.

In the Reich Ministry of the Interior Globke designed the fascist nationality 
law providing the occupation authorities with the directives for the "Germani
zation" or the extermination of entire national groups. He caused the mass of 
the citizens of occupied states to be degraded to the status of "guardianship" or 
"members of the protectorate". In Poland this was carried out on the strength of 
the "Decree on the German Folk Lists and German Nationality in the Incor
porated Eastern Regions". Globke drafted similar laws for Czechoslovakia, 
Lithuania, France, Belgium, Luxemburg and Yugoslavia.

In recognition of his services in carrying out the objectives of the nazi state 
Globke was promoted several times and received high decorations.

The Federal Republic offered this man opportunities to advance to the position 
of the top-ranking and most powerful civil servant. As the grey eminence in the
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Office of the Federal Chancellor he was the man behind the scene pulling the 
wires whenever and wherever the rights of democratic liberty were being infrin
ged. Making efficient use of Law No. 131 he managed to bring incriminated nazi 
civil servants - his friends of former times with the same conceptions - into top 
positions of the Bonn state.

Eckardt AUTHOR OF FASCIST AGITATION FILMS
Felix von

today: "Plenipotentiary oi the iederal government" in West Berlin until June 1965 when 
he was released from this function because of his CDU candidacy for the Bundes
tag, responsible for press questions in the presidium of the CDU

Immediately after Hitler came to power in 1933 Felix von Eckardt turned to 
writing scenarios for feature films. Up to 1945 he was author or co-author of 
19 film scenarios. The anti-Soviet film "White Slaves" (armoured cruiser Sebas
topol) had its first performance in 1936. The tendency and character of this film, 
whose co-author von Eckardt was, are indicated in the following critique:

"There is the bang of shots, and unarmed officers and helpless women collapse 
when the machine gun brought into position on the entrenchment by incited sailors 
lets fly in a frenzied rage. Quick as lightning the murderous terror of the red 
revolt races across town and harbour, brutally and unrestrainedly slaughtering 
everybody who somehow appears to be suspect... A film whose exciting scenes 
fascinate to the very last metre, a film well suited to opening the eyes of a lot of 
disbelievers at home and abroad on the world-wide bolshevist plague." (Pots- 
damer Tageszeitung, 16-17 January 1937)

The film "Head up, Johannes" had its first performance immediately before 
the attack on the Soviet Union. It glorified the fascist system of educating youth 
and aimed at conditioning German youth for the fight against the Soviet Union. 
Felix von Eckardt was again one of the co-authors of the scenario. The following 
dialogue is significant for the purpose of this film:

"A new time has arrived, for all of us! Everybody must be ready to answer for 
Fuhrer and Reich: If one of us should fall the other stands for two, as God gives 
every fighter a comrade." (Goebbels-Journalisten in Bonner Diensten - Goebbels 
Journalists in the Service of Bonn, National Council of the National Front, Berlin, 
1962)

It was also in 1941 that the film "Men in the Storm" went on the screen. It had 
the "fate" of the German minority in Yugoslavia as its theme and justified the 
military assault by Hitler Germany as the "liberation of the German nationals". 
Two excerpts taken from the book serve to make the intention of the authors 
- among them Felix von Eckardt - and the producers clear:
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"These Serbs, they are not human. These dogs!... The Serbs will still drag 
away all Germans. They will still kill them all. Why? They don’t ask why, the 
dogs!... They have already shot the blacksmith ..." (ibid.) In another place 
there is the following claim: "We must demolish all irontiers in Europe!" (ibid.)

In 1942 Eckardt's film "The Dismissal", glorifying Bismarck's reactionary 
policy and extolling Hitler as the executor of Bismarck's will, received the dis
tinctive label of "Film of the Nation". This fascist film was re-issued in Bonn in 
1961.

After 1945 the allied authorities at first prohibited all films by von Eckardt. 
The career of this man could not, however, be interrupted. After he had worked 
as editor of the Weser-Kurier for a short time Adenauer made him head of the 
Press and Information Office of the Federal Government in 1952, with the rank 
of state secretary. In 1955-56 he was the West German observer in the United 
Nations but he soon returned to the press and information office. In 1962 Felix 
von Eckardt received the top West German decoration, the great Federal Distin
guished Service Cross with star and shoulder ribbon. When Erhard replaced 
Adenauer as chancellor in 1963 he sent von Eckardt to West Berlin, the "front
line town". He expected this nazi to direct more closely the federal authorities 
illegally established in West Berlin and to supervise more efficiently the West 
Berlin Senate, in order to create the foundations for increased provocations di
rected against the GDR.

Maunz LEGALIZED THE GESTAPO TERROR
Theodor

today: Has been teaching public law at the University ot Munich since 1952, is a mem
ber ot the executive committee ot the Institute ot Politics and Public Law; was 
minister of culture in Bavaria from 1957 to 1964.

During the nazi period Maunz was professor of public law in Freiburg/Br. In 
this time he developed into a leading representative of fascist administrative and 
police law. In 1934 he made a profession of adherence to the nazi state and the 
fascist conception of law. He wrote: "the new conception of the state appears 
with such a claim to exclusiveness that it does not accept the actual conception as 
the basis for the relevant decision, but only national socialist state thinking." 
(Neue Grundlagen des Verwaltungsrechts - New Foundations of Administrative 
Law, Hamburg, 1934)

And he goes on to say: "It is not the state which defines the whole complex of 
the law, but the national system of living grows out of blood and soil." (ibid.)

In 1937 he declared: "The principle of the legality of administration proceeds, 
however, from a completely new definition of law. Law is the executed plan of 
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the Fuhrer and thereby the expression of the national way of living. The executed 
plan of the Fuhrer is the highest legal commandment." (Verwaltung - Adminis
tration, 1937)

Maunz was one of those leading fascist representatives of administrative law 
who asserted the “racial principle" in this sphere. In October 1936 the fascist 
Lawyers' Federation held a conference in Berlin on the theme "Jewish Influence 
in Legal Science". Maunz gave one of the principal lectures entitled "Jewish In
fluence in Administrative Law". A press report on this lecture said:

"Professor Dr. Maunz ... explained ... primarily the fatal tendency of Jewish 
representatives of administrative law towards the liberal doctrine of the constitu
tional state ... Proceeding from the doctrines of the best-known Jewish theorists 
M. pointed out in detail how the science of administrative law had been emptied 
of its substance." (Deutsche Juristenzeitung, 1936, Col. 1,230)

Maunz devoted particular attention to the legal situation of the fascist police 
and Gestapo. In 1935 he wrote: "The limitation to the averting of danger will be 
gradually broken by extending the scope of police duties to include all actions 
required for incorporating the individual by force into a community." (Deutsches 
Recht - German Law, 1935, p. 397)

Maunz said about the Gestapo: "There is no legal enumeration of the means 
available to the political police for its preventive activity. Besides the order to 
fight and intercept all subversive aspirations there is no particular authorization 
required to apply all the means necessary for the purpose.. .it does not make 
sense for a political police of the national socialist state to distinguish between 
commission and authorization in the traditional way." (Verwaltung, 1937, 
pp. 253-54)

In 1943 Maunz gave his opinion on "protective custody" in the concentration 
camps: "The Gestapo has the task, in accordance with its essence, of discovering 
and fighting all subversive endeavours. The deprivation of liberty is one of the 
means employed in the fight... The orders for protective custody, their require
ments and effects, their content and legality cannot be made the subject of inves
tigations by the courts." (Gestalt und Recht der Polizei — Formation and Law of 
the Police, 1943)

And he went on to say about the role of the police: "The German police does 
not enter the war unprepared. The war and its requirements have made much 
more clearly visible what work had to be done and has been done by the police 
in the pre-war time... After the seizure of power the police has become an 
outstanding component of the German state." (op. cit.)

With his work on constitutional and administrative law Maunz was one of the 
prominent supporters of the fascist system in Germany. After 1945 he had and 
continues to have great influence on the education of the young generation in 
West Germany, especially in Bavaria.
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On 9 July 1964 the Friedrich Schiller University in Jena published specific 
evidence on the fascist past of Maunz. Only one day later he had to submit his 
resignation, particularly because the opposition of West German peace forces, 
too, had become stronger and stronger.

Polnitz THE BROWN RECTOR
Gotz von

today: In November 1964 the Bavarian government appointed Professor Dr. Gotz Frei
herr von Polnitz, a historian and writer living in Erlangen, as the founding rector 
of the Regensburg University that is to be established.

In 1938 Professor von Polnitz published his pseudo-biographical work Emir - 
das tapfere Leben des Freiherrn von Biberstein. The book, which describes the 
life of a fanatical fascist and SA rowdy in the style of a wild-west novel, is full 
of terms like "unmixed race", "Eastern Jewish crowd", or "maintenance of the 
German national features". The Hitler insurrection against the Weimar Republic 
is said to be an "action that established law", etc. He wrote in this book on the 
Weimar Republic that "the young republic..." was governed "... by immi
grated Jews and war service objectors 'commissioned by the people'."

In an essay written for the nazi Schulungsbrief in 1940 Polnitz justified the 
attack of Hitler Germany on the "hereditary enemy" France by saying that the 
conquered territory had been transferred "with the right of blood from the old 
Franks to the Germans". At the end of this article he proclaimed: "The German 
people ascend to new power and greatness. The ancient nostalgia of the pan-Ger- 
manic idea approaches fulfilment in the Greater German Reich." (Der Schulungs
brief - the central monthly periodical of the NSDAP, 1940 - the editor of this 
sheet was the nazi war criminal Robert Ley)

In 1942 a commemorative volume on the history of Munich University was 
published. In this volume Polnitz glorified the fascist insurrection of 1923 as he 
had two years earlier in his Emir.:

"Munich students did not refuse the call of the Fuhrer; following the appeal 
issued by Hermann Goring, they joined the storm troopers and - emulating his 
overpowering example - participated fervently in the national socialist rising of 
1923. Only the use of brute force could put an end to their proud and liberal 
resistance." (Denkmale und Dokumente zur Geschichte der Ludwig-Maximilians- 
Universitat Ingolstadt - Landshut - Munich, 1942)

Polnitz praised the subordination of science and its institutions to the objec
tives of fascism with the words:

"As a force fortified in the philosophical sphere, proved by the research work 
done, and tried and tested in the conspicuously efficacious proficiency of the army 
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of its scholars that have emerged from the studies, it (the Munich alma mater 
- editor) takes it stand - erect, in fighting trim and loyal as in centuries past — 
in the fight for 'Fuhrer, Volk und Reich' and for a new and better Europe." 
(op.cit.)

This supporter of Hitler, the anti-Semite and enemy of the French people, Gotz 
von Polnitz, has been selected by the CDU leadership under nazi leadership offi
cer Strauss as the suitable man to work at the new "East - University" of Regens
burg in the service of the revanchist Bonn policy against the neighbouring 
peoples in the east.

Rauch ACTIVE IN HITLER'S FIFTH COLUMN
Georg von

today: Member of the "Scientific Examining Board for Teachers in the Higher Schools 
in Schleswig-Holstein" - this committee decides on the suitability of all teachers 
for secondary and grammar schools in this federal province; von Rauch is also 
director of the seminar for East European history and professor in ordinary at 
the Christian Albrechts University in Kiel, member of the "Johann Gottfried Her
der Research Council", the "Baltic Research Institute" in Bonn, the "East Kolle- 
gium" of the "Federal Centre for Political Training" and the "Baltic Historical 
Commission".

Georg von Rauch comes from a German-Baltic noble family. From 1936 until 
1939 he was a lecturer at the philosphical-theological Luther Institute of the 
Dorpat University. He was one of the "East research workers" there who acted 
as a fascist fifth column. Von Rauch was a contributor to the newspapers "Joms- 
burg and Deutsches Archiv fur Landes- und Voiksf orschung. They were publi
shed by the "North and East German Research Association" - a centre of the 
struggle against Germany's eastern neighbours. In the last years of the war the 
research association was under the direct control of the Reich Security Main 
Office. With articles such as "A Polemic on the Jewish Question in Kurland" 
published in Jomsburg, 1941, and "On the Jewish Question in Russia", published 
in Deutsche Post aus dem Osten, No. 11,1941, von Rauch supported and justified 
the extermination of the Jewish people by the German fascists.

From 1943 to 1945 he was a lecturer at the "Reich University" in Posen (Poz
nan). There von Rauch participated actively in the work of the "Reich Foun
dation for German Eastern Research" and employed all his faculties to justify 
the extermination campaign against the peoples of the Soviet Union. This is also 
the spirit in which he wrote his book Die Universitat Dorpat und das Eindringen 
der friihen Aufkidrung in Livland 1690 bis 1710 - Dorpat University and the 
Probing of the Early Enlightenment in Livland, 1690 to 1710. With "historical" 
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arguments he conjures up a Russian peril and the "culture-destructive character 
of the Russian neighbourhood".

In 1942 von Rauch wrote in his personnel record: "After 1 had taken part in 
meetings of the NSDAP in the Reich in 1928-29 1 joined the national socialist 
movement in Esthonia and participated in building up the local party group in 
Dorpat. I was a member of the Dorpat regional leadership and was temporarily 
- before the movement was allowed to work legally - deputy regional leader in 
Dorpat... As a party candidate I took part in building up the party organization 
in Posen in 1939 and 1 am head of the press office of a local party group in Posen. 
I am also a member of the national socialist Union of Lecturers and the national 
socialist Altherrenbund (an alumni association) ... (Archive of the University of 
Poznan, under Reichsuniversitat)

Wilhelm A RACIAL INSTIGATOR
Theodor

today: Together with Georg von Rauch he is one of the members of the "Scientific Exam
ining Board for Teachers in the Higher Schools in Schleswig-Holstein, professor 
in ordinary and director of the Pedagogical Institute in the University of Kiel.

Like von Rauch, Wilhelm advocated anti-Semitism and instigated race hatred 
during the period of fascism. Thus in 1944 he called for "... the complete elimi
nation of Jews and freemasonry from national life... The fundamental signifi
cance of this fact for European intellectual life is obvious. Its importance is under
lined by the sinister internal connection between Jewish philosophy and the 
world system which Bolshevism is trying to establish, a connection which is the 
more sinister the longer the war lasts." (Die kulturelle Kraft Europas im Kriege - 
Europe's Cultural Strength in the War, 1944)

Wilhelm, SA-man and active member of the NSDAP, was in 1934 installed as 
an editor of the Internationale Zeitschrift fiir Erziehung (Internation Journal of 
Education) after Professor Friedrich Schneider of Cologne had been removed 
from this office because of his democratic attitude. Wilhelm was asked to join the 
staff of the paper by the new editor, Alfred Baeumler.

Baeumler was professor of political education at Berlin University and at the 
same time Reich office leader with the Fuhrer's commissioner for the entire 
intellectual and ideological education of the NSDAP. He was the initiator of the 
fascist burning of books. Wilhelm justified the confidence that "Reich office 
leader" Baeumler had in him and radically advocated the fascist educational 
aims in the paper. In 1935 he declared in an article:

"The leading role in the (national) socialist education of the German people 
must, however, be conceded to the SA and the Labour Service ... The school is 
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still burdened with liberal educational aims. In contrast to it the SA and the 
Labour Service have directly grown out of the struggle of German youth and that 
generation which fought for national unity." (Internationale Zeitschrift fiir Er- 
ziehung, 1935)

With articles like "The Aims and Results of National Socialist Education" 
(1939) and "Race as the Fundamental Conception of Educational Science" he 
exercised a direct influence on the fascist and anti-Semitic education in the 
schools.

Redecker ANTI-SEMITE IN ROBES
Martin
today: Together with von Rauch and Theodor Wilhelm he is the third nazi ideologist in 

the "Scientific Examining Board tor Teachers in the Higher Schools in Schleswig- 
Holstein". He is also professor in ordinary and dean of the theological faculty, 
director of the theological seminar, and director of the Institute of Social Ethics 
in the University of Kiel.

Redecker, bom in Bielefeld, distinguished himself during the nazi period as an 
anti-Semite in the robes of a priest. He was particularly known for his sermons 
broadcast over the Goebbels radio stations, in one of which in 1939 he, for 
example, announced: "The satanic power of disintegration concentrated in world 
Jewry and in materialism is only too clearly seen by us." (" Rundfunkpredigten 
an der Universitatskirche Kiel", 1939)

Publications like Germanische Religion und der Religionsunterricht in der 
Schule - Germanic Religion and Religious Instruction in the School (1935), too, 
show the intellectual position of the "theologian" Redecker as an ideologist of 
the Hitler regime. Together with Professors von Rauch and Wilhelm he has today 
a decisive influence on the rising generation of teachers and, thus, on the edu
cational system in Schleswig-Holstein.

Buntru SS LEADER AND ENEMY OF THE CZECH PEOPLE
Alfred
today: Professor of hydrography, commercial hydro-engineering and hydraulics at the 

Technical College in Aachen

Until 1943 Buntru was rector of the Charles University, usurped by the nazis, 
and until 1945 of the Technical College in Prague. After the German occupants 
had closed the Czech universities the Charles University and the Technical Col
lege were the most important educational institutions in occupied Czechoslovakia.
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Buntru had been teaching at the Technical College in Prague since 1928. It 
was there that he became a confidant of Konrad Henlein, the leader of the fascist 
fifth column in Czechoslovakia. Henlein chose Buntru, as one of a limited circle 
of persons, to be initiated into all strategic objects and tactical variations of the 
fascist movement. When the preparations for the annexation of the Sudeten 
region had been completed Buntru was called to the "Reich". His services in 
undermining Czechoslovakia were rewarded by his appointment as rector of the 
Technical College in Aachen. Himmler made him an SS Untersturmfuhrer.

When the remaining parts of Czechoslovakia had been occupied the fascists 
could not do without the services of Buntru, the "specialist in Czech affairs". 
In 1940 he was appointed rector of the German Technical College in Prague, and 
in 1942 rector of the fascist Charles University. His main task consisted of "Ger
manizing" these two institutions completely and creating the prerequisites for 
the liquidation of the Czech intelligentsia. The following judgments about him 
indicate that he was the right man for this job:

The leader of the Reich Union of Lecturers, SS Brigadefuhrer Dr. Schultze, 
wrote in 1939: "Buntru has, by the way, been known to me tor a long time and 
as an extremely active national socialist." (Central State Archive of the Czecho
slovak Socialist Republic, Prague)

A letter of 16 October 1939 says: "Buntru enjoys the confidence of Konrad 
Henlein as well as of Reich leader of the Union of Lecturers SS Brigadefiihrer 
Dr. Schultze." (ibid.)

In 1942 the fascist occupants in Prague began to set up the so-called "Rein
hard Heydrich Foundation". The character of this foundation was described by 
Dr. Beyer, SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and professor at the fascist Charles University 
in Prague, in a radio lecture: "In its principal features the new Reich Foundation 
is a work of the fallen SS Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich... Ober- 
gruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich indicated the tasks, mainly in Bohemia and 
Moravia, to the Reich Foundation .. f (ibid.)

This institution, conceived by the notorious Security Service chief, Heydrich, 
was intended to take part in the "Germanization of the Bohemian-Moravian 
region" and forever eliminate Czechoslovakia as a state. Buntru was made the 
head of this foundation, he had meanwhile risen to the rank of SS Standarten
fuhrer. (Hauptsturmfuhrer Beyer, cited above, was the personal commissioner of 
war criminal Frank for setting up the foundation. After 1945 Beyer was a lecturer 
at the Pedagogical College in Flensburg.)

Buntru's hostility to the Czech people and his anti-Semitism are also revealed 
in the following documents. The commanding officer of the security police and 
SD wrote to SS Gruppenfiihrer Frank on 22 June 1942: "... I am of the opinion 
that the board of governors (of the Reinhard Heydrich Foundation - editor) will, 
of course, have to consist exclusively of the representatives of German authorities.
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Non-German scientific institutions are in the long run unacceptable for Prague ... 
I also agree with SS Standartenfuhrer Buntru that the Czechs must be basically 
eliminated from the boards of all institutions ..(ibid.)

On 3 October 1939 Buntru wrote to the "leader of the Reich Union of Lectur
ers": "I have always confessed to an attitude of basic rejection of Jewry." (ibid.)

The influence which this anti-Semite and enemy of the Czech people had in 
fascist-occupied Prague is indicated by his offices as "regional leader of the 
Union of Lecturers" and honorary senator of the Charles University, which he 
held in addition to the two offices as rector and chairman of the "Reinhard Heyd
rich Foundation". In recognition of his services in the suppression of the Czecho
slovak people and in carrying out the "Germanization policy" Buntru had an 
outstanding career in the SS. In 1938 he was admitted to the SS with the rank of 
Untersturmfuhrer, seven years later he was an SS Oberfuhrer in the notorious 
"SS-Leitabschnitt" Prague. This command carried out, among other things, the 
execution of all leaders of the Czech students in 1939 and had 1,200 Czech stu
dents deported to concentration camps.

Gehlen GLORIFIES THE MARCH INTO THE MASS GRAVE 
Arnold
today: Professor of sociology in the Technical College in Aachen

In 1934 Gehlen, who had been appointed professor in ordinary, was made "office 
leader" of the body of fascist lecturers at Leipzig University. In his inaugural 
lecture he glorified the "national socialist movement that has given this people 
new impetus in life and new orders of its existence." (Der Staat und die Philo
sophic - The State and Philosophy, Leipzig, 1935).

The philosophic system of the "elan vital", the passion to risk life, which was 
developed by Gehlen, was excellently suited for preparing German young people 
for the march into the mass graves of the Second World War. In this spirit in 
1940 he called on the soldiers of the Hitler Wehrmacht to fight valiantly and to 
risk their lives:

"Valiance is the first of the Germanic virtues, danger is a temptation, and the 
other virtues, particularly fidelity and self-control, are adapted to it." (Der 
Mensch, Seine Natur und Stellung in der Welt - Man, His Nature and Place in 
the World, Berlin, 1940)

The aggressive aim of German imperialism, for which the soldiers were 
expected to fight valiantly and die with passion ("elan vital") was formulated by 
Gehlen in his pamphlet Deutschtum und Christentum bei Fichte (Germandom 
and Christianity in Fichte) in 1935. There he called for a new "world epoch ... 
under German leadership".
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Gehlen's principal work in the nazi period, Der Mensch, in which he explained 
his philosophical system of the "elan vital", despising the dignity of man, was 
republished without any substantial modifications in the Bonn state in 1950, 
1955 and 1958.

Mehnert RIBBENTROP'S PROPAGANDA SPECIALIST
Klaus
today: Professor in ordinary and director of the Institute of Political Science in the Tech

nical College in Aachen; member of the "Advisory Council on Development Aid" 
attached to the "Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation"; chief editor of the 
periodicals of the "German Society for East European studies" (a direct successor 
to the "German Society for the Study of Eastern Europe") — Osteuropa, Ost- 
europa-Recht, Osteuropa-Naturwissenschaft, Osteuropa-Wirtschaft.

Already before fascism seized power Mehnert was one of the acknowledged 
"experts on East European affairs". From 1931 to 1933 he was general secretary 
of the "German Society for the Study of Eastern Europe" and editor of the perio
dical Osteuropa. Mehnert collaborated closely with the Goebbels ministry and 
the fascist Foreign Office until the end of 1933.

Since Mehnert differed in his conception on some tactical questions of the 
struggle against socialism and, above all, against the Soviet Union he temporarily 
incurred the disfavour of the fascist rulers. It did not take him long, however, to 
become a valuable propagandist for fascist Germany again. A letter of the fascist 
Foreign Office of 19 February 1942 says:

"Klaus Mehnert... went abroad in connection with the charges levelled 
against him. He has worked there for us to a high degree." (German Central 
Archive, Potsdam, under Botschaft China, No. 2,072)

Mehnert worked as a correspondent for extremely fascist papers like Angriff 
and Braune Post. In 1941 he was appointed to the information and propaganda 
department of the embassy in Shanghai. The Gestapo, too, appreciated his acti
vity for German fascism. Legation Secretary Bassler wrote on 19 February 1942: 
"The information department told me that the Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo) 
has not raised any objections to his employment at our mission." (ibid.)

Mehnert developed more and more into a confidant of the fascist Foreign 
Office in the Far East. "As Klaus Mehnert's activity in the information depart
ment was directed at countering British and American propaganda and at solicit
ing for the German point of view ... a person as highly qualified as Klaus Meh
nert can be employed much more suitably." (ibid.)

When the courageous anti-fascist intelligence man Dr. Richard Sorge, corres
pondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung, was arrested in Japan, the top nazi leader
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ship looked for a reliable national-socialist for this post as correspondent - his 
name was Klaus Mehnert. In April 1942 he was appointed East Asia correspon
dent of the Frankfurter Zeitung, in full agreement with the "Reich press chief" 
and on the special intercession of the Foreign Office, and at the same time he 
remained in the position of fascist propaganda specialist in the Shanghai repre
sentation of the Ribbentrop Foreign Office.

In recognition of his services as confidant of the fascist Foreign Office and as 
a Goebbels journalist Mehnert was decorated with the war service cross as late 
as 5 March 1945, on the proposal of the Reich foreign minister.

Mehnert utilizes today his experience collected in the service of the nazi leader
ship especially to support the neo-colonialist policy of West German imperialism 
in the young nation-states of Asia.

Raschhofer THE RIGHT HAND OF WAR CRIMINAL FRANK
Hermann

today: Deputy chairman of the Institute of International Law and International Rela
tions in Wurzburg University, and member of the Supreme Court of Bremen; head 
of the "Law and Political Science Working Group" in the Collegium Carolinum - 
a centre of imperialist East research and an institution of the "Sudetendeutsche 
Landsmannschaft".

Raschhofer worked very closely with K. H. Frank, "minister of state for Bohe
mia and Moravia and Reich protector". Various publications on questions of 
nationality law and national minorities, mainly concerned with Czechoslovakia 
and Eastern Europe, which had gained him recognition since the end of the nine- 
teen-twenties, were considered to be the best recommendation for this employ
ment. At that time he became one of the most important propagandists of fascism 
in Austria and in the Henlein movement in Sudetenland. On the personal request 
of Frank he was in 1939 appointed to the Charles University and in 1940 was 
installed as director of the Institute of International Law and Reich Law.

Raschhofer endeavoured in his work to supply Frank with the interpretations 
of international law that might serve as the basis for destroying the Czechoslo
vak state and incorporating it finally into fascist Germany. He also wrote essays 
on international law for the government of the satellite state of Slovakia and for 
its "President" Tiso.

In August 1941 his intimate friend Frank wrote the following judgment on 
Raschhofer to justify his decoration with the war service cross: "Raschhofer 
distinguishes himself as an expert on international and constitutional law by 
extensive publishing activity and has supplied valuable contributions to our pole
mic with enemy propaganda as well as the struggle against the Czechoslovak 



conception of state and history." (Central State Archive of the Czechoslovak So
cialist Republic, Prague)

In 1942-43 Raschhofer was a member of the notorious "Bergmann" unit, 
which was led by Oberlander with whom Raschhofer had been acquainted for 
some time. (About Oberlander see the chapter "Hitler's Fifth Column in Bonn's 
Service".) This special unit was employed for acts of diversion behind the Soviet 
front line and for mass executions among the Soviet civil population.

In 1943 Raschhofer was commissioned by Rosenberg with writing a study of 
the policy pursued by the fascist occupation authorities in the East up till then. 
In this material Raschhofer proceeded from the view that the increase in "Ger
man living space" would have to be ensured. In order to facilitate the intercep
tion of the resistance put up by the suppressed peoples Raschhofer recommended 
that methods of a more demagogical character be observed in occupation policy.

He was then called back by Frank to prepare a propaganda campaign in con
nection with the fifth anniversary of the Munich Agreement. The two following 
documents show Raschhofer's importance for the top leaders of the fascist occu
pation regime, the Reich minister for the occupied eastern territories and war 
criminal Rosenberg and the hangman of the Czechoslovak people, K. H. Frank: 
"Professor Raschhofer 1 April 1943
Schwerinstrasse 9
Prague XII
Dear Raschhofer,

"You will find enclosed a copy of my letter to Reichsminister Rosenberg for 
your information. 1 hope we shall be successful.

"In the Kaiserhof Herr Hubei showed me a disposition dratted by you and 
concerned with ideas on the question of how to treat alien nationalities in Europe, 
contained in two typed pages. I should be grateful if you sent a copy of it to me 
personally to Prague as soon as possible.

Heil Hitler!
Yours, (signature of Frank)"

(ibid.)

"SS Gruppenfiihrer 1 April 1943
1.) Herrn Reichsminister Rosenberg

Kurfiirstenstr. 134
Berlin W 35
Sir,

"Your ministry has asked that Professor Dr. Raschhofer, employed here at 
the German Charles University, be granted a leave of absence to allow him to 
work on basic legal questions concerning the international order in the occu
pied East. Professor Raschhofer, who has been working with me for years, has 
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n

indicated to me the principal ideas of his work on the occasion of his leave. 
The work will make use of, among others, the experience gained in legal work 
concerning nationalities in the Bohemian provinces, for which Raschhofer is 
regarded as an expert on account of his previous activity, and both the pro
blem set and the solution proposed touch on questions peculiar to my own 
field of action. I avail myself, therefore, of this opportunity to express to you, 
sir, my particular interest in the leave of absence being granted, and to ask 
you to intervene in favour of a quick decision.

Heil Hitler!
Yours truly, (signature of Frank)

(ibid.)
In 1944 Raschhofer went to Slovakia on behalf of the notorious action group 

H of the SD in order to work out propaganda material to be used in suppressing 
the popular rebellion of 29 August 1944. For the purpose of preventing the 
popular rebellion from spreading to other regions of Czechoslovakia Raschhofer 
recommended granting formal independence to Slovakia and strengthening the 
pro-German and anti-Soviet elements.

While SS Gruppenfiihrer and "Reichsprotektor" Frank was brought to court 
and sentenced to death after the defeat of fascism, Raschhofer escaped just 
punishment. In West Germany he was given the opportunity of working as a 
university teacher and, faithful to his past, of drawing up the legal justification 
for the new aggressive program directed against our neighbouring peoples in the 
East.

Raschhofer has great influence on the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft". 
The leadership of this revanchist organization, the people around Federal Minis
ter Seebohm and the president of the "Bund der Vertriebenen", Wenzel Jaksch, 
member of the Bundestag, call for the annexation of Czechoslovak state territory 
and a "Greater German Reich" within the frontiers of 1939. These claims are 
not to the least extent based on the false doctrines of Raschhofer.

♦

u.d.Heydte DROVE GERMAN SOLDIERS TO THEIR DEATHS 
Friedr. Aug.

today: Professor in ordinary of public and international law at Wurzburg University

Von der Heydte became known as initiator of the police action against the Spie
gel. On 1 October 1962 von der Heydte, the intimate of Strauss, brought a "pri
vate" action against the West German news magazine for "betraying state sec
rets". Thus he gave the immediate impulse for the "cloak-and-dagger-operation" 
carried out against this magazine by the Bonn war ministry under the leadership 
of Strauss. As a reward von der Heydte was promoted to the rank of brigadier 
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on 22 October 1962, the first reserve officer of the Bundeswehr to rise to that 
rank. In May 1965 even the West German Federal Supreme Court had to acknowl
edge the complete untenableness of von der Heydte's denunciation.

Von der Heydte had already been a political denouncer during the nazi period. 
By his radical fascist activity he attracted the attention of the nazi authorities, 
and he speculated on a great career. In 1936 he signed, for example, a letter to 
study assessor Piilke, for example, threatening "other measures" in case the cen
tral organ of the SS, Das Schwarze Korps, was not laid out in the Catholic stu
dents' hostel in Munster in the next days.

In 1937 von der Heydte volunteered for the fascist Wehrmacht. As a lieutenant 
he took part in the attack on France. For his barbarous conduct of war as the 
commanding officer of a unit of paratroopers Goring decorated him in 1941 with 
the Knight's Cross, and for his war crimes in the Soviet Union, particularly on 
the Leningrad front, he received the "German Cross in Gold". The great hour 
arrived for von der Heydte, who had meanwhile been promoted to lieutenant 
colonel, in 1944. During the fascist offensive in the Ardennes von der Heydte was 
in charge of parachute operations. These actions cost, a short time before the war 
ended, the lives of thousands of German soldiers. He was decorated by Hitler 
with the oak leaves to the Knight's Cross. Even K. H. Wilhelms, a "dyed-in-the- 
wool" militarist, today leader of the "Kameradschaft Frankfurt" of the "Union 
of Former Paratroopers", confirms von der Heydte's barbarous way of handling 
his command, and admits that the Ardennes offensive was militarily senseless: 
"Though he had to recognize clearly before the operation that it would lead to a 
catastrophe he carried his order out without consideration.." (Frankfurter Neue 
Presse, 21 September 1954)

Von der Heydte, who recklessly sent German soldiers to death, brought him
self to safety. Although von der Heydte has denied several times that he was a 
zealous and active member of the SS, this is proved beyond any doubt by the 
documents in the possession of the Bavarian Ministry of Justice.

Seraphim A DESK MURDERER
Peter Heinz

today: Director of studies at the "Academy oi Administration and Economics of the 
Industrial District of Bochum", leading economist in the "Schlesische Lands
mannschaft"

Seraphim comes from a family that for generations has engaged in finding a 
"scientific" justification for the aggressive policy of German imperialism.

In 1937 he was appointed lecturer and deputy director of the Institute for East 
European Economy in Kbnigsberg. Nominally this institute was part of Konigs



berg University, in reality, however, it was engaged in espionage and subversive 
activity in the Eastern European neighbouring countries. In 1941 he was invited 
to join Greifswald University. In 1943 he was appointed managing director 
of the "Oder-Donau Institute" which had been founded on his initiative. The 
institute was in charge of procuring confidential information on the South 
European economy in order to facilitate improved supplies for the fascist Wehr
macht.

Seraphim supported the fascist racial theory with a large number of essays 
and books. In 1938 he published a large anti-Semite compilation "Jewry in 
Eastern Europe". In this book he covers the whole Jewish population in the East 
European regions of the Soviet Union, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Ru
mania and Czechoslovakia. Statistics provide information on the composition of 
the Jewish population according to age, social group and trade. An extensive 
provision of maps defined the exact "location" of the Jewish people. Thus Sera
phim provided detailed information on the "final solution of the Jewish ques
tion". This book qualified him as an expert on "Jewish problems", and he was 
one of the first to give a lecture on "The Jews in Poland" at the newly-founded 
"Institute of German Work in the East" in Krakow. He exercised a substantial 
influence on the character of this institute, whose president was war criminal 
Hans Frank. When in 1941 the "Institute for Research on Jewish Questions" was 
being founded by Alfred Rosenberg as an extension of the "Higher School of the 
NSDAP" in Frankfurt-on-Main, Seraphim, as a corresponding member of this 
institute, read his theses on the Jewish question at a working meeting (26- 
28 March 1941). Here he coined the phrase "jiidischer Volkstod" (death of the 
Jews as a people), and he offered three theses on the implementation of his 
theory:
(1) Dissimilation without territorial separation from the people they live with. 
(2) Internment in ghettos in one part of Europe.
(3) Their removal from Europe by systematic resettlement action.

Elaborating on his theses Seraphim proceeded from the economic considera
tion that "in Eastern Europe the Jew will have to be replaced by non-Jews in the 
towns and at a speed that is feasible according to the availability of qualified non
Jews for this employment, replacement being carried out on the strength of legal 
and administrative actions." (Weltkampf, 1941,1/2, p. 44f.)

All these plans proceeded from the idea of eliminating the Jewish people, and 
they countenanced their physical extermination.

In 1941 Seraphim, as a senior war administration counsellor at the armament 
inspection in the Ukraine, participated in the "final solution of the Jewish ques
tion". At the same time he was the editor of the periodical Weltkampf, the cen
tral organ of anti-Semitism in Germany.

Like Globke Seraphim is one of the murderers who operated from their desks 
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and remain unpunished. Up to this day he has not yet disavowed his anti-Semitic 
theories and practices. In his capacity as director of studies he wields substantial 
influence on the training of future civil servants of the Bonn state.

Hohn SS LEADER AND HIMMLER'S TOP JURIST
Reinhard

today: Managing president ot the "Academy tor Economic Leaders" in Bad Harzburg 
with an annual salary of 64,000 marks; he is also managing president ot the "Ger
man Economic Society"

In the period of fascism Hohn worked very closely with the "Reichsfuhrer SS" 
and main war criminal Himmler as an expert on constitutional law.

In October 1935 Hohn was appointed director of the Institute of State Re
search at the Berlin University, and at the same time he was made the head of 
department 2, branch II of the central SD office in the notorious Reich Security 
Main Office. In this position he was responsible for the complete spying on all 
fields of public life in Hitler Germany. Hohn himself described the tasks of the 
Institute of State Research on 7 June 1939: "My institute has been commissioned 
by decisive authorities of the state and party with providing detailed scientific 
assistance for the practical application of law in the national socialist state." 
Archiv of the Humboldt University, Berlin)

One of the tasks of the institute was also to draft constitutional legal prin
ciples for the occupation regime in the territories occupied by the fascists. This 
is revealed by the judgment Hohn wrote about Hofmann, a fellow-worker who, 
before the attack on the Soviet Union, had worked out "an extensive expert 
opinion on organization and problems of setting up the administration of the 
USSR". He said there: "He (Hofmann - editor) was able to devise excellent solu
tions of the ways and problems to be encountered by the German military and 
civil authorities after the military occupation." (ibid.)

Since 1939 this institute had been working almost exclusively for Himmler. 
A letter of the "Reichsfiihrung SS" states: "The director of the Institute of State 
Research at the Berlin University and his scientific staff have been ordered to 
serve the Reichsfuhrer SS and chief of the German police during the war within 
the scope of the scientific tasks of the institute." (ibid.)

A work report written by Hohn on 22 June 1940 reveals the great importance 
this institute possessed for the fascist apparatus of terror:

"On the basis of this order the institute has been engaged since 1 September 
1939 on a number of tasks set by the Reich minister of the interior and the chief 
of the security police and the SD. Until now the following have been completed: 

1 draft of a law with detailed justification.
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3 drafts of decrees with detailed justification,
6 detailed investigations on the system of state organization of foreign states, 

20 reports concerning the scope of work of the chief of the security police drawn 
up on his request,

16 reports concerning the scope of work of the “Reichsfuhrer SS",
12 detailed reports on separate problems of war administration." (ibid.)

Hohn was also indispensable for Stuckart, the initiator, author and commen
tator of the Racial Laws. (See Table 48)

Hohn produced countless publications as a fascist expert in constitutional and 
administrative law. Describing the essence of the fascist state he wrote: "People 
are no longer governed, they are led ... In our state as an organ of the Fuhrer 
people are ordered and they obey ... parliamentary decisions and votes are out
dated as decisions are taken and executed." (Die Wandlung im staatsrechtlichen 
Denken - The Change in Legal Thinking, Hamburg, 1934)

As late as 1944 he stated his opinion about the oath of loyalty to the Fuhrer:
"The oath of loyalty to the Fuhrer not only expresses the idea that the soldier 

is, as in a monarchy, subject to a master, but also the obligation to the national 
socialist idea, the exponent of which is encountered by the soldier in the person 
of the Fuhrer. As the executor of the political will of his people the soldier takes 
it upon his oath to the Fuhrer to defend this conception militarily ... Taking an 
oath to the Fuhrer not only obliges him to allegiance and obedience to the nation
al socialist idea as long as the Fuhrer lives but also beyond his death and, there
fore, to the new leader rising out of the movement." (Das Reich, Berlin, 1 Octo
ber 1944)

Hohn was chairman of the committee for police law at the Academy of Ger
man Law founded by war criminal H. Frank. For his "services" Hohn also had a 
career as an SS man: He was SS Brigadefiihrer, wore the "honorary sword of the 
Reichsfuhrer SS" and was in 1945 promoted to the rank of lieutenant general in 
the armed SS.

Neo-Fascism in Millions of Copies
The neo-fascist and militarist journals, newspapers, books and films as well as 
radio and television broadcasts gain more and more importance in the process of 
exercising an ideological influence on the West German population. When 
Hbcherl, jurist in Hitler's service and at present minister of the interior in Bonn, 
declares that the influence of the neo-fascist propaganda has decreased this is a 
deliberate deception of the public.

The dangerous influence of these media can not be measured only in the circu
lation figures reached by some publishing houses. It is clearly visible mainly in 
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the papers published by such "public opinion molding" monopolies as the Sprin
ger trust, in radio and television programs and in West German film production. 
The West German mass media have long since taken over the theories of the neo- 
nazis. Day after day the West German population is subjected to this flood of 
chauvinism and revanchism.

The following examples represent only a small selection from the range of 
more than 100 militarist, fascist and revanchist publishing houses in West Ger
many.

Some publishing houses and journals have specialized in maintaining and 
spreading militarist and fascist ideas.

GLORIFIES HITLER'S PREDATORY CAMPAIGNS

The journal Alte Kameraden (Old Comrades) is a product of the G. Braun Verlag 
(publishing house) in Karlsruhe. It is the central organ of about 50 militarist 
traditional associations and, along with the Deutsche National-Zeitung und Sol
daten-Zeitung  , one of the widest-read militarist papers in West Germany. Editor- 
in-chief of this paper is Rudolf Bbhmler, colonel of the nazi Wehrmacht. The SS 
organ Der Freiwillige certified: "Rudolt Bohmler ... as a triend and detender ot 
the rights ot the soldiers ot the former armed SS has long been intimately known 
to us.” (Der Freiwillige, Osnabruck, 11/1963)

The journal, which has been published for 13 years, with its supplement Der 
deutsche Fallschirmjager (The German Paratrooper) presents the extermination 
campaigns of the fascist Wehrmacht and the assaults on peaceful peoples as 
examples of soldierly discipline and virtue, and recommends them to the Bun
deswehr as exemplary models.

"War adventures" of this type form the greatest part of the publishing pro
gram, e.g., Egon Denzel, "Attack on Volkov" (No. 1/60); E. A. Wichers, "Ivan 
Came Across Lake Ilmen" (No. 6/60); Werner Haupt, "The Clock Showed 3.05. 
Army Group North on 22 June 1941" (No. 6/61); G. Teschner, "Advance on Bes
sarabia" (No. 11-12/61).

THE CENTRAL ORGAN OF THE MILITARISTS

The Deutsche National-Zeitung und Soldaten-Zeitung (NZ) is the largest mili
tarist and neo-fascist weekly newspaper in West Germany. It is published by 
Gerhard Frey, neo-fascist and proprietor of the "Deutsche Soldaten-Zeitung Ver
lags GmbH". This paper is printed in the printing office of Johann Evangelist 
Kapfinger, intimate and accomplice in the scandals of Strauss, the sacked war
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minister. The paper has become a central organ of all ultra-right neo-fascist for
ces in West Germany and defames each and every movement advocating a realis
tic policy. Thus von der Heydte, SS man and parachute officer of the nazi Wehr
macht, called for long sentences of penal servitude for "renunciation politicians", 
meaning those forces striving for normal relations with the neighbouring peoples 
in the east and south-east of Europe.

This paper advocates with peculiar zeal a general amnesty for nazi and war 
criminals. Hess, main war criminal and former deputy of the Fuhrer, has been 
called a "prisoner of peace". Under the headline "Justice is not a whore" in 
No. 5/64 the acquittal of SS Sturmbannfiihrer Erich Deppner, who, among other 
crimes, had 65 Soviet prisoners of war murdered, is praised as a "turning point 
in the trials of war criminals".

The "NZ" publishes two supplements with specifically revanchist objectives, 
the Schlesische Rundschau and Der Sudetendeutsche. Apart from the continu
ously growing influence this paper has on the revenge-seeking organizations, it 
must be noted that readership in the Bundeswehr has increased.

MOUTHPIECE OF THE SS

The central organ of the HIAG, Der Freiwillige (The Volunteer), has been 
published in Osnabriick in a publishing house of the same name since 1955. The 
HIAG is the organization of the former members of the Waffen SS (armed SS). 
Decisive influence on the HIAG and its mouthpiece is exercised by SS Generals 
Felix Steiner, Kurt Meyer, Paul Hausser and Herbert O. Gille.

Der Freiwillige sees its most urgent task in rehabilitating the Waffen SS and 
justifying its crimes against the peoples of Europe. The paper praises the Waffen 
SS as the "elite troops" of German fascism and champion of an anti-communist 
unification of Europe under the rule of German imperialism: "The name of the 
Waffen SS will not be wiped off the tablets commemorating soldiers in Europe" 
(Der Freiwillige, Osnabruck, No. 11/63)

Along with the rehabilitation of the Waffen SS, which has practically been 
accomplished in the Federal Republic, Der Freiwillige sees its task in fighting the 
"old enemies", the resistance fighters throughout Europe: "But when our an
xiety, our uneasiness about the undoubtedly still uncompleted democracy are 
responded to by regarding the discussion among ourselves as subversive, when 
our honourable service in the face of the assault of communist partisan organiza
tions is declared to be dangerous to the state, then justice and freedom of demo
cracy are at stake, and God may have mercy on those who did not shrink from 
handing us over to the VVN and FIR. (organizations of resistance fighters - edi
tor) to appease their voracity." (op.cit., No. 8/63)
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The hangmen of Lidice, Oradour, Malmedy and the Warsaw Ghetto in the uni
form of the Waffen SS present themselves as the champions of democracy and 
liberty and call the Federal Republic "their" state. Well-known writers and publi
cists in West Germany, like Blocker, Boll, Geissler, Gross and Kuby, are targets 
of mad instigation. The work of these writers was insulted as "progressive liter
ary negligence". Der Freiwillige went on to write: "The accord of real intellect 
and real genuine principles of leadership in a democracy have been lost. It is in 
those times that the rats gain power and space." (op.cit.. No. 9/61)

WAR CRIMINALS AS AUTHORS

The program of the Schild Verlag is largely determined by the publication of 
books on the Waffen SS and the fascist Wehrmacht. Thus this publishing house, 
which is owned by former NSDAP regional leader Damerau, published, among 
others, the following books:
The book Grenadiere, written by Kurt Meyer, an SS general sentenced to death 
by the allies and later reprieved; the book Das goldene Feld (The Golden Field) 
on the predatory campaign of German fascism in the Ukraine, written by Kem- 
mayr, former SS Hauptsturmfuhrer and regional press office head in Vienna, 
published in 1961;
the book Panzer marsch (Tank March) written from the papers of the late fascist 
General Guderian, by Oskar Munzel, tank inspector of the Bundeswehr;
the books Die Wahrheit uber Malmedy (The Truth about Malmedy), 1958, and 
Die Luge von Marzobotto (The Lies of Marzobotto), 1959, by former SS Unter
sturmfuhrer Greil. Both books were intended to justify the horrible blood baths 
committed by the Waffen SS in these places.

Judicious persons and the heroes of the resistance struggle within the fascist 
Wehrmacht are defamed as traitors while war criminals are rehabilitated. Thus 
Peter Strassner published the pamphlet Verrater - "Nationalkomitee Freies 
Deutschland" - Keimzelle der "DDR" (Traitors - "Free Germany" National Com
mittee - Germ Cell of the "GDR".

Since 1953 the Schild Verlag has issued the "Deutscher Soldatenkalender", 
(German Soldiers' Calendar), which is addressed to the members of the militarist 
traditional associations, of which there are approximately 600, and to the sol
diers and reservists of the Bundeswehr. Contributions and "accompanying re
marks" of this calendar are almost exclusively written by generals of the fascist 
Wehrmacht. Thus Donitz, Hitler's successor and main war criminal, is the author 
of the "accompanying remarks" in the 1963 edition.
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NAZI IDEOLOGY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Of the West German publishing houses which publish militarist and fascist in
tellectual material, especially directed at young people, in the form of two penny 
booklets in great number and with a large edition only the Pabel-Verlag in Ra- 
statt/Baden is named here. With 20 different series and a monthly circulation of 
several million copies it is the largest producer of these booklets in West Ger
many. The notorious "Landser" series has been published since 1957: "Der Land
ser", published since 1957 at first fortnightly, since October 1958 weekly. The 
series reached number 310 in March 1964. "Der Landser-Grossband" (large 
volume), later called the "Landser-Sonderband" (special volume). There were 
already 136 issues of this series in March 1964. "Der Landser - Ritterkreuz- 
trager erzahlen" (Holders of the Knight's Cross Recount), published monthly 
since summer 1959 and amounting to 137 issues in March 1964.

During the last years the Pabel-Verlag has also distributed books praising war 
and the fascist military apparatus. Among the authors are Gunther Fraschka, 
nazi officer, and Count Bossi-Fedrigotti, Austrian fascist leader and cultural ex
pert in the Reich propaganda office.

REVANCHIST DEMANDS AS PUBLISHING PROGRAM

Special publishing houses were set up to propagate the territorial claims of the 
federal government. The claim for restitution of the "Greater German Reich" 
determines the content of their publishing program. Some of them are the Heim- 
reiter-Verlag and the Klinger-Verlag.

Head of the Heimreiter-Verlag in Frankfurt-on-Main, is Ernst Frank, a brother 
of the fascist "Reichsprotektor" of Bohemia and Moravia, sentenced as a main 
war criminal.

Ernst Frank had a substantial part in preparing the annexation of the Sudeten 
region and received the "Sudeten medal" as an award in 1938. After the annexa
tion he was national socialist chief editor and regional main office head of the 
nazi party. Ernst Frank developed the Heimreiter-Verlag into the mouthpiece of 
the "Witikobund", the propaganda centre of the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmann
schaft".

This house publishes, among others, the "Beitrage des Witikobundes zu den 
Fragen derZeit" (Contributions of the Witikobund to the Questions of Our Time).
Among the authors are such incriminated nazis as Seiboth, NSDAP regional 
leader at the Reichenberg regional leadership, who today puts up his revanchist 
claims for territory under the cloak of the right of self-determination. Part of the 
publishing program is also such revanchist newspapers as the Sudetendeutscher 
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Turnerbrief, whose content is decided by SA leader Welwarski. This paper is pro
duced in the printing office of the former nazi regional leader and anti-Semite 
Tins.

Prominent book authors are, above all, the SA Sturmbannfiihrer and nazi writer 
Rudolf Jahn (he published, among others, a book on nazi war criminal Konrad 
Henlein in 1938) and Ernst Frank. Frank published, among other books, Heimat 
ohne Vaterland (Home without a Fatherland), a novel of present times, Leiden- 
schaitliches Egerland (Passionate Egerland), Grenzen der Freiheit (Limitations 
of Liberty), Gedichte und Szenen (Poems and Scenes).

LED BY NAZIS

Among the leading men of the Klinger-Verlag in Munich are the active members 
of the Sudeten German Party and, later, the NSDAP, Karl Jungschaffer and Erich 
Maier. Prior to 1945 both of them had been employed in the publishing house 
management or editor's office of the local party paper of the NSDAP Reichen- 
berg regional leadership. Die Zeit. In a series of articles in this paper Maier 
wrote: "Thus the Jews in the background sullied the honour of the German sol
dier, thus they managed to shake the courage at home and create the prerequisites 
for the collapse." (Die Zeit, Reichenberg, 1939)

An article in the revanchist paper Vertriebenen-Anzeiger, published by the 
Klinger-Verlag, shows that Maier has not changed his views. Under the headline 
"Wie lange noch 'Kriegsverbrecherprozesse'?" (How much longer will the 'war 
criminal' trials last?) he called on 1 September 1959 for a general amnesty for 
all nazi and war criminals.

Among the publications of the Klinger-Verlag is the journal Wehr und Heimat 
subsidized by the Bundeswehr. This paper, published mainly for young people, 
presents the fascist attack on Poland in the following way: "1 September 1939: 
The guns had gone off, the campaign against Poland and, therefore, the Second 
World War, had started ... It should be noted that there can be no talk of a Ger
man attack on Poland ... Command and troops of the Wehrmacht had done their 
best in this campaign to bring it to an early, victorious end." (Wehr und Heimat, 
Munich, No. 9/1959)

The danger of this neo-fascist influence cannot be overlooked; the conse
quences in the minds of the West German population are already at this time 
actually frightening. As early as 1958 SPD (Social Democratic Party of Ger
many) Bundestag member Ulrich Lohmar warned in a session of the Bundes
tag:

"This aggressive nationalism cannot merely be explained out of itself alone. 
There is a close connection with an ideology of a western crusade..(Briidigam, 



Der Schoss ist fruchtbar noch (The Womb is Fruitful Still), Roderberg-Verlag, 
Frankfurt-on-Main)

The Bonn state, however, forces this ideology, because it serves its aggressive 
plans.

Brown Professors and National Socialist Ideologists 
in West GermanyAubin, Hermannbefore 1945: professor of German medieval and modern history and of East-European history; university professor in Bonn, Giesen and Breslau; was one of Hitler's ideological trail blazers, worked in the executive of the North and East German Research Group - the centre of the struggle against Germany's eastern neighbours after 1945: Honorarprofessor at Frei- burg/Br., president for many years of the "Johann-Gottfried-Herder Research Council", a centre of West German revanchism; Aubin is responsible for the split in the "German Historical Association"Bartholomeyczik, Horstbefore 1945: provincial court counsellor in the special court, Breslau (Wroclaw, involved in death sentencesafter 1945: superior provincial court counselor in Koblenz until 1963; professor of economic and civil procedure law in the University of MainzBerber, Friedrichbefore 1945: legal adviser to war criminal Ribbentrop, leading fascist specialist on international law; 1936-1944 deputy director of the Institute of Foreign Policy, Hamburg; 1936 member of the Academy of German Law which was extremely fascist in character and had been founded by Frank; extensive activity as a publicist in conceiving and vindicating fascist foreign policy after 1945: Since 1954 professor of international law, public law and the philosophy of law; member of the board of the Institute of International Law at Munich UniversityBertram, Georgbefore 1945: leading member and later managing director of the "Institute for Research on Jewish Influence on Church Life"; published many anti-Semitic writings;

1922-1946 professor of theology in the University of Giessenafter 1945: professor in Frankfurt-on- MainBoehm, Max Hildebertbefore 1945: since 1933 promoting member of the SS; founder of the fascist "sociology of nationhood" and "borderland research", leading ideologist of the fascist 5th column; from 1933 holder of a professorial chair at the Universities of Berlin and Jenaafter 1945: lang-time head of the "East German Academy", Luneburg, an ideological centre of revanchism; president of the revanchist "North-East German Cultural Undertaking"Bosch, Wernerbefore 19 4 5: 1942-1943 economic inspection of the fascist army group "Mitte", participated in the economic pillage of Soviet territories, 1943-1945 in the planning office of war criminal and armaments minister Speer as chief department head responsible for the deportation to Germany of the civilian population of the occupied territories to work in Germany as forced labourers, and for putting prisoners of war to work in the fascist armaments industry; 1934 SS, finally SS Untersturmfuhrer after 1945: professor of political economy at the University of Mainz, member of the research circle of the research advisory council of the "All-German" MinistryBuntru, Alfredbefore 1945: Until 1943 rector of the Charles University and until 1945 rector of the Technical College in Prague, confidant of war criminal Henlein, anti-Semite, SS Oberfiihrerafter 1945: professor at the Aachen Technical College, active in the "Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft"
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Eckardt, Felix vonbefore 1945: fascist script author, wrote 19 scenarios for nazi films as author or co-authorafter 1945: state secretary in the Press and Information Office of the Bonn government, "plenipotentiary" of the Erhard government in West Berlin, CDU candidate for the 1965 Bundestag electionsGehlen, Arnoldbefore 1945: office head of the fascist association of lecturers in Leipzig, glorified the fascist dictatorship and the predatory wars of German imperialism as a philosopherafter 1945: professor of sociology at the Aachen Technical CollegeGerstenmaier, Eugenbefore 19 4 5: 1923 SA, from 1931 office head in the fascist German Association of Students, exponent of the "Fuhrer idea" in the Evangelical church, on behalf of the Foreign Office made several journeys to neutral or occupied countries for the ideological liquidation of the anti-fascist resistance struggle, denounced the anti-fascist scholar Professor S. Schulze to the nazi authorities; 1942 appointed official for life and excused from military service for the duration of the warafter 1945: president of the West German BundestagGlobke, Hans-Mariabefore 1945: minsterial counsellor in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, responsible for nationality questions and questions of occupied western territories; took part in the liquidation of the Weimar Republic through the working out of dictatorship laws, co-author of the racial laws, thus provided the legal foundations for the extermination of entire groups of people; participated actively in the "final solution of the Jewish question"after 1945: until July 1963 state secretary in the Office of the Federal Chancellor and most powerful official of the Bonn state; 1962 sentenced to life imprisonment by the Supreme Court of the GDR; had to retire as state secretary because of the incriminating material submittedGrebe, Hansbefore 1945: assistant and pupil of the notorious "racial specialist" Verschuer in Frankfurt-on-Main and at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology, Human Ge

netics and Eugenics in Berlin, 1944 reader with a teaching assignment and head of the Institute of the Biology of Heredity and Racial Hygiene at the University of Rostock, influential propagandist of the false racial theories of fascism, head of the scientific department in the "Main Office of World Outlook Education" in the Reich youth leadership, trained Hitler Youth leaders and leading national socialist officers in "heredity and racial hygiene" questions, closely cooperated with the "Race Policy Office" of the NSDAP, took part in "expert opinion examinations" in the notorious Eugen Fischer Institute in Berlinafter 1945: professor with teaching assignment for human genetics at the University of Marburg since 1952, until 1961 president of the German Association of Sport DoctorsGross, Hermannbefore 1945: 1939-1945 head of the department of the Vienna branch of the poison-gas concern IG Farben; explored the possibilities of the economic pillage of the states of South-East Europe; 1933 SA, and since 1936 a member of the fascist German Academyafter 1945: economic specialist for Eastern Europe, professor of politico-economic science at the University of Kiel; since 1962 professor of the economics and society of South-Eastern Europe and since 1964 in the directory of the seminar of the same name at the University of MunichGrundmann, Guntherbefore 1945: as a leading fascist art historian he had a share in the stealing of Polish works of art during the Second World War, distinguished himself through anti- Semitic writingsafter 1945: president of the "Johann- Gottfried-Herder Research Council", leading West German art historian, 1951-1959 member of the UNESCO "International Committee on Monuments, Artistic and Historical Sites and Archeological Excavations" in Paris; 1959 awarded the Great Federal Distinguished Service Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal RepublicHeydte, Friedrich-August von derbefore 1945: 1937 volunteer of the fascist Wehrmacht, parachute officer, last rank lieutenant-colonel, decorated with the Knight's Cross with Oak-leaves and the "German Cross in Gold" for barbaric warfare, SS 
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afterl945: professor of political science and international law at the University of WurzburgHohn, Reinhardbefore 1945: 1935 director of the Institute of Political Research at the University of Berlin, 1935-1938 head of department II/2 in the SD main office, close coworker of Himmler in the field of public law, SS brigadefiihrer and lieutenant general in the armed SS, distinguished by Himmler with the "Sword of Honour"after 1945: president of the "Academy of the Leading Forces of the Economy", Bad HarzburgHubrich, Georgbefore 1945: ministerial director and head of the U department I East in the Reich Ministry of the Interior, co-worker of Globke and Stuchart, author of several laws dealing with Jews, responsible for questions of administration in the occupied eastern territories, especially in fascist-occupied Polandafter 1945: business-manager of the North and West German Radio Union, HamburgJankuhn, Herbertbefore 1945: fascist professor of primeval and early history at the University of Rostock, SS Obersturmbannfiihrer in the personal staff of Reichsfuhrer SS Himmler, bearer of the "death-head ring" of the SS after 1945: professor at the University of Gottingen, member of the "Johann-Gott- fried-Herder Research Council"Jordan, Pascualbefore 1945: professor of theoretical physics in Rostock and Berlin, war propagandist, fanatical ideologist of the fascist systemafter 1945: since 1947 at the University of Hamburg, 1957-1961 member of the CDU parliamentary group in the Bundestag, advocate of an atomic warKeyser, Erichbefore 1945: historian and state archivist in Danzig, agent of the illegal "North and East German Research Group", helped in the preparation of the occupation of Danzig and Polish territories by German fascism after 1945: director of the "Johann- Gottfried-Herder Institute"Kottgen, Arnoldbefore 1945: teaching activity at the University of Greifswald, since 1939 general 

police expert and counter intelligence agent of the government, Kattowitz (Katowice); Auschwitz concentration camp whose commandant Hoss cooperated closely with the Kattowitz government belonged to the Kattowitz government district; Kottgen was called an indispensable key figure for the construction of the police apparatus of suppression in the occupied Polish territories by District President Walter Springorum; in his works on administrative law he glorified Hitler and the Fuhrer principle in administrative lawafter 1945: professor of public, administrative and church law in the legal faculty of the University of Gottingen, director of the juridical seminar, member of the justice examining office of the Superior Provincial Court in Oldenburg and CelleKordt, Erichbefore 19 4 5: 1938-1940 head of the ministerial office of war criminal and fascist Foreign Minister Ribbentrop, influential in the preparation of the occupation of Czechoslovakia, agent of Himmler in the Foreign Office, SS Obersturmbannfiihrerafter 1945: professor of the history of diplomacy and international law at the University of Cologne, chairman of the committee for East-West problems in the Bonn Foreign Office, head of the ministerial office of the prime minister of North Rhine- WestphaliaLemberg, Eugenbefore 1945: leading nazi educationist and "borderland specialist" in the Sudeten German territory, co-worker on various periodicals of the Sudeten German party, member of the Sudeten German volunteer corps, the Henlein SS, head of the fascist teachers' training college in Reichenberg after 1945: leading in West Germany in the field of the revanchist influencing of youth in the classroom, for some time president of the "Johann-Gottfried-Herder Research Council", co-editor and author of "Ostkunde im Unterricht" (Eastern Research in the Classroom)Leverenz, Bernhardbefore 1945: senior naval staff judge, 1933 NSDAPafter 1945: minister of justice and deputy prime minister in Schleswig-Holstein, since 1962 presidial member of the "Committee for an Indivisible Germany", the propaganda instrument of the Bonn government for the annexation of the GDR, member of the advisory research council of the "All-German" Ministry
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Maunz, Theodorbefore 1945: professor of public law in Freiburg/Breisgau, leading fascist specialist on administrative law, introduced the "racial idea" in administrative law and justified the fascist apparatus of extermination and suppressionafter 19 4 5: 1952 professor of public law in the University of Munich, 1954-1957 minister of culture in Bavaria, forced to resign on 10 June 1964 after the GDR published material on his nazi pastMaurach, Reinhartbefore 1945: fascist specialist in criminal law and head of the Institute of East European Law at the University of Konigs- berg, department head in the East Europe Institute in Breslau (Wroclaw), national-socialist lower court counsellor, distinguished himself by anti-Semitic writings, published articles in Weltkampf, the central organ of anti-Semitism in fascist Germany, active NSDAP officialafter 1945: professor and member of the governing body of the Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Trial Procedures as well as of East European Law at the University of Munich, member of the "Johann- Gottfried-Herder Research Council"Mehnert, Klausbefore 1945: 1931-1933 general secretary of the "German Society for the Study of Eastern Europe", foreign correspondent of fascist newspapers, propaganda expert in the Shanghai representation of the Foreign Officeafter 1945: professor in ordinary and director of the Institute of Political Science at Aachen Technical College, member of the "advisory council for development aid" in the "Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation", editor-in-chief of the periodicals of the "German Society for Information on Eastern Europe"Meimberg, Rudolfbefore 1945: since 1933 teaching activity at the University of Berlin and the Technical College in Prague, professor at the College of Political Science, fascist economist, active SA leader, deputy SA instructorafter 1945: professor of economics at the University of Mainz, member of the research circle in the advisory research council of the "All-German" MinistryMeissner, Borisbefore 1945: took part in the "ethnic struggle" to undermine the Esthonian state. 

regional office head of the illegal fascist movement in Esthonia, active member of the SA, attended a special indoctrination course at the leadership school of the highest SA leadership in Dresden, in the Second World War special leader of fascist Esthonian units, decorated with the "medal of valour for the Eastern Peoples in silver" for complicity in crimes committed by these incendiary units, hold-out fanaticafter 1945: for a time in the "East" department of the Bonn Foreign Office, member of the board of the East Faculty of the "Federal Centre for Political Education", member of the managerial committee of the working group for East-West problems in the Bonn Foreign Office, member of the management committee of the "Federal Institute for the Exploration of Marxism- Leninism (Institute of Sovietology)", leading member of the German Society for East European Research, professor of Eastern law at the University of Cologne, since 1965 president of the "Gottinger Working Group", an ideological centre of Bonn revanchismMeyer, Konradbefore 1945: professor of agrarian science and policy in Jena and Berlin, chairman of the "Reich Work Group for Space Research" controlled by the SS, defender of the "blood and soil policy" and the "people without space" theory, collaborator in the "General Plan East" (the land as far as the Urals was to be transformed into a German colony, and 30 to 50 million people were to be exterminated or displaced), 1939 head of the planning staff of the "Reich commissioner for the strengthening of the German nationality", close collaborator of Himmler and war criminal Darre in "Germanization questions", SS Oberfiihrerafter 1945: professor of rural building and planning at the Hanover Technical College, member of the senate commission for the management of the Academic Foreign Office, member of the select committee, 1957 member of the Academy for Space Research and Rural Planning in Hanover, 1964 emeritusMikorey, Maximilianbefore 1945: lecturer in psychiatry at the University of Munich, member of the fascist "Academy of German Law", specialist in fascist criminal and court psychology, anti-Semite and propagator of race hatred after 1945: professor of psychiatry, neurology and medical psychology at the University of Munich, head physician of the Munich neurological clinic
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Polnitz, Gotz vonbefore 1945: since 1936 University of Munich, fascist historian, anti-Semiteafter 1945: professor at the Universities of Munich and Erlangen, since 1964 founding rector of the University of RegensburgPreusker, Victor-Emanuelbefore 1945: agent of the Dresdner Bank, worked as "racial specialist" in the "Aryanization" of Viennese banks, SS leader after 1945: federal minister of housing construction (retired), president of the central association of German real estate owners, member of several boards of directors, member of the advisory research council of the "All-German" MinistryRabi, Kurtbefore 1945: Henlein's adviser, fascist folk group specialist, 1940 general expert on Polish administrative law in the government of the generalgouvemement, 1941 specialist in the personal staff and head of the legislative department of the "Reich commissioner for the occupied Dutch territories", war criminal Seyss-Inquart, member of the armed SS, had an authoritative part in the introduction and execution of laws on Jews in Slovakia and Hollandafter 1945: member of the "federal work group for East German school instruction", collaborator of the periodical Deutsche Ostkunde, member of the board of the Collegium Carolinum, a centre of imperialist eastern researchRaschhofer, Herrmannbefore 1945: teaching activity in Gottingen and in the Charles University in Prague, adviser of war criminal K.H. Frank, created the legal justification for the liquidation of the Czechoslovak stateafter 1945: professor of international law and international relations at the University of WurzburgRauch, Georg vonbefore 1945: 1936-1939 lecturer at Dorpat University (Esthonia), 1943-1945 lecturer at the Reich University in Posen (Poznan), NSDAP, anti-Semitic east researcherafter 1945: member of the "scientific examing office for higher school teachers in Schleswig-Holstein"Redecker, Martinbefore 1945: theologian in Kiel, appeared in public with anti-Semitic speeches and writings 

after 1945: member of the "scientific examining office for higher school teachers in Schleswig-Holstein"Ruff, Siegfriedbefore 1945: head of the "Institute for Aeronautical Medicine of the German Air Navigation Experimental Station" in Berlin which carried out inhuman medical experiments for the fascist Luftwaffe on prisoners of Dachau concentration campafter 1945: since 1952 head of the "Institute for Aeronautical Medicine of the German Air Navigation Experimental Station" in Bad Godesberg, since 1954 supernumerary professor of aeronautical medicine and physiology at the University of BonnSchier, Brunobefore 1945: expert on fascist folklore in the staff of the "Reich farmers' leader", war criminal Darre, employee in the office of the murderer of Jews and war criminal Rosenberg and the Reich leader of university lecturers, professor of folklore at the University of Leipzig, executed secret commissions in ethnology for war criminal K.H. Frank, in which he came to the fore as a race-hatred monger, denounced Professor Gesemann of Prague (Praha) as being "friendly to Jews"after 19 4 5: 1949 University of Marburg, foundation member of the "Johann- Gottfried-Herder Research Council", 1952 University of Munster, director of the folk- loristic seminarSchwidetzky-Roesing, Usebeforel945: 1939-1945 lecturer at the University of Breslau (Wroclaw), fascist racial theorist, co-editor of the Zeitschrift fur Rassenkunde und vergleichende Forschung am Menschen (Journal of Race-lore and Comparative Research on Human Beings) after 1945: 1950 member of the "Johann-Gottfried-Herder Research Council", 1949 professor in Mainz, 1960 director of the Anthropological Institute at the University of Mainz, 1953 member of the Academy of Demographic ScienceSchwinge, Erichbefore 1945: 1938 dean of the Faculty of Law at the University of Marburg, 1940 professor in Vienna, specialist in military law, justified the cruel sentences of fascist military courts, wrote comments on the fascist military penal codeafter 19 4 5: 1945 professor of criminal law and criminal trial procedures, military 
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law and the international law of war, 1954 to 1955 rector of the University of Marburg, specialist in West German military penal law, counsel for the defence of SS murderer Simon (he had three citizens of Brettheim/ West Germany executed in April 1945), coworker in the Neue Zeitschrift fur Wehr- recht (New Journal of Military Law)Seraphim, Peter-Heinzbefore 1945: 1937 University of Konigsberg (Kaliningrad), 1941 University of Greifswald, there 1943 director of the “Oder- Danube Institute", until 1945 editor-in-chief of the anti-Semitic periodical Weltkampf (World Struggle), member of the "Institute for Research on the Jewish Question" founded by main war criminal Rosenbergafter 1945: study leader and president of the "Administrative and Economic Academy of the Bochum Industrial District"Taubert, Dr. Eberhardbefore 1945: ministerial counsellor in the Ministry of Propaganda, official superior of the notorious "Anti-Komintern", responsible for the whole of fascist propaganda in the occupied eastern territories; initiator of a slander campaign unrivalled so far in form and volume against all anti-fascist forces; 1938 judge on the first panel of the notorious People's Court; in this capacity on 27 November 1942 sent the German anti-fascist Helmut Klotz and on 11 January 1943 the French anti-fascist Marcel Gerbohay to the scaffoldafter 1945: chairman and deputy chairman of the "National Association for Peace and Freedom", an anti-communist instigation organization financed by the "All-German" Ministry; on behalf of the Bonn war ministry and NATO works on problems of psychological warfare; close ties with international fascist circles like the "Anti-Komin- tern-Dienst" in Bad GodesbergVerschuer, Otmar, Freiherr vonbefore 1945: 1933 professor of racial hygiene and the biology of heredity, 1933 to 1945 editor of the journal Der Erbarzt, 1935 to 1942 professor and director of the Institute of Heredity and Racial Hygiene in Frankfurt-on-Main, 1937 member of the research department on genetics and race of the extreme fascist "Reich Institute on the History of the New Germany, 1942-1945 director of the notorious Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology, Human Genetics and Eugenics 

after 19 4 5: 1949 a member of the "Academy of Science and Literature" in Mainz, 1951 professor and director of the Institute of Human Genetics in the University of MunsterWandschneider, Gerhardbefore 1945: nazi district president in Wismar, active NSDAP and SA leader (regional office head, bloc leader, propaganda speaker), shares responsibility for the execution of a Polish worker deported to Germany by the Gestapo on 21 March 1944 in Stove, decorated with the War Merit Cross after 1945: since 1950 district president in the duchy of Lauenburg, leading member of the "Central Communal Unions" in Cologne, member of the advisory research council of the "All-German" MinistryWelter, Erichbefore 1945: editor of the Frankfurter Zeitung and editor-in-chief of Wirtschafts- kurve, 1944 professor of national economics at the University of Mainz, agent of the IG- Farben poison gas trust, investigated the possibilities of plundering the Balkans, confidant of war criminal Kehrl and "Reichs- leiter" Ammannafter 1945: since 1951 head of the Research Institute of Economic Policy at the University of Mainz, member of the research circle in the advisory research council of the "All-German" MinistryWeitz, Georg Augustbefore 1945: doctor in the fascist Luftwaffe, director of the Institute of Aeronautical Medicine at the University of Munich, took part in medical experiments for the fascist Luftwaffe on prisoners of Dachau concentration campafter 1945: since 1952 supernumerary professor in the University of MunichWenke, Hansbefore 1945: teaching activity in the University of Erlangen, anti-Semitic educational specialist, glorified the Fuhrer cult in nazi pedagogics and the war of conquest of German imperialismafter 1945: rector of Tubingen University and president of the South West German Conference of Rectors, 1954-1957 senator for education and higher learning in Hamburg, 1958 director of the UNESCO Institute of Education. 1961 chairman of the founding committee of the newly to be founded Bochum University, appointed founding direc
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tor of the Bochum Ruhr University, had to be recalled from this function because of protests against his fascist pastWilhelm, Theodorbefore 1945: anti-Semitic nazi educationist, editor of Internationale Zeitschrift fur Erziehung (International Journal of Education)after 1945: member of the scientific examining office for higher school teachers in Schleswig-Holstein

Wirsing, Giselherbefore 1945: employee of the SD, SS Sturmbannfuhrer, influential anti-Semitic nazi journalist, member of the "Institute for the Exploration of the Jewish Problem" (founded by chief war criminal Alfred Rosenberg), editor of the nazi newspaper Tat (renamed Das XX. Jahrhundert in 1939) after 19 4 5: 1948 founded the West German weekly Christ und Welt, since 1954 its editor-in-chief
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APPENDIX-DOCUMENTARY TABLES

TABLE 1

20 November 1932 
Your Excellency,
Most Honourable Herr Reich President,

Full ot ardent love for the German people and fatherland, like Your Excellency, 
the undersigned have welcomed with hope the basic change initiated by Your 
Excellency in the management of the affairs of state. Like Your Excellency we 
affirm the necessity of a government which is more independent of the parliamen
tary party system, as is expressed in the idea of a presidial cabinet formulated 
by Your Excellency.

The result of the Reichstag election of 6 November this year has shown ...
... transformation of the Reich cabinet may take place in a way which brings the 
greatest possible popular force behind the cabinet.

We confess ourselves to be free from any narrow party political attitude. In the 
national movement which has seized our people we see the promising beginning 
of a time which creates the first indispensable basis for an upswing of the Ger
man economy by overcoming the antagonisms between classes. We know that 
this upswing will still demand many sacrifices. We believe that these sacrifices 
can only be made willingly when the largest group of this national movement 
will have a leading part in the government.

The transfer of the responsible leadership of a presidial cabinet staffed with 
the best expert and personal forces to the leader of the largest national group 
will extirpate the slags and mistakes necessarily inherent in any mass movement 
and carry along millions of people to affirmative force who today still stand 
apart.

In full confidence in the wisdom and feeling of national solidarity of Your Ex
cellency we great Your Excellency

with profound respect
Fritz Thyssen
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TABLE 2

Berlin, 1 June 1933
Adolf Hitler Donation of the German Economy

I.
To replace the many individual collections of various institutions and associa

tions of the NSDAP, a central collection of all branches of the German economy 
has come into existence under the name of "Adolf Hitler Donation of the German 
Economy". This donation is managed by a board of trustees composed of repre
sentatives of the participating branches of the economy. Herr Dr. Krupp von 
Bohlen und Halbach has taken over the chairmanship of this board of trustees 
(address: Berlin W 35, Konigin-Augusta-Strasse 28, Reichsverband der Deut- 
schen Industrie).

The branches of economy have pledged themselves to raise a certain amount 
in a form suitable for them within one year, in the period from 1 June 1933 to 
31 May 1934, and to transmit the collected sums to the board of trustees.

The Reich Association of German Industry and the Association of the German 
Employers' Federations call upon the associations and firms affiliated to them to 
support this collection with all means available to them. We expect the active 
cooperation of all our organizations and enterprises and the personal activity of 
their leaders. It is a question of acting quickly and generously, carrying out the 
action simply and economically, avoiding all bureaucratic restrictions.

Current special agreements are to be involved in the general collection.
7. All questions and letters are to be addressed to the business-management of 
the industrial collection. Copies of this circular are available in any desired 
amount on request.

For the Reich Association 
of German Industry 
signed: Krupp von Bohlen 

und Halbach

For the Association of 
German Employers 
signed: Kottgen
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Duplicate!

Adolf Hitler Donation of the German Economy

Certificate
D No. 086867

Dresdner Bank
Berlin

takes part in the Adolf Hitler Donation of the German Economy with an amount 
of one-hundred-and-twenty-thousand Reichsmarks.

Berlin, in June 1934 
The Board of Trustees 
(signatures)

Collections from the holder of this certificate by all 
members, authorities and institutions of the NSDAP 
are forbidden by the party leadership of the NSDAP 
when the holder of the certificate can produce the cor
responding receipts (see collecting prohibition).
Liaison Staff of the NSDAP, 
Berlin.

TABLE 5

Deutsche Bank
Board S. 5/38

Berlin, 14 January 1938

To the
Directions of our Branch Offices (centres)

Transformation of Non-Aryan Firms

In the recent period we have repeatedly talked with you about the treatment 
of our non-Aryan engagements and informed you but a few days ago how we 
judge the future development of these firms. Thereupon we heard from you that 
you have permanent contacts with these enterprises and have made yourself 
available in the Aryanization on their request or intend to do so.

Since up to now we have received only a survey of those non-Aryan firms of 
your branch district which you count among your debtors but have received but 
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little information on your non-Ary an creditors we ask you to send us another list 
of your non-Ary an debtors and creditors who come into question for Ary anima
tion. Here we are interested in details on the progress of the Aryanization pro
cess of the individual enterprises and your active influence on it. The purpose of 
this list for us is to consider here in the house if we can support your efforts in 
view of the many requests we receive day after day and the survey thus coming 
into existence; of course we place great value on having you conduct the direct 
negotiations in the future, too.

The whole affair must be treated cautiously and prudently and requires much 
skill so that anger and resentment resulting from incorrect tactics are avoided, 
which, as we have learned already, have led to consequences concerning the busi
ness dealings; this must naturally be avoided.

TABLE 9

Leuna-Werke, 30 March 1941

Report on Visit
Consultation with the Commandant of the Concentration Camp near Auschwitz 
on 27 March 1941, 3 p.m.

Present: Sturmbannfuhrer Hoess, camp commandant, 
Sturmbannfuhrer Kraus, head of the administration 

of concentration camps, 
Oranienburg,

Hauptsturmfuhrer Burbdck, departmental expert for the 
employment of prisoners, 
Berlin-Lichterfelde,

and a few Obersturmfuhrers and Sturmfuhrers as department experts on 
the special questions dealt with.
Senior engineer Faust, Lu/Dyhernfurth,
Dipl.-Ing. Fldter, Lu/Dyhernfurth,
Ing. Murr, Lu, 
Dr. Diirrfeld, Leuna.

Purpose of the consultation:
After the preparatory conference which took place in Berlin on Thursday, 

20 March, between Director Dr. Biitefisch and Obergruppenfilhrer Wolf in the 
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presence of Oberfuhrers Gliicke - Oranienburg (superintendent of concentra
tions camps) and Ldrner - Berlin (superintendent for the employment of priso
ners) now details on the kind of help which can be taken over by the concentra
tion camp in the construction of the works are to be discussed.

General:
It shall be mentioned by way of summary that the conference took place in an 

extremely matter-of-fact and yet very cordial atmosphere. In all questions the 
full readiness of the concentration camp to give all possible help in the construc
tion of the works could be stated. The conference was followed by a detailed in
spection of the camp with all its installations and workshops.

Agreements:
1) Herr Faust demands some 1,000 unskilled and skilled workers - as far as 

available - for the current year. This number can be made available by the camp 
without further preparations.

2) For the year to come a need for some 3,000 prisoners is announced. This 
number can be made available by the concentration camp when the necessary 
accommodation in the camps for the increase of the 8,000 prisoners up to now in 
the camp have been created. At present the camp is building further accommoda
tion but is hampered by the shortage of reinforced steel for the floors and ceil
ings. We are ready to examine how this can be delivered to the camp more quickly 
(index and supply question).

3) Making available further workers over the named figure is quite possible 
since the camp is to be enlarged to accommodate some 30,000 prisoners. Decisive 
for the speed is the supply of steel and the making available of the necessary 
number of "Kappos" (foremen and other skilled workers). These Kappos are 
selected from professional criminals and are to be shifted from other concentra
tion camps to Auschwitz. These actions are in full swing.

4) For the transport of the prisoners to the building site a direct road over the 
Salo south of Auschwitz to the works area is proposed. For this purpose the con
centration camp builds a bridge. Track for a field railway is to be laid over the 
same line so that the prisoners can be transported in field trains to and from the 
building site. Both parties care for the supply of the necessary rails.

5) Working hours are determined by the season and are to be fixed at at least 
9 hours in the winter and at 10 to 11 hours in the summer. The output is estimated 
at 75 per cent of that of a normal German worker. Three Reichsmarks are to be 
paid per prisoner and unskilled worker per day, four Reichsmarks a day for 
skilled workers. These costs include everything, transport, food, etc. We need pay 
no costs outside these expenses for the prisoners, except that as a spur small 
allowances are given (cigarettes etc.).
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6) A simultaneous employment of prisoners of war is unsuitable at least in the 
current year, especially for the reason that the required number of workers can 
be fully made available by the camp.

Summary:
The entire negotiation was conducted in cordial agreement whereby both sides 

emphasized their desire to grant all possible mutual aid. Thus, for example, the 
camp commandant will, if need arises, make available all forces of the camp, 
camp doctors, ambulances and even means of conveyance until the building sita 
works smoothly. Agreement was reached upon repeating a similar conference 
when new questions arise. The preparatory building staff under Herr Murr was 
recommended in particular to turn to Hauptsturmfuhrer Frommhagen, adjutant 
to the camp commandant, on all questions.

(signed): Durrfeld

Copy to:
Director Dr. Ambros
Directors Dr. Eymann/Santo
Director Faust
Director Eisfeld
Director Mach
Director Heidebroek

TABLE 11

The General Public Prosecutor 
of the Provincial Court Berlin NW 40, 27 June 1934

Turmstrasse 91
Telephone: C 5 Hansa 7701-7740

Very urgent! To the Mecklenburg Ministry of Agriculture, 
Domains and Forests, Settlement 
Department, 
Schwerin in Mecklenburg

In the criminal procedure against Liibke and accomplices the immediate send
ing of the files available to the Schwerin public prosecutor (J. 421/34) against 
Fritz Liibke because of faithlessness is requested.
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In the local criminal procedure l.Ba.J.53.34 against Heinrich Liibke, director 
of the Bauernland (farmers' land) Settlement Company, the urgent suspicion has 
arisen that Heinrich Liibke has received 5,000 marks from the proceeds of rea
lized inventory stock purchases and used them to pay private liabilities.

by direction 
Dr. Kaehlig 
Court assessor

(the handwritten remarks are only partially legible)

TABLE 12

ATG Machine Building G.m.b.H.
Leipzig -W 32
Central planning - Goele/Qu.

Leipzig, 5 September 1944

17 copies
Secret command matter 
4th copy

Conference Protocol

Concerning Leopard
Inspection of all installations in the upper floor, ground floor and 
living quarters on 4 September 1944
Present: from the Schlempp

Engineering Office - Dipl. Eng. Liibke 
Architect Sander 
Building Counsellor Rieck 
Architect Rossler 
Architect Vollmer 
Engineer Hill

Of the ATG Senior Eng. Schmidtke
Senior Eng. Goele 
Engineer Steinbach 
Engineer Kohlhase

It may be mentioned at the outset that the work is now making visible progress 
on the broadest front. In the sequence of the inspection held the following points 
are to be fixed:
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1) Leau dwelling camp
It was agreed that the camp will be subdivided tor

a) 1,800 male prisoners
b) 1,000 female prisoners
c) 500 foreigners.

A wooden barrackwas already set up, three others will be completed in the course 
of the week, the other barracks are being constructed in masonry and so sped up 
that the concentration camp prisoners who are now accommodated in a tent come 
to Leau as quickly as possible since the tent is impossible for the cold season.
80 per cent of the concentration camp prisoners are suffering from serious diar
rhoea.
The splinter protective trenches are built outside the dwelling barracks in accord
ance with our proposal. This requires the acquisition of additional land.

2) Soalberge dwelling camp
Land under lease was inspected. All efforts are being made so that this dwelling 
camp provided for the accommodation of German prisoners can be occupied after 
the completation of the first built rooms. In both dwelling camps only dry privies 
can be installed.

3) Grounds around lift 3
The "...." site plan was submitted and fixed that building 23 (dispatch) will in 
any case be available in masonry with a length of 60 metres when the work is in 
process.
To avoid the filling up of the height of the platform, Herr Liibke proposes to 
create a basement under the building which is to be finished as checkroom and 
lavatory.
The other buildings and installations are approved and are being carried through 
as proposed by us.
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TABLE 13

Dr. Ludger Westrick
Chairman of the Board of the 
Vereinigte Aluminium-W erke 
Aktiengesellschaft

I EM 11327/40

Herr Lieutenant General von Hanneken 
Undersecretary of State in the 
Reich Ministry of Economic Affairs 
Berlin W 8
Behrenstr. 43

Berlin W 8,4 September 1940
Friedrichstr. 169/170
Tel. 11-74-21

Dear General,
Referring to our telephone talk of yesterday I venture to convey to you the 

requested details as an enclosure to this letter. I shall be pleased to be at your 
service should you wish any supplements or changes. The second enclosure is 
provisionally supplemented to the year 1940-41, whereby the non-German 
figures for 1941 are only to be assessed as estimates.

I am most obliged to you for the active support you are devoting to this affair.
With my best compliments

Heil Hitler
Yours respectfully 
signed (signature)

Enclosures
Handwritten remarks

Not "..suitable as a basis for a talk Krosigk - Reich Marshal. The achieve
ments of the Reich-owned works must be more accentuated "..............."

The whole must be dressed up a little bit. Suitable "............ "

Our extension program has met with the demands made on us by the Reich 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Wehrmacht high command and the Office for 
the Four Year Plan. With regard to the high power consumption of the aluminium 
works - it amounted to barely 6 thousand million kilowatt hours in 1940 - cer
tain limits were set to this extension planning by the German power situation 
and the limited possibilities of the timely erection of new power stations.
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In the interest of a rapid increase of the aluminium production necessitated by 
military developments, economic considerations were put aside to a great extent 
and the new works set up at places where power and steam could be procured in 
time, taking military policy aspects into consideration. This also explains the 
regrettable fact that today 78 per cent of aur production is based on coal power 
and only about 22 per cent is produced with water power, whereas in the entire 
rest of the world aluminium production is almost completely based on cheap 
water power ...

To supply these plants, too, with sufficient raw material, also in case of war, 
we have since 1933 brought so much bauxite to Germany annually, despite the 
high financial burden connected with it, that at the beginning of the war we had 
at our disposal a stock of nearly one million tons, sufficient for a production of 
250,000 tons of aluminium.

TABLE 15 (left)

The Reich Commissioner for the East
Finance Department N 1356 - 29 -
Diary no. 1409/42 d Riga, 27 August 1942

SECRET

To the General Commissioners 
in Riga / Kauen / Minsk

Subject: Administration of Jewish ghettos
Enclosure:... Copies for the regional commissioners concerned

Large Jewish ghettos have been set up in Riga, Kauen and Minsk, smaller 
ones in a few other places (seats of regional commissioners). The administration 
of the ghettos is not carried out in a uniform way. Especially the financial re
sponsibility is not clarified ...

2) Accordingly the object of property administration is above all the available 
personal property. In addition to this is the utilization of the labour power of the 
Jews which so far is considered as realized property.

The property administration is to be transferred by the Reich minister for the 
occupied eastern territories to the finance departments which fulfil this task 
directly or through the municipal and regional commissioners ...
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3) When objects are sold, the proceeds are immediately to be conveyed to the 
competent cashier's office. The revenues flow to the individual plan of the finance 
budget administration of the Reich Commissioner. The establishment of special 
accounts is inadmissible.

4) The utilization of the labour power of Jews takes place in two forms:
a) through hiring out to public or private employers
b) through the operation of workshops (conducted enterprises) ...
by direction: attested
signed: Dr. Vialon signed (signature)

government inspector

TABLE 16

The Reich Commissioner 
for the East

Department II 
Administration
Secret Diary No. (illegible)

Riga, 31 July 1943

SECRET!

Subject: Gathering of Jews in concentration camps - 1 enclosure

On 21 June 1943 the Reichsfuhrer SS ordered that all Jews in the eastern areas 
still living in ghettos are to be assembled in concentration camps. I enclose a copy 
of the instruction of the Reichsfuhrer SS of 21 June 1943. It was fixed in repeated 
talks with the Higher SS and Police Leader that such works the performance of 
which cannot be shifted to large concentration camps are comprised in small con
centration camps. Thus, for example, a small part of the former Riga ghetto will 
presumably be transformed into a concentration camp in which workshop enter
prises fulfil orders of military importance. In addition, the former workshops 
maintained for the authorities of the General Commissioner and Reich Commis
sioner, for example, the uniform tailoring, manufacture of black-out devices for 
official and living quarters, etc., are to be shifted to this concentration camp. The 
management of this concentration camp which is to be set up is to be taken over 
by the General Commissioner in Riga, at my request, security police tasks are 
naturally to be looked after by the police authorities, and the financial proceeds 
are to flow into my budget, as up to now. Final agreements on this point are not 
yet available, however.
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To the General Commissioner
in Reval

I recommend that you immediately get in touch with the competent authorities 
of the security police and the SD and, when the occasion arises, carry through 
similar measures speedily if they are necessary.

I ask you to report to me on the new arrangements by 1 October 1943.

by direction 
signed Dr. Vialon

Attested:
Gerlach
Reich employee
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TABLE 20 (2nd part)

The Reichsfuhrer SS and
Chief of the German Police 
in the Reich Ministry of the Interior 
O-Kdo g 2 (O/RV) No. 7811/43 
Please refer to the foregoing 
symbols and date in your reply

Berlin NW 7, 
5 June 1943, 
Unter den Linden 74 
Local tel. 120034 
Trunk call 120037

Express Letter

Subject: Call-up to the military police of the armed SS

1 request that First Lieutenant Johannes Rosendahl of the military police be 
called up according to the decree of 11 February 1942 — O-Kdo. I RV (2) 1 
No. 33/42 - for 18 June 1943 for the SS motorized substitute unit in Weimar- 
Buchenwald.

First Lt. R. is to be informed about his detachment to the H.Dv. 275 and to be 
instructed that this direction is also valid in its full extent for members of the 
disciplinary police who are detached to the military police of the armed SS, es
pecially regarding the classification of the subordinate leaders of the disciplinary 
police in the armed SS in accordance with their police ranks.

by direction 
signed: Flade

To the District President For the Reichsfuhrer
in Merseburg signed: Siekmann Lt.of the Sec.Pol.
for information
to the Higher SS and Police Leader Elbe
- Inspector of the Disciplinary Police -

in Dresden
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TABLE 22

Court of the Wehrmacht 
Command in Berlin 
A.Z. B/S 14 p/u

Berlin NW 40, 30 May 1944
Lehrter Str. 58

To the supervisory board of the Penitentiary
in Brandenburg-Gorden

On Monday, 12 June 1944, at l.O.p.m., in this prison the death sentences against 
the following persons will be carried out with the guillotine:
1) former Lance Corporal Alfred Haase, 

born 13 July 1923 in Berlin-Weissensee. Evangelical
2) former Gunner Friedrich Mallaschitz,

born 6 March 1921 in Blumau, Vienna-Neustadt region, Catholic
3) former Corporal Helmut Rose,

born 25 March 1921 in Oberhausen, Evangelical
4) former Rifleman Gunther Baars,

born 27 November 1921 in Brieg/Breslau, Evangelical
5) former Obertruppfuhrer Wilhelm Klapproth,

born 24 June 1916 in SoestlWestphalia. Evangelical
6) former Scharfiihrer Ignatz Wallner,

born 18 July 1897 in Fisching/Steiermark, Roman Catholic.
Executioner Rottger is charged with carrying out the sentence. This is to be 

notified to the sentenced there on the same day at 11.0 a.m.
Charged with the supervision of the execution is First Lieutenant Dr. Zellmann 

who will be attended by Field Inspector of Justice Hilhof.
The sentenced are in the remand prison of the Wehrmacht in Berlin-Tegel, 

Seidelstrasse 39.
The Police Presidium in Berlin as conveying authority is requested to send the 

sentenced to Brandenburg on the morning of 12 June 1944. Acceptance is re
quested.

The local prison doctor is requested to be made available for the execution.

signed Rieder
Senior Miliary Court Counsellor
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TABLE 22 (2nd part)

Court ot the Navy in Berlin 
J III 181/44

(1) Berlin-Charlottenburg, 
12 June 1944

To the supervisory board of the Penitentiary
in Brandenburg-Gorden

On 19 June 1944, at 1.0 p.m., the death sentence against Seeman IV Horst 
Henze, born on 22 August 1924 in Berlin, believer in God, will be executed with 
the guillotine in your prison.

Executioner Rottger of Berlin is charged with carrying out the sentence. The 
sentenced is to be notified there on the same day at 11.0 a.m.

Senior Naval Staff Judge Dr. Schlegelberger is charged with the supervision; 
he will be assisted by the document official Naval Inspector of Justice Nothelfer.

The sentenced is in the remand prison of the Wehrmacht in Berlin, Tegel 
branch, Seidelstrasse 39.

The Police Presidium in Berlin as conveying authority is requested to send the 
sentenced to Brandenburg on the morning of 19 June 1944.

The local prison doctor is requested to be made available for the execution.

by direction
signed: Schlegelberger

Senior Naval Staff Judge



TABLE 23 (left)

In the Name of the German People!
... against Browislawa Ciesielska, nee Sluzalek,
... owitz, Zellenweg 18, born on 5 June 1896 at the same place, married,
... Ottilie Wojcikiewicz, owner of a baker's shop,
... zalek from Sosnowitz, born on 8 February 1907 at the same place, married, 

because of war economy crimes according to Figure 1, section 3 of the Polish 
criminal law decree of 4 December 1941 § 47 of the Penal Code.

Special Court 1 in Kattowitz has passed the following verdict in its session on 
23..........1942 in which took part:

Provincial Court Director Burk as chairman.
Provincial Court Counsellor Dr. Schmidt,
Provincial Court Counsellor Baron Tiesenhausen as assessors,
Public Prosecutor Ottersbach as representative of the Public Prosecutor's 
Office
Justice employee Matthies as document official of the bureau:

The accused are sentenced to death for damaging the prosperity of the German 
people, by means of crimes against the war economy, the accused Wojcikiewicz 
at the same time for charging excess prices, punishable according to Article 1 
section 3 of the Polish criminal law decree ....
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TABLE 25 (left)

Attested Copy
(Sond. Ill) 1 PKLs. 35.42 (783,43)

In the Name of the German People!
Criminal procedure 

against
the casual labourer Paul Israel Berkheim, born on 10 August 1911 in Berlin, at 
present held on this matter in the penitentiary in Brandenburg-G order, single, 
Jeua, on a charge of racial disgrace.

Special Court Ill of the Provincial Court in Berlin, at the trial on 9 April 1943, 
in which took part

Provincial Court Director Dr. Bohmert as chairman,
Provincial Court Counsellor Herfurth,
Provincial Court Counsellor Schultz as assessor judges,
Public Prosecutor Dr. Berthold as official of the Public Prosecutor s Office,
Justice Employee Meyer as documentary official of the bureau, returned the 

following verdict:
The accused is sentenced to death as a dangerous habitual criminal because of 

racial disgrace in three cases, to the permanent loss of rights according to §§ 32 ft. 
of the Penal Code, and to the costs of the trial.

Reasons:
The accused was sentenced to a total of seven years in prison and the loss of 

rights according to §§ 32 ff. of the Penal Code, for five years because of racial 
disgrace in three cases through the verdict of Special Court V of the Provincial 
Court in Berlin on 26 September 1942. After the senior Reich public prosecutor 
lodged a plea of nullity, the Reich Court quashed this verdict on 18 February 
1943, including the underlying statements, and remitted the procedure to this 
extent for a new trial and decision to the Special Court because it has not been 
examined if the prerequisites of §§ 20 a, section 2, 42 e of the Penal Code and 
§ 1 of the Law on the Change of the Reich Penal Code of 4 September 1941 have 
been fulfilled.
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TABLE 25 (2nd part)

(19)2 OJS. 110/44 (56/44) Confidential!

Verdict

In the Name of the German People!
In the criminal procedure 

against
the hewer instructor Max Kyas from Gleiwitz III, Bischofstrasse 53, born on 
20 March 1895 in Makoschau, Kattowitz region. Catholic, Reich German, mar
ried, previously convicted, at present in prison in Beuthen/Upper Silesia, because 
of disintegration of the defence strength, the First Penal Senate of the Superior 
Provincial Court of Kattowitz in Beuthen/ Upper Silesia, on the basis of the trial 
of 15 August 1944, in which took part

Superior Provincial Court President Drendel as chairman,
Superior Provincial Court Counsellor Dr. Zdralek,
Superior Provincial Court Counsellor Burzlaff as assessor judges.
Public Prosecutor Dr. Zienicke as official of the Public Prosecutor’s Office,
Junior Barrister Janus as documentary official of the bureau, has returned the 

following verdict:
The accused has, despite repeated admonitions and warnings, tried to paralyse 

the will of the German people to military self-assertion through repeated abuses 
of the German leadership and German soldiers and through the seditious criticiz
ing of military actions and war measures, within the circle of his workmates.

He is therefore punished with death.
He is deprived of civil rights.
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TABLE 26 (2nd part)

Government oi the Generalgouvernement
Chief Department of Justice

Krakow. 4 January 1944
Ju Per. S. 296/43.

To the
Special Court of the German Court 
in Lemberg

Subject: Criminal procedure against Anna Zwarycz
- 4 KLe 46/43 -

1 raise
extraordinary protest 

against the judgment of 30 July 1943 in accordance with § 32 of the Decree on 
the German Jurisdiction in the Generalgouvernement of 19 February 1940 (VB1. 
GG.l S. 57).

According to § 8 of the Decree on the Simplification of Penal Jurisdiction in the 
Generalgouvernement of 24 October 1942 (VB1.GG. S. 667) I specify the German 
Superior Court in Krakow as the court which has to make a new decision in this 
case.

Reasons:
According to the statement of the Special Court the accused has in October 

1942 taken over with herself the then 18-months-old child of the Jew Hirsch- 
Mamut from Brody, cared for and fed it until the beginning of April 1943, 
although the Jewish child would have had to live in the Jewish residential district 
set up in Brody from 1 December 1942 at the latest. The Special Court further
more stated that the accused openly kept the child with herself, known as Jewish 
to everybody, and even told a woman acquaintance so shortly before her being 
arrested. The Special Court did not see in this behaviour ...
... the fulfilment of the outward facts of the case on the part of the Jew suffices 
as prerequisite for the culpability of the person granting shelter. This prere
quisite is given in the present case, for the child sheltered by the accused is a Jew 
who, contrary to a legal prohibition and without an authoritative permit granting 
exception, that means unauthorizedly (as a matter of fact)...

By proxy 
signed Dr. Ganser
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TABLE 29

Erwin Schiile, assessor
Stuttgart, Am........ 17
at the present time lieutenant, 
field post number 12207 D

In the field, 
3 September 1943

Curriculum Vitae

I was born on 2 July 1913 in Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt as the son of the wine
grower Ernst Schiile and his wife Anna Maria nee Osterle. My father fell in 1916 
at Verdun.

I attended the higher technical school in Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt from 1921 
and passed the leaving examination there in the spring of 1933.

After eight terms of study of political science and jurisprudence at the Univer
sities of Tubingen and Konigsberg 1 passed my first juridical state examination 
in the autumn of 1937. In 1933 1 joined the SA and I have been a member of the 
party since 1935.

On 1 January 19381 began my preparatory service in the lower court in Waib
lingen. I completed my further preparatory service in the district of the Stuttgart 
Provincial Court. At the end of December 1939 I had to interrupt my preparatory 
service because I was called up for military service.

On the occasion of my examination leave in January 1941 I passed my great 
juridical...
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TABLE 31

14e JAARGANG No 4

Onze Luchtmacht
Vaktijdschrift voor de Luchtmacht

Opgericht 17 September 1948

Secret Command Matteri
Chief = Matter

Airborne Corps
la No. 38/40 g. Kdos. Chiei matter 
For commanders only!
This order is to be dealt with 
as "secret" during actions!

Berlin, 23 February 1940 
53 copies 
52nd copy

Order for the operation of the airborne corps in operation
"Fortress"

stamp
General Staff of the Air Force
1st Department No. 5683/40 g.K.
Chief matter of 5 April 1940

1) Intention
Fortress Holland is to be taken from the back front by surprise by going around 
the Grebbe Line.

2) Mission
The airborne corps (AA div. 7 and 22nd division) has firstly to operate in the 
Moerdijk-Dordrecht-Rotterdam-Hague area with the mission:
a) to keep open the bridges near Moerdijk (here centre) and Rotterdam for the 

following quick troops of the army which advance over Tilburg-Breda 
(AA div. 7).
to occupy the capital The Hague and immediately eliminate the crown, gov
ernment and army leadership there (22nd div.).

3) Situation of the enemy
see enclosure 1

4) Assessment of the situation and general intentions for the conduct of the 
action
see enclosure 2
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11) Command post of the airborne corps (and of air div. 7) at first Waalhaven 
airfield

7 enclosures
signed Student 
F.d.R.
Trettner
Major, G.S.O.

TABLE 32

3rd enclosure
to la No. 38/40 g.Kdos.
53 copies
52nd copy

Individual orders for AA div. 7.

1) Group South (reinforced paratrooper regiment 1) leader Colonel Brauer
I ./paratroopers 1

11 ./paratroopers
14./paratroopers
paratr. signals platoon 7 (parts)
1 ./pioneers 22

div. gun battery 7
1st platoon div. A A battery 7 and paratr. medical half-company occupies 
the two bridges near Moerdijk by surprise - after preceding bomb attack - 
immediately removes all existing blasting preparations and takes these 
bridges firmly into its hands. The bridges must be held by all means until 
the first parts of the army arrive ...

4th enclosure
to la No. 38/40 g.Kdos.
53 copies
52nd copy

Forbidden zone for our own dropping of bombs

For the protection of our own ground troops the following areas are forbidden 
tor the dropping of bombs:
1) From x + 45 min. to x + 150 min. (operation of paratroopers) landing places 

Katwijk, Ypenburg, Kijkduin, Waalhaven and bridges near Rotterdam and 
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Dordrecht within a radius of 3 kilometres (from middle of the places or 
bridges).
The bridges near Moerdijk to a distance of 5 kilometres from the two ends of 
the bridges.

2) From x + 150 min. (operation and march movement of the div.), area Katwijk 
aan Zee (inch) - Oegstgeest (inch) - Leiden (excl.) - Benthuizen (incl.) - 
Moerkapelle (excl.) - Nieuwerkerk (excl.) - Kinderdijk (excl.) - Noord Maas 
(incl.) - Merwede as far as railway bridge (incl.) - Hooge Zwaluwe (incl.) - 
Zevenbergschenkhoek (incl.) - Klundert (excl.) - in a straight line to the north
west as far as Maassluis (excl.) - Monster (excl.).
Attacks on forces of the enemy within this forbidden zone are carried through 
only on special request and under responsibility of the airborne corps.

signed Student
F.d.R.
Trettner
Major, G.S.O.

... containers are to be saved and secured in order to be able to guarantee a 
speedy new readiness for action.

signed Student
f.d.R.
Trettner
Major, G.S.O.

TABLE 35 (left)

Copy
Over Legation Counsellor Schumburg
FOREIGN OFFICE
83-26 19/1 Berlin, 25 January 1939

Summary:
The Jewish Question as a Factor of Foreign Policy in 1938

1) The German Jewish policy as a prerequisite and consequence of the foreign 
policy decisions of 1938

2) Aim of the German Jewish policy: emigration
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3) Methods, ways and aims of Jewish emigration
4) The emigrated Jew as best propaganda for the German Jewish policy

It is certainly no accident that the fateful year 1938, along with the realization 
of the Greater Germany idea, brought the Jewish question nearer solution, for 
the Jewish policy was the prerequisite as well as the consequence of the events 
of 1938. Perhaps more than the power political enmity of the former allied 
hostile powers of the world war did the penetration of Jewish influence and the 
disintegrating Jewish mental attitude in politics, economy and culture paralyse 
the strength and will of the German people to rise again. The healing of this 
illness of the national body was, therefore, one of most important prerequisites 
for the effort which in 1938 enforced the union of the Greater German Reich 
against the will of a world.

But the necessity for a radical solution of the Jewish question also becomes 
evident as a consequence of the foreign policy development...
To all diplomatic and professional consular representations abroad

TABLE 3 5 (2nd part)

Reichsfuhrer SS
Chief of the Reich Security Main Office 
11112 0
C 41
H/Pi SECRET

286

13 March 1939

To the SD Fuhrer of the SS-O.A.
11112

Subject: "The Jewish Question as a Factor of Foreign Policy in 1938"

Enclosed is a summary of the Foreign Office on the importance of the Jewish 
question for foreign policy in 1938 for your information.

1 point out that although the report correctly demands a radical solution of the 
Jewish question through emigration - as has been pursued here for years - at 
the present moment it can not yet be useful to provoke the Jewish question in all 
European and non-European states since this could greatly hinder the emigration 
of those Jews still living in Germany. Referring to this shortcoming in the 
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representation of this problem the Reich Ministry of the Interior has already 
approached the Foreign Office by letter.

The Chief of the Reich Security Main Office 
by direction
The Head of Central Department II 1
as a repres. signed Ehrlinger

SS Obersturmbannfuhrer

Handwritten
SS-... Eichmann z.K.

TABLE 45 (left)

The Representative of 
the Foreign Office 
Reich Commissioner for the East 
No. 481/44

Sending of a correspondent 
of Neue Ziircher Zeitung 

Riga, 24 April 1944
Rosenberg-Ring 12

2 copies

The Foreign Office has informed me as follows:
"It could now be arranged that the local representative of the Ziircher Zeitung 

Ernst Lemmer will fly to Riga on 27 March for the interview Mae.
Lemmer now has several days available for a program which also includes 

different tasks.
Lemmer is an experienced journalist with good abilities and seems to be 

suitable for treating all themes of this area of interest for foreign countries. He is 
a Reich German and also trustworthy enough to be informed about political 
developments there. Such information could be of direct help to him in writing 
his reports for his great and distinguished newspaper effectively in accordance 
with the orientation there. Herr Lemmer has been told that with this first oper
ation he will perhaps be given priority in reporting on the further development 
of local things on a later second journey. It is therefore recommended that Herr 
Lemmer be treated carefully.
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I ask you to arrange the return date from there in consultation with him and 
assume the costs tor the return flight.

I ask you to pass on interview reports Mae, Uluots and Bangerskies and per
haps other reports by Lemmer which are to be written on the spot at the best for 
his newspaper after examination by the head of the press department on duty for 
the purpose of the immediate passing on to local representatives of the news
paper.

signed Braun von Stumm"

Herewith passing on this instruction of the Foreign Office which, as I learn, is 
given in agreement with the Reich Ministry for Propaganda and the Reich East 
Ministry I would be grateful if the necessary steps for Lemmer's journey and the 
granting of interviews with people who appear to be suitable there, too, are 
taken.

Two further copies are enclosed.
signed (signature)

To the
Reich Commissioner for the East 
in Riga
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TABLE 45 (2nd part)

Ernst Lemmer
Correspondent of foreign newspapers
Member of the Union of the Foreign Press e.V. in Berlin

Berlin-Zehlendorf, 25 April 1944
Hohe Kiefer ... (Klein-Machnow)

To the Police Presidium
Berlin, Magazinstrasse

I ask for the prolongation of the validity of the enclosed service passport by 
reason of the instruction given to me by the Foreign Office.

1 have to make an official trip to Riga and Reval at the suggestion of the For
eign Office in order to carry out a special journalistic mission with which 1 have 
been charged. The departure by plane is foreseen for the 27th of this month, 
return by 10 May at the latest.

Should you wish a telephonic inquiry the Foreign Office will give you infor
mation, either the press department. Legation Counsellor Dr. Staudacher, or 
Department R XV.

Heil Hitler!
signed: Lemmer

Foreign Office
R Pa Lemmer

Berlin W 35, 26 April 1944
Am Karlsbad 8

The enclosed service passport had been made out for editor Ernst Lemmer for 
travel to foreign countries on behalf of the Reich government. As the prere
quisites for the use of the service passport continue to exist, it is requested that 
the enclosed passport be prolonged until 26 July 1944.

Foreign Office, passport department 
signed: (signature)
Consul

To the Police Presidium, passport department
Berlin C
Mag azinstrasse 6/8
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TABLE 47 (2nd part)

Professional Association of
German Prehistory Research Workers

> Konigsberg, Prussia, Theaterplatz
5b, 16 January 1934

Copy

To Ministerial Counsellor Sunkel, 
Berlin

Dear Sir,
After our talk about the Wirth case I would still like to inform you and His 

Excellency the Minister about the following:
Meanwhile Professor Wirth has had an essay published in the Hamburger 

Nachrichten on 12 January 1934 which contains sharp biased attacks on party 
member Professor Neckel. In it Herr Wirth praises himself as an old Marburg 
national socialist of 1924. As far as I know Professor H. Wirth does not belong 
to the National Socialist Party even today. 1 believe 1 can say with full certainty 
that he was not yet a member at the beginning of last year. In 1929 those occur
rences happened about which 1 have already given you oral information recently. 
Herr Wirth was at that time supported by Herr Schindler of Hamburg, whom he 
has in the meantime himself called a "Jewish oil magnate" (presumably in the 
Rostocker Anzeiger). At that time Herr Wirth, with the assistance of Herr Schind
ler, addressed himself to Herr Warburg, representative of Jewish high finance, to 
request further support and asked Herr Schindler to direct the attention of Herr 
Warburg to the "fine and valuable" review which waspublished by Wirth's friend 
Muhlestein in the Frankfurter Zeitung in these very days. This is the review 
which especially emphasizes the value of Wirth's papers in the struggle against 
the national movement and education of the yong generation.

It corresponds to the entire peculiarity of his personality that Herr Wirth recom
mends himself as an old national socialist of 1924 after these occurrences. A good 
newspaper essay by H. Urbanek enclosed with these lines as a copy contains an 
extract from Muhlestein s review. Party member E. Witte also reported on details 
in the periodical Der Hammer, 1932.1 also enclose with this letter a copy of the 
lines sent by Party Member A. Rosenberg to Professor Wirth at that time. 1 recei
ved them in my capacity as lecturer at the then National Socialist People's Col
lege from the head of the special group for German prehistory in the Militant 
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Union for German Culture for information and use in the work against Professor 
Wirth.

Party Member SA Truppenfiihrer Professor Wiegers, Berlin-Charlottenburg, 
Sybelstr. 10, could make available a few data on Professor Wirth's relations with 
freemasonry circles in 1932.

I was very glad that after our talk on the 11th a detailed report by Party 
Member Steche against Professor Wirth's evaluation of the so-called Ura Linda 
Chronicle was published in the Volkischer Beobachter. There, too, it is stressed 
that Wirth uncritically considers anti-German sides of the so-called Ura Linda 
Chronicle as true and uses them accordingly. Herr Wirth again presents things 
in his above-mentioned Hamburg essay as if he is struggling against liberals in 
science. This is again a deliberate untruth. Herr Wirth knows very well that he is 
opposed by leading especially militant national socialists.

Heil Hitler and German greetings 
from yours respectfully 
signed B. Freiherr von Richthofen
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TABLE 48 (left)

German Evangelical Church
Church External Office Berlin-Charlottenburg 2,
A 3216/39 22 September 1939

To the Foreign Office
Cultural Policy Department
Reporting Legation Counsellor Lorenz
Berlin W 8

SECRET

Dr. habil. Eugen Gerstenmeier, born 25 August 1906, who is employed in the 
Church External Office, is to undertake an informational journey to the Northern 
European countries for the purpose oi countering the propaganda of the western 
powers. Dr. Gerstenmeier has not yet been called up for military service, but he 
is liable for it and needs a leave for trips abroad from the competent district 
defence command. It is requested that a certificate for Dr. Gerstenmeier showing 
the urgency of his journey be issued.

1 call attention to the fact that Dr. Gerstenmeier is a member of SA Reiter- 
sturm 1/29.

signed: (signature)
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1

TABLE 48 (2nd part)

I

I
 State Secretary Dr. Stuckart Berlin, 11 December 1939

in the Reich Ministry of the Interior NW 40, Konigsplatz 6
Telephone 110027

The director of the Institute for State Research at Berlin University and his 
scientific personnel are constantly entrusted by me with tasks of political import
ance which are connected with state organization in war.

I therefore request that, in fixing the personnel and material budget of the 
Institute for State Research at Berlin University for the fiscal year 1940-41, those 
principles are applied which are valid for similar institutes and establishments.

signed: Stuckart

Kult Mob 1628 Berlin, 23 September 1939

In reply to your letter of 22 September 1939 - A 3216/38 -

Today SECRET

In reply to the letter referred to it is confirmed for submission to the compe
tent Wehrmacht command that the journey of Dr. Eugen Gerstenmeier, born on 
25 August 1906, employed in the Church External Office, to the Northern Euro
pean countries is agreed to by the Foreign Office and is in the interest of the for
eign policy.

by direction
stamp signed: Grosskopf

*
To Herr General Consul Grosskopf 
with the request for execution
The journey is approved by Ambassador von Twardowski.

I

1
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